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GENERAL EDITOR FOR THE OLD TESTAMENT 

THE present General Editor for the Old Testament 

in the Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges 

desires to say that, in accordance with the policy of 

his predecessor the Bishop of Worcester, he does not 

hold himself responsible for the particular interpreta- 

tions adopted or for the opinions expressed by the 

editors of the several Books, nor has he endeavoured 

to bring them into agreement with one another. It 

is inevitable that there should be differences of 

opinion in regard to many questions of criticism and 

interpretation, and it seems best that these differences 

should find free expression in different volumes. He 

has endeavoured to secure, as far as possible, that 

the general scope and character of the series should 

be observed, and that views which have a reasonable 

claim to consideration should not be ignored, but he 

has felt it best that the final responsibility should, in 

general, rest with the individual contributors. 

A. F. KIRKPATRICK. 

CAMBRIDGE. 

237935 
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PREFAGE 

: pre Commentary which constitutes the bulk of flies 
volume was practically complete by 1914. I regret — 

that other duties have prevented me till now from finishing 
the Introduction. While writing this I have carefully revised 
the Commentary. I am greatly indebted to the General 
Editor of the Series for his patience with my work and for the 
many valuable suggestions he has made with regard to it. 

The Deuteronomy of the late Professor Driver, in the 
International @ritical Commentary, is the standard English 
work on the subject; its wide learning and wise judge- 
ment ensure its continuance as the basis of all subsequent 
studies of the Book in our language. . It admirably gathers 
up and appraises the results of a long era of Biblical Criticism. 
But since the publication of its first edition in 1895 the 
analysis and the exposition of Deuteronomy—particularly in 
connection with the Singular and Plural forms of address to 
Israel—have run through a new stage, modifying the old 
problems and starting fresh ones. There have also been con- 
siderable additions to our knowledge of the relevant geography 
and archaeology. I have endeavoured to do justice to all 
these recent efforts and results, and to revise in their light 
the conclusions of the earlier criticism. 

Such work as I have done in this volume I desire to 
dedicate to the memory of two great scholars, long and closely 
associated in the study and interpretation of the Old Testa- 
ment, FRANCIS BROWN and SAMUEL ROLLES 
DRIVER, in gratitude for all that I have learned from 
them and for the friendship with which they honoured me. 

GEORGE ADAM SMITH 

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN 

15 March 1918 

237935 
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Divisions—The Code 
and the Discourses 

$1. ames. 

Like other books of the Pentateuch, this, the fifth, owes its 

present name of Deuteronomy to the Septuagint. In ch. xvii. 

18 is the phrase, a duplicate, or copy, of this law (Heb. mishneh 

hat-térah haz-z6th). The Greek translators misrendered this by 

the words ro devrepovdpuov toviro, ‘this second law-giving,’ and 

gave the title Aevrepovouuov, Lat. Deuteronomium, to the whole 
Book ; while some later Jewish writings refer to it as ‘ Mishneh 

Torah.’ Though thus born in error, the name Deuteronomy is 
so far appropriate that the Book contains the second codification 

of the Law of Israel, the first being that which is found in the 

Prophetical Narrative of the Pentateuch, JE—Ex. xx. 23—xxiii. 
Ig with xxxiv. 11—27, and xiii. 3—7, 1o—13 (see Chapman, 47 

Introduction to the Pentateuch, in this series, p. 110). The Heb. 

text of the Book bears no title, and as in the case of other Books 

of the Pentateuch it was referred to by some of its opening words: 
These be the Words or briefly Wor ‘ds. But during its course the 

_ Book suggests for itself three general titles (about which how- 

ever we must ask later whether they cover the whole or only 
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parts of our Deuteronomy): (a) This Law (Heb. Térah, i. 5, iv. 
8, xvii. 18f. etc.) or This Book of the Law (xxix. 21, XXX. 10, XXxi. — 
26) or The Book of this Law (xxviii. 61), similarly in 2 Kgs xxii. 
8, 11, cp. xxiii. 24 ; (6) The Words of the Covenant (Heb. B'rith, 

see note on iv. 13) which the LorD commanded Moses to make with 

the children of Israel inthe land of Moab (xxix. 1), cp. the Words 
of this Covenant (xxix. 9), the Covenant of the Lor v thy God (xxix. 

12, Cp. xiv. 21, 25), always as distinct from the Covenant in Horeb 

(xxix. I, iV. 13, 23, V. 21, ix. 9, II, 15), and so the Book is referred 

to as the Book of the Covenant in 2 Kgs xxiii. 2, 213; (¢) This 

Commandment or Charge (Heb. Miswah, v.31 (Heb. 28), see note, 

vi. I, Vil. 11 etc.).—Further, the separate laws of the Torah or 

Brith or Miswah are called statutes and judgements (Heb. 

hukkim and mishpatim) either alone (iv. 1, 5, 8, 14, V- 1, Xi. 32, 

xii. I, xxvi. 16) or combined with, or varied by, commandments 

or charges and testimonies, or decrees (Heb. miswéth and ‘edéth 

iv. 45, vi. 17, 20).—The name ‘ Fifth Book of Moses’ occurs only 

in our English and other modern versions (Chapman, /. P. p. 2). 

§$ 2. General Content, Structure, and Style. = 

As some of its names imply, Deuteronomy is the record and 

contents of a Second Legislation or Covenant of Law delivered 

through Moses to Israel—second, that is, to the Legislation or 

Covenant of Horeb—which he proclaimed and expounded to al 

the people at the close of their wanderings between Egypt and 
the Promised Land, when they were encamped in one of the 

gorges that break downwards from the north-west edge of the 
plateau of Moab into the valley of Jordan, over against Jericho. 

The Laws proper assigned to this occasion form the central bulk 
of the Book. They are introduced by long discourses, with 

Moses as the speaker, in form both historical and hortatory, and 

in purpose exfository (see on i. 5) of the facts and principles on 
which they are based ; and they are followed by other discourses 
from Moses enforcing them on the obedience of the people. The 
Book—and with it the Pentateuch—closes upon further chapters 
of exhortation and narrative which carry events up to the death 
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_ of Moses and prepare for the succession of Joshua. The time 

‘covered by Deuteronomy is thus—apart from the historical re- 

views in its discourses—very brief. 
By several distinct headings or superscriptions (some accom- 

panied by fragments of narrative) as well as by corresponding 

differences of subject-matter and form, the Book divides itself 

as follows: 

Ch: i. 1—4. General Title (composite) 

5. Special Title to the following— 

Chs. 1. 6—iyv. 40. The First Discourse Introductory to the 

Laws (all deuteronomic in style) divided into— 

(a) Historical Part, 1. 6—iii. 29. 

(6) Hortatory Part, iv. 1—4o. 

Ch. iv. 41—43. Fragment on Cities of Asylum (deutero- 

nomic). 

2 44—49. Special Title (composite) to 

Chs. v.—xi. The Second Discourse Introductory to the 

Laws (all deuteronomic), divided into 

(a) Prologue, v. 

(6) Hortatory Part, vi.—xi. but including 

(c) Historical Review, ix. 7 b—-x. 11. 

Ch. xii. 1. Special Title (composite) to 

Chs. xii.—xxvi. The Laws—‘The Statutes and Judgements’ 

(mainly deuteronomic in style). For the divisions 

into which these fall and for the contents of each 
division see below, pp. 154—156. 

Chs. xxvii.—xxx. Closing Discourses (deuteronomic) divided 
into— 

(a) Instructions for the Immediate Future, xxvii. 

: (showing no connection save in. vv. gf. with 

what precedes or follows). 

(4) Epilogue to the Laws, xxviii. 

2 Ch. xxix. 1. Editorial Note. 

(c) Further Discourse or Discourses, xxix.—xxx. 
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E. Chs. xxxi.—xxxiv. Last Daysand Discourses of Moses (com- 

posite, from all the documents of the Pentateuch, 
with two poems from unknown sources, xxxii. 
I—43, and xxxiii.). ; 

A ; 

[t is now generally acknowledged, even by most conservative 

critics}, that this last Division forms a later, editorial supplement 

to Deuteronomy, belonging less to it than to the Pentateuch as 

a whole, and designed to connect the Pentateuch with the Book 
of Joshua. The analysis of these chapters, xxxi.—xxxiv., com- 
piled as they are from pieces of all the Pentateuchal documents, 
may be left to the notes upon them in the commentary. 

But chs. i.—xxx.—save for a number of laws, some titles and 

other fragments—are composed throughout in the same style, 

one of the most palpable, distinctive and memorable in the Old 
Testament. No other Hebrew prose, except parts of Isaiah 
xl.—lv., is so elevated and so sustained or has such a swing and 
such asweep. Not only in exhortation but in narrative and even 
in the statement of single laws (when these are not quoted ver- 
batim from somewhere else) this style is what we call rhetorical. 

But the rhetoric is its own: rich in resonant words and _phrases, 
many of which do not occur elsewhere, fond of the more emphatic 
forms of words, lavish in emphasis and absolute statement, and 

sometimes leaping to hyperbole; now stern, now tender, now 
exulting, but always urgent and always expansive, accumulating 

verbs and epithets and especially reiterating a series of formulas, 

most of them fervent and intimate, which also are peculiar to 

itself. Some of the frequent repetitions ef these formulas which our 
‘ canonical text presents, are doubtless due to redactors or scribes, 
as may be seen from a comparison of the Hebrew with the 
Ancient Versions. But that by far the most of them are original 

is proved by the fact that neither the same nor a similar reitera- 
tion is found in any other prose, upon which the influence of 

Deuteronomy has not fallen®. Emphasis, accumulation, and re- 

1 See the striking admission by Professor Orr quoted on p. 332 of 
this volume. 

2 Steuernagel’s allegations of merely scribal repetitions, Der Rahmen 
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petition are however not the only marks of this urgent ‘and 

sonorous style. The religious fervour and the passion to instruct 

which are its driving forces frequently fall back from their pre- 

vailing absolutism in order to explain, refine and qualify. For 

the Book never forgets its declared purpose 40 clear up or expound. 

But this purpose and all these various impulses, forward, backward 

and aside, are carried upon the same powerful unbroken rhythm— 

unbroken even when the syntax breaks beneath them—which 

invests the Book with its singular dignity andcharm. The music 

overwhelms all feeling of redundancy. Deuteronomy is like a_ 

flowing tide on a broad beach, the long parallel waves dashing, 
withdrawing and dashing again. 

Our more immediate duty is to define the distinctions between 

this style and those of the other documents of the Pentateuch— 
J, E,P and H. The distinctions are both general and detailed. 
General because while the other documents are mainly histories 

with legislation coming in by the way—or as in H_a small code ~ 

and its epilogue only —Deuteronomy 1.—xxx. is a discourse or dis- 

courses from end to end, the speech of a man face to face with 

his hearers, dealing with the Law from first to last and recalling, 

almost exclusively, such events as they have shared with him, 

which your eyes, which our eyes have seen. Though the other docu- 
ments are also designed for the people this one is exceedingly 

more direct and more intimate. Nor has any of the other docu- 

ments the rhythm of Deuteronomy. J and E have each its own in- 
comparable power of narrative ;-P its formal, often statistical but 

generally solemn fashion of statement. But none have the dia- 

pason, the long sweeping waves of oratory, which haunt us from 

Deuteronomy. As for details, Deuteronomy, like its neighbours 

in the Pentateuch, has a vocabulary and favourite phrases of its 

‘own, distinct from theirs. Its names for certain places and 

things, touched on by all, are different from the names which 

some of them give. Its characteristic words and formulas are 

des Deuteronomiums (1894), Die E nistehung des deuteron. Gesetzes (1896) 
and Deuteronomium-Josua (1898 in Nowack’s Handkommentar z. A.7.), 
are extravagantly numerous. 

| | 
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used by them either never or with such infrequency as to offer a_ 

marked contrast to their lavish employment in Deuteronomy. 
In parallel passages Deuteronomy substitutes rarer or more™ 

sonorous or more emphatic forms for those with which JE and 
P are content. All this will become the more significant to us 
as we perceive how dependent Deuteronomy is, both in its 
historical reviews and in its code, upon the history and laws of 
JE, and especialy of E. Even when it repeats statements or 
expressions found in JE it expands these or gives a turn to 

them in a way that is all its own and tuned to its peculiar rhythm. 
Common instances are its formal or hortatory additions to some 
of the laws ; but its narratives are full of them, In these it in- ~ 

creases the adjectives or turns them into superlatives, replaces 
a plain phrase by one more concrete and vivid, strikes an em- 
phasis, or lifts a simple statement of fact into a hyperbole. No- 

thing could more clearly reveal the distinctiveness of the style 
of Deuteronomy than these, its own, alterations of another style 

to the accent and rhythm peculiar to itself. As for its particular 
differences from the style of P, each document has a number of 
single words never or rarely found beyond it and each has its own 

characteristic formulas. Whether in general or in particular no 

two writings, dealing in part with the same material, could offer 
a more decided contrast to each other in style and language 

It is unnecessary to give a full list of the terms, formulas, and 

other phrases, which are either confined to Deuteronomy or are 
otherwise characteristic of its style. They are all pointed out in 

the notes to the text, and the more marked of them are gathered 
in the paragraphs of this Introduction which deal with the 
resemblances and differences among the divisions of the Book 

itself, S§ 6 and 7%. Here let some illustrations suffice. As to 

1 A small group of words characteristic of P is found in ch. iv. and 
will be treated later. k e 

* Lists will be found in the Introduction to Driver's Deuteronomy, 
in Appendix IV. to Chapman’s /ntroduction to the Pentateuch (in this 
series), in Estlin Carpenter and Harford-Battersby’s Ze Hexateuch, 1. 
200, and in Holzinger’s Zindeitung in den Hexateuch, 1. (1893). See 
also Steuernagel’s ‘ Einleitung’ to his Deuteronomium-/Josua (cited in 
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the difference of place-names, Deuteronomy has with E Hore 

for the Sézaz of J and P (for references see on i. 2), Pisgah for 

P’s Nebo (iii. 17, 27), and with P Kadesh-Barnea (see on i. 2) for 

the simple Kadesh of the others. Deuteronomy has different 

names for the same things : with JE shebet, tribe (see on i. 13), 

for P’s matteh (over 140 times in P) ; y*xushah, possession (see on - 

ii. 5), for P’s ’a&huzzah (about 40 times) ; £aha/, the national assem- 

bly or congregation (vy. 22, ix. 10, X. 4, XVill. 16, Cp. xxiii. I, 2, 3), for 

P’s favourite ‘edah (over 100 times), though P occasionally uses 

also £ahal; and tables of the covenant (ix. 9, 11, 15) and ark of 

the covenant (x. 8) for JE’s simple Zadbdes of stone and the ark, and 

P’s table of the testimony and ark of the testimony. In the law 

of the Cities of Refuge P (Nu. xxxv.) uses for accidentally the 

-term dish*gagah but Deuteronomy (xix.) the term 626°/i da‘ath. 

‘ 
4 
: 

Deuteronomy’s fondness for accumulating epithets and verbs is 

sufficiently illustrated by these instances: dy ¢emptations, by 

signs, and by wonders, and by war, and by a mighty hand, and 

by a stretched out arm, and by great terrors (iv. 34); the great 

God, the mighty and the terrible (x. 17); his charge, and his 

Statutes, and his judgements, and his commandments (x\. 1); ¢o 

Sear the LORD thy God, to walk in all his ways and to love him, 

and to serve the LORD thy God with all thy heart and with all thy 

soul, to keep the commandments of the LORD and his statutes 

(x. 12 f.) and similar combinations; ¢how shalt talk of them when 

thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, 

when thou liest down and when thou risest up (vi. 7); take heed 

to thyself and keep thy soul diligently, lest thou forget the things 

which thine eyes saw and lest they depart from thy heart all the 

days of thy life (iv. 9); or the many shorter combinations such as, 

Remember, forget not (ix. 7), know therefore and lay it to thine 

heart (iv. 39), observe and do (iv. 6 and 6 other times), fear 

not neither be dismayed (i. 21, xxxi. 8 and the deuteronomic’ 

2 _ Josh. viii. 1, x. 25) and dread not neither be afraid (i. 29, xx. 3, 

the last note but one), § 8, ‘ Zur Sprachstatistik des- Deuteronomiums,’ 
and Bertholet’s brief but jadictows remarks in his Dezteronomzum, 
-*Einleitung’ Iv. 
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xxxi. 6), and fo cat and be full (viii. 10, 12, ete.). All this is n 

mere development of the parallelism characteristic of Hebrew 
poetry and practised by some of the prose; it is something 
different and individual. Even apparent redundancies like go 
in and possess the land whither ye go over to possess it (xi. 8) 
are carried off by the rhythm of the original and do not sound 
superfluous. t 4 

Of the characteristic formulas of Deuteronomy and their 
frequency these specimens are sufficient: Jehovah, our, your, 
or thy God over 300 times in Deuteronomy alone, against fewer 
than 50 in the rest of the Pentateuch (see on i. 6); which Jam 
commanding thee or you, 33 times in Deuteronomy and else- 

where only once, Ex. xxxiv. 11; 72 thy gates for in thy cities, 
27 times in Deuteronomy and elsewhere only once, Ex. xx. 10, 

where it is probably an editor’s echo of Deuteronomy ; and the 

following which are not found at all in the other parts of the- 
Pentateuch : Hear O Jsrae/ 4 times, observe to do 12 times, that it — 
may be well with thee 7 times, the combination stranger, father- 
less, and widow 8 times, to cleave to Jehovah 4 times, a holy people 

5 times, a peculiar people thrice, the ashtoreths of thy flock (vii. 

13 note) 4 times and the infinitive 4é¢#d used adverbially 5 times ; 
with these more emphatic forms ’é/ah, how (fore), 5 times, and 

not elsewhere in the Pentateuch, /ebad, heart, and ’anoki, 7, both 

very frequently used as against a very few instances of the 

shorter forms /é and ’dn? which the notes will explain; and 

the use of the more sonorous termination to the imperfect, 
tin. If to all these there be added the list of religious and 
ethical terms peculiar to Deuteronomy which are given in § 3 and 
its other unique or very rare terms selected on pp. xlixf., liii ff, 
a very striking impression will be received of the individuality 
of the style of Deuteronomy. And yet not the /#// impression 
or idea, for this only comes (as has been said) after a detailed — 
observation of Deuteronomy’s characteristic expansions and 

alterations of the phraseology of JE, on which both for narrative 

and for law it so largely depends. 
The dependence of Deuteronomy on JE is too constant 
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throughout long stretches of the discourses and too frequent in 

the Code to be summarised here; for the evidence of it the 

reader is referred to the notes on the text and especially to those 

on i. 7, 9—18, 25, 28, 3440; li. 1—8 a, 15, 26—37; iii. 17 and 27 

Pisgah; iv. 15, v. 2f., ix. 8, etc. Hoveb, 9, 10a, 12, '16f., 21f.,. 

x. 1—4; and for the laws xiv. 214, xv, 12—18 (perhaps), xvi. I—17, 

19, xix. 15—21 (perhaps), xxii. I—3, 4, xxiii. 19, xxiv. 7, 12f., 

part of xxv. 19, xxvii 5—9!. The basis of these is mainly E, 

but J also has been used, and we shall have to consider later 

the question whether the writer, or writers, of Deuteronomy 

were acquainted with J and E before (Dillmann) or only after 

(Horst, Bertholet) the amalgamation of these two documents. 

But be that as it may, Deuteronomy in the re-statement of their 

records of fact and of law, besides introducing its characteristic 

formulas, reveals most clearly the features of its peculiar 

rhetoric—expansiveness, fondness for accumulating epithets 

and impulse to hyperbole. Its hortatory additions to the laws 

common to itself and E and its attachment of the words of ¢he 

covenant to JE’s plain ¢adbles of stone and the ark have already 

been mentioned. The following are still more striking: the 

characteristic expansions in ch. v. of Ex. xix. 15, 17, 19, Xx. I—21, 

in ix. 17 of Ex. xxxii. 19 8 and in ix. 21 of Ex. xxxii. 20 (see too 
ix. 26—29); the turning of E’s phrase great nation, Ex. xxxii. 10, 

into a zation mightier and greater than they, ix. t4, and of the 

thousands of Ex. xx..6 into-a@ thousand generations, vii. 9; or 
_ the concentration and enhancement of E’s thick cloud and thick 

darkness, from separate passages, into the darkness, cloud, and 

thick darkness of iv. 11; or the addition, viii. 15, of the emphatic 

1 See Driver’s Deuteronomy, §2. On p. xv he says: ‘in the retro- 
‘spects, the narrative of Ex. Nu. is followed step by step, and clauses, 
or sometimes entire verses, are transcribed from it verbatim, placing 
beyond the possibility of doubt the use by the writer of the earlier 
narrative of the Pent.” See also Driver’s notes on the parallel passages 
of Exodus in his Exodus; and Chapman’s /ztroduction to the Pentateuch, 
pp. 86—95, t12—117, the former passage being an analysis of the 
accounts of the mission of the spies with the conclusion, p. 95, that 
Deuteronomy’s account is based on JE’s and shows no trace of gee): 
ance with P’s: . 

DEUTERONOMY b 
4 
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of fint—a word not found before Deuteronomy—to JE’s simple 
rock; or the raising of E’s more sober statements into these 
hyperboles—/ike the stars of heaven for multitude (i. 10, x. 22, 

xxviii. 62), cities fenced up to heaven (i. 28, ix. 1), and into the 
heart of heaven (iy. 11)—with which we may take the magnifi- 

cent vill. 4, ‘Ay raiment waxed not old neither did thy foot swell 
these forty years, and in x. 14 the superlative heaven of heavens 
used there for the first time in the Old Testament. 

But indeed no lists of details are required to impress the 

general fact on the reader either of the Hebrew or of our English 
Versions. The individuality and distinction, the original force, 

buoyancy, volumeand rhythm of the style of Deuteronomy i.—xxx. 

are pervasive and conspicuous throughout; and in particular its 
difference is indubitable, both in form and temper, from the ~ 
styles of the other constituents of the Pentateuch. 

$3. Standpoint, Doctrine, and Spirit. 

This conspicuous distinction of style both from JE and P is 

coincident in Deuteronomy with a representation of facts in the 
early history of Israel and with a statement of the laws (ascribed 

by all alike to Moses), both of which differ at many points from 
the parallel narratives and laws in those other documents. Some 
of these divergences are slight, others more grave. But a few 

are wide enough to imply.a difference of standpoint and attitude 
* which is fundamental. ‘ : 

It may be of little—yet not negligible—importance that (as 
we have seen) Deuteronomy gives to certain places other names 
than some of its fellow-documents do. The divergences of 
fact are more significant, especially those from JE, in view of 
Deuteronomy’s general dependence on JE and particularly 

on E. It is true that a number of these divergences are not 
actual discrepancies; for example, in the account of the insti- 
tution of the tribal heads, i. g—18, the omission by Deuteronomy 

of any mention of Jethro, to whom E attributes the suggestion 
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of de plan while Deuteronomy attributes it to Moses; the 
addition of Joshua’s name to that of Caleb, i. 26—38; the 

- different division of the last thirty-eight years of the time in the 

wilderness, the bulk of which was spent at Kadesh according 

to JE, but between Kadesh and the brook Zered according to 

Deuteronomy, ii. 1—8a, 14; -Deuteronomy’s additions of the 
campaign against Og, King of Bashan, iii. 1—11, and of the 

half-tribe of Manasseh (to Reuben and Gad), iti. 12 ff.; and the 

differences as to the events in Horeb, for which see the notes to 

ix. 8—2g, x. I—5, 1of., among them the addition of the making 
of the Ark, x. I. Nearly all these differences are susceptible of 

explanation, and most might disappear if we had the full text of y 

the documents J and E. Deuteronomy’s additional facts may 

have been narrated in these—this is as certain as possible with 

regard to the making of the Ark; while Deuteronomy’s omissions 

are explicable by the fact that its narratives are but a summary 

of those of JE. Yet the silence about Jethro is symptomatic of 

a distinctive attitude to foreigners; for it is consistent with the 

omission from Deuteronomy of other foreign influences on 

Israel. The Book says nothing of what J tells us, Nu. x. 29g—32, 

of Moses’ appeal to Hobab to act as eyes to the host (see p. 7), or of 

Balaam beyond the fragment of doubtful authenticity in xxiii. 44; 

it forbids intermarriage with the Canaanites, vil. 3, and a foreigner 

as King, xvii. 15, and it emphasizes the sufficiency of Israel’s own 

wisdom for the national life, iv. 6—8. Far more difficult, and less 

reconcileable, are Deuteronomy’s differences from P in-regard to 

facts. The spies, according to i. 24, reached only the‘ southern 

part of the Promised Land about Hebron, but P carries them as 

4 far as Rehob in the extreme north; and the two documents trace 

very different routes for Israel from Kadesh to the border of 

Moab—see the notes on ii. 1—8a@ and x. 7—and name different 

places as the scene of Aaron’s death and burial, x. 64. Such 

_ Cases are indicative of different traditions of the early history 

_of Israel. Again while Deuteronomy, in agreement with JE, 

mentions Dathan and Abiram as the subjects of the judgement 

which it recalls in xi. 6, P mentions Korah instead. While 

b2 
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Deuteronomy says that at Horeb God separated the ibe + 
Levi to bear the ark of the covenant of Jehovah, to stand before 
Jehovah, to minister to-his name, x. 8—in agreement with its 
emphatic identification of Priests and Levites elsewhere—P con- 
fines the phrase to minister to Jehovah to the Priests, who 

according to it were not a// the tribe of Levi but only a single 
family thereof, and specially allots the office of bearing the Ark 
to another clan, the Kohathites. Moreover while P constantly 

associates Aaron with Moses in solemn transactions on Horeb 

and throughout the wilderness, Deuteronomy mentions Aaron 

twice only, once as the object of God’s anger, ix. 20, and once 

‘on his death, x. 6—if indeed this verse be Deuteronomy’s (see 
notes to x. 6f.). These last cases are not only discrepancies in 

fact; they are symptoms of a difference in standpoint and 

attitude between Deuteronomy and P, which will emerge ay 

when we come to compare the two codes. 

But the most critical of the divergences as to ‘fact which 

Deuteronomy exhibits is one from 40¢/ JE and P—that on the 

amount and character of the Law promulgated to all Israel on 

Sinai-Horeb. Deuteronomy states that the Ten Command- 

ments, iv. 13, and the Ten Commandments only—/e added no 

more,V.22—were the words of the Covenant at Horeb; the people 
also were too terrified to hear more so the Lord delivered His 
further commands to Moses alone (v. 25—32), who did not 

communicate these to the people till the eve of crossing the 
Jordan and they form Deuteronomy’s Code, chs xii.—xxvi., the 

basis of the Second Covenant in Moab. But JE assigns to~ 

Horeb the far longer and more detailed Code, Ex. xx. 23— 

xxiii. 19, and states that—not the Decalogue but—this, written 

out as the Book of the Covenant and publicly read, formed the 

basis of Israel’s covenant with God at Horeb, Ex. xxiv. 3—8. 

As Driver says in his note on Ex. xxiv. 3: ‘the Decalogue, which. 
— the people had heard themselves cannot be included in the 

terms used!’ by E of its Book of the Covenant. Thediscrepancy ~ 

! Driver’s Exodus (in this series), p. 252. 
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‘is complicated by the fact that the Code, chs xii.—xxvi., which 

Deuteronomy says was privately delivered to. Moses (v. 31) but 
- was not published by him till 38 years afterwards in Moab as 

the terms of the Second Covenant, is partly based on the Code 

or Book of the Covenant which E avers to have been written 

out and publicly read at Horeb. The inference seems just, that 

while the writer or writers of Deuteronomy knew of E’s Book of 

the Covenant (for they used it) they did not know of any pro- 

mulgation of it on Horeb, although the present form of E’s 

narrative distinctly says that it was promulgated there. Hence 

Kuenen’s suggestion that the Book of the Covenant, Ex. xx. 23— 

XXill. [9, appeared in the orginal form of E (as used by Deutero- 

nomy) not at Horeb but in Moab, like Deuteronomy’s Code or 

Book of the Covenant. However this may be, Deuteronomy 

gives an account of the legislation on Horeb very different from 

that in Exodus!. i eae 

The legislation which P dates at Sinai (= Horeb) is not only 

far greater in amount than either Deuteronomy or E assigns to 

Israel’s sojourn there, but is of a vastly different character. It 

lies now in Ex. xxv.—xxxi., with a variant form in Ex. xxxv.—xl, 

and is continued throughout the Book of Leviticus, except for 

chs xvii.—xxvi., which is a separate code known as ‘ The Holiness 

Law’ or H. To all this long corpus of laws and regulations, 

said by P to have been delivered to Israel, or to Moses and Aaron, 

on Sinai, Deuteronomy makes no reference, and has very little 

material in common with it. That the writer or writers of 

Deuteronomy did not know of all this legislation assigned by P 

to Sinai is a natural deduction from their definite limitation of 

the public Law and Covenant on Horeb to the Ten Words or 

Commandments. This difference of historical statement is not 

accounted for by saying that Deuteronomy is a book for the 

people, and therefore dispenses with regulations about ritual, 

1 See, below, the notes introductory to ch. y. pp. 79 f., and to ‘The 
“Ten Words,’ pp. 81 ff. Compare Robertson Smith, O737C, 2nd Ed. 
Pp: 331—337, much expanded from the rst Ed., and Chapman, Zz¢ro- 
Auction to the Pentateuch (in this series), pp. 112—117. 
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vestments, and the furniture of the Sanctuary, which were within 
the office of the priests alone. For P too was meant (as we have ~ 
seen) for all Israel; and its laws with regard to most of these © 

details of the worship were commanded by God to be spoken to 
the children of Israel (Ex. xxv. 1; cp. Lev. xxvii. 34). The con- 

struction, equipment and financing of the Sanctuary were, ac- 

cording to P, the duty of the whole people and possible only by 

their co-operation after detailed public instruction ; while many 

of the other laws said by P to have been delivered on Sinai have 
* to do with the nation’s practical, every-day life. No: there is 

here a real discrepancy of fact. As Mr Chapman says, the 

deuteronomic narrative of what happened at Horeb “leaves no 
room” for the public legislation dated there by P ; Deuteronomy 

expressly limits the Pxd/ic legislation at Horeb to the Ten 

Commandments. 

When we pass from the narratives of the promulgation of the 

Law in the different documents to an examination of the con- 
tents and character of their different codes, we see that the 
discrepancies as to fact between Deuteronomy, JE, and P are 

connected with striking differences of standpoint, historical and 
social, and fundamental distinctions of attitude and spirit. 

The Code of Deuteronomy, xii.—xxvi., not only (as we have 

seen) expands with its own rhetoric some of the laws of JE; but 
it extends their application, enforces them with fresh motives, 

frequently modifies them, and adds new laws creating new in- 
stitutions—all in a way that reflects a more mature and complex 
form of society than that for which the codes of JE as they stand 
in Ex. xx. 23—xxiii. 19 and Ex. xxxiv. are designed. For example, 

the law on loans extended by Deuteronomy to embrace loans to_ 

foreigners, xv. 3, xxiii. 20, and the new laws against the removal 
of boundary stones, xix. 14, and on the King, xvii. 14—20, and 

the Prophet, xviii. g—22, with all the detailed and graded ad- 
ministration of justice, xvi. 18—20, xvii. 8—13, reveal Israel as 

long settled in the Promised Land, with a more developed agri- 
culture, commerce and polity, and ideas of prophecy, than there 
is any trace of in the primitive codes of J and E. 
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The contrast peteea the Codes of Deuteronomy and of P is 

still greater. Though it also extends to the social and political 

conditions of the people, it is mainly a contrast of religious ideas, 

organisation and institutions. In P these are developed, dis- 

tinguished and classified to a degree far beyond anything that 

appears in Deuteronomy. Not merely does P enter into minute 
details of ritual for which Deuteronomy. has no eye and shows no 

concern ; but in the larger elements and on the main lines of the — 

practice of religion there are great differences. For example, P 

increases the number of the annual Feasts (see on xvi. 1 ff.) from 

three to seven and adds the Year of Jubilee, elaborates the 

sacrifices, divides and grades the priestly tribe and multiplies 

their rights—of all which Deuteronomy either knows nothing or 

enjoins inconsistently something simpler. “To Deuteronomy all 

men of the tribe of Levi are priests ; the priests the Levites is its 

distinctive and peculiar term for them, which it puts past all 
ambiguity by once adding the words a// the tribe of Levi, xvii. 9, 

18, xviii. I, xxiv. 8; cp.xxi.5. According to it they are all eligible, 

on certain conditions, for the distinctive @riestly functions—a/ 
that time Jehovah separated the tribe of Levi to bear the ark of 

the covenant of Jehovah, to stand before Jehovah to minister unto 

him and to bless in his name unto this day, x. 8; and if a Levite 

come from any of thy gates out of all Israel where he sojourneth... 

he shall minister as all his brethren the Levites do which stand 
there before Jehovah; they shall have like portions to eat, xviii. 

6—8. But in P, on the contrary, Priests and Levites are not 

identical terms; the priesthood and distinctive priestly functions, 

of bearing the ark and of standing before Jehovah to minister 

unto Him, are confined to descendants of Aaron, and Levite is 

the name for the other members of the tribe, to whom priestly 

functions are forbidden under heavy penalties and who discharge 
less sacred duties about the altar and the sanctuary—see further . 

the notes on x. 8f., xviii. 1—-8. This difference between Deutero- 

nomy and P is the more significant, that the former’s Code is in 

harmony therein with the spirit of the earlier practice of Israel, 

‘and the latter’s with the later practice (see 1 Kgs xii. 31 and 
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Ezek. xliv. 1o—16)!. Further, P, who says nothing about a king, 
speaks of a high (literally a great) priest, who has many of the 
distinctions of a king: he is anointed (Ex. xxix. 7, Lev. iv. 3, 5, 
viii. 12, Nu. xxxv. 25), wears the mitre and holy diadem (Ex. xxix. 
6), and dates are reckoned by his life (Nu. xxxv. 25). Of this” 
Deuteronomy says not one word. Again, P increases the value 
of the priest’s share of the sacrificial meat which Deuteronomy 
allots to him, and this is the more significant because Deutero- 

nomy’s injunctions are themselves a distinct advance on the 

practice in early Israel—see the notes to xviii. 3. Altogether P 

increases the dues to the priests to a very much greater degree 
over what was the custom with regard to them in early times®. 
There is also in the legislation of P an enhancement of the 

holiness of the priesthood, and a distinction between things oly 
and most holy, of which Deuteronomy tells us nothing. 

But the cardinal distinction of the Code of Deuteronomy is 
the law of the One Altar and Sanctuary, ch. xii. 2—14, 17—19, 

26f., along with the necessary consequences of this in new, or 

modified, laws upon the slaughter of beasts elsewhere than at the 

-Altar, xii. 15 f., 20—25; on Tithes and the payment of vows and 
the sacrifice of firstlings, xii. 17 f., 26ff., xiv. 22—29, with the addi- 

tional note on Tithes, pp. 196f.; and on the three annual Feasts, 
xvi. I—17; on the provision for the Levites of the rural sanctuaries, 
xviii. 6—8 ; and on the cities of Asylum or Refuge, xix. 1 ff. While 
the laws of JE—in accordance with the practice of early Israel, 
sanctioned by all their religious leaders down at least to Elijah 

1 See Chapman, /ntroduction to the Pentateuch (in this series), pp. 153 ft. 
The reader will find the opposite case well stated by Orr, Problem of 
the Old Testament, pp. 184—192. The present writer has carefully 
considered this attempt to reconcile Deuteronomy’s and P’s statements 
about Priests and Levites. Dr Orr suggests that by the expression the 
Priests the Levites Deuteronomy only means ‘ the Levitical Priests.’ But ~ 
this interpretation is excluded by Deuteronomy’s addition, a// the tribe of 
Levi, xviii. 1, which Professor Orr ignores, and by Deuteronomy’s per- 
mission to any Levite to perform priestly functions. 

2 Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the-History of Israel (E. T.), 158; and 
the present writer’s Jerusalem 1. 354 ff. For the difference between 
Deuteronomy’s and P's laws of tithes see below pp. 196f. and cp. 207 f. 
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(see below p. xl ff.)—assume the validity of sacrifice to Jehovah 

at any altar where He may record His Name, Deuteronomy for- 

_ bids all altars save one, and confines sacrifice toit'. P also knows 

the single Sanctuary, but P throws back the institution of this 

to the legislation on Sinai, while to Deuteronomy the single 

Sanctuary and Altar is still a thing of the future, to be realised 

only when the people have settled down in the Promised Land. 

P also regards the eating of flesh not sacrificed as lawful, whereas 
H, the older code (Lev. xvii.—xxvi.) incorporated in P, still re- 

quires all slaughter of animals for food to be sacrificial. 

Deuteronomy, then, has a standpoint very distinct both from 

that of JE and from that of P. On the whole it is a standpoint 

midway between them. For on the one hand it reflects social 

~ and political and religious conditions more developed than those 

reflected in JE and on the other it exhibits an organisation of re- 

ligion far less developed than thatin P. The worship of Jehovah, 
sanctioned by JE at many altars—in accordance with the earlier 

practice in Israel—is concentrated by Deuteronomy on one 

- only sanctuary. Deuteronomy alone has a Law of the King, 

while P has no refefence to a King but exalts the chief priest 

and invests him with some at least of the distinctions of royalty ; 
and Deuteronomy alone, it must also be emphasized, has a law 

- of the Prophet. We shall have to reckon the bearing of all this 

_ on the question of the date of Deuteronomy?, especially in view 
» of the light cast on it from the earlier and later historical books. 

+ 

_Meantime all we have to note, and on the strength of the 

cumulative evidence we have marshalled to note emphatically, 

- is the conspicuous distinctiveness of the standpoint of Deutero- 

pony: 
_ But above and around this conspicuous standpoint of Deutero- 

__ nomy, with its consequent differences of detail, there is a different 

a. 

: 

- 

1 In the light of the practice in early Israel it is impossible to recon- 
: cile the law in JE with that of the single altar in Deut. by saying that 

the former permits only successive but not necessarily simultaneous 
sanctuaries (so Douglas in Lex Mosaica, and Robertson, Early Religion 
of Israel, p. 410). 2 See $11. 
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atmosphere from those we breathe in the other documents. The | 
style of the Book is but the music of winds that blow and sing 
through it alone—that sing even among its laws. 

With the other documents Deuteronomy shares a very spiritual 
conception of the relations of Israel to their God. Though the 
religion of Israel, especially in the Pentateuch, betrays many of 

the traits common to all families of the race from which Israel 
sprang—many forms of ritual and ethical tempers, many of the 
physical phenomena in which the Deity was believed to manifest 

Himself to men, and especially the conception of Him as the 
God of ove people through whom His Name and Nature were 
revealed—yet the origin and character of Jehovah's relations to 

Israel are not (as with those of other Semitic gods to their peoples) 
physical, growing out of the soil or confined to one land, but 

historical.and moral. Nor are they the reflection of the people’s 

own character. Jehovah-chose Israel and chose them not for 

their strength or virtue but out of pity when they were in weak- 
ness and affliction, and vedeemed them ; and they had traditions 
of His earlier manifestations to some of gheir forefathers, to 

individual souls of their race, always the human fountain-heads 

of spiritual religions. Jehovah’s providence for the nation had not 

been only physical or political, dy signs and great wonders and 
éy war, but ethical, to instruct and discipline them, to prove and 
sift them ; and the religiousness of Israel was the moral response 

to all this, a trust in His faithfulness, gratitude and the endeavour 

to keep Hiscommandments. They felt that He was unique with 
a uniqueness both of power and character among the gods of 

mankind; and that by His influence they had a conscience and 

character and a religious wisdom of their own. So far all the 

documents of the Pentateuch are at one; they all reach this 
level. 

But nowhere else in the Pentateuch has the love of God to 
man such free course as in Deuteronomy; and nowhere else is 
man’s love to God invoked, except once in Ex. xx. 6, and that is 
a deuteronomic addition to the Decalogue. These two, God’s love 

to man and man’s love to God, are everywhere in Deuteronomy. 
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They are the essence of its creed (vi. 1—5) the motives and power 

of the full obedience it demands, the passion of its wistful 
appeals 40 remember, to know and fo consider, of all its constant 

cry for the hear/s of its hearers. They beat in its distinctive 
metaphors—as a man beareth his son, as a man chasteneth his 

son—and in these still more intimate terms /o draw ¢o (or set his 

love upon) and to cleave to', of a man’s true love to a woman: an 

early anticipation of St Paul on the love of Christ and His © 

Church. And they echo throughout narrative, exhortation, and 

law alike, in those refrains to the Divine Name, ‘Ay God, your 

God, our God; over three hundred of them (as we have seen) to 

fewer than fifty in all the rest of the Pentateuch”. It is true that 

Deuteronomy dwells on the Greatness of God, ill. 24, v. 24, ix. 26, 

xi. 2 (elsewhere only in xxxii. 3, 1 Chr. xxix. 11, and Pss. cxlv. 3, 6, 

cl. 2), a Great God and a Terrible, vii. 21, x. 17, xxvili. 58, cf. x. 21, 

and inculcates throughout the feav of Him. But He is ¢erv7d/e for 

His Israel’s sake and the fear of Him casteth out the fear of man. 

Except in face of the awful happenings on Horeb Deuteronomy 

gives no occasion to construe this as terror or dread. On the 

contrary, the frequent commands fear and /earn to fear associate 

the temper with heaving, keeping, or doing, God’s Law. Fear 

is reverence, anxious obedience, the intelligent and loyal practice 

of a trust (see on iy. 10). It is as little opposite to, as closely 

one with, love as the watching, taking heed to thyself and keeping 

thy soul diligently which are enjoined with equal frequency. 

God’s love for Israel, His intimacy with them and His care 

_alike for the weakest of themselves—with the stranger that ts in 

thy gates—and for the smallest details of their life and its 

circumstance are all plied with a tenderness that pervades the 
Book, narrative, exhortation and law alike, and suffuses with 

a peculiar warmth all God’s relations to His people and the duties 

He requires of them to Himself and to one another. The 

thoroughness of the discipline which only love can impose 

appears in the favourite phrases to humble thee and to prove 

1 viii. 5, and the notes on vii. 7, Zashak, and x. 20, dabak. 
2 See note on i. 6. 
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tire,·, lo kn1>u, 11•lt,1t ,<'fl., i11 thin<' lte,1rl \ see on \"iii. ;f,; and 
peculiar to Deuteronomy is the command lo lo.•,· jdt,>r.•,1h lhJ• 
Cod with all tit)' hmrt and with all thy soul t111d witlt all 
tlty mig/11 (\'i. 5J· The effect of all this is a great joy in 
religion, on which Deuteronomy, of all the documents, most 
insists: ye s/,al/ r,:foice before the LOR r> your C"d, thou slta/t be 
nlto_i[elher jo;ful (xii. 12, 18, xi\·. 26, xvi. 14, 15, XX\'i. 10, 11); it 
is a sin with a curse on it, that t/1011 hast not served the I.OR r> 
thy God with jo;f11/11ess nnd gladmss "f Juart (xxviii. 47). There 
is nothing of this in the laws of J E; it breaks through only once 
in those of P, Ike dny of your .(;ladnt·ss (�u. x. 10), and once in 
those of H, Lev. xxiii. 40: Indeed the word for gladnus appears 

only once more in all the rest of the Pentateuch, in the mouth 
of Laban the Aramean (Gen. xxxi. 27); it is not used e,·en in E's 
story of :\liriam and the women with their timbrels and dances 
(Ex. X\". 2o f.), nor in his or J's laws of the great Feasts. The 

contrast presented by P's and Deuteronomy's pictures of the 

worshipping congregation in the central Sanctuary is very 
striking: in P the awful glory of the Divine Presence, bells, 
trumpets, sweet savour of frankincense, gorgeous vestments, 
careful ablutions and all the people slw11ti1�1; and falling 011 lhei, 

faces; in Deuteronomy only a set of happy households eating of 
the sacrificial meal and rejoicing be for,· th.· LORD, alto,1;,·llter 

jo;ful. In one place Deuteronomy extends this joy in worship 
to nil that Y<' put your lumd lo (xii. i); and we may therefore 
take with it the Book's delight in the Land-I/ta/ good lam/ 
is its frequent phrase-and the passages through which it lingers 

on the beauty and fruitfulness of tit,· l1111d wltidt tlte LORD th;1 

Cod is gh1i11g thee (vi. 10 ff., ,·ii. 12 ff., \'iii. i ff., xi. JO ff.). Take 

it all in all Deuteronomy has a heart of its own-a bigger, richer 
heart than any of its fellows in the Pentateuch. 

Other spiritual qualities distinctive of the Book are these. 
Though with the rest of the documents it records the signs and 
gnat wonders of the Divine Providence of Israel and even 
delights in its own way in describing them as the very grasp 
and gesture, lltt' slronx lu111d and fllllslret,·ked arm, of the 
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Almighty, the writing finger of God—of whom it also declares 
_ ye sawno manner of form, no form only a voice (iv. 12, 15)—yet 

_ it lays still greater emphasis on this voice alone, on the spoken 

word of God. Sometimes, as in i. 6—8, it ignores the physical 

manifestation to which P gives constant prominence and records 

only the voice accompanying. To Deuteronomy all miracles 

are ancillary to the Law; they only lead up to this end: your 

eyes have seen all the great work of the Lorp which he did; 

therefore shall ye keep all the commandments, xi.7f. The Law 

isthe thing! The Book does not doubt the reality of the miracles 

even of the false prophets, yet the test of a prophet is to be 
not his miracles but the character of his teaching (xiii. r). All 

divination, necromancy and the like, all the magic which revels 

- in alleged physical signs at the expense of the moral and 

intellectual elements of religion, are of course absolutely con- 

demned ; they are abominations to Jehovah (xviii. 9—22). Only 

the prediction that comes to pass is to be a mark of true 

prophecy—such a prediction implies faith and spiritual fore- 
sight—yet even it is to be repudiated if associated with false 

teaching (cp. xiii. 2 with xviii. 21f.). To this doctrine of 

- prophecy and discriminate treatment of miracles there is no 
counterpart in the other documents. On the whole then, the 

_ truth, the purity, the love that the Word carries are the proofs 

of its divinity; in the acceptance of these consist the wisdom 

and the understanding (iv. 6) which distinguish Israel from 

other peoples, The greatness and che strength of Israel lie not 

in their power or wealth but in their statutes and judgements, 

_ and in their obedience to these (iv. 8, xi. 8, etc.). Life--that ye 

_ may live and that it may be well with thee, very favourite phrases 

of the Book—comes by penitence and seeking after God (iv. 30), 

by discipline, obedience and watchfulness. Compare the pro- 
_phetic appeal in x. 12: And now Israel, what doth the LoRD 
thy God require of thee? 

It is in all these doctrines and tempers of dactente that the 

distinctive spirituality of Deuteronomy is manifest, even more 

than in its proclamations of the Unity (vi. 4) and Uniqueness 
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(iv. 34, 39) saat Sovereignty (x. 14, 17) of’ the Godhead of 

Jehovah, however absolutely we may interpret these; or in its 
insistence that He is without physical form (iv. 12, 15), or in its 
constant thunders against o/her gods, and all images, likenesses 

and material emblems of deity. How much occasion and reason ~ 

_ there were for such proclamations and denouncements, and for 
the passion that swells in them, may be seen from the mullti- 

plicity of the cults which Israel encountered in Canaan and from 
the character of these cults. Not only were there gods many ~ 

and lords many in the world—a fact that Deuteronomy, — 

speaking to a generation which believed in their reality, seeks 
to reconcile with the sovereignty of Jehovah by saying that it is 
He who has allotted those gods to their various peoples (iv. 19)— 

but the throng of gods in Canaan alone were by the popular 
mind easily huddled inte, and confounded with, each other. 
The prophets bear witness how readily Israel, on emerging 

from the desert and settling to agriculture and the growth of the 

vine—with Canaanites still as their neighbours, for their conquest 
of the land was gradual (vii. 22)—succumbed to this polytheism 
and syncretism, and confounded their own God with the similarly 

titled deities of the land, the Baals the Adons and the Meleks. 

Compare Deuteronomy itself: Take heed to thyself that thou be 
not drawn away after them (after that they be destroyed from 

before thee); and that thou inguire not after their gods, saying, 

How do these nations worship their gods? even so will I do 

likewise (xii. 30). Most of what became shrines of Jehovah 
when Israel settled in Canaan had from time immemorial been 
the shrines of the local deities. The attributes of these gods and ~ 

the forms of their worship were transferred to Him and to His 

worship. This transference took place the more easily that 

Israel as a family of the Semitic stock had already in common 
with the Canaanites so much ritual and so many sacraments— 

sacrificial slaughter of beasts, sacred poles and pillars with their 

unction and the like—-and even so many conceptions of the 

Godhead—as the Lord of one nation, through whom His Name, 

(that is the revelation of His nature) was revealed,.as its King 
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and leader in war, a man of war (Ex. xv. 3), as the Baal or 

husband or fertiliser of its land, as the Raingiver whose emblem 

_ was the rainbow, and as the Lawgiver whose voice was heard 

alike in thunder and in the rustle of the trees. Thus after 

_Israel’s occupation of Canaan, though the gh flaces of the land 

ss 2 a a 

may in name have belonged to Jehovah, in reality they were 

devoted to the Baalim—according to the number of thy cities are 

thy gods, O Judah! (Jer. xi. 13). There were in fact many 

Jehovahs. Hence the necessity of proclaiming the Unity of the 

God of Israel, hence even the particular forms in which it is 

proclaimed by Deuteronomy: Hear, O /srael, Jehovah thy Ged 

zs one Jehovah (vi. 4), Jehovah He ts God, there ts none else 

beside Him, in heaven above and on the earth beneath He ts God, 

there is none else! (iv. 35, 39). Hence too the cardinal law of the 

concentration of His worship on One Sanctuary and One Altar, 

and the destruction of all the high places (ch. xii.). In the 
religious circumstances of Israel in Canaan the One Altar was 

the only practical safeguard of the creed of the One God. 

Hence, too, the abolition of certain objects and rites that were 

traditional and had even been divinely sanctioned in Israel’s 

worship, the Asherim or sacred poles and the Masseboth or 

sacred pillars (xvi. 21 ff., with the notes pp. 218—220), or the 
shaving of the head in mourning (xiv. 1) to which even the 

prophet Amos speaks of the voice of God as calling the people 

(see note on p. 185). For such things were contents also of the 

Canaanite cults, by tradition from a common racial source. 

Hence, too, the recurring denunciation of allimages. And hence 

even the ruthlessness of the laws against the Canaanites them- 

selves and the Israelite worshippers of other gods (vii. 22 ff., xiii., 

xvi. 2—7, Xx. 13, 16ff.). If this ruthlessness, and the particular 

cruelties with which it was to be carried out, as in the Aerem 

(ul. 34, etc.), seem paradoxical beside the other features of 

Deuteronomy on which we have dwelt—the love and tenderness 

that breathe through it—we must remember that the like com- 

bination has often appeared in the history of religion, when to 

the sincere consciousness of the possession of a higher purity, 
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there has been ‘added the fanatic 2 zeal which a monotheistic 
- creed appears to engender especially among Oriental peoples. 

But this brings us to consider-in more detail the ethics of 
our Book, : 

The ethics of Deuteronomy show proofs of development 

similar to those we have observed upon its system of religion. 
That is, while they have elements in common with the ethics of 

other Semitic peoples, they mark in many respects an advance 

and ascent both from these and from the earlier law and practice 

within Israelitself. Thereis at once greater thoroughness of treat- 

ment (for example in providing for eventualities, see on xv. 7—I1),- 

in applying principles and in refusing compromise or a compo- 

sition of interests where principle is concerned ; and on the other 

hand there area broader equity and a greater humanity and amore 

considerate dealing with the rights and feelings of individuals. 

But, above all, motive and intention are included as well as action 

to a degree not found in any other system of laws and certainly — 
beyond that reached by the other Israelite codes! = 

Take first the administration of justice. Deuteronomy 
sanctions the same system of tribal judges and of appeal from 

them to the representative of God at the sanctuary (i. 9—18, 
xvi. 18—20, xvii. 8—13), which exists among other Semitic 

peoples, nomad or settled; but with its characteristic application 
of religion to every interest of the national life it impresses upon 
the tribal judges that their charge as much as the priests’ is 

God's judgement (see on i. 17). With all Semitic law and 
practice Deuteronomy shares the same consciencé of impartial 
justice and in particular it joins JE in forbidding bribes; but, 
after its style, it is more emphatic in its demands: /ustice, 
Justice shalt thou follow or hunt (xvi. 20). The principle of like 

for like—life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, 
foot for foot—is laid down (xix. 21, cp. xix. 19, xxv. 11f.) as 
in the other Hebrew codes and in all Semitic jurisprudence; 
and the justice of the Semitic vendetta or blood-revenge is 

1 In the following paragraphs detailed references to the Code of : 
Hammurabi are omitted as they are given in the notes. * 
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assumed—it is necessary to the welfare of society (xix. 13)—with 

of course the rights of sanctuary which mitigate the vendetta 

in all the tents and cities of Shem and are recognised in 

each of the Hebrew codes (xix. I—13, Ex. xxi. 13 E, and 

Nu. xxxv. 9—34 P); and as everywhere the guilty murderer is 

delivered to the kinsmen of his victim as his executioners 
(xix. 12, cp. v. 6). But in Deuteronomy as in P careful pro- 

vision is made for the full trial of the accused and for~ his 

security, if it be found that the fatal stroke was not intended by 

him; while on the other hand, as in JE and P, no such com- 

position is permitted between a guilty man and the avengers of 

blood as is frequent among the Arabs, for the sin of murder is 

one not only against man but against God (see the additional 

note to xix. 1—13 and that at the foot of p. 241). The death- 

sentence is pronounced not only upon the murderer but as 

throughout the Semitic world and elsewhere on the man-stealer 

(xxiv. 7) and the adulterer (xxii. 13 ff.), and as in some Semitic 

societies on the obdurate rebel against authority, that a// the 

people may hear and fear (xvii. 12 f.) and on the rebellious son 

that al/ Israel may hear and fear (xxi. 18—21) (we must re- 

member also that prisons are difficult to construct in most Semitic 

communities); and it is extended to the presumptuous prophet 

(xiii. I—5, xviii. 20) and to native seducers to idolatry (xiii. 6—18, 

cp. Ex. xxil. 20 E). These last cases rest on the same grounds 

of course as the merciless destruction of the Canaanites and of 

their property in war—thou shalt ban them; thou shalt make no 

covenant with them, nor shew them mercy, hesed, the kindly 

loyalty natural between man and man (vii.2f.). Those grounds 

are: frst, that of ritual danger, for this is within the content of 
the technical terms /a‘bah, abomination, and shikkes, to detest 

(see on vii. 25 ff.) and is implied in the phrase, that there cleave 

nought of the thing banned to thine hand (xiti. 17); second, of 

_ the jealousy of Israel’s own God against other gods (iv. 24, v- 9, 

_-vi. 15); but also, ¢4zrd (implicitly), of the ethical uncleanness of 

their practices—the wickedness of these nations (ix. 5, see note), 

_to which recent excavations of Canaanite sanctuaries bear 
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witness. While death is decreed to the false prophet and 
seducers to idolatry nothing is said of death in the case of the 
religious prostitutes of both sexes; but it has probably to be 
inferred as inflicted on them just as it must have been in the case 
of incest, in which also it is not mentioned (xxii. 30). As in other 

primitive societies communal responsibility is recognised for 
crimes, the individual authors of which cannot be detected 

(xxi. 1—9); and also the ethical solidarity of the family, with the 
power of parents over their children even to the extent of putting 

them to death (xxi. 18—21). But this last is subject to exami- 
nation and judgement by the elders ; the parents are spared from 
being the executioners; and it is laid down that neither parents 

nor children shall be put to death for the guilt of each other 

(xxiv. 16); this law is peculiar to Deuteronomy and in contra- 
diction to the earlier custom in Israel at least up to the time of 

Amaziah: Deuteronomy does not repeat E’s decree of death to 
the man who strikes his father and mother (Ex. xxi. 15) or 
who curses them (Ex. xxi. 17), but the latter is cursed (xxvii. 16). 

That the mother is joined with the father in the reverence due 
from their children (v. 16, cp. xxvii. 16) and named along with 

the father in the case of the disobedient son (xxi. 18 ff ) may be 

substantially no more than we find in JE and in the Babylonian 

laws ; among even the nomad Arabs a mother of sons is held in 
honour. But of woman in general and of man’s duty to her there 

is no doubt that Deuteronomy is inspired by higher conceptions 

than we find in the other Hebrew codes; witness its more dis- 

criminating form of the Tenth Commandment, v. 21, and see 
the notes to that and to xv. 12, 18, xxi. 14, xxii. 13 and xxiv. I—4. 

Polygamy is taken for granted, but in its risks, that one wife 

may be loved better than another, justice is enforced for the 

latter and her child (xxi. 15—17). The law on Divorce—the 

practice of this has always been easy among the Semites—is 

designed to make divorce a more serious and deliberate affair 
than even in Israel it was conceived to be, and in particular to 
prevent the degradation of the woman by too easy conveyance 

from one husband to another (xxiv. 1—4). It is interesting that 
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the Code allows marriage with a female captive of war, with 

whom an Israelite has honestly fallen in love, and provides 

against her being wsed as a chattel, if he grows tired of her 

(xxi. 1o—14). The case of the suspected bride is in procedure 

on a level with similar cases among other Semitic tribes but in 

Deuteronomy’s statement of it there are touches of consideration 

for the woman’s feelings which are the Book’s own (xxii. 13—21). 

In adultery the man is to be punished equally with the woman ; 

for rape the man shall die, and if a man seduce a girl a fine 

shall not be sufficient, he must marry her decause he hath 

humbled her (xxii. 22—29). This is in advance of E’s law 

(CExxx IGE): 

A comparatively small proportion of the social laws of Deutero- 

nomy are—apart from the cardinal law of the One Altar and its 
consequences—concerned with matters of ritual; cp. the notes 

on the law of clean and unclean foods xiv. 3—21, against various 

mixtures xxii. 5—9, 11, and of tassels xxii. 12, possibly also xxiii. 

9—14 on Cleanness in the Camp. 

On the other hand the number of laws that are based on reasons 

of humanity is very striking; in nothing else is the superiority 

of Deuteronomy to other codes more conspicuous.- Yet we 

must discriminate, For example, the generous treatment en- 

forced for household slaves (xv. 12—18) has been always part of 

the general Semitic conscience, and is practised in Arabia to- 

day (see notes on pp. 202 ff.). The other Hebrew codes provide 

for the stranger, the foreign settler in Israel’s gates (E, Ex. xxii. 

21, xxili. 9; H, Lev. xvii. 10ff., xix. 10, 33f., xx. 2, xxiv. 225 P, 

Ex. xii. 19, 48, Lev. xvi. 29, Nu. xv. 14, 16, 29) and legislate for 

the widow (E, Ex. xxii. 22f.; H, Lev. xxi. 14, xxii. 13; P, Nu. 

xxx. 9 ff.). But P’s references to both stranger and widow are all 

concerned with ritual; H leaves the gleanings of the field to 
the stranger and the poor and insists that in law native and 

stranger shall fare alike. E alone adds. the fatherless (Ex. xxii. 

22 f.) and his directions for all three are based purely on grounds 

of justice and sympathy. So are Deuteronomy’s but they are 

much more numerous and emphatic, always in the combination, 
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the stranger, the fatherless and the widow, x. 18, XxiV. 17, 19, 20, 

21, xxvii. 19, and with the Levite, xiv. 29, xvi. 11, 14, XXVi. 12, 13. 

It is also distinctive that in the law leaving the gleanings to the 
poor, which is peculiar to H and Deuteronomy, while H gives 

as the motive / am Jehovah thy God, Deuteronomy emphasises 
this as kindness and as gratitude to God, and characteristically 
extends the law to the olive crop as well as to the grain (xxiv. 

19 ff.) Israelis to love the stranger as God loveth him (x. 18 f.). 

Deuteronomy’s law on loans and pledges (xxiv. 10—13) as com- 

pared with that of E (Ex. xxii. 25, see Drivers note) shows no 
new principle but a more delicate consideration of the feelings 
of the poor debtor. With H alone Deuteronomy shares the law 

enjoining the payment to the hired servant of his wage before 
sunset (xxiv. 14f.; H, Lev. xix. 13; cp. Matt. xx. 8): Nor is 

it without significance that a number of other laws based on 

motives of humanity are peculiar to Deuteronomy among the 

Hebrew codes : on sparing the fruit trees in a siege (xx. 19f.), a 
real advance on the ethics of war in the Semitic world and even 

within Israel ; on protecting roofs (xxii. 8); on help to an escaped 

slave (xxiii. 15 f.), also an advance on Semitic custom; against 

taking the family millstones as a pledge (xxiv. 6); against ex- 
cessive beating (xxv. 1—3), and on kindness to animals (xxv. 4, 

cp. v. 14, and possibly xxii. 6f.). Peculiar also to Deuteronomy 

is the law, equally scrupulous and equitable, upon the use at need 

of others’ crops (xxiii. 24f.). But both this law and that on not 
muzzling the ox (xxv. 4) are generally observed in the East. And 

also in Deuteronomy alone are two regulations on decency, 
physical and moral, on the cleanness of the camp (xxiii. 9—14) 

and reckless assault (xxv. 11 f.), in neither of which are we com- 

pelled to trace the motive to any idea of ritual. If all these laws 

which are peculiar to Deuteronomy were derived by it from other 

codes, as we know that it derived some from E, yet its selection of 

them is no less a proof of the distinctive spirit of its morality. In 

these laws, as in the additions to others, the heart that beats 

behind the Deuteronomic Code is, as we have seen already, a 

bigger and a richer heart than we can feel in any other, 
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But still more distinctive of the higher ethical spirit which 
pervades Deuteronomy is its searching examination of moral 

moods and of motives and its inclusion of thoughts and desires 

as well as actions in its purview-—as, for example, in its expansion . 

of E’s story of the disaffection of the people and their penitence 

after the return of the spies (i. 26—33); its call to consder with 

the heart (iv. 39), that is not, as our ears might take it, with 

the feelings, but with what 4eav¢ meant to the Hebrew, the 

practical intellect; its denouncement not only of the appropria- 

tion of unlawful silver and gold but of all desire for this (vii. 25) ; 

its warnings against base thoughts as well as base deeds, /es¢ thou 

say in thy heart, or beware that there be not a base thought in thy 

heart, or 7t must not seem too hard to thee (viii. 17, ix. 4, XV. 9, 

18). The obedience it demands to the Law of God is one of a// 

the heart and all the soul and all the strength. With morality 
sO personal it is not strange that though it is the only Code which 

provides for a King, Deuteronomy should lay such distinctive 

stress as it does upon the moral and political responsibilities of 

the whole people and upon their character as the critical element 

in theirhistory. One of its laws recognises that public conscience 

in Israel, which exists also inthe poorest tribe of the Arabian desert 

to-day, the instinct not to dishonour nor to shame one’s fellow- 

tribesmen ; she hath wrought folly in Israel (xxii. 21; cp. J, Gen. 

xxxlv. 7, Josh. vii. 15, Judg. xx. 6, 10). It shares the essentially 

democratic spirit common to all Semitic peoples. But it brings 

this out in its own moral way, emphasising the responsibilities of 

all members of the state rather than their rights. According to 

other documents of the Pentateuch Moses himself selects the 

tribal judges, according to Deuteronomy the people (see notes 

on i. 9—18, xvi. 18), and it describes how grave and serious the 

office of election is. Similarly it is the people who propose to 

Moses to send the spies (i. 22), while in P the sending of the spies 

is a Divine command (Nu. xiii. 1 f.) ; in the victories over Sihon 

and Og Moses emphasises the people’s share, we smote him, we 

took all his cities (ii. 33 ff. ; cp. iii. 4, etc.); and all the exhortations 

and all the laws are to Israel as awhole. And there is no flattery 
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of the people, but on the contrary, just as by the prophets, their 

wickedness is unsparingly declared; their shallow penitence is 
rejected (i. 41—46); they are repeatedly called presumptuous in 

action, s/wbborn, wicked, and sinful (ix. 27), a stiffnecked people 
(ix. 6, 13, x. 16), constantly vede//ing (ix. 7, 23 f.), corrupting them- 
selves (ix. 12) and guickly turning aside (ix. 16); not for thy 

righteousness or for the uprightness of thine heart...doth Jehovah 
thy God drive them out before thee (ix. 4f.). The modern mind 

may object to the exclusiveness of the Old Testament’s con- 
ception of the Deity’s relation to Israel (see below), but it cannot 
deny that the relation is conceived in a thoroughly ethical spirit. 

It is sometimes objected to Deuteronomy that its morality is 

too absolute—do good and you shall live, do evil and you shall 
perish—and that the absolutism is not relieved by any admission 

or explanation of the sufferings of the righteous : the problem that 
engaged Jeremiah and the later. generations of thinkers in Israel. 

This is not wholly true. There is at least one passage on the 
Divine purpose of suffering. //e hath led thee these forty years in 

the wilderness that He might humble thee, to prove thee, to know 

what was in thine heart....And He humbled thee, and suffered 
thee to hunger and fed thee with manna...that He might make 
thee know that man doth not live by bread only, but by every 

word that proceedeth out of the mouth of the LoRD doth man 
Jive (viii. 2f.). But the mind of the Book is not exercised with 

the problem, and immediately swings back to its absolutism 

upon the great hyperbole: Zhy raiment waxed not old upon 

thee, neither did thy foot swell these forty years (viii. 4). Asa 
man chasteneth his son so did the LoRp thy God chasten thee 

(viii. 5). The Book leaves it at that, but that is much. 
But there are two other more significant limitations upon the 

teaching of Deuteronomy. We have observedits interesting silence 

on the foreign influences which according to JE assisted Israel: 

Hobab’s, Jethro’s', and Balaam’s; its sense of the sufficiency of 
Israel, possessors of the Law as they were, to themselves. Its 

1 Hobab and Jethro may be the same. 
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interest, its sympathy, its humanity do not extend beyond Israel 

and the strangers within their gates. There is no blessing through 

Israek for other peoples as in J (Gen. xii. 3, xviii. 18, xxii. 18, xxvi. 

4, xxviii. 14), no calling of them nor destiny for them as in 

the prophets (Amos ix. 7, Isai. ii. 2 ff., xxiiil., etc.); nor even a 

sense of any natural law of nations (Amos i.); no missionary 

spirit, nor pity nor charity for other peoples, no promise for man- 

kind beyond Israel. The lawas to the admission of individual 

Edomites and Egyptians of the third generation resident in Is- 
rael (xxiii. 7) is no exception. And the morality and religion of 

Deuteronomy are confined to this life. There is no hope, nor 

even a thought, of one beyond. 

Such, then, are the peculiar style, standpoint, doctrines, spirit, 

and limitations of Deuteronomy i.—xxx. throughout. The force 

and individuality of the Book; its consistency and distinctive- 

ness from the other documents of the Pentateuch as well as its 

differences from much of the custom and practice both in early 

and later Israel, are all obvious. Not only in its Cardinal Law 

of the One Altar, with all the consequences of this, and in other 

laws peculiar to itself such as those of the King and Prophet, 

and in its expansions and modifications of earlier law, both writ- 

ten and consuetudinary, but also in its religious temper and 

general spirit of humanity, Deuteronomy evidently occupies a 

particular stage in the development of the religion of Israel. Can 
we mark any point in Israel’s history, at which both the style 

and characteristic doctrines of the Book appeared as operative 
on the life and literature of the people? We are fortunate in 

having evidence in the Old Testament.which enables us to fix 
that point with exactness. At the same.time, in face of the 
structure of the Book—its divisions with their separate and in- 

dependent titles—the question arises whetlter all of it appeared 

at once or whether some parts are not more original than others. 

That fact and this question will be dealt with in the next para- 

graphs. 

1 See Ryle’s notes to Gevesis (this series). 
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$4. Deuteronomy and the Law-Book of Josiah. : 

Neither in the primitive legislation of JE nor in the practice 
of their religion by early Israel is there a trace of the cardinal 
law of Deuteronomy, viz. that after Israel enters Canaan and 

the Lord gives them rest from their foes sacrifice to Him shall 
be confined to One Altar in a place which He shall choose to cause 

His name to dwell there (ch. xii.). And because there is to be 
only One Altar the tithes of the people’s flocks and fruits must 
be taken to it, or if the way be too long to carry them there in 

kind they are to be turned into money (xiv. 22—27); the three 

annual feasts, Passover, Weeks, and Tabernacles, are to be cele- 

brated there (xvi. I—17); and cities of asylum are to be appointed 

for unintentional manslayers who are at too great a distance to 

flee to the Altar (iv. 41—43, xix. I—13). In contrast to all this 

the laws of JE assume the validity of sacrifice to Jehovah at every. 

place where He may record His Name and promise that in — 
answer He will come there to bless His worshippers; while the 

fashion of altar the laws prescribe is one suitable to a multiplicity 
of rural sanctuaries (Ex. xx. 24f.). And while they include no law 

as to tithes, they direct that the three annual feasts shall be 

celebrated at a sanctuary (Ex. xxiil. 14—17, xxxiv. 18—24) and, 

imply that asylum may be claimed at any altar (Ex. xxi. 12—14; 

cp. esp. vv. 13f.). So too, after Israel’s entrance into Canaan 

1 See Robertson Smith, O7/7C; pp. 342—5, 353f., and Prophets of 
Israel, 10g f., 393 f. (in reply to Prof. Green); also Driver's Zxodus (in 
this series) on the JE laws cited above, and his Dewé. pp. xliii f. and 136— 
138. In the Problem of the Old Testament (1905), p- 175 (cp. pp- 503 f.). 
Dr Orr offers to Robertson Smith’s argument an answer, which however 
fails to meet both the facts of the O.T. texts and the contentions of the 
critics founded on them. He misses the force of the Heb. idiom in 
Ex. xx. 24f., which indubitably implies a multiplicity of altars. He 
admits indeed (thus differing from Prof. Green) that Ex. xx. 24 f. covers 
the right of sacrifice at several altars simu/taneously as well as at 
successive Stations of Israel’s central sanctuary. But when he emphasises 
that this right is limited by the clause i every place where I record my 
name, he fails to state that this is of course admitted by the critics whom 
he opposes. When he adds that there is nothing in the law of Exodus 
to conflict with Deuteronomy, he ignores the fact that Deut. confines not 
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the histories recount not only that the religious leaders of the 

people—prophets, priests and kings—sacrificed on many altars 

scattered over the land, some of which had been high places of 

the Canaanites, but also that Jehovah appeared there to the wor- 

shippers and blessed them. In Judah this sanctioned practice 

continued down to the building of the Temple, and even after 

this the high places were not destroyed—not even by pious kings 

as the deuteronomic editor of the historiés is careful to point out. 

In N. Israel at least several sanctuaries to Jehovah were recog- 

nised by the authorities, and Elijah was bidden to build Him an 

altar on Carmel, upon the sacrifices at which a manifestation of 

His power descended in answer to prayer’. The prophets of the _ 

eighth and seventh centuries, indeed, strongly inveigh against 

Israel’s worship on the high places, many features of which were 

fundamentally hostile to the prophetic conceptions of the spiritual 

nature of Jehovah. But the prophets do not appeal to any written 

law on the subject, and indeed two of them deny that Jehovah 

had given any ordinances in the wilderness concerning sacrifices”. 

Though there were earlier measures taken to destroy idols, and 

possibly even to concentrate the national worship in the Temple?, 
and though the status of the Temple and its priesthood was con- 

stantly strengthened and their influence increased from King 

Asa’s time onwards, yet the first recorded attempt to abolish the 

high places is that attributed to Hezekiah. The narrative here 

bears signs of being a later intrusion into the annals of this 

monarch‘. But the temporary destruction of all high places in - 

only sacrifice but also the record of the Name of Jehovah to one place. 
Nor does he attempt to meet the force which the argument he opposes 
derives from the consequences of the law of the One Altar, viz. 
in Deuteronomy’s laws on tithes, the three annual feasts and the cities 
of asylum—consequences of which the laws in JE show no trace. 

1 For details and references see below pp. 161 f. 
2 Jer. vii. 22; cp. Am. v. 25. 
3 As under Asa, civca 913—873 B.C., « Kgs xv. 9—153; see the 

present writer’s Jerusalem, vol. 11. gof. 
42 Kgs xvili. 4; the grammar of the clause on the high places, 

pillars 4nd ’Asherim is late, and all these were still in use in the 
_ beginning of Josiah’s reign, 60 or 7o years afterwards. 

wl 
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the country by the Assyrians}, in contrast to the marvellous 

deliverance of Jerusalem in 701 and the inviolable sacredness 
with which the preaching of Isaiah had invested the Temple, 

renders such a reform by Hezekiah very possible and credible. 

Moreover the Rabshakeh imputes to Hezekiah the removal of the 
high places, 2 Kgs xviii. 22. That the reform was drastic is 
proved by the reaction it immediately provoked on Hezekiah’s 

death. In any case the high places both within and beyond Jeru- 

salem, and the impurities of the worship of Jehovah upon them, 

persisted during the reigns of Manasseh and Amon and into that 

of Josiah, as we learn from Jeremiah and Ezekiel*. 
But in the eighteenth year of Josiah, 621 or 620B.C., a Book 

of the Law was discovered in the Temple, which being read to 
the King filled him with consternation, and by the King to the 

people moved them to initiate great reforms including not only 

the destruction of idols but the abolition of the high places®. 
The story has been doubted but on insufficient grounds’. The 
discovered Book is called ¢he, or a, Book of the Law (Térah), 

xxii. 8, 11 and virtually so in xxiii. 24f., and the Book of the 

Covenant, xxiii. 2, 21 (cp. v. 3, the words of this covenant 

written in this book). ‘The former is the name Deuteronomy 

1 Cp, the terms used of this in 2 Kgs xviii. 33—35, xix. 11—13, 
17—19 (=Is. xxxvi. 18—20, xxxvii. 11—13, 18—20) with the terms 
used in Deuteronomy, especially in chs. vii. and xii. 

2 Jer. ii. 20, iii. 6, 8, 13, 23, xvii. 1f.; and Ezek. vi. 13, xviii. 5f., 
xx. 28. 

3 2 Kgs xxii.f. See below, pp. xciv ff. 
4 By a group of French writers, Havet, d’Eichthal, and Vernes, in 

answer to whom Steuernagel ( Dez. p. x) quotes as conclusive an article 
by Piepenbring in which it is pointed out that the first deuteronomic 
edition of the Book of Kings, to which 2 Kgs xxiif. bel “must be 
earlier than the Exile, probably about 600 B.c.—Stade and Schwally, 
SBOT, excise the following as of later origin: xxii. 6f., 15—20 4, 
Huldah’s oracle, xxiii. 5, 84, ro, 12 (last clause), 13—20, 26f.; but 
other analyses (Kamphausen’s and Steuernagel’s) yield other results, and 
all are uncertain. Huldah’s oracle may not be in its a form, but 
the fact that it predicts a peaceful death for Josiah, who fell at Megiddo 
in 612, is proof that part at least of its first contents has been preserved. 
Even after the said analyses, enough remains of the two chapters to 
support the argument above. 
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gives to itself; the latter agrees with the description of it in the, 

title to one of its sections, ‘he words of the covenant...in Moab 

(see above § 1) and with the character of its contents. But the 
main, and the irrefutable, proof, not merely of the similarity but 

of the identity of this Law-Book and of Deuteronomy—in whole 

or part—lies in the record of reforms which Josiah and his people 

were roused to carry out: the destruction of all idols and sym- 

bols including the pillars and ’Asherim, and impure practices, 
whether connected with the worship of Jehovah or with that of 

’ other gods (cp. 2 Kgs xxiii. 4f., 7, tof., 12 ff., 15 last clause, 19, 

24 with Deut. xvii. 3, xii. 2f., xvi. 21 f., xviii. 1of., xxiii. 18 (17)); 

the abolition of all high places and the centralisation of the 

worship of Jehovah in one place (cp. 2 Kgs xxili. 8, 13-15, 19 

with Deut. xi1.); the provision, consequently necessary for the 

priests of the disestablished rural sanctuaries, to eat bread with 

their brethren at Jerusalem (2 Kgs xxili. 9 6 with Deut. xviii. 

8); and the new celebration of the Passover by a// the people at 

Jerusalem—the first of the kind in the history of Israel (cp. 2 Kgs 

XXlil. 2I—23 with Deut. xvi. 5 f.). Among the codes of Israel 

that of Deuteronomy is the only one which requires the execution 

of a// these measures. The one point in which Josiah did not 

carry out the deuteronomic law was its direction that the dis- 

established priests should be allowed to minister at the One Altar 

(cp. 2 Kgs xxiil. 9 @ with Deut. xviii. 7). That this exception 

is recorded does not subtract from but rather adds to the ac- 

cumulation of evidence that the Law-Book discovered in the 

Temple 621—20 B.C. was not merely similar to, but identical with, 

at least the distinctive parts of Deuteronomy. 

This conclusion, suggested as early as Jerome and Chry- 

sostom!, and recognised by Hobbes?, was first made current in 

modern criticism by De Wette’, and is now accepted almost 

universally *. 

1 Jer. Comm. in Ezek. i. 1; Chrys. Hom. in Matth. ix. 
2 Leviathan, 200f.: also the Law-Book= Deut, xii.—xxvii. 
3 Beitriige, 1806. 
4 See Wellhausen’s Prolegomena to the History of Jsrae/, 1878, English 
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- Recent attempts to dispute it, whether from a conservative’, or 
from an advanced standpoint, cannot be pronounced as reasonable. 
Some of the latter have already been mentioned; but a few words are 
necessary on another. Dr Kennett? argues for a date for Deuteronomy 
subsequent to the reign of Josiah mainly on the grounds that its 
language is dependent on Jeremiah’s—but this is not proved and the 
converse is more probable—and that it contains exilic elements—but 
these, if they are really such, may be reckoned ee | the later addi- 
tions to the Book. Dr Kennett’s explanation of Josiah’s consternation 
as due to some denunciations of sacrifice by one of the prophets does 
not suit the well-established fact ‘that it was the reading of a Book 
of the Law, a Book of the Covenant which dismayed the King, and that 
it was denunciation not of sacrifice but only of certain forms of it to 
which the King’s reforms correspond. Dr Kennett has then to account 
for Josiah’s continuance of sacrifice at the Temple and does so by the 
fact that this was Josiah’s own royal chapel—a reason that may be 
safely left to the judgement of the reader! Dr Kennett thinks that 
‘there is good reason for supposing that for some time neither the Jewish 
community in Babylon nor that in Egypt possessed any written law 
limiting sacrifice to one sanctuary’; that it was only Ezekiel’s presence 
in Babylon which prevented the Jews from building a temple there, like 
the-one their brethren built in Egypt; and that ‘if we may suppose that 
the compact between southern Samaria (i.e. the district of which Bethel 
was the chief sanctuary) and Judah to make Jerusalem the one place of 
sacrifice for both districts dates from a time subsequent to Nebuchad- 
nezzar’s destruction of Jerusalem, the law of Deuteronomy which 
embodies and extends this compact must be placed still later.” This is 
not argument but a series of conjectures: and even if we were to accept 
these, we should still have to ask what then caused Josiah’s consternation 
and what was the basis of his reforms? 

translation 1885, pp. 27, 32—34; Robertson Smith’s OZ7/C, and ed. 
256 ff., with his Addttional Answer to the Libel (1878), pp. 78 ff.; and 
Answer to the Amended Libel (1879); Cornill, Zinlettungin ad. A.T. af ; 
English translation of sth ed. pp. 52ff.; Cheyne, Jeremiah: his Life 
and Times, pp. 50f.; Driver, Deuteronomy, 1895, pp. xliv ff.; Marti in 
Kautzsch’s Die Heitlige Schrift des A.T. 3rd ed. vol. I. p. 238: ‘die 
Griinde hiefiir sind so zwingend, dass eine andere Annahme ausge- 
schlossen ist’; Chapman, /nfroduction to Pentateuch, pp. 135—146; 
Orr, Problem of Old Testament (1909), p. 257: ‘no reason to doubt that 
the book which called forth this reformation embraced if it did not entirely 
consist of the Book of Deuteronomy,’ but he admits that the narrative 
in Kings generally does not require, though at points it suggests, more, 
e.g. XXill. 21. 

1 Moller, Ave the Critics Right? transl. by Irwin, 1903. 
2 «The Date of Deuteronomy’ in the Journal of Theological Studies, 

July, 1906; cp. p. 43 of The Composition of the Book of Isaiah. 
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§ 5. Questions of Unity. 

But was the Law-Book discovered under Josiah the whole of 
Deuteronomy i.—xxx. or only part? The question is raised both 

by the record of his reforms which all find a sufficient motive 

within the Code xii.—xxvi., and by the structure of Deuteronomy 
itself. It is true (as we have seen) that the style and doctrine of 

chs. i.—xxx. are so distinctive and so uniform that it is natural to 

argue that they are a unity and from the same hand. The 

assertion has even been made that the evidence is ‘over- 

whelming!’ This, however, is extravagant. 

So far from the evidence for their unity being ‘overwhelming’ 

chs i.—xxx. bear many marks both of expansion and of compi- 
lation. Not only do the main divisions—into Discourses and 

Code and Discourses again, each with its own independent 
heading or introduction (§ 2)—suggest the association of origin- 

ally separate documents; but these main divisions also reveal as 

between themselves, not indeed differences of substance, but, in 

spite of their uniform style, some differences of diction. Further, 

within each division there are fvzma facie appearances of more 
than one hand. Not only are there archaeological notes? un- 

suitable in the mouth of the speaker and to his hortatory purpose 

and other obviously editorial expansions*; but sections, both 

-large and small, differ from each other in the form of address 

used to Israel, some using the Singular ZZoz others the Plural” 

You (hereafter styled Sg. and Pl.). This distinction of address 

might be ignored if it stood alone, but it is frequently coincident 

with differences in the phraseology used for the same subjects, 

in the themes treated and even in the standpoints from which 

the people and their past are regarded. Such distinctions 
emerge not only in each of the Discourses but in the Code as 

well, in which we find evidence of doublets, or variant laws 

on the same subject. Altogether there are enough of such 

1 Orr, Problem of the Old Testament, p. 253. 
E.g. il. 10—12, 20—23, etc. 
E.g. 1. 39, iv. 29—31, and clauses in xi. 1of.; see $9. “ww 
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phenomena in the style and substance of the Book, if not to 
prove different authors and persons as in the case of the main 
documents of the Pentateuch, J, E, D and P!, yet to suggest the 
possibility of the compilation of our Deuteronomy from different 
editions of the original. And that would be a solution of the 
question which would not (it may be pointed out) conflict with 

the distinctive and impressive uniformity of the style throughout. 

With this evidence from the Book itself, some general con- 

siderations have to be kept in mind. Oneness of motive, of 
doctrine, of temper, or even of style, does not of itself prove 

oneness of authorship*. This is most necessary to remember 

in the case of such a style as the deuteronomic. As we see from 

the admitted editorial expansions within the Book as well as 

from the influence it exerted on the subsequent literature of 
Israel the deuteronomic style is a most imitable and even 

infectious fashion of writing. Granted the same religious 
motives and tempers in the same political and spiritual circum- 
stance, it is at least as conceivable that Deuteronomy i.—xxx. 

was the work of a school of writers in the same or successive 

periods, as that it was the work of an individual author. That 
is a possibility which we cannot ignore in view of the Book’s 

own evidences of compilation. 
Such are the questions which arise regarding the unity of 

Deuteronomy i.—xxx. They fall into two classes, fairly coinci- 

dent with the two main stages in the history of the modern 

criticism of the Book. F7rs¢ there are the questions of the 
relations of the main divisions of the Book to each other—the 
Code, and the Introductory and Concluding Discourses with their 
separate headings; and Secovd there are the questions raised by 
the cross-divisions of the Book, which run through all the main 

divisions, especially the distinction between Sg. and PI. forms 
of address, which is sometimes coincident with differences of 

phraseology and of subject. 

1 See Chapman, /.P. passim. ; 
> Cp. Bagehot, Physics and Politics (1883), pp. 32—36, 88—go, on the 

rise and prevalence in a particular age or school of a uniform style. 
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$6. The Relations to Each Other of the Main Divisions— 

The Code and the Discourses. 

The earlier controversy upon the unity of Deuteronomy i.—xxx. 

was concerned with the relations, to the Code (xii.—xxvi.) and to 

each other, of the two Introductory Discourses (i.—iv. 40 and 

v.—xi.) and the Closing Discourses (xxviii—xxx. ; xxvil. raises 

questions of its own and will be treated later). Except for 

certain admitted expansions the Code was regarded as original ; 

that is, the Law-Book discovered and enforced in the reign or 

Josiah contained at least the Code. Some critics argued that 

the Law-Book consisted only of the Code without any intro- 

duction, not even chs. v.—xi. which they assigned to a later 

writer!. Their principal reasons for this are that the author of 

chs. v.—xi. implies that the statutes and judgements of the Code 

were already before him in writing—witness e.g. the perfect 

tense hath commanded you as in v. 32 and the setting before the 

people in xi. 26ff. of a blessing and a curse for keeping or 
transgressing commandments not yet given to them; and that 

chs. v.—xi. form far too long an introduction to the Code for its 

author himself to make”. But neither of these is a sound reason. 

Such perfects as we find in v. 32 imply only that the speaker had 

already received from God the laws he was about to communicate 

1 Valeton, Studiex, V1. 1880, pp. 157 ff. (not seen); Wellhausen, 
Jahrbticher fiir deutsche Theologte, XX11. 187, 458 ff. and Comp. des 
Hexateuchs, 1885, pp- 1g1—3; Stade, Gesch. des Volkes [srael, 1. 1881, 
pp. 61f. More recently Cornill in the sth ed. of his Aindeitung in das 
A.T. (go6 (translated by G. H. Box, 1907) and Marti in Kautzsch’s 
Die Heil. Schrift des A.7. 3rd ed. 1909, vol. 1. p. 239, both take the 
Code as the ‘ Urdeuteronomium,’ and the two preceding discourses as 
introductions to separate editions of it. Cornill (English translation, 
p- 60) says: ‘I too feel bound to hold fast unreservedly to the opinion 
that chs. v.—xi. cannot have been the indispensable introduction to D 
from the very first, because in that case the origin of chs. i.—iv. remains 
inexplicable; the problem how to account for the juxtaposition of 
chs. i.—iv. and v.—xi. can only be solved on the hypothesis of two 
distinct and separate editions of D which form the basis of the present 
Deuteronomy.’ 

2 Cp. Wellhausen, p. 192. 
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to the people, which was the case with Moses; neither they nor 
anything else suggest more than that the author had completed 
his Code before he wrote his introduction to it, which is very 
probable! and if true does not render the introduction less 
original than the Code. As for the great length of the intro- 

duction between the intimation at its outset that Moses is about 
to set the daw or the statutes and judgements before Israel (v. 1; 
cp. iv. 44), and the point at which he actually reaches these, 

(xii. 1) two things must be kept in mind: that the introduction, 

especially from vi. 1 onwards, is itself an exfosition (see note 
on i. 5), if not of the Law yet of the principles underlying it; and 

that the long historical section, ix. 8—x. 8 or 11 may not have 

been original to the introduction*. Besides, it is very probable, 
if not certain, that a Code enjoining such drastic changes in the 
religious life of the people had some introduction explaining the 
principles on which it was based. Nor are there any dis- 
crepancies in substance between the Code and chs. v.—xi. It is 
true that in the latter there is no allusion to the cardinal law 

of the Code, but (as we have seen) that law is but the practical 

corollary, in the peculiar circumstances of the seventh century, 

of the principles which those chapters enforce: the uniqueness 
of the God of Israel and the exclusion from all association with 

His worship of the practices prevalent in the worship of other 

gods. Nor are there differences of language between the Code 
and chs. i.—xi. nearly sufficient to suggest different authors or 

dates of origin. It is true that many of the laws as stated in the 

Code are devoid of the usual formulas and other marks of the 
deuteronomic style with which chs. v.—xi, are replete; and true 

also that the Code contains a certain number of terms not found 
elsewhere in Deuteronomy nor in the deuteronomic passages of 
the rest of the Old Testament. But this is to be explained by the 
fact that the Code incorporates laws, and perhaps even groups 
of laws, from previous collections*, and that in the exposition of 
principles, of which chs. v.—xi. consist, there was no occasion for 
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! But see below pp. xcvi f., on Cullen’s theory. 
? See below pp. Ixiii ff. * See below pp. Ixv ff. 
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the use either of purely juridical terms, suitable to the statutes 

themselves, or of names of things or actions relevant only to 

the subjects of particular statutes. Nor is it without significance 

that it is precisely in the laws original to the Code—that of the 

One Altar and those which follow from it—that the deuteronomic 

formulas chiefly occur and that the language generally shows 

close affinity to that of chs. v.—xi. 

It is unnecessary to catalogue the many deuteronomic formulas and 
terms found both in chs. v.—xi. and in the Code, but a list of such of 
them and of other expressions as are found ov/y in these two divisions 
and not elsewhere in Deuteronomy and some of them even not elsewhere 
in the O.T. may be given here as illustrating the very close affinity, if 
not unity, of authorship :—/o /ove God vi. 5, vii. 9, x. 12, Xi. I, 13, 22 
with xiii. 3, xix. 9; 40 serve or go after other gods vi. 14, Vii. 4, viii. 19, 
xi. 16, 28 with xiii. 2, 6, 13, xvii. 3 (cp. xvili. 20); observe to do v. 1, 
32, Vi. 3, 25, vil. II, viii. r, xi. 22, 32 with xii. 32, xv. 5, xvii. 10, 
xxiv. 8 and thrice in xxviii. ; cat and be full vi. 11, viii. 10, 12, xi. 15 
with xiv. 29, xxvi. 12 (and in later writings sporadically); Rowse of 
bondmen (Egypt) v. 6, vi. 12, vii. 8, viii. 14 with xiii. 5, 1o and 
nowhere else in Deuteronomy (but cp. Ex. xiii. 3, 14 JE); remember thou 
wast abondman, etc. v. 15 with xv. 15, xvi. 12, xxiv. 18, 22 and nowhere 
else in Deuteronomy (cp. Ex. xiii. 3, 14 JE); the Hiphil Ae ‘#2 used in- 

_transitively, 40 de Jong, v. 16, vi. 2 with xxv. 15, elsewhere only Ex. xx. 12; 
that it be well with thee v. 16, 29, vi. 3, 18 with xii. 25, 28, xxii. 7 
(elsewhere in Deuteronomy only iv. 40), cp. the variant in v. 33, xix. 13; 
‘am s‘cullah=a peculiar people vii. 6 with [xiy. 2], xxvi. 8 and nowhere 
else; ‘am kadosh=a holy people vii. 6 with [xiv. 2], 21, xxvi. 19 and 
xxvili. 9, nowhere else; Aashak 6°, he set his love on of God vii. 7, x. 15 
with xxi. rr, of man, not elsewhere in Deuteronomy; fadah=redeem 
vil. 8, ix. 26 with xiii. 5, xv. F5, xxi. 8, xxiv. 18, not elsewhere in the 
Hexateuch: thy corn, new wine, and oil vii. 13, xi. 14 with xii. 17, 
XIV. 23, xvill. 4 and xxviii. 51; thine eye shall not pity him or them vii. 16 
with xiii. 8, xix. 13; 21, xxv. 12 (often in Ezek., cp. Gen. xlv. 20, 
Is. xiii. 18); ¢how canst not in the very rare sense ¢hou mayest not 
vii. 22 with xii. 17, xvi. 5, xvii. 15, xxi. 16, xxii 3, 19, 29, xxiv, 4, 
‘almost confined to Deuteronomy’ (Driver), cp. Gen. xliii. 32; an 
abomination of (=to) Jehovah vii. 25 with xii. 31, xvii. I, xviii. 12, 
XXIL. 5, xxiii. 18, xxv. 16; fo walk in the ways of Jehovah viii. 6, x. 12, 
xi. 22 with xix. 9, xxvi. 17 and xxviii. 9, xxx. 16, also deuteronomic 
passages in Joshua and Kings; Aetéd used adverbially ix. 21 with 
xiii. 14, xvii. 4, xix. 18, elsewhere only xxvii. 8, 2 Kgs xi. 8. Note in 
addition the use of sahal=assembly for the gathering of the people at 
Horeb v. 22, ix. ro, x. 4 with xviii. 16 (cp. xxiii. 1, 2, 3, 8); assembly of 
Jehovah in contrast to P’s use of ‘edah (see note to v. 22). These 
particular parallels (along with many others) between chs. v.—xi. and 

_ DEUTERONOMY d 
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the Code expose the groundlessness of the hypothesis by which Well- 
hausen in defence of his theory of diverse to 
explain the presence of deuteronomic elements in the viz. that the 
later author to whom he assigns chs. v.—xi. furnished the Code with 
echoes of v.—xi. when he prefixed these as his introduction to it (Comp. 
p- 193). 

The rare words and phrases, which are either peculiar to the Code 
or, if they occur once or twice in other parts of the O.T., are not found 
in chs. v.—xi. are the following ; and in nearly every case their presence 
in the Code and absence from the Discourse introducing it is explicable 
on grounds perfectly compatible with the theory that the compiler of 
the Code and the writer of this introduction to it were one and the same. 
For some are juridical terms proper to what are technically laws, but 
not to be expected in the exposition of the principles on which these 
laws are based; e.g. mishpat-maweth or het-maweth=case of death, 
capital crime, xix. 6, xxi. 22, xxii. 26, perhaps also the phrase and it be 
a sin in thee xv. 9, xxiii. 21f., xxiv. 15, nowhere else; and ‘dliloth 
a@barim=wanton or unfounded charges xxii. 14, 17. Others again are 
relevant ov/y to the subjects of the particular laws in which they occur: 
the place which Jehovah your God shall choose to cause His Name to dwell 
there xii. 5 (see note); ye shall eat before Jehovah your God xii. 7, 18, 
xiv. 23, 26, xv. 20; ye shall rejoice before Jehovah thy God xii. 12, 
XVi. II, cp. xii. 7, xvi. 14, etc.; and so too Atth‘ammer=to treat as 
a chattel xxi. 14, xxiv. 7, nowhere else; he‘éntk. =f0 equip xv. 14, only 
here; sons of Belial xiii. 13 and a thing or word of Belial xv. 9, nowhere 
else in the Hexateuch; the nakedness of a thing, an idiom both for what 
is physically shameful xxiii. 14, and for what is morally so xxiv. 1; the - 
month of ‘Abid, xvi. 1; and of course ma‘ikeh=battlement xxii. 8, 
etdilim=fringes xxii. 12, mamzer=bastard xxiii. 3 (elsewhere only 
in Zech. ix. 6), fataph=pluck, m*liloth=fresh ears, hermesh=sickle 
xxiii. 25, cp. xvi. 9 and m*bushim xxv. 11; also middah=let drive at 
xix. 5, xx..19. Others again appear to have been taken over, with the 
rest of the. text of the laws in which they stand, from earlier codes. 
This is certain in the case of zakur=mad/e xvi. 16, word for word an 
earlier law (Ex. xxiii. 17, E)xx. 13. It is very probable with the following: 
the fem. form na‘dérah xxii. 19 (in the Pentateuch only here, the masc. 
na‘ar being used elsewhere for both male and female, § times in Genesis 
and 13 in Deuteronomy); sarah=defection xiii. 5, xix. 16 (from sur, 
see below, p. lv); and ‘adat=to give a pledge xv. 6, xxiv. 10, with its. 
Hiphil=/o cause to give, i.e. take a pledge xv. 6, 8, and cde 
xxiv. 10—13 (none of these elsewhere in the O.T., but cp. the pl. 
‘thatim in Hab. ii. 6), technical commercial terms, probably borrowed 
from the Aramaic (Wellhausen, Aveine Propheten, p. 207). And the 
same explanation is also pussivle for mishlak yad=what thou ‘est 
thine hand to xii. 7, 18, xv. 10, xxiii. 21 and xxviil. 8, 20; burn 
out the evil from the midst of thee, see note on xiii. 5. 

Since the connection of ch. xxviii. is concerned in this question of the 
unity of the Code and chs. y.—xi. the points have been noted aboye at 

. 
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which it also shares te terms that are common to nen: Others may 
now be added which it shares with e¢/er the Code or chs. v.—xi.; evil 
diseases of Egypt, vii. 15, xxviii. 60 and Jnowhere else; the ‘ashtoreths, 
ie. the young (? or the ewes) of thy flock vil. 13, xxviii. 4, 18, 515 sh*gar 
*dlaphheka=increase of thy kine vii. 13, xxviii. 4, 18, 51 (cp. Ex. xiii. 12 J, 
sh‘gar behemah); the form yagér=¢o tremble ix. 19, xxvill. 60; and 
tene’ = basket xxvi. 2, 4, Xxvili. 5, 17, nowhere else?. 

It is clear from the above that ch. xxviii. shares many of the 

resemblances and affinities between the style of chs. v.—xi, and 
that of the Code. Because of this; because it is probable that 

like the earlier code of E the deuteronomic Code had an Epilogue; 

and because the stern curses which ch. xxvili. pronounces on 

disobedience to the Laws fully account for Josiah’s consternation 

when the Law-book was read to him, ch. xxviii. has been reason- 

ably taken by most as also part of the original Deuteronomy. 

And the undoubted differences in phraseology between it and 

chs. v.—xxvi. have been explained as due to the difference of 

purpose governing ch. xxviii. or to later additions to its original 
form. 

This then became the most generally accepted result of the 

earlier stage of the controversy upon the relations to each other 

of the Code, chs. xii.—xxvi., the immediately preceding Intro- 

duction to it, chs. v.—xi., and the Epilogue, ch. xxviii., viz. that 

they are from the same hand and time and substantially the 

Book of the Law or Covenant discovered in the Temple under 

Josiah?. Driver may be quoted: ‘chs. v.—xxvi. may thus be 

1 Tn the small print above the references to chs. xiii. and xxiii. are 
given according to the numbering of the verses in our English Versions. 

2 So virtually Kuenen, Hexateuch (1886, English translation of part of 
his History of Cretical Inquiry into the Origin of the Books of the Bible), 
1881; Dillmann, MWzw.-Deut.-/os., 1885, pp. 261 ff.; Westphal, Zes 
Sources du Pentateugue, 11. 1892, pp. to5ff.; Kittel, Geschichte der 
Hebrier, 1. 1888, pp. 44 ff., on the ground that the situation throughout 
v.—xxvi. is the same, and that the agreement of the language is so great 
that a difference of authors would constitute a new problem, whose 
solution must develop into incomparably greater difficulties than those 
which beset the supposition of the unity of the author; also as against 
Kuenen Kittel thinks v.—xi. were composed at the same time as xii.— 

 xxvi.; Oettli, Deut., Jos., Richter (Kurzgefasstes Kommentar), 1893 3 

— 

_ Driver, Deuteronomy, 1895, pp. Ixv—Ixvii; compare Moore, £.2B. 1899, 

a2 
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concluded, w vithout hesitation, to be the work of a single author’ ; 
and ch. xxviii. ‘may be included without serious misgivings.’ 

Some, however, of the critics of the /a/er stage of the discussion 

deduct ch. v. as forming a separate discourse and the historical 

section ix. 8—x. 11 as disturbing the connection between the 

hortatory sections, vi.—ix. 7 and x. 12—xi.! These we shall 

consider later”. 

There has been much greater difference of opinion on the 

First Introductory Discourse i. 6—iv. 40, and the question of its 

relations to the Second Discourse and the Code v.—xxvi. The 

question is complicated by the fact that, like the Second, the 

First Discourse consists both of a historical and a hortatory 

part, i. 6—iii. 29 and iv. 1—4o. 

The general doctrine and style of the two Introductory 
Discourses are undoubtedly the same (§ 2) and that in spite of 

the fact that narrative forms the bulk of the First while in the 

Second the reverse is the case. The same purpose is expressed 
by the First as by the Second, /o expound the Law (i. 5 see note), 

to teach the statutes and the judgements of the Code (iv. 1, 5, 8, 

14, 40 with iv. 44, v. I, 31, vi. 1, xi. 32, xii. 1, xxvi. 16); and there 

are not only the same urgency and spiritual thoroughness (as 

contrasted with its sources, see notes to i. 16f.; 41, iv. 9, 29, 39); 

but the same directions of religious and ethical emphasis, 
e.g. God’s love to Israel (iv. 37 with vii. 8, 13, x. 15, 18, 
[xxiii. 5] and not elsewhere in the Hexateuch), His choice (iv. 37 

with vii. 6, 7, x. 15, xiv. 2) and tender care of them (i. 3}, 

il. 7, iv. 7, 34 with vill. 2—5, xi. 2), their consequent duty to trust, 

fear and obey only Him (i. 21, 29, iii. 22, iv. 10 with v. 29, 

2, vi. 2, 13, 24f., etc., but the Second Discourse alone en- 

forces Israel’s /ove to God) and the guilt of unbelief, forget- 

fulness and disobedience (i. 26 ff., 32, iv. 9 with the frequent 

commands /o remember and not to forget in vi.—xi.) especially in 

cs 1081, ‘nothing indicates diversity of origin’; Ryle, Hastings’ D. A. 
p: 598; Bertholet, Deut. (Kurzer Had. Comntr.), 1899, pp- xx f.; 

Rees Deuteronomy, Joshua (Century Bible), p. 3 
' E.g. Bertholet and Robinson. 2 85. 
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going after other gods and worshipping images (iv. 3, 16—19, 

25 with v. 7—10, vi. 14, vii. 5, viii. 19, ix. 12, 16) for He is the 

one and only God (iii. 24, iv. 35, 39 with vi. 4, etc.) and intolerant 

of the worship of others (ii. 34, iii. 6 Zevem, iv. 24 and v. 9, 

vi. 15, vii. 4, etc.); compare also the initiative and responsibility 

of the whole people as distinct from their leaders (i. 9—18, 
37 with xv. 18, 20), the duty of caring for the helpless and the 

stranger (see note to i. 16) and of instructing the young (iv. 9f. 

with vi. 7, 20, xi. 19)1, And all this is expressed in the same 

style; chs. ii—iv. 40 have the same distinctive prose rhythm 

with preference for sonorous forms, accumulation of epithets 

(especially those signifying greatness), love of hyperbole (i. 10, 28, 

cp. ix. I, ii, 25; iv. 11), and repetition. 

But the likeness of the First Discourse to the Second is not 

only general. It extends to the frequent use of the characteristic 

deuteronomic formulas, single words, and even terms of syntax. 

There is an impressive agreement in details as well as in the 

main lines and in the spirit of the doctrine and style. 

These details have virtually all been marked in the notes, but the 
question of unity between chs. i.—iv. and v.—xxvi. is so important that 
it is well to gather the details together here. (a) Both the Discourses 
and the Code have place-names characteristic of Deuteronomy, e.g., 
Hloreb as in E for J’s and P’s Sznai (i. 6, 19, tv. 10, 15 with v. 2, ix. 8, 
xviii. 16, [xxix. 1]), Kadesh-Barnea (i. 19, li. 14 with ix. 23), Pisgah for 
P’s Nebo (iii. 17, 27, iv. 49). 

(4) Characteristic formulas, for the most part not found outside Deutero- 
nomy and deuteronomic passages elsewhere, but common to i.—iv. 40 
and v.—xxvi., xxviil.—xxx. :—e.g. Jehovah our or thy or your God, see 
note on i. 6; the God of our, thy or your fathers, i. 11, 21, iv. 1 with 
Vi, 3, Xll. 1, xxvi. 7; God’s oath to the Patriarchs, i. 8, 35, iv. 31 with 
Vi. 10, 18, 23, vil. 8, 12 f., and further frequently, even in xxviii. 11; se¢, 
or deliver up, before you the land ox the foe, i. 8, 21, ii. 35, 33, 36 with 
Vii. 2, 23, XXill, £5, xxvill. 7, 25; the land (etc.) which Jehovah, our, 
thy or your God, is about to give us, thee, or you, i. 20, 25, ii. 29, iii. 20, 
iv. 1, 40 with v. 16 and very many other instances throughout v.—xi. 
and the Code; the same with various additions, e.g. for an inheritance 
iv. 21, 38 with xix. 3, 10, xx. 16, xxi. 23, xxiv. 4, xxv. 19, xxvi. I, or 
to possess it iii. 18 with v. 31, ix. 6, xii. 1, xix. 2, 14, xxi. 1, cp. xv. 4, 

1 Like the Second Discourse the First does not mention the Code’s 
~ Central.Law of the One Altar, 
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xxv. 19, 31 (some of the foregoing verses read have given for about to 
give); the good land, i. 35, iil. 25, iv. 21f. with vi. 18, viii. 10, ix. 6; 
the phrase would not, i. 26, ii. 30 with x. 10, xxiii. 5, XXV- 7, XXIX. 20; 
deliver into the hand of,i. 27 (see note), ii. 24, 30, ili. 2 f. with vii. 24, 
Xix, 12, XX. 13, Xxi. 10; destroy, surely destroy ox destroyed, i. 27, 
ii. 12, 21—23, iv. 3, 26 with vi. 15, vil. 4, 23f., ix. 3, 8, 14, I19f., 
°25, xii. 2, 30, xxviii. 20, 24, 45, 48, 51, 61, 63—as against only 5 or 6 
times elsewhere in the Hlexateuch; cazse fo inherit, i. 38 and iii. 28 of 
Joshua with xii. 10, xix. 3 of God and xxxi. 7, Josh. i. 6, of Joshua, 
elsewhere only in Jer., Ezek. and later writers, P having another form ; 
take (good) heed to thyself or yourselves, ii. 4, iv. 9 f., thy soul, 15, 23 with 
vi. 12, viii. 11, xi. 16, xii. 13, 19, 30, xv. 9; Jehovah hath blessed thee 
in all the work of thy hand or hands, ii. 7 with xiv. 29, xvi. 15, xxiv. 
19, XXxviii. 12, cp. i. 11, XV. 10, 18, xxiii. 20; thy greatness and thy 
strong hand, iii. 24, iv. 34, strong hand and stretched out arm, with v. 
15 and vii. 19 as in iv. 34, v- 24 glory and greatness, Vi. 21 and vii. 8 
strong hand alone, ix. 26 greatness...and...strong hand, 29 great power 
and stretched out arm, xi. 2 greatness, strong hand and stretched out arm, 
xxvi, 8 as in iv. 34; as at this day, il. 30, see note, iv. 38 with vi. 24, 
viii. 18, x. 15, xxix. 28; the frequent alternatives fo pass over, go over, 
come in or simply go generally followed by the Jordan or to possess, i. 8, 
ili. 18, 21, iv. I, 5, 14, 22, 26 with Vi. I, Vil. I, 1X. I, X. EI, Xi- 8, 10f,, 
29, 31, xii. 10, 29 (ations for land), xvii. 14, xviil. 9, Xxili. 20, XXVI. I, XXX- 
16, 18'; fear and learn to fear God, iv. 10 with v. 29, Vi. 2, 24, Vili. 6, 
X. 12, xiv. 23, xvii. 19, xxviii. 58; observe and do, iv. 6 with vii. 12, 
XVi. 12, xxiii. 23, xxiv. 8, xxvi. 16, xxviil. 13—the variant form odserve 
to do (see p. xvi) does not occur in i.—iv. but frequently in v.—xxvi., 
XxViii.; Prolong days, iv. 26 see note, 40 with v. 33, Xi. 9, XVii. 20, xxii. 7, 
xxx. 18, cp. the intransitive use v. 16, vi. 2, xxv. 15 (see p. xlix), not 
elsewhere in Pentateuch except Ex. xx. 12, a deuteronomic clause; and 
thou shalt know, iv. 39 with vii. 9, viii. 5, ix. 3, 6, xi. 2. L 

(c) Besides those frequent formulas the First Discourse, i. 6—iv. 40, 
has in common with chs. v.—xxvi. a number of other phrases and single 
terms equally distinctive of Deuteronomy but less frequent :—"ékah= how, 
emphatic form, i. 12 see note, with vii. 17, xii. 30, xvili. 21; shebet=tribe, 
i. 13 see note, 15, 23 with xii. 5, 14, etc., etc.; respect persons, i. 17 with 
xvi. 19, not elsewhere in Pentateuch; gus=/ear very rare in prose, i. 17 
with xviii. 22; because of Jehovah's hating us, i. 27 with ix. 28; made 
our heart to melt, i. 28 with xx. 8, not elsewhere in Hexateuch except 
for deuteronomic passages in Joshua; ‘avas=é0 fear, i. 29 with vii. 21, 
XX. 3, Very rare in prose; the participial construction, Zhe Goer before 
you, i. 33 with xx. 4, xxxi. 6, 8; ytksoph=was wroth of God, i. 34 
with ix. 19, but also twice in P; which he hath trodden upon, a vivid 
substitute for z/o which he went, i. 36, with xi. 24f., but also in JE, 
Nu. xiv. 24; Aith’annaph=was angry, i. 37, iv. 21, with ix. 8, 20, 

1 Note the correct distinction from these terms of the command to 
Israel while still in the southern wilderness, go uf, Possess, i. 24. 
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nowhere else in Pentateuch; were presumptuous, i. 43 with xvii. 2, xviii. 
20; sur=to turn for natah (of Nu. xx. 17), ii. 27 with v. 32 (29), xvii. 
If, 20, XXVili. 143 the frequent use of the qualifying conjunction rak=only, 
but, etc., ii. 28, 35, 37, ili. 11, 19, iv. 6, 9 with x. 15 (see note), xii. 15 f., 
23, 26, XV. 5, 23, XVil. 16, xx. 14, 20, xxviii. 13, 33 (some of these how- 
ever are editorial); sovs of Zsrael=its males, as distinct from the usual 
deuteronomic expression a// Jsrae/, iii. 18 (see note) with xxiii. 17, xxiv. 
7; until Jehovah give rest, iii. 20 (see note) with xii. 10, xxv. 193 ye shall 
not add...nor diminish..., iv. 2 with xii. 32; 40 cleave unto Jehovah, iv. 
4 with x. 20, xi. 22, xiii. 4, xxx. 20, with God nowhere else in Penta- 
teuch; out of the midst of the fire, iv. 12, 15, 33, 36 with v. 4, 22, 24, 

26, ix. 10, x. 43 let thyself be drawn away, iv. 19 with xxx. 4, 17, cp. 
the active form of the verb in xiii. 5, 10, 13. 

In contrast to this impressive array of features of style and 

language, both general and particular, which are common to 

chs. 1.—iv. 40 and chs. v.—xxvl., Xxvill.—xxx., the linguistic pecu- 

liarities which i.—iv. 4o present and which are not found in 
V.—XXVI., XXVill.—xxx. are very few, 

These have also been pointed out in the notes. After deduction of 
the place-names peculiar to i.—ill., which are not relevant to the themes 
treated in vy.—xxvi., XxViii.—xxx., they amount to the following: sorah = 
weight, i. 12, not elsewhere in the O.T.; rvagan=murmur, i. 27, not 
elsewhere in the Pentateuch; z#/athi=save, i. 36, iv. 12, not elsewhere 
in Pentateuch ; sahinw=deemed tt a light thing, i. 41, not elsewhere in 
the O.T.; he’éztn = gave ear, i. 45, and in prose of Hexateuch elsewhere 
only in Ex. xv. 26 (deuteronomic) ; y%wshah = possession, ii. 5, 9 twice, 
12, 19 twice, ill. 20; Azthgarah=contend with, ii. 5,9, 19, 24; sagh®- 
bhah = be high, ii. 36 in prose only here and elsewhere only in Job v. 11; 
hithhannen = bescech, iii. 23, with God as object only here in Pentateuch, 
to beseech man E, Gen. xlii. 21; hith‘abber=to be enraged, iii. 26; leb= 
heart, iv. 11 for the longer /ebaé elsewhere in Deuteronomy; Aur had- 
barzel=tron furnace, iv. 20, not elsewhere in Pentateuch; ‘am nahdlah= 
people of inheritance, iv. 20, instead of the usual deuteronomic Jeculiar 
people. There is also in iv. 16—32 a group of words characteristic of 
Ezekiel and P, and not found elsewhere in Deuteronomy :—seme/= figure 
16, male and female 17, tabnith =build, likeness 17 £., romes=that creepeth 
18, holidh = beget 25 (cp. xxviii. 1), xéshen=grow old, stale 25, and bara’ 
*elohim=God created 32; to which may be added tir=exflore i. 33, 
only here and in P for the deuteronomic aphar, i. 22, Jos, ii. 2 f., and 
JE’s see. 

Some of these may at once be put aside. Surely an author might 
once use the figure az zron furnace without losing his identity! The 
figure, as we shall see, begins to appear in the O.T. from about the date 
of Deuteronomy onwards. Again the shorter form /é is ‘ generally 
used by preference in the metaphorical sense of iv. 11’ (Driver) and 
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besides the longer /ebaé occurs several times in i.—iv. (ii. 30, iv. 9, 29, 
39) just as throughout the rest of Deuteronomy. Again ‘am nahdlah, 
people of inheritance, closely resembles its equivalents in v.—xxvi. etc., 
especially ‘Ay people and thine inheritance, ix.2g. Little can be inferred 
from the use of ama \eyoueva like forah and tahinu, most writings have 
one or two; and ragan and he’ézin may be ignored as inarks of difference 
in view of the general tendency of the deuteronomic style to employ rare 
poetic words for commoner ones. That leaves us with not more than 
5 or 6 terms for which the rest of Deuteronomy employs others, surely 
by themselves an insufficient basis for a theory of dual authorship, especially 
when they are so greatly outnumbered by the characteristic deuteronomic 
phrases, which we have just seen that chs. i.—iv. have in common with 
chs. v.—xxvi., xxviii.—xxx. The group of terms characteristic of P are 
more peeling and will be dealt with later; note in the meantime that 
with the exception of ¢#7 they are confined to one section iv. 16—32 of 
the hortatory part of the First Discourse. 

Nor can more weight be attached to the alleged discrepancies 
of fact between the First Discourse i. 6—iv. 40 and chs. v.—xxvi.! 

They are only ¢Avee and each of them is susceptible of a reason- 
able explanation. 

The alleged discrepancies and the explanations of them are: (a) It is 
said that in chs. i.—iii. the name Amorife is employed, as in E, in a 
general sense for all the peoples encountered by Israel in Palestine, in 
1. 7, 19, 20, 27, 44 for those W. of Jordan and in iii. 2, 8, 9 for others 
in E. Palestine; while in vii. 1, xx. 17, as in J, the Amorite is but one 
of the seven nations occupying the Promised Land before the coming of 
Israel. If this interpretation of Amorize in i.—iii. be correct; we may 
explain the difference of meaning from that in vii. 1 and xx. 7 as follows. 
It would be natural for the same author, when writing narrative to em- 
ploy Amorite generally (especially as his narrative is mainly based on E, 
which so employs the name), but when he came to exhortation and his 
particular purpose was to forbid a// heathen rites, it would be appropriate 
for him to give an exhaustive list of the particular nations who practised 
there. Yet it is not clear that the writer of the narrative in chs. 
i.—iii, uses the name in so general a sense as iS alleged. For even in 
W. Palestine he speaks of the Amorttes only as in the hill country 
ch. i. and even once mentions along with them the Camaanites of the 
sea shore; cp. xi. 30. (4). In ii. 14 Moses is made to say that a// the 
generation of the men of war in Israel were consumed in the wilderness 
by the time Israel crossed the brook Zered, thirty-eight years after 
leaving Horeb ; while the Second Discourse, in v. 2—s, ete. and xi. 2—7, 
represents him as explicitly addressing in Moab the same Israel which had 
taken part in the covenant at Horeb and had seen with their own eyes 

1 This against Moore, Z, B. 1087. 
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the events there and throughout the journey from Egypt to the Promised 
Land. Cornill (Zutrod. Eng. Tr. p. 59) calls this difference ‘insoluble.’ 
But this difference is one not of fact but of Aurfose. Eor ii. 14 belongs 
to the narrative part of the First Discourse where the purpose is to re- 
late fact; while v. 2 and xi. 2—7 belong to a more hortatory part of 
the Second Discourse in which Israel is suitably treated as a moral 
whole, and the particular purpose of v, 2 is to distinguish the generation 
under Moses with the covenants they received at Horeb and in Moab 
from their forefathers before the Egyptian servitude and the Covenant 
God had made with them. Besides even the First Discourse, when it 
becomes hortatory in iv. t—4o, also assumes the moral unity of Israel 
throughout the wilderness wanderings :—iv. 10, the day thou stoodest 
before Jehovah thy God in Horeb, and so down to v. 15; v. 23, the 
covenant...which he made with you; v. 33, God speaking out of the midst 
of the fire, as thou hast heard; v. 34, all that Jehovah your God did for 
you in Egypt before your eyes; v. 36, he made thee to hear hts voice and 
thou heardest his words out of the fire. This conception of Israel, as 
throughout many generations the same Israel, appears in all the hortatory 
discourses, even when the speaker forecasts the nation’s far future, e.g. 
iv. 25, when...ye shall have been long in the land, and iv. 27—31 in the 
time of exile; cp. vi. 20—25, xxvi. 3—g, and xxviii. throughout ; indeed 
this conception of a moral unity persists in the same passages which 
threaten deaths innumerable, e.g. xxviii. 62 ff. But it is needless to 
multiply examples. The same speaker who has in narrative, as in ii, 
14, emphasised the destruction of one generation for their sins may in 
exhortation equally emphasise the identity of Israel throughout successive 
generations. Moreover even the narrative portion of the First Discourse 
tends to assume, though less explicitly, Israel’s sameness throughout, i. 
9, 19, 20, 22, 26, 46. (c) In ii. 29 the Moadbites, along with the children 
of Esau, are represented as having sold food and water to Israel, while 
xxiii. 4@ states as a reason for excluding az Ammonite and a Moabite from 
the Assembly of Jehovah (v. 3), that they met you not with bread and 
water in the way when ye came forth out of Egypt. But as there are 
signs of xxlil. 4@ being a later addition to the text (see notes to xxiii. 
3—6) it is not certain that tis discrepancy is due to the original author 
or authors of Deuteronomy. In any case this is the only real discrepancy 
between i.—iv. and v.—xxvi, as these chapters now stand. For the 
description of the #evem or ban upon Sihon and ‘Og, ii. 34 ff., and iii. 
6 f.—though it agrees exactly neither with the treatment of the seven 
nations of Palestine, enjoined in vii. 2, 25 f. nor with that of distant 
enemies enjoined in xx. 10 ff., but combines features of both (see note 
on il. 34)—falls before the period for which the Law was designed. 

We are thus left #7s¢ with a great array of features of style, 

language and doctrine, both general and particular, which are 

common to the First Discourse chs, i.—iv., and to chs. v.—xxvi., 

_ XXVIII.— xxx. 5 secovd with no real discrepancy of fact between the 

. 
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two divisions; and ¢hird (if we except the group of Words 
characteristic of Ezekiel and P which all occur in the section 
iv. 16—32) there are only some 5 or 6 terms peculiar to i.—iv. 

for which others are found in v.—xxvi., xxviiii—xxx. That is 

a very slender basis on which to argue for a different authorship 
for the First Discourse from v.—xxvi. etc.; and we can hardly 
think that the argument would have been maintained, but for 

the facts that the two Introductory Discourses i. 6—iv. 40, and 
v.—xi. have each of them a title of its own, i. 5 and iv. 44—49, 

and that the First Discourse is further separated from the 

Second by the historical fragment on the Cities of Refuge, 
iv. 41—43. The two titles, it has been reasonably argued, surely 

signify that the Djscourses which they start were originally 
independent compositions—different introductions, as they are 
both entitled, to the same Code. Attempts to meet this argu- 

ment cannot be said to be satisfactory. The separate title to 

the Second Discourse, iv. 44—49, is a composite one (see notes 

to it); and Professor Driver claimed! ‘that there is nothing 

_ unreasonable in the supposition that, as formulated by the 
original author (whether preceded by iv. 41—43 or not), this 

title was considerably briefer than it now is*and not longer 

than was sufficient to break the commencement of. the actual 

‘exposition’ of the law, promised in i. 5, as opposed to the 

introductory matter contained in i. 6—iv. 40. This is far from 
convincing. For it evades the question, why did the historical 

fragment iv. 41—43 (to which by the way the Code in its law on 

the Cities of Refuge, ch. xix., makes no reference) come to be 

inserted just here? And it raises a kindred question:—if 
iv: 44—49 was originally, as suggested, a brief sub-title in the 

middle of a work from the same hand, why was it so largely 

expanded by later editors? ; 
It is therefore not surprising that there has been considerable 

divergence of opinion as to the relations of the First Discourse 

to the Second and to the Code. The majority of critics, 

1 Deuteronomy, p. \Xviil. 
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emphasising the evidence of differences in style and standpoint 
between the two Discourses-and in the present writer's opinion 
seriously exaggerating them-rightly however laid stress on the 

presence and independence of the two ti'tles, and had no doubt 

that the First Discourse could not be by the same author as the 

Seoond. These, it was held, were different prefaces either to 

the same or to different editions of the Code; and the First was 

accounted to be the later of the two because of its reference to 

the Exile, iv. 27-31 (or at least because it includes in this 

a promise of Israel's recovery from exile 1), or because it was 

alleged to show signs of using the two main sources common to 

both Discourses, viz. J and E, only after these were combined, 
whereas the Second appears to contain no such reflections of 

J and E as interwoven with each other t. On the other hand, 

1 See the notes to iY. 2 7-3 I, and below p. xcviii.
2 The principal advocates of a different authorship fur the First Dis

course from that of the Second have been these :-Colenso, Penlatmch, 
Pt VJ. 187 I, though he had previously affirmed the opposite, 1864; 
Klostermann in the Studim und Kritiken for 18i r, 253 fl. ; Reuss, 
La Bible, 1879, 1. 207; Valeton, Studien, v1., vu., 1880-81, not seen; 
Wellhausen, Comp. des Hex. 1885, p. 192 footnote, 'chs. i.-h·. and 
chs. v.-xi. have among other ends this one in cominon, to indicate a 
historical situation for the deuteronomic legislation, they are properly 
two different prefaces to different editions' of the latter; Kuenen, Hex. 
1886, lays stress on the linguistic peculiarities of chs. i.-iv. and on the 
fact that while their author is particularly anxious to distinguish the two 
generations whom Moses addressed at J:Ioreb and in '.\Ioab respectively, 
the author of chs. v.-xi. , though aware that these generations are differ
ent still ' wishes to identify them.' ' Is it not clear that [the author of 
chs. i.-iv.] cannot also be the author of chs. v.-xi.?' (for answer to 
which see above pp !vii f.); L. Horst, Revue def Histoire des Religiom, 
XXIII. 189r, 184 ff. (not seen, cited by Driver and Bertholet); Westphal,
Les Sources du Pmt. II. 1892, 66 ff., 80 ff., emphasises the fact of the
two independent introductions, and separating the narrative, chs. i. 6-iii.
29 from the hortatory ch. iv. 1-40, regards the former as due to a later
-deuteronomic writer who desired to add a historical, to the hortatory, 
preface to the Code; Addis, Domments of the Hexateuch, 11. 1898, pp. 
19 ff., who had formerly (I. 1892, pp. lxiv f.) with Kuenen relied on the 
strength of discrepancies between chs. i.-iii. and v.-xi. (e.g. in the con
ceptions of Israel held respectively in the two discourses) now lays less
or no stress on these; but because of the two independent titles i. 5,
and iv. 44-49, because iv. 9--1-0 betrays familiarity with the style of 
Eiek. an<l P, an<l hec�use of other di\·ergences in language (admitted even
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a smaller number of critics, minimising or attempting to explain 
away the fact of two separate and independent titles, laid stress
and as we have seen reasonable stress-on the general, and 
especially on the particular, agreement between the two Dis
courses in substance as in style and held-some absolutely but 
the most with reservations-that chs. i. 6-i\'. must be from.the 
same author as chs. \'.-xxvi. etc. That some reservations are 
necessary is obvious ; the archaeological notes in chs. i.-iii. are 
doubtless due to an editor, and to editors also some ascribed 
the features in i,·. 16-- 32 and elsewhere which are akin to P, and, 
if not the threat of Exile in iv. 26 f., the promise of conversion 
and the restoration of the converted in i,·. 28 ff. The presence 
of the two independent titles, and the loose connection between 
the narrative i. 6-iii. 29 and the hortatory i.-iv. 40, which 
makes no use of the preceding narrati,·e, but treats of subjects 
chronologically anterior to the e,·ents there narrated, led to other 
reserrntions of a more complicated kind. Dillmann fur instance, 
who belieYed that the alleged discrepancies of fact between 
i.-i,·. 40 and v.-x,n·i., etc. are reconcileable, that 'no mere· 
imitator could haYe throughout [i.-i,·. 40] and to the minutest 
particulars hit upon the tone and style of D'; and who therefore 
assigns all the substance of the First Discourse to the same 

by Dillmann) feels himself' justified in regarding the authors of i. 1-i\". 
40 as later disciples of the Dcuteronomic school'; '.\loore, 'Deutero• 
nomy,' in E. B. 1. 1899, 'the divcr�ity of historical 1epresentation is 
decisive,' i.e. between i.-iii. and v.-xxvi., and' iv. goc, beyond L-xi. 
in that its monotheism take� a loftier tone like that of Is. xl.-h·.' 
and it presupposes the Exile; Steuernagel, Deut.-Jos. 1898, pp. xv f., 
decides for a different author because of differences between the 
two di,courses, especially ii. 14 and v. 3, and because of the separate 
titles, but Wellhausen's theory that i.-iv. 40 and v.-xi. formed intro
ductions to different editions of the Law cannot be correct' for xii.-xxvi. 
never existed without, •. -xi.'; Bertholet, Deut. 1899, pp. xxii f., because 
of differences in language and substance, and still more l,ecau"e of 
the separate titles, and the author of the First Discourse must be the 
later for i. 19-ii. r compared with Nu. xiii. ff. shows him acquainted 
with J and E in their combined form; Carpenter and Harford-Battersby, 
The lkratcuch, 1900, I. p. 92: 'i. 6-iii. is with much probability re
ferred to another edition of the Book' than ,·.-xi. and :>.ii.-xx,·i.; cp. 
vol. JI. p. 148; Robinson, f),•11to-o11omJ', Joslma, p. 1.�. 
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author as that of chs. v.—xxvi., etc., argues that the form is due 

to the following drastic changes by the editor. He suggests 

that the editor found the substance of i.—ili. 29 as the original 

author’s historical introduction to chs. v.—xxvi., im which Moses 

was represented in the third person and also found iy. I—4o 

(except vv. 28 ff.) among the concluding enforcements of the 

Law (note J ave taught in iv. 5) and that he changed the former 
into a speech by Moses, as it now stands, and transferred the 

latter from the close, to the beginning, of the exposition of the 

Law, as a suitable hortatory conclusion to i.—iii. 29. This subtle 

theory well illustrates the great difficulty about the First Dis- 

course—on the one hand its substantial and detailed agreement 

with chs. v.—xxvi., on the other hand its separation in form from 

these chapters, as well as the looseness of connection between 

its own two parts!. 

These then were the results of the earlier and broader stage 

of the controversy upon the unity of Deuteronomy i.—xxx., viz. 

that concerned mainly with the relations of the two Introductory 

Discourses, the Code, and its concluding enforcements. But in 

our review of this stage of the controversy it has become clear 

} In the modern critical school the principal supporters of the unity 
of the authorship of i.—iy. and v.—xxvi. have been Dillmann, /Vw.- 
Deut.-Jos. 1886, pp. 228—231, as set forth above; Van Hoonacker, 
L’ Origine des Quatre Premiers Chapitres du Deutéronome, 1889 (not 
seen ; a summary of his arguments is given by Driver, pp. lxvii ff.) ; 
Oettli, Das Deut. u. die Bb. Jos. u. Richter, 1893; Driver, Deuteronomy, 
st ed. 1895, 3rd 1902, pp. Ixvii—lxxiii, thus summed up: ‘To the 
present writer there appears to be no conclusive reason why c. r—3 
should not be by the same hand as e. 5 ff.; and the only reason of any 
weight for doubtingiwhether c. 4. 1—40 is by the same hand also, seems to 
him to be one which after all may not be conclusive either, viz. that the 
author of c. 5 —26, desiring to say what now forms c. 4. :—40, might have 
been expected, instead of inserting it between c. t—3 and the body of 
his discourse (c. 5 ff.), to have incorporated it, with his. other similar 
exhortations, in the latter.’ On Driver’s explanation of the separate 
titles to the two Discourses see above p. lviii.—Kittel, Gesch. der Hebr. 
I. pp. 46—50, while recognising the strength of Dillmann’s arguments, 
would—on the grounds of the separate titles to i. 6—iv., and of the fact 
that v.—xi. is a sufficient introduction to the Code but that Kuenen’s 
theory also presents difficulties—leave the question open. 
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that the question of unity cannot be confined-to the relations — 
of these main divisions to each other, but ‘must be carried into 

investigation of differences and lines of cleavage apparent 

within each division, and moreover similar in all. In other 

words, in addition to the main divisions of Deuteronomy i.—xxx., 

there are many cross-divisions running through the whole Book, 

and it is these with which the later and more minute investigations 
of its unity have been engaged. We shall consider them in the 

next Paragraph. 

$7. The Cross Divisions and Distinctions. 

The distinctions and differences, which are found within each 

of the main Divisions of Deuteronomy i.—xxx., some of them 

running through all these, and which have been taken to be 

evidences of different hands, are of five kinds. It does not 

matter in what order they are treated as they often both coincide 
with and cross each other. /7%rst¢, the distinction (already 

discussed) between the two conceptions of Israel of the wilder- 

ness, now as separate generations and now as one and the 
same; second, the division of both Introductory Discourses into 

historical and hortatory parts; ‘Ard, the evidence of doublets 

within the Code and of independent groups of laws, distinguished 

by differences of form and phraseology; /ourth, the distinction, 
sometimes coincident with the foregoing and sometimes crossing 

them, between the Singular and Plural forms of address; and 

Jifth, the evidences all through the Book of editorial re-arrange- 

ments and additions, some of them reflecting the Exile. 

First, the distinction between the two conceptions of Israel 
in the wilderness, as two successive generations, especially at 
Horeb and in Moab, and as one and the same people, who have 

witnessed with their own eyes all the events between the passage 

of the Red Sea and the crossing of Jordan, has already been 
sufficiently treated (pp. lvif.). This distinction is present in 
both Introductory Discourses, though less explicitly in chs. i.—iii. 

than in chs. v.—xi. It is clearly a distinction of attitude or 
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rhetorical purpose and no conclusion of a difference of author- 

ship can be drawn from it. 

Second, each of the Introductory Discourses is divided between 

a historical and a hortatory part!. In the First Discourse 
chs, i. 6—iii. are historical, ch. iv. 1—4o is hortatory ; in the Second 

the historical parts, chs. v. and ix. 8—x. 117, appear before and 

within the hortatory, vi—ix. 7 and x. 12—xi. In each Discourse 

the connection between the historical and hortatory though not 

unnatural is loose, and in the Second marked by a jerk in the gram- 

mar, ix. 7. And while the historical parts are, except for isolated 

and detachable passages in the Pl. form of address, the two 

hortatory parts are mainly in the Sg., yet with several PI. 

passages. But, as we have seen, all alike are in the deuteronomic 

style and spirit and replete with the deuteronomic formulas 
(pp. liii—lvi), except that curiously~enough the historical part, 

chs. ix. 8—x. I1, only twice gives the full deuteronomic title 

Jehovah your God (ix. 16 and 23). The historical parts are 

evidently based on JE and equally so, yet they are occasionally 

divergent from these older documents in the statement of facts. 

None betrays any dependence on P, and, with most of the 

general and particular differences of the deuteronomic style from 

that of P, all show also differences of fact, and their accounts 

both of the divine manifestations in the wilderness and the origin 

of the institutions of Israel belong, with the Code and the 

hortatory addresses, to a school of religion very different from 

P’s; yet curiously they also share with P a few touches of lan- 

guage and substance. Finally, the historical parts suitably 

supplement each other, but it is the two which now stand in 

1 Calvin in his Preface to his Harmony of the Pentateuch (1564) draws 
attention to the fact that the books Exodus to Deuteronomyare ‘ composed 
of two principal parts The Historical Narrative and The Doctrine.’... ‘This 
distinction Moses does not observe in his Books, not even relating the 

history in a continuous form, and delivering the doctrine unconnectedly 
as opportunity occurred.” Nowhere else, however, do these contrast 
and in arrangement clash with one another as they do in Deuteronomy. 

_ ? Calvin’s Harmony (Eng. trans. pp. 294 ff.) gives it as a separate 
section ix. 7—x. rf. The proper beginning of it is ix. 74, on which 
see note below. ; 

' 
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the Second Discourse, which treat of the events in Horeb, while 

that which opens the First Discourse follows the later events 
from the departure from Horeb to the arrival at Beth-peor in 
Moab. This is a strange reversal of the proper order. 

For the connection between the historical and hortatory parts of ‘the 
First Discourse see pp. xiii, xciii; for the same in the Second see notes 
to ix. 7 and x.6—11.—The uniformity of the deuteronomic style through- 
out all the parts of the Discourses has been rea! shown in detail, 
pp: xlix f., liii f—As for the forms of address, the only Sg. forms in the 
istorical parts, are in i.—iii. 29 these scattered and more or less detach- 

able fragments, i. 21, 314, ii.-7, 246, 25, 304, 37, in ch. y. only the 
quoted Decalogue, and in ix. 8—x. 11 only x. 104, for which however 
nearly all MSS of LXX have the Pl.; while the hortatory parts of 
the two Discourses differ within themselves and from each other thus; 
iv. 1—40 Pl. except for explicable instances of Sg. in the section vv. 
9—24, and for a consistent Sg. through vv. 29—40; ch. vi. mixed, but 
the Sg. prevails throughout the rest of the hortatory part of the Second 
Discourse, except for editorial additions in chs. vii., viii. and these other 
passages, x. 16—19, xi. 2—9, 21— 28, 31 f.—For the dependence of the 
historical parts on JE, especially E, see above pp. xvif.; and for the 
discrepancies from JE, pp. 

Whether the author or authors of the historical parts used J and E 
before these documents were combined (Dillmann and Kittel) or after 
(Bertholet), the present writer does not deem it possible on the evidence 
to decide. —The general and particular differences of language and style 
which distinguish Deuteronomy from P (see pp. xv, oy are sustained 
throughout the historical parts. So too the difference of religious 
standpoint and ethical spirit: e.g. the emphasis on the spoken word of 
God rather than on the physical manifestation accompanying, see notes 
introductory to i. 6—8; the ascription of the mission of the spies to the 
initiative of the people, i. 22, instead of, as in P, to the divine command ; 
also the notes on i. 34—40, Further Note to i. 36—38, and notes to iii. 
23—29; the different treatment of the gé or stranger, see on x. 19, cp. 
on xiv. 21; the different conception of the Priests and Levites, see above 
pp. xxiii f. and below on x. 8—10; the absence of P’s constant emphasis 
on Aaron’s association with Moses, though, with P, x. 6 recognises him 
as the founder of a hereditary priesthood. For differences with P in 
details of fact see above pp. xix—xxii and below pp. 133 & On the other 
hand, the historical parts of the Deuteronomic Discourses agree with P 
in the name Kadesh-barnea see on i. 2; and in other place-names, if 
the fragment of an itinerary x. 6—8 belongs to ix. 8—x. 11 and is not 
a later insertion ; in the addition of Joshua’s name to that of Kaleb, i. 
37f. but see note there; and in the use once of P’s term ¢#r=explore, 
i. 33- Also alone with P the historical parts of the Discourses record 
that the spies were twelve, i. 23, cp. Nu. xiii. 2, and that the ark was 
of acacia wood, x. 3, cp. Ex. xxv. to (but see introductory note to x. 
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I—3, pp. 131 f, where P’s elaborate additions are pointed out). These 
of course were probably elements of common tradition and form no proof 
that the historical sections in Deuteronomy depend_on or reflect P. 

These phenomena raise several questions. Were the narrative 
and exhortation, between which the two Introductory Discourses 

are each divided, once independent of each other—forming as 

some maintain different introductions, historical and hortatory, 

to the same or different editions of the Code?’ It would be 

difficult if not impossible to relate the hortatory contents of the 

First Discourse, iv. 1—4o0, with those of the Second. But the 

detachableness of the historical parts from their context is clear, 

and most manifest are their affinities with each other; their 

common style even to details, their use of the same form of 

address, their dependence on the same sources, their similar 

treatment of their materials, and their complementary character. 

Were they originally one work? The evidence is so clear that 

this question is answered in the affirmative not only by .those 
who take the whole of the two Introductory Discourses to be 

from the same hand!, but even by those who ascribe the rest of 

the two Discourses to different hands. All conceive it at least 

probable, that ix. 8—x. 11 and i.—iil., of course i that order, 

formed once a (separate?) historical introduction to the Code. 

But if so, how came the two parts to be divorced and placed in 

different Divisions of our Deuteronomy, with what should have 

been the earlier in the later place? This is but one of many 

questions-which illustrate the truth that the difficulties about the 

unity of Deuteronomy i.—xxx. arise not from its substance nor 

from its style, but from that structure and arrangement of its 

parts, in which it has come down to us. 

_ Third, the Code itself, chs. xii—xxvi. Although the Laws are 
arranged on the whole with regard to their subjects—I. Religious 

Institutions and Worship, II. Offices of Authority, [1I. Crime, 

War, Property, the Family, etc.—yet this plan is not consistently 

1 Dillmann, for whose theory on the subject see above pp. Ix f. and 
Kittel. 
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carried through (see below, pp. 154—8); laws and groups of laws 
appear out of their proper setting. Partly coincident with the — 
divisions and groups and partly cutting across them are differ- 

ences of form and of style, just as we have seen in the Discourses. 

The cardinal law of the One Altar and the laws consequent on 
it—weighted with injunctions as to their practical objective, the 

abolition of the worship of all other gods—are significantly set 
either at the front of the Code or as near the front as their sub- 

jects permit—in division I. chs. xii. 2—28, xiv. 22 —29, xv. 19—xvi. 

22; in II. xvii. 8—13, xviii. 1—8; in III. xix. 1—13. They are 

throughout in the peculiar style of Deuteronomy and replete 

with its formulas and other distinctive phrases. But in other 

laws, the deuteronomic formulas, chiefly at the end of a law, are 

detachable from the context and being removed leave the laws 

compact and sufficient, just as in the case of the deuteronomic 
expansions of the Decalogue (p. 84). In anumber of other laws 

there.are no marks of Deuteronomy’s style—neither the direct 

form of address nor any of the distinctive phraseology. Still 

another distinction runs across both the laws which are in the 

style of Deuteronomy and those which are not. For in each of 
these classes some laws are not only parallel to laws in JE, but 

contain so many linguistic agreements with these and even exact 

repetitions that they are evidently based on them, though modi- 

fied to suit the law of the One Altar or expanded in Deuteronomy’s _ 

own phraseology and humane spirit. Other laws are paralleled 

only in H and P, without however any proof of being based on 

these codes ; while others have no parallels in JE, H, or P but are 

peculiar to Deuteronomy, and of these also some have its phrase- 
ology and some not. Again, most but not all of the laws are 
in the direct form of address characteristic of Deuteronomy, and — 

of those which are, most have the Sg. address and a very few the 
Pl. (see next §). And again there are groups of laws on the 

same subject, such as War or the Family, which carry formulas 

common to themselves but distinct from those of other groups. 
All these phenomena raise the question whether behind the Code, 

chs. xii,—xxvi., there are not other codes besides those of J and 
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EB. And, finally, a few of the Taves bear signs of a date later than 
the bulk of the Code and than the reign of Josiah when it became 
operative. 

All these distinctions are marked in the notes to the text, but they 
may be usefully arranged here. 

(2) The evidence that our Code used the codes of JE, Ex. xiii. 3—16, 
XX. 23—xxill. 33, xxxiv. 12—26, is of different degrees of worth and 
requires discrimination ; in several instances its force has been exagge- 
rated. It is most clear in the following, some of which are exact 
repetitions :—xil. 3 altars and images of other gods, cp. Ex. xxxiv. 13; 
xiv. 21 seething a kid in its mother’s milk, exactly as in Ex. xxiii. 19 
and xxxiv. 26; xv. 1r2—18 on slaves, cp. Ex. xxi. 2—11; xvi. 19 just 
judgement, cp. Ex. xxiii. 2, 6—8; xix. 15—-21 witnesses, with terms 
and phrases similar to those in Ex. xxiii. 1 fh. ; ; xxil. 1—g lost property, 
cp. Ex. xxiii. 4 ff.; xxiii. 19 f. interest etc., cp. Ex. xxii. 253; xxiv. 7 
manstealing, cp. Ex. xxi. 16; xxiv. 17 f. stranger, fatherless and widow, 

~cp. Ex. xxil. 21f., xxiii. g; xxv. 17—19 Amalek, with phrases from 
E, Ex. xvii. 14, Josh. x. 19 (?). In the following four laws we find 
a great expansion of the corresponding laws in JE with alterations to 
suit the law of the One Altar: xv. 19—23 firstlings, cp. Ex. xiii. 11—16, 
xxii. 29 f., xxxiv. 19 f.; xvi. 1—17 the three feasts, cp, Ex. xxiii. 14—17, 
xxxiv. 18—23, 25; xix. 1—13 rights of asylum, cp. Ex. xxi. r2—14; 
XXVI. [—II presentation of firstfruits, cp. vv. 2, 10 ff with Ex. 
Xxxiv. 26. Less clear are these:—xv. 1—11 year of remission, cp. 
Ex, xxiii. rof., the connection is slight and questionable; xviii. g—22 
the prophet, contains details from E, Ex. xxii. 18, etc. (see notes); 
Xxi. 18—21 rebellious son, cp. Ex. xxi. 15, 17; xxii. 28 f. seduction, 
cp. Ex. xxii. 16f.; xxiv. to—r3 pledges, cp. Ex. xxii. 26f. with 
different technical terms. Of course it is possible that some of these 
parallels are due to derivation from sources common to JE and 
Deuteronomy; this is probable in the case of the /ex falionts, xix. 21, 
which is given more fully in Ex. xxi. 24f. But on the whole the 
evidence justifies the conclusion that the codes of JE formed a basis for 
that. of Deuteronomy. See (in this series) Driver’s notes to the JE 
“codes in his Zxodus, and Appendix III. of Chapman’s /xtroduction to 
the Pentateuch with his conclusion that ‘the whole legislation in the 
Book of the Covenant’—i.e. Ex. xxi. 23—xxiii. 33—‘Ex. xxi. 18— 
Xxii. 15 excepted, is repeated (Sometimes with material modifications) 
in Deuteronomy.’ One law new in Deuteronomy seems designed to 
supplement one in E; that on fencing roofs, xxii. 8, cp. E on fencing 
pits, Ex. xxi. 33 f. 

(0). The parallels between the Code of Deuteronomy and those of 
_H and P—other than what all have with those of J and E—are the 
following :—xiv. 1 (f/¢s deuteronomic formulas in v. 2), mutilation for 
the dead, cp. Lev. xix. 28; xiv. 3—20 clean and unclean beasts, cp. 

XX. 253 XIV. 22—29 tithes, cp. Lev. xxvii. 30—33, 

€2 
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xxiii. 34, 42f-5 xvi. 21 f. “Ashertm and Massebéth, Lee. xxvi. r 
(in part); xvii. 1 blemished beasts, Lev. xxii. 17—2§; [xviii- 1—8 tribe 
of Levi, Lev. vii. 31—33, Nu. xviii. 1—20 (very slight) } ; xviii. 10 
Molech, Lev. xviii. 21, xx. 2—5}; xxii. 9—1I1I against various mixtures, 
Lev. xix. 19; xxii. 12 on fringes, Nu. xv. 37—41; xxii. 22 adultery, 
Lev. xviii. 20, xx. 10; xxii. 30 incest, Lev. xviii. 8, xx. 11; xxiii. 9—14 
cleanness of camp first part, Nu. v. i—4; xxiii. 21—23 vows, Nu. xxx. 2; 
xxiv. 8 leprosy, Lev. xiii. f., Nu. xii. 14 f.3 xxiv. 14f. hired servant, 
Lev. xix. 13; xxiv. 19—22 gleaning, Lev. xix. 9f.; xxv. 13—16, 
weights and measures, Lev. xix. 35f. In these parallels the verbal 
agreement is but small, the differences of language and substance many. 
On the law of tithes P, as we have seen (p. xxiv), represents a later stage 
of development, and is much more detailed in the law on vows. 
While the same spirit of humanity breathes in H as is conspicuous in 
the deuteronomic laws, the religious motive is differently expressed. 
Further these laws as stated in Deuteronomy are all in the Sg. form of 
address—except xiv. 1, 3—20 in the Pl. and xxii. 30 in neither—and 
are in large part in the deuteronomic style. The deuteronomic formulas, 
however, are easily separable in xiv. 1 f.; xvii. 1, xxii. 22, xxiii. g—14, 
xxv. 13—16 (156; and 16 the Lord thy God); there are no marks at all of 
Deuteronomy’s distinctive style in xxii. 9—11, 12, 30; and elsewhere 
the absence of its formulas is noteworthy. On the whole Deuteronomy 
shows no dependence on H or P; some of the laws it seems to derive 
from the same written source as they do; in other cases the parallels may 
be different reductions to writing of the same or similar practices or 
tempers in Israel. 

(c) Laws peculiar to Deuteronomy. - Apart from those which deal 
with the One Altar and its consequences and which are noted above. 
(p. Ixvi), the laws found only in Deuteronomy fall into three classes, so 
far as form and style are concerned. 7st, those in the distinctive 
style of Deuteronomy, nearly all in the earlier part of the Code:— 
xiii. 1—5 false prophets, 6—r1 enticers to idolatry, 12—18 idola- 
trous cities, with xvil. 2—7 idolaters; [xvii. 8—13 judges of appeal]; 
xvii. 14—20 the king; xvii. g—22 the prophet, with echoes of E; 
XX. I—g exemptions from war-service, 1o—18 terms for an enemy city, 
1g f. fruit-trees in siege, with xxi. 1o—14 marriage to a captive of war 
and xxiii. g—14 cleanness of camp (as a whole, see also under 4); 
xxiii. 15 f. escaped slave; xxiv. 1—4 divorce; xxv. 1—3 excessive 
beating, Some are without the formulas prevalent in other parts of 
Deuteronomy, but these formulas are not called for by the particular 
subjects in hand; and the laws bear other signs of the deuteronomic 
style—repetition, expansion, emphasis: all in the Sg. form of address. 
Second, laws peculiar to Deuteronomy in which its formulas and other 
favourite phrases are detachable from the context :—xix. 14 boundary- 
stones, xxi. 1—9 untraced murder, 18—21 disobedient son, 22 f. hanged 
malefactor, xxii. 5 against wearing the clothes of the other sex, 6f. 
sparing the mother bird, 13—21 the suspected bride, 23 f. and 25—27 
treatment ofa betrothed virgin, xxiii. 3 f. Ammonite and Moabite excluded 
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from the congregation (on eebable deuteronomic additions see e note), I 17 f. 
hkedeshith and kedeshim, xxv. 11 f. indecent assault. .Allare in the Sg. form 
of address, except-xxii. 23 f., which is Pl, save for the concluding formula, 
and xxi. 18—21 and xxii. 13—21, which, with the same exceptions, are 
not in the form of direct address. The detachableness of the deutero- 
nomic elements suggests that some of these may be earlier laws 
incorporated by Deuteronomy, and this is corroborated as in xxii. 23 f. 
by the change from the Pl. address in the body of the law to the Sg. in 
the closing deuteronomic formula, or as in xxii. 13—21 by the body of 
the law not being in the form of direct address while the closing formula 
is; Xxi. I—Q, untraced murder, may be either a modification of written 
law or the modification of an unwritten practice. 7/zrd, laws peculiar to 
Deuteronomy which bear no marks of its distinctive style :—xxi. 15—17 
right of firstborn; xxii. 8 fencing of the roof; xxiii. 1 exclusion of eunuchs, 
2 of bastards (unless 4aha/, assembly, in this sense be taken as charac- 
teristic of Deuteronomy, see p. xlix), 7 f. on Edomites and Egyptians, 
24f. use at need of others’ crops; xxiv. 5 the newly-married, 6 millstone 
forbidden as pledge, 16 fathers and children; xxv. 4 unmuzzle the. ox, 
5—10 Levirate marriage (see note p. 286). Of these 7 are not in the 
direct form of address prevalent in Deuteronomy, while 5 are in its 
prevalent Sg. That some or all of them come from an earlier code is 
possible but not certain ; xxiv. 16 sanctions an innovation which came into 
Israel’s practice in Amaziah’s time; xxii. 24 f. and xxv. 4 practices now 
common in the east and probably ancient. 

(dz) Groups of Laws dealing with the same subject or procedure and 
marked by the same or similar special formulas. There are three or 
four of these groups. The most conspicuons is that on War, to which 
there are no parallels in JE :— 3 

Xx. I—9, when thou goest forth to battle against thine enemies, 
to—18, when thou drawest nigh to a city to fight against it. 

19 f., when thou shalt besiege a city a long time. 
Xxl. 10O—14, when thou goest forth to battle against thine enemies. 
XXlil. Q—14, when thou gvest forth in camp against thine enemies. 

Steuernagel takes only the last two as from the same source, a ‘ War- 
code’ older than the bulk of Deuteronomy: he holds the opening 
formula in xx. I—g as editorial, but for the groundlessness of this see 
note on p. 244. If there ever was a separate code of War-laws all 
these five belonged to it; but its separate existence is quite uncertain. 
These laws are all in the Sg. form of address; they contain it is true but 
few of Deuteronomy’s formulas, yet they have its rhythm and no 
elements foreign to its diction. Secondly, there is a number of laws 
which use formulas containing the word 7o‘ebah, abomination :— 

xvil. 1, for that 2s an abomination to Jehovah thy God, : 
XVili. 10O—12 a, for whosoever doeth these things is an abomination 

unto Jehovah. 
xxii. §, for whosoever doeth these: things ts an abomination 

unto Jehovah thy God. a 
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xxiii. 17 £, 1 even both these are an abomination unto Jehovah 
thy God. 

xxv. 13—16, for all that do such things are an abomination unto 
Jehovah thy God. 

These five Steuernagel takes as from a code earlier than Deuteronomy, 
consisting of ‘To‘eba-oracles.’ The hypothesis is arbitrary. Abomi- 
nation is a term frequently used in Deuteronomy both in other laws and 
in the Discourses; to separate from these the five above and assign 
them to another source is obviously arbitrary. ~ 7irdly, a number of 
the laws introduce ¢he e/ders as judges or executioners 

xix. 1—13, Cities of Asylum or Refuge, e/ders of his city. 
xxi. 1--13, Untraced Murder, ‘hy elders and judges, elders of that 

city. 

18—21, Disobedient Son, e/ders of his city. 
xxii. 13-21, Suspected Bride, e/ders of the city in the gate, 
xxv. 5—10, Levirate Marriage, e/ders of his city. 

These all begin similarly; those in which the death-sentence is in- 
flicted have the phrase that he may die; the city-gate is the place of 
judgement ; and the phrase /o éring out is frequent. On these grounds 
Stetternagel takes them (in part of course, for he eliminates alleged 
additions} as a group by themselves and he adds to them other laws 
which also contain the aforesaid phrases, xvii. 2—7, 8—13, xxi. 15—17, 
22f., xxii. 22—29, xxiv. 1—5, 7; which do not mention e/ders! This 
also is arbitrary. It is true that Deuteronomy has provided in 
xvi. 18f. for the appointment of lay judges in each city, and that it is 
difficult to understand the relation of these to the e/ders. Yet this is 
a frail ground on which to build the hypothesis of a separate authorship. 
As Steuernagel himself shows, these laws have several elements of 
diction in common with laws which do not mention elders and some 
of which are thoroughly deuteronomic in style. No law seems more 

original to Deuteronomy than that of the cities of Asylum, and it 
mentions elders. 

(e) Laws alleged to be of later date than the bulk of the Code 
chiefly on the ground that they could not have been extant when the 
Law-book was discovered under Josiah nor for some time after. These 
are four in number:—(1) xiv. 1 f. against mutilation for the dead, 
because it was unknown to Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the Jews who came 
from Shechem to worship at Jerusalem (see notes on pp. 184f.); this 
law is probably of later origin but not certainly, for other deuteronomic 
laws were neglected in the period immediately following Josiah’s reign, 
e.g. xv. 12—18 on the emancipation of slaves (cp. Jer. xxxiv. 8 ff. and 
Neh. v. 5), and the law as to the participation of the rural Levites in 
the Temple-worship, x. 8 f., xviii. r—8 (cp. 2 Kgs xxiii. 9). (2) The 
law of clean and unclean beasts, xiv. 3—20, in the Pl. form of address 
and without deuteronomic elements (except in v. 3 which may be 
Deuteronomy’s original law), is paralleled only in P. (3) The law of the 
King, xvii. 14—20, is taken by some as later than the rest of the Code 
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because like xxxi. g it represents the whole law as already in writing 
and canonical, but this is far from conclusive; and it is extremely 
probable that the original Code contained a law of the King (see note 
on p. 224). On xxiii. 1—g and xxvi. 3 f. see the notes. 

The above evidence leads to the conclusion that like othe1 

bodies of law this in Deuteronomy is the result of growth and 

compilation from various sources—new laws, expansions and 
modifications of old ones, while some probably are the reduction 

to writing for the first time of unwritten practices. Part of the 

Code is undoubtedly based on the codes of J and E; that 

there were other codes behind it is possible. The non- 

deuteronomic style of many of the laws indicates that these 

were not original to the author or authors of Deuteronomy but 

borrowed. That is all we can say with certainty. Steuernagel’s 

discrimination of older codes, ‘War-laws’ ‘ To‘eda-laws’ and 

*Elder-laws,’ is insufficiently founded. Apart from the reasons 

against it given above it is improbable that separate codes existed 
for separate subjects. Just as in the case of the Discourses the 

evidences of the presence of elements later than the bulk of the 

Code are few and except in the law on clean and unclean beasts 

sporadic. But, of course, there are not a few scribal and edi- 

torial additions, which have been indicated in the notes. 

These, however, are not the only kinds of evidence of com- 
pilation which the Code offers. There is another and more 

striking kind. Several of the laws, and among them some of 

those most clearly original to Deuteronomy, bear signs of having 

once existed in separate and variant forms now put together. 

The cardinal law itself, ch. xii., appears to be composed from 

three statements—some would say more but there are at least 

three—all emphasising the concentration of the worship of Jeho- 
vah upon One Altar, but differing in details, with different forms 

of address and introduced or followed by different reasons :—rst 

vv. 2—7, Pl.; 2nd vv. 8—12, Pl.; 3rd vv. 13—19, Sg., with the 
corollary, vv. 20—27, permitting the eating of flesh not sacri- 

ficially slaughtered to Israelites too far from the One Altar to 
be perpetually resorting to it. For details see the notes on pp. 
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159—172. The law of the Priests, xviii. 1—8, seems compounded 

of doublets. Also the two laws, xiii. 1—18 and xvii. 2—7, are 

parallels ; why both should be in the same code, or being in 

it should be separated from each other, is best explained on the 
ground that they originally belonged to different editions of the 

code. In xvi. 1—8 we have probably a compilation of two laws 

originally separate, one on Passover and one on Massoth. There 

is more uncertainty about xvii. 8-—13, on the Judges of Appeal ; 

it seems the combination not of two written forms but of the 
double practice prevailing in Israel from the earliest times’. All 
this points to the existence of different editions of the Code of 
Deuteronomy—a fact which is not surprising, for elsewhere 

in the Old Testament we find different editions of the same 

law; e.g. the Decalogue itself, in Ex. xx. and Deut. v.; the 

Sabbath-law, Ex. xxiii. 12 and xxxiv. 21; the law of firstlings, 

Ex. xiii. 12—16 and xxxiv. 19f., both in J; the Seventh Year, 
Ex. xxiii. 10 f. and Lev. xxv. 1—7; and the law of clean and un- 

clean beasts, Deut. xiv. 3—20 and Lev. xi. 2—23; ete.,etc.* But 

any signs that there were once different editions of the laws of 

Deuteronomy, and these its most distinctive laws, are in striking 

harmony with the evidence, which we found in the Discourses, 

of different Introductions to the Code with independent titles 
(§ 6, esp. p. viii). The doublets in ch. xxvii. (see note on p. 300) 
are clear indications of separate supplements to the Code. And 

there are also two accounts of the institution of the cities of 

Asylum, iv. 41—43 and xix. I—10, both deuteronomic. 

The Fourth Cross-Distinction in Deuteronomy, that between 

the Singular and Plural Forms of Address, which we have so 

frequently found connected with the cross-distinctions that we 
have just been examining, is sufficiently important—and com- 
plicated—to require a Paragraph to itself. 

? Some also find doublets in xviii. g—22, the law of the Prophet, but 
on questionable grounds; see the notes. 

2 Cp. the parallels on pp. 370 f. of Driver’s Zxodus (in this series), 
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§8. The Singular and Plural Forms of Address. 

Except for titles, a few historical fragments intruded among 

the Discourses, and several Laws, chs. i.—xxx. of Deuteronomy 

are composed throughout in direct address to Israel. But, as 

we have seen, both in the Discourses and among the Laws there 

is more or less frequent transition between the Sg. and Pl. forms 

of address. Israel is now Zhou and now You. Sometimes one 

of these forms is maintained through whole sections of the 
Discourses, sometimes with sporadic interruptions of the other. 

Sometimes one form prevails only through a paragraph or a 

sentence and yields in the next to the other. Sometimes both 

are used in the same sentence. By far the most of the Laws are 

in the Sg. but a few carry the Pl.; and again some of the latter, 

and others also which are not otherwise in the form of direct 

address, have a single clause in the Sg., either at the beginning 

or more often at the end of the law. 

Till recently this distinction in the form of address was not carefully 
examined. In 1891 Cornill (Zzm/ettung in das A.T. 1st ed.) stamped 
some of the laws as secondary because they use the Pl. form. A few 
years later Staerk (Das Deuteronomium etc. 1894) and Steuernagel 
(Der Rahmen des Deuteronomium 1894, Die Entstehung des deut. 
Gesetzes 1896, and Deuteronomium-Josua 1898 in Nowack’s Handkom- 
mentar z. A.7.) independently analysed the Book mainly on the basis 
of Sg. versus Pl., but with regard also to other differences of style as 
well as to some of substance. Their results are different and contra- 
dictory. In chs i.—xi. Staerk distinguishes.three speeches of Moses in 
the Pl., two pre-exilic and one exilic, with a large number of ‘sketches 
and essays’ in the Sg. dating mostly before but partly during the Exile. 
Of the laws those which he reckons original are all in the Sg.; all in 
the Pl. he takes as later—except where on other grounds this is im- 
possible and then he frequently alters the text—but with them he counts 
as also later some laws and other passages in the Sg. Steuernagel on 
the other hand not only identifies two separate introductions to the Code 
but two separate Codes corresponding to them: the older in the Sg. 
address, vi. 4f., 10—13, 15, vii. I—4a, 6, 9, 126—16a, 17—21, 23f., 
Vili. 2—5, 7—14, 17f., ix. I—7a, 5—7a, x. 12. 14f., 21 (22°), 
xi. ro—12, 14f. with all the laws dealing with the centralisation of the 
worship and its consequences and all others showing an ethic, either 
rigorous or humane, in harmony with the principles of their introductory 
discourse and almost exclusively using the Sg. He finds a younger 
Introduction marked by the use of the Pl. in v. 1—4, 2o—28, ix. 9, 11, 
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13—17, 21, 2§3—29, x. 1~5, 11, 16f., xl. 2—5, J, 16 f, 22-28, with a * 
these laws:—parts of ch. xii in the PJ. and a number of other laws not 
showing any order because collected from various sources, some in the 
Pl. some in the Sg., and including several against heathen practices 
which show sympathy with their Introduction’s frequent polemic against 
images; and again within each collection of laws he discriminates 
smaller codes (see above pp. Ixix f.) from which it was compiled, and later 
additions. He adds lists of phrases which he finds characteristic of 
these Sg. and Pl. divisions respectively. Staerk and Steuérnagel thus 
agree only in seeing a frequent and very complicated difference of 
authorship in the distinction between Sg. and Pl. and in judging the 
Pl. to be generally the later. Their theories were adversely criticised 
by Kosters (7heol. Tijdschrift, 1896), Addis (Documents of the Hexa- 
teuch WU. 1898, pp. 1o—19) and Bertholet (Zheol. Literaturseitung, 
1899, No. 17) principally on three grounds: (1) that in other Hebrew 
writings the changes between the Sg. and PI. forms of address are too 
common to afford a basis for difference of authorship; (2) that within 
passages using the same form of address differences of date are apparent, 
and (3) that the complexities of the two analyses, the drastic changes in 
the text, and the arrangement of the Book, which their respective results — 
require, and especially the contradictions between these results, all justify 
further and final scepticism. This last objection is enhanced by still 
another analysis of Deuteronomy on the basis of Sg. and Pl., by Professor 
Mitchell of Boston (Journal of Biblical Literature, 1899 pp- 61 ff.), 
which leads to results different from both Staerk’s and Steuernagel’s. 
On the other hand, Steuernagel’s principle of analysis and even many of 
his results have received approval both from conservative and from 
advanced critics. Professor G. L. Robinson of Chicago (Zafosifor, 
1899, p- 362) makes the singular suggestion that the Pl. sections of the 
Discourses are suitable to Moses in the wilderness addressing as a prophet 
the individuals of his own generation, while the Sg. address agrees with 
the attitude of Moses as an old man in Moab looking back on the nation 
as awhole! In the fifth ed. of his Zin/eitung (1906) Cornill, besides 

"repeating his earlier emphasis on the ‘tell-tale Plural’ in the laws, 
acknowledges Staerk’s and Steuernagel’s ‘demonstration of the co- 
herence of the Pl. and Sg. passages respectively—which Steuernagel has 

- further confirmed by a number of acute observations on the linguistic 
usage.’ In 1900 the present writer read before the Society of Historical 
Theology in Oxford a paper in which he independently analysed the 
Sg. and Pl. passages and reached conclusions regarding a difference of 
authorship between them more positive than he now feels to be justified, 
as will be seen from the following paragraphs. Other criticisms of the 
distinction between Sg. and Pl. as a criterion of difference of author- 
ship—repeating the objections given above and adding fresh ones—will 
be found in Estlin Carpenter’s and Harford Battersby’s Zhe Hexa-. 
teuch, 11. 1900, pp. 246f. (footnote) and in Cullen’s Zhe Book of the 
Covenant in Moab, 1903, pp. 2—4. The former rightly does not con- 
sider ejther the complexity of Staerk’s and Steuernagel’s results or their 
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difference in detail from each other as fatal to their common principle, 
but says that ‘the distribution into two documents corresponding to Sg. 
and Pl. seems somewhat hazardous,’ on the grounds that ‘it does not 
rise naturally out of the phenomena of the text,’ many laws assigned by 
Steuernagel to the Pl. author being in the Sg. and redactions being in- 
voked of which the text shows no trace; that the Massoretic tradition of 
the text is often uncertain; and that in the Discourses it would not be 
unnatural for the same speaker to pass, as for instance Jeremiah does, from 
the one to the other form of address. Cullen’s objections lay stress on 
the liability of the text to alteration during its tradition; on the facts 
that the Hebrew editors of the Book saw nothing objectionable ‘ in the 
want of continuity in the verbal and pronominal numbers’ and that 
other Hebrew writers show the same disregard of continuity; and on 
the opinion that ‘to elevate a detail of form of this kind into anything 
like a norm of analysis for an O.T. book is a departure from the true 
principles of historical criticism’; the distinction between the Sg. and 
Pl. is ‘a trifling item of literary technique.’ 

We cannot be content with such summary opinions; the last 

in particular is far from just to the facts. However complex and 

obscure these facts may be they are certainly not ‘trifling.’ When 

we find that the transitions between Sg. and PI. are often co- 

incident with other changes—changes of subject-matter or of 

diction, obvious interruptions of the theme of the context, some- 
times by awkward constructions—we cannot regard them a// as 

accidental or insignificant. Whatever estimate we may finally 

form of their value as signs of a difference of authorship, they 

demand from us a close examination. Therefore they have been 

duly marked in the notes to the text, and we have now to con- 

sider their evidence as a whole. 

1. To begin with, a note of caution is necessary upon the text 

itself. No elements of this were more liable to alteration in the 
course of its tradition than the Sg. and PI. forms of address, and 

the readings of these are therefore often uncertain. The Hebrew 

sometimes gives one form where in the Samaritan Version or in 

the Greek, or in both, we find the other. Decision between or 

among three such witnesses is generally difficult and not always 

possible. It may seem a sound principle to prefer the consensus 

of the two most ancient Versions where they differ from the 

Hebrew, but we cannot always confidently act upon this. For in 

such cases both sets of translators may have been, intentionally 
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or unconsciously, harmonising : e.g. iv. 3s 25, xi. 13 £: cp. viii. 1, 
LXX, against which are both the Hebrew and Samaritan. More- 

over the original reading of the LXX is often doubtful; its MSS 
vary. Thus part of the material of our discussion is uncertain. 
Yet the uncertainty must not be exaggerated. Toa very great 

extent the two Versions agree with the Hebrew. With few ex- 
ceptions, they do so through the long passages of the Book where 
one or the other form is constant ; and they do so sometimes 

even when both forms occur in the same sentence and when 

therefore there was most temptation to translators to harmonise 

the grammar: e.g. iv. 21, 23 f., v. 1, vii. 4, 25, vill. 19 f. (see note), 

xi. 10 whither thou goest in...whence ye came out. And in in- 
stances both of agreement and of difference between the Hebrew 

and the Versions we have often other reliable tests. But withal 

we must be prepared for a residuum of doubtful readings in cases 

where the difference between Sg. and PI. is concerned. 

We can sometimes trace the intrusion of a Sg. form into a PI. passage 
or of a Pl. form into a Sg. passage either to dittography or to attraction : 
e.g. iv. 29 (see note), viii. 1 (?) and ix. 7 where the Samaritan Greek 
reading ye went forth is to be preferred to ‘the Hebrew ¢hou as the sisi 
is probably due to attraction from the preceding verbs in the Sg.; ¢ 
iv. 234 where the exceptional Sg. may be similarly due to the Sg. ver 
that follow it; or iv. 25 thou shalt beget for which read you shall (see 
note) ; on iv. 37 w here the awkward Hebrew Ais seed after him seems 
to have arisen under the influence of the Sg. verb of the clause and 
where Samaritan, Greek, Syriac, Targum and Vulgate all read ¢heir seed 
after them; on xvii. 164 where the Pl. #nfo you, exceptional in this 
law, is most reasonably explained by attraction from the Pl. verb in the 
following quotation; and similarly in xx. 2a (see note). Of course we 
cannot say whether such forms as are due to attraction are inconsistencies 
on the part of the original writer, as they may well be (see below 
p. Ixxviil) or the faults of copyists of the text.—Of passages where the 
Versions help us to emend the text iv. 34, Xx. 2a, xxviii. 14 may be 
taken as examples. The two exceptional Pl.’s your God and for you in 
iv. 34 are suspicious especially in face of the immediately following Aine 
eyes (so Hebrew confirmed by the Versions); but the LXX reads our 
God and most Greek MSS omit for you, thus diminishing the confusion.— 
But in this same verse we have a sign of how readily translators come 
under the influence of ‘attraction,’ for both our English Versions give 
your eyes instead of the Hebrew thine eyes. Similarly in iv. 3 the 
Authorised Version gives among you for the Hebrew im the midst <A 
thee, correctly reproduced i in our Revised Version. . 
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2. In addressing Israel other writings of the O.T. pass from 

the Sg. to the Pl. and vice versa, some occasionally some more 

frequently. As Deuteronomy is both a Code of Laws anda Dis- 

course (or Discourses) to Israel we may take for comparison with 

it in this practice the codes in JE and the discourses or oracles 

of Jeremiah. 

In thé code Ex. xx. 23—xxiil. 33 all laws couched in the form of 
direct address to Israel are in the Sg. except seven in the Pl, Five of 
these Driver (Z.xodis in this series), who takes no note of this difference, 
marks as editorial; in a sixth, xxii. 31, ye shall be holy men the Pl. is 
inevitable, no one would write ‘thou shalt be holy men,’ and the seventh 
is the opening law of the code, xx. 23, ye shall not make...with me, gods 
of silver or gods of gold ye shall not make unto you, which Pls may be 
due to attraction from the Pl. pronouns in the preceding exordium 
v. 223; yet both verses have been marked by other critics as editorial 
not only on account of their Pl. form, but because Versions show that 
variant forms of them were extant. 

Again in Jeremiah’s addresses to Judah, Jerusalem, men of Judah or 
House of Israel he frequently—one might almost say usually—employs 
the Pl. form: e.g. ii. 4 ff., iv. 3f., v. 20f¢, vil. r—15, 21—-255 [x. 1 ff]; 
xi. 1—5, 6—8; xili. 15—17; xvi. fo—133 xviii. 5—17; xxi. 4f., 8f., 
tr f. ; xxii. r—5 (changing to Sg. in v. 6 after a personification), 10; 
xxv. 3—8; xxvi. 4f, 12—15; xxvil. 9ff.; xxix. tof. (to the exiles) ; 
Xxxi. 31—33 (the new covenant, indirect address); xxxiv. 13—-17 (except 
for the quotation noted below); xxxv. 13—16; xlil. 9 ff., 19 ff. (O rem- 
nant of Judah) ; xliv. 7—10, 11, 26 (all Judah that dwell in the land of 
Legypt). When Jeremiah uses*the Sg. address it is mostly but not 
always in one of three connections. (1) After, or with, a vivid per- 
sonification of the people, land or city: e.g. ii. 1—3, 14—19, 20—25, 
31—373 ill, I—5; iv. rf.; x. 17 ff.; xii. 7f-; xiii. 20—27; xxii. Of. 
(but passing to Pl. in v. yg), 20—23; xxx. t2—14 (Szon=the-com- 
munity); xxxi. 3—-5 (virgin of Israel), t5—17 (Rachel the mother), 
18—20 (Ephraim the son), 21 f. (virgin of Israel). Or (2) when short 
of actually personifying the nation Jeremiah sets it in sharp contrast to 
any other, or all others: e.g. ii. 36f.; iv. 5—8 (Pls. except in 7 where 
the other nation comes in); x. 24f.; xv. 1f—14; xxx. 7—11 (/acoéd) 
and xlvi. 27 f. ( Jacob as Servant)—these last two passages should perhaps 
rather come among the personifications. Or (3) when he is quoting 
from_Deuteronomy: e.g. in v. 14—19 he begins with the PIl., passes to 
the Sg. in words more or less those of Deut. xxviii. 49 ff., and resumes 
the Pl. with his own words in wv. 19 (v. 18 may be an insertion); simi- 
larly in xxxiv. 14 the change from the Pl. to the Sg. comes in with 
a quotation of Deut. xv. r2 and again Pl. is resumed with the prophet’s 
own words. But in some quotations Jeremiah changes their original 
Sg.. to his own usual Pl.: e.g. xxix. 13, cp. Deut. iv. 29; xliv. 3, ep. 
Deut. xiii. 6. There are, however, a considerable number of transitions 
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from Sg. to Pl. in Jeremiah’s discourses which are not. 
above explanations, nor of any other except that the et et him 
self free to make them! For example, iti. 12 ff. is mainly in Pl. bu 
has one Sg. clause (but is it a quotation?); iii. 19 passes from Sg. to 
Pl.; in xi. 13 the two forms are in successive clauses; and in xxi. 13 f. 
we find / am against thee...ye which says. T will punish you...her forest 
round about her. 

All this—while further exposing the complexity of the question 

and while explaining the inevitableness of contradictions in the 
various analyses of Deuteronomy on the basis of the two forms 
of address—nevertheless offers some clues through the maze. - 

The discourses of Jeremiah show that some changes from PI. to 

Sg. may be due to the influence of a vivid personification of the 

nation or community addressed; or, short of personification, to 
a conception of it approaching the personal, especially when it 
is contrasted with other peoples; or to the quotation by the 
speaker of other writings in a different form of address from that 
which he usually adopts, or to no apparent reason at all except 

the inconsistence of the writer. Again, the codes in JE show 
still more clearly that some changes from Sg. to Pl. are due to 

the hand of an editor or expander of the original. We have 
now to ask, whether any of the changes of address in Deutero- 
nomy correspond to any or to all of these? 

As for the influence of personification on the form of address 

there should be constant opportunity for observing this in Deute- 

ronomy, in which Israel is regarded as a moral unity and is so 

often conceived under a vivid personal metaphor. Hence the 
prevailing Sg. in the hortatory parts of the Discourses, especially 
where these contrast Israel with other peoples (as in iv. 32 ff. 

and ix. 1—6), and in all laws which concern the whole nation. 

Hence, too, in P]. contexts the emergence of the Sg. at points 

where the exhortation becomes particularly intense or intimate: 

e.g. iv. 9 (and carried on into v. 10). 

The transitions between the two forms of address often coin- 

cide with the transitions between exhortation and narrative in 
a manner too exact to be other than significant. We have noted 

the prevalence of the Sg. in the hortatory parts of the Discourses ; 
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it is the Pl. which prevails in the historical parts. With few 
exceptions (which we shall consider immediately) the Pl. runs 
through i.—iii, 29, the historical part of the First Discourse; and 

is sustained through the historical parts of the Second Discourse: 

through ch. v. (except for the quotation of the Decalogue) and 

without interruption through ch. ix. 7d—x. 11; the hortatory 

setting, vi.—ix. 7@ and x. 12—xi. 32, being mainly in the Sg., ex- 

cept significantly enough in the longish passage xi. 2—9, where 
the exhortation is mixed with narrative and the PI. again prevails 

(the other Pl. exceptions are as we shall see probably editorial). 

Moreover the transition from Sg. to Pl. in ix. 7 is marked by an 
awkward construction, -as though we had there the splicing of 

two strands by a hand which had found them separate. Of 

course even this—though a sign of the compilation of different 

documents—is not proof of a difference of authorship. It would 

be natural for the same author to use mainly the PI. in narrative 

but to turn to the Sg. when he came to exhort the people especi- 

ally under the deuteronomic conception of Israel as a moral 

unity; and as we have seen (§ 6) there is—apart from this 

difference in the form of address—great similarity of style and 

doctrine not only between the two Discourses as a whole but 

within eacl, between its historical and hortatory parts (see be- 

low for exceptions). Moreover this association of the Sg. with 
exhortation and of the Pl. with narrative is not constant. We 

find the prevailing PI. of the historical part of the First Discourse, 

i.—ili. 29, running on into the hortatory part, iv. 1-40 (at least 

iv. I—8, hortatory though it is and containing also a contrast be- 

tween Israel and other nations, cannot be separated from 1.—iil. 

29); and similarly the Pl. of ch. v. runs for a little way into 

ch. vi., so that although we discover some evidence of principle 
_ or habit in the use of the forms of address, we see also that this 

is not adhered to with constancy. 

We may take next the question of quotations, and here again 

some things are clear amid much that is uncertain. In ch. v. which 

is otherwise consistent in the use of the Pl. the Decalogue is quoteds 

~ andit is in the Sg.; while in xi, 18—25, mainly a Pl. passage, the 
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emergence of the Sg. in 19 6—~20 comes in a quotation, slightly 
varied, of vi.6—9,a Sg. passage. This is treated just as Jeremiah 
treats some of his quotations ; some of the pronouns are altered 

to harmonise with the context, some are left as they are in the 
original passage. May the same or a similar reason not explain 

the exceptional Sgs in iv. 24, xxix. 3, 10f.? It certainly serves 
as a sufficient reason for some of the exceptional appearances of 
the Pl. in the Code: e.g. xvi. 1, against mutilation for the dead, 
and xiv. 4—20, on beasts clean and unclean. The former law 

shows other reasons for our doubting that it is original to Deutero- 

nomy (see the notes); v. 2 is, then, a deuteronomic addition to it. 

The law on clean and unclean beasts is throughout foreign to the 

usual style of the deuteronomic Code, in other respects (see notes 

on it) than its use of the Pl.; the Sg. verse with which it opens 

may be either the original law of Detteronomy on the subject or 

_an addition by a deuteronomic editor when he incorporated this 
' Pl. law in the Code. Other quotations coincident with the 

appearance of the PI. are xvii. 16 6, xx. 3. But, once more, we have 
in all these cases signs of compilation, not evidence of two distinct 

authors, one employing the Sg. and one the PI. form of address. 

We come now to the question of editorial additions or expan- 

sions, and here too we may be confident sometimes—though not 

always—of a measure of certainty; subject to this consideration 

that it is difficult to distinguish between an editorial addition anda 
quotation by the original author (e.g. iv. 234, 24). What we 

have to ask is whether in Deuteronomy there are any occasional 

appearances of the Sg. in Pl. passages or of the Pl. in Sg. pass- 

ages, in clauses which are separable from their contexts without 

disturbing the sequence of these, or still more whose presence 

itself disturbs that sequence. The answer is in the affirmative ; 
there are such, but in the present writer’s opinion not so many as 
sometimes have been alleged. 

In the historical part of the First Discourse, i.—iii. 29, the Sg. 
passages are only seven or eight, all single clauses or brief sentences (see 
pp. 5f.). Only one is an obvious intrusion, i, 31 a—in the wilderness, 
where thou hast seen how that Jehovah thy God bare thee, asa man doth 
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bear his son—separating the-following clause from the conjunction and 
that introduces it. None of the rest is so clear. Ch. ii. 37 qualifies and 
is not necessary to the preceding context, yet there is no other reason 
for denying it to the same writer; its Sg. may be simply an unconscious 
inconsistency on his part. Ch. ii. 304 is not necessary to the context 
but it is relevant and may just as well be due to the original writer 
as to a pious expander who desired to add a religious reason for King 
Sihon’s obstinacy. In i. 21 and ii. 7 the hortatory temper rises to a 
degree at which (from what we have seen) it would be natural for the 
same writer to pass from the Pl. to the Sg. In iii. 22 the readings 
are doubtful ; if Pls. be read their appearance, though Joshua is addressed, 
is natural (see note). The Sgs. in ii. ga, 18—25, 31 and iii. 2 are of 
course due to the address in these passages being to Moses himself: 
Jehovah said unto me. On the Pls. in iv. 34, clearly editorial, see 
above p. Ixxvi. 

In the hortatory parts of the Second Discourse, chs. vi.—ix. 7a 
and x. 12—xi. 32, most but not all of the Pl. exceptions afford other 
signs than the Pl. of being additions or expansions. The opening 
verse, vi. I, merely continues the Pl. of the previous narrative chap- 
ter; and the single Pl. clause in v. 3 that ye may increase mightily 
could not have been expressed so naturally in the Sg. Neither of 
these then is editorial. But the Pl. clauses in wv. 14 and 16f. are 
probably so (see notes). Inch. vii. the momentary Pl. in v. 4, confirmed 
by the Versions, is curious; whether editorial or not who could say? In 
vv. 5, 7f. the Pl. clauses (see note) are separable from the context, but 
the former is as possibly a quotation by the original writer as an editorial 
insertion. Inv. 12 the Pl. clauses are superfluous and that in v. 25 may 
be the mistake of a scribe (see note) ; still it is curious that this and the 
Pls. in v. 5 occur just as the writer mentions heathen altars, images, and 
symbols, for we shall find other instances of this coincidence. In ch. viii. 
the only Pls. are vv. 1 and 19, common formulas and possibly editorial. 
In the Pl. passage x. 16—19 there are marks of expansion other than 
the Pls. (see the notes). The prevalence of the Pl. in the longish passage 
xi. 2—g is (as we have seen) coincident with the re-appearance of narra- 
tive; there is no reason to doubt the unity of the passage with its Sg. 
contexts. But the Pl. clauses in xi. ro—15 are obvious interruptions of 
the theme of the passage, and those in vv. 18—25, 26—28 are formulas 
and separable—all probably editorial—yet those in 16f. are not so 
easily accounted for (see notes to ch. xi. throughout). 

In the Laws the Pl. clauses exceptional in Sg. contexts are very few. 
Some of them have already been explained (for xiv. 1, 3—20 see p. Ixx; 
xvil. 164 and xx. 2@ see note thereon). The rest may be confidently 
marked as editorial, see the notes on them: xii. 16, xiii. 3 f. (perhaps a 
loose quotation), 7, 13 4, xx. 18, xxiii. 4 a (may be a quotation), xxiv. 8 f. 
On ch. xxvii. 4 see note. In ch. xxviii. there are but four verses out of 
the sixty-eight with Pl. clauses; but in v. 14 we should read ¢hee for you; 
in vv. 62, 68 the Pls. are explicable logically; those in v. 63 are less easy 
to explain, they may be editorial. 

DEUTERONOMY FE 
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We see, then, that both in the Discourses and the Laws some 
of the short Sg. exceptions where Pl. prevails and most of the 
short Pl. exceptions where Sg. prevails may be regarded as 
secondary or editorial. But this is not true of all. Some are 

as natural as we found similar instances in Jeremiah to be. And 
as for the rest, which have no logical explanation and no sign 

that they are secondary, we must admit the possibility of incon- 

sistency, arbitrary or unconscious, on the part of the original 
writer or writers. Note ix. 13 f., 7¢ and ‘hem as in Ex. xxxii. 9f.; 

cp. xviii. 21, ‘how and we, and in xxvi. 15, ws and our with the 7 

and me of previous verses. 

3. Next we have to inquire, whether—as has been alleged—the 
difference in the forms of address is at all coincident in Deutero- 
nomy with differences of vocabulary and phrasing sufficient to 
indicate a difference of authorship. To be adequate the inquiry 
must cover these questions: (1) What phrases characteristic of 
Deuteronomy are common to the Sg. and Pl. passages? (2) Do 

any of the characteristic phrases predominate with the one or the 

other set of passages? (3) Are any characteristic words or phrases 
used only with the Sg. or only with the Pl.? (4) Are there any 

cases of different terms for the same idea being used with Sg. 
and Pl. respectively! ? 

1 The analysis on which the following paragraphs are based was 
made in 1900 for my paper for the Society of Historical Theology before 
Professor Mitchell’s analysis (see above p. Ixxiv) reached me. For the 
most part we agree, but he registers some distinctions which are not clear 
enough to be enumerated in a discussion of difference of authorship. 
I have marked those that I owe to him. I have also carefully studied 
Steuernagel's lists on pp. xxxiii ff. of his Deuteronomium-Josua. The 
reader must keep in mind that these lists are net prepared on the same 
principle as those in the following paragraphs. By Sg. and Pl. I mean 
all passages of the Book in the singular and plural forms of address 
respectively. Steuernagel’s Sg. and Pl. on the other hand are the two 
documents which he believes to have discriminated as running through- 
out the discourses and the codes, in which singular and plural forms 
prevail but are by no means constant. Nor can I agree with his very 
numerous estimate of editorial passages. With Bertholet I believe it 
to be very extravagant. Many items in it are founded on arbitrary 
grounds, 
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First, terms characteristic of Deuteronomy (see above §§ 2 and 6) 
. found in both the Sg. and Pl. passages. Both speak of Israel as fearing 

God (Sg. at least eight, Pl. five times), /ovzng Him (Sg. at least nine, Pl. 
three times), and cleaving to Him (Sg. x. 20, xxx. 20; Pl. iv. 4, xi. 22 
secondary, xiii. 4 parallel to x. 20). Both use these phrases—éo take 
heed ox beware (Sg. iv. 9, vi. 12, Vill. If, xii. 13, 19, 30, XV. 9, 
xxiii. g; Pl. iv. 23, xi. 16 and with other forms of the same verb ii. 4, 
iv. 15); observe to do (Sg. vi. 3, vii. 11, XV. 5, XVil. 10; Pl. v. 1, 32, 
xi. [22], 32, xii. 32); observe and do (Sg. xvi. 12, xxiil. 23, xxiv. 84a, 
XXVi. 16, xxviii. 13; Pl. iv. 6, vii. 12 secondary); prolong thy or your 
days and the like (Sg. iv. 40, [v- 16], vi. 2, xxii. 7, xxv. 15; Pl. iv. 26, ep. 
xxx. 18, v. 33, xi. 9); which [am or Jehovah ts commanding thee or you 
this day (Sg. about nineteen, Pl. ten times) ; and both use way or ways 
in a spiritual sense (Sg. viii. 6, xiii. 5; Pl. v. 33, xi. 22, 28 both secon- 
dary, cp. ix. 12, 16). The two agree in usually employing the longer 
forms of the word for heart, /ebab and of the first personal pronoun, 
’anoki; and in a very rare use of the shorter forms (see above pp. xvi, 
lv f. and note to xii. 30). Both have the day of Assembly. 

Second, terms characteristic of Deuteronomy, found mostly with the 
Sg. and seldom or doubtfully with the Pl. Of Jehovah, drawing to 
(hashak), choosing and loving Israel (Sg. iv. 37, vil. 6, £3, xX. 15?, xiv. 2, 
xxili. 5?; Pl. only vii. 7 secondary), redeeming Israel (padah Sg. vii. 8 
see note, xili. 5, xv. 15, xxi. 8, xxiv. 18; Pl. ix. 26), leading them all the 
way these forty years in the wilderness and the like -(Sg. ii. 7 but see 
p. Ixxxi, vill. 2, 4, 15; Pl. xxix. 5 see note), disciplining (Sg. iv. 36, 
viii. 5; Pl. xi. 2) and ¢esting (nissah or with masséth, tests, Sg. iv. 34 
see note, vii. 19, viii. 2, 16, xxix. 2; Pl. only xiii. 3 but Pl. speaks of 
Israel ¢est2ng God, vi. 16; and both use zzssah in the sense fo attempt 
or assay, Sg. iv. 34, Pl. xxviii. 56). Also these phrases—/est thou or you 
Jorget and the like (Sg. iv. 9, vi. 12, viil. 11, [14, 19], ix. 7, xxv. 19; 
Pl. only iv. 23) and wth all the heart and with all the soul (Sg. iv. 29, 
Vi. 5, X. 12, xxvi. 16, xxx. 2, 6, 10; Pl. xi. 13, xiii. 3 both editorial!). - 

Third, terms characteristic of Deuteronomy that are used only with 
the Sg. or only with the Pl. (a) Ovdy with the Sg. :—of God, a jealous 
God (iv. 24, [v. 9], vi. 13, yet Pl. has Jehovah and his jealousy xxix. 20), 
@ devouring fire (iv. 24, ix. 3), a compassionate God (iv. 31), keeping 
covenant and true love (vii. 9, 12, ep. v- 10); of Israel, a peculiar people 
(vii. 6, xiv. 2, xxvi. 18); of Egypt, house of bondmen (v. 6, vi. 12, 
vii. 84, viii. 14, xiii. 5, 10; cp. dondmen in Egypt, v. 15, Vi. 21, XV. 15, 
Xvi. 12, xxiv. 18, 22); ¢o harden the heart in a bad sense (ii. 30, xv. 7)3 
the land which Jehovah thy God giveth, ox is about to give thee, for an 
inheritance (iv. 216, 38, xv. 4, xix. 10, xx. 16, xxi. 23, xxiv. 4, XXV. 19, 

! Professor Mitchell adds strong hand and stretched out arm, Sg. iv. 34, 
v. 15, Vil. 19, xxvi. 8; Pl. xi. 22. But the phrase varies much—see 
p- liv—and in ix. 29 Pl. we have great might and stretched out arm. 
Pl. uses strong hand alone (or with greatness) thrice iii. 24, vii. 8a 
editorial, ix. 26; Sg. vi. 21. : : 

ez 
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xxvi. 1; with Pl. applied to the people, a people of inheritance iv. 20, cp. 
ix, 26, 29); and several less important terms; nashad, to drive off (vii. 1, 
22); hadaph, to expel (ix. 4, vi. 19); Aaser, to lack (ii. 7, viii. 9, xv. 8 and 
its noun xxviii. 48, 57), and the accumulation fests, signs and wonders 
(iv. 34, Vii. 19, xxvi. 8 in part, xxix. 3; xi. 3 signs and works, P\.). 
There are also several expressions peculiar to the Sg. laws; 40 consume 
the evil (bi‘er thirteen times); ‘‘vvah, fo desire (xi. 20, xiv. 26, the 
Decalogue has the Hithpael v. 19), and its noun ‘avwas, all the desire of 
thy soul (xii. 13, 20 f., xviii. 6); and these formulas wherefore / am com- 
manding saying ox this word (xv. 11, 15, xix. 7, Xxiv. 18, 22), hear and 
Sear (xiii. 11, xvii. 13, xix. 20, xxi. 21), which shall be in those days — 
(xvii. 9, xix. 17, xxvi. 3), and it shall be a sin in thee (xv. 9, xxiii. 22 f., 
xxiv. 15), avd he or she or they shall die (xiii. 10, xvii. 5, 12, XViii. 20, 
XIX, 12, xxi. 21, xxii. 21 f., 24f., xxiv. 71). (6) Characteristi¢ terms 
used only with the Pl. are not nearly so many :—Aith’anneph, tobe angry, 
of Jehovah (i. 37, iv. 21, ix. 8, 20); the Pi’el of ‘’abad, to destroy (xi. 4, 
xii. 2, 8 but with both Sg. and Pl. we find the Hiphil), to make war 
upon of Jehovah (i. 30, iii, 22, xx. 4), shahath in the sense fo deal 
corruptly (Piel, ix. 12, Hiph. iv. 16, 25, xxxi. 29 while the Sg. uses 
Hiph. only in the active sense fo destroy, xx. 19f. of a thing, iv. 31, 
x. 10 of Israel; but cp. ix. 26 Pl.), in conseguence of obeying (vii. 12, 
viii. 20) and-/, we or they turned (i. 24, ii. 1, 8, iii. 1, ix. 15, X- 5), at 
that time (i. 9, 16, 18, ii. 34, iii. 4, 8, 12, 18, 21, 23, iv. 14, Ve 5, 
ix. 20, x. I, 8), and the construction of the verb ¢o de with a participle 
(ix. 7, 22, 24 elsewhere only in xxxi. 27 in imitation of ix. 7 Bertholet). 
Some of these singularities are due, it is obvious, to the Sg. passages 
being mainly hortatory and the PI. mainly narrative. 

Fourth, very few are the instances of different phrases for the same 
idea according as it is conveyed in the Sg. or Pl. forms of address. But 
there are some. While with the Sg. Israel’s passage to the Promised 
Land is almost constantly phrased as when thou comest into the land, or 
the land whither thou art coming—the participle (vii. 1, ix. 5, xi. 10, 
29, XVili, 9, XXiil. 20, xxvi. I, Xxvii. 3, xxviii. 21, 63, xxx. 16), with the 
Pl. the idea is expressed by another participle, whither ye are crossing 
to possess it (iv. 14, vi. 1, xi. 8, 11 editorial, cp. xxvii. 2, xxx, 18 by the 
witness of the Samaritan and Greek; see also iii. 21 in the Sg. because 
addressed to Joshua andiv.22). The exceptions are viii. 1 where come in 
is with the Pl. (editorial), ix. 1 where cross is in the Sg., and xi. 31 
where oth phrases are in the PI. (editorial). Another, but insignificant 
case of difference is the Sg. Be thou not afraid nor dismayed (i. 21, 
xxxi. 8) for the Pl. Be ye not startled nor afraid (i. 29, xxxi. 6); cp. 
Be ye not afraid nor disturbed nor startled (xx. 3). On the alleged dis- 
crepancy between the Amorites of the Pl. passages and the full list of 
seven nations given with the Sg. address see above p. Ivi. It has also 
been alleged that in the use of the various names given to the Law or 
laws there is evidence of a difference between the Sg. and Pl. passages, 

1 These last formulas I have taken from Professor Mitchell’s list. 
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but the evidence is far from clear. (Titles, as obviously editorial, may 
be left out.) Zérah, Law, is used in both (Sg. xvii. 11, 18 f., xxviii. 58, 
61, xxx. 10; Pl. iv. 8, xxix. 21, 29). So is Miswah, Charge or Com- 
mandment, when used alone (Sg. viii. 1, xxvi. 13, xxx. II, in xv. 5 and 
xix. 9 it probably refers to a single law; Pl. xi. 8, 22, the latter editorial, 
in v. 31 it is combined with statutes and judgements). So with Miswoth, 
commandments, when used alone and so with Aukkim, statutes, when 
alone (Sg. vi. 24, xvi. 12; Pl. iv. 6, xvii. 19). The double term statutes 
and judgements, by itself, is found once with Sg. and seven times with 
Pl. (Sg. xxvi. 16; Pl. iv. 1, 5, 8, 14, v- I, xi. 32, xii. 1); preceded by 
Miswah it appears in one Sg. passage and two PI. (vii. 11, and v. 31, 
vi. 1). But as Ads statutes and judgements it often occurs with the Sg. 
(iv. 40, xxvii. 10, or with the feminine of s¢atzfes, vi. 2, x. 13, XXViil. 15, 
45, xxx. 10). The triple, 42s commandments, judgements, and statutes 
is found only with the Sg. (viii. 11, xi. 1, xxvi. 17, xxx. 16) but the 
other triple, ¢estimonies, statutes, judgements (or commandments) occurs 
with both forms (Sg. vi. 20; PI. vi. 17 editorial). 

4. Are there any differences of attitude, temper or subject be- 

tween the Sg. and Pl. passages?—beyond the one we have already 

observed, that the hortatory sections are generally Sg. and the 

narratives generally Pl. Several such differences have been 

asserted by various critics ; and some of them justly. But for 

the most part their details are either explicable by the difference 

between exhortation and narrative or do not imply more than the 
presence in our text of editorial additions or expansions. 

Professor Mitchell (of. cit.) feels a difference of temper between the 
Sg. and the Pl. passages, in that the Sg. appeal generally to the people’s 
gratitude to God, the Pl. to their fear of Him. But surely the Sg. call 
upon Israel to fear and to remember the divine chastisements as much 
as the Pl. do, and it is with the Sg. alone that we find the expressions 
a jealous God and a consuming fire, and the formula hear and fear. If 
in enforcing obedience the Sg. passages linger sore on Jehovah’s love of 
Israel and His kind Providence—although they too mention ¢he tervors 
of the wilderness, viii. 15—-while the Pl. emphasise the awfulness of His 
revelation on Horeb, the instances of His wrath and the details of the 
people’s sufferings (see above p. Ixxxiv andi. 44, ii. 14—16, iv. 3, ix. 22) ; 
such a difference does not necessarily imply difference of authorship. It 
also is explicable by the fact, with which we are so familiar, that the Sg. 
address naturally prevails in the hortatory sections of the Book but the 
Pl. inits narratives. Except for their ideal treatment of the experiences 
of Israel in the wilderness the Sg. passages do not differ from the Pl. as 
to the facts of the people’s past. Nor is there any difference of per- 
spective. The Sg. which in one law uses the phrase going forth from - 
égypt of the actual night of Israel’s departure, xvi. 3, 6 (cp. 7, 0), also 
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uses it more loosely, as the Pl. does, of events well on in the wilderness - 
wandering: xxv. 17 of Amalek, cp. Pl. xxiii. 4 of the coming to Moab; 
xxiv. 9, Miriam’s leprosy. 

Again it is true that while there is only one instance of the denun- 
ciation of images in the Sg. form of address, iv. 23 (and this possibly 
editorial), all other emphases on the sin of idolatry and commands to 
destroy images occur either in the longer Pl. sections, e.g. iv. 1o—18, 
25—28, ix. 8—22, xii. 2 f.; or—exactly as in Ex. xx. 23—in short PI. 
sentences or clauses that break into Sg. contexts: e.g. vii. 5, 25a, with 
the following, against going a/ler or worshipping other gods, vi. 14, xi. 16, 
26—28. Also it is curious that the Pl. should crop up in the threats of 
the destruction of Israel attached to several of the Sg. denunciations of 
the worship of other gods, vii. 4, viii. 19, xxx. 17f. Yet on the other 
hand we find the Sg. not only in frequent denunciations of the worship 
of other gods—e.g. besides those just quoted, iv. 19 against star-worship, 
xii. 30, xiii. 2, 6, 13 (the one PI. here is probably editorial), xvii. 3 f., 
XVili. 20, xxviii. 14 (see note), 64—but in the law against Asherim and 
Pillars, xvi. 21f., and warnings against other abominations of the 
heathen, xviii. 9 f., xx. 18, etc.; not to speak of v. 7—9, the deutero- 
nomic edition of the Second Commandment. The conclusion is reason- 
able that while this evidence gives signs of editorial expansions it 
hardly amounts to a proof of the presence of two documents by different 
authors. 

The evidence we have examined in this paragraph is very com- 

plicated—too complicated for any but moderate conclusions. It 

may point towards, it does not reach, certainty. Upon the strength 

of it we can indeed exclude certain opposite extremes. No sane 

mind could imagine that the two forms of address a/ways indicate 
different hands or that the same writer might not use the one as 

well as the other, sometimes of purpose and sometimes with un- 

conscious inconsistency. So wild a theory has never been pro- 
posed. On the other hand, no one can maintain that the difference 
between the Sg. and PI. forms of address mever indicates a differ- 

ence of hand. In clear disproof of this is the fact that many of 

the exceptional PI. clauses in Sg. passages and one or two of the 
exceptional Sg. clauses in Pl. passages bear other marks of being 

secondary. These are not merely the mechanical intrusions of 
formulas by scribes; many are more deliberate expansions orquali- 
fications of the original by an editor or editors. There are even 

laws which, except for the single deuteronomic formulas attached 

to them, are at once in the Pl, address and give indications either — 
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that they are of date later than the time of Josiah when the Code 

of Deuteronomy became operative, e.g. xiv. I against mutilation 

for the dead, or that they were reduced to writing by a legislator 

of a different style and school from those which produced the 

distinctive bulk of the Book, e.g. xiv. 3—20, on clean and unclean 

beasts. So far we are on firm ground; though some cases of 

editorial expansion or addition are necessarily doubtful others 

are clear. Can we go further and point to sufficient evidence 

for the presence in Deuteronomy of long documents (Staerk and 

Steuernagel) with shorter ‘sketches and essays’ (Staerk), dis- 

tinguishable from each other mainly by their respective use of 

the Sg. and PJ. forms of address? As we have seen, the Book 

certainly offers evidence by other signs—the separate titles to the 

Discourses and the existence of doublets among the Laws—of its 

~ compilation from more than one edition of its original form. 
To this evidence the distinction between Sg. and PI. has its own 

contribution to make, as in the fact that of the three statements 

of the cardinal law on the One Altar one is in the Sg. and two are 

inthe Pl. But the attempt to trace separate editions throughout 

both Discourses and Laws mainly on the difference of Sg. and 
Pl. is upon the evidence we have examined most precarious if 
not utterly impossible. Steuernagel’s division of the Laws into 

two different collections by his Sg. and Pl. authors respectively is 

carried through only by frequent arbitrariness and an extravagant 

assumption of editorial additions. Staerk’s is hardly less arbi- 

trary. As for the Discourses, we have seen that the distinction 

between Sg. and Pl. may often be more naturally interpreted as 

due to the difference between exhortation and narrative than as 

significant of difference of authorship. We must repeat—the Sg. 

prevails in the hortatory, the Pl. in the narrative, sections of the 

Book and not only so but a number of. Sg. interruptions in PI. 

sections coincide with the rise of the narrative to the pitch of ex- 

hortation, and some PI. interruptions in Sg. sections occur where 

the exhortation becomes reminiscent and approaches the narra- 

tive style. But although all this is generally, itis not always, the 

case: signs remain of an inconsistence which, however, on the 
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evidence of other books, we must always allow to a writer. It is 
not true that there is any real difference of ethic or temper between 
the Sg. and PI. passages (pp. Ixxxv f.). It is true that there is some 

linguistic difference—that some phrases are found only or pre- 
dominantly with the PI. (pp. Ixxxiiiff.). But here again much of the 
difference may be accounted for by the fact that one is mainly 

exhortation the other mainly narrative; what remains of linguistic 
difference is too slight to sustain the conclusion of a dual author- 

ship. It is also true—and very curious—that in the Discourses 
images are denounced only in Pl. passages; yet both Sg. and PI. 

frequently denounce the worship of other gods and many of the 
Sg. laws forbid the use of all heathen symbols and other abomina- 
tions (p. lxxxvi). Besides, a number of the references to idolatry, 

peculiar to Pl., are due to the prevailing narrative of the Pl. 

sections—especially the account of the events on Horeb. Steuer- 

nagel is hard pressed to find enough laws to carry out through ~ 
the Code the iconoclastic fervour alleged to be peculiar to his PI. 
introduction: he cites (p. vi) xii. 8—12, xvi. 2I—xvii. 7, xxii. 5, 

xxiii. 18f., in which there is no mention of images and the PI. 
address occurs but once! 

Thus all that a careful examination of Deuteronomy’s use of 
the Sg. and Pl. forms of address yields to us is confirmation of 

the other evidence we have had that the Book is a compilation— 
not only in the sense that the materials of its Code have been 
partly drawn from other codes and ancient practices, nor only in 

the sense that both the Discourses and the Code have been ex- 

panded by editors and copyists, but that there were once different 

editions of the Code probably with different introductions,—yet 
whether these were from different hands the evidence of the Sg. 

and PI. passages does not enable us to decide in full confidence. 

§$ 9. Editorial Factors. 

The last of the cross-distinctions which run through all the 

divisions of Deuteronomy (§ 7) are those due to the compilers, 

adapters and annotators to whom we owe the present form of the 
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Book. That there are such secondary elements in Deuteronomy 
is admitted by even the more conservative scholars!, who how- 
ever do not sufficiently appreciate the amount of them. At the 
opposite extreme some critics—on arbitrary grounds and often 

in the interests of particular schemes of analysis—exaggerate the 

quantity of editorial matter”, and identify editors to a number 
and to degrees of difference beyond the warrant of the data. 

But that some editors have been at work-on Deuteronomy is at 

once clear from its text (as we have seen in the preceding Para- 

graphs) and no more than we should expect from the state of 

other books of the Old Testament. 

Thus the JE narratives in the preceding Books of the Pentateuch 
have deuteronomic additions (Driver, Z-xcdus in this series, pp- xvili, 
192 ff.). The framework of the Books of Kings and the religious 
standard by which they review the annals of Israel and Judah are due 
to editors of that same school. Again, Chronicles are the re-cast of 
earlier histories by editors of another style who have increased the 
numerals and idealised some of the characters in their sources. Anda 
comparison of the Hebrew text of the Book of Jeremiah with the Greek 
Version proves how long the process of revision and expansion per- 
sisted and how it even altered sometimes the range and direction of a 
prophet’s message; for a striking illustration of which, in Jer. xxvii., 
see Robertson Smith, O7/C, 2nd ed. pp. 103 f. : 

But in Deuteronomy the task of distinguishing the later addi- 

tions-and enlargements is one of peculiar uncertainty ; both 

_because the style of the original itself is so prone to repeat and 

expand (§ 2) and because this same style and not another is also 

used by some of the editors. Therefore only a general indica- 
tion of their work is possible, with however a number of its 

obvious instances. The editorial contributions to Deuteronomy 
must have included the following (in addition to the short inser- 

tions indicated in § 8, pp. lxxx ff.). 

1. The compilation of the several editions (§ 10) with the re-arrange- 
ments to which parts of them have been subjected, e.g. the separation 

1 Eg. Dr Orr as quoted below p. 232; cp. Lex Mosaica, pp. 211 f. 
notes for the admission (by the Rev. J. J. Lias) that in other books of 
the O.T. there are interpolations by ‘ too zealous copyists.’ 

2 E.g. Steuernagel, see above p. xii, footnote 2. = 
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of the historical sections, chs. i.-iii. and ix. i b-x. f I I perhaps abo 
ch. v.), which we cannot doubt were from the same hand IS;) but in 
a chronological order now re\'ersed. But who to day may decide 
whether the original compilers of the Code or some later editors wen: 
re�ponsilil.: for the divorce of ch�. xii. 29-xi1i. from X\'i. 21-x\·ii. ; , 
and for the frequent ,eparation, in Part Ill. of the Code. of laws with a 
common subject (see pp. 1 :-:- f.' below)? 2. l-larmoni,ing �tatements : 
these are very few, e.g. iii. 14 f., xvi. 8; their number has been 
exagger.ited, see notes on xi. 19, xix. 8-10. 3. Antiquarian and 
geographical notes: e.g. i. 1h-1, ii. 10-1?. 10-13, iii. 9, 11, 
13/>, xi. 30; unless those in chs. i.-iii. are to he held as part of that 
narrative in the 3rd person singular which Dillmann sugge,ts wru. 
the original form of the historic.ii introduction to the Code (sec above 
p. )xi). 4. Expansions : (a) Of hortatory pas.,ages, ,uch ru, in iv. 
9-40, with the group of words characteristic of P in vi•. 16-32 and 
the reflection of the Exile in i,v. 29-3 1, abo vi. � f., 14, pos,ibly vii. 
5,; f., 12a, the Pl.,clauses in xi. 10-1.), part, of xi. 18-25 and of 
xxix.-xxx. (sec notes); others would ad,\ \", .Pf., vii. -4b, 16b, 21, 
viii. 6, 14 b, , !", f., xi. 8, etc., but for reason, against this see notes ; it is 
in the hortatory pa.,sages, where repetition anJ c:xpan,ion are mo,t 
natural to the deuteronomic style, that we find it most difficult and 
often impossible to. distinguish between the original and the addition� of
editors or copyists. (b) Of narrative, as in i. 39 (tautologous in its 
present context and clearly borrowed from Nn. xiv. 31 ), iii. 15 and 
possibly Lut not prohaLly ix. 21-24 ; the fragment, iv .. p-4,l. 11uite 
irrele\·ant where it stand,, betrays merely the desire of an editor to 
preserve all the material at his disposal, ,imilarly the first part of the 
fragment x. 6-8. 5. The introduction of laws later than the bulk of 
the Code: xiv. ,, 4-10 and perhaps xxiii. 1-9. to which some would
add (but on insufficient grounds) most if not all of the rest of the laws
in xxi. IO-XX\'. (Budde, Gesclz. d. altlzt!br. Lilferalur, p. I I 3); and in 
other laws the marks of the growth of priestly rights and influence 
beyond the deuteronomic standpoint (see pp. xxiii f.) such as the expan
sion of xviii. 1--:,, th, pri,·sts in xix. 1;, th,· prints sons of l.n.·i in xxi. 5, 
with perhaps xxvi. -� f. : others include xx. 2-4 but ,ee note. 6. The 
combination of Dt.uteronomy, thus compiled and e:1.panded, \\ ith the 
other documents of the Hexateuch, J, E and P. \\"hether the editors 
who combined J and E were prior to, or the same as, those who compiled 
Deuteronomy is a que,tion much discussed, and in the present writer's 
opinion impossible to answer. But there is little doubt that j E and 
Deuteronomy were combined by deuteronomic editors-note the 
deuteronomic additions to TE in other books of the Pentateuch, with 
such an insertion a" that in.l\'u. xxi. 33-3:, of part of Deuteronomy's 
narrative l>f the campaign against Og, ch. iii. 1-;. Finally other 
editors (for they use the phraseology not of Deuteronomy but of P)
fitted the combined J E- Deuteronomy into P (see notes on chs. xxxi.
xxxiv.) and achieved our Hexateuch. To them we owe in whole or part 
the titles i. I-;-, iv. +4-49, :-.:,:ix. 1 (llt·h. xxviii. 69). On the suhject 
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of this Paragraph see, besides the works cited in it, Robertson Smith, 
OTJC, 2nd ed. pp. 425, 430; Bertholet, Dmt. pp. xxiv f. ; Cullen,
Book of the Covenant in 1vloab, pp. I, 102, 182, 199 f., etc.; G. B. Gray,
Crit. Introd. to the O. T. pp. 48, 50 ; Chapman, Introd. to Pent. 
pp. 42, 181 ff. 

§ 10: Conclusions (lS to Unity.

We have now before us all the data on which to answer the 
questions stated in � 5 with regard to the L'nity of chs. i.-xxx. 
Did these questions depend only on the language an<i style, the 
spirit and teaching (whether of facts or principles), their answers 
would not be difficult to find. In these respects we have found 
extremely little that is incompatible with the attribution of the 
Book to a single author and that little it is possible to explain as 
due to editors 1. Further, the conspicuous originality of the 
style, with the personal ton� of its address, points towards one 
heart and one pen as the ultimate source of Deuteronomy. 

But when we turned from the language and the spirit of the 
Book to its structure, to the relations and internal arrangement 
of its main divisions, we found facts pointing the other way. The 
structure-it cannot be too often repeated-the structure and not 
the content of Deuteronomy is the difficulty in answering the 
questions of its unity. Under separate titles i. 5 and iv. 44-49, 
and divided not only by the latter but by the fragment iv. 41-43, 
are two discourses, both introductory to the Code but inde
pendent of each other, in the sense that neither refers to or 
seems to need the other (§ 6). The inference is that they contain, 
if they do not coincide with, introductions to the Code_ which 
once existed apart. Again, in the Epilogue to the Code, chs. 
xxvii.-xxx., there are discourses similar to but separable from 
each other (pp. 299f., 306, 320). And within the Code, even 

1 On the few and slight differences in language see above pp. I, Iv; on 
the absence of deuteronomic phrases from some of the laws, merely
showing that the Code was compiled from several sources and received 
later additions see p. !xix. On the alleged discrepancies in fact see 
pp. lvi f. On the consistency of the teaching see § 3. On the work 
of the editors see § 9. 
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in the laws original to this--even in its most distinctive law of 
the One Altar, in ch. xii.-there are parallel but slightly variant 
statements of the same divine commands (pp. lxxi f.), just as 
is the case with other Hebrew laws including the Decalogue 
itself. Thus both the Code and the Discourses carry us to the 
conclusion that Deuteronomy i.-xxx. is a compilation of various 
editions. Even this, of course, is not proof of a diversity of 
authorship. \Vhether these editions were due to the same author 
or to a school of writers sharing one spirit, one purpose and one 
style, may be held to be an open question to which there is no 
certain answer rn 5). The second alternative, however, appears 
on all the data, literary and historical, to be the more probable. 
The very imitable style was, we know, practised by many pens 
and spread through Hebrew literature. The distinctions in dic
tion, such as that between the Sg, and l'I. forms of address, 
though in themselves insufficient criteria (� 8), often coincide 

with other differences in suggesting a plurality of writers. In the 
next Paragraph we shall see how much there was in the circum
stances of the time at which Deuteronomy was published to 
confirm this literary evidence that separate editions of the Hook 
were once extant. 

It is interesting that so conservative a scholar a.._ Dr Orr has sug
gested a similar explanation of the origins of other parts of the Penta
teuch. His words are these: 'singleness of plan and co-operation of 
effort in the original production' and 'the labour of original composers 
working with a common aim and towards a common end' (Problem of 
the O. 1: pp. 354, 3i5)· If the words' in a common style' be added 
this description would nearly suit our evidence that there was more 
than one edition of Deuteronomy. 

These editions have been compiled and interwoven in a manner, 
which, while it lea,·es segments of their outlines clear, renders us 
unable to distinguish them in detail. The differing results of the 
many attempts at their analysis(§§ 6 and 8 and below pp. xcvi ff.) 
prove that modern criticism is without the powers for so exacting 
a task. \Ve can no longer adopt any of the various conclusions 
reached during the earlier stage of research (� 6), which approxi
mated on this, that the first forms of the Hook were to he 
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4 ‘measured by one or more of the main divisions of which it now 

consists. The lines of cleavage within these divisions, the 
_ difference between exhortation and narrative, the close affinity 

of the narrative portions of the two Discourses introductory 

to the Code, and the doublets in the Code itself, forbid such 

_ simple solutions of the problem. The narratives now separated, 

chs. 1.—iil. (v. ?), and ix. 7 6—x. 11, all mainly in the PI. address, 

appear to have originally formed one piece. Did this ever form 

a historical introduction to the Code separate from the hortatory 
pieces, among which it is now divided, chs. iv. I—40, vi.—ix. 7 a, 

x. 12—x1.? For answer we have only these data: that the 

hortatory section iv. 1—8 is the natural continuation of the his- 

torical, i.—ili., with the same general use of the Pl. address ; 

but that the historical ch. v. is clearly separable from, and the 

historical ix. 7 d—x. 11 is still more clearly an intrusion into, the 

rest of chs. vii—xi. Again, as the parallel versions of the Law 
of the One Altar, ch. xii., exhibit, the distinction between the Sg. 

and Pl. forms of address did constitute one of the differences 

among the original editions of Deuteronomy. But how far was 

this distinction sustained? We have seen that it is impossible 

to answer (§ 8) ; the same author may have changed from Sg. to 

_ Pl. as he passed from exhortation to narrative or vce versd. To 

_ sum up—the drastic re-arrangement of the original contents of 

the Book, the use throughout (with extremely few exceptions) 

_ of one style, and this by some even of the editors, the freedom 

we must assume for the same writer to use both forms of ad- 

_ dress, especially when combining narrative and exhortation (pp. 

_ Ixxviiif., Ixxxvii f.), conspire to render impossible an exact defi- 

nition of the outlines and contents of the once separate editions. 

But these diversities of workings are of slight importance 

_ compared with the Unity which animates and controls them— 

_ in one Spirit baptized into one body. That Unity is at once 

- spiritual, practical and dramatic.. The various forms of Deu- 
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shine and beat throughout the Book to the dispersion of virtually :. 
every mist or shadow that might break it; but the Power, the 

- Righteousness, and above all the Love of God compel the sub- 
mission of every aspect and detail of life to their influence and 

draw out to Him an undivided devotion. It is the whole man — 
for the One God ! , 

Deuteronomy is also a Unity in that it expresses not only the 
experience of the nation from their origin onward through the 
centuries, but the soul of Israel, conscious of their distinction, 
roused to every foreign influence as the threat of their disintegra- 
tion, and concentrating upon their spritual heritage and duties, 

since only by loyalty to these can they preserve their individuality 

as a people and prove their right to live. The whole Israel is 

here, as in no other book of the Old Testament—the whole Israel 

in its limitations as in its potentiality, in its sins as in its aspira- 

tions, in its narrow fanatic tempers as in its vision and passion 
for the Highest. 

One other Unity haunts the reader. Imitable as is the style 
of the Book, it is yet so distinctive, so sudden in its appearance 
in Hebrew literature, and so personal in its address as to keep 
us wondering to what individual it owed its start and shaping. 
For every distinctive style may be traced—where the means 

exist for doing so—to the birth of a spirit and a rhythm in the 

heart of one man. It is but natural to believe that Deuteronomy 
is no exception to the rule. 

S$ 11. The Ages of the Book and of its Contents. 

1. In the history of the complicated structure we have been 

examining, one year and one only is fixed: the eighteenth of 

the reign of Josiah or 621 B.C. when a Book of the Law or of the 

Covenant was found in the Temple, read to the king and then 
to the people, and adopted by them in solemn covenant, as the 

canon of certain religious reforms which they forthwith inaugu- 

rated. We have seen (§ 4) that this Book was some form of 

Deuteronomy. But in our inability to define the different editions 
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from which our Deuteronomy gives evidence of being compiled 

(§ 10) we cannot say which of these this Law-Book was or whether 

it was exactly any one of them, or whether the process of their 

compilation had already begun. Only this is clear from the 

account of the reforms, 2 Kgs xxiii., that the Book of the Law 

or Covenant must have included at least the following: one or 

more of the parallel statements in ch. xii. of the cardinal law of 

the Deuteronomic Code involving the destruction of the high 

places, and the confinement of sacrifice to One Altar (with the 

consequent permission to eat flesh not sacrificially slain on all 

places out of reach of that altar) ; some form of the law giving 

to the rural Levites the right to minister at the One Altar and 

to receive sustenance there, xvili. 1—8 ; some form of the Law of 

the Passover and probably of the other yearly feasts, xvi. I—17; 

along with laws against idols, pillars and Asherim, and all impure 

practices, xii. 29—xiii., xvi. 21—xvil. 7. We may infer also the 

inclusion of the rest of the consequents of the cardinal law, viz. 

xiv. 22—29 on tithes, xv. 19—23 on firstlings, xix. I—13 on cities 

of Asylum, and some form of xvi. 18—20 and xvii. 8—13 on the 

local and central judiciaries. Nor is there any reason to exclude 

“from Josiah’s Law-Book other laws which show no sign in their 
substance of being later than Josiah’s time, especially if they 

are based on earlier codes or if their principles had been already 

enforced by the Prophets ; with this caution that laws in Part 111. 

of the Code! which are separated from previously occurring 
laws on the same subject may owe their separate position to the 

fact of their later inclusion in the Code. Josiah’s Law-Book, 

_ too, most probably had an introduction and epilogue (like other 

Hebrew codes) relating its authority, expounding its principles, 

and describing the consequences respectively of obedience and 

disobedience to its orders. Not otherwise can we explain either 

its name, the Book of the Covenant, or how it produced its effects 

upon king and people. In order to create the situation and 

atmosphere which resulted from its discovery the Book must 

; : 1 See below pp. 155 f. 

» 
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have been a work of prophecy as well as of law, of principle 

and passion as well as of practical measures. It must have con- 
tained some form of the discourses now in chs. i.—xi., xxvili.— 

XXX. 

A more exact definition of Josiah’s Law-Book is impossible. Bertholet 
reasonably says(Dewt. p. xix): ‘everything is to be reckoned to the original 
Deuteronomy which is not on quite definite grounds to be excluded from 
‘the time of Josiah’ and he describes this as all that can be proved to be 
drawn from the earlier‘prophets or from the codes in Exod. xxi.—xxiii., 
xxxiv., all that follows immediately from the premises of Deuteronomy, 
and what is presupposed by Josiah’s reforms. As specimens of attempts 
at more exact definition the following may be quoted. Budde (Gesch. 
d. althebr. Litteratur, p. 113) :—‘ the ‘*Grundstock” of chs. v.—xi. with 
the superscription iv. 45—49 [this surprises one in view of the composite 
character of these vv.], chs. xii—xxi. g [he can hardly mean a// ch. xii. 
and the other doublets], ch. xxvi. and a conclusion in Blessing and Curse 
essentially comprised in ch. xxviii.’ Cornill (trod. E.T. pp. 57 f.): 
‘xii. 1—xiii. 1 in a substantially shorter form, xiii. 2—19, xiv. 3, 21@a*, 
216?; xiv. 22—xv. 3; xv. 7—23; xvi. I—8*, 9—20; xvi. 21—xvil. 7 
(but in other places) ; xvii. 8—13* ; xviii. 1—13; xix. I—15, 16—20%, 
21; xx. (minus, however, vv. 2—4, and 15—18) ; xxi.—xxv. (in part); 
and xxvi. r—15’ (the asterisk affixed to certain of these indicates revision 
or expansion). Much shorter editions than these are conceived by Cheyne 
(Jeremiah, p. 50) and by Chapman (/ntrod. to the Pent. in this series, 

» 145). 
, A fuller review is required by the theory of Dr John Cullen in Zhe 
Book of the Covenant in Moab (1903), one of the most original and 
searching of recent works on the subject. With the majority of later critics 
Dr Cullen recognises Deuteronomy as a compilation of several editions. 
But in contrast to most of them he finds its earliest form not in the Code 
but among the Discourses, in which he sees the necessary inspiration for 
Josiah’s zeal and reforms, while he takes the Code (with some intro- 
ductory matter) to be the result of the reforms. His arrangement of 
the former—called by him ‘The Miswah’ or Charge from the name 
which it frequently uses—is as follows : chs. xxviii. 69—xxix. 14; V. 2; 
iv. 10o—16 a, 19—26, v. 29—Viii. 18 ; xxvi. ; viii. 19—ix.6; x. 12—213 © 
xxvii. 14,346, 4a,5—73; xi.8—28; xxvill. 1 @, 2a, 7—14, 15, 20—25 a, 
43—45 3 xxx. 11—20; Exod. xxiv. 4—8; Deut. xxxii. 45—47; while 
the latter, ‘The Térah,’ consists of chs. xii. 2—25, hastily put together, 
with an original environment—iv. 44, 45 ¢, 46a, xxvii. gf. ; iv. 1—4, xi- 
31 f. and xii. 1 inthe front of it; but after it iv. 5—8, xxvii. 11—14, xxviii. 
2 6—6, 15, 16—19, xxvii. 26, xxxi.g—13. The possibility of an analysis 
so exact is more than doubtful, and Dr Cullen achieves his results in abso- 
lute disregard of the different forms of address (above p. Ixxv). Nor are his 
general arguments for separating the ‘ Miswah’ from the ‘ Térah’ and for 
taking the former as the cause but the latter as the precipitate of Josiah’s 
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reforms convincing. He thinks (with others, above p. xlvii) that chs. vi.— 
xi. which form the bulk of his ‘Miswah’ are too long to have been a mere 
introduction to the Code; but, as we have seen (pp. xlviii, lxiii ff.) and 
as he admits, the original form of this Discourse was much shorter, and 
in any case Deuteronomy was never intended as only a code but also as 
a prophetic message, the expression of which would naturally be longer 
than a mere introduction. In chs. vi.—xi. he eliminates all reference to 
the Code by supposing that the phrase, statutes and judgements, wherever 
it occurs, was added only after the ‘ Miswah’ and ‘ Torah’ were com- 
bined ; but for this there is no reason beyond the needs of his theory. 
Again, he pleads that the hortatory element is fhe original part of Deu- 
teronomy, the Code being based on earlier laws; which is not a true 
antithesis, for while the Code, like others, has its sources in ancient 
custom and in laws already written down, it also contains the new and 
original law of the One Altar, ch. xii., and, among other consequents of 
this, equally new laws on the Levites and the Passover, the presence 
of all of which in Josiah’s Law- Book is implied by the story of his reforms. 
Dr Cullen further argues that a code is more likely to have been the 
outcome of a revolution than its inspiration, for which we must look 
rather to a hortatory appeal; yet granted that the effect of the Law- 
Book on the King and people proves that it must have contained such 
discourses as we find in Deuteronomy, this does not oblige us to deny 
that laws accompanied the discourses; but on the contrary when we find 
some laws in the Code couched in the same style as the discourses and 
forming the practical application of their principles it is but reasonable 
to believe that from the beginning discourse and law were combined. 
Dr Cullen also appeals to Jeremiah vii. 21—23. This startling state- 
ment (confirmed by Amos v. 25)—that at the Exodus God did not 
charge the fathers of Israel concerning burnt-offering and sacrifice, but, 
that He might be their God and they His people, only charged them to 
obey His voice and to walk in all the way He should command them— 
certainly agrees with the theory that the Book found in the Temple was 

confined to general principles and contained no sacrificial laws. But 
the statement is not conclusive proof of this. Even if Jeremiah’s words 
be taken literally as implying that Ze did not believe that God had given 
to Israel laws on sacrifice, this would no more prove that such laws were 
absent from the Deuteronomy known to him than that they were absent 
from the older code in JE. The prophet may be interpreted as pro- 
testing against their presence in Deuteronomy—or alternatively against 
the undue importance attached to them by his generation (which is all 
that can be inferred if his words be not taken literally). Even less con- 
vincing is Dr Cullen’s use of Jer. xi. It is true that Deuteronomy is 
there named not as ‘ T6rah’ but as the words of this covenant (v. 2), 
covenant being frequently used in the deuteronomic discourses, and that 
it is described (vv. 3 ff.) in terms corresponding to Deut. xxix. 1—15; 
whereas the Code calls itself te words of this Térah (xvii. 18f.) or when 
it mentions covenant (xvii. 2) may be alluding to some other work. But 
this last is not certain; and in any case 2 Kgs xxii. f calls the Book 

DEUTERONOMY _ g 
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found in the Tem ple both 7érah and Covenank. Besides if that Book was 
confined to Dr Cullen’s ‘ Miswah’ (as he argues) it is vi that 
neither in 2 Kgs xxii. f. nor in Jeremiah it B called Wipcoba tn the 
whole, while Dr Cullen presents an unanswerable case for the inclusion 
in Josiah’s Law-Book of considerable sections of the deuteronomic dis- 
courses, and especially of chs. v.—xi., he fails to prove that the book did 
not also contain some at least of the Code. 

King Josiah reigned till 608 when he fell at Megiddo. His 
reforms, begun in 621, probably took time to accomplish. 

They offended several interests and were certainly opposed. 

From Jeremiah xi. we learn of measures for the propagation of ~ 

the Covenant throughout the land—im ¢he cities of Judah and 

the streets of Jerusalem ; and in Jer. vill. 8 the prophet exclaims 

to those who boast, the Térah of Jehovah is with us /—that the 

pens of the scribes are busy upon it even to the extent of fa/sz- 

- fying. These things point to the possibility that some editions 

of Deuteronomy originated during the last twelve years of the 

king’s reign. There is no reason to seek a later date for any of 

the substance of the Book. ' No part of it reflects the troubles 
which followed Josiah’s death ‘and confronted Habakkuk and 

Jeremiah with their problems. The phrase alive as at this day 

(vi. 24, cp. viii. 18) seems to imply that Israel was prosperous 
when it was written and to preclude the Exile. In view of the 

growth of Egyptian power and of the decline of Assyria after 

625, the threat of a return to bondage in Egypt—echoing a 

frequent threat of the prophets—would be natural even before 
Pharaoh Necho’s overthrow of Israel at Megiddo in 608; and 

it cannot be subsequent to his defeat by Nebuchadrezzar in 604!. 

The only fragments that require a later date are those which 

betray the hand of an editor (§ 9) or are written from the point 

of view of the Dispersion (e.g. iv. 29—31). Such fragments 
along with the secondary Laws (xiv. 1, 4—20, etc.), and probably 

the compilation of the editions and re-arrangement of their 

contents (§ 10), may be assigned to the Exile, the date also of the 

1 On Dr Kennett’s conjectures of a later date see above, p. xliv. co 
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deuteronomic composition of the Books of Kings. In any case 
the Law under which the Jews lived till the time of Ezra was 

the deuteronomic. Its influence is most apparent in the Book 
of ‘ Malachi.’ z 

2. But how long before 621 are we to seek for the origin of 
the Law-Book then discovered? Here we discern only the 

possibilities of an exact date, and they extend over a century— 

from Josiah back to Hezekiah. 
There are first the early years of Josiah’s reign. In variance 

with 2 Kgs xxii., the Chronicler, 2 Chron. XxXxiv. 38, states that 

Josiah, who had éegun to seek after the God of his father David 

in the eighth year of his reign, degaz already in the twelfth year 

to purge Judah and Jerusalem from the high places and the 

Asherim and the graven and molten images. But if this was 

so, what cause remained for the consternation of the King, 

which even the Chronicler imputes to him, on the discovery of 

the Book six years later? The story in 2 Kgs xxii. is more con- 

sistent, yet in view of Josiah’s character and of the circumstances 

of the time, the previous dates on which the Chronicler fixes are 

significant. The eighth year of Josiah’s reign was that of his 

adolescence, presumably also of the consecration of his strong 

will to the principles in which he had been trained, and the 
beginning of the influence that he undoubtedly exercised on his 

generation ; while the twelfth year, 625 B.C., was the year of 

Ashurbanipal’s death, which left Judah somewhat more free to 

manage her own affairs!. The memory of Manasseh’s persecu- 

tions was such as to bind the ranks of the purer religion with the 
sense of their common danger from heathenism and to further 

that combination of prophetic and priestly ideals on which 

Deuteronomy is based. Thus all the conditions were present 
for the preparation of its programme, and accordingly many fix 

the composition of the first form of the Book between 637 and 

1 See the present writer’s Jerusalem, U1. pp. 201 ff., with references to 
Erbt, Die Szcherstellung des Monothetsmus 2, vor-exil. Judah, p. 8; 
Cullen &2. of the Covt. in Moab, p. 17, and, so far as the character of 
Josiah is concerned, Cornill, Das Buch Jeremia, pp. xiii, ete. 

3 g2 
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621 B.c.! But this brings the origin of Deuteronomy very 
close to its discovery in the Temple. Does it not also involve — 
Hilkiah and his colleagues of the priesthood in the secret of its 
composition and introduction to the place where it was found? 
None of the persons concerned in the discovery appears to have 

doubted the antiquity of the Book. The straightforward narra- 
tive in 2 Kgs xxii. contains no feature from which to suspect 

Hilkiah’s complicity ; and Deuteronomy itself bears witness to 

the contrary. The Code seriously diminishes the rights of the 

Temple priests, for example by diverting from them to the poor 

of the provinces the tithes of every third year (xiv. 28f.). More- 
over Josiah failed to secure the admission of the rural Levites to 

the ministry of the altar at Jerusalem (2 Kgs xxiii. 9), though this 

is enjoined in Deut. xviii. 6f. Had Hilkiah and his colleagues 

been responsible for the form of Deuteronomy found in the 
Temple, they would surely have framed this section of the 

Code differently. But that only raises another question. The 

Book is manifestly the result of an effort to combine prophetic 
and priestly principles; if this effort took place in the early 
years of Josiah why was Hilkiah left out of it? 

Therefore other critics, holding with Driver that ‘ the grounds 
for referring the composition of Deuteronomy to the reign of ~ 
Josiah...are not decisive,’ put it farther back during Manasseh’s 
persecution of the adherents of the purer religion, about 670. | 
They thus explain the anonymity of the Book, the author's 

deposit of it for safety in the Temple and the oblivion from 

which it was recovered in 621°. The objection to that date is 
that Deuteronomy shows no suggestion of such a schism as 

then existed in Israel, no hint that it was possible for Israel to 
break into two or that the loyal Israel ever suffered or could 

suffer persecution from a powerfulparty of heathen sympathies 
. and habits. The Book reflects rather a situation in which the 

' De Wette, Reuss, Kuenen, Wellhausen, Cheyne, Stade, Addis, 
Holzinger, Marti—and virtually Cornill and Bertholet. 

_ 4 So, besides Driver, Ewald, Robertson Smith (Additional Answer to 
the Libel, p. 78), Kittel; and Ryle (Canon of the 0.7. pp. 54 ff., 60). 
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Israei that is loyal to Jehovah is in authority, with power to 
punish individuals and communities given to idols. Though it 

would be absurd to deny the possibility, even under the cruelties 
of a Manasseh, of such confidence and hope as breathe through- 

out Deuteronomy, yet had the Book been composed in a time of 

national schism and of the persecution of a pious remnant by 

their fellow-countrymen, it could hardly, in its extreme sensi- 

tiveness to the other religious experiences of Israel, have 

escaped all marks of reaction against the bitterness and disgrace 

of this one. 

Some therefore seek for the origins of Deuteronomy before 

Manasseh’s time, and they find support in the anticipation of 

Josiah’s reforms which is ascribed to Hezekiah (c. 725685). 

We have seen that Hezekiah’s measures must have been drastic? 
—for however short a time they endured—and that there is 

reason for including among them the destruction of the high 

places in Judah. For this powerful motives already existed 

and some precedents. King Asa (c. 913823), besides destroy- 

ing certain images and cults, concentrated in the Temple she 

holy things which he and his father had dedicated (1 Kgs xv. 

9—1I5). Between his time and that of Ahaz the influence of the 

Temple steadily increased, and must have been further enhanced 

on the fall of the Northern Kingdom with all her shrines in 720, 

and the concentration of the hopes of Israel upon Judab. But 

it was Isaiah who fully revealed the religious significance of 

Jerusalem. Jehovah (these are his words) had founded Sion 

and had tended her growth as @ vineyard for Himself. In 

spite of the vices of her people Sox was still Wzs dwelling and 

Ariel, the altar-hearth of God. The Temple was the place of 

the manifestation of His Holiness; and to the eyes of the 

1 On the difficult questions of this reign, including that of a single 
versus a double deliverance of Jerusalem, see the present writer's Jerz- 
salem, 11. ch. vi, ‘ Hezekiah and Sennacherib.’ 

2 Above, p.xlii. Winckler (Kec/inschriften des A.T. 3rd ed. p. 221) > 
calls them ‘a thorough carrying through of Jahvism in its strict mono- 

_ theistic significance, with a partial removal of other cults’; cp. Guthe, 
Gesch., p. 223. 
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prophet the whole. City was wrapped in a " pupernataital ehicy 
These are high sanctions for the measures ascribed to his ally 
the King. Unlike Jeremiah Isaiah does not denounce the high 
places; yet his visions of what Jerusalem, in spite of her de- 
linquencies, still stood for in the purpose of the Almighty pointed 
the administrators of his day only less obviously than they did 
those of Jeremiah’s day to the concentration of the worship ot 

Jehovah upon the Temple. And his contemporary Micah pre- — 
dicts the destruction of Israel’s Az//ars and Asherim as of no 
more account than their graven images, which with Isaiah he 
also condemns (y. 10). These are good grounds for the credi- 

bility of Hezekiah’s reforms; and on these grounds as well as 
on the fact that the religious and ethical truths of Deuteronomy 

had already been proclaimed by the prophets of the eighth 

century, many base their belief in the origin of the Book, or of 
some early form of it, during Hezekiah’s reign*. The objections 
taken to this conclusion are, that Isaiah does not condemn the 

high places; that no law is connected with Hezekiah’s reforms 
though his age was active in literary collection®; and that the 

1 Jerusalem, \1. ch. v. ‘Isaiah’s Jerusalem.” 
2 Wesphal (Les Sources du Pent. 11. pp. 269—286 and 7he Law and the 

Prophets, tr. by Du Pontet, rgro, p. 304); Oettli; Konig (Zin/. p. 217), 
who fixes the date at 722 (720?), the fall of the N. Kingdom, and points 
to Isaiah’s association with Uriah the Priest; the present writer in Zhe 
Critical Review, 1895, pp- 339 ff.; Steuernagel (Deut. p. xiv), who dates 
the reforms soon after the downfall of Samaria and connects them with 
what he identifies as the earliest basis of the deut. Code. A more 
probable date is after 705 when Judah revolted from Assyria and before 
701 when the Rabshakeh taunted the Jews with Hezekiah’s removal of 
the altars of Jehovah and his confinement of the worship to the altar in 
Jerusalem. But for this we might conceive of the reforms as still more 
probable a/fer 701 when the sanctity of Jerusalem was werent 
vindicated by her deliverance. J. E. McFadyen (/ntrod. to the O.7. 
pp- 55 f.) finds in the reforms the first impulse to the legislation which 
afterwards appears in Deuteronomy, but ‘the Book in the main was 
written in the reign of Manasseh’; the ‘more aggressive tone’ of the 
Pl. sections he assigns to this reign, the passages of a milder tone to 
Hezekiah’s. 

* Prov. xxv. 1; cp. Isaiah xxxviii. g ff., 2 Chron. xxx. 1. 
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Janguage of Deuteronomy is more akin to Jeremiah’s than to 
that of Isaiah?. 

These, then, are the alternative possibilities ae the date of 

the origip of Deuteronomy during the century before its dis- 

‘covery in 621. Each of the three reigns, Hezekiah’s, Manasseh’s 

and Josiah’s, offers reason and occasion for the composition of 

such a Book. But in the case of each there are difficulties. 

To the present writer the difficulties seem greatest under 

Manasseh ; but the truth is that we are without the means of 

deciding definitely upon any one of the three. 

Taking, however, the century as a whole, 720—621 B.C., it is 

clear that the conditions for the production of the essential parts 

of Deuteronomy were in existence throughout; and that the 

urgency of the measures which it enforces grew with every 

decade. Not only had the basal truths of Deuteronomy—the 

Sovereignty, the absolute Justice, and the Love and Mercy of 

Jehovah, His special relations to Israel, their Ao/imess and 
peculiar duties and destiny—been proclaimed by Amos, Hosea, 

Isaiah and Micah, but the accent, the tone and even some of 

the phrases which it employs to enforce these truths are the 

echo of theirs. The Book ‘will certainly be best understood 

when read after Hosea and Isaiah. This at any rate is its 

historical position....One can hardly fail to see the teaching of 

Hosea reflected in both these points ’—Deuteronomy’s emphasis 

on love as the true relation of men to God and of God to men, 

and the humanity which its laws inculcate?. There had also 

been long need in Israel for that discrimination which Deutero- 

1 Konig (Zzn/. p. 217) admits this. 
Br AS Be Davidson, The Theology of the Old Testament, p. pe He 

adds the ‘holiness’ of Jehovah, but on this see below pp. 108—110; 
where it is pointed out that Deuteronomy (in contrast both to Hosea 
and Isaiah) does not apply the term 4o/y to God Himself. It must also 
be admitted that Deuteronomy differs from the prophets in other respects, 
e.g. it does not avail itself to the full of Isaiah’s visions of the Divine 
Presence in Jerusalem. The definition, ‘he place which Jehovah your 
God shall choose out of all your tribes to put His Name there, even His 
habitation is restrained in comparison with Isaiah’s exultation in the 
glory of Sion. 
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nomy draws between true and false prophets (xiii. I—5, xvili. 

20 ff.); while its protests against trafficking with the dead 
(xviii. 11 f.) had already been made by Isaiah (viii. 19 f.). The 

worship of the host of heaven, forbidden in Deut. iv. 1g, xvii. 3, 
of which there is no sign in Israel before Amos (v. 26), was 

introduced to Judah by Ahaz (2 Kgs xxiii. 12, cp. xvi. 10 ff., 
xvii. 16) and became lavish under Manasseh (2 Kgs xxi. 3, 5, 

cp. xxiii. 4 f., 11 f.); similarly with the rite of passing children 

through the fire (Deut. xii. 31, xviii. 9 ff, 2 Kgs xvi. 3, xvii. 17, 

xxi. 61.. In short the whole century exhibits the conditions, the 
occasions, the mingled atmosphere of prophetic teaching and of 

heathen practice, with the heavy sense of a crisis between 

them”, in, on, and under which both the spirit and the matter 
of Deuteronomy imply that the Book was conceived and com- 

posed. 

There are other considerations. We have seen (§§ 2 and 3, 
especially pp. xvi ff.) that the retrospects in Deuteronomy are a 
selection with expansions from the narratives in J] and E. Now 

these documents of the Pentateuch, though they have a common 

basis of date older than the Disruption of the Kingdom under 

Rehoboam (c. 970), were composed certainly after this event?, 

and probably not till the ninth or even the first half of the eighth 

century. The composition of the historical surveys in Deutero- 
nomy must then have been later. It is very significant also 

that of all the three codes of Israel Deuteronomy alone has a 

law of the King, and does not attribute to the chief priest the 
marks of royalty which P attributes to him?: this and the fact 

that Deuteronomy also alone has a law on the Prophet points 
clearly to a date under the Monarchy. And finally there is the 

evidence of the style. This is not only free from archaisms— 

except where primitive forms of words have been preferred 

because of their sonorousness—but ‘in its rhetorical fulness and 

1 On this see Jerusalem, U1. pp. 263 f., with notes. 
2 See Chapman, /utrod. to the Pent. (in this series), p. 138. 

_ ® bid. p. 182, note. 
4 See above p. xxiv. 
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breadth of diction [the style] implies a long development of the 

art of public oratory, and is not of a character to belong to the 

first age of Hebrew literature’ 

In answer to this argument for the origin of Deuteronomy in the 
eighth or seventh centuries we are sometimes pointed to the undoubtedly 
ancient elements which the Book, and especially its Code, contains. 
(a) It is true that the Codes in JE from which many of the materials of 
the deuteronomic Code are derived are older than the narrative portions 
of these documents; but as we have seen (p. xxii) there is a great 
difference between the economic conditions which the laws of JE and 
of Deuteronomy respectively reflect—a difference that can be accounted 
for only by-‘a considerable interval of time in which the social and 
political organisation of the community had materially developed and 
the Code of Exodus [chs. xxi.—xxiii., E] had ceased to be adequate to 
the nation’s needs”.’ This difference is conspicuous both in the laws 
which Deuteronomy has expanded or adapted from those of JE, and in 
the laws which are peculiar to itself—e.g. those on the King and the 
Prophet and of course those on the One Altar, and its consequences. 
(4) It is also true that the ancient character of some of the deuteronomic 
laws is proved by other evidence than that of JE—for example the law 
on wizards and witches, xviii. r1, cp. 1 Sam. xxviii. 3 for the time of 
Saul; and that requiring two witnesses, xix. 15, cp. 1 Kgs xxi. ro for the 
time of Ahab—but these decide nothing against an eighth or a seventh 
century date for the compiler of the Code, who may have derived them 
from an earlier code or have been the first to reduce them to writing. 
Take an instance which seems to be even more indicative of an early 
date for a deuteronomic law than those just quoted. In 2 Kgs xiv. 6f. 
it is recorded that in slaying the assassins of his father, King Amaziah 
(797—78g9) did not also slay their children. The editor of the history 
(deuteronomic be it remembered) says that the King acted thus in obedience 
to the deuteronomic law, xxiv. 16, which is not found in the other codes. 
But we know that Amaziah’s merciful discrimination was an innovation 
upon the practice hitherto observed in such cases in Israel; and it is 
probable that the Deuteronomist was the first to articulate and codify 
its principle as a standing law for the nation*. Sometimes it is by such 
personal examples that national laws arise, and if we knew more of the 
details of the history of Israel we might be able to identify in the humane 
code of Deuteronomy other instances of the kind+. Laws with such an 

1 Driver, Deut. p. xlvii; Konig (Zz/. p. 217) points out some forms 
of words (e.g. the feminine infinitives of strong verbs) ‘ which do not 
belong to the earlier literature.’ 

2 Driver, Deut. p. xlvi. 3 See Jerusalem, 11. pp. 113 f. 
4 In Lex Mosaica (p. 39) Principal Douglas recognises how the legis- 

lation expands as the history opens up, and notes Nu. xxvi. 33, xxvii. 
I—I1, xxxvi. 1—12, Josh. xvii. 3—6, and the different laws on the 
Passover. 
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origin are no less inspired than those which some prophet heard the voice e " 

of God utter directly to his own soul. But the point before us is that, 
so far from proving that the deuteronomic code is earlier than Amaziah’s 
time, 2 Kgs xiv. 6f, when taken along with the practice in such cases 
prevailing before Amaziah, yields evidence that the Code contains laws 
which ripened comparatively late in the history of the monarchy. To 
this evidence we may add from the law against removing landmarks—to 
which there is no parallel in JE—the words which they of old time set 
(xix. 14; cp. Hosea v. 10) and the implication that the bread of mourning 
was ritually unclean, also not in JE (xxvi. 14; cp. Hos. ix. 4). But of 
course the outstanding instances of late law are the Law on the One 
Altar and its consequents (see above pp. xxivf., xl ff. and below pp. 
cviil f., 159 ff.). 

We cannot, therefore, avoid the conclusion that Deuteronomy 

was composed somewhere after the beginning of the reign of 
Hezekiah (725 B.c.) and before the discovery of one form of it in 

621 R.c. With so general a result we have to be content. To 

trace the Book to any particular decade in that century is 

beyond our power. To attempt to allocate its different forms to 

successive decades is to play with the data. Modern criticism 
has no glasses, telescopic or microsopic, for so exact a vision.. 

Three points, however, may be stated with some confidence. 

First, it is probable that, if not the original form of Deutero- 

nomy, yet some code or programme with similar aims came into 

being with Hezekiah’s reforms. Second, it is certain that if 

Deuteronomy, with its distinctive style, originated as early as 

the eighth century it remained unknown till the reign of Josiah, 

for not until his time is its influence clear upon other literature. 
‘The early prophets, Amos, Hosea, and the undisputed portions 

of Isaiah, show no certain traces of this influence; Jeremiah 

exhibits marks of it on nearly every page ; Ezekiel and Deutero- 

Isaiah are also evidently influenced by it. If Deuteronomy were 

composed between Isaiah and Jeremiah, these facts would be 
exactly accounted for!’ And ¢zrd, even if the Book was written 

in the early part of Josiah’s reign there is (as we have seen) no 

evidence that the priest Hilkiah or his colleagues in the Temple 

had anything to do with its composition; while its contents 
afford not a little proof to the contrary. ; 

' Driver, Dent, p. xlvii. 

<4 
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One other point must be repeated ; it still haunts us. What- 
ever the Book owed to the prophets it did not owe everything. 
The style is its own. The spiritual fruits of the past, the practical 

urgencies of the present, the memories, passions and hopes of 

both, are all tuned to a new and original rhythm—the gift we 
cannot but believe of one man to the literature of his people! 

He remains as unknown to us as the author of the Book of Job 

or the great Evangelist of the Exile (Isaiah x].—lv.). 

3. Deuteronomy i.—xxx. nowhere claims to have been written 

by Moses?, and if the evidence we have just adduced for its date 
in the eighth or the seventh century B.c. be sound, it precludes 

us, of course, from ascribing the Book to him. But in addition 
to the marks which these centuries have stamped so deeply on 

Deuteronomy there are other grave considerations against the 

Mosaic authorship. For we have seen not only that the narra- 

tives in Deuteronomy must be later than those in J E because on 

the whole they are based upon them ; but that the two documents 

state or interpret the same events so differently that we cannot 

imagine them to have been written by the same man, even though 

we assume that nearly forty years elapsed between his composi- 
tion of the one and his composition of the other®. 

Take the most critical of these differences—that on the 

amount and character of the Law promulgated on Sinai-Horeb 

(above pp. xx. ff.). How are we to conceive that the same writer— 

and he the chief human actor in that awful scene—composed 
both accounts of it, that he could have said in one document, 

Deuteronomy (iv. 13, v. 22), that only the Ten Commandments 

and 20 more were given to the people from the Mount, but in 

1 Above, pp. xii f., xlvi, xciv. 
2 The only certain mention of the writing of @ /aw or térah by 

Moses is xxxi. 9: ad Moses wrote this law. It occurs in a part of the 
Book admitted, even by conservative scholars, to have been compiled 
by the editors of the Pent. from several sources; and the meaning of 
thts aw is uncertain ; probably it does not cover more than the Code. 

3 Which of course cannot be allowed, for the narrative of JE con- 
tinues through the Pentateuch to the death of Moses and beyond this 
into the Book of Joshua. 
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another document E (Ex. xxiv. 3—8) that it was not the Deca- 

logue but the detailed code of Ex. xxi. 23—xxiii. 19, written and 
publicly read, which formed the basis of the Covenant at Sinai ? 

X If, for the moment, Moses be assumed to have written or to have 

been responsible for E’s account he cannot have been the author 

of the Discourse in Deuteronomy which contains the other 

account. The difficulty is not removed by the acceptance of 
Kuenen’s theory that the legislation Ex. xxi.—xxiii. now assigned 
in our Pentateuch to Horeb originally appeared in E as having 

been delivered in Moab ; for if that be the case the disqrepancy 
is only shifted from Horeb to Moab. Instead of two accounts of 
the legislation on Horeb we are left with two different Codes 

promulgated by Moses in the valley over against Beth-peor, 

Ex. xxi.—xxiii. and Deut. xii.—xxvi. 

oe ee 

To this decisive instance it is hardly necessary to add two other 
differences between JE and Deuteronomy when treating of the same 
events. Describing the appointment of judges to assist Moses, Deutero- 
nomy (i. g—18) omits all reference to the origin of the proposal with 
Jethro (Ex. xviii. 13—26); and it gives a distribution of the last 
thirty-eight years in the wilderness which is different from that given in 
JE (see below p. 29, note introductory to ii. t—8a). These differences 
are sometimes explained by the summary form of Deuteronomy’s 
retrospects of the history and, in the case of the second, by the fact 
that we have not before us the complete narratives of JE. This may 
explain the first difference, but it is not adequate for the second : and 
the absence of Jethro’s name from Deuteronomy is (as we have seen) 
but one instance of that Book’s constant silence upon the indebtedness _ 
of Israel to foreigners: a silence indicative of a standpoint and a 
temper very different in this—as in many other respects—from those 
of JE. 

Once more we must appeal to the cardinal Law of Deutero- 
nomy, confining sacrifice to the One Altar. If Moses himself 

published that law to all Israel gathered in solemn Assembly, 

published it in his last hours and as one of the culminating points 
of his legislation, it is more than strange that for five or six 
centuries afterwards—especially when Israel had grown secure 

in Canaan and the Temple was built—the history of his people 

should reveal no tradition or memory of the fact, no sign of the 

existence of such a law; but that on the contrary some prophets 
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and leaders in irael, like Samuel, Solomon and Elijah, pound 

to build altars and to sacrifice at many places in the land under 

the liberal sanction of the code in JE (see above pp. xl f.) ; while 
other prophets, like Amos, Hosea and Isaiah, though they expose 

the religious dangers of the high places, nevertheless nowhere 

suggest that these be abolished or that Israel’s sacrifices be con- 

fined to asingle sanctuary. The history of Israel shows rather, 

that the deuteronomic law of the One Altar was not prophetic 

but experimental—the fruit of an experience gradual yet at last 
so convincing that it replaced the good conscience with which . 

the leaders of Israel built and sacrificed at many altars, according 

to immemorial practice and under the sanction of the ancient 

law in Exodus xxi. 24, by a stronger conscience of the fatal 

dangers which that freedom involved to the spiritual elements of 

Israel’s religion. So also does history in the Old Testament 

explain itself. The law of One Altar for the One God came into 

being only when, and because, it was at last seen—as the pro- 

phets of the eighth and seventh centuries gradually came to 

see—that sacrifices to Jehovah at many altars, some of them once 

the shrines of other gods, distracted His people’s sense of His 
Unity, subverted their ancient loyalty to Him, and, by confusing 

Him with those deities and mingling their rites with His worship, 

corrupted both religion and morality. In this bitter experience 
the law had its sources; its opportunities were the growing 

influence of the. Temple to which His Ark had been brought, and 
the Assyrian destruction of nearly all other shrines in the land. 

After all this it is hardly necessary to refer to some minor signs in 
Deuteronomy of an authorship later than Moses. Among these I do 
not include (as is sometimes done) the designation of Zastern Palestine 
as the land on the other side of Jordan, for this occurs only in titles that 
are admitted to be secondary, i. 1, 5, iv. 46f., 49, or in other verses, 
iii. 8, iv. 41, which are probably also from the hand of an editor ; and 
elsewhere, iii. 20, 25, xl. 30, the phrase on the other side of Jordan is 
applied to Western Palestine in harmony with the position of Moses in 
Moab. But the writer occasionally betrays a time-perspective which is 
that not of Moses but of a later age. Omitting Ii. 12, iii. 8, 14 and 
xxiil. 4 (adduced by Driver, p. xlii) as possibly editorial, we find some 
slight indications of this later perspective in the use of the phrase a¢ ¢haé 
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time for what had taken place only a few weeks or months 
speaker is made to use it: ii. 34 of the taking of Sihon’s cities: fi. 40f 
Og’s and iii. 12 of both; cp. iii. 18, 21, 23. A stronger indication of 
the same is the phrase as ye came ‘forth out of Egypt for events that 
happened far on in the period of the wandering in the wilderness, 
Miriam’s death xxiv. 9, and the attacks of Amalek, xxv. 17. The 
perspective of these phrases is hardly that of Moses in Moab, but suits 
a later age when the forty years (viii. 2, 4) were foreshortened. On 
the whole the authors of Deuteronomy have remained true to the 
standpoint of Moses but in these moments their dramatic consistency 
appears to fail. Cp. what is said above (p. xcviii) on vi. 24, viii. 18, 
as at this day. 

The defenders of an early date for Deuteronomy appeal to its com- 
' mands to give no quarter to the Canaanites (vii. 1—5, xx. 16—18) or to 
Amalek (xxv. 17—19) as meaningless and futile in a work of the elgheh 
or seventh century when Israel’s danger from these peoples 
wholly disappeared, and therefore as signs that the date of boat ec 
must be far earlier. But both these commands, repeated from JE 
(Ex. xxiii. 314—33 and xvii. 14—16), are natural to the author’s pre- 
sentation of Moses as the speaker, and they are not purposeless in a 
Book designed to warn off Israel not only from idolatries introduced 
from Assyria and Babylonia but from those of Canaan which exercised 
all the greater fascination that they were native to the soil on which 
Israel lived and were bound up with its agriculture. It is inter y 
too, that the Amalekites are mentioned in 1 Chron. iv. 41—43 as still 
active in Hezekiah’s time. 

$12. Resulting Questions and their Answers. 

The evidence adduced for the age of Deuteronomy—adduced 
from itself and other parts of the Old Testament—raises some 
questions, the answers to which constitute the concluding task of 
this Introduction. 

If the Book be so late a work, embodying in its legislation the 

results of Israel’s long experience of settled life in Canaan, and 
inspired by the prophets of the eighth century, why did its 

authors not express themselves accordingly? Why did they not 
give a retrospect of that gradual development with the results 

thereof; and—appealing (as Amos does) to God’s continued 

Providence for His people since He planted them in the land but 

especially to His last revelation through the Prophets—proclaim 
in His Name that those results of His Providence and that 
upreme Word now replaced all laws previously delivered? Why 
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was Deuteronomy rather cast in the form of Discourses and a 

Code said to have been delivered before Israel had even begun 

the settled life, upon the experience of which the Code especially 

is based? Why did the authors, deriving their immediate in- 

spiration from the prophets of the eighth century, go behind these 

and back to Moses as the authority and-the mouth of their 

doctrine? 

We may answer at once that the form in which the Book is 

cast was not merely (a) usual under the literary custom, and 

(6) conditioned by the mental habit, of its age; but (c) is justified 

historically by the facts of Israel’s origin and earliest organisation 

under Moses, and by the persistence of his influence, both as 

Prophet and Lawgiver, down to the days of the authors. Of 

these considerations the first two need not long detain us ; the 

third, the historical, is the one of most importance. 

(a) It has often been emphasised, and justly, that the form 

adopted for Deuteronomy-——-of making Moses the speaker 

throughout—was a literary form prevalent in ancient times 
and employed by other historians in the Old Testament. In the 

Books of Joshua, Kings and Chronicles speeches are quoted as 

if they were the very words of early leaders in Israel, which 

nevertheless betray their composition by the historian himself, 

through being in the same style as the narratives in which they 

occur and containing phrases and even ideas that are distinc- 

‘tively late’. This use of the dramatic imagination not only in 

the reproduction of history, but in the criticism of old truth and 

the presentation of new, finds its supreme illustration in the 
Book of Job. There are many instances in other literatures. 

2 

Driver, besides giving the instances just cited, refers to Plato, Dante, 
Shakespeare and Paradise Lost (Deut. p. lviii). Cornill says: ‘The 
author only did what all historians have done, and to speak of his work 
as a literary fraud is out of the question; indeed it cannot be described 
even as pseudepigraphic’ (£zz/et¢ung §9, 5). But this opinion is not 
confined to critics who agree with Graf and Wellhausen. It is virtually 
accepted by a scholar whose independent work is characterised by op- 

Be 1 Driver, Deze. p. lviii. 
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quotes from Mr Montefiore’s Hibbert Lectures for ce pp- 46f.: the 
“successful resistance to Canaanite polytheism...w not have _ 
been possible unless the Yahweh whom Moses taught differed from the 
Canaanite deities, not only in his numerical uniqueness, but in his higher 
and more consistent ethical character.... We are therefore entitled to doubt 
whether the exclusive worship of the national God would ever have been 
ordained, had there not lain in the original conception of Yahweh the 
‘* promise and potency” of the monotheism of Amos and Isaiah.’ And in 
turn Mr Montefiore quotes Professor Kamphausen: ‘I recognise in 
the fact that the small number of Israelites was not absorbed by the 
Canaanites, who were by far their superiors in all matters of external 
culture, a convincing proof of the ethical power of the Yahwistic 
religion.’ 

But again, the Prophets themselves pointed their deuteronomic 

disciples back to Moses. Amos delivers this message: / drought 
you up out of the land of Egypt and led you forty years through 

the wilderness, to possess the land of the Amorite (ii. 10). 

Jehovah’s knowledge of Israel, begun then, had been their dis- 

tinction from other peoples, the secret of their individuality and 

of their present moral responsibility (iii. rf). Hosea puts it 
more vividly. He recalls the days of Israel's youth, when she 

came up out of Egypt, as a time of loyalty to her first Husband, 

before the temptations of Canaan drew her away after her para- 
mours the Baalim; and he conceives of her regeneration as 
possible only by a return to the conditions and atmosphere of 
the days of the wilderness (ch. ii.). Or changing the figure he 

says that when /srael was a child Jehovah loved him and taught 
him to walk and took him in his arms (xi. 1—3). J am Jehovah 

thy God from the land of Egypt, thou knewest no God but Me, 

and beside Me there is no Saviour; I did know thee in the 

wilderness, in the land of great drought (xiii. 4 ff). But the 

wealth of Canaan and its Baalim and graven images have drawn 
away the heart of the people (Aassm). Israel has forgotten his 

Maker (viii. 14). As Isaiah says: The ox knoweth his owner, 

and the ass his master’s crib: Israel doth not know, My people 
doth-not consider (i. 3). But these are the very affections, the 

discipline, the warnings, which Deuteronomy makes Moses en- 

force in the Name of Jehovah. Does Hosea affirm that the one 

thing needful for Israel in Canaan, if she is to be restored to her 
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God, is that He should once more woo her, bring her back into 
the wilderness, and speak home to her heart (ii. 14)? That is 

just what the Spirit “does in Deuteronomy. Hosea’s words 

exactly fit the aim, the form and the temper of this Gospel. 

Back to the wilderness days, back to the first wonder and grace 

-of God’s choice and care of this people, back to the loyalty and 

trust thus evoked, back to the discipline which kept them pure— 

back to the feet of Moses, as he pleads and urges it all! 

So much in justification of the general aim and temper of the 

Book. Not very different is the case for the specific doctrines 

which Deuteronomy listening to the prophets hears the voice of 

Moses himself proclaim. The prophets do not profess that the 

doctrines which they bring to their generation are new!. Their 

burden is to recall and enforce the old ; they give no mew comt- 

mandment but an old commandment which the people had from 

the beginning, when by a prophet Jehovah brought Israel out of 

Egypt and by a prophet was he kept”. That Jehovah is the One 
and Only God for Israel, their Chooser, Redeemer, Father, 

Husband and Guide ; that He is utter Righteousness and Love, 

that He requires these qualities from them towards Himself and 

towards one another; that He is the source of all law and 

authority in peace and war, the King and Judge of His people, 

and that their life as a nation lies in loyalty to Him and to the 

ethical truths He has revealed—such are the specific doctrines 

which the prophets tell their generation they ought to have 

known but have forgotten. It cannot be denied that at least the 

substance of these doctrines had been first delivered by she 

prophet Moses in terms of the experience of the forty years of 

his leadership through the wilderness*, or that Deuteronomy is 

therefore historically justified in putting them into his mouth as 

his last testament to his people in view of their immediate passage 

1 Till the prophets break into the Exile with the good news of Israel’s 
restoration they do not use the phrase mez ¢hings for the contents of their 
message. 

> Hosea xii. 13. It is singular that before Jeremiah no prophet 
mentions Moses by name. 

% See above p. exiii. 

he 
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to new conditions that would sorely tempt their faith and loyalty. 
But equally clear and equally justifiable is the fact that, in the 
light of God’s subsequent Providence and especially of the 
teaching of the prophets the Book has much developed and 

expanded whatever expression Moses himself may have given 
to these doctrines. This is clear for instance in the emphasis 
which it lays on the love of God to man and of man to God as 

compared even with the utterances of Moses in JE*. Were it 
otherwise, the leading of the Divine Spirit since Moses died had 

been in vain. It is the duty of every scribe, who has been 

made a disciple to the Kingdom of Heaven to bring out of his 
treasure things zew as well as old. This being understood, the 

ascription to Moses himself of the specific doctrines which 

Deuteronomy inculcates is amply vindicated from the history of 

the origins of Israel as interpreted, or implied, by the prophets 
of the eighth century. 

But the Deuteronomists had before them credible witnesses 
to these origins other and earlier than the prophets. The retro- 

spects of the wilderness which they put in the mouth of Moses 

are (as we have seen) based upon the narratives of J and E in 

Exodus and Numbers ; documents of a date somewhere between 

David and the eighth century*. Of the age of their sources we 

have no clear evidence. That these were partly written but maznly 

oral is apparent from the infrequency with which J and E refer to 

a written source® ; as well as from the differences between them in 

detail which are such as arise in the course of oral tradition. 
But whatever the date of their sources—and the tendency of 
recent criticism has been to increase the emphasis upon their 
antiquity—the general credibility of J and E cannot be denied. 

As Dr Driver says in this series‘, ‘it is hypercritical to doubt that 

the oué/ine of the narratives which have thus come down to us by 

two channels is historical.’ They ‘cannot but embody substantial 

elements of fact,’ which ‘cannot be called in question by a reason- 

able criticism.’ He proceeds to state them ; they are practically 

1 See above pp. xxvi f. 2 Above p. civ. 
3 E.g. Ex. xvil. 14, xxiv. 4: + Exodus p. xiiv. 
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the same as those which we have seen implied by the history of 

Israel immediately subsequent to the settlement in Canaan; and 

they are all that is necessary to prove a sufficient basis of fact for 

the retrospects of Deuteronomy and the exhortations arising from 

these. In particular the witness of J and E to Moses himself, to 

his influence on the people, and to the character and effects of 

the Divine revelation which he brought to Israel, is indubitably 

strong and trustworthy. 

There remain only the laws. The tradition in Israel that 

Moses was a Law-giver as well as a Prophet is too constant, too 

weighty and we may add too varied to leave us in doubt. The 

habit of ascribing to him every new code, however recent might 

be some of its contents, is in itself proof that he laid the basis of 

legislation for his people. But the tradition is confirmed by the 

facts that Israel received through him, at the very least, a new 

and a powerful impression of the Deity and in consequence their - 
first national organisation. Events so signal, so distinctive in 

the Semitic world, and—as we have seen from the early history 

of Israel in Canaan—so potential in religious and _ political 

results, cannot have happened without leaving in their own time 

some precipitate in the shape of statutes and judgements whether 

oral or written. Further, there are parts of. the bodies of law in 

the Old Testament which offer no reason whatever against their 

origin under Moses. There is, as we shall see, the original form 

of the Decalogue!, and there are other instances in the codes of 

J and E. But for our present purpose it is best to leave the 

question of single instances of Mosaic ¢orvéth, and to follow these 
general considerations. 

We will remember that of every code of national law two 

things are true—the high antiquity of its origins, the gradual 

development of its ultimate contents and form. .The codes of 
Israel are no exception. 

In the first place much of the jurisprudence of the Old Testa- 

ment is obviously even older than Moses. The tribes which 

1 Below pp. 84 f.; ep. Driver’s Zxodus, App. 11. 
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came up out of Egypt and which he first welded together had 
already a considerable amount of consuetudinary law : of prin- 
ciples and of practice—in both of what we distinguish as religious 
and civil law, but to them all law was religious—of immemorial 

origin. This is clear from the fact that some of the principles 
acknowledged in the Mosaic codes as well as many of the statutes 

and judgements are not peculiar to Israel, but common to all 

peoples of the Semitic stock. One example is the principle of 
life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, with the 

consequent tribal duty of the vendetta', and measures for its 

control and regulation, attempts at which are universal in the 
Semitic world. There are the principles of communal responsi- 

bility for crimes committed in the communal territory’, and of 

the ethical solidarity of the family*. There are the principles 

of judicial procedure, for example the authority of the local or 
tribal elders—what we should call civil courts of the first instance 
—with an appeal on all harder cases to the Deity’s representative 
either at a local sanctuary, or at some central and famous one’. 

The god was ever regarded as the ultimate judge of his people. 
There are other instances of civil and criminal law common to 

Israel and her Semitic kindred to which attention will be called 
by the notes on the text. But above all there was the common 

system of sacrifice, with the observance of the same annual 
feasts, the same devotion of the first-born of men and cattle®, and 

many identical or nearly identical forms of ritual and religious 

symbols. In virtue of their Semitic descent Israel had inherited 
all these. Moses did not create them ; and in this negative cer- 

tainty we may find the explanation of the startling statement of 

some prophets—made, we must remember, before the sacrificial 
codes of P were formed—that God gave no commandments to 

Israel in the wilderness concerning burnt offerings and sacri- 
fices®, As they came out of Egypt Israel practised the system 
of sacrifice as well as of social justice and criminal law which 

' See below on xix. 21, and the note on p. 246. 
a Pra eity ° Pp, xxxiv and 282. + Above p. xxxii. 
5 See p. 206. 8 See above p. xevii. 
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they had derived, and can have little modified, from the customs 

of their Semitic ancestors. But upon all that consuetudinary 

law there descended, to a degree unique in the Semitic world, 

the higher ethical influences of the revelation which God had 

made of Himself and His Will through Moses. These must have 

altered the Hebrew heritage of custom, law and ritual. We 

know that they did. The proof is clear from the purer and more 

humane forms which that heritage assumed in the legislation of 

Israel. We cannot deny the beginnings of such a change to 

Moses, nor doubt that these beginnings were expressed in re- 

statements of ancient custom, rite or statute, whether oral or, as 

the tradition says, written down!. 

But, secondly, itis equally certain that Moses did not complete 
the elevating and purifying process. By Israel’s living faith in 

a living God this continued through the subsequent centuries. 

We have seen its effects in the appearance of new and more 

humane laws sometimes arising from the example of individuals? ; 

in the adaptation or expansion of older laws to suit new economic 

conditions* ; in the wider and more thorough application of a 

moral principle as when it is extended, as it is frequently by 

Deuteronomy, from outward action to the region of thought and 

motive’; and in laws abolishing rites or symbols, which had 

been used with a good conscience by earlier generations®, but 

were now proved to be temptations to worship the other gods, in 
whose honour they also served, and to confuse them with 

Jehovah. The real danger to the spiritual elements in His 
religion came from the ritual, so many points of which it shared 

with other cults. If the Deuteronomists did not abolish the ritual, 

as some of their teachers the prophets seem to haye desired, they 

at least purified it of its worst features and brought its practice 

under control and safeguard by confining it to one sanctuary. 

For a list of laws common to J E and Deuteronomy see pp. xvii, Ixvii. 
Pp. cv f.; and the laws in which women are concerned. 

° Pp. xxii and cy. 
4 On the developed ethics of Deut. see above pp. xxxii—xxxviii and 

on the 1oth Commandment. 
» E.g. the pillars and Asherim and certain mourning customs. 
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So doing they not only, as the following centuries proved, made 
it serve the doctrine of Jehovah's unity as the only God for 
Israel, which there can be no doubt that Moses proclaimed; but 
they also brought the ritual back round his Ark,and more nearly 
to the purer form it must have assumed in the conditions of the 
wilderness. 

# Hence the sincerity, the vitality, the power of the work of 
these reformers. Deuteronomy is a living and a divine book, 

because, like eyery other real reformation it is at once loyal to 

the essential truth revealed in the past, while daring to cast 
off all tradition, however ancient and sacred in origin, that in 
practice has become dangerous and corruptive ; vigilant to the 

new perils and exigencies of faith and receptive of the fresh 

directions of the living God for their removal or conquest. 

But that is not all nor nearly all. While so nobly serving its 

own age and establishing a discipline that with all its limitations 
—and indeed partly because of these—preserved and trained 

Israel for their mission to mankind, Deuteronomy gave utterance 

to truths which are always and everywhere sovereign :—that God 

is One, and that man is wholly His, that it is He who finds us 

rather than we who find Him; that God is Righteousness and 
Faithfulness, Mercy and Love and that these also are what He 

requires from us towards Himself and one another ; ‘that His 
Will lies not in any unknown height but in the moral sphere 

known and understood by all’ (xxx. 11—14). Thus in the pre- 

paration for Jesus Christ Deuteronomy stands very high. Did 

He not Himself attest the divine authority both of its doctrine 

and of its style by accepting its central Creed as the highest and 

ultimate law ngt for Israel only but for all mankind (Mark xii. 
28—30, Deut. vi. 4, 5)? 
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List OF THE PRINCIPAL ABBREVIATIONS EMPLOYED 

D. Deuteronomy, chs. i.—xxx. For reasons given in the Intro- 

duction, especially in Paragraphs 2, 3, 5—11, it has not been 

found possible to distinguish the various original editions 

from which the Book has been compiled. 

D.B. A Dictionary of the Bible, edited by James Hastings, D.D. 

(1898—1904). 

E. Elohist, the name given to one of the constituent documents 

of the Pentateuch. 

E.B. also Enc. Bibi. Encyclopaedia Biblica, edited by T. K. 

Cheyne, D.D., etc., and J. S. Black, LL.D. (1899—1903). 

E.T. English Translation. 

Ethn. Ber. Ethnologischer Retsebericht, being Vt. 11 of Avadia 

Petraea, by Alois Musil (Vienna, 1908). Moab and Edom 

form Pts. 1 and 1 of this work. 

Hex. Hexateuch, i.e. Genesis to Joshua. 

HGHL. The Historical Geography of the Holy Land, by George 

Adam Smith (Seventh Thousand 1897, and subsequent” 

editions). 

IP. An Introduction to the Pentateuch, by A. T. Chapman, 
M.A. (Cambridge, 1911, in this series). 

J. Jahwist or Jehovist, the name given to one of the constituent 
; documents of the Pentateuch. 

JE. The combination of J and E. 

KAT*. Die Ketlinschriften und das Alte Testament, 3rd edinign 
(1903), by H. Zimmern and H. Winckler. 

OTIC. The Old Testament in the Jewish Church, 2nd edition, 
revised and much enlarged (1892), by W. Robertson Smith. 

P. Priestly Writer or Writing, one of the constituent documents 
of the Pentateuch. 

PEFQ. Quarterly Statement of the Palestine Exploration Fund 

? founded in 1865. (London.) 

_ Pent. Pentateuch, 
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Pl. Passages of Deuteronomy in the Plural form of ncarets--* 
see Introduction, § 8. 

Sam. Samaritan Text of Deuteronomy. 

SBOT. The Sacred Books of the Old [and New| Testaments, 
a New English Translation, edited by Paul Haupt (1898 
onwards). 

Sg. Passages of Deuteronomy in the Singular form of address 

—see Introduction, § 8. 
ZATW. Zeitschrift fiir die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft. 
ZDPV. Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palaestina-Vereins. ~ 

The principal works referred to are designated in full in the 

Introduction and the footnotes to it, or in the following Notes 
on the Text. Ff 

No maps accompany this volume; the reader is referred for 

the geography relevant to Deuteronomy to the Ad/as of the 

Fiistorical Geography of the Holy Land, designed and edited 
by George Adam Smith and prepared under the direction of 

J. G. Bartholomew (1915), and in particular to the following 

maps therein :—Nos. 7 and 8, ‘Egypt and the Sinai Peninsula’; 

11 and 12, ‘Palestine-Orographical’; and 29 and 30, ‘Moab and 

Dead Sea.’ In the last the water-courses of Southern Moab 

are given according to the most recent surveys; and the names 

of most of the places mentioned in Deut. i.—iii. have been 

inserted. 
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THE FIFTH BOOK OF MOSES 

COMMONLY CALLED 

DEUTERONOMY 

T
HESE be the words which Moses spake unto all lsrad 1 
beyond Jordan in the wilderness, in the 1 Arabah over 

1 Thal is, the deep valley running North and South of the Dead Sea, 

CH. I. 1-4. GENERAL TITLE TO THE WHOLE Bo01._, 

It dates the following words or discourses by Moses, as beyond, i.e. E. 
of, Jordan, in the end pf !lie fortiet/1 year of the wanderings, after the 
smiting of Si�on and 'Og. Like some other titles in the O.T. (e.g. Jer. 
i. 1-3) this is composite, as appears from ( 1) the various styles in which 
it is written, vv. Ia and 4 forming one sentence 'and marked by deutero
nomic phrases, while v. 3, a separate sentence in the middle of the 
other, is in the distinctive style of P (see E. P. pp. 58, 71, 204); and 
( 2) the discrepancy between the locality stated in I a, beyond Jordan
(which is further defined by v. 5 as the land of /lloab and by iii. 29 etc.
as the gai, or glen, opposite Beth-Pe'or, near the N. E. corner of the
Dead Sea) and the localities in I b, 2, whiijh, so far as they can be
identified, lay in the region S. and S.W. of the Dead Sea. There are
thus three successive strata in the Title: (a) 1 a, 4, entitling apparently
all the discourses and legislation in the Bk of Deut. ; (b) 3, probably
added by either P or a Priestly editor when Deut. was joined to the resl 
of the Pent.; and (c) I b, 2, best explained as a note or gloss erroneously
transferred here from another place (see below). (a) and(/,) together
separate the ' Fifth Book of Moses' from its predecessor. Some 
indeed. take vv. 1-4 as retrospective, understanding by the phrase, 
these be the words which J:foses spake to l!lll Israel, the sayings ascribeil
to him in Ex., Lev. and Num., and thus explain the apparent refer
ences in I b, 2 to the region of Israel's earlier wanderings. But this
theory is precluded by the fact that the Bk of Num. closes with a -
retrospective statement and by the absence from Lev. and Num. of 
words of Moses connected with any of the localities named in I b. 

1. all /srae!J A designation of the people characteristic of D and 
deuteronomic writers, See•on iv. 44. 

beyond .fordanj As is clear from v. ;; and elsewhere, the E. of 
Jordan is intended. The title was therefore written in \V. Palestine. 
A.V. OIi tlzis side Jordan, is an impossible rendering of the- Hebrew.

DEUTERONOMY l 
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against I Suph, between Paran, and Tophel, and Laban, and 

1 Some ancient versio11- han:, lht Red Sea. 

in th,· ,,•ildc,·11us] Heh. 111idbar. properly pa:sture ground a� distinct 
fro111 arable; Jl'r. ii. :, land 110/ .,cr.t•11. The \\uni, hardly applicable to 
the ,cl'nl' of '.\lo,l'''' discourse in '.\loab. is lhl' usual term both for the 
wihkrnl',, E. of :'.\loah and blom (ii. 8, :6),an<l for thl' rl'gion of braers 
l":ulil'r wanck·ring, l,efore thi::y rro,sl·d E,lc,m (i. 19. 40, ii. 1, ;). In 
the latter lay ,ome, if not all, of the following localities. 

in the Arahah] Heb. ·Araba/1, dry or waslt: (a) a S)·nunym for 
111idbar, both with the rlcf. art. Os. xi. .,), a, here, an<l without ("-
:-.:-..\\". 1 ; Jer. ii. 6 etc.). But with the art. it is u�ually the name of 
(/,\ the great depression extending from the (;utf of '..\�abah northwanls 
tu the Ld.1anons, uf which the Dead Sea, th, S,·a �l the 'A,-aJ,a/1 Ii\'. 49\, 
is the deepest porliu1:; an,! again is 11111re p·.1.rticularly applied both to 
(,') the strdch of the depression ::-. . of that Sea, the Jordan \'alley iiii. 
r 1; : Kg,, XX\'. 4), cp. the Plur. '.-lrboth .llt.1<1h. p·, cle,ignation of 
Israel", last station l,eforc crossing Jordan, x:i;xi,·. r (cp .. \rhatta, 1 '.\lace. 
v. 1.\): and (cl) the 5lretch nf the depression S. of the l>ea<l Sea. 
Each of thc,;c four meanings is possible here. Those who take the 
name, in 1 /, a, of places in the ,ccne of :'.\loses· discourse in the land of 
'.\loal, point to (r) the applicali<,n of the name '.\rabah to the Jordan 
rnlleY. .\s we �hall see, hm1·cyer. tho,c names indicate rather the 
rcgio'n of brad's earlier wanderings, before they cros,c<l the S. of 
Edom, and thi-; makes it more probalilc that • .\rahah here=- the S. 
stn:Lch of the ,lcprl's�ion ; so the Sam. Bil;'a, lrmr/1 or ,•.,/!er. But 
(,,) the general signitication, synonymous with "';dbar, is not improhahk 
here, and e\'en more suitable to the localities in r /, than the other 
llll'anings arc. To-day the name ti '.-lrabah j5 confined to the ,tretch 
of the- depression S. of a line of cliffs a fe11 miles Lclow thl' Dead Sea ; 
while all to the N. is known as el-GhJr. 

S11fh] I.XX 'the Reel Sea,' but this in lleli. is alwar sN ,,j Suplt. 
:--uph may haw hcen a locality from which the Sea deriYcd its name, 
the 11,nal etymology which wonlcl r.:ncier it .<ra ,,j scd;,'t hcing. though 
plau,ililc. uncertain (sec Enc. FiM. ' Reel Sea '). Snph cannot l11.· 
�11phah of :'\um. xxi. 14 if a, is prohahlc this lay in S. '.\I Pal,; while 
another moclcrn place-name that has hcen propo,ed as identical, Xa�l, 
l'';'·�afa (on 11 hich see '.\lusil Ed,,,11 II. :9), S. \\'. of the Dcaci Sea, 
corrc,pond, with Suph neither phonetically nor from it� situation. 

/,,·tw,·,11.Para11 .. . a11,I Di-:altab] All these places are uncertain. 'l'trnm 
cannot he the extensi,·c desert of that name corresponding to the modem 
ct-Tih, but_ only the place after which this desert was named, cp. 1 Kgs 
:-.i. 18 • (Dillm.). For Toplztl. LXX Tolf>o\, no modem place-name has 
1,ecn found : ct-Tafilch on cultirnted soil in the K. of Mt Se'tr co1Te• 
,p,m1ls to it in n�ithcr spellini; nor sihtation. Thoui:h l,aha11 (1111/J."ll'hitt) 
and //",r, r,1/h (f,1/cl.,) are names of such gen�ral _si�nification th.at ca�h 
may hal'e 111.'cn attached to more than one site, It ts_ natural to 11lcnt1fy 
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Hazeroth, and Di-zahab. ‘It is eleven days’ journey from 2 
Horeb by the way of mount Seir unto Kadesh-barnea. And 3 

them with the Libnah and Hseréth of Num. xxxill. 20, 17, stations on 
Israel’s march between Horeb and Kadesh. On the W. el Hadharah 
and the ‘Ain el Hadharah, see Burckhardt, 7vavels, 494 f.; Wilson, 
Lands of the Bible, 1. 255—260; Robinson #. X. 1. 223 f.  Di-sahab 
has been taken to be the modern Minet edh-Dhahab on the Gulf of 
‘Akabah, but this is not on the line of Israel’s march ; the meaning, 
(place) of gold, LXX xaraxpicea, is general enough for the name to 
have been applied to several places. Thus all that is certain in these 
names is that some, if not all, lay on the march towards Kadesh, and 
this is confirmed by the next verse. It is not possible to bring them, or 
that verse, into harmony with the repeated datum that the scene of Moses’ 
discourse was in Moab, at the N.E. end of the Dead Sea. 

2. It 2s eleven days’, etc.| The distance from the accepted position 
of Lloreb-Sinai to that of Kadesh, ‘Ain Kudeis, is ‘10 or 11 days of 
common camel-riding’ (C. Trumbull A. &. 71, 215): caravans with 
children and flocks, like Israel’s, would of course take longer. 

Horeh| Always in E, and Deut., as in 1 Kgs xix and Malachi, the 
name of the Mt of the Lawgiving, for which J and P have Sinai. The 
attempt has been made to interpret the two names as of different sites ; 
but the Biblical evidence for their identity is clear ; as even so early a 

scholar as Jerome perceived (Onom. Sacr. ed. Lagarde, 146). his 
matter as well as the questions of the position of Sinai-Eoreb (as between 
Jebel Musa and Jebel Serbal and between the Sinaitie Peninsula as 
a whole and the E. coast of the Gulf of ‘Akabah or Mt Se‘ir or the 
neighbourhood of Kadesh) has already been exhaustively discussed in this 
series (Driver, Zxod. pp. 18, 177—191). It is, therefore, unnecessary 
to say anything more here; except to recall that the question as between 
the Sinaitic Peninsula and some site farther N. appears to have been 
open in the time of the Crusades and of the Moslem geographers in the 
rgth century. Abu-l Fida c. 1321: ‘the position of Tur Sina is the 
subject of discussion. Some say it is the mountain near Ailah (at the 
head of the Gulf of ‘Akabah) and others that it is a mountain in Syria’ 
(quoted by G. le Strange, Palestine unter the Moslems, 721.) The 
Chronicle d’Ernoui et Bernard le Trésorier says, ‘ Cel Mons Synai est 
entre le Mer Rouge et le Crac (Kerak).’ See further ZDPV xxxvu. 190 ff. 

by the way of mount Seir} Se‘tr, the territory of Edom, lay W. as well 
‘as E. of the ‘Arabah (i. 44; cp. C. Trumbull A; 4. 84 ff-; Buhl, Gesch.e 
der Edomiter, 22 ff.); but Mt Se‘tr is in Dt (ii. 1) and elsewhere 
(e.g- Gen. xiv. 6) the range E. of the ‘Arabah.. Thus “ie way of Mt 
Se‘tr would be the most easterly of the roads from the Sinai Peninsula 
to Kadesh, which passes through the ‘Arabah. Further see Dillm. 

Kadesh-barnea| This form is peculiar to D, deuteronomic passages 
and P; elsewhere Kaaesh stands alone: and we have besides ‘Zx- 
Mishpat, Well of Judgement (Gen. xiv: 7), and Meribath-Kadesh (see 

I—2 
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it came to pass in the fortieth year, in the eleventh month, 
on the first day of the month, that Moses spake unto the 
children of Israel, according unto all that the Lorp had 

4 given him in commandment unto them ; after he had smit- 
ten Sihon the king of the Amorites, which dwelt in Heshbon, 
and Og the king of Bashan, which dwelt in Ashtaroth, at 

on xxxiii. 2). The accepted site, visited first by Séetzen in 1807, then 
by Rowlands in 1842 (Williams, Holy Crty, 1. 464 ff.), and described 
and argued for by Trumbull (Aad. BSarn.), is the neighbourhood of 
the ‘Ain Kudeis (Seetzen’s and Rowlands’ spelling, confirmed by 
Musil) about 80 km. S.S.W. of Be’er-sheba‘, but the name must have 
covered the still more fertile ‘Ain Kadeyrat and the ‘A. Kaseymeh. 
Musil, who visited ‘Ain Kudeis thrice, doubts its identity with Kadesh 
(Edom 1. 212), and suggests a site farther N.; yet he admits there the 
most fertile landscapes in all the region, describes the wadies as either 

cultivated or full of relics of ancient cultivation, and even reports one 
more fertile than the plain about Gaza. See also PE FQ, 1914, 64 ff.; 
ZDPV, 1914, 7 ff. Barnea‘ has been explained as ‘son’ or ‘desert, of 
wandering.’ But it may belong tothe number of non-Semitic names found 
in this region (e.g. Gharandel). To a hill S.E. of ‘Ain Kudeis, there is 
still attached the name Forni, which appears to be an echo of Barnea‘ : 
the letter ‘ayizz is sometimes dropped in mod. Arabic. 

The whole fragment, 14 and 2, thus obviously out of place where it 
stands, may have been originally a note to i.-19, which its details, so far 
as they are clear, suit. ‘ 

3. And it came to pass in the fortieth year, etc.) P alone of the 
ifex. documents dates by months and days (/. 2. 58, 71); and its 
division of the year is not that which, beginning with the autumn, pre- 
vailed in early Israel, but the Babyl. division which began with the 
spring. ‘The Babyl. system was first adopted by the Jews, not during 
the exile (as usually supposed, Marti, Ac. Azb/. * Year’), but, as we 
gather from Baruch’s narratives in the Bk of Jeremiah, during Manasseh’s 
reign, when the Assyrians imposed on Judah many of their institutions 
(Jerusalem, 11. 189 f.) Another mark of P is the term for eleventh 
used in the Hex. by P alone and elsewhere only by late writers. Wellh. 
(//ist. 384 f.) takes the verse as from the, editor who incorporated D 
with P, but Driver, asthe introd. to a summary narrative in P, and as 
followed immediately by xxxil. 48—52; the self-same day there being 
the day specified_here. On the date ‘he 40¢h year and the different 
dating of JE and D see below on ii. 1—8, 

the children of Israel] Another designation characteristic of P; 
D ali Israel. See oni. 1, iv. 44. 

4. Sthon...and Og] See below on ii. 26—37, and iii. 1 ff. 
at Ldrei]) LXX Syr. and Vulg. have and in Edret, as if ‘Og reigned 

tnere as well as at ‘Asht*roth Kamaim, but the Heb. indicating, though 
awkwardly, the scene of ‘Og’s defeat, is confirmed by the Sam. 
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Edrei: beyond Jordan, in the land of Moab, began Moses 5 
to declare this law, saying, The Lorp our God spake unto 6 

A, CH. I. 5—IV. 40, First DISCOURSE AND INTRODUCTION TO 
THE LAW-Book. 

5. SpeciaL TITLE TO THE First DiscouRSE OF MOSEs. 

Usually takenas the continuation of the general title to the Book, 
1aand 4, this appears rather—note the repetition of the datum deyend 
Jordan—to have been originally a special title to the following first 
discourse of Moses. Obviously written in W. Palestine. 

5. 7 the land of Moab| So always in D as the place of this legisla- 
tion, which P gives more exactly-as the ‘Arboth-Moab, the sections of 
the ‘Arabah in Moabite territory, just N. of the Dead Sea (/. P. 209). 
Except for some doubtful cases in later writers JZoad is always the name 
of the people, not of their land. See Zc. Brbl. art.‘ Moab.’ In iii. 
29, iv. 46 the scene of the lawgiving is more exactly defined as zx ‘he 
gat or hollow over against Beth-pe‘or. 

began] Heb. hé“é/ is stronger : undertook, or set himself to (Gen. 
Xvill. 27), or was pleased to (2 Kgs v. 23; Ho. v. 11). 

to declare| Im the original sense of declare (Wright, Bible Word- 
Bk), make clear ox distinct. he Heb. 62ér, properly to dig or hew, is 
used of wrz/zmg on stone (xxvii. 8), or tablets (Hab. ii. 2). Only 
hére metaphorically, to explain or expound, as in post-Bibl. Heb., or fo 
engrave in the mind of the people. 

this law] Heb. this Térah, on the varions meanings of the term 
see 7. P. App. vi. ; Driver, Exodus, 162, 165. -In which of these it is 
to be taken here is disputed. Dillm., after stating that in D Zérah is 
distinguished from Law proper, described as statutes and judgements, 
takes it here to mean instruction concerning law and justice. So 
Steuern. and Berth. But in the other 18 instances of the phrase ¢/is 
Torah in D it is used of the deuteronomic code and indeed in iv. 8 is 
parallel to statutes and judgements. We may take it in the same sense 
here (so Driver}, equivalent indeed to no mere catalogue of iaws, but 
to laws with notes, exhortations, precedents and reminiscences. If 
that be the meaning of Zéra/ in this title, it proves that the discourse 
‘to which the title is attached, i. 6—iv. 40, was originally designed as an 
introduction to the code xii—xxvi. But the terms of the title are more 
suitable to v. ff. in which discourse the actual exposition of the law 
begins. See further on iv. 44— 49. 

Cu. I. 6—III. 29. Hisroricar PART OF THE First INTRODUCTORY 
DISCOURSE. 

Spoken in the land of Moab (i. 5) in the gaz or glen, over against 
Beth Pe‘or (iii. 29), a review of Israel’s experiences since they left 
Horeb. In the Plur. form of address except for the following fragments 
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i. (8), 21, 31a, ii. 7, 24 4, 25, 304, 371. We shall see how far these are 
detachable from the context, or give evidence of their later intrusion. 
There are, too, a number of parentheses, dealing with matters beyond 
Israel’s experience and therefore beyond the aim of the discourse: 
archaeological notes on the peoples who preceded Moab, Edom, Ammon, 
the Philistines and Israel, and on Hermon; ii. 1o—12, 20—23, iii. 9, 
11, 134, 14. The contents of these notes are suitable neither to the 
voice of the Deity, to whose words some of them are attached, ii. 1o— 
12, 20—23, nor in the mouth of Moses whose p is to recall to 
Israel their own experience. They are notes or glosses, either by the 
authoy or an editor, All the rest (except perhaps iil. 15—17, which see) 
forms a unity, complete in itself. 

The following are the divisions :—(1) i. 6—8, order to depart from 
JJoreb; (2) g—18, institution of Judges; (3) 19, journey to Kadesh- 
Barnea‘, to which probably belong 1 4, 2 (see above); (4) 20—25, mission 
of the spies; (5) 26—43, consequent disaffection of the people; (6) 34— 
40, wrath and judgement of God; (7) 41—46, defeat of the attempt to 
enter the land from the south, and residence at Kadesh ; (8) ii. 1—8 a, 
departure from Kadesh and circuit of Mt Se‘r; (9) 84—15, further 
march to Wady-Zered, which they cross 38 years after leaving Kadesh, 
when all the adult generation have died ; (10) 16—25, command to 
cross Arnon, the border of Moab, to avoid ‘Ammon a a ht Sihén; 
(11) 26—37, defeat of Sih6n ; (12) iii, 1—7, defeat of ‘Og; (13) 8—17, 
division of the conquered lands; (14) 18—22, directions to the tribes 
left there and to Joshua; (15) 23—29, Moses’ Prayer to cross Jordan 
and its rejection. 

The same stretch of history from Horeb to the Jordan is treated by 
JE, Ex. xxxiii. 1—17, and Num. x. 29 onwards; and by P from Num. 
xii onwards. JE seems the basis of this denteronomic review, even to 
the extent of supplying verbal details. But the review is not only 
written in a style peculiar to the deuteronomic writings ; it adds some 
facts not found in JE and -differs from JE in its presentation of others. 
On P the review shows no dependence, and P differs from it consider- 
ably both in the language used for the same events and in several 
matters of substance. On these see below. ~ 

6—8. THe COMMAND TO START FROM HIOREB FOR THE LAND. 

Jehovah spake : In Horeb ye have dwelt enough (6); break up and 
march to the Mt of the Amorites and the parts adjacent as far as the 
Euphrates (7); I have set the land before you, enter and possess as 
Jehovah sware to the fathers to give it to them and their seed (8).—]E, 
Ex. xxxiii. 1 ff., narrates the order to depart to the land promised by 
oath to the fathers; the promise of an angel to drive out the six nations 
possessing it (probably a gloss, see Driver 76.) : Jehovah’s refusal to g0 
with them ; and His consent after an argument by Moses (also held by 

1. The Sing. in ii. ga (LXX Plur.) and even in ii. 19 may be due, as in iil. 27, to 
the fact that the address is to Moses himself, 
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us in Horeb, saying, Ye have dwelt long enough in this 
mountain: turn you, and take your journey, and go to the 
hill country of the Amorites, and unto all “he paces nigh 

some to be editorial); and adds, Num. x. 29—32 (J), Moses’ appeal to 
Hobab to act as eyes! to the host. The terms of the command differ 
from those in DB. P, in harmony with its account of the procedure on 
the march (Num. ix. 15—22), gives the signal of departure from Horeb- 
as the lifting of the cloud above the Tabernacle, and dates it the 2oth 
day of the 2nd month of the 2nd year (Num. x. 11). The contrast 
between the spoken command in JE and D, and the physical signal 
in P, is characteristic ; note also the characteristically exact date in P. 

6. The LorD our God] Heb. Jehovah, ous God: contrary to the 
usual syntax (cp. the parallel in JE, Ex. xxxiii. 1), this divine name is 
placed emphatically at the beginning of the sentence, as the proper start 
and motiye of the whole discourse: for this form and its variants //y 
God and your God are characteristic of the style of D. /. our God, 23 
times in D always from Moses to his fellow Israelites with the intimate 
accent of a common affection, and only 7 times in the rest of the Pent. ; 
J. thy God, addressed to Israel 230 times in D, and only g times in JE 
(of which five are in additions to the Decalogue, Ex. xx. 2—12, and at 
least two in verses with other marks of the deuteronomic style), and 

“only oxce in P (Lev. xxi. 8), though P has seven instances of some- 
what variant forms; /. yous God, 46 times in D, while in JE only 
in_Pharaoh’s speeches to Israel, but in P over 30 times, attached to 
priestly institutions and,laws. The enormous predominance of these 
titles in D is significant of the ardent, confident religion of the Book. 
We seem to touch in them the heart of the writers. Nor can we forget 
the echo of their wonderful repetition in the hearts of the Jewish and 
Christian Churches. Probably no phrases in the O.T. have been more 
helpful to piety in all generations. See further introd. to ch. xxviii. 

Horeb| Above, v. 2. 
Ye have dwelt long enough in this mountain) Web. the stay in this 

Mt is much, i.e. enough, for you: the same idiom in ii. 3, iii. 26, also 
in‘P, Num. xvi. 3, 7. 

7. turn you, and take your journey\|. Heb. turn you or face, and 
break up camp, or move on. The first of these two verbs employed with 
a verb of motion is used only in D (and the editorial Num. xiv. 25) 
of fresh starts of the whole people on their journey through the wilder- 
ness.; as here, i. 40, ii. 1, or with other verbs. In JE, where used with 
verbs of motion, it is of individuals only; while in P it has another 
meaning, to /ook towards. On the second verb see below, w. 19. 

hill country of the Amorites| Ueb. Mount of the Amorite: as at the 
present day in Arabic, the singular own? is applied to a mountain- 
range. The range of Pal. W. of Jordan is meant, but especially its S. 

1 The same term, ‘uyiin, is given to the scouts of Arab expeditions who seek out 
the ways, water and camping- -places: Musil, Avasia Petraca, Ethn. Ber. 11. 376. 
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thereunto, in the Arabah, in the hill country, and in the 
lowland, and in the South, and by the sea shore, the land of 
the Canaanites, and Lebanon, as far as the great river, the 

8 river Euphrates. Behold, I have set the land before you: 

end (cp. v. 20). The name appears very early, for Kings of the 1st 
Dynasty in Babylon call themselves Kings of Amurru : a name which 
inscriptions found at Boghaz-Keui (1/itt. d. deutsch. Orient. Gesellschaft, 
Dec. 1907, 25 f.), prove to have extended to the Euphrates ; but which 
the Tell-el-Amarna letters (about 1400 B.C.) confine to the hinterland of 
Phoenicia, in the N. of Palestine. Amortfe, in D as in E, is the 
general name for all the tribes dispossessed by Israel ; J has Canaanite. 
Winckler explains this from the origin of E in N. Israel where the 
Amorites had been in force ; while J, writing in Judah where Israel had 
not fought the Amorites, knew nothing of them but assigned the whole 
land to the Canaanites, whose civilisation had been paramount on the 
coast at the time of [srael’s entry and who continued to form an anti- 
thesis to Israel (Gesch. /sr. 1. 53). If this argument were sound, then 
D’s extension of the name Amorite to the S. of W. Palestine would be 
artificial. But Winckler himself recognises the ancient character of the 
tradition which calls Sihén an Amorite (of. ci#. p. 52), and if the 
Amorites had penetrated to Moab, they had also, it is probable, extended 
their sovereignty as far S. on the W. of the Jordan. 

and unto all.,.nigh thereunto) Web. unto all its neighbours: the 
' Arabah, i.e. N. of the Dead Sea (see on v. 1); the hill-country, such of 

the W. range as was not included under the M/t of the Amorite; the 
lowland, Heb. the Shephelah, the low or foot-hills between the range 
and the maritime plain (WGAZ. 201 ff.) ; the South, Heb. the Neged, 
the region to the S. of the range, which descends into the Negeb about 
Be’er-Sheba‘ ; he sea-shore, the maritime plain between the Shephelah 
and the Mediterranean, further defined as ¢he dand of the Canaanites, 
the deuteronomic writers limiting the Canaanites to the level ‘Arabah 
and the maritime plain, just as the Tell-el-Amarna letters call the coast 
land Kinahi= Kena‘an (so rightly Driver, while Dillm. and Steuern.- 
take the phrase as covering all the land already defined) ; azd Lebanon 
added to complete the land, cp. xi. 24, Jos. 1. 43 as far as the great 
river, the river Euphrates, the ideal but never the actual limit of Israel’s 
territory, cf. xi. 24. Lists of the divisions of the Promised Land similar 
to this occur in (probably editorial) passages of the Book of Jos. :—ix: 1, 
X. 40, xi. 2, 16, xii. 8. 

8. Behold] Sg. but even if this reading be correct (Sam. and LXX 
read Pl.) it is meant as an interjection and is no proof of a change to 
the Sg. address, ‘cp, iv. 5. 

/ have set...before you) Heb. given before you, given up to you; in 
this sense both of land and foe; eleven times in D, and not else- 
where in Heb.; in D nearly always with Sg, 
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go in and possess the land which the Lorn sware unto your 
fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give unto 
them and to their seed after them. And I spake unto you: 

which the LORD sware] As the LorD Himself is the speaker, we 
ought perhaps to read with LXX and Sam. which J sware. Yet their 
reading may be a correction of the original, which in that case would be 
a symptom of the carelessness of the writer in not sustaining the situation 
he assumed. The anthropomorphism, imputing an oath to the Deity, 
is found in JE (Gen. xxii. 16), especially in the phrases, sware unto 
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Gen. |. 24 ; Ex. xxxii. 13, Xxxill. 1); Zo 
Abraham thy father (Gen. xxvi. 3) ; to thy fathers ox to them (Num. xi. 
12, xiv. 16, 23); thee and thy fathers (Ex. xiii. 11). Used in D of 
special oaths (i. 34, ii. 14, iv. 21) ; of the covenant (iv. 31); or as here 
of the land which he sware unto thy, your, or our fathers, 22 or 23 
times. 

9—18. THe INSTITUTION OF TRIBAL HeEaDs (JUDGES ?). 

At that time, Moses, declaring his inability to bear alone the greatly 
increased people (g—12), bade them choose men, wise, wnderstanding, 
and known, according to their tribes, that he might make them 
heads over them (13). The people approved (14). Moses took such 
men (the text becomes obscure) and set them in graded ranks (15). At 
that time, too, he charged the judges to be patient and impartial, for 
their judgement was God’s; the harder cases to be brought to himseli 
(16 f.). And he also charged the people (18).—The parallel passages 
are two: (a) E, Ex. xviii. 13—26: before arrival at Sinai, Jethro 
advised Moses, as unable to bear the people alone, to reserve himself 
for them Godward and to provide men of power and troth, fearing God 
and hating unjust gain, to judge the people, but to bring the greater 
cases to him: Moses agreed and chose such; (4) JE?, Num. xi. 14, 
16 f., 24 2—30: Moses, confessing to God his inability to bear the people 
alone, was charged to choose seventy elders, who should receive the 
same spirit as he, to hear the people with him.» With these two 
passages this section, besides showing some verbal coincidences (see 
g?, 12, 15, 174) and correspondences (13 @, 18), agrees as to the motive 
for the new appointments, Moses’ inability to bear Israel alone, the lay 
character of the appointed, their grading in ranks, and the division of 
cases between them and Moses (these last two absent from Num. xi.). 
The differences of substance are three. On that of date see on v. 9. 
In Ex, xviii Jethro starts the proposal, here Moses, in Num. xi the 
Deity on the prayer of Moses. In Ex. and Num. Moses selects, here 
the people. On the apparent, but unreal, difference on the qualifications 
for the posts see on v, 9. There are also differences of language; here 
the forms of words, turns of rhythm and phrases, are all characteristic 
of D. In P there is no parallel; P throughout assigns judicial functions 

_ to the priests (cf. D, xvii, rr), but mentions certain sest‘t2, chiefs of the 
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at that time, saying, Tam not able to bear you myself alone: 
10 the Lorp your God hath multiplied you, and, behold, ye 
Il 

12 

are this day as the stars of heaven for multitude. The Lorn, 
the God of your fathers, make you a thousand times so 
many more as ye are, and bless you, as he hath promised 
you! How can I myself alone bear your cumbrance, and 

clan, called to the Diet, who attend Moses and Aaron to hear petitions, 
and who represent Israel in foreign engagements. 

9. ad that time| As the syntax implies this means when or after 
the command was given to depart from Horeb; while in Ex, the 
institution of colleagues for Moses, E, Ex. xviii. 12 ff., comes before 
Israel’s arrival there. ‘This difference of date is either due to D’s 
more distant perspectivé (Introd. § 11); or as Dillm. suggests (also 
Bacon /BS xl. 24) the author of D found the passage in JE placed 
beside our Num. x. 29—36. See further Dri. Exod. p. 162. The 
discrepancy is of no importance. The other difference, the absence 
from D of Jethro’s initiative as related in JE, may be due to the 
summary nature of its review (Dillm.) ; yet the possibility of intentional 
omission cannot be excluded in view of the prevalent confinement of 
the interes: in D to Israel alone. Berth. (p. 4) relevantly points to the 
omission from D of all reference to Balaam. ‘The formula, at that time, 

-is curiously enough found only in PI. passages i. g, 16, 18 ; if. 34; iii. 
4995.12, 18, 21, 23:3) 1V. 143 Vo §5.1ks8Os Kea 
Zam not able to bear you myself alone| More fully in E, Num. xi. 

14, Zam not able, I myself alone, to bear all this people, for it ts too 
heavy for me; similarly E, Ex. xviii. 18 (Jethro to Moses), the thing i: ts 
too heavy for thee, thou art not able to do tt alone. 

10, the LorD your God] See on vz. 6. 
as the stars in heaven} So x. 22, xxviii. 62; and Gen, xxii. 17, 

xxvi. 43 Ex. xxxii. 13, in contexts that otherwise betray the editorial 
hand. It is one of the many hyperboles in D and is not found in the 
parallel E, Ex. xviii. 

11. This verse is even more characteristic of the deuteronomic style. 
The LorD, the God of your fathers occurs indeed twice in JE; but 
either thus or with variants seven times in D. As he promised, Heb. 
spake, to you occurs in D 14 or 15 times. 

12. How] This emphatic Heb. form is found in fhe Pent. only 
here, vii. 17, xil. 30, xviii. 21, (xxxii- 30). 

can I myself alone bear) See on vz. 9. 
your cumbrance, and your burden, and your strife] Better the weight, 

the burden, and the strife of you. /Vcighi cp. Is, i. 14, they ave a 
weight upon me, 1 am weary of bearing. Is the use of the word here 
an echo of Isaiah? The Heb. fora is not found elsewhere in the O.T. 
Burden or carriage, cp. J, Num. xi. 11, the burden of all this people upon 
me, and 17, Strife; the Heb. 77% js used in JE of quarrels about wells 

s 
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your burden, and your strife? Take you wise men, and 
understanding, and known, according to your tribes, and I 
will make them heads over you. And ye answered me, and 
said, The thing which thou hast spoken is good for us to do. 

I took the heads of your tribes, wise men, and known, 
d made them heads over you, captains of thousands, and 

captains of hundreds, and captains of fifties, and captains of 

_and other physical struggles ; but also of law-disputes, and of Israel’s 
contentiousness with Moses and God (E, Ex. xvii. 2,7; J, Num. xx. 3; 
P, Num, xx. 13; and in the Song, Dt. xxxiii. 8). In D four times for 
law-pleas. Here it is either the people's litigiousness among themselves 
or their frequent contentions with Moses and God. 

13. Take you] Heb. Give yourselves: Jos. xviii. 4. The people 
themselves are to elect as in xvi. 18, consistently with the emphasis, so 
frequent in D, on the judicial responsibilities of the whole people. In 
E, Ex. xviii. 25 (cp. Num. xi. 16), Moses chooses. 

wése men, and understanding, and known] With the LXX some 
take the last term as synonymous with the others ; either reading as in 
the Heb. the pass. part. exferienced, or the act. part. 4nowing. The 
pass. part. is perhaps the better, but as meaning 4vown: men re- 
puted for their judicial gifts, as among the Arabs to-day. ~While here 
the emphasis is laid on intellectual gifts, which, however, in D always 
include the moral; E, Ex. xviii. 21, more definitely expresses the latter : 
men of power (Dri, capable, worthy), fearing God, men of troth, hating 
unjust gain. 

according to your tribes! E, Ex. xviii. 21, 25: out of, all the people, 
all Israel. E and D use shebet for tribe, but P’s usual term is maffah. 

make them heads over you] Rather, set them as your chiefs. 
15. the heads of your tribes) LXX, from you, either represents the 

original Heb. reading or is the Gk translator’s emendation of a difficult 
text. On the ground that the present Heb. reading conflicts with 
zv. 13 and is meaningless in relation to the rest of this verse (it being 
unlikely that Moses would say, that he took heads of tribes to make 
them heads over you), some would delete the words. But the verse, 
though awkward, may mean that Moses took those elected within the 
various tribes (7. 13) and made them chiefs with judicial functions in 
the new za/ional organisation which he now instituted : so in E, Ex. 
XVili, 25, 4e set them chiefs over the people, as a whole. 

captains of thousands, hundreds, fifties, tens] Captains, Heb. sarim. 
So E, Ex. xviii. 21, 25. But neither there nor here is the meaning 
clear. Under the monarchy there were military saz#m of thousands, 
hundreds, and fifties (1 Sam. viii. 12, xvii. 18 ; 2 Sam. xviii. 1; 2 Kgs 
i. 9 ff., xi. 4; Is. iii, 3); that no sarfm of tens are mentioned does not 
imply that they did not exist, for the notices of the others are incidental. 
Did such military sav#/ already exist in the time of Israel’s wanderings, 
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16 tens, and officers, according to your tribes. And I charged 
your judges at that time, saying, Hear the causes between 
your brethren, and judge righteously between a man and his 

i. 

and is it meant, here and in Ex. xviii., that the popularly elected heads 
took such military titles on their appointment? Or were these ae ; 
ranks first instituted under the monarchy, when an organised nationa 
army took the place of the old tribal levies, and have the writers of E 
and D (cp. P, Num. xxxi. 14, 28) merely reflected this institution of 
their own times back on the period of the wandering? Or are we to 
hold with Steuernage! that although Ex. xviii. 13—26 deals throughout 
with the institution of judges this deuteronomic review, 7. 9—15, 
narrates the appointment not of 7zdyges but of military and administrative 
officers and that we reach the judges only in v. 16, where their title first 
occurs and where a new paragraph is indicated by the recurrence of the 
formula, avd at that time? In support of his view, Steuernagel alleges 
that only intellectual qualities are required for the officers dealt with in 
vv. g—15, while in Ex. xviii. 13 ff., where judges are intended through- 
out, the requirements are moral. But this point we have already 
answered above on v. 13. Further Steuernagel’s explanation neither 
solves the difficulty in Ex. xviii. 13 ff. (E) where the equation of military 
titles with the judicial posts is certain; nor meets the fact that this 
deuteronomic review is based on Ex. xviii. 13 ff., and if it had meant to 
differ from the latter on so substantial a point it would certainly have 
indicated the difference explicitly. None of the explanations is satis- 
factory. The evidence that even under Moses the tribal institutions 
were welded into a national organisation is frequent and probable ; and 
that main fact may be held, even if we allow, as equally probable, that 
E and D reflected back upon it the military titles of their own day. 
and officers) Heb. shét*rim, with the original meaning either of rangers, 

organisers (so Dri. after Néldeke, citing Ar. satara ‘to rule’ a book, 
‘write,’ and safr ‘line’ or ‘row,’ cp. Heb. mishfar, Job xxxviii. 33), or 
of writers (Ass. shatdru ‘ write’). Both meanings are attached to the 
name in the O.T. In xx. 5, 8f., as in E, Jos. i. 10, iil. 2, shdf*rim are 
army officers who pass on the general orders through the ranks; cp. J, 
Ex. v. 6, etc., native officers of Israel under Pharaoh’s taskmasters. 
But here, as in xvi. 18, they are associated with judges, xxix. 10, 
with elders exercising judicial functions: cp. deuteron., Jos. viii. 33, 
xxiii. 2, xxiv. 1; and E, Num. xi. 16; Prov. vi. 7. Sam. has here 
serthes ; LXX ypauparoecaywyecis. They were either the secretaries 
or professional assessors of the lay judges. 

according to your tribes} So Heb. and Sam.; LXX rots xpirais 
imev, fo your judges, which Berth. emends to judge you. __ 

16. judges} Unless the previous emendation be accepted the term 
judges appears here for the first time in the passage. 

Hear...and judge righteously} The two indispensables: patient, 
equal hearing, and impartial decision. 
your brethren] Your fellow-Israelites. 
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brother, and the stranger that is with him. Ye shall not 
respect persons in judgement ; ye shall hear the small and 
the great alike ; ye shall not be afraid of the face of man; 
for the judgement is God’s: .and the cause that is too hard 

the stranger that ts with him| Wis Gér or sojournex: any non- 
Israelite who leaving his own kin settles under the protection of an 
Israelite family or individual ; in distinction from the ‘ezva/ or born 
Israelite (fos. viii. 33). The Ar. equivalents are gar and savih. See 
W. R. Smith, O7/C?, 342 2., and Rel. Sem. 75 ff. In E the Gér 
is not to be wronged, Ex. xxii. 21, xxiii. g, and to have rest on the 
Sabbath, xxiii. 123; cp. xx. 8 In D his equal rights at law are re- 
iterated here, xxiv. 17, xxvii. 19 ; not to-be oppressed, xxiv. 14, but 
cherished, x. 19; to share with the [evite and the poor, xiv. 29, xvi. 
If—14, xxiv. 19 ff, xxvi. 11 ff; Lo rest on the Sabbath, v. 14; enter 
the covenant, xxix. 11; and keep the Law, xxxi. 12; only he is to have 
freedom in meats forbidden to Israel, xiv. 21; if Israel persists in sin 
the Gér shall rise over him, xviii. 43. See on x. 1g and xiv. 21 where 
the different treatment of the Gér in P is noted. 

17. respect persons) Heb. recognise or regard, pay undue attention 
to, faces or presences, whence our idiom ‘ respect of persons’ in a bad 
sense. In Pent. only here and xvi. 19. A Heb. synonym is to /ft the 
face ov person, x. 17, LXX, Bavydfer mpdcwrov, N.T. mpdcwrov ap- 
Bavewv, to accept the person of, Gal. ii. 6; Lk. xx. 21. The command 
not to respect persons is next explained as hearing alike, or equally, smald 
and great, not fearing (a poetical term, in prose only here, xviii. 22, Num. 
Xxil. 3, E, and 1 Sam. xvili. 15), the face of any man. Cp. xvi. 19, not 
to wrest judgement, nor respect persons, nor take bribes. * Justice is ad- 
ministered...immaculate, unspotted, and unsuspected. There is no 
human being whose smile or favour can start the pulse of an English 
judge upon the Bench, or move by one hair’s breadth the even equipoise 
of the scales of justice,’ Lord Bowen’s Life, 175f. In Ex. xxiii. 3 (JE) 
the phrase is either shalt thou favour (lit. adorn). ~ 
for the judgement is God’s| In early Israel as among the nomad 

Arabs to-day, there was a final appeal from the tribal or local judge to 
some immediate representative of the Deity ; with the Arabs the greater 
awe of this religious appeal brings out the truth distorted or veiled 
before the inferior tribunal. But Moses would have the lower judges 
feel that they also are God’s representatives: at every stage judgement 
is His. This emphasis is not given in E except in connection with the 
decrees of Moses himself, Ex. xviii. 15 f. The expression of it here is 
an instance of the more thorough penetration of religion in D to every 
department of the national life. 

the cause that is too hard for you\ ¥, Ex. xviii. 26. In xvii. § the 
same is expressed differently ; and from xix. 16 ff. we see that the 
hardness of a case might arise from the character of the evidence, as 
well as from the principle involved in it. 
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18 for you ye shall bring unto me, and I will hear it. And I ~ 
commanded you at that time all the things which ye should 
do. : 

19 And we journeyed from Horeb, and went through all that 
great and terrible wilderness which ye saw, by the way to 
the hill country of the Amorites, as the Lorp our God com- 

20 manded us; and we came to Kadesh-barnea. And I said 

18. And / commanded you) A summary reference to all the instruc- 
tions given at Horeb: cp. E, Ex. xvii. 20, xxiv. 3, 7 etc. ; 

19. From HOoREB TO KADESH-BARNEA*. 

A very brief account, indicating only the beginning and the end of the 
march, with the character of the wilderness between, and the further goal, 
the Mt of the Amorite: but it is possible that vv. 14, 2(g.v.) were originally 
an addition or note to this.—The account of this march in JE, Num. 
X. 33—xxi. 16, includes the start from the Mt of Jehovah, the formulas 
recited on the lifting and the resting of the Ark, the disaffection of the 
people on the lack of flesh, the institution of 7o elders, the grant of 
flesh and its fatality, the presumptuousness of Miriam and Aaron, the 
encampment in the wilderness of Paran. ‘Three stages are named, 
Tab‘erah, xi. 3, Kibroth Hatt®‘avah and H*seroth, xi. 35: the first 
two also in Dt. ix. 22. P dates the start from Sinai on the 2oth of the 
2nd month of the 2nd year, states that the guiding cloud settled in the 
wilderness of Paran, and adds the order of the host, Num. x. r1—28. 

19. And we journeyed| Rather broke up or set out, A.V. de- 
parted. Heb. asa‘ was originally fo pull up the tent-pegs, break camp, 
but came to cover the journey that ensued, /o march by stages (Gen. xii. 
1g, xxxv. 21). That the earlier meaning is intended here is clear from 
the following verb. 

thal great and terrible wilderness) viii. 13. This was much the most 
desolate tract of the wilderness crossed by Israel. See Palmer on the 
Desert of el-Tih (Desert of the Exodus), 284—288, and Musil, Edom. 

Kadesh-barnea| See above on 2. 2. . 

20—25. THE MIssIoN OF THE SPIES. 

Arrived at the Mt of the Amorite, promised them by God, and 
exhorted to invade it (20f.), the people proposed that spies be sent 
forward to explore (22). Moses consented and took twelye men (23), 
who visited the vale of ’Eshk6l and brought back of its fruit, saying the 
land was good (24 f.).—The parallel passage is Num. xiii, for the 
analysis of which into JE and P see Chapman, /trod. to the Pent. 
(86 ff.), in this series, and cp. Oxf Hex. and G. B. Gray in the /n?. 
Crit. Com. To JE are generally assigned vv. 17 dc—21 a, 22—24, 
26 6—29 : the beginning of this account with the start of the spies from 
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unto you, Ye are come unto the hill country of the Amorites, 
which the Lorp our God giveth unto us. Behold, the Lorp 
thy God hath set the land before thee: go up, take posses- 
sion, as the Lorp, the God of thy fathers, hath spoken unto 
thee ; fear not, neither be dismayed. And ye came near 
unto me every one of you, and said, Let us send men before 

« ; 
Kadesh is probably broken off; it is implied in 26. As it stands all 
that JE tells us is that the spies started after Israel had reached the 
wilderness of Paran, Num. xii. 16, while Kadesh was in the wilderness 
of Sin to the N. of that of Paran. They were to go up by the Negeb, 
still intervening between them and the Mt of the Amorite, to see the 
land, its dwellers, their manner of life, and the fruits. Thus they came 
to Hebron where were sons of ‘Anak and brought back from the vale 
of ’Eshkol some fruit to Kadesh, reporting the land to be good, but the 
people strong and their cities fenced and great. It is clear that the 
deuteronomic review is a summary of this account. P’s narrative, Num. 
xiii. t—17 a, 21.6, 25, 26.@ differs from JE and D both in its language 
and in several details of facts for which see below. For full proof of 
the dependence of D on JE and D’s ignorance of P, see Chapman, /. P. 

go—92, o4f. - 
20. Ye are come unto the hill-country of the Amorites! See on v. 7. 

If Kadesh be ‘Ain Kudeis, the Negeb still lay between Israel and the Mt 
of the Amorite as J, Num. xiii. 17 4, 22, correctly notices. The omis- 
sion here is due to the summary character of the review, and has no 
bearing on the position of Kadesh. 
~ giveth] Heb. gévéng with the force of is about to give: followed 
by ground or land, it forms a phrase peculiar to D. See oni. 8. 

21. Behold, the Lorp thy God, etc.}, The first of the passages, 
scattered throughout this. discourse, in the Sg. form of address. The 
LXX has indeed the Pl. but apparently in order to harmonise with the 
context ; the Sg. is confirmed by the Sam. Moreover the expression 
tear thou not neither be dismayed (al-tiva’ wal tehath) is always found 
with the Sg. address, while the Pl. has for the same idea dread ye not 
neither fear ye (lo-ta‘arsin w*lé-tirtn), e.g. v. 29, xxxi. 6. Further the 
contents of the verse, though not otherwise exhibiting marks of separate- 
ness from the context, are not indispensable as a connection between 
zz. 20 and 22. It is probable, therefore, that the verse is a later 
insertion, to make that connection clearer and more exact. 

22. dnd ye came near unto nte,..and satd| The proposal to send 
spies is here attributed to the people, Moses consenting (see next verse). 
In P, Num. xiii. rf., it isa divine command. There is no discrepancy 

_ of fact; but the difference of standpoint in describing the fact is in- 
structive, and ought’ to be noticed along with other instances in D of 
the people’s initiative. JE ‘has nothing on the origin of the mission of 
the spies; but the beginning of its narrative of the episode is broken 

21 

22 
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us, that they may search the land for us, and bring us word 
again of the way by which we must go up, and the cities 

23 unto which we shall come. And the thing pleased me well: 
24 and I took twelve men of you, one man for every tribe: and 
‘they turned and went up into the mountain, and came unto 

25 the valley of Eshcol, and spied it out. And they took of 
the fruit of the land in their hands, and brought it down 
unto us, and brought us word again, and said, It is*a good 

(see above). This is one of four facts given in D of which no notice is 
found in JE; the other three are also given in P: (1) that the spies were 
twelve, 1. 23; Num. xiii. 2; (2) that those who went down to Egypt 
with Jacob were seventy, x. 22; Gen. xlvi. 27; Ex. i. 53 (3) that the 
ark was of acacia wood, x. 3; Ex. xxv. 10. See Introd. § 3. 

that they may search| Web. haphar, lit. to dig; to explore, only here 
and Jos, ii. 2 f.; JE has see and P uses the verb ¢#r, to go about, travel 
either for spying or for trading. a 

the land| JE, Num. xiii. 18 ff.; land and peopie; P, Num, xiii. 2 
land of Canaan. 

the way...and the cities! J, Num. xiii. 19, what cittes they dwell in, 
whether in camps or strongholds. 

23. and I took twelve men of you) So P, Num. xiii. 26—16, adding 
their names. JE does not give their number but may originally have 
done so; see on v. 22. 

tribe} Heb. shedbef; see on v. 13. 
24. and they turned] See onv. 7. 
the mountain) ‘The Mt of the Amorite: see on v 7. So JE, Num, 

xili. 17, but it adds through the Negeb; see on v- 20. 
the valley of Eshcol| LXX dpayt Bérpvos, ‘ravine of the cluster’; 

but Heb. zafal is the Ar. wady, a valley with a winter-stream, Gk xet- 
pappoos, Ital. fwmara. Heb. ’eshkol is the Ar, “#thkal (weakened 
from ‘¢ika/ with initial ‘ayin), a cluster of dates or palm-branch with 
clusters, and means a cluster of dates, Cant. vii. 8, or of grapes as 
here (dates not ripening so high as Hebron). As a place-name Eshkol 
occurs elsewhere only in P, Num. xxxii. 9; but in Gen. xiv. 13, 24 as 
the name of a person, the brother of Mamre the Amorite at Hebron. 
The neighbourhood of Hebron is fertile with numerous springs, and the 
vine flourishes there. Baedeker (5th ed. 134) reports to the N.W. a 
Wady Iskahil. While JE and D take the spies no further than Hebron, 
P, Num. xiii. 2, 17, 21, 25, describes them as exploring the whole land, 
from the wilderness of Sin to Rehob, the entry to Hamath, and as 
taking 40 days. i 

25. And they took of the fruit of the land in their hands| Summary 
of E, Num. xiii. 23, 266; a branch with one cluster (eshkol) of grapes... 
pomegranates and figs...and showed them the fruit of the land. 

a good land] J, Num. xiii. 27f., surely it flows with milk and 
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land which the Lorp our God giveth unto us. Yet ye 26 
would not go up, but rebelled against the commandment of 

honey, and this 1s its Sruit; but the people are strong, the cities fenced 
and great, etc. P, Num. xiii. 32: they brought up an evil report of the 
land...a land that cateth up its inhabitants. Vet later, Num. xiv._7, 
P ascribes a good report to Joshua and Kaleb. 

26—33. THE DISAFFECTION OF THE PEOPLE, 

Israel defied the command to go up (26), murmuring that in hate God 
had brought them from Egypt, to be destroyed by the Amorite (27). 
quoting the spies that the people of the Jand were talier with fenced 
cities, and the ‘Anakim were there (28). Moses exhorted them not to 
fear, Jehovah would fight for them (29 ff.). But they persisted in: un- 
belief (32), though God-had never failed to guide them (33).—In the 
parallel account which is compiled from JE and P the few JE fragments, 
Num. xiit: 30f., 33, xiv. 14; 3f., 8,94, imply the people's disquietude 
at the spies’ report and state that Caleb quieted them, but the other 
spies controdicted, affirming that the giant ‘Anakim (J), the Nephilim 
(i), were in the land. The_people wept, Why doth Jehovah bring us 
to this land to fall by the sword? were it not -better to return to Egypt 
under another captain? Someone (Caleb?) exhorted them not to fear, 
Jehovah is with us.—P, Num. wsiii: 32, xiv. ra, 2, 5, ga, toa, states 
that on the evil report of the spies, that the land was hungry and the 
men of great stature, the congregation murmured (a different term from 
that inthe deuteronomic review) against Moses and Aaron. Would God 
we had died in the wilderness! Moses and Aaron fell prostrate, while 
Joshua and Caleb rent their clothes and affirmed the land to be exceed- 
ing good. But the congregation bade stone them. 
“Thus all three accounts agree on the main facts: (1) that the spies 

were divided in reporting (any variations as to this are merely of em- 
phasis), (2) that the people refused to go up from fear of the taller 
peoples of the land; (3) that they murmured against God (so even IP, 
Num. xiv. 27), (4) that they were exhorted to faith, and still disbelieved. 
The differences are —J E mentions only Caleb as urgent to go on, P Caleb 
and Joshua, the deuteronomic review neither, though the writer had 
those in mind as appears from the next section ;. JE reports the proposal 
to return to Egypt, P only a wish to die in the desert; P alone mentions 
the proposal of stoning.—Each writer, as elsewhere, uses his own 
style, our passage being full of characteristic deuteronomic phrases. 
But its main distinction is its religious spirit. Summarising the JE 
narrative. with a few verbal coincidences, it finely indicates the moral 
character of the people’s disaffection—opposing to their fears founded 
on a few’ men’s reports their own long and indubitable experience of 
their God’s unfailing providence.. 

~ 26. ye would not] A pltsee found. seven . times in D against three 
jn the-rest of the Pent. 
~¥ebelled, etc.} Heb. defied: the wicuth of: angtter: deuteronomic phrase. 

DEUTERONOMY 2 
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27 the Lorp your God: and ye murmured in your tents, and 
said, Because the Lorn hated us, he hath brought us forth 
out of the land of Egypt, to deliver us into the hand of the 

28 Amorites, to destroy us. Whither are we going up? our 
brethren have made our heart to melt, saying, The people 

- is greater and taller than we; the cities are great and fenced 

27. and ye murmured| Heb. ragan, not claeuhadl in Pent. P uses 
a different verb. 

in your tents) Transposing two consonants Geiger ‘reads against 
your God. This change is unnecessary. Discontent with a report, 
originally suggested by the people themselves, and discontent that 
shaped itself (according to JE) to the demand for another leader, 
would at first be uttered in private. 

Because the Lorp hated us| Yo this extreme of unbelief and in- 
gratitude were the people driven by the report of a few among them- 
selves, in spite of their long experience of God's leading. The passage 
is eloquent of the fickleness with which a people will suffer the lessons 
of its past—facts of Providence it has proved and lived upon—to be 
overthrown by the opinion of a few ‘experts’ as toa still untried situation ! 
To which the answer is memorable—Re the facts as the ‘experts’ assert, 
do ye try the situation and prove that God will be with you there as He 
has been with you before. 

to deliver us into the hand of | A phrase frequent in D: 9 times, +10 
in deuteronomic passages in Jos., against 5 times in JE. 

the Amorites] See on v. 7. 
to destroy us| Another phrase so characteristic of D that in its active 

and pass. forms it occurs 28 times in the Bk + 5 in deuteronomic passages 
in Jos. against 4 or 5 times in all the rest of the Hexateuch, 

28. Whither are we going up?| That is, to what kind of a land or ~ 
a fate? In the Hex. the Heb. prep. is used. only of place by JE and D, 
only of time by P. 

made our heart to melt) In the Hex. the phrase either thus or with 
the intrans. form of the verb is found only here, xx. 8, and in the 
deuteronomic Jos. li. 11, v. 1. 

greater and taller Sam. and LXX greater and more numerous, 
J, Num. xiii. 28, 31, strong...stronger than we; E id. 33, we were in 
our own sight as grasshoppers; P, id. 32, men of great stature. 

cities! So Sam.; LXX and cities. 
great and fenced up to heaven| So ix. 1; J, Num. xiii. 28, fenced, 

very great, The presumably pre-Israelite walls of two cities have been 
excavated: Lachish (Bliss, 4 Mound of Many Cities, 27 ff.) and Gezer 
(Macalister, Brble Side Lights from...Gezer, 141 ff.). Each is about 
i4 ft thick; the latter (a little later than 1450 B.C.) still in parts from 
10 to 14 ft. high ‘can hardly be regarded as much more than the 
underground foundations,’ If, as is usually reckoned, the thickness was 
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up to heaven ; and moreover we have seen the sons of the 

from 4 to % of the height this wall was from 21 to 42 ft, its impressive- 
ness increased by the scarps and slopes from which it rose and by the 
towers that crowned it. Sellin has laid bare in Jericho a ‘cyclopean’ 
outer stone wall 5 m. (16"4 ft), crowned by a brick wall 2m. thick and 
6 or 8m. (193 to 26} ft) high. So that # ¢o heaven, the height at which 
birds fly, is hardly an exaggeration. ; 

Emerging from the desert, Israel were startled by two facts which 
still startle the tent-dwelling nomads—the walls of cities and the stature 
of the settled inhabitants. No Arab enters without fear a walled city 
for the first time, nor willingly passes the night there. Egyptian bas- 
reliefs and paintings distinguish the ampler figures of settled Syrians 
from the lean and meagre desert Arabs. ‘To-day, as the present writer 
has frequently noticed, the same difference of average stature is obvious 
between the two classes. Cp. Burton (Pilgrimage to Al-Medinah and 
Mecca, 11. 83, mem. ed.) on the short stature of the Arabs of the Higaz. 
The cause of this is the difference in nutriment (Doughty, 47. Des. 
passim, Musil, Av. Petr. 111.). That early Israel felt these two impres- 
sions is one of many indications that they belonged to the nomad or 
Arab type of Semite. So far we are in the region of fact. 

sons of the Anakim] Heb. without the art. as in ix. 2a; but soms 
of the ‘A. ii. 113 sons of ‘Anak, ix. 26; J, Num. xiii. 28, children 
of (y*lidé, Scot. ‘bairns’) the ‘4nak; cp. 22, 33. Both forms in |Jos. 
xv. 14. The Ar. ‘azaga is ‘to overtop,’ ‘wk, ‘neck,’ and in plur. 
‘outstanding men,’ a‘zak, ‘long-necked,’ ‘tall’ (‘anka, a mythical 
beast, Wellh. este, 158, 216). In Jos. xv. 13, xxii. 11 (P or edit.) 
‘Anak has become the name of the ancestor of the ‘Anakim (cp. LXX 
mother-ctty of the ‘A., which shows how the personification arose). 
The root still occurs in place names ‘Ain ‘Enek, S. of Ma‘an, and 
Jebel ‘Eneik, S. of ‘Ain Kudeis, due perhaps to the shape of the 
ground. E, Num. xiii. 33, has Phere we have seen the N*philim (to 
which an edit. hand has added sons-of ‘Anak which come from the N.) 
who in Gen. vi. 4 are said to be sprung from the sons of God and 
daughters of men, mighty men (LXX giants) of old, men of renown. 
LXX also render N. Gzants, and Nephila was the Aram. name for 
Orion, Giant par excellence. A note, ii. 11 (below), connects the 
‘Anakim with another racial name, A%Jha’im, of whom ‘Og, of the 
great sarcophagus, was one of the last, lil. 11. R. is also the name in 
later Heb. literature for shades or ghosts of the dead, as if flaccéd or 
powerless, Applied to an aboriginal race of giants (cp. the allied 
collective form Zhe Raphah, 2 Sam. xxi, 16) it may have meant either 
the exhausted and vanishing or the shadowy race, or perhaps 4zmp and 
flaccid, in derision of the notorious flabbiness of monstrously tall men, 
LXX render R. by giants or Titans (Gen, xiv. 5; 2 Sam. v. 15, etc.). 
NOTE ON THE GIANTs. The O.T. associates this vanishing race of 

giants with the neighbourhood of Hebron and the E. of Jordan, where 
structures of huge stones abound, and individual giants are said to have 

2a 
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29 Anakim there. Then I said unto you, Dread not, neither 
30 be afraid of them. The Lorp your God who goeth before. 

you, he shall fight for you, according to all that he did for 

lived in the time of David. The latter notices are perfectly credible; 
single giants being then as possible as they have Sas at all other 
periods. The present writer saw in the asylum at Asfuriyeh a Syrian 
of unusual height, who was born with six fingers on each hand like 
the giant in 2 Sam, xxi. 20. But the question of gigantic races in 
primitive ages vanishing before historic man must be judged in the 
light of the following. /rst, stories of such giant races are universal, 
e.g. among the Babylonians (Jeremias, Das A.7. im Lichte des alten 
Orients, 76, 120f., 359), Phoenicians (Eusebius, Praep. Evang. 1. 10 
from Philo Bybl.), Greeks (the stories of Titans and Cyclopes), the 
nations of N. Europe, modern Arabs and Syrians (Thomson, Land and 
Book, 586 f.; Doughty, Ar. Des. 1. 22). Second, many of these 
traditions are associated with remains of cyclopean masonry, and have 
obviously arisen in order to account for these, the giant races being nearly. 
always described as builders ; moreover the giants are generally derived 
by birth from the gods. 77rd, though stories have been current from 
time to time of the discovery of monstrous human skeletons and bones, 
eg. Plutarch, Pliny and even as late as Buffon, yet where it has been 
possible to test these the bones have been recognised as those of 
elephants, mastodons, etc. ; while the discovered remains of pre-historic 
man show generally a stature under the average; this is also true of Mr 
Macalister’s finds of -pre-Semitic remains in Gezer (the sole exception 
seems to be the average of the Cro-Magnon remains and this is only 
5°839 feet). Fourth, the Hebrew tradition of a giant race exhibits the 
features already noted in such stories elsewhere: the race has dis- 
appeared, its memory is connected with cyclopean remains, it is said to 
have descended from the union of divine and human beings. These 
marks, along with the mythical ndmes given to the race, Nephilim 
and Repha’im, make it clear that, like its analogies among other peoples, 
Israel’s tradition of a primitive race of giants is borrowed from an 
imaginative folk-lore. 

29. Dread not, neither be afraid) See onv. 21. Num. xiv. 9 has 
only the second verb and in a less emphatic form. either be afraid 
(lo-ta‘arsiin) not elsewhere in prose. But see xxxi. 6. 

30. who gocth before you| Heb. emphatically, the goer before you is 
He, found only in D as here or with slight differences, i. 33, xx. 4, 
xxxi. 6, 8; J, Ex. xiii. 21, has the same part. without the def. art. 
adding the pillar of cloud and pillar of fire; E, Ex. xiv. 19, the angel 
of God going before the camp. It is in such differences of style as well 
as of figure that the distinction of D consists. See Driver on Ex, 
xiii, 2t and xiv. 9. 3 : 

he shall fight for you| Cp. JE, Ex. xiv..14, and these deutero- 
nomic passages; Ex, xiv, 25: Dent, iii, 22: Jos, x 144, 42, xxiii, 
3, 10. : : : es 
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you in Egypt before your eyes; and in the wilderness, where 
thou hast seen how that the Lorp thy God bare thee, as a 
man doth bear his son, in all the way that ye went, until ye 
came unto this place. Yet in this thing ye did not believe 
the Lorp your God, who went before you in the way, to 
seek you out a place to pitch your tents in, in fire by night, 
to shew you by what way ye should go, and in the cloud by 

1 Or, for all this thing 

before your eyes) LXX omit. Cp. iv. 6, 34, vi- 22, 1X. 17, XXV. 3, 95 
XXVili, 31, XXIX. I, XKXi. 7, XXXIV. 12; Jos. x. 12, xxiv. 17. Here 
Moses insists that the people must prefer their experience of God to 
the reports of the spies about a situation not yet reached. See vw. 27. 

31. the wilderness, where thou hast seen how that...thy God bare thee} 
The second of the Sg. passages in this discourse. If we omit it the rest of 
the verse in the PI. address follows suitably on the initial conjunction : 
and in all the way ye went until ye came to this place. Possibly, there- 
fore, the Sg. clause is a later insertion (so Stark, Steuern., Berth.). 
Yet it may be argued that the author has himself naturally changed 
from PI. to Sg. under the influence of the metaphor he uses; the nation 
being personified by the metaphor and therefore conceived in the Sg. 

bare thee| Rather, hath borne thee. This figure for the Divine 
Providence is frequent in the O.T.; whether with the accompanying 
simile, as a man his son, i. 44, vill. 5; cp. Hos. xi. 1f.; or with 
another, on eagles’ wings, xxxii. 11; Ex. xix. 4 (both JE); or with no 
addition, Hos. xi. 4; Is. xlvi. 45 lxiiiv 9; or as implied in other words 
XXxll. 13, he made him to ride; xxxiil. 27, underneath are the ever- 
lasting arms. Isaiah xlvi contrasts the dead idols that need to be 
carried with the living God who carries His people. The same idea, 
that religion is not what we have to carry but what carries us, is 
enforced nowhere more finely than in D in which faith in God 
means buoyancy and progress, the experience of being lifted and for- 
warded. 

unto this place] iii. 29, the valley over against Beth-Pe‘or. Cp. ix. 7, 
xi. 5, and with a different prepos. xxvi. 9, xxix. 6 

32. Yet in this thing] Rather, in spite of this word, vv. 29—31. 
ye did not believe] Heb. ye were not believing (participle), i.e. ye 

continued, or persisted, not to believe. 
33. who went before you) See on v. 30, and cp. Ex. xiii. 21. 
to seek you out a place| The same verb, ¢#r, which P uses for 

exploring; see on v. 22. This is the- only instance of its use in D. 
Some, therefore, take the verse as a later gloss, which but repeats what 
is described in 7. 30 f. (yet repetition is a mark of D’s - style), 

' while the rest of the verse consists of variations of JE, Ex. xiii. 21, 
Num. xiv. 14. _For P’s additions to the close of this episode see above. 
Jive by night...cloud by day] See on Ex. xiii, 21, 
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34 day. And the Lorp heard the voice of your words, and was" 

34—40. Gop’s ANGER AND JUDGEMENTS. aah 

Provoked by the people’s words (34) God swore none should see the- 
good land (35) but Kaleb, son of Y*phunneh; because he had fully 
followed Jehovah, to him and his children it should be given (36). 
I-ven with Moses was God angry for the people’s sake, saying, Thou 
shalt not come in thither (37); Joshua shall lead Israel to their herit- 
age (38); and the people’s children possess it (39). Those addressed 
must turn back into the wilderness towards the Red Sea (40).—The 
parallel account, Num. xiv. 1oa—39, is divided (somewhat precari- 

_ ously) between JE and P. In JE, vv. 11—24, 31 (?) Jehovah asks 
how long the people'are to despise Him. He will smite and disinherit 
them, making of Moses himself a greater nation. Moses argues that 
other peoples will then say Jehovah is unable to carry Israel to the 
Land ; and pleads His revealed mercy. |chovah pardons, yet decrees 

.that all who have seen His power but have not obeyed shall perish : 
only Kaleb who hath fully followed and his seed shall possess it, also 
the people’s little ones shall be brought in. In P, vz. 10a, 26—30, 
32—39a, the divine glory descends on the tent of meeting and Jehovah 
asks how long He is to bear with this evil congregation whose murmur- 
ing He has heard. All from 20 years old and upwards shall perish 
except Kaleb and Joshua. This sentence is then expanded, and the 
spies who have brought an evil report are struck with the pestilence. 

All these accounts agree in attributing to the people’s unbelief, after 
the report of the spies, a sentence of death on the adult generation, 
characteristically defined by P. ‘The differences are (1) the usual 
distinctions of language (see notes below); (2) D and P omit Moses’ 
argument given by JE; P substitutes the descent of the glory of God; 
(3) JE and D except Kaleb from the. doom, P Kaleb and Joshua (but an 
addition to D zz. 37, 38 also excepts Joshua); (4) P alone (as usual) 
associates Aaron with Moses; (5) the addition to D extends God’s 
anger to Moses for the people’s sake; JE, on the contrary, declares 
God will make of Moses a greater people; while P (see on 7. 37) 
attributes Moses’ exclusion from the land to his own sin on an occasion 
37 years after the present episode. Part of the analysis of Num. xiv. 
being precarious and the integrity of Deut. i. 36—39 being doubtful 
we cannot say whether these differences of fact are reconcilable. Yet 
their coincidence with the distinctions of style and religious feeling 
among the three documents cannot be ignored; and the probability 
remains that here as elsewhere we have more or less independent 
traditions of the same event. Since Calvin, who in his harmony of 
the four last Bks of the Pent. removes Deut. i. 37, 38 froni its context 
to a connection with Num. xx. 1—13, the explanation has been offered 
that the deuteronomic passage is not chronological; but even this 
arbitrary act of literary criticism does not meet the difficulty of the 
statement that Jehovah was angry with Moses for the people's sake. 

34. the voice of your words| So y. 28 and not elsewhere. 
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wroth, and sware, saying, Surely there shall not one of these 
men of this evil generation see the good land, which I sware 
to give unto your fathers, save Caleb the son of Jephunneh, 

34. and was wroth| Heb. wayyiksoph, ix. 19 and twice in P, but 
not elsewhere of God in Pent. The causative form ¢o provoke God only 
MOEN 7 tn 32 

and sware| See on v. 8. 
35. of this evil gencration] Omit of;_ the clause being in apposition 

to these men. It is not in the LXX and is generally taken as a later 
explanation that ¢ese men are not merely the spies but the whole 
adult generation (Dillm.). Whether a gloss or not the explanation 
is correct. 

the good land| J¥, Num. xiv. 23; Ex. iii. 8, a good land; cp. Num. 
xiii. 19, whether good or bad; P, Num. xiv. 7, @ very, very good land. 
Contrast the frequency of the phrase in D and deuteronomic passages, 
iii. 25, iv. 21 f., vi. 18, viti. 7, 10, ix. 6, xi. 173 Jos. xxiii. 16: @ good 
soil, Jos. xxiii. 13, 15. 

to give} Sam. and LXX omit. 
36. save] Heb. zé/ath?, in the Hex. only here, iv. 12 and Jos. 

Sxic I 
Caleb the son of Jephunneh| In the O.T. Kaleb—probably mean- 

ing dog (as from a tribal totem, W. R. Smith, Azzshipf, 200, 219), 
though other meanings have been suggested!—is the name both of an 
individual and of a tribe, as among other Semites; Nabatean Kalba 
(Cooke, MV... Sem. Inscr. 237); Arab. Kilab (Wellh. este, 176 f., 
217) and el-Kleib, a small tribe (Musil, 47. Petr. 111. t20f.). In JE 
frequently Kaleb alone (Num. xiii. 30, xiv. 24; Jos. xv. 14, 16f.); those 
passages in JE in which he is called soz of V’phunneh* are usually 
regarded as editorial, but it would be rash to say that the name of his 
father was not already found in JE by the deuteronamists. In D and 
P Kaleb the son of Yphunneh (Num. xiii. 6, xiv. 6, xxxii. 12, xxxiv. 
1g). According to J, Jos. xv. 17 (=Judg. i. 13) Kaleb was the brother 
of Kénaz (the sons of Kénaz were Edomite, Gen. xxxvi. 11, 15, 42) 
and is called the Kenizzite in secondary passages of JE, Jos. xiv. 6, 
13 f., which also explain. along with Jos. xv. 13 how Joshua gave 
him Hebron in fulfilment of Moses’ promise to him. In David’s time 
the clan was still distinct from Judah or at least the memory of its 
original distinction was then preserved, 1 Sam. xxx. 14. Yet accord- 

“ing to P, Num. xiii. 6, xiv. 6, xxxiv. 19, Kaleb the spy was already of 
the tribe of Judah, and so the tribe or its ancestor is reckoned by the 
genealogies, 1 Chron. ii. 9, 18 ff., 42 ff., iv. 13. This history of the 

1 Sayce (Early Hist. of Hebr. 265) points out that in the Tell-el-Amarna letters 
and later Assyr. despatches 4a/du, ‘dog,’ is used of the king’s officers ; but surely this 
is a term of humility; Hommel (Geogr. u. Gesch. d. alt. Orients) identifies Kaleb with 
Kalabu (Kalibu) ‘ priests.’ 

2 He (God?) is turned: cp. Palmyrene Ithpani, Cooke, p. 276. 

36 - 
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he shall see it ; and to him will I give the jaudthet: helene > e 
trodden upon, ‘and to his children : because he hath wholly — 

37 followed the Lorp. -Also the LORD. was angry with me for — 
38 your sakes, saying, Thou also shalt not go in thither: Joshua 

the son of Nun, which standeth before thee, he shall go in 
thither: encourage thou him; for he shall cause Israel to 

name proves that the tradition held Kaleb the spyand Kaleb the ancestor 
_ of the tribe to have been the’same. Yet it is possible that there was 
more than one possessor.of so general a name; in connection with 
which, notice that neither in E, Num. xiii. f., nor in D is Kaleb” 
described as a Kenizzite or indeed as anything but an Israelite. 

to him will [ give the land...and to his children) JE Num. xiv. 24, 
his seed shall possess it. 

that he hath trodden upon) J¥, Num. xiv. 24, whereinto he went. 
‘D in harmony with its more elevated style uses the choicer and more 
expressive word, xi. 24 f.; Jos. i. 3, xiv. 9’ (Driver). 

because) Heb. ya'an “sher, JE. in consequence of, ‘cheb. 
hath wholly followed the LoRD\ Heb. hath fulfilled after Jehovah. 

Jehovah, being the speaker, we expect rather after me, as in Num, xiv. 
24; and so doubtless it was originally here ’a/*raz, the last letter of 
which has been mistaken by a scribe for the initial of Jehovah. Sam. 
and LXX, after Jehovah. 

37. Also the LORD was angry with me for your sakes} The Heb. 
order is more emphatic, a/so with me was-_Jehovah angry—huth’ 4 
peculiar in the Pent. to D, and to its passages in the Pl. address, here, 
iv. 21, ix. 8, 20—for your sakes, big*lal*kem. So in different terms 
iii. 26, was angry, yith‘abber, jor your sakes, ma‘an*kem ; and i iv. 21, 
hith’annaph and ‘al dibrékem. 

Thou also shalt not go in thither] Heb. even thou or Jor thy part 
thou, etc. 

38. Joshua the son of Nun\ So iii. 28; P, Num. xxvii. 18 ff; not 
given in JE. 

which standeth before thee| x. 8; so a servant stood before his lord, 
a courtier before his king, and the Levites before Jehovah. JE, Ex. 
xxiv. 13 f., the minister of Moses. 

encourage thou him) \it. him make thou strong. The vl fizzeh, alone 
as here, or with the synonymous vb “émmey iii, 28; or in their intran- 
sitive forms xxxi. 6, 7, 23. Cp. xi. 8, xii. 23 (be firm). 

cause...to inherit] characteristic of D: used of Joshua here, iii. 28, 
xxxi. 7; Jos. i. 6; butof.God xii. to, xix. 3. Outside D only in Jer. 
iii. 18, xil. 14; Ezek. xlvi. 18 and later writers. P uses another form 
of the vb, Nu. xxxiv. 29; Josh. xiii. 32, xiv. 1, xix. 51. 

Further Note to vt. 36~38. Because Moses has just been de- 
scribed as seeking to turn the people from their sin, Ps and it is 
therefore unreasonable to include him in their punishment; “because 
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inherit it. Moreover your little ones, which ye said should 39 
be a prey, and your children, which this day have no know--~ 
ledge of good or evil, they shall go in thither, and unto them 
will I give it, and they shall possess it. But as for you, turn 4° 

vv. 37 and 38 needlessly anticipate iii. 26, 28 and iv. 21; and because 
v. 39 in whole or part follows suitably on v7. 36; therefore v7.37 and 38, 
are taken by many (Dillm., W. R. Smith, Steuern., Berth, etc.) as” ~ 
‘a later addition to the text. And indeed the beginning of 7. 39 shows 
that the origitial has been disturbed by an editorial hand (see below). 
Steuern. would also omit v. 36 on the ground that Kaleb has not been 
previously mentioned in this survey. But Kaleb is mentioned in JE on 
which this survey otherwise depends. In whatever way these textual 
questions may be decided, the parallel passages ii. 26 ff. and iv. 21 
confirm the fact of a D tradition or statement that Jehovah was angry 
with Moses for the people’s sake. This can only mean, their guilt was 
great enough to include the very leader who-had done his best to 
dissuade. them from their disaffection! Now neither JE nor P gives 
any hint of so remarkable a judgement. On the contrary, P accounts 
for the exclusion of Moses by his own sin in striking the rock at 
Kadesh 37 years after this disaffection of Israel, Num. xxi. 10 ff., 
xxvil. 13 f.; Deut. xxxii. 50f. The most reasonable explanation ot 
such discrepancies is that they are discrepancies not of fact but or 
opinion. The earliest tradition, JE, merely held the facts that Kaleb 
survived and that Moses died on the eve of the possession of the 
Promised Land. The problem, which arose from this contrast of 
fortune, the deuteronomie writers solved: by the statement-that Moses 
was included in the guilt of the people when, startled by the report of 
the spies, they refused to invade Canaan from the S. in the second year 
of the wandering ; and this agrees with the deuteronomic principle of 
the ethical solidarity of Israel. But the later priestly writer or writers, 
under the influence of the idea, first emphasized in the time of Jeremiah 
and Ezekiel (Jer. xxxi. 29 f., Ezek. xviii.), that every man died because 
of his own sin, faund a solution for the problem in Moses’ own guilt in 
presumptuously striking the rock at Kadesh, 37 years later. In this 
double engagement, from two different standpoints, with so difficult a 
problem, note the strong evidence that the stirvival of Kaleb and the 
death of Moses before Istael’s entrance to the Land were regarded as 
irremoveable elements of the early tradition. 

39. Moreover your Little ones, which ye said should be a_ prey] 
Tautologous with the rest of the verse and wanting in the LXNX; 
therefore probably an editorial addition from Num. xiv. 31. 

who this day have no knowledge of good or evil) Who are not of a 
responsible age, fixed by the more exact P at 20 years and over, Num. 
xiv. 29. Sam. omits. 

40. tu...take your journey) See on v. 7 and v. 9. 
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you, and take your journey into the wilderness by the way 
41 to the Red Sea. Then ye answered and said unto me, We 

have sinned against the Lorn, we will go up and fight, accord- 
ing to all that the Lorp our God commanded us. And ye 
girded on every man his weapons of war, and ‘were forward 

. 42 to go up into the mountain. And the Lorp said unto me, 
Say unto them, Go not up, neither fight ; for lam not among 

43 you; lest ye be smitten before your enemies. So I spake 
unto you, and ye hearkened not; but ye rebelled against the 
commandment of the Lorn, and were presumptuous, and 

1 Or, deemed tt a light thing 

by the way to the Red Sea\ in the direction of; no definite road is 
meant. They are ordered back into the wilderness, when already on 
the verge of the good land. 

41. IWe have sinned against the Lord) Sam. and LXX add our 
God: cp. JE, Num. xiv. 404, we, have sinned. 

we will go up and fight) we, we will go up, etc. We ourselves, 
the doomed generation, and not leave the advance to our children. 
JE, Behold us, we will go up. 

: and were forward to go up| deemed it a light thing to go up 
(R.V. marg.). The verb (tahinu) does not occur elsewhere in the O.T. 
and ancient translators gave it various meanings. In Ar. the same root 
is ‘to be slight’ or ‘light’ (see on 7. 43); the causative Heb. form is 
best rendered made light of. This quick revulsion of popular feeling 
is true to life and admirably depicted. The change was too facile to be 
real. It is remarkable how alike Hosea and the authors of D are 
in their attitude to such ethical phenomena. As Hosea declares of his 
generation (v. 15 ff.), so the generation of Moses does not appreciate 
how deep is its evil disposition; and, therefore, its repentance is futile. 
Mere enthusiasm is no atonement for guilt. Men cannot run awa 
from their moral unworthiness on bursts of feeling. The next verse tells 
that God rejected the light-minded offer ; and the truth underlies both 
verses that He did not do so arbitrarily. Lack of the sense of the serious- 
ness of obedience, of the difficulty of doing God’s will, of the agony 
which Christ supremely felt, is as great a sin as the refusal to obey. 
Both are equally proof of unworthiness to work with God. He can do 
nothing with such shallow natures. 

42. Say unto them, Go not up...for IT am not among you)\ JE, 
Num. xiv. 42. See previous note. 

lest ye be smitten, etc.) JE, Num. xiv. 42. 
43. rebelled} See onv. 26. 
and were presumptuous] Heb. dotled over, acted impulsively and 

with passion or rebelliously, xvii. 2, xviii, 20. * 
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- went up into the mountain. And the Amorites, which 44 
dwelt in that mountain, came out against you, and chased 
you, as bees do, and beat you down in Seir, even unto 
Hormah. And ye returned and wept before the Lorn; but 45 
the Lorp hearkened not to your voice, nor gave ear unto 

44. the Amorites| So D characteristically (see above on v. 7) 
names the peoples whom J, Num. xiv. 43, calls Amalekites and 
Canaanttes. 

as bees dv) Swarming in their multitudes; cp- Is. vil. 18; Ps. 
cxvili. 12; Z/tad, 11. 87 ff., ‘As when the tribes of thronging bees issue 
from some hollow rock.’ 

in Seir| Se‘ir, the frequent name of the territory of Edom, extended 
to the W. as well as to the E. of the ‘Arabah; and if that be here 
intended Israel’s defeat took place on Edomite soil; Sam. ‘in Gebala’ 
(Gebal being a late post-exilic name for the N. part of Edom’s territory 
on the E. of the ‘Arabah, Ps. Ixxxiii. 8: see ‘Land of Edom’ by the 
present writer in Z.fosttor, seventh - series, vol. VI. pp- 331, 515)- 
LXX and other versions read from Se‘tr, which on such a reading 
would be a definite district in the N. whence Israel were driven south- 
ward to Hormah. And as Se‘ir, rough or shaggy, appears as the name 
of other localities than the land of Edom (cp. Jos. xv. 10; Judg. iii. 
26; 7ill-el-Amarna Letters, Winckler’s ed. No. 181, line 26) it is 
possible that this is but another application of it to some place on the 
S. border of Palestine. But in that case one must not think of it as the 
plain of Seer, S.E. of Be’er-sheba‘, which Trumbull (A. A. 93) 
identifies with the Edomite Se‘ir (cf. Driver) ; for the spelling of that, 
first correctly given by J. Wilson (Lands of the Bible, 1. 345) and 
confirmed by Palmer (Des. of the Exod. 11. 404) and Musil (Edom, 1. 9, 
etc.), as Sirr, is radically different from Se‘ir. 

unto Hormah| Not now to be identified. Musil’s lists and maps 
discover no such place-name. ‘he tradition of the origin of the name 
is double. According to JE, Num.-xxi. 3, it was so called because 
Israel devoted to the herem or ban the Canaanites whom they defeated 
there ; but in Judg. 1. 17 because Judah and Simeon did the same upon 
their victory. The place lay in Judah in the Negeb on the border of 
Edom, Jos. xii. 14, xv. 30; cp. 1 Sam. xxx. 30; but it was Simeon’s 
according to Jos. xix..4, 1 Chron. iv. 30. In Judg. i. 17 the ancient 
name is given as Sephath ; and es-Sbaita (Musil, Adom, 11. 37 fi-) has 
been suggested as its mod. equivalent, but the radicals of the name are 
not the same. The situation, however, is suitable; some 25 miles 
N.N.E. of ‘Ain-Kudeis. 

45. nor gave ear| A poetic word used in the Hex. in prose only 
here and in the deuteronomic passage, Ex. xv. 26 (see Driver). The 
repentance of the people is not even yet satisfactory ; see on 41. 
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46 you. So ye abode in Kadesh many days, according unto 
the days that ye abode ‘here. oe . 

46. So ye abode in Kadesh| So J, Num. xx. 14, but apparently of 
a later residence than this. 

many days, according unto the days that ye abode there) * An example 
of the ‘tidem per idem” idiom often employed in the Semitic lan 4 
when a writer is either unable or has no occasion to speak explicitly’ 

. (Driver). Cp. ix. 25, xxix. 16 [15]; 1 Sam. xxiii, 13, ete. ‘ 
If this verse be from the writer of the rest of this discourse the time 

implied cannot, in the light of his further statements in ii. « and 14, 
amount to years ;.for the 2nd of the 40 years was already either wholly 
or nearly exhausted and these verses state that all the next 38 were 
spent between Kadesh and the Moabite frontier. But as we shall see 
in the introd. to thg next section JE attributes to the people a very long 
residence in Kadesh, ist fact the bulk of the 38 years. Probably, therefore, 
the indefinite statement of this verse is not from the writer of the rest of 
this discourse, but from an editor aware of the divergent traditions; in 
further evidence of which observe that he uses the simple Kadesh instead 
of the Kadesh-barnea‘ employed in the rest of the discourse. 

Cu. Il. 1—8a. From Kapesu-BARNEA‘ ROUND Mr Se*ir. 

The discourse continues: After the repulse on Kadesh (i. 45), Israel 
turned back towards the Red Sea, skirting Mt Se‘ir many days (ii. 1), 
when Jehovah said, Enough, turn N.! (2f.); in crossing Esau’s land 
Israel must purchase bread and water (4—6); for—here the address 
changes from Pl. to Sg.—thou hast lacked nothing these 40 years (7) ; 
so they passed (Pl. resumed) through the sons of ‘Esau in Se‘ir, 
leaving the ‘Arabah with Elath and ‘Esion-Geber behind them (8a). 
The many days of the skirting of Mt Se‘ir before they turned N. is to be 
defined, if not by the 40 years of 7 7, then by the datum in 7 14: 
35 years from Kadesh to the Moabite border. The section implies a 
slow drift of Israel from Kadesh along Mt Se‘ir and says nothing of a 
return to Kadesh. 

In JE the same march is differently described. After the repulse on 
Kadesh comes the story of Dathan and Abiram (interlaced with one by 
P of Korah’s rebellion), Num. xvi., the death of Miriam and strife of 
the people with Moses (interlaced with a parallel from P), Num. xx. 
1—13. Still at Kadesh Moses requests a passage through Edom, 
promising not to harm vineyard or field and to pay for water, and is 
refused (Num. xx. 14—21a@). Israel then turn from Edom, journeying 
from Kadesh (7. 214, 22a). Having defeated the Canaanite king 
of Arad in the Negeb (with another explanation of the name Hormah, 
Num. xxi. 3; cp. above i. 44) Israel journey towards the Red Sea, to 
compass Edom, and murmuring at the length of the way are bitten by 
fiery serpents, whereof many die till Moses makes a bronze serpent, 
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to which whoever looks lives (Num. xxi. 44—9). Then they reach the 
wilderness E. of Moab (114). 

According to P, as we have seen, the spies were sent from and 
returned to—not Kadesh in the desert of Sin as JE and D report—but 
the desert of Paran (Num. xii. 164, xiii. I—3, 25, 26a, xiv. 35) 
which lay S. of that of Sin (cp. Num. xiii. 3 with 214); and it was in 
Paran that the sentence of 40 years wandering was pronounced (Num. 
xiv. 33f.). Some legislation follows (Num. xv.), the story of Korah 
interlaced with JE’s of Dathan and Abiram (xvi. r—y4o), the miracle 
of Aaron’s rod (xvii. t—11), and other things (xvii. 12—19). Only 
now do Israel move to the desert of Sin (Num. xx. ra) identified 
with Kadesh (Num. xxxiii. 36). The date of the removal is given as the 
ist month, but curiously no year is mentioned (Num. xx. 1a). The 
last previous date in P was that of the start from Sinai, 2nd month of 
the 2nd year (Num. x. 11), while the next stage after Kadesh is Mt Hor 
(Num, xx. 224), reached in the 4oth year (Num. xxviii. 37f). But, 
since P notes at Kadesh only the people’s murmui ing for water and the 
struck rock (interlaced with a parallel from JE, Num, xx. r—r3), the 
bulk of the time of wandering, all in fact from the 2nd to the 38th year 
was, according to P, spent by Israel in Paran. The reason of the 
curious omission of the year of arrival at Kadesh, Num. xx. 14, is 
now clear. It would not harmonise with JE, which brings Israel to 
Kadesh in the 2nd year, and was therefore omitted probably by the 
compiler of JE and P (NélIdeke, Oztersuch. 83; Dillm.). After 
Mt Hor P mentions only one other stage ’Oboth, before ‘lye-*Abarim 
on the border of Moab (Num. xxi. 4a, 10, 11a). P thus says nothing 
of the march from Kadesh towards the Red Sea and round Mt Se‘ir, This 
agrees with the itinerary in Num. xxxiii., which carries Israel from 
Mt Hor across the N. (not the S$.) end of Mt Se‘ir by Punon or 
Pinon, now Fenan in el-Gebal, to “Oboth and ‘Iye-*Abarim (v7. 41 f.). 

Comparison of these three (or four?) traditions of Israel’s march 
from Sinai to Moab is hampered by the uncertainty whether we have 
them complete or only in fragments. D’s review is only a summary ; if 
we had the JE account in its original form we might find the apparent 
difference between the two—]E assigning the bulk of the 38 years to 
Kadesh and its environs, but D to the march between Kadesh and the 
S. end of Mt Se‘ir—to be no real difference. . They agree in carrying 
Israel from Sinai to Kadesh in the 2nd year; and as Dillm. remarks on 
Deut. ii. 1, D’s view of the progress after the repulse of the attack on 
the Amorites ‘is not so very different’ from that of JE. But whether 
we have the full account of P or not, it is very clear from what we 

- have, that according to P Israel spent from the 2nd to the 38th year in 
the desert of Paran from which they then passed N. to the desert of 
Sin or Kadesh, while JE and D bring them to Kadesh in the 2nd year 
and assign the years 2 to 40 to their residence there and their march to 
Moab. Again, the silence of P as to a return S. from Kadesh round 
Mt Se‘ir may be due to the compiler’s omission of this from P’s original 
yarrative ; but there remains the itinerary in Num. xxxill. which uyn- 
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2 Then we turned, and took our journey into the wilderness 
IJy the way to the Red Sea, as the Lo Rn spake unto me: 

2 and we compassed mount Seir many days .. And the LoR11 

3 spake unto me, saying, Ye have compassed this mountain 
4 long enough: turn you northward. And command thou the 

people, saying, Ye are to pass through the border of your 

douhtt'dly brinlJ� Israel from Kadesh lo :\loab across the N. t"nd of 
:\It Sc'ir. Further, there i� D's omission of the JE account of the 
embassy to F.dom from �adesh, with the re<JUe�t that brael payin� 
their way might pass through Edom. and oh,·1ously across the!\. part 
of :\ft Se'ir, which was refused; and we ha,·e instead tht' statem,.nt in 
this section that from the 'Arahah Israel, without pre,·iou�ly seeking 
permission. µassed round the S. part of :\It Se'ir. charged hy Go<l to 
pay their wa\'. Unles� we are to assume the ,·t'ry imprnhablt" allerna
tiH', that both thing, happened, we must set" in these two accounts 
,·a1iant traditions of the direction of l,r:wl's march from Kadt·,h tn 
:\loah. 

1. Thm we tunied, etc.] See on i. 7. 
hy 1/1,· way lo Ilic Red St'a] Rather, in the direction of the Red Sea. 
as the Lono spal.-e 111110 me] i, .. o. 
1111d ,i'e ro111p11sse,/ 111011111 Scir] The range E. of the 'Arabah: see 

on i. 2, 4... JE, Nnm. xxi. 4 /,, /,y /lie ,,•,1_1• lo ti,,· Ned St'a, lo mmpa.-.,· 
the land of Edom. 

JJIIIII)' days] As in i. 46, indefinite; that a long time is intended i,

dear from ,,. 14, which staks that Israel spent 38 years between 
l�aclcsh and the Zered; while z,. ;, whether from the same hand or not, 
implies that the .. o years from Egypt had practically all pas,ed when 
the people turned N. 

3. Ve lia;•,· romrasSl'd tl,is IJl()l/l/l11i11 '""K t'll()l/x/1] For the idiom 
see on i. 6. 

/lint ;•011 11orll,,uard] :\!arching from J:-adesh down the \\'. nf :\It 
Se'ir, Israel had now reached not the sea, hut prohahly the mouth of 
the\\'. el 'Ithm (or \'itm), which opens X.E. from the ':\rahah aero,, or 
round the S. end of :\It Se'ir. By this natural a,·enue, a Ion� "hich the 
I lajj ro.1cl from Damascus to :\lecca runs, they would reach the plateau 
E. of :\It Se'ir on their wa,· to the \loah frontier. The\\'. cl 'lthm, 
opening from the '.\rahah ;bout 8 hours X. of the sea, cuts upward, 
through tht' �onthmost of the modern divisions into which the country 
ancient!\' inhahited h\' Edom is divided, el-lli,;ma or Ht>sma. (See 
l>0ug-hl)' Ar. D,·s. 1. -f;' ; '111sil, /:'dt>m, 1. 2, ?6 :, , 2iO, etc.) 

4. )',• a,-,, It> /assl The Heh. participle expressin�, as qftcn, the 
immediate future. 

thro11Kl,J/1,: /•order] Rather through the territory. The pre1x)sition 
i, the ,amc as that used in Israel's rt"qnest in J E. Xum. xxi. 1 i, ld.,ts 
/as,· lliro11gh Iii_,. Ian:! and in Edom·, reply, lli(lu slialt ll(lf p11.,·s 1/1r(l1tJ{li 

•
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brethren the children of Esau, which dwell in Seir; and they 
shall be afraid of you : take ye good heed unto yourselves 
therefore: contend not with them ; for I will not give you 5 
of their land, no, not so much as for the sole of the foot to 
tread on: because I have given mount Seir unto Esau for a 
possession. Ye shall purchase food of them for money, that 6 
ye may eat; and ye shall also buy water of them for money, 

me. Had the meaning been ,m or along tlie border, another preposition 
would have been used. The territory of Edom appears tp have reached 
the sea ( 1 Kgs ix. 26), and Israel must needs cross it on the way to 
:Moab. 

your brethren, lite sons of Esau] xxiii. i ; Am. i. 11; Obad. 10, 12; 
Mal. i. 2. 

which dwell in Seir] Se'fr i� here equivalent to Mt Se'ir as the 
next verse shows; yet the range, running S., droops and gives way 
before the W. el 'Ithm is reached, up which \\e hav(). supposed that 
Israel marched. 

and they sl1all be afraid of you] Heb. so that th,:;• shall be afraid of 
you. This is the temper imputed to Edom by JE when Israel asked 
leave to cross their Janel from }:::adesh, Num. xx. 18-20. 

tak1 ye good h. ed unto ;1011rseh:1es] Another favourite expression of 
the deuteronomic writers. 

5. contend not with them] In its causative form the Heb. \"erh 
means to stir up, e.g. strife, Prov. xv. 18, etc.; here the reflex. form is 
to excite oneself against another, to quarrel with them. In the Pent. 
found only in this chapter, vv. 9, 19, 24. 

for the sole of the foot to tread on] xi. 24 ; Jos. i. 3. 
1 have g-iven] Note the claim made hy the God of Israel over other 

peoples (cp. Am. i. 3-ii. 3, ix. 7), also tlle memory or tradition that 
on their entry to Canaan Israel had not violated the rights of their 
kinsfolk. There is no hostile feeling towards Edom, such as became 
irrepressible in Israel after the Exile. 

for a possession] Heb. frttshshah, in the Hex. found only in this 
discourse, vv. 5, 8, 12, 19 bis, iii. 20, and in the deuteronomic Jos. i. 
J 5, xii. 6, 7. 

6. Ye shall purcltase ... ye '"shall buy] Heb. shabar, literally to deal
in grain (Gen. xii. 57, etc.), but also victuals (Gen. xiii. i), and karah, 
to buy, only here Hos. iii. 2 and in Job. JE, Num. xx. 19: ifwe drink 
qf thy water, I and my cattle, then I will gi·ve the p,ice thereof. To-day 
nomad Arabs, who winter in the warm 'Arabah, seek to cross Mt Se'ir 
with their cattle by one or other of several passes to summer pastures 
on the E. plateau and the wilderness of l\Ioab. The passes are easily 
defended by the peasants of the ;\ft, who seek to pre\'ent them; yet 
they are glad when the nomads travel on the edge of the desert, 
for then they can barter with them (:Musil, Edom, 11. 15), Where there 
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7 that ye may drink. For the Lo1rn thy God hath blessed 
thee in all the work of thy hand: he hath known thy walking 
through this great wilderness: these forty years the Lmw 

8 thy God hath been with thee ; thou hast lacked nothing. So 
we passed by from our brethren the children of Esau, which 
dwell in Seir, from the way of the Arahah from E\ath and 
from Ezion-gehcr. 

:ire no hmok!-. liul only ci,leflb or easily guarded ,pring,, the p1.-a,-ant 
P'"'e,sor, of the,c will reflhc Lo sell e\'Cll ,mall draught,, to one or 1,,0 
p::i;sing tra,·cllcr,, a, the \\ rilt'r ha, more th:111 once e:-..p<•rienced ; cp . 
. \lu,il, .1/vab. •.�?. It i, concei,·ahlc huw water ,,,nild he ,till mo1e 
jealo1hl)' guarded from :1 large cara,an or h,,,t. with appetite:. �utiicient 
to e'\h:111,t the ci,tern,. It i, implil·d in ,·. ?9 th:11 Edom agreed to 
supply food and water, 

1. For the /,O/W tliJ• (,'()d liatli /,/,·.r . .-t'd t/1,·,·] :\not her formula recur-
rent in D. . 

in all tli,· wor/.: o/ lh1• /1,md] Some lid,. :\IS�, LXX, Sam., 
ha11ds : another recurrent phrase. 

lit' liath l:11ow11 tliy w,Jiki11g] Rather hath cared for. The llcl,. 
,·erh to /:now mean, frequently. e,pecially in a relig-ious connection, to 
put the mind to, attencl to, regard ; cp. ( ;en. xx xix. 6: l'otiph:n /1,1,/ 
110 tliou.�•l,t or ,art about anything in Jmt'ph\ charge, 1 Sam. ii. 1 J; 

Prov. ix. •.�. xxvii. 2.1; Joh xxxv. 15. Set' BO(>/.•'!/ //I( T,,,(/,•,: l'r., I. 
.PI f. Hut LXX rea<l the ,·erL here lh imp<'rative. ,·011,itlr,· tliJ· wa/1.inK, 

tl1t'U /i>rty )'l'an] So l'Xactly viii. 2, 4, al�o in the Sg. addr<·,,. 
The tradition that the time of tht: wandcrin!{ wa� 40 year�, ,tatt:<I 
by .\mos ii. io. ,·. 2:,, i, common to I) ancl I' (i. J; :\um. xi,· .. l.l, 
xxxii. 13; cp. xxxiii. J8), al�o in editorial pa"ages in JE. Jos. \', (1, 

xiv. 10. The Semites frcq•ently reckoned l,y multiples of 4 an,l -40: 
the latter expres, many round number, in O.T. chrnnol1�y. F,,,.�1· 
;•,·ars seems to ha\'c heen ecp1ivaknt to a gt:nera1i11n, That !�rad was 
40 years in the \\ ilclernes, agree, with the tra,lition that a gent:ration 
died out there. For the same equation in Babylonian chronology S<'<' 
lllod,·r11 Crili,-ism 1111d llir l'rt",1d1i11,!f ()./ tli,· 0. 7:, 90 f .. 11. t. 

This ,·erse is the thir<l in the �g. ad<lrc,-.s. ;l.ote that in harmony 
with other Sg. pas.,agc,. it affirms the ,�II-being of l,rael during the 
40 years, wl11lt: thi: l'I. pa",ages empha,.isc their dangers and losse,. 
It is not necessary to tht: context. ancl therefore regarded as a later 
insertion. Yet it would not be unnatural fur the same writer tu change 
from l'I. to Sg. when taking a ,·,mj1111cl ,·icw of Israel's experience. 

8. So UN passed l,y from our !mt/1ret1, etc.] The I leb. prep. mt',·lh 
is /iw11 wi//1; but probably we should read merely 'tth the sign of the 
1.cc11s.: ,t'f ffOJSt'd or j>t1ss,d llin>11,i;h 1>11r bretlirfll (cp. 4 and 191. So 
LXX. Sam. rearlings are various, 

Jiw11 tlie n•ay_ '?/ tit,· .lr,1/111/i) Tht· '.\rah'lh itsc.-lf form� in winter 
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the most convenient passage from 'Elath and the Gulf of 'A�abah to the 
Dead Se.1, with branch roads to J:Iebron and Kerak ; but suffers from 
want of water and great heat in summer. It was much used in the 
early l\Ioslem period, and probably by Hebrew commerce with the 
Red Sea under the monarchy. 

E/ath] A port on the N. end of the Gulf of 'A�ahah (1 Kgs ix. 26; 
2 Kgs xiv. 22), perhaps the same as El-Paran (Gen. xiv. 6). The 
name, translated by LXX Aiton, and probably meaning palms, has 
persisted. Strabo, XVJ. iv. 4, Ailana; Josephus, Ailana, Ilanis ancl 
Elathous (' now called Berenice'?) ; Ptolemy, Elana; the Christian 
Fathers, Aila and Ailia; Moslem Geographers, Wailah, Aila and 
'Al;;ahat Aila (ldrisi, ZDPV, v111. 121); now el-'A�ahah, a village 
amid ancient ruins on the N.E. corner of the Gulf, with Turkish fort 
and garrison� To the N. 'vV. is a large grove of palms with numerous 
ruins, called Ila (Robinson, B.R. I. 250 ff.; Doughty .rtr: Des. r. 44 f. ; 
Musil, Edom, I. 256, 259 f.; 'the culture of the palm flourishes ... the 
types of the settled families are quite Jewish'). In Greek times it gave 
its name to the Gulf as its successor 'A�abah does to-day. 

Ezion-gi:ber] Beside Elath on the Red Sea in Edom's land ; there 
Solomon builr ships, r Kg-s ix. 26, and a ship (so LXX) of Jehoshaphat was 
wrecked, xxii. 49· LXX J'a,nwv l'a{3€p, and 'Eµa€0'€tWV I'a(3ep, I Kgs 
ix. 26, probably waters of'E1ion-Geb,,r. Eusebius s1ates that in his day 
it was Alo-la (Jerome Essia); Makrizi, 15th century,' a once important 
town 'A�i('rn.' Robinson (H. R. I. 2;;1) noted· the corresponding con
sonants in the name W. Gha<;iian, and i\lu�il (Edom, I. 2;;4, 11. 183 IT., 
189) dc,cribes the oasis Ma' Gha<;iian in the 'Arabah. This lies 18 miles 
N. of the Sea; while the O.T. data place •E�ion-Geber beside Elath,
whose site, as we have seen, is certainly on the present N .E. coast of 
the Gulf. Musil, howe\'er, reports that a tongue of the sea may once 
have reached Ma' Chadian; there are remains of fortifications and 
gartlens across what is 1i'ow desert (II. 199). His guide told of a town 
there whose inhabitants had many ships; bnt a Yiolent rain brought 
down such masses oi stone from some of the wadies that the sea was 
pushed back to el-'A�aba (ii. 18j). If the Ar. name he derived from 
; he tree ghacfa', abundant in this region, it may have been attached to 
more places tfian one; or may have drifted as names easily do in S, ria. 
The likeness between the LXX 'Eµa€0'HWV and Musil's :\Ia' (�hadian is 
noteworthy. The meaning of the second half of •E�ion-gebe!· ·i, un
certain, the transliteration of Josephus r. I'a(3€M�(\'IIJ. .r/111. vi. 4) 111ay
be due to confusion ll'ith I'€{3aA, i.e. Edom or Mt Se'ir.

Sb-15. ARRIVAL ON THE BORDER OF MOAB. 

Israel, having crossed Edom from the 'Arabah towards the wilderness 
uf Moab (8 b), is charged not to treat Moab as a foe. J ehornh gave 
'Ar, their land, to the children of Lot : this i, in Sg. address (�) ; and
there follow notes on the predecessors of Moab in 'Ar, and of Edom in 
Mt Se'fr (10-12). The Pl. is resumed in a charge to Israel to cross 
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And we turned and passed by the way of the wilderness 
o of l\loab. An<l the LnR1, said unto me, \'ex not !\loab,

neither contend with them in battle: for I will not give thee
of his land for a possession; because I have given Ar unto

the \Yady Zere<l. which they di<l (13); their time from J:-:ulesh to the 
Zere<I heing 31l years, and all the condemned generation hein;,: now de;1d 
under Jehovah's hand (14 f.). 

For the parallels in J E and P (,ume of which ha\"e heen aln•ady gi\"en) 
see below on the separate verses. 

8 b. A 11d we lt1n1ttl] See i. 7. 
and pam·d I>;• tl1c: way 1?tJ Rather, crossed (the land of Edom) 1n 

the direction of. H:l\·ing come up :"\.E. by the \\". cl 'Ithm 10 the 
plateau they would turn due X. as the Hajj route does towards '.\loab. 

th,·1uildc:r11(SS q/ ..+loah] '.\lore exactly J E, Xum. xxi. 11: tltr 11·. wl,i,-1, 
is hf/ore JIMh towards 1 11,· .<1mrisi11l{· For this region. see Doughty, Ar. 
Der. I.; :\lu,il, .lf,.ah,pas.<im, full de,cription, with map.� I,rael kept, 
so far E, not only to :l\·tJid the fertile and settled d1strich of Edom and 
'.\foab, hut for the same reason also as the Hajj does, so as not to ha\"e 
to cross the lower stretches of the great carion Let\\een Edom and 
Moah, the present \\":idy cl-J:Isa or 'Ah,a. These lower ,t1etch.-, art" 
deep, the siJes steep and the roads o\"er them difficult for laden cararnns. 
The route of the Hajj, apparently that of hrael, cro,;,;es the much 
shallower head of this \\'ady on the de�ert hrnder. Once m·er it they 
were in the wil<lerness E. of '.\foah. Prol,ahly in the \\":idy ihelf lay 
their station '/;•/ ha-·.-than·m ,m tl1t' horder of .I/Mb, P, Xum, xxi. 11 a: 
cp. xxxiii. 44. For hi:rc lie still cairns or stone-heaps known 1,y the 
same name, placed to show the ,,ay across the damp, sunken ,oil. 
This tempts one to emend 'lye ha-'Aharim, usually interpreted a, lr.-aps 
if tit, 1·egio11s a,n,ss Jordan (cp . .I/ts of tlu 'Abarim), to distinguish tl1e 
place from 'iyim and ',\i in W. Palestine, to 'lye-ha-'Oherim, l,,:aps of 
/he passengers. 

9. Vix no/ .lloah] Treat not :!\loab a, a foe. 
11eitlrer co11tc11d with them] See on ,·. :,• 
Ar] 'Ar (Xum. xxi. 1:,) or 'Ar if 11/o'a/, (id. 28) is in tfiese p:issages 

a township, probably the same as 'Ir, or City ef, J/o'ab, 011 rite hord,-,
of Amon at tire: md of tit,· bord,·r {JE, Num. xxii. 36). Musil identifies 
it with the strong site and ruins of '.\ledeyyneh on an upper trihut:try of 
the\\". '.\l<'.,jeb or .-\moh (see helow on 7'V, 24, 36\ on the edge of the 
desert (J/oa/, 24i, _138• ff. with photo. and plan; cp. the present writer 
in /:·m. Bibi., art. 'Ar' and Expositor, se,·cnth series, vol. \"U, 1.18 If.). 
But in Syria names ha,·e been at all times apt to extend from towns, 
especially capitals, to their districts and z•ice urs,1, Here 'Ar obviously 
is a di,trict: the territory of '.\fo'ah. So in 'Isai.' x,·. 1, LXX render 
'Ar '.\lo'ah by 7/ :'\lwafM'ns. At the time of Israel's march the name 
would CO\'er all the land between the\\". el-l_lsa :ind the \Y, :\li,jeb ,,r 
,\rnon. to the S. or which \!o'ah were confined!,�· thr .\mnrite,, 
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the children of Lot for a possession. (The Emim dwelt 
therein aforetime, a people great, and many, and tall, as 
the Anakim: these also are accounted Rephaim, as the 
Anakim ; but the Moabites call them Emim. The Horites. 
also dwelt in Seir aforetime, but the children of Esau suc- 
ceeded them ; and they destroyed them from before them, 
and dwelt in their stead; as Israel did unto the land of 
his possession, which the Lorp gave unto them.) Now rise 
up, and get you over the brook Zered. And we went over 

children of Lot} Gen. xix. 37; Ps. Ixxxiii. 8 (9). 
V. 9 is in the Sg. address and elided by Steuern. as the addition of 

a later hand. But some such warning as it gives in regard to the 
relations of Israel to Mo’ab was to be expected in this discourse, similar 
to that on Israel’s relations to Edom and ‘Ammon. The change to 
the Sg. may be due either to the fact that Moses himself is addressed 
or because for the moment Israel, in relation to Mo’ab, is regarded asa 
single whole. Sam. confirms the Heb. Sg. ; but LXX has the PI. 
- 10—12. An archaeological note, rightly put in brackets by R.V., 
written after the Settlement in W. Palestine, as is clear from the end of 
zw. 12. This of course does not in itself prove that the note is by a later 
hand than the rest of the discourse. 

10. he Emim| Only here and Gen. xiv. 5 which places the Emim 
in Shaweh-Kiriathaim, probably ¢he f/ain of the present Kureiyat, N. 
of Arnon. Whether the name is of an actual people or of mythical 
formation like Repha’im, Nephilim, etc. as if from ’emah, fear, or Ar. 
*zyam ‘serpent’ (Schwally, ZA TW, xvill. 135 f.), is uncertain. 

11. Rephaim...Anakim] See oni. 28. 
12. The Horites| Heb. the Horim; Sam. LXX, Hort. Possibly 

cave-dwellers, cp. Heb. 4ér, Ar. hawr, cave or hole. Cave-dwelling 
is ascribed by Jerome (on Obad. 6) to the Edomites of his day; and is 
fully verified for the Nabatean period, at least, by the remains about 
Petra; but it is precarious to reason back from these facts to the 
meaning of the name of the primitive race, which preceded ‘Esau in 
Mt Se‘ir, especially as other etymologies of Hor# are possible. Sayce 
(Higher Criticism and the Monuments, 204) derives it from a root= 
white as if in contrast to the red-skinned ‘Edom. R. A. S. Macalister 
has discovered at Gezer the remains of a pre-Semitic, cave-dwelling 
race, using stone-implements, and identifies these with the Horim. 

13. Now rise up) Sam., LXX, And now rise and break camp ; 
cp. 7. 24. 

and get you over the brook Zered| Wady, or torrent-valley, Zered. 
JE, Num. xxi. 12, they marched thence, the E. desert of Mo’ab, and 
camped in the W. Zered. The name, LXX Zaret, does not occur again 

_ inthe O.T- nor is it in Josephus. Euseb. and Jer. give it only as the 
name of a desert wady. On the Madaba Mosaic map (sth century) 

. 
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14 the brook Zered. And the days in which we came from 

Kadesh-barnea, until we were come over the brook Zered, — 
were thirty and eight years; until all the generation of the 
men of war were consumed from the midst of the camp, as 

15 the Lorp sware unto them. Moreover the hand of the Lorp 
was against them, to destroy them from the midst of the 
camp, until they were consumed. 

16 So it came to pass, when all the men of war were con- 
17 sumed and dead from among the people, that the Lorp - 

a wady flowing to the Dead Sea, S. of Kerak, bears the letters -APEA, 
according to some, but if this reading be correct it may be no more than 
a conjecture. The theory that the Zered was the W. el-Hsa is impos- 
sible; as we have seen, Israel was already N. of that §. frontier of 
Mo’ab. Equally impossible is the view substituted for this by most 
commentaries, that it was an upper stretch of the W. Kerak; for 
Briinnow: and Musil have shown that the W. Kerak runs up E. but 
a Short distance from Kerak. N. of the W. el-Hsa the Hajj road 
crosses the W. es-Sultani, the great S. affluent of the Méjeb or Arnon, 

and proper frontier between the fertile land of Mo’ab and the E. desert. 
The W. es-Sultani forms a distinct landmark on this route, and, because 
of the water always to be found by digging in its bed, is a suitable 
camping-place. So Musil, A/oad, 316, 319 #., 15- But if this be the 
Zered, Israel crossed it not, as Musil implies, from E. to W.—for in that 
case they would have had to bend E. again to his probable site for 
‘Ar at Medeyyneh (see z. g), or cross the difficult lower stretches of the 
Arnon—but from S.W. to N.E. as the Hajj road does now. 

14. thirty and eight years) See above, introd. to il. 1—8 a. 
until all the generation of the men of war zvere consumed) See i. 

35) 39- ; 
15. the hand of the Lorv} It was no natural death of the whole 

generation, but by special plagues from Jehovah ; ep. JIE, Num. xvi. 
31 ff, xxi.6; P, Num. xiv. 32, 37. 

16—25. APPROACH TO THE ‘AMMONITES AND AMORITES, 

The adult generation having died out (16), Jehovah charged Moses 
that, being about to pass the border or cross the territory of Mo’ab 
(17 f.) and to approach ‘Ammon, Israel (Sg. address) must not fight the 
latter, for Jehovah gave that land to the sons of Lot (19). Follows an 
archaeological note on the predecessors of ‘Amm6n (20—23) ; and then 
the command, in the Pl. address, to cross the Arnon (24a); then, in 
the Sg., an assurance that Sih6én should be given into Israel’s hands, 
they must fight him (244); for the dread of Israel would Jehovah put 
on all peoples at the mere report of Israel's approach (25). 

This section is perplexing, because of the apparently proleptic mention 
of ‘Ammon, the use of the PI. address only in 24 @, and the discrep- 
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spake unto me, saying, Thou art this day to pass over 
Ar, the border of Moab: and when thou comest nigh over 
against the children of Ammon, vex them not, nor contend 
with-them: for I will not give thee of the land of the children 
of Ammon for a possession: because I have given it unto 
the children of Lot for a possession. (That also is ac- 

ancy between 24 4, 25 and the next section, especially v7. 27—30. On 
these grounds, combined with the fact that there are no parallels in 
JE, on which document the rest of this discourse is based, there is 
a strong case for the opinion that this section is for the most part from 
another hand than the rest of the discourse. Steuern. indeed takes only 
16, 17, 24 @ as original. For details see notes. 

18. JZ how art...to pass over) See on ix. t. 
adr, the border of Moab] See on v. 9. Here as there it is doubtful 

whether ‘Ar is to be understood as the territory of Mo‘ab, their crossing” 
of which Israel are completing ¢4zs day; or the N. limit of that territory 
which they are about to cross. Probably the latter. 

19. when thou comest nigh over against the children of Ammon| 
And thou shalt approach to the front of the Bné ‘Ammon. The 
expression is vague and the mention of ‘Ammon at this stage perplexing. 
It is true that, acc. to Judg. xi. 13, the ‘Ammonites declared to Jephthah 
that Israel coming out of Egypt took away their land from Arnon even 
unto Jabbok. But the passage to which this belongs, Judg. x1. r2—28, 
generally regarded as late and confused, repels the ‘Ammonite claim 
and affirms (v7. 22) that the land between Arnon and Jabbok had been 
held by the Amorites. This, too, is the testimony of the oldest traditions 
JE, Num. xxi. 13, 24, 31f, which also relate that the Amorites had 
taken that territory not from ‘Ammon, but from Mo’ab (a. 26—30) ; 
cp. the evidence both of JE and P in Num. xxii. ff., that the land N. of 
Arnon was Moabite. ‘The evidence thus preponderates that ‘Ammon 
was confined to a small territory on the upper Jabbok, where Rabbath- 
‘Ammon (chief town of ‘A.) was situated (though before the ‘Amorite 
invasion of E. Palestine they may have held the whole course of Jabbok 
and'the country immediately S. of that). On the Arnon, therefore, 
Israel was still some 35 miles from Ammonite territory and the Amorites 
lay between. The mention of ‘Ammon at this stage thus appears 
proleptic, and coinciding as it does with a change ‘to the Sg. address, 
may plausibly be maintained to be the insertion of a later writer, 
perhaps influenced by Judg. xi. 13. On the other hand it is just 
possible that the reference to ‘Ammén at this stage was held by the 
author of the discourse himself to be necessary, as “intended to divert 
Israel from the due northerly direction which they had been pursuing 
and which, if continued, would bring them into conflict with ‘Ammon ; 
and to turn them N.W. through the Amorites to the Jordan. 

20—23. Another Archaeological Note. On ¢he Repha’im, see i. 28. 
Zamsummimn, a name held by sone to be formed on the analogy of the 

a 
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counted a land of Rephaim: Rephaim dwelt therein afore- 
21 time; but the Ammonites call them Zamzummim ; a people 

great, and many, and tall, as the Anakim; but the Lorp 
destroyed them before them; and they succeeded them, and 

22 dwelt in their stead: as he did for the children of Esau, 
which dwell in Seir, when he destroyed the Horites from 
before them ; and they succeeded them, and dwelt in their 

23 stead even unto this day: and the Avvim which dwelt in 
villages as far as Gaza, the Caphtorim, which came forth out 
of Caphtor, destroyed them, and dwelt in their stead.) 

24 Rise ye up, take your journey, and pass over the valley of 
Arnon: behold, I have given into thine hand Sihon the 

*Gk ‘ Barbaroi,’ as of a people whose speech sounded uncouth; Ar. 
samzamah is a distant, confused sound. Others suggest identification 
with the Zuzim of Gen. xiv. 5, of which Musil (Moaé, 1. 275, 318, etc.) 
is reminded by the present Ziza, Ptolemy's Ziza on the N.E. frontier of 
Mo’ab. Butthe Ar. s/s¢ is applied to rustling sounds in the desert by 
night, supposed to be the noise of the Jinn (see Driver’s note, with 
communication from W. R. Smith, and Schwally, D. Leben nach d. 
Tode, 64 f., 137 ff.). The name would thus be another of those mytho- 
logical terms for pre-historic races given above on i. 28. On ¢he 
Horites, se@ v. 12. On the ‘dvvim or ‘Awwim ep. Jos. xiii. 3 f.; 
whether the name be ethnic or indicative of a stage of culture is un- 
certain. They dwelt in véd/ages, Heb. %ser?m (mostly in P and Levit. 
writers), used both in parallel to circles of tents, Gen. xxv. 16, and to 
collections of houses without surrounding walls, Lev. xxv. 31, and the 
dependencies of cities, Jos. xv. 46 etc. Kaphtéris most probably Crete, 
see HGHL 135, 170 f. 

24. Rise ye up, take your journey, and pass over) In this section 
the one clause in the Pl, address. Steuernagel connects it immediately 
with 16 f. On these formulas ep. i. 7, 19- 

the valley of Arnon} No one doubts that the Mahal Arnén and the 
modern W. el-Mdjeb are the same stream and valley. It is more than 
a coincidence that Arnon= sounding, and that some forms of the root 
of Méjeb, wayada, mean to ‘fall with a noise or rush.’ The greatest 
of all the cafions that cut the plateau of Mo’ab, one understands how it 
has so often been a political frontier. A little W. of the Hajj road a 
valley is formed some 250 ft below the plateau by the conjunction of 
several wadies, which have risen among the desert hills to the E. of the 
road. Under the successive names of W. Sa‘ideh, Seil es-Sefei, and 
W. el-Mojeb, it runs with a mainly W. direction, and a rapidly in- 
creasing depth (at ‘Aro‘er 1800 or 2000 feet below the plateau) 
between almost precipitous walls to the Dead Sea, about 3500 ft below 
the plateau. The valley is entered from N. and S. by other cafions, of 

. 
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Amorite, king of Heshbon, and his land: begin to possess 
it, and contend with him in battle. This day will I begin 
to put the dread of thee and the fear of thee upon the 
peoples that are under the whole heaven, who shall hear the 
report of thee, and shall tremble, and be in anguish because 
of thee. 

which two are almost as long as itself. About 15 miles from its mouth 
it receives from the S. its chief tributary, a stream which with its valley 
has already for some stretch above the confluence borne the name el 
Méjeb, but higher up is known as W. es-Sultani; probably (see v. 13) 
the Zered of Israel’s march. About 2 miles from its mouth enters from 
the N. the W. el-Waleh, which draining all N.E. Mo’ab has cut the 
plateau in a S.W. direction. All these three cafions, with their 
tributaries, appear to be included in the (plural) valleys of Arnon, 
Num. xxi. 14. But ¢he valley of Arnon in the present verse is probably 
the direct E. and W. cajion on its upper stretch, W. Sa‘ideh, on which” 
‘Ar stood (see on v. g); this is certain if the identification of Kedemoth, 
stated below, v. 26, is correct. Musil, Joad, 9 ff.; the present writer 

in PEFQ, 1904, 373—377- 
behold, I have given into thine hand, etc.) Sg. address resumed : 

so too Sam., LXX. Cp. i. 27. 
Sthon the Amorite| Yor Sith6n, see below on v. 26 ; for Amorite, see 

on i. 7. . ; 
contend with him wm battle| This does not agree with, or at least it 

should not come éefore, vv. 26 ff., the efforts of Moses to obtain a peace- 
able passage through Amorite territory ; its originality is questionable if 
we are to assign to the discourse a reasonable measure of consistency. 

25. This day will [ begin to put the dread of thee) Nor is this verse 
in harmony with v. 29. The trembling and anguish which it predicts 
on all people at the mere report of Israel is the opposite effect from that 
produced in Sihén, v. 29, by Israel's request to cross his land, for this 
simply provoked him to armed resistance. Is it more reasonable to 
suppose that the author of the discourse inconsistently penned both 
verses so near to each other; or that a compiler, with different docu- 
ments before him and wishing to use all his materials, put them together? 
Here then we have an instance in which the difference in the form of 
address coincides with a difference of attitude to the same event. The 
triumphant tone of v. 25 is characteristic of the Sg. passages ; note, 
too, the hyperbole peoples under the whole heaven. 

; 

26—37. THE VICTORY OVER SIHON. 

From the desert N. of Arnon Moses sent to Sihén asking leave to 
cross his land in peace, purchasing food and water (26—29). Sithdn 
refused, Jehovah hardening his spirit that he might be delivered into 
Israel’s hands (30 f.). They met at Yahas and Sih6n was defeated (32 f.). 
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26 And I sent messengers out of the wilderness of Kedemoth — 

unto Sihon king of Heshbon with words of peace, saying, 
27 Let me pass through thy land: I will go ‘along by the high 

way, I will neither turn unto the right hand nor to the left. 

1 Heb. dy the way, Sy the way. 

Israel took his towns, put the population to the ban, but reserved cattle 
and spoil for themselves (34 f.), and occupied his land from the Arnon 
to Gile‘ad, and up to the Ammonite border on the Jabbok (36 f.). 

The parallel JE, Num. xxi. 21—32 (for the analysis of which into two 
‘ narratives see the Comm. in this series), contains besides an old masha/ 
or ode on the subject (27—30). E agrees in substance with VD) and 
there are verbal parallels, for which see below. As elsewhere D seems 
here based on E, with the usual variations of style and one or two 
details of fact. , 

On the relation of this section of Moses’ discourse to the preceding 
see introd. and notes to the latter. On the historicity of the story see 
the present writer’s HGHL, 662 ff. ; and Zarly Poetry of Israel, 64 fi. 

26. And / sent messengers, etc.| E, Num. xxi. 21, /srael sent mes- 
sSengers, etc. 

the wilderness of Kedemoth] So only here. A Levite city A*demoth, 
belonging to R®uben, is given along with Yahas and Mepha‘ath, P, 
Jos. xiii. 18, xxi. 37; 1 Chron. vi. 79 [64]. The name is a plur.= 
East parts; it must have lain N. of Aron on the edge of the desert. 
Musil (4/oad, 110, 122) compares the ruins el-Meshreik, * The Orient,’ 
74 miles N. of W. Sa‘ideh (v. 24) and looking towards the desert. 

Sthon king of Heshbon| E, Num. xxi. 21: ing of the Amorites; 
cp. v7. 26. Sih6n is transliterated Sihfin in the Ar. Pent. (ed. Lagarde) 
but the proper Ar. analogue is Shihan, a man’s name, also that of the 
saint venerated by the ‘Ajélat tribe as the builder of the Kari‘at 
Shihan, extensive ruins on the conspicuous Jebel Shihan, S. of 
W. el-Méjeb. See the present writer in PEFQ, 1904, 371 f.; Musil, 
Moab. 376, 382 with citations from Abu-l-fida and Yakiéit, Z¢hnol. 
Bericht (Ar. Petr. tit.) 110, 218. 

*  Heshbon) was his city. The mod. Hesban, with ruins of the Byzan- 
tine age and a Greek inscription, near the W. edge of the Moab plateau, 
at the head ofa glen descending to the W. Hesban, and 600 {t below 
the town, the copious ‘Ain Hesban. A little S. of the latitude of 
Jericho, Heshb6n lay on the main road, almost half-way between 
Arnon and, Jabbok, a suitable site for the Amorite capital. See PEF 
Mem. E. Palestine, 104 ff. E 

27. Let me pass, etc.] So E, Num. xxi. 22; LXX, we well pass. 
7 will go along by the highway| Heb. and Sam. here dy the way by 

the way; E, by the king's way, the main road, like the Ar. term 
Sultani. : 

1 will neither turn, etc.) E, Num. xxi. 22: we wll not turn aside 
into field or vineyard, nox drink the water of the wells. - . 
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Thou shalt sell me food for money, that i may eat ; and 
give me water for money, that I may drink: only let me 
pass through on my feet; as the children of Esau which 
dwell in Seir, and the Moabites which dwell in Ar, did unto 
me; until I shall pass over Jordan into the land which the 
Lorp our God giveth us. But Sihon king of Heshbon 
would not let us pass by him: for the Lorp thy God 
hardened his spirit, and made his heart ‘obstinate, that he 
might deliver him into thy hand, as at this day. And the 
Lorpb said unto me, Behold, I have begun to deliver up 
Sihon and his land before thee: begin to possess, that thou 
mayest inherit his land. Then Sihon came out against us, 
he and all his people, unto battle at Jahaz. And the Lorp 

1 Heb. strong. 

28. Zhou shalt sell me food, etc.) See on v. 6. 
29. as the children of Esau...and the Moabites] In JE Num. xx. 

18 ff. Esau refused Israel’s request made from Kadesh, but appears to 
have sold them bread and water when, later, Israel crossed the S. end of 
Mt Se‘ir, ii. 6. In xxiii. 5 [4] Mo’ab is blamed for not meeting Israel 
with bread and water on the way—but does that mean did not se// them 
these? 

30. But Sthon...would not let us pass by him| E, Num. xxi. 23: 
S. would not allow (another verb) Israel to cross his territory. 
Jor the LoRD thy God hardened his spirit] Sg. address; it is at least 

remarkable that the change coincides with a religious explanation of 
Sih6n’s resistance, for which E has here no parallel. The phrase is 
found elsewhere in P, Ex. vii. 3, but with /eart for spirit. 

made his heart obstinate] Heb. strong, usually in a good sense, in a 
bad only here, xv. 7 and 2 Chron. xxxvi. 13. In E, Ex. iv. 21, the 
same meaning with another verb. 

as at this day| Another deuteronomic formula: iv. 20, 38, vi- 24, 
vill. 18, X. 15, xxix. 28; 1 Kgs iil. 6, viil. 24, etc. Here its appro- 
priateness is not obvious; these formulas tend to creep in where they 
are not required. 

31. deliver up before thee! Seei.8. The Sg. is retained as original 
by Steuern. presumably on the ground of its being addressed to Moses. 

Sthon| LXX, Sam. add kzng of Heshbon, the Amorite. 
32. unto battle at Jahaz] E, Num. xxi. 23; went out to meet I. 

-towards the wilderness, came to Yahas and fought Israel. See on 
Kedemoth, 7. 26. The Moabite stone (18—21) implies that Yahas was 
near Dibén; Jer. -xlviii. 21 places it on the Mishér or Moab plateau 
(see iii. 10); and ‘Isai.’ xv. 4 some distance S. of Heshbon. Jn 
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our God delivered him up before*us; and we smote 
34 and his 'sons, and all his people. And we took all his cities — 

at that time, and “utterly destroyed every *inhabited city, — 
with the women and the little ones; we left none remaining: — 

1 Or, son * Heb. devoted. * Heb. city of men. 

Eusebius’ day it was pointed out between Madaba! and Dibon (Ov. 
Sacr.lacoa). Musil (Moad, 107, 122) suggests Umm-el-Walid, ruins on 
a strong site S.E. of Madaba on the right bank of the W. el-Heri, 
undoubtedly a suitable place for Sihén to meet Israel. But there are 
other ruined sites equally suitable on the probable line of Israel’s march 
and on the E. of the plateau. 

33. delivered him up before us| See oni. 8. : 
his sons} So the Heb. vowels, LXX, Sam. E, Num. xxi. 244: 

smote him with the edge of the sword. 
34. And we look all his cities] E, Num. xxi. 24a, possessed his land 

trom Arnon unto Jabbok; J, id. 25: lsrael took all these cities and 
dwelt in all the cities of the Amorttes, Heshhon and her towns. 
Anciently this part of the Plateau was thickly populated. From almost 
every elevation several groups of; ruins are visible, mostly Byzantine, 
but how much older each site may be cannot yet be said. The land is 
very good for corn. 

utterly destroyed every inhabited city, with the women and the little 
ones| Devoted—put to the herem or ban—every city-full of males, 
with, etc. The first mention in Deut. of a custom practised also by 
other Semites. . Mesha (Moabite Stone, 14—17) records that having 
taken Nebo from Israel he slew the whole population for he ‘had . 
devoted it to Ashtar-Chemosh’; the same verb as in Heb. To Israel 
as to other peoples a war was from first to last a religious process (see 
on xx. 1 ff.) and the eve was the climax of a series of solemn rites. 
It consisted of the devotion to the deity, by destruction, of the 
captives and spoil. ‘lhe name is from the root Arm, ‘to sét apart’ 
or ‘shut off* (cp. Ar. avam ‘sacred precincts’ and farim) and 
was not confined to war. Ly the earliest code every idolatrous 
Israelite was put to the herem, E, Ex. xxii, 20 [19]; cp. Deut. xiii. 
6—11 of idolaters, and 12—18 [13-19] of an idolatrous city; P, Lev. 
xxvii. 28 f. In war the full process was the slaughter of the conquered 
population and their cattle, the burning of combustible Spoil, and the 
oblation of the rest to the sanctuary. So in the story of the fall 
of Jericho and Achan’s trespass, Jos. vi. f. (especially vi. 17—19, 21, 24, 
vii. t, 11 ff.), which however contains many editorial additions. But as 
we see from several narratives and laws, the actual practice varied from 
time to time under the competing influences of religious feeling, 
material considerations and humane impulses. The most illustrative 

1 The various forms of this hame are :— Heb. Médeba ; Moabite Mthéd®ba ; Arab. 
MAdaba ; Greek MaiéaBa, MedaBa, Mydafal; Lat. Medaba. ha 
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only the cattle we took for-a prey unto ourselves, with the 35 
spoil of the cities which we had taken. From Aroer, which 36 
is on the edge of the valley of Arnon, and from the city that 
passage is 1 Sam. xv. Samuel charges Saul to devoée all ‘Amalek and 
their cattle; Saul spares the king and ‘the dest of the cattle. Either 
his excuse, that. he reserved them for sacrifice, is an afterthought ; or 
from the first he had been unwilling that the best cattle should be 
rendered by the eve unusable by the people in sacrificial feasts. 
Was the king moved by feelings of humanity? Samuel condemns 
his action as disobedience against Jehovah ; so absolutely at that time 
was the erem conceived by the religious leaders. The deuterono- 
mic directions, all ‘in the Sg. address, distinguish between Israel's 
treatment of the seven Canaanite nations and of Israelite idolaters on 
the one side, and their treatment of other nations at a distance :— 
(a) vii. 2: the seven nations are to be put to the 4evem because of their 
idolatry'and no league with them is allowed; 25f. their idols are to 
be burned with the silver and gold on them, for they are Levem and if 
used by Israel would make the people even or devoled to destruction. 
Similarly in xiii. 15 f. every Israelite community falling to idolatry shall 
be devoted, and their city, cattle, and spoil burned to Jehovah thy 
God. But (4) xx. 10 ff. directs that distant enemies if they submit shall 
be spared, though they must become tributary ; while if they resist 
only- the males’ shall be slain, the women, children, cattle and spoil 
being treated aS booty. And in xx. 16, 17 it is repeated that the 
nations of Palestine sha// be devoted. Religious feeling, the desire that 
Israel shall not be infected by the idolatry from which they ran most 
risk of infection, is obviously the paramount motive of-these laws. 
But it is remarkable that: the only instances of the ere recorded 
in Deut., those against Sihén and ‘Og, fully agree neither with the 
tieatment enjoined by the deuteronomic laws against the seven nations, 
nor with that enjoined against distant enemies, but combine features of 
both. The captive men, women, and children were slain, but the cattle 
and spoil reserved for booty, ii. 34f., ui. 6f. So too in Jos. (outside 
the story of Achan) :—vili. 2, 27 spoil and cattle reserved, x. 28 ff., 
only the, people devoted; xi. g horses houghed, chariots burned ; 
11—15, people devoted, cattle and spoil reserved. Except xi. 9 these 
passages appear to be editorial.—In connection with this subject note 
that Amos (i. 6, g) condemns as inhuman the selling into captivity 
of a whole population, just as to-day it is contrary to the Arab 
conscience to extinguish a kabila or tribe in war (Doughty, Av. Des..1. 
335). Yet, just as by Samuel in the case of Saul, and in Deut., this 
natural conscience has often been overborne by the rigorous religious 
demands of Islam. The parallel is instructive; cp. xx. 10o—18.—See 
on the use of the term in a criminal case, Ex. xxii. 20, with Driver's 
note, jk 

35. See previous note. 
36. from Aroer, which is on the edge of the valley of Arnon] The 
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is in the valley, even unto Gilead, there was not a city too’ 
high for us: the Loxp our God delivered up all before us : 

37 only to the land of the children of Ammon thou camest not 

Vahal *shrnon = Wady Mojeb, see above v. 24. Lidge, Heb. e: 
‘Aré‘er is frequently given in the O.T. as a S. limit:—e.g. of. 
territory taken by Israel from Sih6n (here, and iil. 12, iv. 48, Jos. xii. 2, 
xiii. 9, 16); of the kingdom of Israel (2 Sam. xxiv. 5 emended after 
LXX; 2 Kgs x. 33). ‘I built,’ says Mesha (Moabite Stone, 27), 
**Aro‘er and made the high-way by the Amon.’ Jer. xlviii. 19 

' connects ‘Aré‘er with a high-road. Eusebius describes it as above 
*Arnon, ‘on the eyebrow of the hill.’ To-day the Khirbet ‘Ara‘er, 
ruins of a walled town on the N. edge of the W. Mdjeb, here nearly 
2000 feet deep, with an ancient zig-zag road down the precipitous 
slopes to the bed of the Wady (Tristram, J/oad, 125 ff.; Musil, Moaé, 
331, with plan and views). It lies nearly 2 miles E. of the Roman 
road, the present high road across Arnon, and must not be confounded 
with the ruins called ‘Akraba close to the latter (cp. Briinnow, 
Provincia Arabia, \. 313 and the present writer, PE FQ, 1905, 41); 
an error into which several travellers have fallen. 

the city that is in the valley| The valley or nahal is, of course, the 
“Arnon or Wady Mojeb, the S. frontier of Sih6n’s kingdom. The site 
of the unnamed city is uncertain. Its frequent association with ‘Aré‘er 
as on a §S. frontier (e.g. here, Jos. xiii. 9, 16, 2 Sam. xxiv. 5) may 
imply that it lay close under ‘Ar6O‘er on the stream; where to-day ruins 
stand with the name Khreibet ‘Ajam!; in which case the city has been 
added to ‘Ar6‘er in order to define the exact border as the stream, and 
its namelessness is explicable by its having been a mere suburb or 
the toll-town of ‘Aro‘er. Or else, since ‘Ar6‘er lay towards the W. 
end of the S. frontier of Sihén’s kingdom formed by the ‘Arnon, the 
city in the valley \ay further up the ’Arnon and so defined the E. 
extremity of the S. border. Musil suggests Medeyyneh on the upper 
stretch of ’Arnon, now the W. Sa‘ideh or Sa‘ideh (A/oadé, 328 ff.). It 
lies on a projection of the plateau into the Wady, and might well be 
described as the city in, or in the midst of, the nahal. This is the same 
site as Musil proposes for ‘dr or ‘/r of Mo‘aé, also given as a limit (see 
on ii. 18); the identification of which had already been made on 
Biblical data alone (Dillm. 7 /oco). 

even unto Gilead] E, Num. xxi. 24, defines more exactly unto the 
Jabbok, the next great ‘natural frontier N. of Arnon. Gile‘ad lay on 
both sides of Jabbok, which divided it into halves. 

too high for us) The Heb. phrase is found in prose only here, and 
elsewhere i in the O.T. only in Job v. t1. Further see i. 28. 

before us] Sam. LXX: into our hands. 
37. Change to the Sg. address. This, with the fact that the clause 

1 There are other ruins a little further E. up the stream at its confluence with that 
from the S. and these Grove (Smith's D. B. 1st ed.) takes as the city in question, 

: 
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hill country, and’wheresoever the Lorp our God forbad us. 

is a mere qualification not necessary to the context, has led some to 

take it for a later addition. 
all the side of the river Jabbok, and the cities of the hill country] 

This defines the land of ‘Amm6n, which lay at that time on the upper 
stretch of Jabbok, where the stream runs from S.W. to N.E. before 
turning in its main course W. to Jordan ; cp. JE, Num. xxi. 24. The 
country there is hilly in contrast with the Mo‘ab plateau. 

and wheresoever| So Sam.; LXX according to-all that. 
forbad us| Rather commanded us: suitable to the preceding read- 

ing of the LXX. Us is wanting in Heb. but is given by Sam. and 
LXX. 

Cu. Ill. 1—7. Derear or ‘Oc, Kinc oF BasHAN. 

Israel advancing N. towards Bashan encountered ‘Og at Edre‘t (1). 
Jehovah delivered him into their hands (2 f.); they took all his cities, 
60 in Argob, his kingdom within Bashan, fenced cities, with also many 
unwalled towns (4 f.); and devoted them to Jehovah, reserving the 
cattle and spoil for themselves (6 f.). 

Parallel are Num. xxi. 33—35, attached to the JE narrative. Of these 
33 f. agree verbally (except that the 3rd sing. is used for the rst plur.) 
with vv. 1 f. of this section, while v. 35 summarises vz. 3—7. Dut 
while, as we have seen, D is usually based on JE (more particularly 
on E), the prevalence of deuteronomic phrases not used in JE supports 
the opinion (from Dillm. onwards) that Num. xxi. 33—35 is an_edi- 
rial addition to JE, borrowed from D. The campaign against ‘Og is 
found elsewhere in Hex. only in Deut. i. 4, iv. 47, xxix. 7, the deu- 
teronomic Jos. xii. 4,and Num. xxxil. 333, Jos. ix. 10, xili. 30f., all 
of late date. Thus the campaign against ‘Og has not the same docu- 
mentary evidence as that against Sihén, and is questioned by many 
who accept the latter. . Proof one way or the other is impossible. On 
the one hand ‘Og is associated with the mythical Repha‘im; a campaign 
in Bashan carries Israel away from their objective, the crossing of 
Jordan; and nothing is said of the conquest of the intervening Gile‘ad 
at this time; though the phrase in ii. 36, z/o Wi/e‘ad, may be intended 
to cover all Gile‘ad to the Yarmuk, this is not probable; and there 
are indications that Israel’s conquest of Gile‘ad took place from ,W. 
Palestine at a later date (see on wv. 14). On the other hand, ‘Og’s 
defeat is bound up in Heb. tradition with that of Sih6n; it is hard to 
see how or why it can have been, invented by the deuteronomists 
(‘the tradition of the defeat of ‘Og at Edre‘i is probably, predeu- 
teronomic’: Cheyne, #.8.). It is possible to argue that ‘Og’s king- 
dom included Gile‘ad N. of the Jabbok; there are no geographical 
or historical obstacles to a campaign by Israel in Bashan, but on the 
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3 Then we turned, and went up the way to Bashan: and 
Og the king of Bashan came out against us, he and all his 

2 people, unto battle at Edrei. And the Lorp said unto me, 
Fear him not: for I have delivered him, and all his people, 
and his land, into thy hand; and thou shalt do unto him as 
thou didst unto Sihon king of the Amorites, which dwelt at 

\ 3Heshbon. So the Lorp our God delivered into our hand 
Og also, the king of Bashan, and all his people: and we 

- contrary it is as credible that Israel should have aimed at the con- 
quest of all E. Palestine before crossing the Jordan as it is certain 
that Pompey so aimed, and that the first Moslem invaders so suc- 
ceeded. 

1. turned, and went up| See oni. 7. 
Bashan) Heb. the Rashan, so in all ‘historical statements and some- 

times in poetry in which however the article is oftener omitted (WGAHZ, 
549 7. 7). In its wider sense the name covered all the land from the 
Yarmiik to Hermon, iv. 43, xxxiii. 22. But its proper application was 
confined to the land immediately N. of the Yarmfik and E. of Geshur 
and Ma‘akah, the present Jaulan (see below v. 14, iv. 43): the S. end 
of Hauran, including ‘Ashtaroth (perhaps Tell el ‘Ashari) on the W,, _— 
Edre‘i on the S. and Salkah on the S.E. (i. 4, ili. 10, Jos. ix. 10, 
xii. 4, xiii. r1f., 31), the district known in Greek times as Batanea, and 
in the roth century still called ‘Ard-el-Bathaniyeh, containing Edreti 
(Idrisi); but to-day the name has drifted N.E. to the E. of the Lejé. 
Ar. Bathnah means level, loamy land (Freytag) and suits the ae 
See HGHL, 549, 553:,570 Ff. 

Og| The name ‘Og, LXX Ioy and “Oy, does not per exce! t 
as that of the king of Bashan; the root a curved’ or ‘roun 
supplies some Ar. geographical names. W..R. Smith (Xe. o the Sem. 
83) arguing that in Heb. a king’s name is usually joined with that of his 
people or of his capital (e.g. Sthén, 4ing of the, Amorites, or of Hesh- 
bon) and that ‘Og’s is the only exception, takes ‘Og ‘ who is a mythical 
figure ’ as presumably ‘an old.god of the region.’ 

_ Edrei| Edre‘i on the S. frontier of Bashan (v. ro), the Otara‘a of 
Egyptian inscriptions, Adra of Ptolemy, Adraa of Euseb., now Edhra‘at, 
Dera‘at or on Bedawee lips ’Azra‘at, a strong site on the S. edge of the 
gorge that forms the S. limit of Hauran, and further entrenched by a 
tributary ravine. In the rock beneath the walled city, a labyrinth of 
streets with houses and shops was excavated. That this marvel is 
not mentioned in the O.T. proves it of later date, and indeed 7 
architecture and inscriptions point to the Greek period: HG#Z, 576, 
ZDPYV, xx. 118 ff. Onthe only possible remains in Bashan of ‘Og’ s time 
see Driver, Deut., tn loco. 

2. delivered.,,into thy hand| See i. 27. As thou didst unto Sthon, 
hie 33 F. . 
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smote him until none was left to him remaining. And we 4 
took all his eities at that time; there was not a city which 
we took not from them; threescore cities, all the region of 
Argob, the kingdom of Og in Bashan. All these were cities 5 
fenced with high walls, gates, and bars; beside the 'unwalled 
towns a great many. And we “utterly destroyed them, as 6 
we did unto Sihon king of Heshbon, utterly destroying 
every ‘inhabited city, with the women and the little ones. 
But all the cattle, and the spoil of the cities, we took for a7 
prey unto ourselves. And we took the land at that time 8 

1 Or, country towns 2 Heb. devoted. * Heb. czty of men. 

3. none...remaining| il. 34- 
4. all the region of Argob) So 13f.; 1 Kgs iv. 13 and nowhere 

else. The Heb. for seg7on means a definitely measured or outlined 
piece of land, and ’Argob seems connected with regeb, clod, and 
analogous to our ‘glebe.’ The Targums take it as Trachonitis or 
the Trachon of the Greek period, now the Leja, the mass of lava, 
24 miles by ro to 20, which les on Hauran like an ebony glacier with 
irregular crevasses. Sharply marked off by its abrupt edge from the 
surrounding plain it holds considerable means of subsistence, with the 
ruins of many villages and: towns, and might well have been, at this as 
at other periods, the centre or distinctive feature of a province or 
kingdom. The identification with ’Argob, accepted by many, is thus 
not unnatural; nor if we take “Argob as meaning ‘clumpy’ is this 
an unsuitable name for, the cleft masses of ‘lava, like frozen mud, of 
which it is composed. But other parts of Hauran are also distinct from 
the rest, e.g. the fertile en-Nukra or ‘ Hollow Hearth’ of the Arabs; 
or the almost as fertile W. slope of the Jebel Hauran. [Both of these 
bear ruins of ancient towns, while some may be of immemorial 
antiquity. Nothing however has been discovered either there or 
throughout Bashan which is recognisable as older than the Greek 

_ period.—Euseb. and Jer. give Ragaba as a village near Geresa, in 
Gile‘ad, cp. Jos. XIII. Amt. xv. 5; and to-day Rajeb or Rujeb is the 
name of a Wady and village also in Gile‘ad. This is noteworthy 
in view of the fact that one O.T. tradition appears to connect Argob 
with Gile‘ad; see below. 

5. the unwalled towns| Heb. towns of the P*razi, or country-folk; 
 perazbth, Ezek. xxxviil. 11, are open, rural places in contrast to fenced 

cities. 
6. and we utterly destroyed them, etc.) See ii. 34f. 

8—17. ALLOTMENT OF THE CONQUERED LANDS. 

Thus Israel had taken the two Amorite kingdoms, from the ’Arnon to 
Hermon (8)—on which a note is given (9)—that Is, from S. to N., 

; 



out of the hand of the two kings of the Amorites tha icre 
beyond Jordan, from the valley of Arnon unto moynt — 

9 Hermon; (w/zch Hermon the Zidonians call Sirion, and — 

the towns, of the Mo‘ab Plateau, all Gile‘ad and Bashan (10); then a 
note on ‘Og (11). | N. from ‘Ar6‘er to half Mt Gile‘ad Moses gave to 
Ruben and Gad, the rest of Gile‘ad and Bashan to the half-tribe 
of Manasseh (12—13a). Follows a third note 13 4—14 with additions 
from a later hand 15—17 unless 16 be regarded as original to the 
discourse. —The parallels are cited in the notes: 

8. the two kings of the Amorites] ii. 26—iii. 7. ‘Og's people 
have not previously been called Amorites: cp. iv. 47, xxxi. 4, and 
the editorial Jos. il. 10, ix. 10, xxiv. 8,126. Amorite apparently in 
the same general sense as in E, e.g. Jos. v. 1, x. 5. ‘Og himself was of 
the pre-Amorite Repha‘im, v. 11. 

bevond Jordan| As in i. 3 the writer betrays his standpoint in 
W. Palestine. On the other hand the standpoint of Moses E. "a 
Jordan is properly observed in vv. 20, 25. Dillm. therefore takes @. 
as a later insertion. But must we assume a rigorous consistency in “nd 
writer of the discourse? 

valley of Arnon] ii. 24. 
unto mount Hermon) This carries Israel’s conquest further N. than 

previously described; another sign of a later hand? Hermén, from the 
root Arm, sacred (see on ii. 34); either from a sanctuary on the mount 
or because the whole mount was held sacred: cp. Judg. iii. 3, W/¢ Ba‘al 
Hermén. The name covered the long S. end of Anti-Lebanon, above 
the sources of Jofdan, and occurs also in the plur. Herménim, Ps. xlii. 6, 
probably because of its triple summit. From its height of ft 
H. dominates all Hauran or Bashan, is visible as far S. as the heights 
above Jericho, and forms the natural N. boundary of all E. Palestine. 
One of its modern names, Jebel esh-Sheikh, means, not ‘ old-man 
mountain,’ from its snowy hoary appearance, but ‘ Mount of the 
Elder’ or ‘Uoly Man,’ some famous saint; according to Conder 
(Hastings’ D. B. 11. 352) the Sheikh ed-Derazi, the founder of 
Druzes. Another name is Jebel, or Towil, eth-Thalj, * Monnt,” 
‘Height. of Snow.’ 

9. ARCHAEOLOGICAL Nots. As a natural boundary, separating 
several nations, Herm6n has a name in the language of each. The Phoe- 
nicians, Heb. Sidonians, on the W. called it S#rién (ep. Ps. xxix. 6), the 
Amorites Senir, its name in an inscription of Salmanassar IT, Saniru, 
when he crossed from the coast towards Damascus (Winckler, ‘KAT’ @), 
44, 190). These names may have been applied to different parts of the 
long Mt ; in 1 Chr. v. 23, Senir is joined with, but apparently distinct 
from, Herm6n, cp. Ezek. xxvii. 5, Cant. iv. 8; and Arab. geographers 
gave the name Jebel Sanir to the part ‘between Ba‘albek and 
Homs. 
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the Amorites call it Senir;) all the cities of the tplain, and 10 
all Gilead, and all Bashan, unto Salecah and Edrei, cities 
of the kingdom of Og in Bashan. (For only Og king of 11 
Bashan remained of the remnant of the Rephaim ; behold, 
his bedstead was a bedstead of iron; is it not in Rabbah of 
the children of Ammon? nine cubits was the length thereof, 
and four cubits the breadth of it, after the cubit of a 

1 Or, fable land 

10. all the cities of, etc-]| This follows immediately on v. 8, 
showing that g is an inserted gloss, and details the land summarised_ 
in 8, from S. to N. : 

the plain| Rather, Plateau (Heb. ham-Mishér), i.e. of Mo‘ab; 
E, Num. xxi. 20: field of M. 

all Gilead| From the N. end of the Plateau (exact frontier un- 
certain) up to the Yarmttk; divided into halves by the Jabbok. 

all Bashan| AlN. of the Yarmiik; see on vz. 1. 
unto Salecah and Edrei| Sal*kah (with soft k) is the Arab. Salkhad, 

the Sarkhad of the Arab. geographers, the present Salkhad (Merrill, 
E. of Jordan, 50 ff.; Burckhardt, too f.), some 40 miles E.S.E. of 
Kdre‘i on the S.W. slope of the Jebel Hauran or ed-Drtz. , Cp. Jos. xii. 
5, xiii. 11. It would represent, therefore, the S.E. limit of ‘Og’s kingdom, 
while Edre‘i lay near the W. end of the same frontier. Why have two 
sites on the S. of Bashan been selected to define a conquest already 
described as extending N. to Hermén? We should expect: /rom 
Edret even to Sal’kah, or to some site further N. The text is con- 
firmed, however, by Sam. and LXX. Some therefore take Edre‘i 
here, not as the mod. Dera‘at (v. 1) but as Edhra‘ or Zor‘a near the 
S.W. corner of the Leja. This, liowever, helps little. 

11. ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTE. ‘Og was the last survivor of the Re- 
pha ‘im (see oni. 28). Bedstead, rather sarcophagus, for though the Heb. 
‘eres elsewhere means couch, its synonyms mztah (2 Sam. iii. 31) and 
mishkab (‘1s.’ lvii. 23 Ezek. xxxil. 25) are used for d/er and tomdé (the 
latter too in Phoen.), and the monumental character of this ‘eves proves 
it to have been the same. /vov, rather basalt; I have often heard 
basalt called iron in Hauran. The cudit of a man: the ordinary cubit, 

~ originally the length of the lower arm; later there was also,a longer 
cubit (Ezek. xl. 5, xliii. 13). Taking it as about 18 in., ‘Og’s coffin 
“was 134 ft by 6. Some sites in E. Palestine are strewn with stone- 
coffins, e.g» Umm Keis, usually 7 to 8 ft by 23 to 4. That of 
Eshmunazar, the Sidonian, is 7 by 4; ‘Hiram’s Tomb’ is 12 by 6. 
Cp. Doughty, 47. Des. 1. 18, on marble sarcophagi near Es-Salt, 
“little less than the bed of Og,’ and Cl. Ganneau, Arch. Res. 11. 
233: 
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man.) And this land we took in possession at that time: 
from Aroer, which is by the valley of Arnon, and half the 
hill country of Gilead, and the cities thereof, gave I unto 
the Reubenites and to the Gadites: and the rest of Gilead, 
and all Bashan, the kingdom of Og, gave I unto the half 

12. And this land we took} The discourse resumed from v. 10; 
a more exact definition of the same lands. 
from Aroer...by the valley of Arnon] 13 MSS and some Versions 

read on the lip of A., as in ii. 36. 
half...Gilead| As far as the Jabbok; to R®uben and Gad. 

P, Num. xxxii. 1 ff: land of Ya‘zer and Gif*ad. 
13. the rest of Gilead] From ,the Jabbok to the Yarmiik. This, 

with all Bashan, the kingdom of ‘Og, fell to the half-tribe of Manasseh, 
_ and is further defined as all the region of Argob (see v. 4). R.V. 

following the Heb. punctuation adds even all Bashan, but as Rev. 
Marg. suggests, this phrase is part of the next note: a// that Bashan ts 
called a land of Rephatim. In Num. xxxii. I—32, 34—38 (a section 
with obvious marks of P but containing earlier elements) only R*uben 
and Gad are assigned land E. of Jordan. Moses’ allotment there to the 
half-tribe of Manasseh is recorded in deuteronomic. passages, as here 
and Num. xxxiii. 33 (editorial) ; while Deborah’s song, Judg. v. 14, 
takes Machir as a W. clan, but J, Num. xxxiii. 39, 41, assigns the 
conquest of Gile‘ad to Machir, son of Manasseh, and the capture of its 
towns to Ya’ir, son of Manasseh; 7. 40, adding that Moses gave Gile‘ad 
to Manasseh, is regarded as a later insertion both because of the 
statement just cited from Deborah and because Judg. x. assigns the 
Hawwéth-Ya'ir to Ya’ir, a Gileadite in the days of the Judges. There 
thus appear to have been two traditions of the occupation of Gile‘ad 
by part of Manasseh, one as early as J (Num. xxxiii. 39, 41) followed 
by D, which dates it under Moses; and one, which records the 
conquering clan as settled first in W. Palestine, and thence invading 
Gile‘ad under the Judges. This second tradition is preferred by many, 
e.g. Wellh. Gesch.@) 33, and Budde, who points out that the Bné 
Yoseph could not have complained to Joshua, Jos. xvii. 14—18, that 
they had only one lot if, besides this western territory which he gave 
them, part of them had already received from Moses land E. of 
Jordan. He proposes to insert Gz/e‘ad in Jos. xvii. 18, so as to make 
it the new lot granted by Joshua. But in that case some allusion to the 
crossing of Jordan would have been naturai, nor would the occupation 
of Gile‘ad have helped the Joseph tribe against the Canaanites of 
W. Palestine. Moreover, Gile‘ad is said to have been the father of 
Abi‘ezer and Shechem (JE, Jos. xvii. 2; P, Num. xxv. 29 ff.) and 
therefore older in Manasseh’s line than these W. septs of the tribe. 
So there is something to be said for the occupation of Gile‘ad by 
Manasseh under Moses. But the whole matter is obscure. See 
further Hastings, D. &. 111. 230f., HGHL, 577. Cp. the next notes. 

J 
: 
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tribe of Manasseh; ‘all the region of Argob, *even all 
. Bashan. (The same is called the land of Rephaim. Jair 

the son of Manasseh took all the region of Argob, unto the 
border of the Geshurites and the Maacathites; and called 
them, even Bashan, after his own name, Havvoth-jair, unto 
this day.) And I gave Gilead unto Machir. And unto the 
Reubenites and unto the Gadites I gave from Gilead even 

1 Or, all the region of Argob (All that Bashan ts called &c. 
2 Or, with 

14. ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTE. It begins with the last clause of v. 13 ; 
see above. ' This reference of the conquest of Argob to Ya’ir contrasts 
with vv. 4—6, which assign it to Israel under Moses, and differs from 
Num. xxxii. 41, which places the Hawwéth-Yaiir in Gilead; cp. 
1 Kgs iv. 13, and 1 Chron. ii. 22, and as we have seen, on v. 13, Ya’ir 
is assigned by Judg. x. 3 ff. to the time of the Judges. The phrase 
unto this day also implies a date for this note later than that of Moses, 
which ‘is assumed through the rest of the discourse. The opinion, 
therefore, is reasonable, that the note is a harmonising insertion altered 
from Num. xxxii. 41. Note the awkward construction. The word 
them in called them Hawwéith Yair, confirmed by Sam. and LXX., 

has no proper antecedent (it cannot of course be explained by the 
preceding dorder), while in Num. xxxii. 41 it correctly refers to the 
preceding /ent-vil/lages. Note, too, the awkwardness of a// Bashan as 
it stands. Moreover, the characteristic of Argob was not ‘ent-villages 
but fenced cities (v. 4).—The G*shurt and Ma‘*tkathi are placed by 
Jos. xii. §, xiii. 11 between Gile‘ad and Hermon to the W. of Bashan; 
that is the mod. Jaulan (Gaulanitis), but the Ma“kathi spread across 
Jordan N.W. to Abel-beth-Ma“kah in Naphtali, 2 Sam. xx. r4f., ete. 
These two were Aramean (Gen. xxii. 24; 2 Sam. xv. 8; 1 Chron. xix. 6); 
Israel failed to expel them (Jos. xiii. 3); David fought the king of 
Ma“kah (2 Sam. x. 6, where the LXX ’Auad7x is probably an error; 
the G‘shur of 2 Sam. iil. 3, xiii. 37 f. may be another tribe of that 

- name S. of Judah, Jos. xiii. 2; ¢ Sam. xxvii. 8); 1 Chron. ii. 33, Where 
G'shur is said to have taken the H. Jair, and xix. 6, are corrupt.— 
Hawwoth, cp. Ar. htwa‘at ‘‘a collection of tents.” 

15. And J gave Gilead unto Machir| Not irreconcilable with z. 12 
where the N. half of Gile‘ad is assigned to half-Manasseh, for Machir 
was held to have been the first and only son of Manasseh, and, 
apparently, is even taken for all Manasseh ( Judg. v.14; Num. xxvi. 29?). 
Yet there is force in Dillm.’s contention that the author who had just 
written 12f. could hardly have immediately added the variant 2. 15; 
hence the latter is reasonably taken as, like v. 14, a later insertion 
derived from Num. xxxii. 40. . 

16. And unto the Reubenites, etc.] Since this verse repeats what is 
already stated, it also is regarded as secondary. ‘The language of 

4—2 
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unto the valley of Arnon, the middle of the valley, and the | 
border ¢iereof; even unto the river Jabbok, which is the 

17 border of the children of Ammon; the Arabah also, and 
Jordan 'and the border ‘hereof, from Chinnereth even unto 
the sea of the Arabah, the Salt Sea, under the Far: of 
Pisgah eastward. 

1 Or, for a border * Or, springs 

16, however, is harmonious with that of ii. 36, and it is possible that 
this sequence represents the older form of the narrative, before the 
incorporation of the account of Og, for there seems no reason why 
an editorial expounder should thus imperfectly reproduce statements 
already made.’ (Oxf. Hex., 1. 252 

the middle of the valley for a border] That is, the exact border 
was not the edge, but the stream-bed of the wady. 

17. the Arabah also, and Jordan for a border| The territory 
included the E. strip of the ‘Arabah—hence eastwards at the end of 
the verse—with the Jordan as its W. limit, and this between C/znmereth 
on the N. and ¢he Sea of the ‘Arabah on the S. On the ‘Arabah 
see i. 1. Aiunéreth was a town (Jos. xi. 2, xix. 353 the plur. Kinn*roth 
a district, 1 Kgs xv. 20) either giving its name to, or taking its name 
from, the Sea of Kinnéreth (Num. xxxiv. 11, P); probably the latter, 
if K. be from Aizndr, harp, as this suits the shape of the Lake; in later 
times called the L. of Gennesaret, a name frequently but not plausibly 
derived from Kinnereth (HGAZ, 443). The Sea of the ‘Arabah (so 
iv. 49; 2 Kgs xiv. 25), ¢he Sa/t Sea (so Gen. xiv. 3; Num. xxxiv. 3, 12; 
Jos. xv. 2, 3, xviii. 19); both names as here in Jos. iii. 16, xii. 23; 
called also front or £. Sea (Ezek. xlvii. 18; Joel ii. 20; Zech. xiv. 8) 
in contrast to the Mediterranean the back or W. Sea, xi. 24. The 
Greeks gave the name Asphaltitis. ‘The Dead Sea’ first occurs 
under Augustus. Ar. Bahr Lit, ‘Lot’s Sea.’ 

the slopes of Pisgah] So iv. 49; Jos. sii. 3, xiii. 20. The Heb. 
‘“shedith is slopes rather than springs (A.V.) as appears from the masc. 
form of the word, Num. xxi. 15 (the eshed of the widies, which stretches 
to ‘Ar’s site and leans on the border of Moab); slopes, too, is most suit- 
able in Jos. x. 40, xii. 8, and with the use of the prepos. u#der in this 
verse. Zhe Pisgah (always so) is the name attached by E (Num. xxi. 
20, xxiii. 14) and by deuteronomic writers to ‘the western edge’ 
(G. B. Gray), or the headlands, of the Moabite Plateau at the N.E. 
corner of the Dead Sea. The headland of the Pisgah, which Moses 
ascended, v. 27, is in xxxii. 49 (P) M/t Nedo (cp. their-identification in 
xxxiv. 1), that headland S. of the W. ‘Uyiin Musa which bears the 
names en-Neba’ and Ras en-Neha’, just opposite the N. end of.the sea 
(HGHZ, 362ff.). One of its lower steps, called Wat en-Na‘am, is 
identified by Musil (A/oad, 272. 274) with the slopes of the Pisgah. The 
deep W. es-Seyale which cleaves this he takes us Abel Shittim 
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- And-I commanded you at that time, saying, The Lorp 
your God hath given you this land to possess it: ye shall 
pass over armed before your brethren the children of Israel, 
all the men of valour. But your wives, and your little ones, 

a 

(Num. xxxiii. 49); but the latter is probably part of the Jordan 
valley. See further on Beth-Pe‘or, v. 29. The name Pisgah has 
disappeared, unless we are to recognise it in the almost equivalent Ras 
Feshkhah, a headland on the opposite coast of the sea 

18—22. DIRECTIONS oO THE Two-AND-A-HALr TRIBES AND TO 
Josi1ua. 

At that time Moses charged the two-and-a-half tribes to send their 
warriors over Jordan till the conquest there was completed, leaving 
their families and cattle in the cities already given them (18—20). At 
that time, too, he charged Joshua (21 f.).—To the charge to the two- 
and-a-half tribes the parallel is Num. xxxii. 16—32, which says that 
Reuben and Gad (these alone) offered to send their warriors to the W. 
campaign after building or fortifying cities for their children, and 
folds for their cattle E. of Jordan; and that Moses enforced this plan 
with threats of disaster if it was not carried out: Of this composite 
passage various analyses have been made; all that is clear is that JE 
narrated some such episode.—To the charge to Joshua, a¢ that time, the 
Pent. has no parallel. -On the ground that it anticipates 28f. and 
xxxi. 7 ff. it is removed by some after v. 28, where indeed it is suitable, 
but by others has been taken to be no original part of the First 
Discourse by Moses. Yet the Discourse is not so compact and free of 
repetition that we need deny to its author such an anticipation of his 
own words; nor would it be surprising that in the traditions with 
eich he worked there were recorded more than one charge to Joshua 

at least several emphases of the fact that Joshua was exhorted 
3 Moses; cp. i. 38. On the mixed forms of address, ‘how and yor, 
see notes below. 

18. And I commanded you) Them would he more natural, which 
some read; retain you, a symptom of the want of absolute preciseness 
in the writer’s style. 

avmed| It is doubtful whether that is the original meaning of the 
Heb. word or wzth loins girt, or stripped of superfluous clothing, 
expeditus ; the same word in Num. xxxii. 21 ff. (JE ?): P also uses it 
but with a following noun 7d. 27, 29 and Josh. iv. 13. 

children of Israel| Not deuteronomic. See on iv. 44. 
all the men of valour| Web. sons of strength or valour. Like our 

Jorce the Heb. fail is also used for army, but with the article (e.g. 
2 Sam. xxiv. 2), which does not occur in this phrase. The meaning Is 
all capable of bear 1 AYINS, ; 

8 _ 
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and your cattle, (I know that ye have much cattle,) “Shall 
20 abide in your cities which I have given you;-until the Lor» 

give rest unto your brethren, as unto you, and they also 
possess the land which the Lorp your God giveth them 
beyond Jordan: then shall ye return évery man unto his 
possession, which I have given you. And I commanded 
Joshua at that time, saying, Thine eyes have seen all that 
the Lorp your God hath done unto these two kings: so 
shall the Lorn do unto all the kingdoms whither thou goest 

22 over. Ye shall not fear them: for the Lorp your God, he 
it is that fighteth for you. 

2 

19. muuch cattle) Cp. Num. xxxii. 1. In the O.T. Mo‘ab, Gile‘ad 
and Bashan, the seats of the two and a half tribes, are celebrated for 
their cattle, imported thence to W. Palestine, which has inferior 
pastures. See the writer's /erwsalem, 1. 307, 321 ff. and HGH, 
52 3 is 

: 

which I have given you) v. 12f3; so Num. XXXii. 29, 33, 40. 
20. until the LoRD give rest] So xii. 10, xxv- 19, the deuteronomic . 

Josh. i, 13, 15, XXi. 44, XXii. 4, xNiii. 1, and not elsewhere in the Hex. 
in this sense, though the verb occurs in other meanings. 

beyond Jordan| The standpoint of the speaker correctly observed as 
in v7. 25. 

unto his possession| See ii. 5. 
21. Zhine eyes have seen) Rather, Thine own eyes are they 

that saw. The appeal to personal experience is characteristic of 
Deuteronomy : cp. iv. 3, xi. 7- LXX reads your eyes; but thine is 
confirmed by Sam. 
your God) LXX B our God. Omit with Sam. The formula has 

been added by a copyist. 
22. Ye shall not fear them) Ne may either take this Pl. as 

intended to comprise all the people with Joshua; or read, with Sam., 
some codd. of the LXX, and the Syriac, thou shalt not fear them. 
Which was the original it is impossible to say. All the versions have 
the Pl. in the last clause (LXX, B ows God), but to take it as there- 
fore a Jate addition borrowed from i. 30 (Steuern.) is somewhat pedantic ; 
the change from Sg. to Pl. is here very natural. 

23—29. Moses’ PRAYER AND ITS REJECTION. 

At that time Moses besought God to finish what He had begun and 
show him all His greatness: (23 f-), by letting him cross Jordan and view 
the whole land (25). Wroth with him on Israel’s account God refused 
(26) and bade him ascend the Pisgah and thence view the land (27); 
also he must charge Joshua as his successor in leading Israel to their 
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And I besought the Lorp at that time, saying, O Lord 
Gop, thou hast begun to shew thy servant thy greatness, 
and thy, strong hand: for what god is there in heaven or in 
earth, that can do according to thy works, and according to 
thy mighty acts? Let me go over, I pray thee, and see the 
good land that is beyond Jordan, that goodly mountain, and 
Lebanon. But the Lorp was wroth with me for your sakes, 
and hearkened not unto me: and the Lorp said unto me, 
Let it suffice thee ; speak no more unto me of this matter. 
Get thee up into the top of Pisgah, and lift up thine eyes 

heritage (28). They abode in the ravine opposite Beth-Pe‘or (29).— To 
this prayer there is no parallel in JE; for the JE account of the ascent 
of the Pisgah see xxxiv. 10 ff. Nor does P record the prayer ; it ascribes 
the exclusion of Moses to his own sin at Kadesh, and differently names 
the Mt he ascended ; with 27 f. cp. xxxii. 48—52, Num. xx. 12, xxvii. 

_12—21. See further the notes immediately after this, that on i. 37, 
and those on xxxii. 48 ff. 

23. And I besought the LorD| In the Pent. the Heb. verb is used 
with the Deity only here; but éo deseech-man in E, Gen. xlii. 21. 

24. O Lord Gop| Heb. my Lord Jehovah. 
thou hast begun] But not fulfilled in my sight ! A pathetic emphasis. 

Moses prayed to see with his own eyes the completion of the great 
Providence carried so far at his hands. This temper is charac- 
teristic of all Deuteronomy: the passion to experience the full- 
rounded Providence of God in this life, absolutely no hope of another! 
As time went on a nobler trust was born. The servant of Jehovah cut 

‘off from the land of the living, yet seeg of the travail of his soul and ts 
satisfied (‘Is.’ lili. 11); and Jesus becoming obedient even unto death 
(Phil. ii. 8), for the joy set before him endured the cross, despising the 
shame (Heb. xii. 2). Let thzs cup pass from me...nevertheless...thy will 
be done. 

~ thy greatiness| Vv. 24, ix. 26, xi. 23 and thy strong hand, see iv. 34. 
what god zs there, etc.) Ex. xv. 11. 
25. the good land) i. 35. 
that goodly mountain] To this day in Syria a whole range is called 

in the sing. #eouztaznz ; and in fact from Nebo and the Ghér below it 
all W. Palestine appears one compact mountain-mass. 
and Lebanon) In clear weather Hermon, the summit of what is 

now particularised as Anti-Lebanon, is distinct from above Jericho and 
the opposite hills, as one looks up the Ghér. 

26. But the LORD was wroth with me| Heb. hzth‘abber (lit. fo 
extecd bounds) was enraged, a stronger term than that ini. 37, the note on 
which see for the whole of this verse. 

27. the top of Pisgah] Rather, the headland of the Pisgah. See 
on 7. £7, and cp. xxxii. 48 ff., xxxiv. 1, and small print on xii. 2. 

23 
24 

25 

26 

27 
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westward, and northward, and southward, sah eres. og 
behold with thine eyes: for thou shalt not go over this- 

28 Jordan. But charge Joshua, and encourage him, and 
strengthen him: for he shall go over before this people, 
and he shall cause them to inherit the land which thou 

29 Shalt see. So we abode in the valley over against Beth- 
peor. 

28. But charge Joshua) See notes introd. to this and the previous 
section. In P (Num. xxvii. 15—21) the charge to Joshua precedes 
the arrangement with the two and a half tribes (Num. xxxii.), while 
in D it follows. No stress can be laid on this difference as D’s term at 
that time is vague. But see Dri. 7 /oco. Cp. also xxxi. 1—8. 

29. the valley over against Beth-peor| Web. the gai=hollow, glen, 
ravine, inapplicable to the Jordan plain; rather one of the glens 
descending to this from the Moab-plateau. That suits the probable 
meaning of P*‘or, gap or cleft (Ar. fughrah, ‘a river-mouth’; ep. the 
‘ other “Phogor’ of Euseb. and Jer. near Bethlehem, the’ modern 
Kh. Faghir, PEF Map Sh. xvii.). Beth-P*or abbrev. from Beth- 
Ba‘al-Pe‘or, shrine of the B. of P. (cp. iv. 3). This gat of Israel’s 
encampment, where also Moses was buried (xxxiv. 6), unnamed, but 
defined as over against Beth-pe‘or (so too iv. 46), is also nameless in E, 
Num. xxi. 20, defined as in the region of Moab, and these words are added, 
headland of the Pisgah that looks upon the Y*shimon ; and Num. xxiii. 28 
givesa headland of I Pe'orthat looks out upon the V*shimon; while Beth-Pe‘or 
is placed by P, Josh. xiii. 20, with the slopes of the Pisgah and Beth- 
Y°shiméth. Again Euseb. andgger. describe Beth-phogor.as near 
Mt Phogor opposite Jericho 6 Koman miles above Livias, the mod. 
Tell er-Rameh, on the Jordan plain. These data suit the identification 
of the gaz with the W. ‘Uyiin Musa, on the N. of the Nebo or Pisgah 
headland (see on 7. 17). So Dillm., G. A. Smith (7GAHZ, 564) and 
G. B. Gray (Num. xxi. 20). Further, Musil (AZoas, 344 f., 348) 
suggests for the headland of Pe‘or the headland to the N. of W. ‘Uyiin 
Musa, and for Beth-Pe‘or the ruins and shrine esh-Sheikh Jayel on one 
of the steps of that headland, ‘thence one gets the best view of the 
lower slopes and of the Jordan valley.’ The stream of the wady 
between these two headlands, before it reaches the Dead Sea, passes 
the ruins es-Sueimeh, in which there is a possible echo of Y*shimon, 
and Y‘shiméth; and the bare district about this lies in full view of 
both headlands. There is, therefore, no need to read Pisgah for Pe‘or 
in Num. xxiii. 28 on the basis of Num. xxi. 20. On the whole the 
above identification of the Gat with the W. ‘Uyun Musa is prefe’ 
to that with the next wady to the N., the W. Hesban (Driver). Conder’s 
proposal for Beth-Pe‘or (Heth and Moab, 146), the headland by ping el 
Minyeh, would remove ¢4e Gai too far south, 
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And now, O Israel, hearken unto the statutes and unto 4 
the judgements, which I teach you, for to do them; that ye may 

Cu. IV. 1—40. Hortavory Parr or THE Firsr Discourse. 

The historical review closing with iii. 29, the rest of the discourse 
consists of exhortations to practise the Laws about to be announced and 
appeals to the nation’s experience. Four obvious divisions: (1) 1—8, 
Commands tokeep the Laws, with a reminder of Ba‘al-Pe‘or ; (2) g—24, 
Against idolatry, with memories of Horeb ; (3) 25—31, Predictions of the 
nation’s destruction by exile if they fall into idolatry and of God’s mercy if 
they then repent; (4) 32—40, Appeals to their experience of the 
uniqueness of their God.—Though all four are concerned with the 
spiritual nature and uniqueness of Jehovah, their form and their contents 
both raise doubts of their unity, and of their connection with i. 6—1iii. 
There is no regular progress; repetitions of, and apparent discrepancies 
with, i, 6—ili. occur; the passages on exile and repentance confined to 
25—31 are held to be exilic; though the language is mainly deutero- 
nomic there are curious outcrops of terms either found only in D and P, 
or elsewhere confined to v.—xxvi. On all these see below. Opinion 
is, therefore, divided as to the unity of this section, its integrity with 
i. 6—ili., and its date. Moore, Avc. Bz6l., holds these further reasons 
for its exilic origin, that its monotheism is loftier than that of v.—xi., 
and that the greater part of it is but a homily on v. 25 ff. The first 
of these reasons is questionable—cp. v. 19—and even if true would 
be a precarious symptom of date: the second is also doubtful. 

1—8. ENFORCEMENT OF THE IMPENDING LEGISLATION. 

The main purpose of the discourse, the enforcement of the Laws 
about to be given, for on the practice of these depends Israel’s survival 
in the Land (1 f.)—let them remember Ba‘al-Pe‘or ! (3 f.)—as well as 
their wisdom and fame as a people (5 f.); what other has such a God 
or such laws? (7f.). V. 1 closely joins with the preceding i. 6—iii., 
which indeed requires some such practical conclusion -as is provided in 
iv. 1—4, and the unity of these vv. with i. 6—iii. is generally recognised, 
but as we shall see there is no reason to doubt that vz. 5—8 also belong 
to that unity. 

1. And now] Emphatic call to the practical purpose of the dis- 
course; the same in x. 12, the beginning of the last stage of the second 
introduction to the Code. 

O Israel, hearken| Sg. imper. confirmed by Sam. and LXX in a 
context using the Pl. form of address; an instance of the natural 
transition by the same author from one:to the other, cp. wv. § and i. 8. 

the statutes and...the judgements] Heb. hukkim and mishpatim, a 
common title for the deuteronomic Laws, iv. 1, 5, 8, 14, v. 1, xi. 32, 
xii. 1, xxvi. 16; sometimes combined with or varied by széswah, com- 
mandment, and ‘edwoth, solemnly pronounced decrees (see on v% 45). 
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live, and go in and possess the land which the Lor», the — 

2 God of your fathers, giveth you. Ye shall not add unto the 
word which I command you, neither shall ye diminish from 
it, that ye may keep the commandments of the Lorp your 

3 God which I command you. Your eyes have seen what the 
Lorn did because of Baal-peor: for all the men that followed 

Hébk means engraven or instituted, a statute covering ‘positive in- 
stitutions or enactments, moral, ceremonial, civil (e.g. vii. 1—3, xii-, 

Xiv., xvi. f. etc.)’; mishpat, lit. judgement, judicial decision, * the 
provisions of the civil and criminal law’ (Driver). 

which [ teach you\ The participle, am about to teach you; cp. 7. 5. 
It is remarkable that in the Pent. D alone uses this verb—teach and 
learn—of religion and the Law, and this no fewer than 17 times. The 
idea is the same as that of the prophets, especially Hosea and Jeremiah, 
that true religion rests on the knowledge of God, the people sinning 
because not wuderstanding with the heart (Heb. for the practical 
intellect) what God is and demands; and ferishing for lack of know- 
ledge. 

that ye may live] asa nation! That the national existence depends 
on the keeping of the Law is a principle of the deuteronomic writers. 
Understood in a thoroughly spiritual temper it is uncontestable. Every 
nation lives by loyalty to law, and the people who were loyal to the 
spirit of this law would be strong and survive. As a matter of fact 
Israel preserved its identity among the nations and survived the in- 
fluences which overwhelmed the religions of its neighbours by its 
obedience. The Law was a fence about the people. But their danger 
was to substitute the letter for the spirit, as according to both Jeremiah 
and Jesus they did. On /zve cp. xxx. 6. : 

2. Ye shall not add unto the word...neither...diminish from it] So 
xii. 32 [Heb. xiii. 1], cp. Jer. xxvi. 2, Rev. xxii. r8f. That the Law 
was tampered with in Josiah’s day is implied in Jer. viii. 8, the false pen 
of the scribes has wrought falsehood. Our verse and xii. 32 have been 
interpreted as if the deuteronomic_law gave itself forth as the full, final 
letter of the Divine Revelation. This is not so: cp. its promise of a 
new prophet like to Moses, xviii. 15 ff. 

which I command you] Again the participle, am about to command. 
Sam. and Luc. add ¢his day. 

3. Your eyes have seen) Cp. iii. 21. 
because of Baal-peor) Heb. in Ba‘al-Pe‘or (=in Beth-Ba‘al-Pe‘or), 

a place-name as in Hos. ix. 10; cp. iii. 29. The sin and its punish- ~ 
ment are related by JE, Num: xxv. 1—5; then follows, 6—16, a 
similar story about Israel and Midianite seductions, from P. Ba‘al of 
Pe‘or was a locai deity, otherwise unknown to us. Driver (Deut. 63 f.) 
questions the usual opinion that he was a priapic deity, yet the close 
asseciation of the charge of worshipping him with that of illicit inter- 
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Baal-peor, the Lorp thy God hath destroyed them from the 
midst of thee. But ye that did cleave unto the Lorp your 4 
God are alive every one of you this day. Behold, I have 5 
taught you statutes and judgements, even as the LorpD my 
God commanded me, that ye should do so in the midst of 
the land whither ye go in to possess it. Keep therefore and 6 
do them ; for this is your wisdom and your understanding 
in the sight of the peoples, which shall hear all these 

course with the daughters of Moab, combined with the notorious 
impurity of tlre Syrian religions, appears to confirm the opinion. 

thy God...from the midst of thee] Note the change to the Sg. here 
from the Pl. in the beginning of the verse. Sam. and LXX. probably 
less originally, give Pl. throughout. For similar changes see vv. 25, 29, 
BY Ee. al, Gs pe " 

4. ye that did cleave unto the LORD your God] See on x. 20. 
5. Behold, J have taught you\ The perf. of the verb in contrast 

with the fut. in v. 1 raises questions. Does Moses now refer to laws 
which he has already promulgated from Horeb onward (so Driver) ? 
Hardly, for the rest of the verse implies the same statutes and judge- 
ments as v. 1. Oris this verse out of place here, and borrowed from an 
address by Moses after the promulgation of the deuteronomic laws (Dillm., 
Westphal, Steuern., etc.)? Or is it the mistake of a scribe (KKosters) ? 
Bertholet seeks a solution in the fact that when the Heb. verb for 
behold (re’eh, sing. but Sam. and LXX plur.) is followed by a finite 
verb the perfect is used even where we should expect a future (e.g. Gen. 
xli. 41, 1 Chr. xxi. 23). Thus the action in view is represented as if 
it were already past (for a similar idiom cp. ‘the prophetic perfect’). 
There is, therefore, no reason to question that v. 5 refers like wv. 1 to 
the legislation imminent in Israel; alternatively it may include the 
laws given on Horeb, cp. v. 14. In any case the chief objection to 
taking zv. 5—8 along with 1—4 is removed. 

whither ye go in to possess tt] The only Pl. passage which gives this 
phrase (though 7. 1 has a variant) so distinctive of the Sg. passages 
that in them it occurs ro times. See on vi. 1. 

6. Aeep therefore and do them] So eight times in D (as also eight in 
P); the similar 4eep (or observe) fo do occurs some 20 times both with 
Sg. and Pl. This practical emphasis is characteristic of the Book. 
Men are often content to remember the commandments. 
Sor this is your wisdom and your understanding] Not your mere 

possession of the law, but /A7s your doing of tt, shall be your intellectual 
strength. Cp. John vii. 17. 

in the sight of the peoples, which shall...say| So actually it came to 
pass. Loyalty to the law ensured not only the national existence of 
Israel (see on v. 1), but their fame among the Gentiles; who shall say, 
This great nation ts a wise and understanding people. Most signally 
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statutes, and say, Surely this great nation is a wise and 
7 understanding people. For what great nation is there, that 
hath 'a god so nigh unto them, as the Lorp our God is 

8 whensoever we call upon him? And what great nation is 
there, that hath statutes and judgements so righteous as all this 

1 Or, God 

fulfilled by the fame of the Jews among illuminated Greeks after 
Alexander’s conquest of Asia. Hecataeus of Abdera, Clearchus, 

- Theophrastus, Megasthenes, Hermippus all call the Jews the pAzlo- 
sophers of the East (Jerusalem, 1. 401, etc.). The cause of such a 
fame was not of course the wise details of the Law, nor even that the 
nation possessed and lived by it, in a way unparalleled by any nation in 
W. Asia—the Greeks find the nearest parallel. in India—but the 
religious spirit of the Law, its unique monotheism. And so the dis- 
course now proceeds to speak of Israel’s God. 

Surely| Heb. rak. See on x. 15. 
1. For what great nation...hath a god so nigh| Both noun, élohim, 

and adj., £°vobim, are plural. Zlohim may signify @ god, or gods, as 
vi. 14 and elsewhere ; or the general idea of Deity, this chiefly but not 
always in the mouth of, or addressed to, the heathen, e.g. v. 24, Gen. 
xx. 13, Exod. xxxi. 18; or may stand for the God of Israel (cp. the 
deuteronomic 2 Sam. vii. 23). Here it is either of the first three—a 
god, gods or God (R.V. marg.). The rest of the verse explains what is 
meant by zzgh: He hears prayer and answers it by actual deeds. The 
prophets’ conuast of Israel’s experience of God with that of other nations 
is constant and remarkable—a proof of the experimental, practical 
quality of their religion. Jeremiah insists that the gods of the heathen 
are vanities and do not profit them (ii. 8, 11, 13: broken cisterns, 28, 
xvi. 19 f. etc.); cp. the Prophet of the Exile (‘Isai.’ xliv. g f., xlvii. 12, 
xIviii. 17) and his argument that Jehovah alone promises and fulfils 
(‘Isai.’ xli. 21 ff). To all the prophets, but especially to Isaiah, God 
is not only the infinitely sublime, but the infinitely near, hearing prayer, 
ready to help, interested, vigilant and active in all the details of their 
everyday life. Legal Judaism lost this sense of the constant nearness 
of God, and did not compensate for the loss by its apocalypses. 

8. And what great nation...hath statutes...so righteous| This chal- 
lenge is as just as the preceding. Other great codes and systems of 
ethics there undoubtedly were in Israel’s world (e.g. the Code of Ham- 
murabi and various systems in Egypt). But the deuteronomic Torah 
is rightly exalted above them—because of its pure religious fervency, 
its revelation of the Divine character, and its enforcement, in. the 
details of human conduct, of the example of God Himself. Moreover, 
the Law of no other nation in Israel’s world has exerted so practical an 
influence on the ethics of mankind. How necessary it was to impress 
Israel, both immediately before and during the Exile, with the dis- 
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law, which I set before you this day? Only take heed to 9 

tinction which the Law gave them among the nations is seen from such 
passages as Ezek. xx. 32, xxv. 8. The heathen sai<l Israel is lil.:c 
all tlze nations, and Israelites were tempted to fall back upon the ·easier 
ethics c,f their neighbours, we will be as the heathen. This is the 
temptation of all recipients of high ideals and duties; none are more 
exposed to it than Christians ; they must remind themselves, as this 
discourse insists, of the privilege and re5ponsibility of those who ha Ying 
known the better dare not be content \•·ith the easier. The sub�lance 
of these Yerses then is, uralk 1/'{lr/hy of the voration wh,-rewit/1 J'C haz•e 
bc't'll called. The abuse of such a conscience is the self-righteousness 
born of a merely formal fulfilment of the Law ( Luke xYiii. 11 ). ' Phari
saism and Deuteronomy came into the world the same day· (A. B. 
Davidson, Hastings DB. IL 5i7), 

set before you] Not prescribe or enforce; but offer for your decision 
and acceptance. So xi. 26, 32, xxx. ,, 1.5, 19. The affirmation of 
the people's responsibility is characteristic of D. 

9-24. AGAINST IDOLATRY. 

The truth that is beneath the whole Law: God is revealed not in 
images, but by words and deeds of redemption. Warned to lay their 
experience to heart (9), Israel are reminded of the revelation at �loreb, 
solely by words and the covenant (10-1+); let them recall they saw 
no form ( 15) lest they make any idol of any living thing in earth, air or 
sea (16-18) or worship the host of heaven, assigned by Jeho,·ah lo 
other peoples (19), but no gods for those whom He hath redeemed 
for Himself ( 20). For their sakes, Moses is not to cross Jordan ( 2 I f.); 
so he enjoins them to take heed. Jehovah is a devouring fire ( 2

,-
� f. ). 

In substance the passage is a unity-except perhaps 1
J
. 19. In form 

it i� in the Pl. address with a few transitions to the Sg. ; all. except 
v. ro, confirmed by Sam. and LXX. These are typical 0f the rnrious 
muses which may have led to frequent transitions. The Sg. is logically 
explicable in z·. 9, perhaps too in 10; coincides in 19 with the only 
change of subject, and so possibly marks a later addition ; in 21 may
be due to the later addition of a formula; \\'hile 2-J. is pos,ibly a 11uota
tion and the preceding tht!t! in 23 due to the attraction of its Sg. The 
language is in tlie main deuteronomic, but the section ha� been taken 
(along with 32-40) as from another hand than i. 6-iv. 8 (alternath·cly 
i. 6-iv. 4) on these grounds : that the same author wo:1ld not have re
peated in 21 f. what he has narrated in iii 26; that 10 fL imply that
!\loses is addressing the same generation as was alive at J:Ioreb and are 
therefore discrepant with i. 35 ff. and ii. 16, while agreeing with the 
Second Discourse, cp. vii. 16; that of the phrases used some arc 
found in D only in v.-xxvi., xxviii. {Its! thou forget, 9, 23, vi. , 2, 
viii. 11, I-J., 19, ix. 7, xxv. 19; whic/1 thine eJ't'S have seen, 9, vii. 19, 
x. 2 I, cp. xi. 7; all the clays ef thy life, 9, vi. 2, xvi. 3, xvii. 19) ; 
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thyself, and keep thy soul diligently, lcst thou forget the 
things which thinc eyes saw, and lest thcy depart from thy 
heart all the days of thy life; but make them known unto 

10 thy children and thy children's children; the day that thou 
stoodest before the LoRn thy Cod in Horeb, when the Lo1w 
said unto me, Assemble me the people, and I will make 
them hear my words, that they may learn to fear me all the 

other" are found only in I' (malt mu/ fonalc, 1£'i11ged fowl, a11ytl1i11,:; 
t/1al O"ecps, 1 i f.) or other late writers (Ji_:;11n, 16, ir/J11 Ji11·11au, 10). 
Xute, loo, /'<'OJI, of i11lurilan,·,•, 20, fur the usual pt'{u/iar p,·,,p!c. Tlll' 
di,,rrep1ncy (sec hclow) is not conclusive; neither doc, the .J:rnguagc 
ncccs,arily imply an cxilic elate ; c\'t:n the phra,-c, found cl,,cwhcn· 
only in I' arc very general. The �imilaritics to v.-xxvi., xxviii. may 
i111ply a date subsequent lo the latter; l,ut are too few to n:nclcr such 
an inference certain. 

9. Uu(J,] Not restriction to one point, liut cmpha,,is on the princi('!c 
of the whole of the Law. For the u,c of thi, restrictive adverb so frc• 
quent in D see on r. If.. 

take /,ad lo tlzysd/] Foun<l in _IE, lien. '.'I.Xxi. 24, etc., hut frcyuent 
in lJ--y time, thu,, and t, more generally. 

k,·,-p ti,;, soul diligmtl;•] Rather, guard well thyself \cp. 2.� Pl.) 
or thy life ; cp. 1, tltal ye ma;• live. 

1.-st tl,011 forl{cl the tl,ings wl1ich th int' q,·� .sa�•J The e'.'l.pcrience of the 
nation as a whole is meant, and not only that of the generation addre�.;cd, 
So the prophets frcqu1:ntly call on their contemporaries tu re111emlic1 
what happened to the nation lung ago. llcncc the tran,ition in thi� 
verse to the Sg. is natural and docs not imply another author. 
Similarly throughout the following discour,-c v-xi. St·c on x. 21. 

tliy heart] Tht: scat not of the emotion� but of the practical in- , 
tdlect, or, as here, of the memory. Cp. our • to get hy heart,' • lay 
lo heart.' 

111111.i tl,cm k11/Jw11 1111/0 thy ,-!,i.'drc11] Fir�t in,tance t>f the frc11ucnt 
enforcement to hand on the religion� tradition: 10, ,-i. i• �of., xi. 19, 
xxxi. 13, xxxii. 46. 

10. Iii<' day] lioverne<l Ly ksl tliou forgd in ,•, 9; or an acc. of 
time. 

thou .•liJodo-t /,,ji>r,· ... lhJ' Goc/J So Sam., the nation bcini,: "till regar,lcd 
as an individual ; LXX ye sloo.l . 

. lsso11/>I,· lilt' th,· p,·1'1/c] Sec bdow on\'. 22. 
111a;• learn lo _(t·ar] The freyuent commands t,, _l�·ar, or learn t,, Ji·,1r, 

Go<l, "- 29, vi. 24, viii. 6, x. 12, xiv. 23, xvii. 19, XX\'iii. 58, xxxi. 1.�. 
associate that temper with lz(ari11,1;, readi11.E:, or d,,ing God's law, or 
,c•,1'1.:iug i11 I/is WIIJ'-'· It is thus no inarticulate, brutish awe bcfo,e 
the unknown, which we call �uper�tition, but the vigilant, scrupulou� 
temper of a scn·ant to whom his lurd's will has been fully declared-
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days that they live upon the earth, and that they may teach 
their children. And ye came near and stood under the 11 
mountain ; and the mountain burned with fire unto the 
heart of heaven, with darkness, cloud, and thick darkness: 
And the LORD spake unto you out of the midst of the fire: 12 

ye heard the voice of words, but ye saw no form ; only J'e 
heard a voice. And he declared unto you his covenant, 13 
which he commanded you to perform, even the ten 

cp. Lat.• religio' and our general use of 'religious' and 'religiously' 
-an earnest, anxious obedience; never a mere feeling, but the intelligent 
and loyal practice of a trust. See also on xiv. 23.

11. ye came near and stood under tlze mountain]. E, Exod. xix. 1 i, 
took station in the nether part ef the 11101ml. 

burnedwilltfirt!] J, Exod. xix. 18, 1YI01mt Sinai was ai/. on smo!.:.: ... 
as the smoke ef a Jitrnace, and ... quakt?d greatly.; E, Exod. xx. 18, 
thunder, lightning, and mount smoking. 

unto the lzeart ef heaz1oz] A. characteristic cleuteronomic addition; 
cp. i. 28. 

wit/1 darkness, cloud, and thick darkness] The accumulation is 
•characteristic; cp. E, Exod. xix. 16, thirk cloud; xx. 21, thick dark• 
ness; P, xxiv. 15 b, 18,1, cloud. 

12. the LORD spakt! ... out ef tlie mi,lst of the fire] So r .=;, J.�, 36,
v. +, 22, 24, ix. IQ, x. +· J, Exod. xix. 18, dtscmded in fire; P, Exoll. 
xxiv. 17, the glor;• ef .fehovah like devourill,l{ fire. 

the voice of words ... only ... a voice] E, Exod. xix. 19, God ans.1Jered 
by a z•oic,:; P, Exod. xxiv. 16, called out ef the doud; E, Exod. xix. 16, 
19, xx. 18, reiterates the sound of a trumpet, cxaeding loud. The 
omission of this by Dis noteworthy. 

)'e saw 110 Jorm] Heb. t•mz2nalz, form or shap,:; E, Exod. xx. 4. 
This feeling, that seeing is more sensuous than hearing, was shared by 
the prophets, who forbad the presentation of God in any physical 
shape, yet did not hesitate to use words describing Him in the likeness 
of a man: father, husband, warrior, e,·en as a travailing woman, 
xxxii. 18, 'Isai.' xiii. 13 f.

13. his covmant, ,l'hich lte commanded yott] Heb. b•rlth (prob. from 
a root=to bind) meant any compact, contract or bargain: between 
friends, 1 Sam. XYiii. 3 ;  man and wife, Prov. ii. Ii; master and servant, 
Job xli. 4; king and people, 2 Sam. v. 3 ; former foes, whether indi
viduals, id. iii. 1 2 f., or peoples, J, Exod. xxiii. 32; Deut. vii. 2 (the only 
instance in D of its non-religious use); conqueror and conquered, 
r !'am. xi. 1. sertth might apply either to the transaction or to the 
binding conditions on which it was based; the co,·er.ant or the terms of 
the covenant, i.e. ordinance or constitution. When the parties were of 
unequal power the terms were imposed by the stronger. So between 
God and Israel; His ,·ov,mant which He commanded, here and xxix. 1. 
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1 commandments: and he wrote them upon two tables of stone. 
14 And the Lo,w commanded me at that time to teach you 

statutes and judgements, that ye might do them in the land 
15 whither ye go over to possess it. Take ye therefore good 

heed unto yourselves; for ye saw no manner of form on the 

1 Heb. words. 

L' ,ed tirsl in a rcligiou, ,c11'c liy JI:., Gcn. :1. \·. 11:!, etc. o( ( ;.,d\ 
con:nant with 1he patriarchs ; Exod. xix. t, x:..i,·. i ff. etc. with Israd 
at f_Ioreb; Jes, u,ecl by thc prophets, e.g. Jlos. d. ;, viii. 1; Jer. xi. 10, 
xxxi .. P; hut ,·ery frequent in Dcut., iv .. �•• \'ii. 12, viii. 18, etc., \1ith 
patriarchs (cp. ,·i. 18, ix ,=,, xi. 9, etc.); i\'. 1 .�. 23, v. 2, ix. 9, 11, 1 :;, 

al I_Ioreb; X\'ii. 2 1?). xxix. 1, 9, I 2, 14, 2 I, 2 5 renewed in :'\lu'ah. The 
terms co111111a11d,d by G•><I were th,· words of th,: ,oz·o1<111I, J, Ex, ,d. 
xxxi,·. 28, or the .-,rz·,·11a11t alone a, here. i.e. lhc I>ccalogul', but in 
xxix. I the whole I>eutcrunnmic Co(ic; l,o,,l: ,1/ th.- ,-.,;:-,-11<111I, E, Exod. 
xxiv. i, the l_lorcb legislation , hut in 2 Kg, ·xx iii. 2 f., 2 1, cp. Deut.
xxix. 2 I, the Deulerunomic Code. The table, of the Ikcalnguc were 
the ta/,/c:s of Iii,· on·,·11c111I, ix. 9, 11, 1 t; hence D', charactc:ri,tic name 
for the Ark, th,: .-lrl: ,:f th,· Co;·ornnl. -x. X. xxxi. 9, 2:, and in Josh. 
A C0\'enant was solemnised bv a ,acrificial fca,t, Gen. xxi. 28 ff., xxxi. 
46, :-4· Hence probably the 1;h1 ase Iv cul or ,trike a cm·enant (kc1ra//1 
b4rilh), cp. op �,a Tiµ.11€111. Beyund the frequent use of this phra,.,e, 
e.g. iv. 23, D nowhere associate, the covenant with �acrifice. God 
makes (karat/I) it and it is His; sw,·ars Iv it; /011,,•fs it 110/, l.·ceps, 
ti,ijils and esta/,/ish,·s it, i,·. 31. \·ii. 12, \'iii. 18, etc.; l.·,·,tinij ,·ovma11I 
and hue l011e, vii. 9, 12. Israel ,•11/ers intv it, xxix. 12, and is bound 
to keep and to do it, passim. 

tho ten co111111,111d11101tsJ Words. So abo x. 4. E, Ex<XI. xx. 1. <1// 
tlus,: words. A gloss in Exod. xxxi\·. 18 has Iii,· tor words. See Dri\'er's 
note on both p�sages; and below on v. 5, 'The Ten \\'ords.' 

he wrole //um upon tw,, tahks <?/ sl01u] See below on v. 11. On the 
'co\'enants ' mentioned in the Pentateuch see Dri\'er, Exod. p. Ii:-· 

14. .-l mi th,· /.,,RD ,-o,11m,111d,d 111,· al that tim,, etc.] Heh. em• 
phasises 11u; these additional laws given through ,1oscs appcc:ar, from 
the following phrase, to be the laws he is now about to publish, cp. 
,J. 5; yet the word, al that timt point to the inclusion with them of the 
laws at J:Ioreb, E, Exod. xx. '22-xxiii. 33. 

whither ye: go t r
Nr to poHi:ss it] A phra,-e peculiar to passages in the 

Pl. address. Contrast v. 5. See on vi. 1. 
Vi•. 13 f. form a slight d1gre,sion from the main subject of 9-24, and 

arc taken by some as a later intnision. But this is to forget the genl'ral 
discursivenes, of the author. Sec too next note. 

16. )'t sa-::,• 110 ma1111,·r o(j;,rm] Rc,mmes and repeats the reminder 
in ,'. 12 in a wa,• th,1t would h.1,·e bl.'en unneces,arv hut fof the digrl·,,ion 
in 13 L; and p;oves that the latter is "riginal. form, Heb. t•m1i11al1. 
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day that the LORD spake unto you in Horeb out of the 
midst of the fire: lest ye corrupt yourselves, and make you a 16 
graven image in the form of any figure, the likeness of male 
or female, the likeness of any beast that is on the earth, the 17 
likeness of any winged fowl that flieth in the heaven, the 18 
likeness of any thing that creepeth on the ground, the like
ness of any fish that is in the water under the earth : and 19 
lest thou lift up thine eyes unto heaven, and when thou 
seest the sun and the moon and the stars, even all the 
host of heaven, thou be drawn away and worship them, and 

16. lest ye corrupt ;•ourselves] Act perniciously.
a graven image] Heb. pesel: any idol carved in stone or wood.
figure] Heb. semel, only here; Ezek. viii. 3, 5; z Chron. xxxiii. 7, 

15, the Phoen. apparently for a statue, d118pcds { C IS I. i. 41, line 1 ; 
88, Jines 2, 5 ; 91, 1 ). So here of the human figure as the following
words show.

the likeness, etc.] Rather, the build or mould, Heh. tabntth, of male 
or female. 

17. the likeness] Again tabntth. 
winged fowl] Heh. bird of win,,:: cp. P, Gen. \·ii. 14; i. 21.
18. the water u11de1· tlze earth] The Hebrews concei\'ed the sea not

only as lower than and round the earth, but as passing beneath it (the 
earth being established or fixed over it) and so forming the source of all 
fountains, many of which in Syria are salt, and of all streams. Cp. 
Pss. xxiY. 2, xxxvi. 6, the .[;real dl'Ej; Am. \'ii. 4; Jon. ii. 3-6, and see 
below on xxxiii. 13. 

19. • lest thou lift up tlii111' eyes unto heaven] Change to Sg., confirmed 
hy Sam. and LXX-. 

and when thou sust the sun, etc.J xvii. 3 : sun, 1110011 or any of the 
host of heaven. Unlike the warnings against idolatry this one is not 
found in JE or P. The host qf heaven was the dominant influence in 
Babylonian religion, and though there are traces of astral worship from 
the earliest times in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem (cp. Bit-Ninib in the 
Tell-el-Amarna Letters, Beth-shemesh, etc.), it first became an active 
danger to Israel, when under Ahaz Assyrian example began to tempt 
the people of Jehovah, and in the last days of N. Israel, 2 Kgs xvii. 16, 
and iJ1 Judah under Manasseh, '2 Kgs xxi. 3, 5, xxiii. 4, 5, 11, Assyria 
imposed on her tributaries the forms of Baby!. culture. Cp. the pre
exilic prophets Zeph. i. 5; Jer. vii. 18, viii. 2, xix. 13, xliv. 17; Ezek. 
viii. 16. These show that the worship was both national, in the temple, 
and domestic. On the temptations in Jerusalem to the worship of the 
heavenly host see Jerusalem, II, 186 f. The natural seductiveness of 
the worship is well indicated by the successive verbs used here. 

tltou be drawn awaJ•] Rather reflexh·e, let thyself be drmun, xxx. 4, 
Ii; cp. the active form, xiii. 5, co, 13 [Heb. 6, 11, ql, 

DEUTERONOMY 5 
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scr\"c them, which the LoRn thy God hath divided unto all 
20 the peoples under the whole heaven. But the LORD hath 

taken you, and brought you forth out of the iron furnace, 
out of Egypt, to be unto him a people of inheritance, as at 

21 this day. Furthermore the LORD was angry with me for 
your sakes, and sware that I should not go over Jordan, and 
that I should not go in unto that good land, which the LoRn 

22 thy (;od giveth thee for an inheritance: but I must die in 
worship tlzon, and s,·r;,,, tl1m1l Rather, bow down to them and 

worship them. Cp. v. 9, ,·iii. 19. xi. 16. xvii .. �. xxix. 26 (25), xxx. Ii, 
and the addition to E, Exod. xx. 5. , 

wliir/1 tlu LoRn lhJ' G,;,1 hath diz•ided 1111/0 ail tlu p,,oples] Distri
butt'd, or a/lolled. An interesting attempt hy the writer to reconcile hi, 
great truth that Jehovah is God alone with the fact that the olher nations 
wor,hip other gods 1 cp. xxix. 26). This is part of His supreme Pro• 
viclence. Some find also in the words the feeling that such cults 
preserved the Gentiles from utter ignorance of (;ocl, and cite Cl<•fll. 
Alex. (Strom. n. q, 1 ro f.): the stars have been assig-ned to them, ia,a 
µ11 rO,w" ii.8eo, -ynoµEvo, uXiws Kcu o,atp8d.1w<11v, and as a guide to Got! 
H imsclf, <JOOS -ya.p aiiT1] oolh1<1a TOIS ltl1'£<1LI' O.l'«Kl''f«L 1rpos 8tlw. 

The coincidence of the change of address tll the Sg. with the change 
of subject leads some to take the ver�e as an intni,ion 1,y a later hand. 
But it may be a later addition hy the author of the context him,-elf on 
con,-ideration of xvii. -�• and as this is in the Sg. form it WtJuld account 
for his change ·to the Sg. here. Hut note the parallel 1md,r ti,,- who/,· 
/z,:az,,:11 with ii. 2f-. In any case there is no need to take the pas,,age 
as post-exilic; the danger it would a,·ert was, as the passages cited show, 
especially strong before the exile. 

20. Bui, etc.] Heh. But you, empl1atic, l1athJeh<>va/z takrn. hrael, 
so taken and redeemed, must worship Him alone. 

out of tlie iron furnace, 011/ of Egypt) Cp. the deuteronomic I Kgs 
viii. 51 and J er. xi. 4. The increase of references to iron-smelting from
the 8th cent. onwards is noteworthy; Jen,salem, ,. 331.

a people qf i11lurita11ce] cp. xxxii. 9; elsewhere in n a frculiar 
people, cp. vii. 6. 

as al tlzis ooy] ee ii 30. 
21. F11rther111or,: the Lt>RD was angtJ' with me for J•our sai·es] Set· 

on i .. �i, iii. 26. The fact is again introduce,) here as a relevant motive 
tu the following exhortation ; this answers the proposal to treat it, on 
account of its repetition, as an intrusion. 

that ,f{ood land] Heb. the; see on i. 35. 
wl1i<"h the LORD thy God ,1!11'eth thee for an inhtn'la11a] Heb. 

partic. is about lo give thee, xix. 10, xx. 16, xxi. 1.�. xxi,·. 4, xxvi. 1 : 
as an i11lurila11-a to possess ii, xv. 4, xxv. 19; cp. xix. 31 ; only in 
I>, and almo,t always with the Sg. address, l,ut ,·p. xxix. 8. Thi' 
tran,itiun to the Sg. i-, confirmed hy �am, aml J,X'.\, 
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‘this land, I must not go over Jordan: but ye shall go over, 
and possess that good land. ‘lake heed unto yourselves, 
lest ye forget the covenant of the Lorp your God, which he 
made with you, and make you a graven image in the form 

of any thing which the Lorp thy God hath forbidden thee. 
For the Lorp thy God is a devouring fire, a jealous God. 

When thou shalt beget children, and children’s children, 
and ye shall have been long in the land, and shall corrupt 

23. Take heed unto yourselves] See on vv. 9, 153 covenant, see on 
v. 13; anc_for the rest v. 16. 

24. a devouring fire) Cp. ix. 3; a frequent description of God in 
Isaiah : xxix. 6, xxx. 27, 30. 

a jealous God| v. g, vi. 15. J, Exod. xxxiv. 14, Jehovah whose 
name is Jealous is a jealous God. These two expressions always 
occur in Sg. passages; and the Sg. here may be explained as a quo- 
tation. On jea/ows see Driver on Ex. xx. 5. 

26—31. THREAT OF EXILE WITH PROMISE OF GRACE ON 
REPENTANCE. : 

If, with the slackness of increasing years, Israel give way to idolatry 
(25) Moses testifies that they shall perish from the land (26), and be 
scattered among the peoples (27) where indeed they must worship 
senseless idols (28). So far the Pl. address. But if—change to the 
Sg.—in these latter days of tribulation the nation seeks and returns to 
Jehovah it shall tnd Him (29f.). He will not fail nor forget His 
covenant (31).—As we shall see from the notes the threat of exile is no 
sufficient ground for judging 25—28 to be an exilic addition, but there ave 
several phrases which only D and P have, Others are found only in 
xxvill. The exilic origin of 29—31 is more probable. Dillm. denies a 
connection between 25 and the preceding ; it seems to the present writer 
that 25—28 is a natural continuation of. 23. This, however, by itself 
does not prove identity of authorship. 

25. When thou shalt beget...and ye shall have been|* Read, ye shall 
beget. The sentence illustrates the difficulties raised by the variant 
forms of address. So quick a change from Sg. to Pl., confirmed by 
LXX (though Sam. has PI. for both verbs), is logically possible (¢how= 
the mother nation; ye=the nation and its children). Yet the Sg, is 
more probably due to the attraction of the previous Sg., a copyist 
naturally continuing the latter till the changed form arrested him. 
For thy God both Sam. and LXX read your God. Thus the Pl. is 
complete throughout 25—28. The word for Jeger only here, xxvii, ) 
and in P. ; 

ye shall have been long| Or grown old or stale, used of old corn, Ley. 
XXvi, 10, and inyeterate leprosy, xiii, rr. Here not merely living long : 

5-2 

24 
25 
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yourselves, and make a graven image in the forte “of any 
thing, and shall do that which is evil in the sight of the 

26 Lorp thy God, to provoke him to anger: I call heaven and 
earth to witness against you this day, that ye shall soon 
utterly perish from off the land whereunto ye go over Jordan 
to possess it; ye shall not prolong your days upon it, but 

27 shall utterly be destroyed. And the Lorp shall seatter you 
among the peoples, and ye shall be left few in number 
among the nations, whither the Lorp shall lead you away. 

28.And there ye shall serve gods, the work of men’s hands, 
wood and stone, which neither see, nor hear, nor eat, nor 

in the land, but growing aged in spirit, losing spiritual freshness. 
Similarly the prophets judged the wilderness days to have been the ideal 
period of Israel’s history, the subsequent ages decadent. 

corrupt yourselves} See on v. 16; graven image, etc., ibid. 
do evil in the eyes of the LORD) ix. 18, xvii. 2, Xxxi. 29, and P, Num. 

XNXil. 135 OF good, vi. 18, xii. 28. 
to provoke him] ix. 18, xxxi. 2G, xxxii. 16, 21, also in deuteronomic 

passages in Kings and in Jeremiah. 
26. /callheaven and earth to witness against you) SO Xxx. 19, Xxxi.28. 

Berth. points out that the older style is earti and heaven. In controversy 
between God and Israel nature is introduced as the executioner of His 
judgements, or as suffering these with man; or as illustrating the steady 
laws or principles on which God acts in the moral sphere; or as here 
(cp. Mic. vi. 1 ff.) as witnessing against man. Enduring, the heavens 
and earth, especially the mountains, have seen all the relations between 
God and man, and when His evils come will be able to testify that God 
had warned the people. But differently in xxxii. 1, g.7 

ye shall soon utterly perish from off the land| Perish that is as a 
nation, vii. 4, xi. 17, xxviii. 20 and the deuteronemic Josh. xxiii. 16. 
Soon, vii. 4, 22, 1X. 3, 12, 16, xxviii. 20. 

whereunto ye go over Jorday to possess it) characteristic of the PI. 
passages. See Introd. and on zw. 5, 14 and vi. 1. 

ye shall not prolong your days) Again, as a nation, In the Hex. 
es here and iv. 40, V. 33, Xi. Q, XVil. 20, Xxil. 7, NXX. 18, XXXII. 47 ; 
and passive, v. 16, vi. 2, xxv. 15. Cp. E, Josh. xxiv. 31. 

27. few in number] Heb. idiom men of a number, easily counted; 
instead of being innumerable, as the stars in heaven for multitude. 

28. ye shall serve gods, the work of men’s hands, etc.) The acme of 
their punishment. They have chosen to serve idols; idols must they 
serve in a land where the worship of Jehovah is impossible. This scorn 
of senseless idols, also in xxvii. 15, xxviii. 36, 64, XNix. 17, XXXi. 29, is 
an essential temper of monotheism, appearing also in Hos. viii. 6, xiii. 
2; Isai. ii. 8, 20, etc.; Jer. ii. 8, x. 1—10, and most frequently in Tsai.’ 
xl. 19f., xli. 7, xliv. g—20, xlvi. 6 f. 
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smell. But if from thence ye shall seek the Lorp thy God, 2 
thou shalt find him, if thou search after him with all thy 
heart and with all thy soul. When thou art in tribulation, 30 
and all these things are come upon thee, 'in the latter days 
thou shalt return to the Lorp thy God, and hearken unto 
his voice: for the Lorp thy God is a merciful God; he will 
not fail thee, neither destroy thee, nor forget the covenant 

1 Or, if tn the latter days thou return 

29. But tf from thence ye shall seek...thou shalt find| The Pl. ye 
is due either to the attraction of the plurals of the previous verses or to 
a dittography. How easily the former worked is seen from the LXX 
which carries the PI. as far as search after him. Read with Sam. thou 
shalt seek. Yhus the Sg. stands throughout 29—31. Omit Az after 
Jind; cp. Jer. xxix. 13. 

with all thy heart and with all thy soul| Heart the seat of the 
practical intellect (see on v. 9); soul of the desires, the two thus covering 
the whole man. See vi. 5, x. 12, xi. 13, Xill. 3, XXvi. 16, Xxx. 2, 6, 
10 (vi. 5 adds with all thy force), and deuteronomic passages in Josh. 
and Kgs; once in Jer. xxxil. 41 of God. This enforcement of spiritual 
thoroughness is characteristic of D. 

30. all these things] Implied in 26 f. 
in the latter days| The end ox tssue of the days; frequently in the 

prophets of what is beyond the period with which they are engaged. 
and hearken unto his voice] ~ Found also in JE, this phrase much 

oftener occurs in D; no less than 17 times. 
31. a merciful God) Cp. JE, Exod. xxxiv. 6. 

* he will not fail thee) Rather, will not let thee drop (Driver); will 
hold‘thee fast. Cp. xxxi. 6, 8; Josh. i. 5. 

nor forget the covenant] ‘See on v 1 2: 

Further Note on 25—31. The two parts of this 25—28 and 29—31 
are probably separate; note the change of address. Berth. says that 
the whole ‘ bears clearly the stamp of exilic authorship.’ This is not 
true of 25—28, the threat of exile. After the exile of N. Israel in 721 
and the precedents in prophecy for a threat of exile (ep. Amos, Isaiah 
and Jeremiah), and the notorious policy of Assyria towards subject races, 
it would on the contrary have been strange not to have found in the 
pre-exilic deuteronomists, with their prophetic temper, some foreboding 
of exile. Dillm. rightly says, ‘the threat of exile has nothing surprising 
in it,’ if we compare ch. xxviii. But the case is different with the 
promise contingent on the conversion of the people in exile. In itself 
it is as conceivable in D as in the prophets (whom it is impossible to 
regard, as a powerful school of criticism does, as predicters only of 
judgement), but as Dillm. points otit it lies here too far away from the 

_ purpose of the exhortation!. Add to this reasons of form, (r) that the 

1 There is an analogy, however, in xxix. f. 

Gs = 
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32 of thy fathers which he sware unto them. For ask now of — 

the days that are past, which were before thee, since the — 
day that God created man upon the earth, and from the 
one end of heaven unto the other, whether there hath been 
any such thing as this great thing is, or hath been heard like 

33 it? Did ever people hear the voice of God speaking out of 
34 the midst of the fire, as thou hast heard, and live? Or hath 

; 

Jor introducing 32 ff. has no relevancy to 29—31, but continues 25—28 
(see Driver), and (2) the change from the PI. to the Sg. address—and 

. there is a strong case for taking 29—31 as a later exilic insertion like 
Xxx. I—10. Berth.’s argument that 32 naturally follows v. 24 is met by 
the fact that it more naturally follows v. 28, and we have already seen 
that 25—28 are the natural continuation of v, 23. We may, therefore, 
take 25—28 as integral, and only 29—31 as a later exilic intrusion. 

70 . DEUTERONOMY IV. 31—34 

32—40. THE UNIQUENESS OF THE GOD OF ISRAEL. 

This further appeal to the sole deity of Israel’s God is founded 
upon the nation’s experience of the unparalleled revelations He has 
made to them, the unparalleled deeds which He has performed for 
their deliverance (32—39) ; and it closes on the note with which the ch. 
opened, the enforcement of the practice of His laws (40).—Throughout 
in the Sg. form of address; for apparent exceptions see on @. 34. 
The section is joined by Berth. with 9—24 as one separate discourse, 
but as we have seen 32 connects even more naturally with 28. Over 
against the change to the Sg. address we have to place the sympathy 
of the contents and the similarity of the style with those of wz. 1—8. 
Vu. 32—39 best develop 7. 7, while 40, which there is no reason for 
supposing with Steuern. to be a mere scribal addition of formulas, _ 
suitably rounds off the whole by a return to the keynote of z 1. If 
iv. g—40 be a later addition to i. 6—iv. 8, it has been very skilfully and 
sympathetically added. 

32. For] The connection, as we have seen, is not with the imme- 
diately preceding 29—31, but with either 28 or 24. 

ask now, etc.] The challenge is bold and characteristic of D. From 
the first of time, from one end of heaven to the other, nothing has ever 
happened like that which Israel has experienced at Horeb or in the 
deliverance from Egypt to which the next verses proceed. 

the day that God created man| Y, Gen. i. 27, v. 1, created, bara’, 
P’s characteristic expression for J’s made and formed. 

whether there hath been| Heb. brought itself into being, happened. 
33. voice of God| Rather, the voice of a god, and with Sam. and 

LXX add living. Cp. v. 26. ° . 

and live] vy. 23 ff. The well-known belief of ancient man that it meant 
death to come into close converse with the Deity. 
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God assayed to go and take him a nation from the midst. of 
another nation, by ‘temptations, by signs, and by wonders, 
and by war, and by a mighty hand, and by a stretched out 

1 Or, trials Or, evidences 

34. Or hath God assayed| Rather, hath a god. The verb zssah 
is rendered in xxviii. 56 adventured. It is also used for the tempting or 
testing of Israel by God, viii. 2, 16, xiii. 3 (4) (also in E), or of God by 
Israel, vi. 16 (also in JE). 

to go] Heb to conte, which is better, meaning to come upon earth. 
by temptations, by signs, and by wonders} vii. 19, xxix. 2 (partly vi. 22, 

xi. 3). Temptations, ‘rather tests, provings or experiments, masséth 
(from the verb explained in previous note), such as those applied to 
Phara‘oh ; not only to prove him, but to offer him proofs that God was 
with Israel—so in the account of the plagues in J FE, especially Exod. viii. 
gff., ix. 27. Stgns or evidences, ’othéth, in the widest sense, any dis- 
tinguishing mark (e.g. blood on the doorposts of the Israelites, Exod. 
xii. 13; a family mark or ensigz, Num. ij. 2); but usually of an action 
or event attached to an oracle, either to illustrate or enforce its meaning 
(Isaiah stripped and barefoot, Isai. xx. 3) or to prove its divinity (Isai. 
vii. 3,etc.). These last, though startling, were not necessarily miraculous ; 
cp. 1 Sam. ii. 34, the death of Eli’s sons, Isai. vili. 18, the prophet’s 
sons with the ominous names and as above, Isai. xx. 3; but as in the 
cases before us they might beso. Orientals make no distinction, except 
of degree, between one kind and another. Wonders, moph®*thim 

(usually with s¢gzs; in addition to deuteronomic passages quoted above, 
and xili. 1 (2), see Isai. vill. 18, xx. 3), rather portents, more closely 
attached to the idea of the extraordinary than sign is. Also with the 
particular sense of foreshadowing, prodzgium ; cp. Zech. iii. 8. See 
also Driver’s Zxodus p. 59. 

by war| To ask whether this implies a supernatural element, or 
simply the inspiration of Israel’s armies, is to ignore the fact that Israel 
themselves made no such distinction. Jehovah himself was their war- 
lord. J, Exod. xiv. 14, Jehovah shall fight for you, ye shall hold your 
peace; EB, zd. 246, He discomfited the Egyptian host ; cle 2a. 25, He took 
off ther chariot-wheels...so that the Egyptians said, Jehovah fighteth 
for them. But in other cases Israel themselves also fought. 

by a mighty hand| In D to times, both with Sg. and PI. ; iii. 24, 
thy mighty hand; followed by outstretched arm, as here, v. 15, Vil. 19, 
xi. 2, xxvi. 8; alone, vi. 21, vii.8, ix. 26; followed by great ‘errors, 
Xxxiv- 12. In JE (?), Exod. iii. 19, vi. 1, alone; cp. xiii. 14, 16, 
strength of hand. 

and by a stretched out arm] In D 6 times both with Sg. and Pl.; of 
which five times (as above) with a mighty hand, and once ix. 29 with 
great power. Elsewhere in the Hex. only in P, Exod. vi. 6, which also 
uses the verb stretch forth in Exod. vii. 5. 
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arm, and by great terrors, according to all ‘that the a 
35 your God did for you in Egypt before your eyes? Unto 

thee it was shewed, that thou mightest know that the Lorp 
36 he is God; there is none else beside him. Out of heaven 

he made thee to hear his voice, that he might instruct thee: 
and upon earth he made thee’to see his great fire; and thou 

37 heardest his words out of the midst of the fire. And because 
he loved thy fathers, therefore he chose their seed after them, 
and brought thee out with his presence, with his great 

38 power, out of Egypt; to drive out nations from before thee 
greater and mightier than thou, to bring thee in, to give 

39 thee their land for an inheritance, as at this day. Know 

by great terrors) Heb. mora im, terrifying things. XX épauara, 
maré im, accepted by Geiger; but it is weaker than the other. Cp. x. 
21, great and terrible things. 
for you) LXX omits and for your God gives our God. The only 

plurals in this section; probably editorial. 
before your eyes| Heb. thine eyes; the your of both EVV shows how 

easy it is to change the original forms of address under the influence of 
attraction: there is a similar instance in A.V. iv. 3 you for thee. 

35. Onto thee tt was shewed| UHeb. Thou, thyself, wast made to 
see it, Again an emphasis on the experimental character of Israel's 
religion. Jehovah does something! The formative effect of the 
tradition of the Exodus on that religion cannot be overestimated. 

36. See onv. 15. 
that he might instruct thee| discipline thee, ‘that the people might be 

brought to a temper of becoming reverence’ (Driver). 
37. And because he loved thy fathers) So Hos. xi. 1f. In Pent. 

only here and x. 15; but cp. vii. 8, 13, xxili. 5. The free grace and 
election of God is to the prophets and D the original motive of the 
wonderful and unparalleled history. 

and chose their seed after them| So Sam., LXX, Syr., Targ. and 
Vulg. Heb. has 27s seed after him which would mean Abraham. The 
change to the Sg. is interesting as showing how easily a writer passed 
from one number tothe other. On chose see vii. 6. 

38. 0 drive out nations from before thee| Heb. to dispossess.../rom 
before thee; ix. 4, 5, Xi. 23, xviii. 12 (and the probably editorial Exod. 

“xxxiv. 24); cp. vii. 17, ix. 3, 5. For another form of same vb also 
with obj. of person see on ix. 1. Both are characteristic of D and 
occur both with Sg. and Pl. 

greater and mightier than thou\ vii. 6. See ix. 1. 
to give thee their land for an inheritance| See on i. 38, Vv. 31. 
as at this day] ‘The reference may be either to the territory E. of 

Jordan, or (by an anachronism) to Palestine generally ; the similar 
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therefore this day, and lay it to thine heart, that the Lorn 
he is God in heaven above and upon the earth beneath : 
there is none else. And thou shalt keep his statutes, and 40 
his commandments, which I command thee this day, that it 
may go well with thee, and with thy children after thee, and 
that thou mayest prolong thy days upon the land, which the 
Lorp thy God giveth thee, for ever. 

language of vii. 1 evd, ix. 1, xi. 23 favours the latter interpretation’ 
(Driver). : 

39. Anow therefore] The apodosis in the long sentence 37—39 
begins here and not as the R.V. gives it with chose in v7. 37. See on 
Vil. g. 

lay tt to thine heart) Heb. bring back to thy heart, i.e. mind or 
memory. See on z. 29, and v. 6. 

40. thou shalt keep hts statutes and his commandments| WKeturn to 
the keynote in 7. 1. 

prolong thy days| See on v. 26. 

41—43. Historica, Norr. a 

Then, i.e. at the time of the preceding discourse in Moab, Moses 
set apart three cities E. of Jordan as asylums for men, who unwittingly 
and without previous hatred had slain their fellows: Beser, on the 
Plateau, Ramoth in Gilead, and Golan in Bashan.—The style of this 
fragment is deuteronomic (see notes below). But had it belonged to 
the previous historical discourse it would surely have appeared some- - 
where in ili. 18—-29 (before the subsequent exhortations); and have 
been expressed in the rst instead of the 3rd pers. sing. Nor is it 
alluded to, nor presupposed by, D’s law on the Cities of Refuge, xix. 
1 ff.; indeed, it cannot have been known to the author of this law 
which directs Israel to set apart three cities in the midst of the land 
which God is going to give them, i.e. the whole land both E. and W. of 
Jordan? (with the proviso that if God shall enlarge the land they may add 
three more). The fragment cannot have belonged, therefore, to the 
original D. PP, in Num. xxxv. 9—34, records a law, as given to 
Moses in Moab, on the same subject; but states it (1) far more 
elaborately, (2) in a different vocabulary, and (3) with some differ- 
ences of substance (see for details, JZiztv. to Pent. 121 f.). The cities 
are to be sax, three on either side Jordan, and to be appointed a/te7 the 
people have passed over Jordan. In another P passage, Jos. xx. rf., 
this is said (again with some difference of terms) to have been done 

1 This is the only fair interpretation ; if the law xix. 1 ff. had meant three cities in 
W. Palestine in addition to the three already set apart by Moses on the E. of Jordan, 
it would surely have alluded to the latter. The law was obviously made in conse- 
quence of the institution of the single sanctuary and without regard to any historical 
tradition of what Moses or Joshua had done. 
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41 Then Moses separated three cities beyond aie toward 
42 the sunrising ; that the manslayer might flee thither, which 

slayeth his neighbour unawares, and hated him not in time 
past; and that fleeing unto one of these cities he might 

Say 

by Joshua ; and the three E. cities named by him are the same as here. 
From all these data the most reasonable inference is that this fragment 
is the work of a deuteronomic editor either employing a tradition un- 
known to P; or (more probably) with P before him? and making from 
it the natural inference that Moses had himself named the three cities E. of 
‘Jordan.—lIf this be correct the fragment is an interesting illustration of * 
the tendency (in many nations) to develop historical narrative out of 
law. In the earlier legislation (E, Exod. xxi. 12—14; see Driver's x. 
215f.) asylum is granted at every altar to him who has slain a man 
accidentally (but not to the wilful murderer). When all the altars were 
abolished by the deuteronomic legislation, except that of the Single 
Sanctuary, it became necessary to sanction asyla at a certain number of 
other places. This is done by D (Deut. xix. 1ff.). The places were 
chosen partly (as is evident from the towns named W. of Jordan, 
Kedesh, Shechem, and Hebron) because they contained ancient sanc- 
tuaries and partly because of their convenience (evident equally from 
the towns chosen E. and W. of Jordan). From this arose the tradition® 
that the selection had been made in the earliest times ; but one form of 
the tradition assigns the naming of the three towns E. of Jordan to 
Moses ; the other assigns the naming of all six to Joshua.—Why the 
deuteronomic editor should haye put the former just here it is im- 
possible to determine. 

41. Then Moses separated| Rather, set apart. In x. 8 the verb is 
used of God’s solemn separation of Levi to bear the ark, ete., and in 
xxix. 21 (20) of the idolater to evil. The form of the verb here has the 
force of began, or proceeded, to set apart. 

three cities} On the number, and its contradiction of xix. 1 ff, see 
above, note introductory to this fragment. 

beyond Jordan| As ini. 1 the writer writes in W. Palestine. This 
~ is put past doubt by the additional clause, soward the sunrtsing, cf. v. 47- 

P omits sz and writes towards the rising, v. 49 and Num. xxxii. 19, 
XXXIV. 15. . 

42. unawares, and hated him not in time past\ The same termino- 
logy as in xix. 1 ff. For this E has /ies not in wait but God delivers him 
into his hand (in contrast with wz/fully), Exod. xxi. 12—14; but P 
gives another term, 77 error or *nadvertence, Num. xxxy. 11, 1s. Josh. 
xx. combines both phrases zz. 3, 5, 9- 

\ The editor who compiled P with JED. 
‘The above data shew that the tradition (1) could not have been earlier than the 

atutcrausnie legislation, for every altar before that provided an asylum; and (2) that 
it was later than the deuteronomic legislation. 
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live: namely, Bezer in the wilderness, in the “plain country, 43 
for the Reubenites; and Ramoth in Gilead, for the Gadites ; 
and Golan in Bashan, for the Manassites. 

1 Or, table land 

43. Lezer] Beger ; described, as here, in Josh. xx. 8; and in Josh. 
xxi. 36 along with Yahas, Kedemoth, and Mepha‘ath. The name also 
occurs on the Moabite stone, line 27. No modern equivalent has been 
recovered. The meaning of the name is the general one of wa// or 
fence. 

Ramoth in Gilead) Josh. xx. 8, xxi. 38 (with Mahanaim), Ramoth 
of Gilead, 1 Kgs iv. 13, etc. It has been variously identified with 
Es-Salt (because of the military and administrative importance of this 
site, and the statement of Eusebius and Jerome that Kamoth Gilead lay 
15 Roman miles W. of Philadelphia = Rabbath- ‘Ammon), and with the 
ruins called el-Jal‘ad, 6 miles N. of es-Salt. The Biblical data, how- 
ever, imply a site N. of the Jabbok. Some have fixed on Jerash, but 
a site still further N. seems necessary. There Gadara (because it must 
always have been a fortress of importance, debateable between Israel 
and Aram, and because it is not otherwise mentioned in the O.T.) and 
Remtheh (both because of its position and its name) seem most suitable. 
Salhad has been suggested, but it lies too far E., and its own name was 
too well known. See further YGAHZ 587 f., G. A. Cooke in Driver’s 
Deuteronomy (3rd ed.), Add. p. xx ; Cheyne, &. 2. 4014 ff. 

Golan| Josh. xx. 8, xxi. 27.. The TavAavy of Josephus (x1. Ant. 
AVG 30 oI B.S. iv. 4, 8) was in Eusebius’ time ‘a very large village in 
Batanea.’ To-day the name Jaulan corresponds to the PavAaviris of the 
Greek period, E. of the Lake of Galilee and between the Yarmtk and 
‘Hermon. Schumacher identifies the town with the modern Sahem-el- 
Jaulan, 17 miles E. of the Lake. See AGAHL 444 n. 2, 536, 553. 

4449, INTRODUCTION (OR INTRODUCTIONS) TO THE FOLLOWING 
DiIscOURSES AND Laws (v.—xxvi.). 

The appearance of a fresh heading at this point—between the two 
distinct sets of discourses i. 6—iv. 40 and v.—xi., which are further 
separated by the historical fragment, iv. 41—43—raises questions at the 
heart of the problem of the structure of the book of Deuteronomy. Does 
it signify that once the book began here and consisted only of the dis- 
courses v.—xi. and the laws xii.—xxvi.; i. 6—iv. 4o having been pre- 
fixed later? So Graf, Kue., Wellh., Konig, etc. Or is the appearance 
of the heading just here compatible with the theory that the whole of 
i—xxvi. is the work of one author? So Dillm. and Driver on the 
ground that a new title would not be unnatural where the actual ex- 
position of the law at last begins (i. 6-—iv. yo having been mainly 
historical). Other alternatives arise from the structure of the heading. 
Like that in i. 1—5 it is apparently composite. Vv. 44, 45 seem two 
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44 - And this is the law which Moses set before the children 

‘independent titles; vv. 46—¥4g not only accumulate details after the 
mapner of some other titles in the O.T. but contain a slight difference 
of style: in 47 D's towards the sunrising, but in 49 P’s shorter form 
of the same (see on v. 41 and the notes below). Other non-deuteronomic 
phrases are set before and children of Israel, thrice (see below on v. 44); 
but both the contents, and with one exception the language, of 46—49 
closely recall parts of chs. ii. and iii. Recently there has been a general 
disposition to break up the heading. Steuernagel supposes 44 and 45 
to be respectively the titles of the two documents, in the Sg. and in 
the Pl. form of address, which he traces throughout chs. v. ff. ; 
Bertholet takes 44 as the transition from the first introductory address, 
i.—iii., to the legislation proper, xli.—xxvi.; and 45—49 as an intro- 
duction to ch. v.; Cullen takes 44 with 45¢, 46a as the title to the 
original environment of, the Law code or ‘Torah,’ but 45 a4, 46 dc 
as that of the first combined edition of the ‘Miswah’ and ‘Torah’ 
(see Introd. § 1). The variety of these hypotheses alone shows their 
precariousness; and there is this further objection to finding in the 
double title, 44 and 45, headings to the original documents of D, viz. . 
that even in these verses non-deuteronomic phrases occur. The whole 
passage looks editorial: one piece (Dillmann) in the cumulative style 
beloved by later scribes rather than a growth from an original nucleus 
(Driver). Why then was it inserted just here? Dillm.’s and Driver’s 
answer, because at last with ch, v. begins the actual exposition of the 
law, is hardly relevant; because in that case v. 44 or v. 45 would 
have contained some such verb as the expound which we find in the 
title i. 5. Indeed, that title is more suitable here than where it stands, 
for it describes better the expository and hortatory character of v. ff. 
than the prevailing historical style of i. 6—iv. 40.--On a review of the 
data and these arguments it seems to the present writer more possible, 
and even probable, that part of i. 1—5 (and more particularly 5) 
originally formed the introduction to the combined discourses and laws, 
y.—xxvi.; that it was divorced from these by the prefixing to them of 
i. 6—iv. 40; and that when the whole book i.—xxvi. was thus consti- 
tuted, it was found convenient for its practical use to supply a new 
heading to chs. v. ff. (v. 1 being too slight for the purpose), which 
should at once indicate that a new set of discourses begins here, and 
at the same time furnish a summary of the historical situation in which 
the discourses and legislation were delivered as described in chs. ii., iii. 
Such a suggestion is at least suitable to the salient features of iv. 45—49: 
that the language is partly post-deuteronomic and that part of the 4 
stance is based on chs. ii., iil. r 

44. And this is the law) So too Sam.; LXX, Vg. and Pesh. omit 
and. A slight symptom of the fact that this title once stood at the very 
beginning of an edition of D, the conjunction having been added when 
other matter was prefixed to it. On /aw, 7'érah, see i. 5, Xxxi. 1, etc. 
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of Israel: these are the testimonies, and the statutes, and 45 
the judgements, which Moses spake unto the children of 
Israel, when they came forth out of Egypt; beyond Jordan, 46 
in the valley over, against Beth-peor, in the land of Sihon 

- king of the Amorites, who dwelt at Heshbon, whom Moses 
and the children of Israel smote, when they came forth out 
of Egypt: and they took his land in possession, and the 47 
land of Og king of Bashan, the two kings of -the Amorites, 
which were beyond Jordan toward the sunrising; from 48 

set before) Heb. sam liphne instead of the synonymous xzathan liphine 
usual in D. 

children of Israel] Heb. bne Yisrael. So E, x. 6; JE(?), xxxi- 19, 
-22f.; P,i. 3, xxxii. 51, xxxiv. 8f. and in titles here, vv. 45, 46, xxix. 1 
(xxviii. 69). In D the usual term is @// /svae/. (Bue Visra’el in itt. 18, 
xxiii. 18 is no exception, for there and probably also in xxiv. 7 it means 
only sos, i.e. males, of Israel.) 

45. the testimonies}! An unsatisfactory translation of Heb. ‘édoth. 
‘As the kindred verb signifies to solemnly affirm, attest, protest and 
warn, ‘edoth may mean either (1) decrees or edicts, or (2) solemn ex- 
hortations. Its association with statutes and judgements, here and again 
in vi. 20, and with commandments and statutes in vi. 17, where it 
stands not before but between these two legal terms, favours the former 
alternative. Similarly P uses the related form ‘edith for the Decalogue. 
Steuernagel’s opinion ‘that ‘edo¢h here covers the following hortatory 
discourses is therefore, while possible, less probable. Bertholet, limiting 
the reference of vv. 45—49 to ch. v. (see introd. to this section), sug- 
gests that ‘edo¢i means the Decalogue in ch. v. 

statutes, and the judgements| See v. 1. 
children of Israel] See v. 44. 
when they came forth out of Egypt) An illustration of the writer’s 

late perspective. For thus to date legislation given in Moab forty years 
after the actual Exodus, was not possible for Moses himself or for a 
writer contemporary or nearly contemporary with him ; but only for one 
viewing the whole progress of Israel from Egypt to the Promised Land 
from a very distant standpoint. 

46. beyond Jordan] Seei. t. 
the valley over against Beth-peor| iii. 29. 
whom Moses and the children of Israel smote, etc.| This part of 

v. 46 and v. 47 are, of course, superfluous after chs. ii. and iii. -But 
their superfluity does not necessarily prove that they were placed here 
before i. 6—iii. was prefixed to chs. v. ff. For ov. 48 f. are based on 
ch. iii. ; 

47. toward the sunrising] See v. 4t. 
48,49. from Avoer, etc.] These two vv. are a summary, with one 

addition, of what has been narrated in ii. 36, ili. 8, 17, g.v. 
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unto mount Sion (the same is Hermon), and all the Arabah 
beyond Jordan eastward, even unto the sea of the Arabah, 
under the 'slopes of Pisgah. 

1 Or, springs 

. 

- 

mount Sion| Still another name for Hermon (see iii. 9), confirmed 
by LXX. The Pesh. Sivion is probably derived from iii. 9. The Heb. 
Si’6n (not to be confouhded with the Jerusalem Siyyon, A.V. Zion) 
means elevation. 5 

eastward| ad orientem, P’s equivalent for D's towards the sunrising. 
See zv. 41. 

B. Cus. V.—XI. THe Seconp Discourse INTRODUCTORY TO 
THE LAws. 

This discourse is characterised throughout by emphasising, as the 
foundation of everything, Israel’s relation and duty to Jehovah their— 
God. Without love, fear, and loyalty towards Him, without a know- 
ledge of what He is and has shown Himself to be in their experi- 
ence, without a grateful remembrance of what He has done for them 
in Egypt and the wilderness, and an equal sense of their utter de- 
pendence upon Him for the blessings of the .Land to which He is 
bringing them—without in short a jealous guarding of their heart in 
reverent awe and warm, undivided affection to Himself—they cannot 
keep His Laws with any constancy or power. It is the warmth and 
singleness of aim with which this spiritual theme is pursued that weld 
these chapters into a unity. ‘There are, however, not only many small 
intrusions by the hands of editors, interrupting what is the particular 
theme of the discourse for the moment (on these see notes to separate 
verses), but signs that the main body of the discourse has been 
compiled from more than one source. Throughout the Sg, and PI. 
forms of address succeed each other for longer and shorter sections ; 
and these sections are at the same time marked by certain differences of 
subject, of attitude and temper, and of language. The two principal 
sections in the Pl., chs. v- and ix. 76—x. 11, are mainly historical and 
retrospective; and the former includes the Decalogue in the Sg. as 
obviously a quotation. The Sg. sections which form the bulk of the 
discourse are mainly, though not exclusively, hortatory; and it is they 
alone which dwell on the beauties and blessings of the Land, to which 
Israel is coming. For further details of the distinction between the 
two, see the separate notes; and for the general questions raised see the 
Introduction, § 8. 

Cu. V. PROLOGUE TO THE SECOND DISCOURSE INTRODUCTORY 
TO THE Laws. 

This chapter is fairly complete in itself; and—apart from its quotation 
of the Decalogue—carries throughout the PI. form of address, whereas 

Aroer, which is on the edge of the valley of Arnon, even _ 
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immediately after it in ch. vi. a change is made to the Singular, which 
then prevails for several chapters. On these grounds and because the 
subject is peculiar to itself Bertholet takes ch. v. as a separate discourse 
designed—perhaps for a ‘ people’s edition’ of the deuteronomic code— 
to correlate the Decalogue with that code. But there is no reason why 
such a design should not have been carried out by the authors of the 
Code, whose scope included history as well as legislation. Steuernagel, 
who analyses v.—xi. into two documents, one in the PI]. address and 
mainly historical, and one in the Sg. and mainly hortatory, takes ch. v., 
of course, as belonging to the former. 

Moses (no date or place is given, but the discourse is under the title 
iv. 45—49 which gives both) summons Israel to hear laws which he has 
to speak to'them (z. 1). But first he tells them of the origin of these 
(which is also alluded to in iv. r1—14). He reminds them that at 
Horeb and with the present generation (this in contradiction to ii. 14 f.), 
God had made a covenant, addressing them directly out of the fire 
(while Moses-stood between to declare the purport of the awful Voice) 
(2, —5). The words of that covenant were the Ten Words which he 
now quotes (6—21). To these, spoken to the whole Assembly, God 
added no more but wrote them on two tables of stone (22). Moses 
witnesses that having heard the voice of God and being still alive the 
people had yet feared that the fire would consume them and if they 
heard any more they would die (2326) ; that they had begged him to 
go near and hear for them what God had still to say, promising their 
obedience to it (27). Hearing their words God had directed Moses to 
dismiss them to their tents (28—30), but himself to stay and re- 
ceive a command, statutes and judgements to teach the people to do 
in the land He was about to give them (31). Instead of immediately 
announcing these commandments, uttered to himself alone at Horeb, he 
first exhorts the people to obey them (32 f.). 

This narrative is expanded, with some alterations of terminology, 
from the fragments of E concerning the theophany and publication of 
the Decalogue on Horeb; Ex. xix. £5, 17, 19; xx. I—21. (For the 
evidence that in Ex. xix. and xx. two accounts of the theophany at 
Horeb have been mingled and for the discrimination of E from J see 
Driver’s Axod. 168 ff. and W. R. Smith, OZ/C2, footnote on 336.) 
E states that God descended on Horeb in thunder and lightning (D 
with fire and darkness) and agrees with D (but see below) that the 
Decalogue was then pronounced from the mount in the hearing of all 
the people, that fearing death they begged God might speak to Moses and 
not to themselves, and that Moses drawing near received additional 
laws. Then there is a great difference. In E the laws communicated 
to Moses alone are presumably the so-called Book of the Coyenant 
which immediately follows, xx. 22—xxill. 33; in ID they are, it is 
evident, the deuteronomic Code xii.—xxvi., not revealed by Moses till 
the people were in Moab 38 years from the time they had been at 
Horeb. The interesting suggestion is made by Kuenen that originally 
E had similarly assigned the publication of the * Book of the Covenant’ 
to the time in Moab, but when that Code was replaced by the deutero- 
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5 “Ana Moses called unto all Israel, and said unto them, 
Hear, O Israel, the statutes and the judgements which I speak 
in your ears this day, that ye may learn them, and observe 

2to do them. The Lorp our God made a covenant with us in 
3 Horeb. The Lorp made not this covenant with our fathers, 
but with us, even us, who are all of us here alive this day. 

4 ‘The Lorp spake with you face to face in the mount out of 

nomic legislation, it was removed to the account of the occurrences at 
tloreb. 
‘1. called unto) i.e. summoned together. So rightly LXX. 
all /srael| Ds characteristic phrase for the people: see iv. 44. 
Hear, O Israel| The verb is the only Sg. in this Pl. passage. So 

in the same association in other Pl. passages: iv. 1, xx. 3 (cp. 1. 8). 
the statutes and the judgements) also characteristic of D. ; 
observe to do} also characteristic of Dj; occurring some 20 times 

both with Sg. and Pl.; but many of the instances are editorial. 
2. covenant) See iv. 13. 
3. not...with our fathers] Rather, forefathers, i.e. the Patriarchs— 

‘those great Grandfathers of thy Church!’—with whom, however, D 
recognises a previous covenant, iv. 31, vii. 12, viii. 18. The immediate 
fathers of the generation hdd all passed away before the entry into Moab, 
according to ii. 14f. Here it is said emphatically that those with whom 
the covenant at Horeb had been made were still a//—as, all of us—alive 
here this day. Yillmann meets the contradiction by taking il. 14 f. as a 
later gloss. Others find in it a proof of the difference of authorship 
between the first discourses i. 6—iv. and the present series; but this still 
leaves unsolved the difference within the former between i. 30 and ii. 
14f. A more probable explanation is that the speaker is made to ignore 
the tradition of the death of those who had been adults at Horeb (of 
which the author cannot well have been ignorant) for rhetorical pur- 
poses: (1) to emphasise the contrast between the Patriarchs and Israel 
after the Exodus; and (2) to emphasise the new responsibility which 
the Horeb covenant had laid on the latter, in all its successive genera- 
tions. What Dillmann on i. 30 says of the previous discourse is true 
of this one (cp. xi. 2—7): ‘In the whole discourse Moses conceives the 
present generation as identical with the previous one.’ 

4. face to face] i.e. person with person, without the intervention of 
another. The metaphor is hardly an instance of the tendency of D’s 
style to hyperbole*. For although all that the people perceived was a 

Donne, The Litanie, vil. 
® It is, however, an interesting illustration of how an O.T. writer (like so many of 

ie prophets), while forbidding strenuously the representation of the Deity in any 
etic form, does not hesitate to ie anrhropomones in describing His appear- 
ances to men. Ch. iv. 12, 15 emphasise that Israel-saw no manner of form in the 
Mount; while v. 4 now asserts that God spake face to face with the people. What 
is denied i in fact, so as to exclude every excuse for plastic representations of the Deity, 
is allowed in metaphor. 
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the midst of the fire, (I stood between the Lorp and you at 
that time, to shew you the word. of the Lorp: for ye were 
afraid because of the fire, and went not up into the mount;) 
saying, 

voice, or sound, of words (iv. 12), this came at first azvectly to the whole 
people, and it was because they feared the effect of its a@irectness that 
they begged Moses to mediate (vv. 22—27). But if not a hyperbole 
the phrase face to face needs qualification—it was only with Moses 
that God talked (morally speaking) face to face (XXxiv. 10, Ex. xxxiii. 
11); and so a qualification is given immediately in parenthesis in the 
next verse. 

out of the midst of the fire) So in iv. 12 (but without the phrase pre- 
ceding 77 the mount), 15, 33, 305 and y. 22, 24, ix. 10, X. 4. 

5. (J stood between the LorD and you...to shew you the word) In 
Heb. a circumstantial clause: 7 standing between Jehovah and you at 
that time, in order to publish, or declare, to you the word, etc.; to 
articulate what. though aivectly declared had been in its awfulness 
but a sound of words (iv. 12). It is impossible to say whether this 
qualification is original or from a later hand. 

at that time] See oni. 9. 

‘THe TEN Worbs.’ 

In this series—see Driver, Exodus, 191 ff.; cp. Chapman, Ztrod. fo 
the Pent. 112 ff.—the ‘Ten Words’ have already been introduced, 
analysed and annotated. But a statement of the textual data and the 
questions they start is necessary also here, especially with reference to 
the relations of the two editions (in D and E) of ‘the Ten Words’ to 
each other and to other ‘ Words’ said (by E and J) to have been delivered 
at Horeb. 

First, the Names for this central Hebrew code: (a) ‘Words,’ so E, 
Exod. xx. 1 (add these words); either in the broadest sense of the term 
sayings, utterances, or more specifically words of command ox order as 
used for a king’s decree, 1 Chron. xxi 4, 6, or for God’s, Gen. xliv. 2, 
xvii. 30 and often elsewhere. (4) ‘he Ten Words’ only in D (iv. 13, 
x. 4) rendered by A.V. Zhe Zen Commandments, which has thus 
become the ordinary English title; the LXX translates more broadly 
Ta deka pyyara and of déxa Nbyor, whence the single term 7 dexa- 
Noyos, The Decalogue, the earliest known occurrence of w hich is in 
Clement of Alexandria, Paedagog. 111. 8g, etc. (c) ‘The Covenant,’ 
also only in D; iv. 13 (As covenant), 23, v. 2f.; cp. ¢ablés of the 
Covenant, 1X. 9, 11, 153 ark of the Covenant of Jehovah, x. 8, xxxi. g, 
25 f.; when the same phrases occur in JE or other pre-deuteronomic 
writings they are to be explained as later intrusions (cp. Driver, Axed. 
193); a fact sometimes betrayed by the disturbance of grammar which 
the intrusion has caused, e.g. Josh. 1. 14, 17; the deuteronomic origin 
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~ of ie name can hardly, therefore, ie = aoubheal (d) * The 
(‘edith), rather affestation or solemn edict (see above on @. 1), 
occurring 36 times in P and nowhere else. ' 

Second, the Two Editions of ‘the Ten Words’ and their relations to 
each other and to other ‘Words’ given at Horeb: 

Like so much else in D ‘the Ten Words,’ as revealed from God to 
Israel at Horeb, are also recorded in E (Ex. xx. 1 ff.), but in a form 
unusual in E for it contains a considerable number of deuteronomic 
phrases (77. 2, 44, 5a, 10a, 106, 124). It has besides a sentence (54, 
6) which echoes J ; and another which both’ reflects the style of P and 
contains a statement found elsewhere only in P (Gen. ii. 3; ep. Exod. 
xxxi. 176); on all these see the notes on Ex. xx. 1 ff. and notes 
below.—Further, this E edition of the Ten Words is not called a 
‘Covenant’ as in D, nor connected with a Covenant. E, however, 
does record a Covenant between Jehovah and Israel at Horeb, Ex. 
xxiv. 3—8, but associates this with other * Words,’ evidently the 
A Words,’ or decrees of moral and religious law, in Ex. xx. 22—#%6, 
xxiii. 19 —33, which are‘ distinct (as is now generally recognised) from 
the ‘judgements’ (mzshpatim) or decisions in civil and criminal law, 
Ex. xxi.—xxili. g, embedded between their two groups. These 
‘Words’ show a few striking parallels to the Ten Words. 
J also records a Covenant at Sinai, Ex. xxxiv. 10, based upon 

* Words,’ 11—27, which have been called “a second Decalogue.’ But 
they are rather parallel to E’s Covenant words, and like them are more 
in number than ten. (See the notes to Ex. xxxiv.) The phrase ‘ten 
words’ in v. 28 is probably a gloss. 

In D’s edition of the Ten W ords now before us we find again all the 
features of E’s edition except the last sentence of the 4th commandment, 
the sentence which reflects P (another of the many facts which support the - 
argument that Pislaterthan D). Instead another reason is assigned to the 
commandment in the language, and characteristic of the humane spirit, 
of D. In the same commandment D has its common 4eep or observe 
for Es remember, and adds the clauses as Jehovah thy God commanded 
thee, nor thine ox nor thine ass nor any of (thy cattle); in the 5th it 
adds the phrases as Jehovah-thy God hath commanded thee and that 
it may go well with thee ; in the gth it gives a wider term groundless or 
vain for E’s false; and in the roth it adds to and rearranges the details 
with a finer ethical discrimination, using two verbs for covet or desire, 
and putting the wife of thy neighbour first and by herself, distinct from 
the rest of his household. Further, D asserts (v. 22) in contradiction 
to E that the Ten Words were the only words spoken to Israel at 
Iioreb; and adds that He wrote them on two tables of stone. Note, 
also, that in D the Ten Words are introduced as a quotation in the 
Sg. form of address in a discourse which uses th out the Pl. 

P does not record the Ten Words. The legislation which it assigns 
to Sinai, Ex. xxv.—-xxxi. (with a variant edition xxxv.—xl.), consists of 

‘ On this distinction between the ‘words’ and the ‘judgements,’ see Driver’s 
Exodus, 202, 252 ff.; and the Oxford Hexateuch. 
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directions, given to Moses on the. Mount and afterwards proclaimed 
to the people, as to the sanctuary and priesthood (see Driver on these 
passages). ‘The only parallel which this legislation offers to the Deca- 
logue is the law of the Sabbath (xxxi. 22—27, xxxv. 1ff.). But P 
mentions incidentally the Testimony-wAzch Z shall give thee (xxv. 16) 
and says that God gave unto Moses when He had made an end of com- 
muning with him upon Mount Sinai the two tables of the testimony 
(xxxi. 18). > x é 

Such are the,principal data of the various traditions of the legislation 
at Sinai-Horeb. They start serious questions of literary construction 
and historical fact, to which several hypothetical, but no certain, answers 
are possible. 

The question which mainly concerns us here is that of the relation of 
the two editions of the Ten Words in E and D. To the argument that 
because so much else of law and narrative in D is based on E, therefore 
D must also have derived the Ten Words from FE, there are the follow- 
ing objections: (t) E’s edition has not only nfany deuteronomic phrases, 
but in the 4th commandment reflects P; while D’s is in style and spirit 
consistently deuteronomic. (2) E connects the Covenant at Horeb not 
with the Len Words but with others. (3) These other Words, while 
offering some parallels to the Ten, are of a distinctly less spiritual 
character and apparently from a more primitive stage of ethical de- 
velopment; and it is difficult to conceive that E could have first 
recorded the Decalogue as given at Horeb and then based the Cove- 
nant there on ‘other words oft an inferior character. (4) Nor is it clear 
that E’s narrative of the theophany, Ex. xix. 14—17, 19, xx. 18—21, 

- implies that the people heard from God any articulate words at all, 
before Moses (because of their apprehension that God would speak 
directly to them) entered the darkness out of which His thunder had 
come and received for them the Words (Ex. xx. 22—26, xxill. to—33) 
on which the Covenant was based. 

On these grounds a strong case has been made out for the hypothesis 
that E did not originally contain the Ten Words; that these were the 

~ work of the deuteronomic school, based on the teaching of the 8th century 
prophets and expressed throughout in deuteronomic phraseology ; that D, 
while borrowing from E the tradition of a Covenant at Horeb, substituted 
them as the basis of that Covenant for the other words which E had 
connected with it, or else did not know of those other words in E, for 
he distinctly asserts (v. 22) that God added no others to the Ten at 
Iloreb ; and finally that a late editor, with both D and P before him, 
intruded the Ten Words into E repeating most of their deuteronomic 
phraseology, but substituting in the 4th commandment for one of D’s 
phrases a phrase based on P._ This hypothesis finds support in the 
substance of the Decalogue, which it is maintained is suitable for an 
agricultural and not for a nomadic people ; and especially in the pro- 
hibition of graven images, the early date of which is difficult if not 
impossible to reconcile with the use of images in Israel before the 8th 
century and particularly in the N. kingdom in which E was composed. 

All the data, however, do not thus support the hypothesis of the 

6—2 
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which D employs—although they would appear to be so (wi 
former cp. J's 
form for the roth commandment, because more developed and of a 
finer ethical standard, is almost certainly later than E’s; and so are the 
additions to the 4th and sth commandments. Further, in the E 
edition the name of the Deity even in association with creation is not 
Elohim, but Jehovah. ; 

This. however, only leads to the further question whether behind 
both editions there was not an earlier and much simpler form. In both 
the Ten Words are of very unequal length. In the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th 
and roth the excesses over the others are hortatory enforcements in the 
language of D and in harmony with D’s usual method of elaborating 
his materials and adding reasons and enforcements: éeaching and ex- 
pounding the Law to use his own terms. Remove these excesses and 
there remain, besides the preface, Ten Words of similar length and 
divisible into two tables of virtually equal size. 

I am Jehovah [thy God which brought thee out of the land of Egypt 
out of the house of slaves]. 

Thou shalt have no other gods before Me. 
Thou shalt not make thee a graven image. 
Thou shalt not take the name of Jehovah in vain. 
Remember the sabbath day to keep it holy. 
Honour thy father and thy mother. 
Thou shalt do no murder. 
Thou shalt not commit adultery. 
Thou shalt not steal. 
Thou shalt not bear false witness [against thy neighbour]. 
Thou shalt not covet [thy neighbour’s house]. 

To sum up—it appears necessary to postulate some such brief form of 
the Ten Words as prior to the editions of them in E and D on these 
grounds: that all of the contents of these editions which is over and 
above this form consists of easily separable expansions of a hortatory or 
explanatory character, expressed in the language and the spirit of D; and 
that it was the general practice of D thus to expand, refine and enforce 
the materials of earlier traditions. Also D treats the Ten Words as a 
quotation (see above). 

Whether this pre-deuteronomic Decalogue was originally part of E is 
more than doubtful. In E there is neither room-nor reason for any 
‘Words’ at Horeb before those on which E bases the Covenant; nor 
any trace that the Divine voice became at all articulate before the latter 
were spoken. The double tradition of E and J is that the Covenant 
‘Words’ spoken by God in Horeb-Sinai, while offering certain parallels 
to the Decalogue, were more primitive than this. And that excludes 
the only possible alternative theory, that, if these ‘ Words,’ now asso- 
ciated in E with the Covenant, along with ‘the judgements’ that are 
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embedded within their two sections, were originally assigned to Israel’s 
residence in Moab, their removal to the Horeb period (see above) 
displaced the Decalogue from its association with the Horeb Covenant 
and pushed it forward to a point in the narrative at which it has no . 
proper connection with its context. 

From the literary data, therefore, the most probable conclusion ts that 
the Decalogue came to D from a source independent of J and E. 
Whether its origin was earlier than E and may even have been Mosaic 
or was later, and in fact the result of the teaching of the 8th century 
prophets, are far more difficult questions ; for, which answers must be 
sought, not in the literary forms, so much as in the substantial ideas, of 
the Decalogue. The theory that the Decalogue is later than E gets’ 
rid of the historical difficulties for an early date for the 2nd command- 
ment which arise from the use of images by leaders in Israel _and 
especially in the N. kingdom, without any rebuke from prophets 
before the 8th century, and for an early date for the 4th commandment 
as one impossible of fulfilment by, and therefore unnatural to prescribe 
to, a people still in the pastoral stage of culture. And if J and E’s 
record of a more primitive form of Covenant words at Horeb be regarded 
as reliable this is also a reason for assigning the Decalogue to a later 
stage in Israel’s social and ethical development. On the other hand, 
there are good grounds for the fosszbz/ity of the prohibition of images 
as early as Moses. Not only do the ‘ Words’ assigned by E to the 
Covenant at Horeb forbid gods of silver and gold (Ex. xx. 23) and 
by J molten gods (Ex. xxxiv. 17); but E and J never impute the use 
of images to the Patriarchs, while E (Ex. xxxii.) records Moses’ anger 
and God’s threat to destroy the people because of the golden calf 
which they had fashioned. More significant is the absence from all the 
historical records of any mention of an image in connection with the 
«Ark, or the sanctuary at Shiloh or Gibeon or Jerusalem, or other place 
before the disruption of the kingdom. As to the Sabbath-law, the 
presumably oldest form of it is perfectly possible for a purely pastoral 
people ; while the fuller forms, though evidently designed for an agri- 
cultural people, could not be literally observed even by them (unless the 
Heb. term for work be limited to field-work), because they continued 
to have flocks and herds. As for the other Commandments there is not 
one of them in its shorter form which makes a date for it impossible 
before the settlement of Israel in Canaan—nof even the first command- 
ment, for it merely forbids the worship of any gods but Jehovah 
(henolatry), and does not assert His sote deity (monotheism). The 
possibility of the Mosaic origin of the Decalogue is, therefore, clear 
so far as its ideals are concerned. The real difficulty with regard to it 
rests upon its superiority to the ‘Words’ which the other traditions 
describe as the laws of the Covenant at Horeb. See further ‘The Date 
of the Decalogue,’ App. Iv. to Driver’s Zxodus. 

From whatever source the deuteronomists derived the Decalogue it is 
interesting that they developed it in more than one edition. For this 
we shall find analogies in their practice with regard to other laws (xii.— 
XXVi.), 
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The Decalogue with its Preface has been variously 
divided. The LXX (cod. B) makes the commandment against adultery — 
follow immediately on that to honour parents, thus naturally bringing 
together the two commandments which concern family life: in Ex. — 
that against murder follows, but in D precedes, that against theft. In 
the N.T. the order varies, following the Heb. order in Matt. v. 21, 27! 
(so far as murder and adultery are concerned), xix. 18, and Mark x. 19; 
but the Greek of D in Luke xviii. 20, Rom. xiii. 9. The Talmud 
takes the Preface as the 1st commandment and the prohibitions of other 
gods and of images as together the 2nd, on the ground presumably 
that the reason annexed to the latter is equally, or even more, suitable 
to the former. This conjunction was accepted by Augustine and 
through him by the Roman and Lutheran Churches, but they kee 
the Preface as such and divide the toth commandment into two (though ~ 
the latter half as we have seen is not original). Philo, Josephus, 
Origen and other fathers, the Greek and Reformed Churches and most 
modern scholars divide as follows: Preface; 1, Other gods; 2, Images; 
3, Name of Jehovah ; 4, Sabbath; 5, Parents; 6, Murder; 7, Adultery; 
8, Theft; 9, False witness; 10, Covetousness. : 

With regard to the scope and spirit of the Ten Words it is enough to 
say that they lay down the double duty of Israelites towards God and 
towards men: religion and morality. The duty towards God is ex- 
pressed with regard to the special temptations of the people at the 
time—the belief that there were other gods actually existent and with 
divine powers and spheres of action, and the custom of worshipping the 
deity in images. The 1st commandment is not the expression of a pure 
monotheism, and it is remarkable that the deuteronomists did not 
expand it as well as those which follow it (but see below on z. 7). 
Yet it has been found a suitable statement, not only of the sovereignty 
but of the oneness of the Deity. Similarly the 2nd has been understood 
as a statement of His spirituality. The 3rd forbids the irreverence 
which is the sin equally of the ignorant and careless and of the familiar 
but formal worshipper. Duty towards men is covered in its main 
aspects in the life of the family and of society by the sth to the roth 
‘Words,’ the last adding the sphere of thought and feeling to that of 
action detailed in the others. Between these two groups the 4th com- 
mandment forms the transition, for while it expresses man’s due to 
God in setting apart a regular portion of time to Him, it also in its 
expanded form enforces that the Sabbath was equally a duty to ‘himself, 
his family, and his dependents. How fine and true was the instinct of 
the deuteronomists in thus expanding the Sabbath-law is shown by the 
saying of Christ that the Sabbath was made for man, not man for the 
Sabbath?. j 

' So R.V.; but A.V. following another text has the order: adultery, murder. 
Matthew, Mark and Luke all give the sth Commandment after the 6th—gth, 

2 The following may be noted among the Christian expositions of the theological 
and ethical contents of the Decalogue. From the Roman side, Catechism of the 
Council of Trent, Pars 111. Capp. 1.—Xx. From the Protestant, the Larger Westminster 
Catechism, John Forbes (‘the Aberdeen Doctor’), Theologia Moralis, and R. W. 
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I am the Lorp thy God, which brought thee out of the 
land of Egypt, out of the house of !bondage. 

Thou shalt have none other gods “before me. 

1 Heb. dondmen. 2 Or, beside me 

For full notes on the separate verses the reader is referred to Ex. xx. 
1—17. The following may be added: they are chiefly on the matter 
found only in Deut. or here expressed differently from Ex. xxi. I—1r7. 

6. ‘The Preface* to the Ten Commandments: the same as in 
Ex. xx. 2. The phrases used, though occurring much more frequently 
in D, are also found (either exactly as here or with grammatical 
variations) in J and E (see on Ex. xx. 2); so it is difficult to say whether 
the original form was simply Z am Jehovah or the long one before us. 
A Preface longer than each of the separate words is not unnatural ; yet 
the original may have been simply Z am Jehovah thy God as in ch. Vi. 

The Preface states the Lawgiver’s Name, and His obligations upon 
Israel, ‘whereby He prepares their minds for obedience?,’ by calling 
on their loyalty and gratitude. This tenderness of the Preface 
(Matthew Henry contrasts it with the awfulness of the Theophany from 
which it issues) and its appeal to high motives are characteristic of D. 
But in all the traditions of the origins of Israel’s religion the note of 
redemption is fundamental ; Grace is prior to Law, God’s saving deeds 
to His commandments. The stress laid upon the Preface by theo- 
logians in their practical application of the Decalogue to Christianity is 
therefore just. The form of the Preface is similar to the opening 
phrases on several Semitic royal monuments: the Moabite stone, ‘I 
am Mesha son of Kemosh’ ; the Byblus stele, ‘Iam Yehawmilk, King 
of Gebal, etc.’ ; the Sidon sarcophagus, ‘I am Tabnith..,King of the 
Sidonians, etc.’ But see Driver, Sam.” p. xxiv. The prologue to the 
Code of Hammurabi is a record of the lawgiver’s achievements. 

house of bondage| bondmen, see on vi. 12. 
7. The First Commandment as in Ex. xx. 3. 
in front of ve] a strong phrase, but of what exact degree of strength 

is doubtful. Literally over agatnst my face, or presence. By D it is 
elsewhere (xxi. 16) taken as 2 precedence, or preference, to; but in 
Job xvi. rq it merely means 77 addition to. Calvin regards iz preference 
zo as ‘too frigid’ here, not sufficiently exclusive of other gods; and 
takes the idea to be ‘ that God will not have companions obtruded upon 
Him.’ Others expand ‘as if to provoke Him’ or ‘dare Him to His 
face.’ Unless some sense of rivalry is meant the phrase is superfluous 
to the rest of the commandment; and the selection of the strongest of 
three kindred forms (‘a/-pama7z, ’eth-p., and l’phanaz) suggests some idea 
of affronting or provoking (cf. 7. 9). There is no statement here as fo 
the real existence of other gods: real or unreal Israel is not to have 

Dale, Zhe Ven Commandments. See also Prof. W. P. Paterson’s art. ‘The 
Decalogue,’ in Hastings’ Pict. of the Bible. 

! Calvin. 
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rrr 
8s = mat shalt not make unto thee a graven image, the like- 

ness of any form that is in heaven above, or that is in the 
9 earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth: thou 

shalt not bow down thyself unto them, nor serve them; for __ 
I the Lorp thy God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity 
of the fathers upon the children, and upon the third and 

10 upon the fourth generation of them that hate me; and shewing 
mercy unto thousands, of them that love me and keep my 
commandments. 

11 Thou shalt not take the name of the Lorp thy God ‘in 
vain: for the Lorp will wot hold him guiltless that taketh 
his name "in vain. 

12 Observe the sabbath day, to keep it holy, as the Lorn 
13 thy God commanded thee. Six days shalt thou labour, and 

! Or, for vanity or falsehood 

them. Unlike its successors this commandment is without expansion, 
probably because vv. 94, 10 were intended to cover both the first and 
second commandments; unless indeed (as some suggest) they originally 
belonged to the first. 

8—10. The Second Commandment ; the differences from Ex. xx. 
4—6 are very slight (Ex. has the conjunction before aay form and 
omits it before ¢he tA7rd) and the Versions show them to be uncertain. 
On the questions of date raised by the prohibition of images see above, 
p- 85. The substance of the commandment is very fully treated in 
Driver's notes on Ex. xx. 4—6, which see. 

8. any form] See on iv. 12. 
9. a sealous God) See on iv. 24. 
10. shewing mercy] better, loyal or true love ; cf. vii. 9, 12 Aeeping 

covenant and true love (Sg.). The Heb. term Aésed as including both 
affection and constancy is peculiarly appropriate here. 

11. The Third Commandment exactly as in Ex. xx. 72 On the 
need for this in Israel see on vi. 13. 

12—15. ‘The Fourth Commandment as in Ex. xx. 8—11 with the 
following differences : 

12. Observe] A.V. keep, instead of remember, Ex. xx. 8. In D 
remember is used almost exclusively of historical facts, e.g. 7. 15, vii. 
18, viii. 2, ix. 7, XV. 15, xvi. 3; but once with God, the giver of 
wealth, as the object, viii. 18. Observe or keep, used of the feast of 
unleavened bread by E Ex. xxiii. 15, by ] xxxiv. 18 ; the Sabbath by P 
Ex. xxxi. 13 f., 16, Lev. xix. 3, 30, xxvi. 2 (H); the month Abib by 
D xvi. t. In Ps. cili. 18 4eep His covenant and remember His pre- 
cepts are parallel. 

as the LorD thy God commanded thee] not in Ex. xx. 8; ef. oa 16, 
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do all thy work: but the seventh day is a sabbath unto the '% 
Lorp thy God: 7 7 thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor 
thy son, nor thy daughter, nor thy manservant, nor thy maid- 
servant, nor thine ox, nor thine ass, nor any of thy cattle, nor 
thy stranger that is within thy gates ; that thy manservant and 
thy maidservant may rest as well as thou. And-thou shalt 
remember that thou wast a servant in the land of Egypt, 
and the Lorp thy God brought thee out thence by a mighty 
hand and by a stretched out arm: therefore the Lorp thy 
God commanded thee to keep the sabbath day. 

_ 5 

here and therea needless expansion, for it cannot refer to some previous 
institution of the Sabbath. 

14. in it] not in Heb. text either here or in Ex., but supplied in 
both places by Sam. and LXX; so too in the Nash papyrus (see 
Driver, Z.xod. 417). 

nor thy bondman] Ex. xx. ro omits the conjunction. So too Sam. 
and LXX here. - 

nor thine ox, nor thine ass, nor any of thy cattle] another obvious 
expansion. Ex. has only vor thy cattle. 

that thy bondman and ‘hy bondwoman may rest as well as thou) 
an additional characteristic of the humane spirit of D; cf. in the Laws 
Mil. 12, xiv. 26, 29, xv. 13 f., xvi. 11, xxiv. 14—18. 

. 15. A different reason for the keeping of the Sabbath from that 
given in Ex. xx. 11. It is relevant to D’s addition in the previous v., 
and at first seems intended only to enforce the extension of the Sabbath- 
law to slaves, remember thou wast a bondman in the land of Egypt and 
Jehovah thy God brought thee out; but before it closes it bases the 
whole observance of the Sabbath on the deliverance from Egypt as if 
the S. were a memorial of that event—where/ore Jehovah thy God hath 
commanded three to keep the S. day. This historical reference and the 
humanity enforced by it are characteristic of D. But Ex. xx. 11, under 
the influence of P, recites as the motive for the observance of the S. 
God’s rest on the seventh day from the work of creation. The in- 
fluence of P on Ex. proves the D form to be the more original. Note 
that while it enforces the philanthropic motive for Sabbath-observance 
it is as theological as the other, and, like it, refers to God’s action as 
the ultimate sanction of the Sabbath. 

remember that thou wast a bondman] The same motive is expressed 
for the laws enforcing liberality to slaves, xv. 15 ; the duty of sharing the 
joy of the feasts with needy dependents, xvi. 12; and justice and 
generosity to the poor, xxiv. 18, 22. 

a mighty hand and...a stretched out arm| See on iv. 34. 
to keep) lit. to do or make, i.e. to carry into effect ; used by D also of 

the Passover, xvi. 1; more frequently in P: of the Sabbath, Ex. xxxi. 
16; of the Passover, Ex, xii. 47 f.; Num. ix. 4—6, ete. 
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Honour thy father and thy mother, as the Lorp ny God 
commanded thee: that thy days may be long, and that it — 
may go well with thee, upon the land which the Lorp thy 
God giveth thee. ; 

17 Thou shalt do no murder. 
18 Neither shalt thou commit adultery. 
19 ~=Neither shalt thou steal. 
20 Neither shalt thou bear false witness against thy neigh- 

bour. 

16 

16. The Fifth Commandment as in Ex. xx. 12, with however two 
additions : 

as Jehovah thy God commanded thee] See on 7v. 12- 
and that it may go well with thee| Cp. 7. 29. 
giveth thee\ is giving or about to give. 
17—20. The Sixth to the Ninth Commandments, as in Ex. xx. 

13—16,except that for the simple of used there, we have here and not 
= neither, to introduce the Seventh, Eighth and Ninth Commandments ; 
and that in the Ninth instead of shefer=false of Ex. xx. 16 there is the 
wider term shazv’=vain, groundless, as in the Third Commandment. 
For this term see on Ex. xx. 7 ; and cp. Ex. xxiii. 1 (E), where it is 
applied to a report or rumour. 

21. The Tenth Commandment, carrying the Law from the sphere 
of action into that of thought and feeling, and therefore not su uous 
even in so brief a summary of the Law nor after the Sixth, Seventh and 
Eighth Commandments (cp. Calvin, zu /oco). How necessary the 
Commandment is not merely as an addition to these Commandments, 
but as focussing the spirit of them all is clear from the experience of 
St Paul, who selects the Tenth Commandment to illustrate the power 
of the whole Law: Rom. vii. 7, 85 cf. 14, the daw ts spiritual. The 
nature of this Commandment renders it peculiarly susceptible of 
expansion (as the Sixth to the Ninth are not) ; details naturally offer 
themselves under so general a precept ; and here the deuteronomists 
had the opportunity which they loved to use, and were upon their own 
ground ; cp. vii. 25, where the desire for, as well as the actual appro- 
priation of, unlawful silver and gold is forbidden. The two expanded 
editions of the Decalogue here exhibit the most interesting of the 
differences which distinguish them. Ex. xx. 17, preserving the original 
form of the Commandment, Zhou shalt not covet thy neighbour's horse, 
and repeating the verb, simply details, as upon the same level, the 
constituents of the house: wife, slaves, animals, all that is thy neigh- 
bour’s. But this later edition in Deut. makes among these a 
fundamental distinction of far-reaching moral consequence; takes ‘Ae 
wife first in a class by herself, then—under another verb, as if to 
emphasise the difference—gives the rest together ; and, with the peculiar 
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Neither shalt thou covet thy AUEnEGGS wife ; neither 
shalt thou desire thy neighbour’s house, his field, or his 
manservant, or his maidservant, his ox, or his ass, or any 
thing that is thy neighbour’s. 

These words the Lorp spake unto all your assembly in 

regard which D has for the rural life, adds to them ¢he field of thy 
neighbour. 

covet | the same Heb. verb as in Ex. xx. 17. The rendering of the 
revisers is not a happy one, because though the English covet originally 
meant inordinate desire, it is now generally used with other objects 
than wife. The A.V. desire literally renders the Heb. verb, the 
meaning of which is neutral and has to be qualified by its object. In 
=x. xxxiv. 24 of dishonest desire for land; in Dt. vii. 25 for silver 
and gold (cp. Jos. vii. 21, JE); Mic. ii. 2 (ep. Ahab and Naboth’s 
vineyard) for fieldsand houses. But in Prov. vi. 25 it signifies lust after 
the beauty of women. So it should be rendered here, and so some of 
the older Eng. Versions render it. Similarly the émi@uuetv of the LXX, 
always so in Greek when a person is the object; cp. Matt. y. 28. 
Kautzsch : ‘verlangen tragen,’ and in Josh. vii. 21, ‘ da geliistete mich 
nach.’ 
* thy neighbour's wife| The way in which (in contrast to Ex.) the wife 
is placed here first, in a class by herself, may be compared with other 
laws of D which also seek the elevation of woman, -xxi. 10—14, xxiii. 
13 ff., xxiv. 1 ff. ; 

desire| Instead of the. repetition in Ex. of the original verb, another 
verb is employed here of stronger meaning but apparently intended as 
only ‘a rhetorical variation’ (Driver) rather than as a climax. Of 
longing for water, 2 Sam. iii. 153; for dainties, Prov. xxiii. 3. 
field| The noun sadeh or sadai, which in Heb. poetry (e.g. xxxii. 133 

Judg. v. 4) appears to have the meaning of #onfar that it has in 
Assyrian, and which in earlier Heb. prose (JE) means pasture ground 
(so too in D, xi. 15 and probably in xxi. 1, contrasted with c7zy, xxii. 
25, 27) uncultivated and the home of wild beasts (=4casts of the field), 
is to be taken here in its later sense of cultivated ground, and that as 
private property. It is so used by the prophets of the Sth cent. : Is. vy. 
8; Mic. ti. 2, 4. See the present writer's Jerusalem, 1. 291. 

22. The Close of the Ten Words and the writing of them. 
your assembly] or congregation. The Heb. kahal, lit.. gathering, 

technically used throughout the O.T. for any mul of ne people or 
its representatives for organised, national action: (a) In the earlier 
writings it is most usual of the solemn gathering before God of all 
capable of bearing arms, for consecration to war, Jud. xx. 2, xxi. 5, 8; 
1 Sam. xvii. 47; similarly in E, Num. xxii. 4, where it is used by Balak 
of Israek ready for war against other nations; while in Ezekiel it is 
synonymous with army, xvii. 17, xxxviil. 4, 15. (6) Also of the people 
assembled to give their verdict or to execute justice, Jer. xxvi. 17, xliv. 

21 
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the mount out of the midst of the tire, of the cloud, and of 
the thick darkness, with a �reat mice : and he ad<le<l no 
more. And he wrote them upon two tables of stone, and 

23 gave them unto me. And it came to pass, when ye heard 
the voice out of the midst of the darkness, while the moun
tain did bum with fire, that ye came near unto me, e\'en all 

24 the heads of your tribes, and your elders ; and ye said, 

1 .• ; cp. Ezck. :ni. 40; Pro\'. \', 14. (,) Abo of the whole organi,�·,l 
commonwtalth or congregation of I,rad, -'lie. ii. :- ; nnd in thl' 
,kutnonomic la\\ s, xxiii. 1. 2 .. �. 8. But D specially applies the tcnn 
to the gathering of Israel to the Co\'enant at l�oreh. so here (cp. the use 
of the \'erl, in i\·. 10), the ass,:111b/y, //u daJ' [!( /ht a. ix. 10, x. 4 (Pl.I. 
Hiii. 16 (Sg.). In the laws xxiii. 1, 2, 3. 8 (Sg.) it is called th, ,1. 

,f .fd1,r;,ah. To this as-.emhly P, which abo uses lfalinl, appli.-� his 
more favourite term ',·dah, co11.1.;rq;a1ion ,![ /ht .<(IIIJ of /srad. Ex. XXX\'. 

1, 4, 20 (a term never used in J E or D, hut occurring over I oo tin11:s in 
I', which also someti1m:� comhines the two, cp. l'rov. \'. 141. Other
wise deuteronomic writers use !aha/ only of peaceful gathering, of the 
people; to hear the Song of -'fo,,es, xxxi. 30: to hear the Law read at 
Shechem, Josh. viii .. �:-; and for the consecration of the Temple, 
1 Kgs ,·iii. 14, 22, :-:- (1 Kgs xii .. l is a doubtful instance; LXX 
omits it). For the post-exilic use of lfahal and '(l/ah see the present 
writer's .fcr11salcm, 1. 38o ff. 

fire ... doud ... darkness ... ] Sec on i,·. 11. Sam. and LXX add ,l,irl:-
11ess hefore dm,d. The comparison of E, Ex. xx. 18-?1 i� n-ry 
instructive: th1mderi11,:;s, lightnings, 111011n/11i11 Slll(lki11_:;. 

,,!ith a grmt ,·oire] E, the ,Joia of flu lrlfmpd. 
t111d h,· addc:d 110 more] On this contradiction of E see al,o\'C, p. 8.:. 
t·w,, ta/.1,:s ef st,me] So iv. 13. ix. 9-11, x. r, 3: th,· lab/,·., •!/ th, 

t'(lv,·11a11t, ix. 9. 11, 1 ,=; ; J, two tah/.es of stone. Ex. xxxiv. 1, 4 : E, lahl,·.r 

,if s/(lllt', Ex. xxiv. 12, xxxi. 18 /,; P, tw,,taNt's (If th� lfstimo11.1•, Ex. xxxi. 
18 a, xxxii. 15 a, xxxi,·. 29. The statement of the writing of the tahles 
is not really an anticipation of ix. 9 ff. and therefore 10 he deleted a., 
secondary (Steuernagel), hut is necessary here for the complt"tion of the 
record of the Decalogue. See on ix. 9 ff. 

23-27. The people, fearing the fatal eA'«:ct of hearing God's voice 
,lirectly, request '.\loses to act as mediator. See Ex. xx. 19-21, E, a 
much �impler form of the narrath·e, hut containini:: 111 ;•. 20 a saying of 
J\loses not repeated here. 

23. ye came ttcar J111lo me] i. 12. 
,7'tll all /ht heads of your /rib,·.<, a11d )'our elders] Perhap.� a glo,� tso 

Dill., Steuern., He1 th.), for 1!. 24 continues a11d _1·e (not th,:1•), and 
through the n:st of the �ection the people as J. whole :ire acldre:!,ed. 

24 -26. See nn i,·. 33. It wa� contrary tn expectation that tht' 
people ,ur"ived the \'Oice of (�o<l : they II ould nnt reJ)f'at thl' risk. 
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Behold, the LoRD our God hath shewed us his glory and 
his greatness, and we have heard his 'ioice out of the midst 
of the fire: we ha'ie seen this day that God doth speak with 
man, and he liveth. Now therefore why should we die? for 25 
this great fire will consume us : if we hear the 'ioice of the 
LORD our God any more, then we shall <lie. For who is 26 
there of all flesh, that hath heard the voice of the fo-ing 
God speaking out of the midst of the fire. as we have, and 
lived? Go thou near, and hear 2.11 that the LoRn our God 27 
shall say: and speak thou unto us all that the LoRP our 
God shali speak unto thee; and we will hear it. and do it . 
. -\.nd the LORD heard the voice of vour words, when ve 2S 
spake unto me; and the Ll)RD said �nto me, I have hea�d 
the voice of the words of this people, which they have 
spoken unto thee: they have well said all that they ha\·e . 
spoken. 1 Oh that there were such an heart in them. that 29 
they would fear me, and keep all my commandments always, 

1 Or. 0/1 that the:1· had su,·h an ht'art ,u this ahc-ay, to fr:,zr 111(. and 
k,:rp all 111y co111ma11dmmls, tltal &>c. 

24. kis grUJtness] See iii. 24. 
26. jlcsh] Emphatic; it cannot endure immediate c,,ntact with -pirit 

(Is. xx."'i. 3). 
t/i, /i,·ing God] Rather. a !ivi11,; God. cp. iv. 33. The phra,,c alway, 

occurs in the 0. T. without the article even when as in I Sa. xvii. 2fi, 
_.;6, and Jer. xxiii. 36 it is tht' living God who i� meant. In Jer. x. 10 
it is indefinite as here. These are all the instance� of thi, f1Jrm. 
Kindred fom1s in Jos. iii. 10 indefinite ; Ho. ii. 1. 1 Kg� xix. 4, 16 
definite. 

27. Go tlzNt near] The technical term for approach to the Dt:ity, 
and tu Hi, reprt!Sentatives i;;•. 23 and i. 22 ). E, using a nut her Yerb. 
ha, a11d .lhus dro-u• near (Ex. xx. � 1). For the rest of the verse E ha, 
�imply Speak thou r.,•ith us a11d ,t:i s,ia!! luad:01 I Ex. xx. 191. 

28-30. Jehovah appro,·es the pt:ople"s request and di�missc, them 
t .. tht:ir tents. E: simply, t!u people jfood afar ,,_,_tr I Ex. xx. � 11. 

28. Ami Jehovah he,1rd t/u ;;·uia ,,fyour -a•,,,-J;J i. 3+· 
they have well said] xviii. 17. Yet-

29. Oh t/1at thcre- wen such an h,art in than. etc.] heart is in antithe,i� 
to the said and spokaz of the pre,·ious verse. Approving their present 
mood a,; evinced in their words. Goel doubts its constancy. 

m'I Ill)' ,v111111a11dmi1zt,-J Sam. and LXX omit all. 
• 

afa•,,;•s] HeL. all tlie -da)':i- One of tht: many points of simi!J.ri1y 
Lerneen•Hosea and Deut. is doubt, if not of the .,incerity, yet uf ths:: 
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that it might be well with them, and with their children for 
j� ever ! Go say to them, Return ye to your tents. But as 

for thee, stand thou here hy me, and I will speak unto thee 
all the commandment, and the statutes, and the judgements, 
which thou shalt teach them, that they may do them in the 

32 land which I give them to possess it. Y c shall observe to 
do therefore as the LoRn your God hath commanded you: 

33 ye shall not turn aside to the right hand or to the left. Ye 
constancy, of the nation's feeling of repentance or olx:dicncc ; cp. 
llos. \'. 1:,-Yi .. {. lsracl"s repentant prayer, with vi. 4-6;(;0<1·,, rejection 
of it : your good1uss is as a 111or11i11g cloud t111d as tlu dr.11 Iha/ godh ,·ar(1•. 
Sec on i. 41. Hoth the prophet and I) insi�t upon luart in religion. 

//wt it 111(::ht /,,· u·dl 7i•ith lh,·111] v,•. 16, .U· i\'. 40. 
31. :\lose,- i,- commamle<l to stand I,\' (;od in order to r.:cei\e other

laws (than the Ten \\'orcls) t" teach the 'people �111,scqnently. 
all tl1t· ,w11111a11dm,·11tl ur d1m:i:,:; I !cl,. 111i,,,l',1h. ' "Thl· (ur thi,-) 

commandment'' recur!'> \·i. 1, vii. 1 ,, xxx. 11 ; with" all,•· \'i. 2:,, ,·iii. 1, 
xi. 8, 22, xv. :,, xix. 9, xxvii. r (of a special injunctiunl, xxxi. ::;. .\s 
:--i. 2 2, xix. 9 show, it denote,- the dcutcronomic legi,lati,111 ge11crally 
(esp. on ib moral and religious �i<lc) \'il·we<I as the expre,-,iun of a ,-in�lc 
principle, the fundamental duty uf vi. :, • ( Dri\'er); yet it i� al,-,'; po��ilile 
to interpret it ht.:re, as in xi. 2 2, :--ix. 9, of the principles umlcrlymg the 
laws and expounded in this <liscuur,,e. Sec bclo\\ on \'i. r. 

tit,· statuta, a11dtluj11d.,:,·111e11t;J \\"ith Sam. umil the prL-CL"<ling t111d. 
Flu statutes t11ui jt1d_f{t'1llt'lt/s (the usual dcutcronomic phra,-c) arc thu, 
the contents or detailed applications uf the '.\li�wah, the separate law, to 
be s11l,!->c<1ucntly given in "ual, on the eve of the pcuplc', entrance lo 
the promised land (as the rest of the \'crsc declares), an,I which arc 
contained in chs. xii.-xxvi. 

1/11: lt111d wh1d1 I .�,i,•,: t/1em] Rather, am about to gi.·, them. Su 
without addition fr. 1, xi. r i, in the )'I. arldrc,-s, and x\·. ;, xviii. 9, 
:1.,vi. 1, xxvii. 2, 3, xxYiii. 8, ti, all pa,,!-,agc!-, in the Sg. addrc,,. \\'ith 
the ,1d<lition lo fasstss it as here, iii. 18 (ltati1 .::i.-m), l'I.: ix. 6, ,ii. 1, 
xdi. 14 /s/1all possess), xix. q, all Sg. (exC'cpl perhaps xii. 1. which i.., 
doubtful). \Vith the addition);,,. a11 iuh.·ri/,m,-,·, i\'. z,, xv. 4 (.,.lo 
fo.,s,-ss it), xix. 10, xxi\· . .J, XX\". 19, XX\'i. ,. all Sg. Cp. :..ii. 1011i1mllt 
;•ou, xix. 3 muse/Ii lhet·, lo i11heril. 

32, 33. Exhortations tu ohcy thi!-> new charge : a numl,cr of 
characlcri,,tic deutcrunomic formula,. Because nf this and :.pccially 
because uf the phrase 1C'hid1Jd10,•ah ;•our &",,d has,·0111111c111,kcl_1·011, these 
verses arc taken l,y some to he a later addition. \' cl it wa,; �urcly quite 
logical for the writer of the rest of the chapter to put the phrase in 
:\loses' mouth in :\[oab, because God had already a.t J:loreL charged him 
with these laws; the phrase docs not imply their preYious puhlication. 

y.:_shall not t�1n1 t1sid.-, etc.] X\'ii._ 11, 20, X:ot\·iii. 14, and in.de11teru
no1mc passages Ill other books ; cp. 1x. 2. 
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shall walk in all the way which the LoRD your God hath 
commanded you, that ye may live, and that it may be well 
with you, and that ye may prolong your days in the land 
which ye shall poss�ss. 

th,· ,cay ,i'hi,·h Jehovah J't111r Go.I has (0111111a11<l«I J'vll] that is thru11gh 
me and which I am now about to show you. The phrase i,- abo found 
ix. 12, 16, xi. 28, xxxi. 29 (all l'l.), and in xiii. 5 (Sg.). To«•alk in I/is 
,i.'<lJ'S, viii. 6 (Sg.), xi. 22 (Pl.). Buhl (So;ial. Virhiiltn. der fsr. 9)
remarks on the suitability to nomads of this metaphor : but surely it
was equally suitable for peasants. Xo inference as to date can there
fore be drawn from it. Cp. in the X. T. 71 ooos . .\cts ix. 2. xix. 9, 23, x:\ii. 
4, and the �oran Sur. 1. 

live] iv. 1. 
may be ·well witkyou] 'l,"i/. 16, 29, iv . .JO, 
pro/011g ... daJ•s] used both in Pl. here and in i,·. 26 (cp. i-i-x. 18), xi. 9, 

i..xxii. fi, and in Sg. i,·. f0: tl1at thy da_1•s ma;• b,· /,,nc:;. '"' 16, vi. 2, 
xxv. 15; cp. xxii. ;.

Cn. \'I. 1-25. THE Ft;:-;D.ntE:-;T.\L 1'1u:-;n1•Li-:� u•· THI-: LA,,. 
Gon's NATURE A:-.n lsRAEI.'s DtJTY. 

:'llo�es continues his discourse: After stating that he has nuw to 
gi,·e Israel the Charge Dli�\\·ah) giH:n to him i11 I:foreb, and statute,-. 
and jurlgements for obsen·ance in thcprumised land ( 1): :\loses explain� 
the motives for these: the fear of God anrl the benefits to be deri,·e<I 
frum observing them ( 2 f. ). Ftillows the solemn enunciation of the 
basal principle, the oneness of Jeho,·ah, and Israel's basal duty: nn
di\'ided love to Him (ff.). Therefore these words which he is aliout to 
i;i,·e musl ever be in the people·,, heart and mind and be diligently 
taught tu their children (6-9). Especially must Israel not );eJd to 
that temptation to forget J ehuvah, to which the people "·ill be exix,,,ed 
among the materia I �lessings of the land whither He brings it ( 10- 1 2) ; 

nor go after the gods of that land ; else He will de,,troy Israel ( 1 3-J ,- ). 
Israel must not try Him as at �lassah, but diligently keep His laws, in 
order that it may be well with them, and entering the land they may 
possess it and see their enemies thrust out before them (16-19\. 
\Yhen in future the children a,,k the meaning of these laws, their 
origin must be �xplained :is the great deli,·erance from Egypt. Then 
was the nation born; by these laws it li,·es. ThenJeho,·ah re,·ealed Hi� 
grace; these are to establish the fear of Him upon His people 
(20-lf). 

The construction of the ch. ,,tarts difficult questions as to its unity: for 
the same puzzling phenomena meet us here as elsewhere-rite double 
forms of address Sg. and Pl.. with the rapid transition, hetween them, 
and the accumulation of the usual deuteronomic formulas. Do the 
former indicate two sources? Or do both pro,·e that editorial hands 
have expanded the discourse? On the pussible answer" see the notes. 
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6 Now this 1s the com111andment, the statutes, an<l the 
judgements. ,rhich the LoRJ> your ( ;oci commanded to 
teach you, that ye might do them in the land whither ye go 

2 O\"cr to po�sess it : that thou mightest fear the LoRI> thy 
God, to keel) all his 5t..llutes and his commandments, which 
I command thee, thou, and thy son, and thy son·s son, all 

1. :\ot a fre,h titk, m,1rking tht: beginning uf a �paratc discuurse, 
1,ut the natural continuation ,,f the ,li,cour,,e lro111 the prc1i11u, ch. and 
,-till couched in the Pl. 

And tliis is] The cnnjuncti11n nut 111<:rcly continue, the discourse, 
lmt ha" an antitht:tic force, therefore not t"" ,trongly n:ndercd 11,,,L' by 
.-\.\". and R.\·. \\'hat at tli,1! ti1J1, in ll11rel1 11a, dclin,red tn -'111,-c, 
himself (as de,cribed in ". JI J he n.nc in -'lo.tb proceeds to prt:,,t:nt. 

this is th,· ,·,1111111,11nl'11,11I. Iii, s/<1/111<'s. 1111d tli, judg,111,111s] LXX 
th,·se ar,: tit,· comma11d111,,11t..-, but Sam. c11nti111i- Heh., which i, the 
mort: probalilt:. Bccau,t: t/11.r, not t/u,,, i, thed, and IJt."cau,e the 
separate la 11, do not come till ch . .\ii., the word, statul,·.r a11d j11dg,·-
111c:11fs an: regankd liy ,ome a» an editorial iutru,iun. But thi, i, not 
certain : this with three ubjech follo11 ing. and t11 o of them in the 
plural, i" grammatically pu,sible in Heb., and :\1,,-t:, was now about tu 
declare to the people in :\loali nut only the Chargt: or -'li�w.1h, hut the 
statutes and judgements a., well. The point i, not important. \\'hat 
is clear i, that -'li�wah or Charge (see \", .l I) is the enforcement of 
general principles underlying the Law, which prucet:d, till the t:nd of 
ch. xi. For after thi, discour,e i, finished, the titlt: in .\ii. 1. where the 
separate laws at last bt:gin, clrups tht: term -'1 i>_;wah and reads only th,sc: 
ar,· th,: sfalulc:s and Iii,· ju,<i;,·111,:11/s. Cp. \\"t:stphal, Sow·us du P,-,11. 
JI. If I. 

whitlzc:r J't.ro oz·,-r l<J pcs.,c:ss it] A formula distincti,·e of the l'I. pa,�agt:s 
occurring, bt:sides here. ii'. 1 4, xi. 8, 11 ; wht:rea,; when tht: Sg. pa!o,-age, 
use tht: 1·erb go ,r.·,·r they add tlu J,mla11, ix. 1, xxx. 1 S, but ebewherc 
prt:fcr the equivalent phr,L,t:, the land «•hitli,·r t/1,>11 cirl m!,-,-i,,g (or thou 
art 01tc:ri11.i; tl1c: land). ,·i. 18, l'ii. 1, ix. :-, xi. 10, 29, xii 19, x1·iii. 9, 
x.\iii. 20, uYiii. 2 1, 6.1. X.\X. J 6. Tht· only Yerse in which thi, phrase 
occurs with the Pl. i, i1·. t /, (,;.,•. \; while i1·. 1 ( l'l.j give, a l'ariatinn. 

2, 3. Transition to the Sg. with a somewhat loo,e accumulation uf 
common deuteronomic formula.,; on the,e g-rounds regarded by somt: a, 
an editorial addition. Thi, i, nut certain, but ,·cry prol,al,Je. Omit 
'l'<'• 2, 3, and ,'. 4 follows naturally on .:·. I as thl· !><:ginning of the 
:\fi"wah, Lut couched, like the Decalogue in ch. v., in the Sg. At the 
same tilllJ! all of,•;:•. 2, .1 need nut lit: editorial. Xote that the one I'!. 
clause the\" contain is nut a common formub. 

2. fta; Jehovah thy God] x. 12·, 20. 
c1l/ !1is staluh·s and hi., ,t1111111,111d11101ls] X utc the ,·,uiatiun from ,•. I. 

,c/d,-,i J .-0111111a11d tlt,·,-J am about to command thee. 
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the days of thy life; and that thy days may be prolonged. 
Hear therefore, 0 Israel, and observe to do it; that it may 3 
be well with thee, and that ye may increase mightily, as the 
LORD, the God of thy fathers, hath promised unto thee, i11 
a land flowing with milk and honey. 

that t/1y daJ'S may be prolonged] Sec on v. 33. 
3. observe to do] See on v. 1. 

that J't! maJ' increas, 111igl1ti1J•] A partial return to the Pl., and, with 
such a verb. logical and natural. The phrase is not found elsewhere. 
This therefore ma,· not be a mere editorial echo. But the idea of the 
multiplication of the people as a Divine blessing is constant in Deut. 
as in other O. T. writings. In their world of _war all Semitic tribes 
naturally prayed for large numbers. Cf. Doughty on the Arabs: ' the 
soul of them is greedy first of their proper subsistence and then of their 
proper increase:' 

the God '!.f thy }1tlurs] i. 21, xii. 1, xx\'ii. 3; of your f, i. 11, iv. 1. 

cp. xxix. 25. So E, Ex. iii. 15 and J, Ex. iii. r6. 
unto thee ... a land, etc,J The construction is defective: in supplied I,y 

R.V. is not in the Heb. LXX adds to give thee, which affords a good 
connection and is probably original; as the eye of a Heb. scribe may 
easily have confused the first and second tllel's. 

a land .flowing with milk and honey] found in J and E and in both 
the Sg. and PI. passages of Deut. For a list of the instances, and the 
meaning of the phrase, sec on Ex. iii. 8. 'Only where rich wells or 
running water produce sufficient pasture for the whole year, is it possihlc 
always to get fresh milk; and the1efore the desert-dweller dreams of 
such regions in which water and in consequence milk always flows.' 
• On long marches mothers comfort their weeping children thus : I will 
give you milk and honey' (l\Iusil, Eth11. Ber. 154, 158). 

4-9. The Essential Creed and Duty of Israel, with enforce111t:nt of 
them. Known from it;; initial word as The Shima' ( =H,ar), thi� 
section (along ,,·ith xi. r ;1-21 and Xu. x,·. 3j-.p) 'has been for many 
ages the first bit of the Bible which Jewish children have learned to say 
and tu read, just as it has for many ages formed the confession of faith 
among all members of the brotherhood of Judaism' (C. G. Montefiort!, 
Tile Bible for Heme Reading, Pt 1. 127). The later law required its 
recital by a Jew twice daily ; for particulars see Schiirer, Gesrh. des j1id. 
Vo/ka, § 2; an<l Appendix (3rd Germ. ed. 11. 459 f.; E.T. Div. 11. 
Vol. 11. pp. ii, 84). The LXX inserts before it a longish title 1 , which 
shows how late this editorial practice of inserting titles to important 
sections of Dent. continued, and explains some similar headings in the 
Heb. text. 

1 • And these arc the statutes and the judgements which the LuRo commanded 10 
the children of Israel, when they \\'ere comin� out of the land of Egypt.' 

DEUTERONOMY 7 
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: Hear, 0 Israel: 1 the l..oRD our (iod is one LORD: and 
thou shalt love the LORD thy God with all thine heart, and 

1 Or, the L,>J.:D 011r God, tlu Lot.Dis om Or, the Lt>RD is 011r God, 
lhc /,O!.'D is OIi<' Or, the LORD is our Cod, tne l,t1RD a/qne 

4. I/car, U lsrM/] So i:1.. 1, xx . . 'I, and similarly i,·. r, \'i. .'I : and 
nowhere else in the I lexatench. The Sg. is to he explained� in , •. r: hut 
the contin11:rnce of the Sg. through the rest of this �ection is (especially 
if it i,- to follow immediately on ;• r, "ee above) analogous to the 
appt:arance of the Sg. of the Decalogue in a Pl. context. There, :b 

here, �loses use!. the Pl. addre!>" fur his own words, hut <1uotes what 
God gave him at J:loreb in the Sg. 

ti,.• Lcwn 011r God is o,u /J>t.n] As the R. V. marg. show,,, thi,- is 
one of four possible translations of the elliptic llehn:w : .f.:hm·ah our
(;od, .fdurvan 011,. The other three are: _/enoz•an 011r God,.fd,m·ah is 
Un,·: Je/u,va/i i, 011r (;,,d, J,·h<>�•a/1 is 011e; _/dl(n•ah is our &'od, 

.fe/101•al, alone. But· the four are resolrnblc into these two: First, 

.fd10.•alt our (;od is 011,-, an· expres�ion of I !is unity, appropriate at a 
time wh,m wt• know from Jeremiah that hy the multiplication of Jlis 
�hrine,- the people of Judah concei,·e<I Him. as Baal nr A�htoreth wa., 
conceived, not as One, hut ai. manv deities with different charackri,..tics 
and powers over different localities·. cp. Jer. ii. ?�. Second,_ldun·al, is 
our God a/011�: i.e. Israel's <>11(1• God, cp. Zech. iti\·. 9; Soni,: of Songs 
\'i. 9: 1 Chron. xxix. 1. The;,e pa..,sages are all post-exilic, and in the 
first two o,u may mean tmiqu,:, hut that here it means vn/J• ( for Israel) 
i,., probahle from the following \·erse. Some interpreters take the \'erse 
as • a great declaration of monntheism • (so Dri,·er). But had that heen 
the intention of the writer tlie clause would have run • Jehm·ah is tlu 
God, Jeho\'ah alone.' The u,.,e of the term ottr•God show;. that the 
meaning ;.imply is Jehm·ah is lsra,·fs 011�1· God. :--;othing i!> sairl as tu 
the existence or non-existence of other gods, and the \'t:r!>e is therefore 
on an equality with v. i• the First Commandment, and with vii. 9, 
which implies no more than that Jeho\'ah  is a or tht' (;nd indeed : cp. 
the curiou;, i\'. 19 /i which seeb to reconcile His ,.,}\·ereib'Tity with the 
fact that other god,-. are worshipped hy other nations. ( lnly in iv .. i:-, 
.W rlocs an explicit declaration of monotheism appear in Dcut. ; it i, t11 
lie remt·mbert-<l, howc\'er, that on other ground, the post•t·xilic <late of 
thl·se ver;.e,., is possihle 1• At the same time the phrase useri here lend,, 
itself readily to the expres.,ion of an ab;.olute monotheism, which later 
a�es of a wider faith read into it. It is interesting to compare with our 
\'er,-.e St Paul's statement I Cor. viii. 4-6; wr !..·mm• tltat 11,, idol is 
anything;,, t/1,· world a11d tluzt thert' is 110 God /mt 011,:: for tl1011glt thn·,· 
I>,· that are called ,f{ods ... : as tlttr,· b,· gods 111a11y ,wd lord.r many, )'ti 
to us thtre is V11e Gt1d, th,· Fathtr, ".i w/10111 ar,: all t/;i11gs. Note e\'en 
here yet to us I 

5. a11d lhMt sltalt /,,,;-e Jehovah tltJ• <;<>d] Low, mentioned in J Ea.� 
1 This i, not meant to imph· that ,ome, in hrad h.id not thro..-11 off belie,( in 1hc 

ree:,lity nf other gods b,,foree the Exilee. Jen:miah ccnainly had: ee.g. ii. 1 ,. 
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with all thy soul, and with all thy might. And these words, 6 
which I command thee this day, shall be upon thine heart: 
and thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and 7 

an affection between human beings (father and son, husband and wife, 
slave and master) and in H as a duty both to neighbour-Israelites and 
to strangers (Lev. xix. 18, 34), is never in the Hexateuch described as 
entering into the relation of man to God except in D and deuteronomic 
passages, where it is enforced with impressive frequency and fulness as 
the fundamental religious duty ; in the deuteronomic expansion of the 
Decalogue Ex. xx. 6=Dt. v. 10; cp. vil. 9, also x. (2, xi. I, 13, 22, 
Nill. 3, XIX. 9, Xxx. 6, 16, 20 (of which only xi. 13, 22 and xu. 3 are 
P}.), and the deuteronomic passages Josh. xsi. 5, xxiii. rr. It must be 
noted that prophecy had already used the term ethically (Am. v. 15 
love the good) and religiously, for Hosea, besides frequently emphasising 
God’s love to Israel (ili. 1, ix. 15, xi. I, 4, xiv. 4), and in terms so 
warm as to inevitably excite their love to God, describes also the 
relation of men to their gods as-one of love and calls Jehovah the 
husband of Israel (ii. 7, 13, ix. 10). In this also, therefore, we may 
venture to see Hosea’s influence on D, but D has developed it with an 
originality and fulness that are very conspicuous and potential in the 
©.T. and in the N.T. still regarded as final. To D love to God is the 
distinctive mark of His true worshippers, Israel’s necessary response to 
His mercies especially in redeeming them from Egypt (cp. We love Him 
because He first loved us, 1 Jo. iv. 1g), their central obligation, motive 
and power to keep His laws; in Christ’s words, the first of all the 
Commandments (Mk xii. 29f.). See further on Ex. xx. 6. 

with all thine heart, and with all thy seul] a favourite phrase ih 
D. See on iv. 29 for meaning and list of instances. Here is added 
with all thy might. asin 2 Kgsxxili. 25. ‘The One God demands the 
whole man’ (Smend, Ae/. Gesch.* 286). 

6—9. Further enforcement of this creed and duty. 
6. these words with which lam charging f/ce this day] Elsewhere 

the phrase in whole or part refers to the whole discourse of Moses (e.g. 
xi, 18), but here it must mean the two preceding verses as the essence 
of the law. 

shall be upon thine heart] xi. 18, lay up in your heart and in your 
soul; Jer. xxxi. 33, 7 put my law in their inwaxd parts and write tt 
upon their hearts. As the heart was the seat of the practical intellect, this 
means to commit them to memory ; but with a conscience to do them. 

7. teach them diligently) \it. whet or sharpen, xxxii. 41; make incisive 
and impress them on thy children; rub them in, Germ. einscharfen. 
The Eng. metaphorical use of ‘sharpen’ or ‘whet’ (‘whet on,’ ‘ whet 
forward *) has usually for object the mind, not the material employed 
on it. Yet cp. Shakespeare’s 

‘Thou hid’st a thousand daggers in thy thoughts, 
Which thou hast whetted on thy stony heart 
To stab at half-an-hour of my frail life.’ 
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shalt talk of them when thou sittest 

8 and when thou risest up. And thou shalt bind them fora __ 
sign upon thine hand, and they shall be for frontlets between 

9 thine eyes. “And thou shalt write them upon the door posts 
of thy house, and upon thy gates. 

10 ~=—And it shall be, when the Lorp thy God shall bring thee 

unto thy children| So not only in D, v. 20, iv. 9, xi. 19, but also J, 
Ex. xill. 8; etc. 

talk of them, etc.] xi. 19. With LXX and Sam, read the for ‘Aine 
before house. : 

8. thou shalt bind them for a sign...for frontlels, etc.) See for the 
exact meanings the notes,on Ex. xiii. 9, 16. As there, so here probably 
the injunction is to be taken metaphorically and not literally, as the 
later Jews understood it, though they carried it out not by tattooing, 
which seems the meaning here, but by writing these words as well as 
xi. 15—21 and Ex. xiii. t—10,- 11—16 on small parchment rolls, 
enclosing them in metal covers, and wearing them, bound on the arm 
and brow, at morning prayer. ‘They are called in late Hebrew /pAz//in 
and in the N.'l. @uAaxryjpia. See #.8. ‘Frontlets.’ 

9. door posts| It was the custom of the ancient Egy Dane 
on lintels and door-posts sentences of good omen ( Wilkinson-Birch, 
Anc. Egyptians”, 1. 361 f.); but we are not to infer that it was thence 
derived by the Hebrews (Driver), for it was the custom too in the Semitic 
world (for two inscribed tablets from Assyria in Brit. Mus. see King, 
Z.A. Xi. 50)and prevails among modern Egyptians (Lane, J/od. Egyft. 
ed. 1896, 262 f.), and among the fellahin of Hauran, who in their belief 
in the magical efficacy of the written word will place the most inappro- 
priate ancient Greek inscriptions (tombstones and the like) above or 
beside their doors, sometimes upside down! Later Jews have given the 
name °su2a/ ( =door-post) to the small metal box or skin-bag containing 
the above inscription and hung on the right-hand door-post inside, As 
he enters the pious Jew touches or salutes it (Driver, 4). It is not 
necessary to interpret even this verse in so literal a sense (Driver); even 
this the deuteronomist may have intended to be metaphorical (Marti 
in Kautzsch’s Het/. Schr. des A.T.). 

10—15. The chief temptations to forget the duties just enforced will 
mect Israel when they enter upon the enjoyment of the civilisation of 
the land they are about to reach: a civilisation to which they have not 
contributed, and which they may be moyed to impute to other gods 
than their own who is bringing them to it. The relevancy of this 
section to the preceding, and their close connection, are clear. 

10. And it shall be, when Jehovah thy God shall bring thee into, etc.] 
A formula partly derived from J (Ex. xiii. 5, 11, the land of the 
Canaanite), but varied by D, which adds ¢4y God and otherwise 

N 
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into the land which he sware unto thy fathers, to Abraham, 
to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give thee; great and goodly cities, 
which thou buildedst not, and houses full of all good things, 
which thou filledst not, and cisterns hewn out, which thou 
hewedst not, vineyards and olive trees, which thou plantedst 
not, and thou shalt eat and be full; then beware lest thou 
forget the Lorp, which brought thee forth out of the land 
of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. Thou shalt fear the 
Lorp thy God; and-him shalt thou serve, and shalt swear 

characteristically expands it. Similarly vii. 1, xi. 29. See also iv. 
38, vi- 23; vill. 7, ix. 4, 28,xxxl. 20, 21. 

which he sware| i. 8. Thus in the forefront of the warning not 
to yield to the worship of the gods of their new land the fact is 
emphasised in solemn phrases that it is Jehovah who brings them 
into it. 

11. and houses...and cisterns...vineyards and olive trees... With 
Sam. and LXX omit avd before houses and cisterns. Such things form 
the principal wealth of the c#ties, better towns, of v. 10. That grain 
and flocks are not also mentioned (as in xxxii. 14) is not surprising. 
The description is a summary one; it is an agricultural civilisation to 
which Israel is succeeding, and in the agriculture of the W. Palestine 
hills fruit-trees were more valuable than either wheat or barley, and also 
their value was more dependent on the labour of previous generations. 

and thou shalt cat and be full] viii. 10, 12, Xi. 15. XXX. 20; CP. XiV. 29, 
XXVI. 12, xXxii. 15 (ILXX). 

12. beware) give heed to thyself or be on guard with respect to 
thyself, apparently a common phrase from one person to another, Ex. x. 
28 (J), etc. ; addressed to Israel in the editorial passage, Ex. xxxiy. 12 
and frequently in D: iv. g, viii. 11 (both followed, as here, by dest thou 
Jorget), xii. 13, 19, 30, xv- 9, all Sg. and in the PI. iv. 23, xi. 16 (ep. 
iv: 15): 

which brought thee, etc.} Once more an emphasis on the providence 
of Israel’s God. 

house of bondmen] So in J, Ex. siti. 3, 14; in Deut. only in Sg.: 
vy. 6, vi. 12, vii. 8, vili. 14, xill. 5, 10; the slaves’ quarter (ergastulum). 

13. Aim shalt thou fear...serve...swear by his name] Intended to 
cover the whole sphere of religion: the spiritual temper (on the frequent 
enforcement of the fear of God and its meaning see on iv. 10); acts of 
worship (the Hebrew term, though technically used of these, may cover 
other duties as well, see Driver, 7./. and cp. on x. 12); and loyalty to 
God in all one’s intercourse by word and deed with one’s fellows. ‘he 
reason for this last, which to our ears sounds strange in so brief a 
summary of religious duty, is clear. All the details of life are more 
explicitly connected with religion by primitive man than by ourselves. 
He naively and constantly appeals to his god for the truth of his state- 



14 by his name. Ye shall not go after other gods, of the gods 
15 of the peoples which are round about you; for the Lorp 

thy God in the midst of thee is a jealous God; lest the 
anger of the Lorp thy God be kindled against thee, and he 
destroy thee from off the face of the earth. 

16 Ye shall not tempt the Lorp your God, as ye tempted 
17 him in Massah. Ye shall diligently keep the commandments 

of the Lor» your God, and his testimonies, and his statutes, 
18 which he hath commanded thee. And thou shalt do that 

ments and the honesty of his business transactions. So was it in the 
Israel of the deuteronomists’ time, Jer. v. 2. Thus a man’s oaths were 
in his everyday life the profession of his faith. If he swore by Baal, 
Baal was his god. Hence the need of the command to Israel here and 
in Jer. iv. 2, xii. 16. It is the duty of carrying out one’s religion into 
the momentary details of life. Hence, too, the definition of Jehovah’s 
true worshipper as fe that sweareth by Jehovah, Ps. \xiii. 11. But 
hence also the need for the presence among the Ten Commandments of 
one not to-take Jehovah’s name in vain. For the practice, however 
sincere in its origins, was terribly open to abuse, and was (and is) 
abused among Semitic nations beyond allothers. Of the modern Arabs 
Doughty says, ‘they all day take God’s name in vain (as it was perhaps 
in ancient Israel), confirming every light and laughing word with 
cheerful billahs,’ and ‘they will confirm any word with an oath’ (47. 
Des. 1. 265, 269). So Christ commanded, swear not at all, 

14. Ve shall not go after other gods, etc.| ouly states explicitly what 
is implicit in the preceding verses. As it is superfluous and introduces 
the Pl. form into a Sg. context, it may be confidently regarded as an 
editorial addition. Other gods, specially characteristic of D and 
deuteronomic passages in the Hexateuch, occurs some 20 times; for 
go after other gods see viii. 19, xi. 28, xiii. 2, xxviii. 14, ete. 

15. in the midst of thee) So vii. 21, xxiii. 14 (contr. i. 42). Hosea 
has the same thought, xi. 9, and Jeremiah, xiv. 9. 

a jealous God] As in iv. 24, V. 9; see note on Ex. xx. 5. 
lest the anger, etc.] Cp. vil. 4, Xi. 17. 
16,17. Another interruption by the Pl. Because of this; because 

the reference to Massah is hardly relevant to the context, and because 
the perfect, he hath commanded, is not yet true of the separate laws ; 
these sentences seem to be a later editorial insertion. The return to 
the Sg. at their close is explicable by the attraction of the Sg. in z, 18. 

16. Ye shall not tempt, etc.) Rather, try, or put to the proof. On 
Massah cp. ix. 22, xxxiii. 8, and see on Ex. xvii. 2, 7. 

18, 19. Resumption of the Sg. address; in spite of this the 
originality of these verses also has been doubted. It is at least curious 
that we have in them the divine name alone without the addition ig Y 
God, characteristic of D, 
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which is right and good in the sight of the Lorn: that it 
may be well with thee, and that thou mayest go in and 
possess the good land which the Lorp sware unto thy 
fathers, to thrust out all thine enemies from before thee, as 

the ILorp hath spoken. 
When thy son asketh thee in time to come, saying, What 

mean the testimonies, and the statutes, and the judgements, 
which the Lorp our God hath commanded you? then thou 
shalt say unto thy son, We were Pharaoh’s bondmen in 
Egypt; and the Lorp brought us out of Egypt with a 
mighty hand: and the Lorp shewed signs and wonders, 
great and sore, upon Egypt, upon Pharaoh, and upon all 
his house, before our eyes: and he brought us out from 

18. «do that which ts right, etc.) Cp. xii. 25 
mayest go in and possess) See above on z. I. 
19. to thrust out, etc.| The Heb. is used of this event only here and 

ix. 4 (Sg.) ; also in the deuterénomic Jos. xxiil. 5. 
as Jehovah hath spoken] Ex. xxiii. 27 ff. 
20—25. These verses return toa favourite theme of Deut.: the close 

relation between Jehovah’s Laws and His Deeds. When a future 
generation shall ask the meaning of the Laws it shall be referred to 
the Lord’s deliverance of the nation from bondage in Egypt and His 
conduct of them to the land He promised. Having thus made them a 
nation, He would now preserve them as such by the Laws which He 
commands. These vv., throughout in the Sg., expand v. 7 a, and con- 
tain nothing which leads us to doubt their originality. See on v7. 24. 

20. IJVhen, etc.] Read, with Sam. and LXX, And it shall be when, 
as in the opening of v. 10 and in Ex. xiii. 14 (J), which the rest of this 
clause follows. 

the testimonies.:.the statutes, and the judgements| as in iv. 45 9.v. 
With Sam. omit avd before the statutes ; the statutes and the judge- 
ments are the contents of the testimonies. 

our God] For the reason of this instead of the usual Sg. ¢hy God see 
on Vv. 24- 

hath commanded you| The perfect is natural to the time of the 
questioners’ generation, when the laws would already have been 
published. You (so Sam., but LXX zs) is, of course, the older gene- 
rations ; this, therefore, is not an inseaice a8 the Pl. address. 

21. bondmen| See on v. 6. 
mighty hand| See on iv. 34. 
22. signs and wonders...before our eyes) See on iv. 34. 
23. and he brought ws out\ This translation stifles the emphatic and 

even exultant note of the order in the original : But us He brought out 
from thence, cp. iv, 20. e 
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thence, that he might bring us in, to give us the land which _ 
24 he sware unto our fathers. And the Lorp commanded us 

to do all these statutes, to fear the Lorp our God, for our 
good always, that he might preserve us alive, as at this day. 

25 And it shall be righteousness unto us, if we observe to do 
all this commandment before the Lorp our God, as he 
hath commanded us. 

that he might bring us in] See on v. 10; some LXX codd. omit. 
which he sware] i. 8. 
24. Jehovah commanded us to do all these statutes| This phrase is 

natural to the time and standpoint assumed throughout vz. 20—25, 
viz. those of the later generation before which the statutes will already 
have been published. Notice, too, how naturally Jehovah is used 
instead of the deuteronomic Jehovah thy God; for here we have, not 
Moses addressing Israel, but Moses quoting what Israel are to say to 
their children; so, too, Jehovah our God (thrice) is to be explained. 
‘Thus two of Steuernagel’s reasons for counting the passage as secondary 
(that Sg. does not elsewhere in the introductory discourses take the laws 
as already published and that Jehovah our God does not elsewhere 
occur in the Sg.) are disposed of. He has missed the standpoint of the 
speakers whom Moses quotes. Steuernagel’s third reason for the 
secondariness of the passage—that it interrupts by its emphasis on 

~ obedience the Sg. course of thought, which before and after it warns 
against the worship of other gods—is insufficient. 

might preserve us alive] Sustain the national existence which He had. 
begun by the redemption from Egypt (v. 21). The Law is given to 
preserve the life born in-that deed of grace. See above. 

alive, as at this day| ‘It deserves attention that this points to the 
composition [of the passage] as pre-exilic, for the Exile was felt as 
death’ (Bertholet). This would be a good argument if the words were 
part of Moses’ direct address to Israel, but they are spoken from the 
standpoint of a generation settled in Palestine. 

25. zt shall be righteousness unto us| The thought of the previous 
verse shows that righteousness here does not mean goodness, up- 
rightness, but rather justification, vindication, the right to live, and by 
consequence their life itself. Cf. the post-exilic * Isaiah,’ Ixi. 11, Ixii. 
1, 2, in which righteousness is parallel to revown, to salvation and to 
glory. (See the present writer’s /sazah xl.—lxvi. 217 ff.) Contrast 
XXV. “13s 

before Jehovah our God| Cp. xxiv. 13, where this phrase (¢iy God) 
follows immediately on righteousness unto thee. That may, as some 
suggest, have been the order here, too, but the transposition is not 
necessary. ‘To fulfil the commandment before Jehovah means so to 
fulfil it that He sees it, and that is a speaking feature of legal piety 
(Neh. y. 19, xiii. 14, 22, 31)’ (Bertholet). 
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When the Lorp thy God shall bring thee into the land 7 
whither thou goest to possess it, and shall cast out many 
nations before thee, the Hittite, and the Girgashite, and the 

1 Heb. pluck off 

Cu. VII, 1—26. 

The discourse returns to the theme of vi. 1off., Israel’s temptations 
in the promised land. He is to make no contract, nor show friendliness, 
nor intermarry with its peoples lest he be drawn to idolatry (1—¥4), but 
is to destroy their altars and other religious symbols (5). For Israel is 
holy and peculiar to Jehovah, who hath chosen him because He loved 
him and redeemed him in order to keep His oath to his fathers (6—8). 
He is faithful to His own to a thousand generations, but requites His 
haters by destroying them ; Israel must therefore keep His laws (g—11). 
If so, Jehovah will keep His covenant with the people, securing the 
fertility of themselves, their soil and their cattle, and turning disease 
from them upon their enemies (12—15). These Israel must consume 
ruthlessly, for their gods will bea snare ; and if Israel is afraid of them he 

_ must remember that what his God has already done to Pharaoh and 
Egypt He will do to them, for He is in the midst of Israel a great 
God and terrible (16—21). He will destroy them gradually (for His 
people’s sake), but utterly (22—24). The chapter closes on its keynote : 
Israel must destroy the images of the gods of these peoples, not coveting 
even the silver and the gold upon these, which must be an abomination 
to Israel (25—26).—Apart from certain editorial additions (see the 
notes), there is no reason to doubt the substantial integrity of the 
chapter ; save with these additions—vv. 5, 7, 8 (except last clause), 12a 
—it maintains the Sg. address. 3 

1. shall bring thee into, etc.] See on vi. to. 
shall cast out, etc.) strip, or clear, of ; v. 22, 2 Kgs xvi. 6: the only 

applications of this verb to the extirpation of human beings ; in xix. 5 
intrans. of the slipping of an axe-head from the heft, xxviii. 40 the 
dropping of olives. JE of drawing off sandals, Ex. iii. 5; Jos. v. 15. 

The list of seven nations which follows is of a kind frequent i in JE, 
D (xx. 17) and deuteronomic passages in other books; ‘in many cases 
probably—Jos. xxiv. If is one that is very clear—introduced ‘by the 
compiler ’ (Dri.), but always with a rhetorical purpose. ‘The order 
and even the contents of these lists vary ; for details see Driver on this 
verse, and on Ex, iii. 8. 

ffittite| Egyptian and Assyrian monuments record a Hittite power 
in N, Syria with a centre at Kadesh on the Orontes. Judg. i. 26, tii. 23, 
Jos. xi. 3 (in these last two read Hittite for Hivite) bring the name as 
far as the S. end of Mt Hermon. P mentions people of the same ora 
similar name in S. Palestine as owning the land about Hebron (Gen. 
xxiii, 3, 10), and gives Esau wives of the daughters of Heth (Gen. xxvi. 
4, xxvil. 46). Ezekiel (xvi. 3, cp. 45) calls the mother of Jerusalem a 
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Panne ly cod the C anaanite, and the “Pesuiaber and the 
Hivite, and the Jebusite, seven nations greater and mi 
than thou; and when the Lorp thy God shall deliver them 
up before thee, and thou shalt smite them; then thou shalt 
‘utterly destroy them; thou shalt make no covenant with 
them, nor shew mercy unto them: neither shalt thou make 

? Heb. devote. 

Hittite. On these grounds (and others) the existence of at least Hittite 
colonies or suzerainties in S. Palestine has been maintained. But in I’ 
Hittite may be used in the same general sense as Amorite in E and D 
and Canaanite in J; cp. Jos. i. 4 (deuteronomic) ad/ the land of the H.= 
all Syria, which the Assyrians also mean by ‘the land of the Khatti ’; 
and P’s Hittites at Hebron are called Amorites by E, Jos. x. 53 while 
Ezekiel, too, may have no ethnological distinction in mind, but may 
mean only to emphasise’ the inborn heathenism of Jerusalem. The 

-question is still uncertain and of no importance for the understanding 
of a_rhetorical list like this. For details see the writer's Jerus. 1. 
16—18. 

Girgashite)-in but a few of the lists ; here, Jos. iil. 10, xxiv. 11; 
Gen. xv. 21. Gen. x. 16 (J) puts them under the political supremacy 
of Canaan (4egotten by C.) or Phoenicia. Their territory is unknown. 
The name seems onomatopoetic like Zamzummim (ii. 20); ep. Arab. 
‘garas,’ to make a low sound or speak softly. 

Amorite,..Canaanite| See oni. 7. 
Perizzite] in all but two or three of the lists. J mentions this people, 

along with the Canaanite, as Israel’s predecessors (Gen. xiii. 7, XXXIV. 
30; Judg. i. (4), 5), and their land as in the centre of the range of 
W. Palestine (Jos. xvii. 15). The name has been derived, but not 
certainly, from f*vazah, ‘open region” or ‘region of unwalled towns,” 
p*rast, ‘the inhabitant of such (iil. 5). > 

Hizvite| in all the lists. In J they are subject to Phoenicia (Canaan, 
Gen. x. 17) and the Gibeonites are called Azites (Jos. ix. 7; ep. the 
deuteronomic xi. 19). In 2 Sam. xxiv. 7 their cities are coupled with 
those of the Canaanites as now Israel’s. The Heb. Aizews seems con- 
nected with hawwah, tent-village. 

Jebusite) in all the lists save one; according to J and other sources 
the inhabitants of Jerusalem and its land till their conquest by David 
(Jos. xv. 63 ; Judg.i. 21, xix. 11; 2 Sam. v. 6, 8); ef. P's he shoulder of 
hg ees; that is "Jerusalem, Jos. xviii. 16, 28. See the writer’s Jerus. 
1. 226f., 11. 18, 28. 

2. caine them up before} See on i. 8. 
thou shalt utterly destroy them] put to the ban, herem. See on ii. 34- 
make no covenant with them\ no treaty or alliance ; so’in JE, Ex. 

xNiii. 32, xxxiv. 123 cp. Jos. ix. 6, 1 Sam. xi. 1 ff (instances 0 such). 
3. neither...make marriages with them|_ Yn the narratives in Genesis 
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marriages with them ; thy daughter thou shalt not give unto 
his son, nor his daughter shalt thou take unto thy son. For 
he will turn away thy son from following me, that they may 
serve other gods: so will the anger of the Lorp be kindled 
against you, and he will destroy thee quickly. But thus 
shall ye deal with them; ye shall break down their altars, 
and dash in pieces their ‘pillars, and hew down their 
Asherim, and burn their graven images with fire. For thou 

1 Or, obelisks 

and Judges marriages are regarded as best when between members of 
the same family or tribe (Gen. XXviii. 2, 8f.) and as unfortunate when the 
wives are foreign (Gen. xxvi. 34f., xxvii. 46; Judg. xiv. 3). But no law 
against marriage with Sige ane is either assumed or implied. On the 
contrary, Moses (Ex. ii. 21), David (2 Sam. iii. 3), Solomon (1 Kgs > 

1), Ahab (1 Kgs a 31), all marry foreigners, and there are other 
instances (Bath-sheba and Uriah, etc.). The deuteronomic veto, 
therefore, may be assumed to be the earliest law against such marriages 
(Ex. xxxiv. 16 is editorial) and to have become necessary by the ex- 
perience of their evil consequences, conducive to idolatry (Judg. iii. 5 f., 
deuteronomic). At the same time D allows marriage with a foreign 
woman taken in war (xxi. 10). That the law was not kept is seen 
from the Book of Ezra. 

4, turn away thy son from following me| Expressed differently in 
Ex, xxxiv. 166 but to the same effect, that the influence of the foreign 
wife on her Israelite husband will be to lead him into idolatry. Fyrom 
after me (lit.): as the speaker is Moses, the ze has been taken to be due 
to abbreviation of the divine name, and Jehovah is read; but in that 
case we should ‘have had Jehovah thy God. ‘Therefore retain me and 
take this as an instance, occurring again in xvii. 3, XXvili. 20, xxix. 
5 (4), and frequent in the discourses of the prophets, of the merging of 
the speaker’s personality in that of the Deity, for whom he speaks. 

against you) Transition for the moment to the PI. (confirmed by Sam. 
and LXX). It is impossible to say whether this is original or an 
editorial addition. 

quickly] iv. 26. 
5. The change to the PI., together with the fact that the v7. does not 

direct the destruction of the persons of the heathen (which would have 
been relevant to the preceding), but only of their altars, etc., marks 
this verse as a quotation or later insertion. V.6 follows on 4. So 
Steuern., Berth, Cp. the editorial passages Ex. xxiii, 246, xxxiv. 13. 
The original of all three passages may be the deuteronomic law, xii. 3. 

pillars...Asherim| See on xvi. 21 f, / . 
6—11. The reasons for the previous commands to destroy the 

peoples. of the land, and to abstain from traffic with them, leading as this 
would to participation in their worship of other gods, Israel are for 
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Jehovah alone: to this end He loved, chose, and vices AGE This 4 
is one of the many cases in Deut. in which the principles or ideas 
offered for certain practices or acts of conduct commanded to Israel are 
of a far higher standard than these practices themselves, and therefore 
have endured as the essentials of religion when the practices are either 
no longer prescribed or actually forbidden (as in epee The 
passage, which might appear to be founded on Ex. xix. 5f., is not 
certainly so; for Ex. xix. 5 f. (on which see the note) ioe probably 
been expanded. The address changes to the Pl. in a. 7, 8,- which are 
probably a later insertion: see below. 

6. an holy people unto Jehovah thy God] So xiv. 2, 21, xxvi. 19, 
xxviii. 9; cp. Ex. xix. 6 (J prob. expanded): an holy nation. As else- 
where in Deut., 4o/y is here used in the formal sense of separated unto, 
or resery + for, Jehovah, and includes an ethical meaning only by impli- 
cation, i.e. in so far as traffic with the heathen and the worship of their 
gods, ovirich Israel, in consequence of his holiness to Jehovah, was for- 
bidden to share, would necessarily involve the people in immoral 
practices. See the following note. 

HOLINESS IN DEUT. AND OTHER O.T. WRITERS. 

The adj. holy (£adosh), and the noun holiness (kodesh), with the various 
forms of the verb (prob. denominative) fo de holy, and fo hallow or 
sanctify, require a separate note, especially in view of certain phenomena 
which by fe poe the use of these terms in Deut. The meaning of the 
root ‘k-d-sh’ appears to be physical: * cut off,’ * separate,” * set apart.” 
But in Heb. and other Semitic languages the words derived from it are 
always used in a religious sense, both of God or the gods and of things 
and men in their relation to the deity. It is not certain whether they 
were first applied to deity as separate from, or at a distance above men, 
and then transferred to men and things belonging to the deity; or 
whether they were originally used of these as se¢ afar? from common* 
use for the use of the god and then transferred to himself. But this is 
clear, that as the meaning of the terms grew in Israel’s use of them, 
the chief influence in that growth was the revealed nature of Israel’s 
God. At first the meaning of holy and holiness was purely formal, 
without ethical content, and negative. Even in Israel, and even with 
prophets who had very rich conceptions of the moral and metaphysical 
nature of God, the terms still often retain their original and negative 
character. ‘lo Hosea God is Holy as the Utter Contrast of man, xi. 9: 
God and not man, the Holy One in the midst of thee; to the Prophet of ‘ 
the Exile He is the Incomparable, ‘Is.’ xl. 25: 40 whom will ye liken me, 
that 1 should be equal to him? saith the Holy One. But as these 
passages show, the terms could not remain negative when used of God, 
but became positive and equivalent to godhead. In Phoenician (as 
A. B. Davidson points out) the phrase ‘the holy gods” just means 
the divine gods. Similarly in Israel the contents of the term Holy 
came to be the contents of the nature of Jehovah as these were revealed 

Pa 
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to the prophets. To Hosea (xi. g, see above) God’s holiness, His utter 
contrast with men, is His love and power of forgiving. To Isaiah it is 
His transcendence, majesty and awlul purity, crushing and bewildering 
sinful man (vi. 1—s, high and lifted up, the foundations moved...the 
house was filled with smoke...woe is me, I am wundone...a man of 
unclean lips), and His righteousness or justice (v. 16, tze Loly One is 
holy by righteousness); it is parallel to His glory (vi. 3). “Yet ‘none of 
these attributes are synonyms of holiness strictly; they are rather 
elements in holiness’ (Davidson). 

As applied to things 4o/y simply means that they have been cere- 
monially set apart for the deity; so of the Sabbath (Aal/ow 7¢), the 
firstborn (sazccefy them to me|| they are mine), the sanctuary (*kdqsh), 
its furniture, priests’ clothing, and foods (virtually equivalent to c/ean), 
ete. Similarly men are holy not because of their character, but from 
their devotion to the deity or His service, e.g. 1 Sam. xxi. 5 f. of soldiers 
(of divers characters) consecrated to war (see on xx. 1 ff., xxxiil. 3); 
of a prophet, 2 Kgs iv. 9; and frequently in P of priests, Levites and 
Nazirites. In E, Ex. xxii. 31, Ao/y is applied to the whole nation: 

“they must not eat flesh torn by beasts of the field and not slain ritually, 
because they are en holy to Jehovah, Vis own and set apart for Him ; 
while in Jer. ii. 3 holy=inviolable : as holéness to Jehovah, early Israel 
could not be devoured by other nations without guilt falling on these. 
Here also, however, the character of the God to whom Israel was 
sacred, gradually ethicised the term oly. - This appears as early as J, 
Ex. xix. 5 f. (unless this passage is editorial), where it is announced that 
the people will be 4o/y it they obey God’s voice and keep His covenant ; 
and it is very clear in the formula, Be ye holy for 1 am holy, because of 
its connection with moral requirements, Lev. xix. 1—3, xx. 7. Even 
when Israel's holiness is emphasised as incompatible with attendance 
on heathen cults, the notoriously immoral character of these implies 
that the holiness is not merely ceremonial but ethical as well. In Pss. 
xy. and xxiv. only the upright and pure are fit to dwell in the holy 
place of God; yet even here holiness may mean no more than an 
awful sacredness (cp. Is. xxxili. 14f.). On the whole subject see 
A. B, Davidson, Theol. of the O.7. 144ff., and J. Skinner, - art. 
* Holiness in the O.T.’ in Hastings’ D.&. 

In Deut., in which the use of Aody and holiness is not so frequent or 
characteristic as it is in the Prophets and P, we find only some of the 
meanings described above ; the whole range of them is not covered. 
The purely ritual sense, applied to things and men consecrated to God, 
is oftenest expressed: vy. 12 (the Sabbath); xv. rg (firstling males) ; 
xli. 26, xxvi. 13 (a// thy holy things, vows and tithes of the increase of 
fields and flocks) ; xxiii. 14 (the camp, because of God’s presence) ; cp. 
xxll. 9 where R.V. /orfetted, probably the exact meaning, is literally 
hallowed or consecrated; and xxiii. 17 f. where the men and women who 
sacrificed their chastity to the gods are called by the names they bore 
throughout the Semitic world (Kadesh and Kdeshah). Five times is 
Israel called a holy people—a people holy to Jehovah thy God. But in 
one of these passages, xxvi. 19, this means a people dzstinct from other 
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art an holy people unto the Lorp thy God: the Lorp thy 
God hath chosen thee to be a peculiar people unto himself, 
‘above all peoples that are upon the face of the earth. The 

' Or, out of 

nations, and high above them in renown ; and in another, xxviii. 9 (as 
the context shows), an 7vzfolable people just as in Jer. ii. 3, though the 
condition of such inviolableness is moral, their obedience to all the 
commandments of Jehovah. In two others, xiv. 2, 21, the phrase is 
used, as the ground for their abstention. from mutilation for the dead, 
and from eating what has not been ritually slain ; while in vii. 6 it is 
given (as we have seen) as a reason for not treating or trafficking with 
the heathen or engaging in their cults. In these last three cases a 
moral meaning is doubtless implied in /o/y, because of the notoriously 
immoral character of such cults, but it is not explicit. This is strange 
after what we have seen of the moral contents of the term oly in the 
Prophets. But stranger still as coming after the Prophets (see above) © 
is the fact that 4o/y is nowhere in Deut. applied to God Himself (though 
in xxvi, 15 heaven is called As holy habitation); and He is not styled 
as Isaiah so frequently styles Him ‘he Holy One of Israel. Did the 
deuteronomists purposely ‘avoid the association of this name with 
Jehovah because of some superstitious use of it (cp. Jeremiah’s re- 
pudiation of Isaiah’s conviction of the sanctity of the Temple, when this 
had become a mere fetish with the people), or because it was also 
applied to heathen gods? 

Jehovah ¢hy God hath chosen thee| The order of the original is much 
more emphatic: And (so Sam., LXX and some Heb. MSS) thee hath 
Sehovah thy God chosen. Similarly iv. 37, x. 18, xiv. 2 with Sg., and 
with Pl. only vii. 7. The idea and its expression are characteristic of 
D; it is not found in other documents of the Hex. nor in pre- 
deuteronomic writings (yet cp. Amos iii. 2), but occurs frequently after 
D, in the deuteronomic Jer. xxxiii. 24, and 1 Kgs iii. 8; and frequently 
in ‘Is.’ xli. 8, 9, xliii. 10, xliv. 1, 23 cp. xlii. 1, xlili. 20, xlv. 4, Nlix. 
7; also of God’s restoration of the exiled Israel ‘Is.’ xiv. 1. We must 
not impart into the phrase the full meaning of ‘election’ in the N.T. 
or Christian theology. As the passages in 2nd Isaiah show, ‘ election ° 
by God is election to service (see the writer's /saéah x1.—Ixvi. pp. 237 f.), 
and as Jer. xviii. shows, it may be annulled if the object of it prove to 
be unworthy, yet, according to ‘Is.’ xiv. 1, it may, on repentance being 
shown, be renewed; cp. below xxx. 3 ff. 

a peculiar people) Lat. a people of special possession; im late O.T. of 
the privy property of kings, 1 Chr. xxix. 3, Eccl. ii. 8; in N. H. the 
verb from which it is derived means to acquire property. Also in xiv. 2 
and xxvi. 18, like this passage, in Sg. Not certainly found before D, 
for Ex. xix. 5 is editorial. For details see note on that verse. The 
adj. has the sense which the noun ‘peculiar’ retainsin Eng. 

7, 8. Change to the Pl. address. Because of this and because the 
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Lorp did not set his love upon you, nor choose you, 
because ye were more in number than any people; for ye 
were the fewest of all peoples: but because the Lorp loveth § 
you, and because he would keep the oath which he sware 
unto your fathers, hath the Lorp brought you out with a 
mighty hand, and redeemed you out of the house of bondage, 
from the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt. Know therefore 9 

choice of Israel by Jehovah is not mentioned in other PI. passages. and 
also because these verses are not necessary to the connection, they are 
probably a later editorial insertion—or at least a quotation. 

7. set his love upon you] The radical meaning of the verb is to fix 
or bind, and it is used of a man’s falling in love with a wonian, xxi. 11; 
Gen. xxxiv. 8; cp. the Eng. use for this of ‘attachment’ (also of a 
passion for building, r Kgs ix. rg). Of Jehovah’s love for Israel only 
here and x. 15. For an analogous phrase see Hos. ti. 14, / weél speak 
comfortably to her, lit. speak to her heart as from man to woman when 
he woos her ; also Is. xl. 2. 

ye were the fewest of all peoples! Cp. iv. 38, vii. t, ix. 1, all Sg., and 
xi. 23 Pl. as here ; onthe other hand i. ro Pl., x. 22 Sg. as the stars of 
heaven, iv. 6 Pl. a great nation, xxvi. 5 Sg. great, mighty, populous. 
* The representation of Israel’s numbers and power appears to vary in 
different passages, according to the thought which the writer at the 
time desires to express* (Driver). Yet see on i. fo. 

8. loveth you] With Israel’s love to God (see on vi. 5) God’s love to 
Israel is equally characteristic of D and not found elsewhere ia 
Hexateuch ; first expressed and very fully in Hos. 1.—iii. and Ni. 
1— 4. In Deut. of God’s love to the fathers of the nation,-iv. 37, 
x. 15, both Sg.; to the nation, vii. § Pl. (editorial), vil. 13, xxii. 5 
Sg.; to the stranger, x. 18_Sg. 

the oath which he sware| See ix. 5. 
mighty hand| See on iil. 24. 
redeemed you| Heb. thee, and the Sg. is contrmed by Sam. and 

most MSS of LXX. This Sg. clause follows, not only conveniently 
upon zv. 6, the last clause in Sg., but very appropriately because of its 
redeemed and the peculiar people of that clause. 

yedeemed| Vhe ordinary term for ransoming beast or man from slavery 
or death (see on Ex. xiii. 13), is used of the redemption of Israel from 
Egypt in D here, xtil. 5, xv. 15, xxi. 8, xxiv. 18, all with the Sg., and 
in 1x. 26 in a Pl. context; and so nowhere else in the Hexateuch. 

9,10. A free paraphrase of the Second Commandment. 
9. Know therefore| A frequent formula in D in Sg. and Pl. iv. 39 

(+ and lay tt to thine heart), viii. 5 (A.V. and thou shalt consider in 
thine heart), ix. 3,6 (A.V. understand therefore), xi. 2 (and know ye); 
cp. xxix. 4 Pl. (@ Aeart to Anow) ; the passages where the object is offer 
gods and the meaning therefore is to have experience of them, xiii. 6, 
13, Xxvill. 64 (Sg.), and xi. 28 (Pl.), also xxix. 26, xxxii. 17; and in a 
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that the Lorp thy God, he is God ; the faithful God, which _ 
keepeth covenant and mercy with them that love him and 

10 keep his commandments to a thousand generations; and 
repayeth them that hate him to their face, to destroy them: 
he will not be slack to him that hateth him, he will repay 

11 him to his face. Thou shalt therefore keep the command- 
ment, and the statutes, and the judgements, which I com- 

. mand thee this day, to do them. 
12 And it shall come to pass, because ye hearken to these 

similar sense, of other nations xxviii. 33, 36 (Sg.), and of the diseases of 
Egypt vii. 15 (Sg.) ;.and of manna viii. 3, 16 (Sg.); also of God proving 
His people in order to knoy, i.e. find out, what was in their heart, viii. 
2 (Sg.), xiii. 3 (Pl.). These passages and their contexts show that D 
uses the verb /o £now with the same practical force, especially in 
religious matters, with which Hosea uses it. ‘It is not to know so as to 
see the fact of, but to know so as to feel the force of; knowledge not as 
acquisition and mastery, but as impression, passion. To quote Paul’s 
distinction, it is not so much the apprehending as the being appre- 
hended. It leads to a vivid result—either warm appreciation, or change 
of mind or practical effort....It is knowledge that is followed by shame, 
or by love, or by reverence, or by the sense of a duty...it closely 
approaches the meaning of our conscience.’ (7he Twelve Prophets, 1. 
22: see the whole chapter there on the subject.) 
he is God] the God, or God indeed, iv. 35, 39, X. 17; affirming not 

the soleness (Dillm.) so much as the reality of Jehovah’s deity, as shown 
(the vz. go on) in His working in history. 
faithful) A participle with gerundive force, who shows Himself One 

to be trusted, i.e. by His deeds. 
-hecpeth covenant and mercy| The conjunction shows that the Heb. 

word trans. mercy, hesed, is, as especially in Hosea, more than an 
affection; it is a relation and duty better rendered by /oya/ /ove. But 
see Driver’s note 77 doco. 

that love him| See on vi. 5. , 
a thousand generations} ‘a rhetorical amplification, rather than an 

exact interpretation, of the thousands of Ex. xx. 6’ [Dt. y. 10] (Driver). 
10. 0 their face} i.e. in their own persons ; inserted lest the sinner 

might flatter himself that the punishment of his sin would be deferred 
to a later generation (v. 11). 

he will not be slack] Rather, he will not delay (it). 
ll. the commandment, and the statutes, and the judgements) See 

on vi. 1. Sam. again omits and before statutes. 
12. And it shall-come to pass] Cp. Vi. 10. 
because) better than A.V. if; Heb. means in consequence of, or as a 

reward for. . 
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judgements, and keep, and do them, that the Lorp thy God 
shall keep with thee the covenant and the mercy which he 
sware unto thy fathers: and he will love thee, and bless 
thee, and multiply thee: he will also bless the fruit of thy 
body and the fruit of thy ground, thy corn and thy wine and 
thine oil, the increase of thy kine and the young of thy 
flock, in the land which he sware unto thy fathers to give 
thee. Thou shalt be blessed above all peoples: there shall 
not be male or female barren among you, or among your 
cattle. And the Lorp will take away from thee all sickness; 
and he will put none of the evil diseases of Egypt, which 

ye hearken...and do them| Anothef Pl. clause and superfluous. The 
next clause resuming the Sg. follows suitably 7. 11. 

Jehovah ‘hy God shall keep with thee the covenant, etc.) Expansion 
of v. 9, 9.v- 

13. love...bless...and multiply thee] Cp. Gen. xxii. 17 (E?), xxvi. 24 
(J), é/ess and multiply ; note the characteristic addition /ove by D. The 
blessings which follow are material ; similarly but varied in xxviii. 4, 11, 
18, 51, xxx 9g, all Sg. Note the interesting differences in Hosea’s 
similar lists: dread, water, wool, flax, oil, drink, corn, wine, oil (Hos. 
ii. 5, 8 f., 13, 22). Hosea, writing for the N. kingdom, gives flax, 
which D omits; all the rest are characteristic of Judah. Hosea’s 
treatment of the subject is more spiritual ; he gives the moral blessings 
of the relation of Jehovah and Israel in greater, the material in less, 
detail than D. 
Srutt of thy body] womb, asin A.V.; Gen. xxx..2 (E). 
corn...wine...oil| Xi..14, Xllz 17, XiV. 23, xxviii. 51. The terms used 

denote these products in a less manufactured state. Wine is ¢iras/ 
not yarn, corn dagan not fittim, oil yishar not shemen. Tirdsh, though 
not entirely unfermented or harmless (Hos. iv. (1), was nevertheless 
a much fresher extract of the grape than yazn, it is new wine or must; 
dagan is corn which has been threshed out (Num. xviii. 27); and _y/shar 
is fresh ot/ (abb. from Driver 27 doco and on pp. xx f. of his 3rd‘ed.). 

the increase of thy kine] xxviii. 4, 18, 51: what drops from or is cast 
éy, an animal; Ex. xiii. 12 (J) that cometh of a beast. Nowhere else. 
Kine, rather cattle, the noun is masc. 

the young of thy flock] Lit. the ‘Ashtoreths. ‘A phrase like this, which 
has descended from religion into ordinary life, and is preserved among 
the monotheistic Hebrews, is very old evidence for the association of 
Astarte with the sheep.” (W. eS Smith, Rel. of the Sentites, 438.) 

in the land, etc.] See vi. : after sware, Sam. and LXX read 
Jehovah. 
_ 14. not...darren| Ex. xxiii. 26 (edit.) ; cp. above on z. 13. 

15. take away...all sickness] Ex. xxiii. 25 (edit.).. 
evil diseases of Egypt| -In Ex. xv. 26-(edit.) the sicknesses (another 
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thou knowest, upon thee, but will lay them upon all them 
16 that hate thee. And thou shalt consume all the peoples 

which the Lorp thy God shall deliver unto thee ; thine eye 
shall not pity them: neither shalt thou serve their gods; for 

17 that will be a snare unto thee. If thou shalt say in thine 
heart, These nations are more than I; how can I dis 

18 them? thou shalt not be afraid of them: thou shalt well 
remember what the Lorp thy God did unto Pharaoh, and 

19 unto all Egypt; the great ‘temptations which thine eyes 
saw, and the signs, and the wonders, and the mighty hand, 
and the stretched out arm, whereby the Lorp thy God 
brought thee out: so shall the Lorp thy God do unto all 

20 the peoples of whom thou art afraid. Moreover the Lorp — 

1 Or, trials See ch. iv. 34, and xxix. 3. 

word) refers to the special plagues brought on the Egyptians by Jehovah 
for Israel’s sake. Here the reference is rather to the natural ailments 
of men of which in antiquity Egypt was notoriously the source : 
elephantiasis, * Aegypti peculiare malum’ (Pliny, 4.A. XXvI. 1, 5), 
ophthalmia, dysentery, but especially the bubonic plague (Hecataeus of 
Abdera in Diod. Sic. XL. 3). See the present writer’s //ist. Geog. of the 
Holy Land, 157 f., 670; and cp. below note on xxviii. 27. 

which thou knowest\ hast had experience of, see On v. 9. 
16. consume] Lit. eat up, a common figure, JE, Nu. xxii. 4. 
shall deliver] See on v. 2. 

’ The rest of the 7. Steuern. takes as an addition, because the theme of 
12—16 is what Jehovah does; and this, a warning for Israel, breaks the 
course of the thought. But this is to impute too fine a logic to such a 
discursive writer.. 

thine eye shall not pity them] xiii. 8, xix. 13, 21, xxv. 12, all Sg. ; 
elsewhere in Hex. only in the edit. passage, Gen. xlv. 20, and with a 
different object, but common in Ezek., of God’s eye on the people, and 
also found in Jer. and other post-deuteronomic writings. Cp. 7. 2, 
thou shalt not pity them, with another vb. 

netther shalt thou serve their gods.,.snare unto thee| Similarly in 
edit. Ex. xxiii. 33, xxxiv. 12. See note on former. 

17. say in thine heart] say to thyself, ox think, or imagine; but with 
the force of really think, ix. 4, xviii. 21. 

18. afraid of them) So simply, xx. 1; for the longer characteristic 
phrases see on i. 21. 

what Jehovah thy God did] iv. 34, vi. 21 f. 
19. semptations...signs...wonders| See on iv. 34. 
which thine eyes saw] iv. 9. 
mighty hand, and...stretched out arm| See on iv. 34. 
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thy God will send tHe hese among them, until ney that 
are left, and ‘hide themselves, perish from before thee. 
Thou shalt not be affrighted at them: for the Lorp thy 
God is in the midst of thee, a great God and a terrible. 
And the Lorp thy God will cast out those nations before 
thee by little and little: thou mayest not consume them “at 
once, lest the beasts of the field increase upon thee. But 
the Lorp thy God shall deliver them up before thee, and 

1 Or, hide themselves from thee, perish 2 Or, quickly 

20. And also the hornets will Jehovah...send, etc.] FE twice, Ex. 
xxili. 28, Jos. xxiv. 12. ‘By also D indicates that he will have the 
hornets understood not as the only weapon of God, but as an example of 
His weapons ; by the rest of the verse he makes it sufficiently clear that 
he takes Aornets in the proper sense of the word, in so far as they 
penetrate into holes and corners’ (Dillmann). 

21. Thou shalt not be affrighted| This, combined with the verb de 
afraid (v. 58), is found in PI]. passages. 

tn. the midst of thee) vi. 15. - 
yreat God and,,.lerrible| Cp. x. 17, xxviii. 58, the same epithets of 

the wilderness 1. 19, vill. 15, and of Jehovah’s deeds x. 21. Terrible, 
in E, Gen. xxviii. 17 of the presence of God ; nowhere else before D, 
for Ex. xxxiv. to is editorial, but very frequent in post-deuteronomic 
writings. : 

22. cast out) .See on v. 1. 
little and little] So, with the same reason attached, E, Ex. xxiii. 29, 

30, on which see the note. This is a good instance ‘of ‘Dp s redaction, 
and more fluent expression, of earlier statements. ‘That D should 
repeat the fact is strange. Though in harmony with and explanatory of 
the actual delay in Israel’s extermination of ‘the peoples of the land, as 
recorded in the older documents (Jos. xiii. 13, xv. 63, xvi. to, xvii. 
ri—18; Judg. i. 19, 21 ff., ii. 20—iii. -4; most probably all J), it is 
against the conception conveyed by the deuteronomic sections of Joshua, 
that Israel’s conquest of the peoples was rapid and complete (Jos. x. 
28—43, xi. 16—23, Xxi. 43—45, etc.). This, however, is no reason for 
supposing the yerse to be an intrusion as Steuern. does ; in any case it is 
deuteronomic. = 

lest the beasts of the field increase upon thee| Field, here in its earlier 
sense of uncultivated territory ; deasts of the field are therefore wild 
beasts. That.this danger was real and great in partly depopulated lands 
is illustrated in 2 Kgs xvii. 24 f. How constant the war of man against 
wild animals was in ancient Palestine may be felt from the promise of 
their being tamed as one of the elements of the Messianic age, Is. xi, 
6—o9. See the present writer's /sazah i,—xxxix. 189 f. 

23, deliver them up| See on v. 2, 

38—2 
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shall discomfit them with a great discomfiture, until they be 
24 destroyed. And he shall deliver their kings into thine hand, 

and thou shalt make their.name to perish from under heaven : 
there shall no man be able to stand before thee, until thou 

25 have destroyed them. The graven images of their gods 
shall ye burn with fire: thou shalt not covet the silver or the 
gold that is on them, nor take it unto thee, lest thou be 
snared therein: for it is an abomination to the Lorp thy 

26 God: and thou shalt not bring an abomination into thine 

discomfit] an onomatopoetic word implying the confusion, turmoil, 
and panic of defeat, especially under Divine judgement. 

24. make their name to perish, etc.) Cp blot out, ix. 14, xxv. 19, 
XXiX. 20. 

stand before thee| Lit. keep himself standing to thy face, hold his post 
in face of thee : only here, ix. 2 Sg., xi. 25 PL, in this sense. 

25. The graven images...burn with fire) v. 5. Curiously in the PI., 
as there is an otherwise Sg. context (the text is confirmed by Sam. and 
LXX). Steuern. marks the verse as secondary, but unnecessarily ; the 
isolated Pl. may be due to a scribe whose eye or ear was impressed with 
v. 5 (so, too, Bertholet). Aun, the body of the image therefore was 
of wood, but plated or ornamented with metal (yet cp. Ex. xxxii. 20). 
Hence further— 

thou shalt not covet the silver or the eold thatts on them| Cp. Jos. vii. 
1, 21, Achan’s fvespass in the devoted thing. ‘The former of these is 
editorial ; the latter, with Achan’s confession that he had coveted 200 
shekels of silver and a wedge of gold, belongs to JE. 

snared| See onv. 16. 
an abomination] The Heb. to‘ebah is that which is ritually 

unlawful, and therefore unclean and abhorrent, in respect to some ~ 
religious system. Thus it is used of Israel's own sacrifices as unlawful 
in Egypt, which the Egyptians would stone Israel for performing there, 
Ex. viil. 26, J (see note on that verse). Similarly it 1s frequently used 
in LD (either alone or followed by /ehovah) of the rites and religious 
practices of heathen nations as unlawful and unclean for Israel, xii. 31, 
xiii. 14 (the effort to seduce to those rites), xvii. 4, xviii. 9, xx. 18; and 
by metonymy of the things used in those rites, vii. 25, 26, xxvii. 15 
(images, cp. xxxii. 16 parallel to strange gods) ; of a blemished sacri- 
fice, xvii. t, and unclean food, xiv. 3; and also of persons participating 
in such rites, xviii. 12, xxiii. 18, or following other unlawful courses, 
xxii. 5 (wearing the garments of the other sex), xxv. 16 (using unjust 
weights) ; and finally, xxiv. 4, of re-marriage with one’s divorced wife 
after she has been married to another. All these 16 instances occur in 
Sg. passages with two exceptions, xx. 18, a Pl. clause iia Sg. context, 
and xxxii. 16 a line in the Song (the verb, to abhor, vii. 26, xxiii. 7). 
No such use of the noyn with reference,to Israel occurs in JE, but in 
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house, and become a devoted thing like unto it: thou shalt 
utterly detest it, and thou shalt utterly abhor it; for it is-a 
devoted thing. : * : 

And the commandment which I command thee this day 8 
shall ye observe to do, that ye may live, and multiply, and 
go in and possess the land which the Lorp sware unto your 
fathers. And thou shalt remember all the way which the 2 

Lev. xvii.—xxvi., the Holiness-Code, it is used several times of the sin 
of unchastity. In Proverbs Jehovah's abomination has ‘an ethical 
force. 

26. a devoted thing] herem, see on ii. 343 cp. xii. 17 (18). Persons 
using or touching anything that was ere or under the ban, themselves 
became herem, cp. Jos. vi. 18, vii. 12. 

utterly detest...utterly abhor] The latter verb is that of the noun 
toebah, abomination, see v. 25; the former verb, skz&kes, with its 
noun, is also used with respect to what is ritually forbidden or unclean, 
but chiefly in P, e.g. Lev. xi. to—13, 20, 23, 41 f. 

CH. VIII. FuRTHER REMEMBRANCES AND WARNINGS FOR 
; THE PROMISED LAND. 

Remembering God’s guidance through the wilderness, how it was 
both material and moral, sustenance and chastisement (t—5), Israel 
must keep His commandments (6) ; and in the land, whose richness 
contrasts so forcibly with the wilderness, must take heed not to forget 
Himself, His commandments and His discipline, nor ascribe to itself the 
new wealth on which it is to enter (7—17). He is the giver of this, in 
pursuance of His covenant (18). If Israel forgets all that and worships 
other gods, it Shall surely perish (19, 20). This section of the discourse 
is fairly simple and compact (yet in any other style than the deutero- 
nomic, v. 6 would seem irrelevant and an intrusion). Except in zz. 1, 
194, 20, probably editorial additions, the form of address is Sg. 
throughout, and no other v. need be regarded as secondary. 

1. The change from Sg. to Pl. is confirmed by Sam. LXX has PI. 
throughout the v. Is the Heb. and Sam. Sg. in-the first clause due to 
the attraction of the Sg. in the previous verses? Or is the LXX Pl. due 
to a harmonising purpose? It is impossible to say. The suspicion of 
the originality of the w., which is raised by the PI. address, is 
strengthened: by the character of the clauses, all of them frequently 
recurrent formulas, dear to editorial scribes, and none of them necessary 
just here. On all the commandment, see v. 31; observe to do,v. 13 
multiply, Vi. 3; go in and possess, Vi. I. 

2. thou shalt remember all the way) Another of the many calls in 
D to remember God’s Providence (v. 15, vii. 18, etc.), but this time to 
fresh aspects of that Providence, cp. xxix. 5. < 
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Lorp thy God hath led thee these forty years in the wilder- 
ness, that he might humble thee, to prove thee, to know 
what was in thine heart, whether thou wouldest keep his 
commandments, or no. And he humbled thee, and suffered 
thee to hunger, and fed thee with manna, which thou 
knewest not, neither did thy fathers know; that he might 
make thee know that man doth not live by bread only, but 
by every thing that proceedeth out of the mouth of the 

Jorly years in the wilderness\ See on ii. 7- 
humble thee, to prove thee\ Cp. vv. 3 and 16, xiii. 3. On frove 

(whether as here of man by God, or of God by man) see on tv. 34, and 
Driver's note on Ex. xvii. 2 (E). J also speaks of the manna as God’s 
proof of Israel, Ex. xvi. 4. 

to know what was in thine heart\ Cp. xiii. 3 (4), and note on-vii. g. 
whether thou wwouldest keep his commandments| Steuernagel’s 

argument, that because the law was not yet given at the time of the 
provings described, therefore this clause must be regarded as a later 
addition, is quite insufficient. For either we may take it as implying 
some previous charges by God to Israel, without which [srael could not 
have set out in the wilderness (so Bertholet) ; or better, we may take 
these trials as of the people’s personal confidence in Jehovah and 
anticipatory to His entrusting them with His laws. Cp. Ex. xvi. 4, J. 

3. And he humbled thee, etc.) Better, So He ; for the v. proceeds to 
illustrate the facts by which God’s purpose of proving the people was 
carried out. In the main these were two: first the hunger of the 
people and then the provision of manna. 

suffered thee to hunger) Heb. one verb, only here and in Prov. x. 3. 
and fed thee with manna] For manna see the full notes by Driver, 

Ex. xvi. 14 f., 31—-35. : 
which thou knewest not, etc.) See on vii. g. So J, Ex. xvi. 15, 

what ts it? for they wist not what it was. f 
that not upon bread only doth man live but upon every thing that 

proceedeth out of the mouth of Jehovah] The language—in particular 
every thing—is ambiguous. It is usually read as expressing an anti- 
thesis between éread, the natural or normal support of man and 
produced by himself, on the one hand, and on the other, when dread 
fails, the creative word of God with whatever (=every ¢hing) it may 
produce (so Driver and Bertholet, etc., with differences). But the 
antithesis is rather between ody and every thing: man lives not upon 
bread only, but upon everything (bread included) that proceedeth out of 
the mouth of God. On the word of God, creative and determining, 
from time to time changing what man shall live upon, but always the 
cause of this, man is utterly and always dependent. — This is in harmony 
with the teaching of D throughout, that of all material blessings the 
God of Israel alone is the author. By translating every word for every 
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Lorp doth man live. ‘Thy raiment waxed not old upon 4 
thee, neither did thy foot swell, these forty years. And thou 5 
shalt consider in thine heart, that, as a man chasteneth his 
son, so the Lorp thy God chasteneth thee. And thou shalt 6 
keep the commandments of the Lorp thy God, to walk 
in his ways, and to fear him. For the Lorn thy God bringeth 7 

* thee into a good land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains 

thing the LXNX sways the meaning in another direction: that man lives 
~ not by material food only but by the spiritual guidance of God; and this 
is the antithesis which Christ appears to present in Matt. iv, 4}. 
Although such a higher spiritual meaning is not expressed in this verse, 
it underlies the context, which remind$ Israel that God’s providence of 
them has been not only physical, but moral as well. 

4. Thy raiment waxed not old upon thee] Similarly xxix. 3, VL. ; 
Neh. ix.-21. On raiment see xxiv. 13. 

neither did thy foot swell) ox rise tn blisters, only here and Neh. ix. 
21. Rhetorically applied to the nation as a whole; the Pl. passages 
dwell more on the damage to the nation and the destruction of one 
whole generation of them during the forty years, cp. ii. 14. 

5. dnd thou shalt consider in thine heart] Lit. know with thy heart ; 
cp. ‘conscire sibi,’ and see above on vii. 9. 

as a man chasteneth his son) disciplineth, cp. iv. 36, xi. 2 ¢.v.; 
Ifos. xi. 1—4, also ii. 14 on the wilderness as a school of discipline. In 
Deut. which so frequently emphasises physical suffering and adversity 
as God’s punishment for sin this explanation of them as signs not of 
His hostility, but of His fatherly providence, is remarkable. It anti- 
cipates the more developed doctrine of later O.T. writings and of the 
Nea. 

6. This v. has been marked by Steuernagel as a later addition on 
the ground that it gives a strange turn to the main thought of the 
context. But the enforcement of the keeping of the commandments is the 
chief purpose of the whole discourse; and is more particularly relevant 
here in view of the temptations to forget them, which are described in 
the next verses. Besides the fox of v. 7 follows more naturally on v. 6 
than on v. 5. 

7. bringeth thee) is about to bring thee: see above on vi. 10. 
@ good land| i. 35: Sam. and LXX add here and a large (Ex. 

ili. 8). 4 
brooks of water... fountains...depths] -The principal and characteristic 

waters of Palestine (for the hydrography of the land see especially 

1 In his Synoptic Gospels Mr C. G, Montefiore limits the meaning of Jesus to that 
of Deut.: ‘Jesus asserts that the word of. God will provide for his physical needs. 
God can by his creative word fashion material whereby man’s life can be sustained, 
as he did in the case of the manna. More simply, God will provide for the physical 
needs of his messenger.’ 
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sand depths, springing forth in valleys and -hills; a land of 
wheat and barley, and vines and fig trees and pomegranates ; 

g a land of oil olives and honey ; a land wherein thow shalt — 

Robinson, P/ys. Geog. of the Holy Land, ch. ii., Trelawney Saunders, 
Lntrod. to Survey of W. Pal.; also the present writer’s HGHZ, 77 f., 
657 f., and Jerusalem, Bk 1. chs. iiii—y.). Brook: nahal (ii. 13) is 
the Ar. wady, applied both to a valley with only a winter-torrent, 
(e-g. Kidron) and one with a perennial stream (e.g. Arnon and Jabbok), 
the more exact name for which is zahal than (HGHL, 657). Foun- 
tains: ‘“4yanoth, springs of living water as distinct from cisterns 
(id. 77 f.). Depths: t*héméth, pl. of thom, the mythical name not 
only of the open ocean round the earth, but of its supposed continuance 
under the earth (iv. 18, v. 8), frém which the fountains, salt and fresh 
alike, seemed to be derived (Am. viii. 4); the depths here are therefore 
either the /ases of Palestine, perennial (Phiala or Birket er-Ram, Huleh, 
Gennesaret and the Dead Sea) and seasonal (e.g. Merj el-Ghuruk, 
HGHL, 327 .). a possible meaning for /*homoth in Ps. cxxxv. €; 
or the larger outbursts of water from underground, the births of full 
rivers (as at Tell el Kady) so characteristic of Palestine. This second 
meaning is the more probable here both because of the following 
Springing forth, and the parallelism between depths and fountains (the 
larger word for fountains) in Prov. viii. 24. See below on xxxiii. 13. 

springing forth in valleys and hills\ Lit. in the valley and on the 
mountain. The phenomenon is due to the limestone formation of the 
land, the larger outbursts occurring mainly at the foot of a hill or great 
mound, where the harder dolomitic limestone impenetrable by water 
comes to the surface, forcing the water out. Where the softer cretaceous 
strata lie deep the water sinks through them and fountains are either 
scanty or altogether wanting. Valley, bik‘ah, HGHL, 654 f. 

8. wheat and barley) Not the most characteristic products of 
Palestine, but put first as the staple food of man and the principal 
distinction of the cultivated soil from the desert, the /and not sown 
(Jer. ii. 2). On the distribution of wheat and barley in Palestine see 
Jerusalem, 1. 298 f. These two grains are followed by four fruits. 

wines and fig trees and pomegranates...oil olives| ‘Far more than 
any grain the staple products of the Judaean range have been its fruit- 
trees and especially the great triad of the Olive, Vine and Fig, the 
three which in the ancient parable the trees desire in turn to make their 
king’ (Jerusalem, 1. 299 ff. which see for the distribution of these trees 
and their power as factors in civilisation and human wealth). Here the 
Olive is taken apart from its usual companions’ Vine and Fig either 
because of its importance or for the rhythm of the prose. Of olives, 
lit. the oltve of off, the cultivated and grafted, as distinguished from the 
wild, olive. Cp. 2 Kgs xviii. 32 with the other word for oil, yzs/ar, 
used above vil. 13 (g.v.); here it is shemen. 

honey] See on vi. 3. 
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eat t bread without: scarceness, thou shalt not lack any thing 
in it; a land whose stones are iron, and out of whose hills 
thou mayest dig brass. And thou shalt eat and be full, and 
thou shalt bless the Lorp thy God for the good land which 

9. without scarceness) The noun is abe only here, and its adj. 
thrice only in the late Eccl. iv. 13, ix. 13 f; cp. ‘Is.’ xl. 20. Scarcity 
of bread is a great curse of the desert nomads: some tribes taste it but 
once a month, others not so often, and it is regarded as a luxury 
(Robinson, Bib. Res. 1. 497; cp. 1. 197 £, Musil, Arabia Petr. il. 

» “Ethnolog. Reisebericht,’ 148). Their hunger for it is a frequent cause 
of their raids on the fellahin (for an instance see von Oppenheim, Vom 
Mittelmeer zum Pers. Golf, 1. 269). 

whose stones are tvon| Whether ivoz here means basalt as in 
ili. 11 (g.v.) is doubtful, for basalt is not confined to fertile lands, but 
is also found in the desert. More probably it is zo proper: not 
introduced to Palestine till the arrival of Israel or perhaps later. Like 
copper it came from the North (Jer. xv. 12), where the Phoenicians 
and Arameans seem to have moulded and worked it in the Lebanons 
(Ramman-Nirari III of Assyria records it as tribute from Aram- 
Damascus ; and Idrisi, see ZDPV, vitl. 134, mentions a mine above 
Beyrout). Josephus speaks of the Iron Mountain running as far as 
Moabitis (1v. 4./. viii. 2) and the Letter of Aristeas says that both iron 
and copper were brought before the Persian period from the Mts of 
Arabia. ‘Some have denied that the promise to Israel of iron in the 
rocks of their own land is justified by the geological facts. But ancient 
sources of the ore have been discovered at Ikzim on Mt Carmel, and 
near Burme, N. of the Jabbok’ (/erus. 1. 332). Some of the hot 
springs of Palestine are impregnated with iron (Driver quoting Burck- 
hardt, 33 f.). The excess of the references to iron and to furnaces in 
Jer. and Deut. over those in previous writers points to an increase of the 
metal in Israel before 650 B.c. 

brass| ‘In the O.T. this never refers to the alloy of zinc to which 
the term is now confined’ (J. H. Gladstone, PZ FQ, 1898, 253 n.) but 
means either dvonze, copper with alloy of tin, or pure copper. In 
W. Asia no source: of tin has been certainly identified. ’ But in a paper 
on ‘Copper and its Alloys in Antiquity’ (reported in Athenaeum, 
Feb. 3, 1906) the President of the Anthropological Institute gives his 
opinion that bronze was made directly from a copper ore containing tin 
long before the two metals were artificially mixed. The sources of 
copper for Palestine were Cyprus, the Lebanons (‘ the land of Nuhashshi’ 
or bronze), Edom, and N. Arabia (Tell-el-Amarna Letters (Winckler’s 
ed.), 25, 27, 31 ff.; see the present writer's article ‘ Trade, etc.’ in Enc. 
Bibl. §7 ; and for the copper-mines and smelting Ncepa of N. Edom 
at Feénan, the Phainon of antiquity, see Musil, Zdom, 1. 156 f, 287, 
298, 323, 11. 7 f.). 

10. And thou shalt eat...and...bless, etc.| ‘Vhe verse is the proof- 
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11 he hath given thee. Beware lest thou forget the Lorp thy 
God, in not keeping his commandments, and his judgements, 

12 and his statutes, which I command thee this day: lest when 
thou hast eaten and art full, and hast built goodly houses, 

13and dwelt therein; and when thy herds-and thy flocks 
multiply, and thy silver and thy gold is multiplied, and all 

14 that thou hast is multiplied; then thine heart be lifted up, 
and thou forget the Lorp thy God, which brought thee forth 

15 out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage; who 
-led thee through the great and terrible wilderness, wherein 
were fiery serpents and scorpions, and thirsty ground where 

text for the Jewish custom of prayer at table; possibly, however, the 
custom is older than our passage; cp. 1 Sam. ix. 13’ (Bertholet). D's 
renewed emphasis that Jehovah is the giver of the land and its fruits : 
see on Vii. 13. 

ll. eware lest thou forget, etc.) vi. 12, Vili. 14. 
in not keeping his commandments, etc.) That this formula is a later 

intrusion (so Steuernagel) is possible: it changes the direction of the 
exhortation (1o—17) which is not against disobedience, but against the 
nation imagining themselves to be the authors of their wealth, which 
was entirely the gift of Jehovah: in fact v. 12 follows well on zw. 10. 

12, 13 coritain in their proper order such items as characterise the con- 
dition of the settled agriculturist in distinction from that of the nomad : 
sufficiency of food (see on i, 28, viii. 9g); the building of houses (see 
Jerus. 1. 283 1.); the multiplication of herds and flocks (the cattle 
and sheep of the fellahin and even their camels are stouter and more 
powerful than those of the pure nomads: Robinson, Aid. Res. 1. 311, 
314, I. 364, and the oxen and sheep are certainly more numerous : 
cp. Musil, Edom, 1. 272: and the present writer, Expositor, Sept. 1908, 
258 ff.); and as a consequence the increase of silver and gold (what of ~ 
these the Beduin possess is nearly always in the form of ornaments ; 
of money, except when they act as carriers or eee on trade routes 
there is very- little, and coins are seldom seen with them); and all that 
thou hast is multiplied, the nomads never have reserves of any com- 
modity, and are always near, if not actually on the verge of, extreme 
poverty. 

14. thine heart be lifted up) xvii. 20; Hos. xiii. 6. 
house of bondage] vi. 12. 
15. great and terrible wilderness] i. 19: cp. Vii. 21. : 
fiery serpents and scorpions] The former, in the collective singular 

nahash saraph, are described in the plural in Num. xxi. 6 E: cp, 
“Is. xxx. 6: the flving saraph. If saraph really means burning and is 
not a foreign word (for dragon or the like), it refers to the inflammation 
produced by the serpent’s bite. Scorpions is added characteristically 
by D. 
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was no water; who brought thee forth water out of the rock 
of flint ; who fed thee in the wilderness with manna, which 16 

thy fathers knew not ; that he might humble thee, and that 
he might prove thet;:, to do thee good at thy latter end: and 17 
thou say in thine heart, My power and the might of mine 
hand hath gotten me this wealth. But thou shalt remember 18 

the LoRn thy (�od, for it is he that giveth thee powt:r to 
get wealth ; that he may t:stablish liis covenant which he 
swan� unto thy fathers, as at this day. And it shall be, if thou 19 

shalt forget the LoRn thy (iod, and walk after other gods, and 
serve them, and worship them, I testify against you this day -
that ye shall surely perish. !\s the nations which the LORJ1 20 

Of// of tl1l' rod.: q/jlintJ Ex. xYii. 6 (E); .Kum. xx. 8, 1 r ( JE): in 
both cases only the rod:. D's characteristic rhetoric a<lds ef _I/int. 

·The wor<l does not occur Lefore V, and dst:wht:re only in xxxii. r 3 ; 
Ps. cxiv. 8; Job xx,·iii. 9; Is. l. i· 

16. See on vv. 2, 3 and iv. 34. 
to do thee good] xx viii. 63, Pl., xxx. 5, Sg. 
tl1y /attn- end] Misleading translation. Lit. t/1i11,· aji.-r11,·ss, thy lafrr 

)'1:rlrs. There is nothing t:schatological in the phrase. Steuernagel 
marks qb, 15 and 16 as an intrusion on the groun<ls that they but 
repeat 2 b. 3, and spoil the connection between 1-1-a and Ii. But the 
deuterunomic style is gi\·en to repdition, and here the writt:r not only 
repeats but carries his argument to a climax in the phrase to· do Iha .::ood 
in thy later days_. 

17. t/iou say in thine h<'artJ That is not 01ily a,; if co11\"ince<l; but, 
whether or not thou sayest this expressly with thy lips. thou fetlest and 
practically behavest as if thine own power and might had gotten thee 
this wealth. 

18. Renewed emphasis on the writer's chief principle that Jehornh 
is the author of the people's blessings and that because of His faithful-
ness vii. 9, I '2 ff., etc., etc. • • 

. 
as at tl1is MY] The writer again betrays his date; it is when Israel 

is securely established in the enjoyment of the wt>alth promised them : 
cp. ii. 30. 

19, 20. The change from the- Sg. to the Pl. address (substantially 
so in Sam. and LXX) suggests that an expan<lini; hand has been at 
work in these verses; an<l the suggestion is confirmeJ by the fact that 
the leading phrases in them are found elsewhere only with the Pl. 
Further, the destruction of the nation seems regarded as imminent. 

19. I testify fl_l;ainst you] I I ere begins the Pl. : the phrase is found
only with Pl._ passages, here, iY. 26, xxx. 19, xxxii. 46, cp. xxxi. 26, 28; 
elsewhere only in Jer. xi. 7, xiii. 19. 

J'e shall mrely perisli] Only here, iv. 26, xxx. 18 all Pl. 
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makcth to perish before you, so shall ye perish ; because ye 
, would not hearken unto the voice of the LORD your God. 
9 Hear, 0 Israel : thou art to pass over Jordan this day, to 

20. 111al:dlz to p,·ris/1] is about lo, etc. Herc the writer ill true to the
standpoint of the speaker. 

l1a1111s,· J'e would 11<>/ h,·,zrl.·.-11, etc.] The con,.truction i, fuund clM:· 
where only in another l'I. pa,sage, \'ii. 1 ?. 

C11s. IX.--X. 11. \\'AK:-..1-.;,;,. A1;A1'i,T SF1.r.1{1,;11-rt:ot:,:-..1.,,, 
ENFORCE() BY A RETR<>Sl'ECT OF TIIE J>EOl'I.E05- Hr.11.\\·1ot•R, 

brad about t•> en,-,. J 1,rdan and f.1c1: nati1Jn" mightier than ihclf 
must know that Jcho\'ah gocth l,cfore, <jllickly to ,k,,troy tlicm f 1-.,l. 
Israd mu,t not thereaftcr sa\' that He hath done this for bmd's 
righteou,.ne,,.. for J le ,hall d;, it l,ecau,,e u( the wick,:dne,s of those 
nation, and lo cstablish His promi,,e tu the fathers 14, :'i I. brad it,-cl( 
i, not a righteous but a stiffnc<.:kcd people. provoking and rebellio1" 
from Egypt till now 16, ;). This is illu,trated by a narrati\'e of thcil" 
conduct at I_Ioreb. where. while :\lo,e, wa, un the '.\lount, rc:cei\·ing 
the two stone table, of the Co\·cnant, Israel made a molten calf, God 
threatened tu destroy them. :\luscs brake the table, and fa,ted 40 day,. 
and nights before God, fearful uf I Ii,, wrath ; but at his intcrce,,,ion 
( iod relented both with rega1d to the people and to Aarun. and 
:\loses destroyed the calf (8-21 ). At other places also J,,racl provoked 
( ;od, and ha\'e hecn always rebellious t? 2-?4). But :\(o,,e!-· inter
ce,-,..ion at I,loreli pre\'ailed ( 2:,- 29), and on two nc\\ tal,les or stone 
God wrote again the Ten \\'on!,. and :\loscs put thcm in the Ark of 
wood whi<.:h he had heen bidden to make (x. 1-;,l- There folh,w a 
fragment of a suhsequcut itinerary o( the people with the death uf 
Aaron (6, i): a re<.:ord of the "eparation of the trihe of Levi to bea1 the 
Ark (8, 9); and a renewed statt·ment of :\Jo,,e,,· intercession on the 
:\lount with the command he then recei\·ed to continue to lead the 
pe,,ple toward,, the land ( 10, 11 ).-::-o long a,, the discourse i,. hortatmy 
it rcmains in the Sg. form of address (ix. 1-; al; but change, to the 
l'I. when the ,,peaker l1t:gin,, the histori..:al review, and the l'I. continm:s 
lo the end of the section except for a couple of in,,tances of the Sg. 
( ix. i /,-x. 11); when with the resumption of exho1tation 1 x. 1? ff .. the 
Sg. is also resumed. For such a hi�torical re\·iew a rep()lting author 
might naturally u"e another source; and in thi, ca .. e the supposition is 
,upported by thl' sudden and ckar change from Sg. to l'J. which is not 
explicable otherwi,e, e.g. on p,-ychological ground,; I.Jut tin.illy con• 
firmed by what co111111ent:11,,rs do not appear to ha\'e noticed. the fact 
that i11 the historical ,cction th,· divine name Jehovah is nowhere (�1\·e 
in ix. 16, 2,1) followe<l by _1w11· 0·,,,1 a� almost invariably in the hor
tatory ,cctions. On the hi�torical ,ection see below on ,'. i /,. lfoth 
it and the honat111y portion, hc.u mark, of cxpa11,i11n 1,y editorial han,1'. 

l. I/tar, 0 lsrnel] vi. -1·
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go in to pvssess nations greater and mightier than thyself. 
cities great and fenced up to heaven, a people great and t..i.11. 2 
the sons of the .--\nakim, whom thou knowest. and. of whom 
thou hast heard say, \\·ho can stand before the sons of 
.--\nak? Know there-fore this day, that the LORD thy God is 3 
he which goeth over before thee as a dernuring fire: he 
shall destroy them, and he shall bring them clown before 
thee: so shalt thou drive them out. and make them to 
perish quickly, as the LORD hath �poken unto thee. Speak 4 
not thou in thine heart, after that the LORD th,· God hath 
thrust them out from before thee, saying, For m�- ri�hteous
ness the LoRo hath brought me in to possess this land: 
whereas for the wickedness of thc:se natiors the LnRo doth 

thou ,,rt to p,1;s o�·cr Jt>rdan this da;•] :--imihrly '.\'1.X. 1'i 1:1n,I q1. 

ii. 18), Sg.; iv. q, 26, xi .. 31, xx,i. 13, Pl., but apparently L-<litnri.tl. 
/I) p,•ucss] or dispossess. ii. 12, 21 f., xi. 23, '.I.ii. 2, z9, xviii. '-+· 

xix. 1, xxxi. 3, with personal ol ,ject "" here. For an,,thc:cr i,,rm .,f 
same vb see on iv. 38. 

nations gr,:at,:r and mzjhtier than thy ,e!f] :--,, i\·. 3� :11,n �g.: ,i. ?.\, 
Pl. : cp. Jos. uiii. 9. 

dfies .,fenced, etc.] See on i. 28. 
2. great and tai.' .. .-lnakim] See on i. ?)'.S. 
whom thoi, l:110,1.'est, etc.} vii. I;-; a!/d !,a·/ lu,1r.i s,1y, i. �:-<; Xum. 

xiii. 2 
3. Kmr.u t.¼erefonJ See on vii. 9. 
lu whfrh got!!h "7.'l!r before thee] xxxi. J 1cp. Jo,. iii. 111. 
a de.;ourin.( ftre] Only here :ind iv. ?4. 
ht shail dutroy ... and lu] he emphatic. 
bri11.5 them down before thee] In D the ,·c:crl> i� f,,un,! ,inly here: it 

i� used also of the subjection of Israel·s enemies in the deuternnomi..: 
Judg. iii. 30, iv. 23. viii. 18, the late passage 1 Sam. vii. 13, an,\ oth,:-r
wise only in late writers; except for Judg. xi .. B and 2 Sam. viii. 1 

which may be pre-deuteronomic. 
quf rk{}'] Omitted by LXX B, but othenli,e ..:onfirmetl. �ec , ,n 

\it. l?. 
as the LORD h�llz spoken 1111/0 thee] Ex. xxiii. 23 (edit. I. �;IE,. 
4. Speak .. .in thine heart] See on \"iii. 1,. 
tl,rust lnem out] See on •. r9. 
For my righteousness] Here ethical: contr. vi. ?:--
whert<1s for the �l•icl:cdn.?ss .. frl'm before thee] The whole clau:ie is 

wanting in LXX Band seems a gloss or expansion anticipating the next 
_ z·. and weakening the c, nnecti11n 1 \" aleton, Dillm., Driwr. �teuern,. 

Benh.). 
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5 drive them out from before thee. Not for thy righteousness, 
or for the uprightness of thine heart, dost thou go in to 
possess their land: but for the wickedness of these nations 
the LORD thy God doth drive them out from bt:fore thee, 
and that he may establish the word which the LoRD sware 
unto thy fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacoh. 

6 Know therefore, that the LORD thy Cod giveth thee not 
this good land to possess it for thy righteousness; for thou 

7 art a stiffncckcd people. Remember, forget thou not, how 
thou provokedst the LORI> thy (;od to wrath in the wilder
ness: from the day that thou wen test forth out of the land of 

6. dqst t/1011 ,,:o in to possess] _ Characteristic of the Sg. pa.,;...:\ge,. 
tht! ;l'irl:r'd1uss ,f that n11tii>11s] wid:,·d11,·ss the direct opposik of

n:,:1ttt'o11s11tss; in dispute, a, to justice the wfrked is the man \\ ho is in 
the wrong (xxv. 1: Ex. ii. 13 (J), xxiii. 1, , (E), see note; h. v. 2,1 1; 

so wickedness in XX\', 2. Both adj. and noun arc largely u,ecl especially 
in later writing, of all in opposition to Jehovah and 11 is people; but 
the terms also cover a wider ethical ran�e. 1-zek. xviii. 2;, xxxiii. HJ, 

etc. I len�, therefore, the wickednt:!<>S of these nation� will primarily 
mean their rt:fusal to acknowledge the true ( ;.,d, hut implicitly the 
immorality and ethical uncleanness of their rites: lo which rt.-cent 
l'Xc:wations at Gezcr and elsewhere hear testimon\'. See what is �id 
on 11l10111i11alio11 \"ii. 2f.: here it i, clearer that mor.; th:rn ritual unright• 
eousness is intended. 

thJ· (;od] Sam. and LXX R omit. 
rstablish Iii,· 1,•onl, etc.] See on \"iii. 1 K: ,·stah/is/1 tlu ,·t1'll,'IU11ll, t·tc. 

It i, true that the people must fulfil their side or the covenant l,y 
obedience to its laws without which they �hall not receive the�· 
matl'rial blessings in the land; hut (;o<l made the covenant out oi 
I lis own free will, \"ii. i• and will keep it llecause of I Ii, faithfulnl'''', 
vii. 9, and not because of any ml'rit of the peoplt'. 

w/1id1 tli,· LORD _r;,,ar,·] Sam. and LXX R etc. : 1,•hid1 !.·,· s-.1._.,,,.,·, 
6. A"now tl1trgort] See on vii. 9 : the verse hegin, hy gi\·iag the 

conclusion of the previous proof, hut a<l<ls also another-
/or thou art a st�f(11t'd.0t'd fti>fl,·] Apparently tir�t used of hrael (in 

connection with the golden rnlr) in J, E:>.. xx xiii. ,l• :>.xxiv. 9 (1-:,.. xxxii. 
9, xxxiii . . � are editoriail; then here and ,·. 1 .l: cp. x. 16, xxxi. 2;. 
l"p. Is. xi viii. f: thou art ohstinatt', lh_1· 11al: is an iron si11r.,•: the 
tigurc i, or an animal refusing to turn in the direction his ri<ler desire,. 

1. R, mt111ht-r,_li11:,:<'I thou not) :\lore musical without the intt·rn�ning 
c111d which Sam. inserts. 

thou provol:td.rl ... lo wrath] See on i. 34. 
7 /,. I I i� in this clause that the Sg-. form of address cease, and the 

Pl. hegin,, to continue up to x. 9 or 11. Coincidently exhortation is 
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Egypt, until ye came unto this place, ye have been rebellious 
against the I .ORD, Also in Horeb ye provoked the LORD 8 
to wrath, and the LORD was angry with you to have de
stroyed you. When I was gone up into the mount to 9 

reµlaced by a historical retrospect : a retrospect similar to the discourse 
in chs. i.-iii., not merely by being couched in the Pl. as that also is, 
hut by other features of its style and by its dependence (even more full 
and literal) on JE. With no reference to the P narrative with which the 
J E has been interlaced, Ex. xxiv. 12-xxxi. it is supplementary to i.-iii. 
for it gives an account of the legislation at I:Ioreb, which that discourse 
lacks. On these grounds the section has been assigned to the same 
author as i.-iii. (Horst, Bertholet, etc.); while Steuern. takes it as 
the continuation of the Pl. discourse in ch. v., and a!> having originally 
formed with that the introduction to the Law Code bv the writer who 
used the Pl. address throughout {see lntrod.). On thi�-compare suµple
mentary notE! at the end of the section ; and for possible additions 
especially in vv. 10-14 see the separate notes. Driver, D.:ut. 112, 
gives a comparative table of the section and the corresponding passages 
in JE on which it is based. Xotice how the divine title is given simply 
as Jehovah without the usual deuteronomic addition thy Cod (nowhere 
except in ix. 16, 23). The style of the section is instructive both as to 
the way in which the original deuteronomic writer expanded JE and 
subsequent editors made further expansion by the addition of deutero-
nomic formulas. 

Sam. and LXX differ from Heb. as to where the Pl. begins, reading 
ye went forth for thou wmtest forth: possibly original, the Heb. Sg. 
being due to the omission of a conson;mt before its double in the next 
word 1; and the transition being more likely just here. \\'hether 7 /, 
and even 8 as Steuern. supposes are from the hand of the editor who 
joined the originally separate sections is uncertain. .:'Ii oticc in 7 b, 8 
phrases which like the rest of this Pl. section recall chs. i.-iii. 

until ye came unto this place] i. 31. 
ye l1ave been rebellious against Jehovah] been adinlf rcbe!!ion (part. 

with auxil. verb: a frequent constr. in Deut.) with (i.e. in your dealing� 
with) Jehovah. The same constr. z,. 24, xxxi. 'lj. A different constr. 
of same verb i. 26 q.v. 

8. Even (or particularly) ill Horeb] The most notorious rebellion
of all. Here begins the recital of the sin of the golden calf as in Ex. 
xxxii.-xxxiv., JE. 

provoke.I, etc.] v. 7. 
was angry] See on i. 37. 
9. Based on Ex. xxiv. 13, 15a, 18b, E, xxxiv. 28, J, this verse 

omits E's reference to the elders and Aaron, Ex. xxiv. 14, and of course 
has no reference to the interlaced sentences of P, id. 1;;b-18a: 10th,· 

1 Due, the Pas;1� in the ::\la�soretic text indicate a lost letter? 
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receive the tables of stone, even the tables of the covenant 
which the Lu1w made with you, then I abode in the mount 
forty days and forty nights; I did neither eat bread nor 

10 drink water. And the LORD delivered unto me the two 
tables of stone written with the finger of God; and on them 
was 1,1ritte11 according to all the words, which the LORD 
spake with you in the mount out of the midst of the fire in 

11 the day of the assembly. .\n<l it came to pass at the end 
of forty days and forty nights, that the LoR11 ga\'e me the 

12 two tables of stone, even the tables of the covenant. And 
the LoRn said unto me, Arise, get thee down quickly from . 
hence; for thy people which thou hast brought forth out of 
Egypt have corrupted thcmsdves; they are '1uickly turned 
aside out of the way which I commanded them : they have 

13 made them a molten image. Furthermore the LORD spa�e 

/a/,/u of stone it add, ,,,,-11 flu tat,/n of thr c,r.·,·11t111I, l'IC, (n•. 11 an<I 1:,: 
see iv. , ., an<l ,·. 22 ta/,/,·.,· of sto11,· only. am! cp. , •. 2); the la.,t fact,/ did 
neitlur l'tll brt'ad nor dri11J, ,,•i1t,·r, wa, l'ithcr trarhferrl'd by D fr11m fs 
�tory of :\loses' ,econcl :1,cent of the :\luunt, Ex. x,xi\·. 28; or wa,., 
found by him in E's story of r he lir,t a,cent from which it ha, now 11i,-
appeared. p. �Iatt. iv. 2. 

10. tt1hlt's if stollt' wrillen ,,,itli tlu Ji11.r, r '!f <J"od] Taken exactly 
ftom Ex. xxxi. 18/,, E: the di,·ine name i� nut changeJ to the usual 
tlu /,ORD thy (;'od. \\'ith His own \'Oict", face to face, God spake thr 
word, of the covenant (i,·. 11 f., ,·. 4) and now with Iii,; own linger 
\\ rote them. Thu� by a douLle nu.:taphor i� the directly divine origin 
:ind suprt·me sanctity of the Ten \\·ord, cmpli:hi,ed. 

all tlu ,l•,mls, whid, the I.ORI> had spoken] Ex. x-.i\·, .,. E. 
0111 of /he midst of the fir<'] i,·. 12, v. 4, n. 
d,lJ''!ftheasumhl.J'] x. 4, ,_,·iii. 16. Sec note on, •. 2?. 
Thl' \'crse seems supcrfl1111ti- after 9 and heforc I r, and i, regariletl :1' 

a later intru,ion (Steuern., Herth.). :'.\ute that-
11 follows naturally on i•. 9. 
12. Taken from E, Ex. xxxii. i• 8,1 (on which see notes) with the

addition of ,111id.:/;1 Ji·o111 h,·rt' ancl the suh,titution of hr<>u,t;hl forth ( Ifs 
fa\·ourite expression) for /1ro11,:;/1/ up; and the 0mission of .-al/: 

corrupted themsel,•,·sj iv. 16, 2:,, xxxi. 29 abo Pl. passages: while 
the Sg. passages use one form of the verb only in the sense to destroy : 
iv. 31, x. 10, xx. 19, 20: cp. ix. 16. 

tlu way] See on v .. ,.1. Here the particular reference is to the 
2nd commandment. • 

a 1110/tot im,1.rt] lid,. a 1110/t.-,1 (thing), Ex. xxxii. 4, 8 molten cal/ 
Steuern. takt·s t hi, ,'. a, another douhlt-t ,upcrlluo1r- 1,.·fote r 3, and, 
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unto me, saying,, I have seen this people, and, behold, it 
is a stiffnecked people: let me alone, that I may destroy 14 
them, and blot out their name from under heaven: and 
I will make of thee a nation mightier and greater than they. 

, So I turned and came down from the mount, and the .15 
mount burned with fire:· and the two tables of the cove
nant were in my two hands. And I looked, and,· behold, 16 
ye had sinned against the LORD your God; ye had made 
you a molten calf: ye had turned aside quickly out of the 
way which the LORD had commanded you. And I took 17 
hold of the two tables, and cast them out of my two hands, 
and brake them before your eyes. And I fell down before 18 
the LORD, as at the first, forty days and forty nights ; I did 

along with ,•. 10 when compared with the expanded Heh. text of 
Ex. xxxii. i-9 (of which the LXX omits parts), illustrative of the 
manner in which an editor expanded parallel passages with each other"s 
contents. But the superfluity of the v. is not so apparent. Some 
mention of the molten image seems necessary here. 

13. slijf,ucketl] See on i•. 6. 
14. let 111,: alone] desist from 11u; Ex. xxxii. 10 It!/""' rt'St, gi\·e me

peace. 
destroy] See on i. 2;. 
blot out their nam.:, etc.] xxix. 20, xxv. 19: cp. s)11onym in vii. 24 q.7'. 

Not in Ex. xxxii. 10. 
a nativn mightier and great.:rl Expansion of great nation, Ex. xxxii. 

10. This whole v. is illustrative of the expansive style of D. Bertholet
sees the immediate continuation of the v. in x. ro and points cut how
excellently v. 15 follows on v. 1 2. This would account for the omission 
of ::\loses' first intercession while still on the :\lount, Ex. xxxii. r 1-14.

15. So I turned and came down, etc.] Ex. xxxii. 15.
and the numnt burned with fire] A circumstantial clause: the mount 

all the time burning with fire: not in Ex. In the next clause D adds 
two to hands. 

16a. Snbstantially the same as Ex. xxxii. ,19a. 
16 b. Purely deuteronomic tradition: see v. 12 b. 
17. Vivid variation and expansion of Ex. xxxii. 19 /,: and _Jfi,.,-,,s'

anger waxed hot and he cast the /ables out of his hands and brake them 
beneath. the 111011111. 

18. as at tlze first] Refers to what follows it-the length of time
and the fasting-not to what precedes-the falling down before Go<l. 
This intercession seems to be the same as that described in x. ro and 
'anticipated here oILaccount of its importance in the argument' (Driver). 
Cp. Ex. xxxii. 30 which says that 011 the morrow of his meeting with 
the people Moses returned to the �lount to intercede for them with 
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lll'ithcr cat bread nor drink water ; h1..·cause of all your sin 
which ye sinned, in doing that which was evil in the sight 

19 of the LORD, to provoke him to anger. For I was afraid of 
the anger and hot displeasure, wherewith the LoRo was 
wroth against you to destroy you. But the LORD hearkened 

20 unto me that time also. And the LORD was very angry 
·with Aaron to have destroyed him: and I prayed for Aaron

21 also the same time. And I took your sin, the calf which ye 
had made. and burnt it with fire, and stamped it, grinding
it very small, until it was as fine as dust: and I cast the 
dust thereof into the brook that descended out of the

22 mount. And at Taberah, and at l\Iassah, and at Kibroth-
23 hattaavah, ye provoked the LORD to wrath. And when the 

Lo RD sent you from Kadesh-barnea, saying, ( ;o up and 
possess the land which I have given you; then ye rebelled 
against the commandment of the Lmw your Cod, and ye 

24 believed him not, nor hearkened to his voic1..·. Ye have 

{;"cl; an<l Ex. ll.XXi\'. 9 which says that he again interceded in the 
second forty clay� which he spent on the l\lount. \\"l,ich of thc-.e i� 
intended here? 

all your sin] Sam., LXX : sim. 
i11 doing that w/iir/1 was evil, etc.] i,·. 2;;. 
to pn1110/.:e l1im 1 A different v<:rh from that in ,-z,. i, 8, and the same 

as in iv. 25 (q.z:.), xxxi. 29; and not so characteri�tic of D as the 
other., . 

19. For I was ajraid] or trembled xxviii. 60. 
that time also] Obscure, and proLaLly an editorial addition, unless

the reference is to v. 10 or to Ex. xv. 2;;, x\'ii. 4 f. and other occasions. 
It is possible there was originally no mention of God\ answer here. 
It seems a little premature for the purpose of the discour�c; and may 
have been added from x. 10. 

20. To this there is no reference in Exodus.
21. Characteristically axpanded, with variations, from Ex. xxxii. 20:

one item in the latter; and made the chi/dun of lsra.:I driul.: of it, is 
��-

22, 23. Other instances of Israel's rebelliousness: Tab·erali, 'Hurning
place,' because fire broke out on them there, l\"um >.i. 1-3, E; ,1/assah, 
'Proof,' for there they put God to the proof, Ex. xvii. i, J ; f:,."i/>rQt/i
/iat-ta·avah, 'Graves of Lust,' l\"um. xi. 31-34, J. 

)'I" provtJktd, etc.] As in vv. i, 8. 
Kadesh-banua] ee on i. 19 f. 
ye rebelled, etc.] As in i. 16 q.v. 
24. y,. haz•e been rebellious) As in v. i· 
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been rebellious against the Lorp from the day that I knew 
you. So [-fell down before the Lorp the forty days and 
forty nights that I fell down; because the Lorp had said 
he would destroy you. And I prayed unto the Lorp, and 
said, O Lord Gop, destroy not thy people and thine inherit- 
ance, which thou hast redeemed through thy greatness, 
which thou hast brought forth out of Egypt with a mighty 
hand. Remember thy servants, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; 
look not unto the stubbornness of this people, nor to their 
wickedness, nor to their sin: lest the land whence thou 

26 

27 

broughtest us out say, Because the Lorp was not able to” 
bring them into the land which he promised unto them, 
and because he hated them, he hath brought them out to 
slay them in the wilderness. Yet they are thy people and 
thine inheritance, which thou broughtest out by thy great 
power and by thy stretched out arm. 

25. So / fell down, etc.] Having recounted in vv, 22—24 the 
accumulated burdens of the people’s sins (there is therefore no need 
to doubt the originality of these verses, as Steuernagel does) under 
which he fell down, the speaker returns to the fact of his falling ; 
and in— 

26—29. And / prayed, etc.) details his intercession. Cp. Ex. xxxii. 
11—13, JE, but probably editorial. Here the deuteronomic additions are 
which thou hast redeemed through thy greatness ( greatness in Pl. passages 
v. 24, here and xi. 2); look not unto the stubbornness of this people, nor 
to their wickedness (the masc. noun, while the fem. is used in vv. 4, 5), 
nor to their sin; great power and stretched out arm (see on iv. 34); and 
there are some variations. 

CH. X. 1—3. THE HEwine or New TaBLes OF STONE AND 
THE MAKING OF THE ARK. 

The account of the former is extracted verbally from Ex. xxxiy. 1—4, 
JE, which adds cther details, but has now no mention of the making of 
the Ark. It is, however, more than probable and ‘ practically certain’ 
that D derived his words about the Ark, equally with those on the 
tables, from the original text of JE, and that they were afterwards 
omitted from JE ‘by the compiler as inconsistent with the more detailed 
particulars, which he preferred, contained in the narrative of P.? So 
Driver, Z.xodus (in this series), p. 366. For the full argument see that 
note and also the introd. to the vol., p. Ixviif., and the note, pp. 278— 
280, on the religious ideas associated with the Ark and opjnions as tc its 
possible origin. -In addition, it is only necessary to state here that the 

9-3 

29 
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of stone like unto the first, and come up “unto me into the 
2 mount, and make thee an ark of wood. And I will write on 

the tables the words that were on the first tables which thou 
3 brakest, and thou shalt put them in the ark. So I made an- 
ark of acacia wood, and hewed two tables of stone like unto 

date of the disappearance of the Ark from Israel's central sanctuary is 
not known. No Ark was in the Second Temple, but whether it had 
perished in the fall of Jerusalem, 587 B.C. (cp. 2 Esdr. x. 22), or 
even earlier, and therefore was not existent in the time of the deutero- 

* nomists (as may be inferred from the absence of any mention of it in 
the history after Solomon, and in the Prophets except for the quite 
ambiguous Jer. iii. 16) is uncertain. See A. R. S. Kennedy, ‘ Ark’ in 
Hastings’ D.&. (1. 150) and the present writer's Jerusalem, 11. 256, 306 f. 
Its absence from the Second Temple, in harmony with Jer. iii. 14—18, 
is in curious contrast to the very developed conception of the Ark in P, 
which raises interesting questions that cannot be pursued here. 

1. Hew thee two tables of stone like unto the first] So Ex. xxxiv. 1a, 
E. 

: and come up unto me into the mount\ So probably in the original E ; 
J has, come up in the morning unto Mt Sinai and present thyself to me, 
etc., followed by a command to keep the Mount free of men and cattle, 
Ex. xxxiv. 2, 3. 

and make thee an ark of wood| Almost certainly from the original E ; 
see general note above. Ark or chest, so in Assyr. and Arabic, cp. 
2 Kgs xii. gf., a chest for the temple-offerings, a Aer box; in, 
Phoen. a coffin or sarcophagus, and so in Gen. J. 26. Of wood, in 
P, Ex. xxv. 10o—16, of acacia wood (as below in 2. 3) with the 
dimensions 24 x 14x 14 cubits, to be overlaid, in and out, with pure 
gold, with a moulding and rings of gold, and staves of acacia wood 
likewise overlaid with gold. A great contrast to the very simple 
statement of D.! Further, according to P, the divine direction is 
not that Moses shall make the Ark, but that ¢4ey shall make it. 

2. And I will write...which thou brakest] So exactly Ex. xxxiv. 14, 
E ; cp. above v. 22, and ‘ables of the covenant, ix. 9, 11. 

and thou shalt put them in the ark| Not now in E for the reasons 
given above. Hence D’s name, ‘Ae ark of the covenant. See above on 
p. 64. For the same reason P calls the tables ¢#e fables of, and the Ark 
the Ark of, the testimony. 

3. So J made an ark of acacia wood] Not now in JE, see above. 
P, Ex. xxv. ro, xxxvii. 1, B’salel made the ark of acacia wood. 

acacia wood| planks of shittim, the plur. of the tree shittah= 
shintah, Ay. ‘sant,’ a name given to several species of the thorny 
acacia; in Egypt to ‘A. (mimosa) Nilotica’ (Lane, Av, Ang. Lex.) ; 
and by the Arabs of the Desert of the wanderings of Israel to the ‘ A. 
tortilis ’ and ‘A. laeta’ (Hart, Fauna and Flora of Sinai, Petraand W, 
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the first, and went up into the mount, having the two tables 
in mine hand. And‘ he wrote on the tables, according to 
the first writing, the ten ‘commandments, which the Lorp 
spake unto you in the mount out of the midst of the fire in 
the day of the assembly: and the Lorp gave them unto me. 
And I turned and came down from the mount, and put the 
tables in the ark which I had made; and there they be, as 

1 Heb. words. 

Araba, 52). More probably the former, an upright tree, 10 or 15 feet 
high, with a thick trunk and occasionally very numerous (e.g. a grove 
of acacias, chiefly ‘tortilis,’ ten miles long in the Arabah, zd. 31, cp. 8, 
12, 92, and found on W. el Ithm, by which Israel probably passed to 
the Edomite plateau) ; the ‘A. laeta’ is a tropical tree found only in 
the Ghor, and there seldom. Both Tristram (art. Hist. of the Bible, 
298f.) and Post (Fora, 298 f. and art. ‘ Shittah’ in Hastings’-D.B.) 
identify the Shittah tree with the Seyyal acacia, but this is never 
called ‘Sunt’ by the Beduin to-day, and indeed is distinguished by 
them from ‘Sunt’ (Hart, of. ct. 52). Doughty mentions an acacia, 
called by the modern inhabitants of the Arabian peninsula ‘tolh,’ the 
only acacia wood which is not brittle, and is used by the Solubba, or 
tribe of smiths and carpenters, for saddle-trees and frames and vessels 
for milk, and also on the Arabian coast for ship-building (A4radia 
Deserta, 1. 280, 11. 91, 678). 

and hewed two tables of stone like unto the Jirst}) So Ex. xxxiv. 4a, 
JE: 

and went up into the mount, with the two tables tn mine hand] So 
substantially Ex. xxxiv. 4 4, J. 
4 And he wrote on the tables...the ten Words] Ex. xxxiv. 28, | 

This adds the words of the covenant, for which D has according to the 
first writing, cp. ix. Io. 

the ten words] See above p. 81. 
in the mount out of the midst of the fire] Above ix. 10. 
in the day of the assembly] See on ix. 10, v. 22. 
5. And I turned and came down from the mount| So ix. 13 and 

Ex. xxxii. 15, E, but of Moses’ first descent with the tables. 
and put the tables in the ark| This also certainly from the original 

form of E ; see above, general note on vv. 1—3. P, Ex. xl. 20 has put 
the testimony in the ark. : 

and there they be} Whether this is said in accommodation to the date 
of the speaker, or as still true of the writer’s time in the seventh 
century, is uncertain. See above, the general note on zv. 1—3. All 
that is certain is that such was the fact till at least the time of Solomon, 
cp. « Kgs viii. 9. : 

6.7. Interruption of the address by a piece of narrative, recording 
certain stations of Israel with Aaron’s death and Eleazar’s succession, in 

4 

5 
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6 the Lorp commanded me. (And the children of Israel 
journeyed from 'Beeroth Bene-jaakan to Moserah: there 
Aaron died, and there he was buried; and Eleazar his son 

7 ministered in the priest’s office in his stead. From thence — 
they journeyed unto Gudgodah; and from Gudgodah to . 

8 Jotbathah, a land of brooks of water. At that time the 

1 Or, the wells of the children of Jaakan 

which Israel are spoken of in the 3rd pers., and the phraseology is not 
deuteronomic. Obviously the fragment of an old itinerary. Although 
the names it contains are also found in an itinerary given by P, Num. 
xxxiii., they occur here in a different order; another name is given to 
the death-place of Aaron than P gives, nor do we find P’s usual formula 
for Israel on the march they journeyed from...and pitched at.... The 
fragment is therefore from another source than P. That this was E. 
(D’s main source) is almost certain. The fragment uses E’s formula, 
they journeyed from thence to..., and may originally have formed part of 
the same itinerary of E, from which there are fragments in Num. xxi.; —- 
E, too, assumes the succession of Eleazar to Aaron, Jos. xxiv. 33, and 
therefore probably had already mentioned this. (So already Vatke, 
Einl, i. d. A. T. 377 f., 3833; but more fully Bacon, 7riple Tradition 
of Exodus, 207 f., 257 f., 343 So, too, Driver, Steuern., Bertholet, 
and Marti on this passage, and Cornill, Zindeitung). Why the fragment 
should be inserted here is not clear, unless the historical retrospect 
originally concluded with x. 5. It seems more in place after v. 11, but 
may owe its position, here to the design of some editor to ascribe the 
consecration of the tribe of Levi to a later date than Horeb, in the 
attempt to harmonise the conflicting data of D and P concerning the 
tribe of Levi and the priesthood. For other explanations see Driver's 
Deut. 120. 

6. children of Israel] Non-deuteronomic ; see on iv. 44 
Beeroth Bene-jaakan\| Wells of the tribe so-called; in P, Num. 

xxxiii- 31, the place name is simply that of the tribe, without wells. . 
‘Akan, Gen. xxxvi./27 = Ya‘kan, 1 Chr. i. 42, was a Horite tribe. The 
place would probably be i in the ‘Arabah. : 3 

Moserah| Num. xxxiii. 31, Moserdth ; the place is unknown. 
there Aaron died, and there he was buried) This happened at Mt 

Hor acc. to P, Num. xx. 28, xxxili. 38. 
and Eleazar his son, etc.) P, Num. xx. 25—28, xxxii. 2, 28 ; Hat see 

above, general note. 
1. From thence they journeyed) E's formula, Num. xxt. 12, 13. 
_ Gudgodah to Jotbathah| P, Num. xxxiii. 32 f. ; Hor-haggidgad and 

Both names are possibly derived from: the 
chatacter of the landscape. Ar. ‘gadgad’ is hard, level ground; and 
Yotbah, or Yotbathah, is probably goodliness or pleasantness: a land of 
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LorpD separated the tribe of Levi, to bear the ark of the 

brooks of water. On all these names Doughty’s remarks (dr. Des. 1. 
49) are instructive : 

‘Here a word of the camping grounds of Moses: all their names we may never 
find again in these countries,—and wherefore? Because they were a good part 
passengers’ names and without land-right they could not remain in the desert, in the 
room of the old herdsmen’s names. There is yet another kind of names, not rightly 
of the country, not known to the Beduins, which are caravaners’ names. The 
caravaners passing in haste, with fear of the nomads, know not the wide wilderness 
without their landmarks; nor even in the way, have they a right knowledge of the 
land names. What wonder if we find not again some which are certainly caravaners’ 
names in the old itineraries.’ 

8,9. The setting apart of the tribe of Levi to bear the Ark and 
perform other priestly functions. It is not wholly certain whether this 
passage belongs to the address itself or is another intrusion ; yet with 
its opening clause (cp. v. 1) the deuteronomic phraseology is resumed, 
and the appointment of the bearers of the Ark follows naturally upon 
1—5, which record the making of the Ark ; see further on v. 8. The 
general question arising from the difference between the data of Deut. 
(and the pre-deuteronomic writers) and those of P regarding the tribe of 
Levi and the offices here assigned to the whole tribe, will be more 
suitably discussed later on. 

8. Atthal time] Cp. ix. 20, x. 1. If, as we have seen to be most 
probable, vv. 6, 7 are a later intrusion and out of place where they 
stand, that time is not that of the sojourn at Yotbathah after Aaron’s 
death (though the editor who inserted vv. 6, 7 may have meant to 
imply this; see the general note to these wv.), but the time at Horeb (x. 
1). This conclusion is confirmed (a) by the subsequent v. ro, in which 
the retrospect still rests on Horeb; (6) by the natural connection 

- between the mention of the making of the Ark and that of the appoint- 
ment of its bearers; (c) by the fact that another line of tradition, P, 
assigns to Horeb the consecration of Levites to priestly duties, and also 
makes this follow the order to build the ark (and sanctuary); and 
(@) because, although no such setting apart is recorded in JE, these 
lines of the tradition may also have originally contained it and even 
hint at it in Exod. xxxil. 29, immediately after the account of the 
zeal of all the sons of Levi in the punishment of the people’s apostasy 
with the golden calf (see Dillmann on that and on this passage; also 
Driver’s note on Ex. xxxii. 29)._ 

the LORD séparated| set apart, with a solemn religious sense, as for 
Himself; the verb is used when He takes Israel from other peoples, 
Lev. xx: 24 (H); or when Moses is directed to separate the Levites 
from the midst of the children of Israel, Num. xvi. g (P), that the 
Levites may be mine, Num. viii. 14 (P); or of the separation of the 
cities of refuge, iv. 41, xix. 2, 7; and even of separating a person 
to evil, xxix. 21 (20), and putting aside beasts that are unclean, Lev. 
KKH 25s 

the tribe of Levi) Unambiguous, leaving no question possible as to 
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covenant of the Lorp, to stand before the Lorp to i 

* 
> : é 

- 

whether they are meant in part or whole—a question which would have 
arisen had the term ¢he Levites (in view of its narrower meaning in P) 
been used. Cp. xviii. 1, a// the tribe of Levi. j 

to bear the ark of the covenant fia Lorp] D?’s name for the 
Ark; see on v. 2. The O.T. data of the bearing of the Ark are 
summarily these. In JE, Jos. iii. 6, the priests bear the Ark ; arid 
the Priests bear it also at the consecration of Solomon’s Temple, 
1 Kgs viii. 3,6. Here in D the office is assigned to the whole (see 
above) ‘vibe of Levi. These terms are combined in xxxi. 9 according 
to which the Ark is borne by the priests the sons of Levi; cp. the 
deuteronomic verse, Jos.’ iii. 3, (ze priests the Levites bearing tt. But 
in P, Num. iv. 1, 4, 15, the bearing of the Ark is specially allotted to 
one clan of Levi, the Kohathjtes, who are distinguished from ‘the 
priests—in P, Aaron and his sons—by being forbidden to perform the 
more sacred priestly functions, Num. iv. 15, 17—20. Clearly then P 
differs from D, in which the whole tribe of Levi is regarded as priests 
and as such carry the Ark, besides performing the other more sacred 
functions which now follow. 

to stand before the LORD to minister unto him| Both vbs, which are 
used of a servant’s attitude and duty to his human master (stand before, 
1 Kgs x. 83 minister, Gen. xxxix. 4) are also employed (with and 
without the name of God, and either together or separately), specially to 
express religious service and in particular the distinctive office a 
functions of the priests, xvii. 12 (before Jehovah) ; Jud. xx. 28 (before 
the Ark), Ezek. xliv. 15 ; 2 Chron. xxix. 11. In D these are laid upon ® 
the whole tribe of Levi as here, in xviii. 5, 7, God hath chosen him, 
Levi, out of all thy tribes to stand to minister in the name Ps chovah, 
him and his sons for ever; and xxi. 5, the priests the sons 9 1...for 
them hath Jehovah chosen to minister unto him. P uses the phrase 0 
stand before Jehovah neither of the priests nor of the Levites, but says 
that the Levites stand before the congregation. The verb to minister 
(sharéth) P, both of Aaron and his sons, the priests, and of the - 
Levites. Of the priests either absolutely Ex. xxviii. 35, xxxix. 26, or 
within the holy place xxviii. 43, xxix. 30, xxxix. 1, and in the pric 
Office Xxxv. 19, xxxix. 41; or of their ministry of the altar, i.e. the 
sacrifices, xxx. 20; and only once with regard to God Himself, 
xxvili. 41, 40 minister unto me. Of the Levites P never uses 40 minister 
to Jehovah ; but either fo minister alone, Num. iii. 31; or to the camp, 
iv. 9; or in the sanctuary, iv. 12, cp. i. 50; or at the altar (in preparing 
it for the priests), iv. 24; or to Aaron, xviii. 2. P and D then differ 
thus, that while D uses the double phrase, stand before and minister to 
Jehovah of the whole tribe of Levi, P says that the Levites stand before 
the congregation, and uses the phrase minister to Jehovah only of the 
priests, and intends by it the most sacred priestly functions of sacrifice, 
etc., the Levites’ ministering being confined to less sacred duties in 
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unto him, and to bless in his name, unto this day. Where- 
fore Levi hath no portion nor inheritance with his brethren ; 
the Lorp is his inheritance, according as the Lorp thy 
God spake unto him.) And I stayed in the mount, as at 

regard to the care of the fabric of the Tabernacle and the Camp and 
in assisting the priests. 

to bless in his name] So xxi. 5 again of the sons of Levi, the priests. 
This is another of the distinctive priestly duties (though sometimes 
discharged by kings, 2 Sam. vi. 18; 1 Kgs viii. 14, 55). It is twice 
assigned by P to Aaron: Lev. ix. 22, Num. vi. 23; and it is included 
in ¢ Chr. xxiii. 18 among the offices to which Aaron was set apart. 

unto this day] Cp. for ever in xviii. 5. 
Our detailed examination of this verse, and other O.T. passages 

relevant to the subject, makes it clear that in the Book of Deuteronomy 
all the tribe of Levi or sons of Levi are regarded as priests; and that 
every son of Levi, or Levite, could perform the distinctive priestly 
functions ; whereas in P all these functions are limited to Aaron and his 
sons, except the bearing of the Ark, which is assigned to a Levite clan 
the Kohathites ; while Zevi¢e has become a technical name for the non- 
Aaronic members of the tribe, to whom priestly functions were forbidden 
and who had less sacred duties about the altar and sanctuary. These 
distinctions are unknown to D: to him Levites and priests are identical 
terms. It is impossible to suppose that D silently presupposed the 
distinctions in P. There is not the slightest sign anywhere in his 
language that this was the case. On the contrary his addition, that the 
exercise of the priests’ office by all Levites continued to his own day 
and was /or ever proves that he did not know. P. And this is con- 
firmed with its consequence, a late date for P, by the evidence of the 
earlier historical writings and especially by a comparison of Samuel and 
‘Kings with Chronicles. See further Chapman in Jy. to the Pent. (in 
this series), pp. 154 ff., and App. VII. 5 and cp. below on xviii. 1—8. 

9. Wherefore) i.e. because of God’s separation of the tribe to Him- 
self. a 

Levi hath no portion nor inheritance] Xil. 12, xiv. 27, 29, xviii. 1 f. 
In P of Aaron Num. xviii. 20. 

the LORD is his inheritance] What this means is defined in xviii. r, 
they shall eat the offerings of Jehovah made by fire, and his inheritance ; 
details follow in 3 f. ; 

according as...spake unto him] This is not recorded in the Pent., 
but may have been found in the original form of JE; seeonv.8. LXX 
om. the LORD thy God, and so relieves the text from one of the twe 
instances of the Sg. address in this section. 

10,11. These vv. present no little difficulty alike by their position, 
their language and their substance. They are separated from the 
historical retrospect by vv. 6—9. They are in the Sg. address, while 
it is in the Pl. Do they belong to it, or to vz. 12 ff, which continue 

9 
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the first time, forty days and forty nights: and the Lorp 
hearkened unto me that time also; the Lorp would not 

11 destroy thee. And the Lorp said unto me, Arise, take thy 
journey before the people ; and they shall go in and possess 
the land, which I sware unto their fathers to give unto 
them. 

the hortatory discourse? They record an intercession by Moses, and 
compare it with a previous intercession or intercessions. Is this 
identical with one of those recorded in the historical retrospect or a 

‘fresh one? The explanations have been many and various, but may be 
grouped under three heads: (a) v. 10 is secondary, the result of various 
attempts by scribes, working on Ex. xxxii.—xxxiv. and this passage, 
to arrange the different references to intercessions by Moses; while 
v. 11@ is the continuation of v. 5 and the conclusion of the historical 
retrospect (Steuernagel); (4) vv. 10, 11 are the natural sequel to ix. 13, 
14, and with these form a summary narrative parallel to the rest of ix. 
9 ff. ; they belong not to the retrospect, but to the rie discourse 
continued in vv. 12 ff. (Bertholet, who omits with LXX the trouble- 
some words as at the first time). These arguments, though ingenious, 
are not convincing. On the whole, the most probable explanation is 
(c) that which takes v. 10 as a natural recapitulation of ix. 18 ff., carried 
in v. 11 to its proper conclusion. This view is supported by the possible 
Heb. pluperfect in v. 10, 7 had stayed; by the repetition from ix. 19 of 
the words: ‘and Jehovah hearkened unto me at that time also’ (yet see 
on ix. 194); by the fact that it was natural to repeat these words once 
again after the prayer ix. 26—29. which otherwise remains without 
answer to it being recorded ; and by the unfinished condition in which 
the retrospect would be left without 7. 11 (Steuern.’s instinct is right in 
retaining at least v. 11a). The single Sg. would not destroy thee is a 
difficulty, but may be explained as due to the attraction of the neigh- 
bouring Sg. in vv. 12 ff. Almost all MSS of LXX have you. 

10. And J stayed} The Heb. may well be translated, dud / had 
stayed. : 

as at the first time] om. by LXX. 
11. take thy journey) get thee to thy journey, lit. to thy breaking of 

camp. See on ii. 1. 

Cus. X. 12—XI. Fina, EXHoRTATIONS, INTRODUCTORY TO 
THE LAWSs. 

Enforced by the preceding Retrospect, the discourse continues to 
urge its practical conclusions of full fear and love to God, by wor- 
shipping and obeying Him (12 and 13); because, though all heaven 
and earth is His, He was pleased to love the fathers of Israel 
and to choose their posterity (14, 15). Changing to the Pl. address 
the discourse urges Israel to circumcise their hearts and be no more 
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And now, Israel, what doth the Lorp thy God require of 12 

stiffmecked, for their God is the greatest God and Lord, mightiest 
and most terrible and absolutely impartial (16, 17). He secures 
justice for the widow and- orphan and loves the stranger, as Israel, 
themselves strangers in Egypt, must do (18, 19). Returning to the Sg. 
exhortations follow to fear, worship, and cleave to Jehovah, for He is 
Israel’s God who has done all these mighty things for the people, and 
out of seventy individuals who went down to Egypt, made them a 
multitude like’ to the stars; therefore loving God they shall keep 
His commandments (zo—xi. 1). Once more in the Pl., Israel are 
reminded of the discipline of God, which they themselves have ex- 
perienced in their deliverance from Egypt and guidance through the 
desert, and in the punishment for rebellion of Dathan and Abiram 
(2—7) ; therefore they shall keep the commandment, that they may be 
strong, possess the land and prolong their days upon it (8,9). Oscillat- 
ing between Sg. and PI. there follows a description of the distinction 
of the land from the flat and rainless Egypt, irrigated from the Nile by 
the foot of man: it is a land whose water comes from heaven and God’s 
eyes are always upon it (1o—12) ;+if Israel observe His commandments 
(here the discourse passes from Moses to the person of the Deity), He 
will give the rains in their seasons and fulness of crops (13—15). Let 
them not turn away from Him to other gods, lest in His anger He send 
drought and they perish (16, 17). Therefore they shall lay His words 
to heart, bind them as signs on their hands and brows, teach them to 
their children, and write them by their doors and gates that their days, 
and their children’s, may be long in the land {18—21). For if they 
keep all his commandments (the discourse is already again in the person 
of Moses) God will expel all these nations and give them every part of 
the land they tread, from the desert to Lebanon and from the Euphrates 
to the Western Sea (22—25). The speaker, in short, has set a blessing 
and a curse before Israel on conditions respectively, and they shall put 
them up on Gerizim and Ebal on the other side of Jordan, which they 
are about to cross and then they must keep all the statutes and 
judgments now to be delivered to them (26—32).—So we reach the 
close of the discourses introductory to the Laws. - The frequent changes 
between the Sg. and Pl. forms of address, sometimes coinciding with 
transitions to subjects not always relevant to the main theme of the dis- 
courses, are proof of the composite character of this closing section ; and 
after the text (which, as the versions show, is by no means certain) has 
been corrected, furnish material for the question whether it is possible 
to discriminate two original discourses, introductory to the Code, one 
Sg. the other Pl., or whether the changes of address may be explained 
by the expansion of one original at the hands of editors. 

12, 13 sum up once more the main demand of the discourses. 
12.. And now] in conclusion; in the same way opened the concluding 

stage of the first-discourses, iv. I. 
What doth...require of thee| what is...asking of thee. Cp. Mic. vi- 8, 
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thee, but to fear the Lorp thy God, to walk in all his ways, — 
and to love him, and to serve the Lorp thy God with all thy 

13 heart and with all thy soul, to keep the commandments of 
the LorD, and his statutes, which I command thee this day for 

_ 14 thy good? Behold, unto the Lorp thy God belongeth the 
: heaven and the-heaven of heavens, the earth, with all that — 

15 therein is. Only the Lorp had a delight in thy fathers to 

secking from thee. The force of the question lies in this, that it is 
nothing impossible or extraordinary or complicated, that God de- 
mands, but what is simple and within the people’s duty. 

to fear] iv. 10 (g.v-), Vi. 2, 13, X. 20. 
to walk in all his ways| See on v. 33. 
to love him...with all thy heart, etc.) See on vi. 5. 
fo serve] or worship; see on iv. 1g, vi. 13; combined with /ove or 

fear, v. 20, Xi. 13, Xili. 4, elc., and deuteronomic passages in other 
books. 

13. ¢o keep) or in that thou kecptst, for this is how they are to fear 
and love Him. 

commandments...and statutes| Varied from vii. 11. for thy good, vi. 
24. That the verse is made up of formulas does not necessarily prove 
its secondary character (Steuern.). 

14. This and the next z. state motives for the fear and Jove just 
enjoined : for fear, because He is the greatest God, to whom/all thi 
belong; for dove because, though He is such, ‘He yet loved Israel’s 
fathers and chose their posterity, even those whom Moses is ad- 
dressing. 

the heaven, etc.]. A characteristic deuterononiic accumulation. 
heaven of heavens) i.e. the highest heavens (the same idiom as in 

v. 17). Whether this idiomatic superlative (first here and then echoed 
in later passages, 1 Kgs vili. 27 ; 2 Chr. ii. 6; Neh. ix. 63; Pss. Ixviii. 
33, cxlviii. 4) or the plural positive Aeavens was the germ of the later 
idea of the plurality of heavens (in the Jewish apocalyptic books and the 
N.T., e.g. 2 Co. xii. 2; Eph. iv. 10 R.V.) is uncertain ; but the develop- 
ment of the idea was due to the influences of Babylonian and Persian 
cosmologies and eschatologies. See S. D. F. Salmond, art. * Heaven’ 
in Hastings’ D.#., and Charles, Secrets of Enoch, xxx iene 

15. Only] Heb. vak. The use of this restrictive adverb with 
disjunctive force—a sharp ‘word with the sound of a wrench in it—is 
found in many O.T. writings, but is particularly frequent in Deut., 
occurring no less than 20 times, and in deuteronomic else- 
where. It is prefixed to clauses which limit, qualify, condition, or offer 
contrasts to, what has preceded them. The exact meaning varies 
according to the context, and therefore it is transl. by different English 
adverbs or conjunctions in R.V. It introduces exceptions to, or 
reservations upon, statements of fact, only or éut (ii. 28, 35, 37, iii. 
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love them, and he chose their seed after them, even you 
‘above all peoples, as at this day. Circumcise therefore the 
foreskin of your heart, and be no more stiffnecked. For 
the Lorp your God, he is God of gods, and Lord of lords, 

1 Or, out of 

{1, 19), or laws, wofwrthstanding, only (better, saving that), but (xii. 
15, 16, 23, 26, xv. 23, xvii. 16, xx. 14, 20); or a different law for 
different circumstances, 4z/ (xx. 16) ; or an indispensable condition to a 
command or promise, oly, 7f only (iv. 9, Xv. 5); Or an antithesis to 
what precedes, only (=nevertheless, as here); or a purely assertive 
statement, as if singling out the fact asserted and putting it beyond 
doubt, surely, only (iv. 6, xxvill. 13, 33)- _ 

had a delight in} See on vii. 7, set h7s love upon you. 
to love} See on vi. 5. 
chose] See on vii. 6. ; 
even you) The only Pl. in this section, 12—15. It is explicable 

either by the attraction of the following Pls., or as a later insertion, and 
this is supported by its abruptness ; ever is not expressed in the text. 

16—19. The form of address changes to PI., and a qualification is 
made of the great statement just given. Though God has elected (for 
reasons of His own) to love Israel’s fathers and to choose their posterity 
after them out of all peoples to be His peculiar people, He is not one 
that regards persons, but as He takes the part of the helpless within 
Israel so He loves also the foreigner resident among them, and therefore 
Israel must love the foreign sojoumer, having themselves been 
sojourners in Egypt. No doubt all this is more or less relevant to the 
main theme of the discourse, but it is outside it, and as its introduction 
is coincident with the change to the Pl. address, the passage must be 
considered as a later addition, or additions (for 18, rg is still a further 
departure from 16, 17).- The same idea, that Israel cannot count on 
God’s partiality for them if they continue to be stiffnecked, had been 
already put by Amos in a more striking form, Am. iii. 2, you only have 
I known of all the families of the earth ; therefore I will vistt on you all 
your iniguities. Cp. John viii. 31—45; and Acts x. 34; Rom. ii. 11 ; 
Gal. ii. 6, in which the argument of this passage is developed. : 

16. Circumcise the foreskin of your heart) The same metaphor in 
Jer. iv. 4 (cp. ix. 25); whether it is original to the prophet or to D is 
impossible to determine. In view of the style of Jeremiah’s earlier 
discourses, in which abrupt and unrelated metaphors are frequently 
conjoined, and of the secondary character of these verses before us, the 

_ presumption is that the metaphor is here derived from Jeremiah. 
‘Wohl bei Jeremias urspriinglich,’ Wellh. Comp. Hex. 193. Steuernagel 
states the converse opinion. 

stiffnecked| See ix. 6 Sg. and 13 PI. 
17. God of gods, and Lord of lords| Heb. idiom for the highest God 

and Lord (cp. v. 14, heaven of heavens). 

16 

17 
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the great God, the mighty, and the terrible, which fegiirdeah 
18 not persons, nor taketh reward. He doth execute the 

judgement ‘of the fatherless and widow, and loveth the 
19 stranger, in giving him food and raiment. Love ye therefore 

the stranger: for ye were strangers in the land of Egypt. 
20 Thou shalt fear the Lorp thy God; him shalt thou serve ; 

and to him shalt thou cleave, and by his name shalt thou 
21 swear. He is thy praise, and he is thy God, that hath done 

the great God, the mighty, and the terrible] The Heb. can also mean, 
as in A.V., a great God, etc.; or the superlative, te God, the greatest, 
most mighty, and terrible. This is probably to be preferred. Yet even 
so there is no assertion, such as we find in Yxilic and post-exilic writers, 
of the sole Godhead of Jehovah. See above on vi. 4. 

regardeth not persons] Lit. lifteth not up faces (opposed to surning 
away faces), i.e. either by granting their requests (Gen. xix. 21) or 
receiving them graciously (Gen. xxxii. 20) ; or by being inordinately 
influenced by them (Job xxxii. 21); or, as here, by showing them an 
unjust partiality (cp. xxviii. 50). The same idéa concerning human 
judges is found in i. 17, but expressed by another verb. 

reward] or, bribe, Ex. xxiii. 8, R.V. a gift. See further on xvi. 19. 
18. fatherless, widow, and stranger] i.e. the foreigner sojourning in 

Israel. See on xxiv. 17. The three are combined there and in xxiv. 
19, 20, 2F, also in Ex, xxii. 21, 22. 

19. Love ye the stranger) This carries the principle further than it 
is expressed in Ex. xxii. 21, and even almost as far as Christ carried it. 
Cp. P, Lev. xix. 33. 
for ye were strangers} So Ex. xxii. 21 (editorial) and frequently 

in D. 
20—xi. 1. Resumption of the Sg. address: in possible, but not 

necessary, continuation of zv. 14, 15. V. 20 naturally suggests the 
opening of 21, and is therefore not to be taken as a later intrusion 
because it repeats vi. 13 (Steuern.). 

20. See on vi. 13, which this repeats (with LXX, Sam., read, as 
there, avd him) but adds another clause, 

and to him shalt thou cleave} This verb dabak is used in J of ~ 
close and warm affection from man to woman (Gen. ii. 24, XXxiV. 3), 
and in J and D of the adhesion of evil (Gen. xix. 19; Dt. xiii. 17 
(18) of the devoted thing, xxviii. 21, 60 of diseases). It is not applied 
to the relation of Israel to God in the Pent. except in D, x. 20, 
xi. 22, xiii. 4 (5), xxx. 20, in which passages it is combined with some 
or other of the verbs love, fear, obey, serve, walk after. -In iv. 4 
the adj. dase is used by itself. Cp, deuteronomic passages in Joshua 
xxii. 5, xxiii. 8. 

21. He] in an emphatic position. 
thy praise| Either the object of thy praise (ep. Ps. cix, 1, God of my 
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for thee these great and terrible things, which- thine eyes 
have seen. Thy fathers went down into Egypt with three- 22 
score and ten persons; and now the Lorp thy God hath 
made thee as the stars of heaven for multitude. 

Therefore thou shalt love the Lorp thy God, and keep 11 ~ 
his charge, and his statutes, and his judgements, and his 

praise), or cause of thy fame, thy renown, viz. by the deeds He has 
done for thee, Jer. xvil. £4. 

great and terrible things) iv. 34 great terrors; cp. Vi. 22, Vil. 19. 
which thine eyes have seen| So iv. g, Vil. 19, xxix. 3 (2), all Sg. 

as here ; but in xxix. 2 (1) defore your eyes; cp. xi. 2. The nation is 
regarded as identical through all its generations. See on iv. 9 

22. Zhy fathers went down, etc.) A.V. and R.V. miss both the 
emphatic order of the original and an idiom init. Translate, Seventy 
persons did thy fathers go down tnto Eeypt, but now, etc. The number 
is found elsewhere only in P, Gen. xlvi. 27, Ex. i. 5, and this 
verse is regarded as derived from P and therefore a late addition to 
D. Yet this round number may have been a common tradition once 
found in JE; and indeed P treats it as an accepted fact, to which he 
has to reconcile his other data. ‘The number 70 is not invented by P, 
since he puts it together in Gen. xlvi. 8—27 only with trouble and 
difficulty’ (Cornill, 27/ectung, 35 f.). There remains, however, the 
term nephesh for person, very characteristic of, though not confined to, 
P. With the whole v., cp. xxvi. 5. 

made thee as the stars, etc.) See oni. ro. 
XI.1. Therefore) The conclusion of the preceding verses. 
thou shalt love) See on vi. 5. 
keep hts charge} ‘Only here in Dt. ; often in P (esp. Numbers), but 

usually m a technical sense, with genitive of the object to be kept, as 
Nunn. i. 53, iil. 28: ‘‘Jehovah’s charge” (of a specific duty), Lev. viii. 
35, XVill. 30, xxl. 9; Num. ix. 19, 23; in a more general sense, as here, 
Gen. xxvi. 5 (JE); Jos. xxii. 3 (D?); 1 Kgs ii. 3 (Deut.)’ (Driver). 
There is therefore no conclusive proof that this v. is secondary. Yet 
the recurrence of a phrase so characteristic of P after another in the 
previous v. is significant. 

Statutes, judgements, commandments| See above. 
2—9. A Pl. section recalling God’s discipline of the very generation 

which is being addressed. The change from Sg. to Pl. has been ex- 
plained on the logical ground that the speaker is no longer regarding 
the nation as a single whole, but is addressing the adult generation as 
individuals distinct from their children (Bertholet). This, of course, is 
possible. Yet the alternative supposition, that some other source is 
here used by the compiler, besides being probable from what we have 
seen in other cases of the change of address, receives some support from 
the broken construction of the opening sentence as though it were a bad 
joint. It is significant, too, that the resumption of the PI. coincides as 

, 
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2 commandments, alway. And know ye this day’ for . 
not with your children which have not known, and oes 
have not seen the 'chastisement of the Lorp your God, his 

3 greatness, his mighty hand, and his stretched out arm,-and 
his signs, and his works, which he did in the midst of 

4 unto Pharaoh the king of Egypt, and unto all his land ; and 
what he did unto the army of Egypt, unto their horses, and 
to their chariots ; how he made the water of the Red Sea to 
overflow them as they pursued after you, and how the Lorp 

5 hath destroyed them unto this day; and what he did unto 

1 Or, tustruction 

in ix. 8—x. 14 with a historical retrospect. On the one Sg. clause in 
the section see on v. 8. 

2. And know ye| ‘For this deuteronomic form see on vii. 9. 
Know what? The defective construction which follows leaves this 
obscure. Some suppose that in the course of his involved sentence the 
writer has forgotten the object of 4now as well as the verb which should 

- govern your children (accus. case), and they translate, now that tt ts 
not with your children 1 speak, who have not known nor seen the 
discipline of Jehovah your God; and that the antithesis is reached in 
v. 7, but that your own eyes, etc. It is, however, difficult to understand 
why by a solemn formula they should be called to recognise so obvious a 
distinction between themselves and their children. It seems preferable 
either to take the formula absolutely and by itself as A.V. and R.V. do, 
or with most commentators to read the discipline of Jehovah as the object 
of now and what comes between as a parenthesis. But whichever 
way the sentence is read the words / sfeak must be added. 

the chastisement| * misar denotes neither instruction (see on iv. 36) 
nor chastisement (though this may be included), but moral education or 
discipline (Gk. watéeia) attended with greater (Pr. iil. 11; Job v. 17) or 
less severity (Pr. i. 2, 8, iv. 1) as the case may be: the sight of 
Jehovah’s wonders...ought to have exerted upon the Israelites a dis- 
ciplinary influence, subduing waywardness and pride, promoting 
humility and reverence, and educating generally their moral and 

‘religious nature’ (Driver). 
his greatness, his mighty hand, and his stretched out arm) See on ii. 

24, V. 24, ix. 26; and cp. iv. 34, greatness. 
3. and his signs, and his works] See on iv. 34 3 cp. Vi. 22, Vil. 19. 
4. the Red Sea| On the Heb. name, probably Sea of Reeds or 

Sedge, see note to Ex. xiii. 18. On the passage of the sea, see Ex. xiv. 
D does not mention it elsewhere than here ; but see i. 1, 40. 

destroyed them| This form of the verb, *7éed, found in D only here 
and in xii. 2, 3, another Pl. passage. But both Sg. and Pl. use another 
form of the same verb. 
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you in the wilderness, until ye came unto this place; and 6 
what he did unto Dathan and Abiram, the sons of Eliab, 
the son of Reuben; how the earth opened her mouth, and 
swallowed them up, and their households, and their tents, 
and every living thing that followed them, in the midst of all 
Israel: but your eyes have seen all the great work of the Lorp 7 
which he did. Therefore shall ye keep all the command- 8 
ment which I command thee this day, that ye may be strong, 

5. unto this place) i. 31. 
6. what he did unto Dathan and Abiram] The severity of God’s 

discipline was not only shown to Israel’s enemies, but 272 the midst of all 
Israel to rebellious Israelites. Without such a recollection, the de- 
scription of that discipline, especially in view of the alarm it was 
fitted to inspire, would not be complete. This answers Steuern.’s 
argument that the verse is secondary, on the grounds that there was no 
reason to mention specially this one out of all the divine punishments 
inflicted on Israel, and that with the phrase 77 the midst of all Israel 
the people are not directly addressed, and that the form of the discourse 
is thus broken. On the contrary, as shown above, the phrase suits the 
speaker’s purpose, cp. xvii. 4, 7, Xxili. 16 (17). The event is described in 
Num. xvi., a passage compounded of JE and P (see Mumbers in this 
series). This verse partly repeats the phraseology of JE, with some 
variations (e.g. a different verb for ofexed), cp. Num. xvi. 14, 26, 276 
(tents), 30 (all that appertained unto them), 32a. And, like JE, D 
mentions Dathan and Abiram alone as the victims of the judgement. 
Instead of them P mentions Korah. This is another illustration of the 
consistency with which D follows JE, and was either ignorant: of, or 
deliberately ignored P. It is interesting that Sam. adds tu D’s state- 
ment ‘and all the men belonging to Korah.’ 

7. But your eyes are those that have seen] Cp. x. 21 Sg. 
all the great work] XX works; cp. the deuteronomic passage, 

ud. il. 7. ‘ 
: 8. On such recognition (v. 2 But know ye) of the awful discipline of 
God the discourse néw bases another of its many appeals to the people 
to observe the Law, with the usual promise of consequent benehts. 
That the appeal and promise are composed in the usual deuteronomic 
phrases is no ground, by itself, for considering that the verse is an 
editorial addition. (So Steuern., who finds the immediate continuation 
of v.7 in v. 16.) Nor are the phrases all repetitions ; that ye may be 
strong is new. p F 

keep all the commandment] Again the Miswah of v. 31 g.v., vi. t and 
Vii. 11. 

which I command thee this day| The one Sg. clause in the section. 
Sam. and LXX codd. A etc. have Pl., LXX cod. Vat. agrees with 
the Heb. Sg. It is a good illustration of how many are the possible 
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and go in and possess the land, whither ye go over ‘to 
9 it; and that ye may prolong your days upon the land, which 
the Lorp sware unto your fathers to give unto them and to 

10 their seed, a land flowing with milk and honey. For the land, 
whither thou goest in to possess it, is not as the land of Egypt, 
from whence ye came out, where thou sowedst thy seed, and 

explanations of these smaller and sporadic changes of address. Either 
the Sg. is a clerical error which has slipped into the Heb. text and is to 
be corrected by the Versions ; or it is original, and the readings of these 
are harmonistic, as in A.V. Or, if the Sg. is the correct ing it may 
be either a mere inadvertence on the part of the original writer, or the 
clause may have been inserted by an editor with the echo of vil. 11 in 
his ear. This last seems to the present writer the most probable 
explanation. But any of the others is possible. 

that ye may be strong, and go in} only here; ep. iv. 1, that ye may live 
and go in. 

and goin and possess the land\ Cp. the variation in the Sg. ix. 5, go 
in to possess their land. 

whither ye go over to possess it] a phrase peculiar to Pl. ; see on vi. 1. 
9. prolong your days| See on iv. 26. 
which the LORD sware) See oni. 8. 
flowing with milk and honey] See above on vi. 3; and the note to 

Ex: ii. 8. 
10—15. Another picture of the blessings of the land, ep. vi. 10 ft., 

vii. 12 ff., viii. 7 ff; all like this in the Sg. form of address. But this 
time we see the land under a new aspect: its contrast to the flat and 
rainless Egypt. The section illustrates well both what is obvious and 
what is obscure in the frequent transition of our Book from the one to 
the other of the two forms of address. For though it is mainly in the 
Sg., there are in the present text four interruptions by the Pl.: one 
in v7. 1o (the Versions add another), one in v. 11, all v. 13, and one in 
v. 14. The following notes will show. that while the last is only an 
apparent Pl., the Versions supplying a Sg., nearly all the others are 
clearly editorial expansions. 

10. whither thou goest in to possess it) The Sg. equivalent for the 
Pl. zehither ye are crossing to possess it (v. 8). Therefore the Pl. reading 
of Sam. and LXX codd. A etc., ye are going in, is probably not cor- 
rect. But see next note. 
Srom whence ye came out) This PI. is confirmed=by the Versions. 

But with the preceding clause, whither thou goest in, &c., it may be 
a later addition. Neither is necessary, and indeed both rather break 
up the comparison which is the writer's main theme for the time. 

where thou sowedst thy seed| This information is novel. We 
are not told elsewhere that in Egypt Israel practised agriculture for 
themselves (¢y seed). Yet even P they were confined to the land 
of Goshen (it is only J which affirms this), that land was partly 
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wateredst it with thy foot, as a garden of herbs: but the 11 

fertile, and even a tribe of shepherds could hardly have refrained from 
the opportunities which it offered for the richer feeding of their cattle. 
P’s account of Israel in Egypt says that they multiplied so fast that the 
land was filled with them ; and that when the Egyptians brought them 
under bondage this included all manner of service 77 the field (Ex. i. 
a, 14)- 
: oleraikt zt with thy foot) The exact reference is doubtful and 
has been variously explained : to the working of the skaduf or machine 
by which a bucket of water is lifted from the river bed to the fields 
above; to the working of water-wheels; and to the distribution of the 
water through the fields by many small channels in the soft mud, which 
was removed by the foot of the peasant to allow the water to pass and 
replaced to divert it (Manning, 7e Land of the Pharaohs, 1887, p- 31, 
cited by Driver, Deut.’ p. xxi). The use of the shaduf in ancient Egypt 
is illustrated on the monuments (for an example see Erman, Zife zx 
Anc. Egypt, 426); but the employment of the foot in working it, i.e. by 
pushing or keeping down the weight that balanced the bucket, though 
recorded, does not seem to be usual. Again, ‘ water-wheels cannot 
be proved to have been known in ancient Egypt’ (W. M. Miller, 
art. ‘Egypt’ in £.4. col. 1226, nv. 1); though Niebuhr saw one 
worked by the foot in Cairo, and named accordingly (Aeisebeschret- 
bung, 1. p. 148, pl. xv.), and Robinson saw others in Palestine 
(B.R. i. 351, U1. 21). The third explanation, the guidance of water 
by the foot of the peasant through the fields, seems therefore the 
most probable (cp. Conder on this method in Palestine, Zent Work in 
Palestine, 328); though W. M. Miiller (doc. czt.) says ‘most probably 
‘* watering with the foot” means carrying water.’ (It ought not to be 
overtooked that the words wth thy foot may also have been meant to 
qualify thou sowedst thy seed; in Egypt, however, it was animals who 
were employed for tramping the scattered seed into the soft mud, rams 
(Erman, 429) or pigs (Herodotus, 11. 14, Pliny, H.W. Xviil. 47).) But to 
know the exact meaning of z2¢h ‘hy foot is not necessary for the under- 
standing of the writer. He is contrasting the laborious personal labour 
required in bringing water to the fields of rainless Egypt, which Erman 
describes even after a high Nile as incessant over a large part of the 
country, and as an ‘arduous, servile business necessarily enforced upon 
the peasants by an anxious government, with the heaven’s own direct 
watering of the Palestine fields-without any labour on the part of man. 
The contrast is, of course, not utter as the deuteronomist in his 
characteristic style describes it to have been (he himself immediately 
qualifies it by his reference to the garden of herbs, which in Palestine it 
was customary to water by channels, cp. Is. i. 30). Nevertheless it is in 
the main true that in Egypt the fields depended for water on human 
drudgery of the most arduous kind ; in Palestine their watering was the 
direct boon of heaven, beyond man’s responsibility. In this connection 
Erman’s remarks (14) on the influence of the Egyptian landscape are 
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land, whither ye go over to possess it, is a land of hdicend . 
12 valleys, and drinketh water of the rain of heaven: a land 

which the Lorp thy God 'careth for; the eyes of the Lorp 
thy God are always upon it, from the beginning of the year 
even unto the end of the year. 

And it shall come to pass, if ye shall hearken diligently 
unto my commandments which I command you this day, 
to love the Lorp your God, and_ to serve him with all your 

: 1 Heb. seeketh after. 

relevant. The landscape is monotonous, not ‘calculated to awaken the 
inspiration of the soul ; unconsciously the dweller in this country will 
become sober and prosaic, and his gods will be pale forms with whom 
he has no sympathy. In fact, the Egyptian peasant could scarcely 
understand a living personal relationship between the individual a 
the deity.... Thus the Egyptian grew-up under conditions unfavourable 
to the development of his spiritual life, but such as would fortify his 
understanding and practical industry.’ And he contrasts the more vivad 
religious influences which the Greeks experienced from their landscapes 
—their mountains, forests, meadows and rains. This is virtually the 
same contrast as the deuteronomist here paints between the flat, rainless 
Egypt, and Palestine with its rains, hills and vales, and consequent 
springs. In the latter Israel would more easily feel the personal care 
of them by God Himself (z. 12). 

asa garden of herbs) 1 Kgs xxi. 2; Pr. xv.17- Theinference is that 
the irrigation which in_ Palestine was only applied to 
universal in Egypt; see previous note. 

ll. whither ye go over to possess it} This Pl. interruption is re- 
dundant even for the deuteronomic style (cp. 8 and 10) and unn 
for the contrast which the writer is making: most probably editorial. 

a land of hills and valleys| This, too, is essential to the writer’s 
contrast of the land with Egypt : for the configuration of the land (e 
Erman’s remarks on Egypt and Greece above) is not only utterly 
different from the flatness_of_Eeypt, but affects the distribution of the 
rainfall, and is responsible for numerous springs (viil. 7). 

According to he rain of heaven it drinketh water] So the emphatic 
order of the original. 

12. a land which the Lorp thy God careth for] Vit. seeketh after. 
The verb is used both in the sense of resort to or freguent (xii. 5, with 
another construction, Am. v. §), or #vestigate (xiii. 14 (15), XVii. 4, xix. 
18), or fo visit so as fo care for (Jer. xxx. 14, 173 Job iii. 4 ; Is. Ixii. 
12). The last is of course the meaning here: aland which is under the 
personal supervision and providence of God :, constantly are the eyes 
Jehovah thy God upon it from the beginning of the year and even to the 
end of the year. Such is the emphatic Heb. order. 

13. The verse is not only in the Pl. and a repetition of certain 
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heart and with all your soul, that I will give the rain of your 14 
land in its season, the former rain and the latter rain, that 
thou mayest gather in thy corn, and thy wine, and thine oil. 
And I will give grass in thy fields for thy cattle, and thou 

formulas, but it also changes the speaker (vzy commandments can only 
mean God’s). It is evidently inserted by an editor (so too Steuern. 
and Bertholet) (who also altered the opening of the next verse, g.v.) 
because he thought it again necessary to safeguard the promise by 
repeating the usual deuteronomic condition. But the condition breaks 
into the theme of the writer which for the moment is only the contrast 
between the two lands: On the contents of the v. see on x. 12. 

14. that [ will give the rain of your land| The Heb. text is eyi- 
dently due to the same hand which inserted v. 13, for it immediately 
follows that verse, and as evidently the original reading is that of Sam., 
LXX and Vulg.: ¢hat he wll give the rain to thy land, which connects 
with v. 12. 

im its season, etc.) The agricultural year in Palestine consisted of two 
seasons, arainy andadry. ‘Towards the end of October heavy rains 

I 5 

begin to fall, at intervals, for a day or several daysata time. These are 
what the English Bible calls the carly ox former rain, Heb. yéreh, the 
pourer. It opens the agricultural year. the soil, hardened and cracked 
by the long summier, rainless since May, is loosened, and the farmer 
begins ploughing. Till the end of November the average rainfall is not 
large, but it increases through December, January and February, begins 
to abate in March, and is practically over by the end of April. The 
latter rains, Heb. malkosh, from a root meaning fo be /ate, are the 
heavy showers of March and April. Coming as they do when the grain 
is ripening, and being the last before the long summer drought, they are 
of far more importance to the country than all the rains of the winter 
months, and that is why these are so frequently passed over in Scripture, 
and emphasis is laid only on the early and latter rains!’ (WGAZ, 
pp- 63, 64). The annual rainfall is considerable: at Jerusalem it 
averages over 25 inches, about.the same as the annual rainfall in 
London. Whether it-was more copious in ancient times is a question 
much debated. For this and other details see the present writer’s 
Jerusalem, 1. 19, 77f. The growth of the vine and olive depend, like 
the ripening of the corn, essentially on the latter rain; andthe olive 
requires the rainless summer for the ripening of its berries (of. cz?. 300). _ 

15. And 7 will givey with Sam. and LXX B read he will give. 
grass| vather, herbage (‘eséd), including grass (déshé’) ; for cattle as 

here, Jer. xiv. 6, Ps. evi. 20; but of human food, Gen. iii. 18, 

1 This has given people the idea that there are only two periods of vain in the 
Syrian year, at the vernal and the autumnal equinoxes; but the whole of the winter 
is the rainy season, as indeed we are told in the parallel lines of the Song of Songs: 
Lo the winter is past, the rain ts over and gone (ii. 11). ; 

wW 

. 
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Betta oan 
16 shalt eat and be full. ‘Take heed to yourselves, lest your 

heart be deceived, and ye turn aside, and serve other 
17 and worship them ; and the anger of the Lorp be kindled 

against you, and he shut up the heaven, that there be no 
rain, and that the land yield not her fruit; and ye perish 

__ quickly from off the good land which the Lorp giveth you. 
18 Therefore shall ye lay up these my words in your heart and 

in your soul; and ye shall bind them for a sign upon your 
hand, and they shall be for frontlets between your eyes. 

19 And ye shall teach them your children, talking of them, 

shalt eat and be full) vi. 11 (g.v.), viii. 10, 12 as here, with Sg. 
16,17. The enjoyment of so much blessing in the land suggests, as 

usual (cp. vi. 14f., vili. 19 f.), a warning against being deceived into 
attributing it to other gods, i.e. the Baalim, already regarded in the 
land as the authors of its fertility, and worshipping them. Whether 
this warning is from the same hand as the preceding zz. is difficult to 
determine. The fact that it is in the Pl. while they are in the Sg., and 
that it is not so necessary to their argument as it is to the context in vi. 

— 14f. and viii. 19f., suggests here another hand. At the same time it is 
relevant to what precedes, and in v, 17 directly attaches itself to that. 
Nor is it all compiled of formulas. > 

16. Take heed to yourselves} See on iv. 9; only here and iv. 23 
with Pl. 

lest your heart be deceived] So Job xxxi. 27. 
and ye turn aside] With both Sg. and P1., see on xiii. 5. 
17. the anger of the LorD, etc.) See vi. 14f., vii. 4. 
and he shut up the heaven...fruit] These clauses found in D only 

here (but cp. xxviii. 23 f. and the deuteronomic 1 Kgs viii. 35). Fruit, 
rather produce, 97//, found, save for Judges vi. 4, only in the later O.T. 
writings from Ezekiel (xxxiv. 27) and D onwards, cp. xxxii. 22. Thus not 
only in the climate of Palestine, blessed directly from heaven, but in its 
interruptions also Israel are to see the personal Providence of their God. 

and ye perish quickly, etc.| So, with slight variations, iv. 26. 
the good land] i. 35. : 
18—25. The PI. address is continued in a series of formulas, repeated 

with some variations from previous passages. The secondary nature of 
part of this section cannot be doubted. The emergence of the Sa 
v. 1g shows that the passage is a quotation (slightly varied) of vi. = 
it has been partly adapted to the compiler’s Pl., while v. 22 naturally 
follows on to v. 17. The rest only partly repeats, and contains some 
matter peculiar to this section of Deut. 

18—21. See on vi. 6—y. Besides the form of address, Sg. there, 
Pl. here, there are the following differences: vi. 6—g has shall be upon 
thine heart, and wants and.in your soul; takes next thou shalt teach 
them diligently to thy children (a more natural place and a sign of the 
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when thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by 
the way, and when thou liest down, and_when thou risest 
up. And thou shalt write them upon the door posts of 20 
thine house, and upon thy gates: that your days may be 
multiplied, and the days of your children, upon the land 
which the Lorp sware unto your fathers to give them, as 
the days of the heavens above the earth. For if ye shall 
diligently keep all this commandment which I command 
you, to do it; to love the Lorp your God, to walk in all his 
ways, and to cleave unto him; then will the Lorp drive out 
all these nations from before you, and ye shall possess 
nations greater and mightier than yourselves. Every place 
whereon the sole of your foot shall tread shall be yours: 
from the wilderness, and Lebanon, from the river, the river 
Euphrates, even unto the ‘hinder sea shall be your border. 

1 That is, western. 

¢ 

originality of vi. 6—g), and wants v. 21, which is repeated from other 
passages. See iv. 40, vi. 2, xi. 9. In v. 19 read with Sam., LXX, 
in the house. Vv. 18—2X1 break the connection: v. 22 follows naturally 
on v. 17. 

21. as the days of the heavens above the earth| Not repeated in Deut. ; 
the phrase is equivalent to for ever, cp. Ps. Ixxxix. 29; Job xiv. 12. 
The eternity of the heavens was self-evident to primitive Israel, and for 
long it appeared that they could be shaken only by the appearance of 
God in His glory, 2 Sam. xxii. 8 (cp. Job xxvi. 11). It was not till the 
later Apocalypse that the imagination became frequent of the passing 
away both of heaven and earth. 

22. Repetitions of previous verses: diligently keep all this com- 
mandment, V. 31, Vi. 17 (the commandments), vi. 1, this zs the 
commandment ; to love, vi. 5;~to walk, x. 123; to cleave, x. 20, To 
ZT command you, Sam., LXX add ¢o-day. 

23. drive out) iv. 38. 
possess nations greater, etc.] ix. 1, but Sg. 
24. whereon the sole of your foot shal! tread| For the idiom see ii. 

PROS. lees 
Srom the wilderness, and Lebanon] Jos. i. 43 perhaps we should read 

and unto Lebanon (Gratz, Dillm. and others). 
and from the river, the river Euphrates| See oni. 7. 
unto the hinder sea| i.e. according to the Semitic orientation, the 

western sea, the Mediterranean. These limits are, of course, ideal, 
but observe how the promise is limited by the words every place whereon 
the sole of your foot shall tread. 

21 

24 
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25 There shall no, man be able to stand before you: the Lorp 
your God shall lay the fear of you and the dread of you 
upon all the land that ye shall tread upon, as he hath spoken 
unto you. 

26 Behold, I set before you this day a blessing and a curse ; 
27 the blessing, if ye shall hearken unto the commandments of 
28 the Lorp your God, which I command you this day: and 

the curse, if ye shall not hearken unto the commandments 
of the Lorpv your God, but turn aside out of the way which 
I command you this day, to go after other gods, which ye 
have not known. 

29 And it shall come to pass, when the Lorp thy God shall 
bring thee into the land whither thou goest to possess it, 
that thou shalt set the blessing upon mopnt Gerizim, and 

30 the curse upon mount Ebal. Are they not beyond Jordan, 

25. There shall no man, etc.) So vii. 24, but Sg. 
the fear of you and the dread of you\ So ii. 25, but Sg. 
26—28. The summing up and clinching of th® whole discourse, 

v.—xi.: a blessing to Israel if they obey the commandments of God, 
a curse if they do not obey but turn after other gods. Cp. xxx. 1, as 
here, blessing and curse; 15, 19, life and death, good and evil. 

27. if ye shall hearken, etc.) See vii. 12, Pl.; xv. 5, xxviii. 13, Sg- 
28. turn aside| Seev. 16, ix. 12, 16, xiii. 5, xxxi. 29. 
io go after other gods| Vi. 14. 
which ye have not known] See above on vii. 9, Viii. 3. 
29—30. A return to the Sg. form of address, with phrases peculiar to 

that form (see vi. 10, vii. 1). Whether it is original here, or dependent 
on xxvii. 12 f. (cp. Jos. viii. 33 f.), is doubtful. 

29. shall bring thee unto the land, etc.] So vii. 1, g.2. 
the blessing upton mount Gerizim, and the curse upon mount Ebal\ The 

two most prominent hills on the Western Range, whether seen from the 
Mediterranean or from the E. of Jordan, on either side of what is not 
only the natural centre of Western Palestine, but the part most open 
to approach from E. Palestine. See the present writer’s HGHZ, ch. 
vi., and pp. 335 ff. Gerizim lies to the S., or, according to Semitic 
orientation, the right hand and lucky quarter of the heavens; ‘Ebal 
on the N., the left or sinister quarter. But the visitor to the locality 
will also be struck by the sympathy between our,gverse and the con- 
trasted aspects of the two hills as they face each other: the N. face of 
Gerizim, the mount of blessing, is the more fertile; the opposite face of 
*‘Ebal, the mount of curse, much the more bare. 

30. A geographical gloss similar to those in i. 2, and in chs. ii., iii., 
and introduced by ave they not, as ili. 11. 

beyond Jordan| True to the speaker’s position on the E: of Jordan, 
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behind the way of the going down of the sun, in the land 
of the Canaanites which dwell in the Arabah, over against 

sO ili. 20, 25. ‘Contrast, as untrue to the speaker’s position, iii. 8 (part 
of Moses’ speech), i. 1, 5, iv. 46, 47, 49 (all titles), and iv. 41 (a 
historical fragment). = 

behind the way of the going down of the sun| Of doubtful meaning. 
Behind is, of course, west of (according to the orientation alluded to 
above). But what is ‘Ae way? It has been understood by most as the 
great road traversing Western Palestine from N. to S., to the immediate 
west of which the two mountains lie (Dillm., who quotes Ritter, 
Erdkunde von Asien, XV1. 658 f.= Geog. of Pal. 1v. 293 ff., Driver, 
Marti). Steuern. proposes, by the addition of one letter, to read west 
of it, i.e. the Jordan, and to translate the rest 77 the direction of the 
sunsetting ; cp. the LXX éricw 66dv (not 6600) Sucuav 7diov ‘ behind 
(it) towards the sunset.’ Such redundance is not uncharacteristic of the 
deuteronomic editors. 

in the tand of the Canaanites| Not D’s usual name for the inhabi- 
tants of the land ; see oni. 7. 

which dwell in the Arabah| See on i. 1: the Jordan valley, not 
relevant to the position of ‘Ebal and Gerizim. The whole clause is very 
probably a still later addition, especially as the following clause connects 
naturally with that position. So, too, the Massoretic punctuation of the 
text implies. 

over against Gilgal, beside the oaks of Moreh| The Gilgal, i.e. stone- 
circle. -There were several places of this name W. of Jordan and still 
marked by Arabic forms of it (see ‘Gilgal’ in #.8. by the present 
writer) : (t) One was the Gilgal near Jericho, and with this certain 

* Rabbis, followed by Eusebius, Jerome, and a constant Christian 
tradition, have identified the Gilgal of our text. So, too, a number of 
modern commentators. Others, changing the punctuation, refer the words 
over against the Gilgal to the Canaanites which dwell in the ‘Aratah. 
(2) A second Gilgal lay on the Western Range above Bethel (2 Kgs ii. 
1t—8) and has been identified with the present Jiljilyeh seven miles N. of 
Bethel, which, though actually lower than Bethel, stands on a hill so 
bold and isolated that the phrase to go down thence to Bethel would 
not be inappropriate. This also has been identified with the Gilgal of 
our text, yet it is at a good distance from Gerizim and ‘Ebal, and stands 
in no definite relation to them. (3) Dillmann supposed some Gilgal 
near Shechem, and his hypothesis has been justified by the discovery of 
the name Juleijil (Ar. dimin. of Gz/ga/) on the plain one mile E. of the 
foot of Gerizim and 24 miles SE. of Shechem. This suits the data of 
our passage (including the following oaks or terebinths of Moreh), and 
its claims have been defended in detail by Schlatter (Zur Topogr. u. 
Gesch. Paléstinas, 246 ff.) and accepted by Buhl (Pa/. 202 ff.); cp. the 
present writer in Cretica/ Review, Oct. 1895, 346 ff., and art. ‘ Gilgal’ 
in £. B.; and Driver, Dez. 3rd ed. (1901), p. xxi. In gor the present 
writer visited Juleijil, and a thorough examination of the site convinced 

7 
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31 < ;iJgal, beside the I oaks of Moreh? For ye are to pass over 
Jordan to go in to possess the land which the LoRD your 
God giveth you, and ye shall possess it, and dwell therein. 

32 And ye shall observe to do all the statutes and the judge
ments which I set before you this day. 

1 Or, lerthinJl,s 

him t)lat it is the Gili.:al of our text. .\ hill, some two humlred feet high, 
rises from the Makhneh plain just opposite the valley between Gerizim 
and 'Eba!. The trace of a broad winding road leads tu the !>Ummit, 
which is covered with ancient remains, including those of a large stone• 
circle composed of huge blocks. There is no more suitable site for a 
sanctuary in all\\'. Palestine. Cp. G. lliilscher, ZDPV, xxx111. 102 f. 

b,,side t/1e oaks of .Moreh] Read, with Sam. and LXX, the oak. The 
oak or lerebinlh of ,Jloreh, 'the Revealer,• takes m, back to Abraham, 
who found it here by Shechem and built an altar, Gen. xii. 6,(J), from 
which the above mention of the Canaanite., \it is J",. word for the 
inhabitants of the land) may have heen derived by the annotating 
editor. On trees, as impressing especially the nom:Hb of the treele,s 
desert with their speaking and oracular powen;, sec on xii. 2 and the 
present writer\ Early Podr;• of lsrad, 31 f. 

31-32. Resumption of the Pl. form <>f ad<lre!>s; eitht·r an editorial 
addition to mark the transition to the actual laws which begin with 
xii. 1, or the close of an original introduction, in the l'l., to the Codt•, 
The former is the more probable as the ,..,,. are compounded of phrases 
characteristic both of the Sg. and the l'I. forms of address. 

31, For J'e are about lo pass o,•er Jordan] A Pl. phrase : ,-ee on i,·. 
1-f, vi. I. 

lo .(O in to poss,:ss th,: land] Mainly a Sg. phrase ; see on vi. 1. 
whi.-h the LORD J'tJ111· God is about to give )'OIi. 
32. and y,• slia/1 obsen•e lo do] v, 32, etc. 
all th,· s/11/11/es and tluj11dge111ents] See on v. 31. 

C. C11s. XII.-XXYI. THE STATt:TF.S A:-iD jl'DGUIESTS. 

The Deuteronomic Code, of which all the rest of the hook is the 
religious and historical introduction and enforcement, consists of some 
se,·enty separate laws, connected by and mingled with exhortations and 
religious fonnulas in a style similar to that of the introductory dis
courses. The laws fall into four di\"isions of unequal size. consisting of 
smaller groups distinguished by their separate subjects: the whole upon 
a manifest plan of arrangement which howe,·er is not perfectly observed 
but is broken at several points hy the appearance of single laws or small 
groups of laws out of their proper relation. This will he seen from the 
foJlowing conspectus :-
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The Title to the whole Code xii. I 
I. Laws of Religious Institutions and Worship xii. 1-xvi. 1 i, 

11-xvii. 7
xii. 2-28

II. 

III. 

Of the One Altar (in several forms)
Against Heathen Rites and the Worship of Other 

Gods . . . . . . .. . xii. 19-xiii. 
[ with perhaps xvi. 2 1-xvii:-- i] 

xiv. 1, 1 
3-21 

12-19 
xv. 1-18 

Against Rites for the Dead 
Of Clean and Unclean Beasts, etc. 
Of Tithes 
Of the Remittance or Release 

( , ) for Israelite and foreign creditors ( 1-1 1 ), 
(2) for slaves (11-18)

Of Firstlings 
Of the Three Feasts: Passover, \\"eeks, Taber-. 

nacles ... 
Against 'Asherim and M��eboth ... 
Against Blemished Sacrifices 
Against Worshippers of Other Gods 

xvi. 1-17
1 I, 12 
xvii. 1 

2-7 

For the last three see above xii. 29-xiii. 
Laws of Offices of Authority x,·i. 18-20, xvii. 8-x,·iii. 

Of Judges and Justice X\;. 18-10 
Of Judges of Final Appeal xvii. 8-13 
Of the King.... ' 14-10
Of Priests, Levites ... xviii. 1-8
Of Prophets (in contrast to Diviner;;, Augurs, etc.) 9-22

Laws mainly on Crime, \Var, Property, the Family xix.-xxv. 
Of Cities of Refuge for the '.\Ianslayer xix. 1-13
Against Removing Landmarks 14 
Of Witnesses 1 5-11
Of the Conduct of \Var, and who are Exempt xx. r-20
Of Communal Responsibility for a '.\furder xxi. 1-9

• Of '.\Iarriage with a Female Capti,·e 10-q 
Of the Right of the Firstborn r 5-1 i
Of Disobedient Sons 18-u 
Of Hanged Malefactors tt, 13 
Of Humane Duties in rnrious directions:- xxii. 1-4, 6-8

A neighbour's lost property (1-3) and dere-
lict {f) ; sparing the mother-bird (6, 7); pro-
tecting roofs with parapets (8) 

Against Various Mixtures:-
Wearing clothes of the other sex (_:;); mixture 

of seeds (9), animals (10), cloths (11) 
Of Tassels on the Garments 
Of Procedure in Cases of Unchastity:-

Charges against a bride ( r 3-21) ; adulterers 

5, 9-11 

1 From this to the end of ch. xxiii. the ve1'5eS are numbered one more in the Heh. 
text, in which xxiii. 1 is the Eng. xxii. 30. • 
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disrnvcre<I in the act (22); intercourse with a 
l,ctrothed virgin, with ( 23 f.) or without ( 2 t, f

f

.) 
her co1bcnl; with a viri;:in not betrothed 
( 28 f.); with a father's wife (30) 

Of Right to Enter the Congregation:-
Denied to the mutilated (,),the illt:gitimate ( 2), 

Ammonites and �I oahites (.�-6); but granted 
to third generation of Eclomites and Egyptians 
(7 f.) 

Of Ritual Cleanness in the Camp 
Of Runaway Slaves ... . .. 
Against Hierodulcs .. ... 
Against Exaction of Interest from Israelites 
Of Vows 
Of Cse al Need of Others' Fruits and Corn 
Of Re-marriage after Divorce 
Of Equity _and Humanity in various directions:-

Exemption of newly-married from war-service 
(xxiv. :,) ; against taking in pledge the neces
saries of life (6, 10-1.l, Ii f.), stealing 
Israelites for slaves (i), neglect of lepro�y 
(8 f.), withholding wages (14 f.), putting the 
fathers lo death for the chil<lren or ,.,-..,. ,'t:'rs,1 
( 16), and inequity tu strangers, fatherless, and 
widows ( 1 if.) ; on leaving for these parts of 
the harvest ( 19-2 2); against excessive punish
ment (xx,·. 1-.,), and muzzling the labouring 
ox (4) 

Of Levirate �larriage 
Of Reckless Assault 
Against Divers Weights and �leasures 
On 'Amale� ... ... . .. 

Laws of Ritual Procedure with Proper Prayers 
In Offering First Fruits 

xxiii. 1-8

9-, .. 
15, 16 
17, 18 
19, 20 

11-23 
24, 2:, 

xxiv. 1-4 
xxiv. :,

xx,•.+

xxv. 5-10
111 12
13-16
11-19

xxvi. 1-15 
xxvi. 1-11

u-15In Distributing Tithes 
Concluding Exhortation .r. 16-19 

Within this Code the laws are never called Ton�lh (applied in the 
Code only to the oral directions of the priests, x,·ii. 1 ,, xxiv. 8) hut 
always Huflfim a,id Misl,patim, Statutes a11tl Jud._l{<"lll<'llls. If we may 
distinguish these terms, as on the one hand decrees of religion, wurship, 
and the theocratic constitution, and on the other civil and criminal laws 
a1rcl sentences with their relevant procedures (cp. d�l>arim a11d miJ/1-
patim, Ex. xx. 22-xxiii. 3.l, Dri,·er, p. 202), then to such a distinction 
the above arrangement roughly conforms. For of its four main divisions 
I, II and I\' are of the former class, but II I of the latter. 

As in the Decalogue and the law-book of E, Ex. xx. 22-xxiii., the 
laws of rcligidh and worship come first because of their sacred ch.uacter, 
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but. also for the furtl:ier reason, peculiar to D, that the law of the One 
Altar with which they open is the practical corollary to D's fundamental 
doctrine of the Unity cif Israel's God (see on xii. 2-28). Accordingly 
this law is immediately followed by laws against heathen rites and 
seductions to the worship of other gods, xii. 29-xiii., among which 
the similar laws, xvi. 21-xvii. 7, seem originally to have stood. The 
law of clean and unclean foods, xiv. 3-21, based on religious grounds, 
falls naturally into this group (though it may be a later addition); and 

t the rest of the diYision, xiv. 22-xvi. 17, also deals with religious practices 
and institutions. The Second place is naturally assigned to offices of 
various authority in the theocracy, xvi. 18-20, xvii. 8-xviii. The 
Third division, xix.-xxv., enforces the duties of the individuals of 
the commonwealth in their family, civic, and military relations ; and 
deals with crimes against these social interests and the relevant pro
cedures. In the Fourth, xxvi., more detailed ritual is enjoined with 
regard to two of the offerings commanded under the first group. 

The chief interruptions in the plan of the Code, which is so manifest 
t_hroughout, are the separation of the religious laws, xvi. 21-xvii. 7, 
xxiii. 1-8, 17 f. and xxvi., from Division l to which by their suLjects
they properly beloag: But further in Division Ill the laws on marriage
and married life are separated from each other, two in xxi. co--17, one
in xxiv; I-f, and one in xxv. 5-co; as are those on murder, xix. 1-13,
xxi. 1-9, and on war and military service, xx. 1-20, xxiii. 9-14,
xxiv. 5, and the subordinate groups on equity and humanity, xxii. 1-4, • 
6-8, xxiv. 5-xxv. 4. Even within the smaller groups there are curious
interruptions and isolations; that on humanity, xxii. 1-f, 6-8, is 
broken by v. 5, against wearing the clothes of the other sex, which 
properly belongs to the sub-group, xxii. 9-11, against various mixtures. 
Altogether the Code transgresses its own prohibition of the confusion of 
things naturally diverse. ' Moses sometimes mixes together precepts 
respecting different things' (Calvin on Ex. xxiii. 19).

Sometimes this disorder is necessitated by the overlapping or crossing 
of the subjects of various laws; sometimes, as in the separation of 
xvi. 21-xvii. 7 from xii. 29-xiii., it may be due to the carelessness of
a copyist. Other possible causes are the gradual growth of the Code
by the addition of laws instituted or adopted later than its original
form, and the compilation of the whole Code from separate smaller
Codes (as in the case of the Code of g; see Driver's Exod. 202 ff.). Of
the former cause ch. xxvi. may be an illustration. But while gradual
additions may have been made from time to time to the Code, the chief
impression which the above list makes on the. mind is that the whole
Code, as it stands, is a compilation from various sources. And this
impression is corroborated by the facts that several of the laws appear
in more than one form-especially the•tirst and fundamental law of the
One Altar, but cp. also the Laws on the Passover and the Priests-and 
that some of these doublets are distinguished by being couched in different 
forms of address, Sg. and Pl. Thus the same phenomena as those which 
betray a plurality of sources in the introductory discourses, i.-xi., per
sist in the Code, xii.-xxvi., and prove the composite character of even 
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12 These are the statutt:s and the judgements,-which ye shall 
observe to do in the land which the l.,oRD, the God of thy 
fathers, hath given thee to possess it, all the days that ye 

this the central portion of the Book of l>euterunumy. The proofs will 
be given in the detailed notes. 

The bulk of the laws are hase1I either on those of E and (in fewer 
cast:'-) of J, or upon thc consuetudinary laws of which thc Code� of 1 
E and J are the other precipirates. But their chief di,..tinction from the 
Codes of E and J is that thc latter have no counterpart to the law 
uf the Om: Altar in I>. On the contrary they imply that Israel may 
,..acrificc to their God at manv altars, where�ocver lie records llis ?\ame 
(cp. Chapman, Int rod. to F/nt. , JI ff., and Driver, Exod. ioj (.). The 
Jaw of the One Altar necessitated many other differences between the 
Code of D and the earlier legi,,lation ; for example in permitting at a 
distance from the One Altar the ,..Jaughter and eating of domestic l.iea.,ts 
without ritual; in the laws on Tithes and Fir..tlings ; and mo,..t of all in 
the institution of the Cities of Refuge, for which no equivalent was 
required in the earlier legi�lation, ,-ince according to thi,- the man who 
slew his brother accidentally might fin<I asylum at any of the many 
altars which it sanctions. Un the details of the relation uf V's law,- tu 
those of H and I' sec the notes below ; here it need only be said that 
the laws of H and I' give proof of belonging to a latcr stage than l>'s in 
the social and eccle�iastical development of Israel; and that in particular 
many of their differences from D's are due to the increased inlhtence uf 
the priesthood, its separation from the general body of the l,e\·ites, and 
its encroachment upon their rights and the rights of the lay wor,-hippcrs. 

CH. XII. 1. Tn& TITLE TO THE CouE. 

Like some other titles thi,- is mixed of Lhe Sg. and I'!. forms uf 
addresli. Sam. confirms Lhe lieu. text. The LXX harmoni�ing givc,
Pl. throughout. 

1. Tlust an th<· s!atu/,:J· am/ th,· jud.i;c111<·11t..-] As in vi. 1 bul minus 
the Commandment or Charge (Mi�wah) becau,-c thi,,, the introductory 
enforcement of Lhc religious principle,, on which the laws arc ba!>t:d, 
is now finished. 

observe lo do] See un iv. 6, v. 1. 
Uod of thy fathers] �ee on vi. 3. 
all the clays, etc.] p. h·. 9, 10, xxxi. 13. 

I. FIRST D1nsw:-. oF TIIE LAWS: u:-. \\"uRSHII' A:'\l> RELIGlot·s 
INSTITUTIONS-xii. 2-X\"i. Ii, xvi. 21-xvii. i· 

Some 16 laws occupying because of their subject the pr�·micr place in 
the Code. 
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2-28. THE LAW UF THE ONE ALTAR AND ITS COROLLARY. 

As we have seen the law of One Sanctuary for Israel wa:;, in tht: 
circumstances of that people in the jth century, an inevitable con
sequence from the prophetic proclamation of One God for Israel. 
For the practice of worshipping Him at many shrines, sanctioned hy 
Himself m the earlier period of Israel's settlement, had, especially as 
many of the sites chosen were those of the Canaanite worship of local 
Ha'alim, tended to break up the people's belief in His Unity. He 
became to their minds many Jehovahs (see above on vi . .i-); and at the 
same time their conceptions of Him were degraded by the confusion 
of His attributes with those of the deities to whose shrines He had 
succeeded. Therefore as the Unity of Jehovah and His ethical character 
are the burden of the Mi�wah or Charge introductory to the Code it is 
appropriate that the first of the laws should be that abolishing the custom 
of sacrifice at many sanctuaries and limiting His ritual to a single altar. 
Note, too, how this is immediately followed by a warning against the 
worship of other gods (vv. 29-31); and that the next laws (xii. 32-
xiii.) deal with those who entice, or are enticed, to that worship. 
Nothing could more clearly show how urgently the concentration of the 
worship of Jehovah was required in the interest of faith in His Unity 
and in His spiritual nature. How thoroughly such a law contradicts 
tfie earlier legislation about altars, as well as the divinely sanctioned 
practice of sacrifice in Israel after the settlement ; and how far it is 
incompatible with the corresponding laws in P, will appear in the 
notes. 

The chapter has some obvious editorial insertions disturbing tht: 
connection (vv. 3, 1 ;,, 16, 32); but there are besides repetitions of 
the central injunction of the law in the same or similar phraseology 
and introduced or followed by different reasons for it. A careful 
analysis shows that these are not due to the discursiveness of one 
writer, but are statements of the same law from different writers of 
the same religious school. This conclusion is confirmed by the pre
valence in vv. 2-1 '.! of the Pl. and in vv. 13-28 of the Sg. form of 
address. But even witllin 7/V. 2-12 there is a double statement of the 
central injunction ; on the other hand in vv. 13-28 the repetitions are 
either clearly editorial insertions, or due to the necessity of repeating 
the central injunction of the law in a practical corollary permitting the 
non-sacrificial enjoyment of flesh to Israelites, too far from the One 
Altar to he able regularly to consecrate it there, Thus we may dis
tinguish three statements or editions of the law, 1st vv. 2-; Pl.; 
2nd z•v. 8-n Pl.; 3rd v-;_,, 13-19 Sg., with the practical corollary or 
supplement to the law, vz•. 20-2j, the whole enforced by a general 
exhortation in ,,. 28. All three statements have much in common : 
defining the One Sanctuary as the? place n•liich Jd1ovalt J'Oztr (or thy) 
Cod slia/1 choose to put His 11aH1e there ( 1st and 3rd) or cause His name 
to dwell then (2nd); detailing the same list of sacrifices and offerinus 
which are to be brought ( 1st and 2nd) or offered (3rd which has al;o 
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2 live upon the earth. Y c shall -surely dt::stroy all the plact::s, 
wherein the nations which ye shall possess served their gods, 

take a11d ,g-o), but with some variations, for while all have burnt 
offt:rings, vows, tithes, contributions (A.\·. and R.\". hea\'e offering�). 
only the 1st and 3rd add sacrifice� to burnl•offerings, the md speal..s of 
choice vows, the 3rd defincs the tithes to be in kind, the 1st and 3rd 
add freewill offerings and tin,tlings and the 3rd speaks of holy things. 
The variations in the descriptions of how the feasts are to be enjoyed 
and who are to enjoy them arc just such as might be made Ly d1fft:rent 
but sympathetic writt:rs with tht: same aim. llut all three gi\·e differt:nt 
prefaces to the law, the first two containing ditfcrt:nt reasons for it. As 
it is uncertain whether we have these three readings of the law comph:te, 
it is impossible to say which uf them is the earlier. It is natural to 
suppose priority for the Sg. state:nent; but as they stand the 1st is the 
least developed. And it 1s only the 3rd or Sg. statement which ha, 
added to it the practical corollary of permission for the non-sacrificial 
enjoyment of flesh. 

2-7. FIRST STAlnlENT OF THE LAW UF THE ONE ALTAR. 

In the Pl. address, with unc later insertion, z·. 3, and possibly anoth•:r 
5b; the rest is a unity. It appropriately opens with tht: command to 
destroy all the places at which the nations worship, whom Israel is 
about to dispossess ; for it was the use of thc�e sanctuaries for the 
worship of Jchovah and the conseljuent confusion of Him with the 
Canaanite deities that produced tht: evils from which the only practical 
escape was by concentrating His worship. Thc prefact: to this first 
form uf the law diffe1s from that to the second "hich is also Pl. 

2. surdy dtstn.1;•] A form of the vb. used only with l'l. address, 
xi. 4, xii. 2, 3. Another form of the same vb. is used both with Sg. 
and PI., vii. 24, viii. 20, etc. 

all the plaas] The Heb. mafom, lit. pla,e if slat1di11g up but used 
in the widest sense of spot or loca/it;1, is to be understood thrpughout this 
ch. as Ito/;• or sacred pla,·,: (cp. Gen. xii. 6, the 111,1�·,Jm if Sluchm1); 
like its Ar. form, 111a*d111, 'sacred place,· wht:ther as the place where 
one stands up to pray (one of the special senses of the vL .. Mm) or, 
with the name of a saint attached to it, as the place of his burial which 
he still haunts, or at which he once stood, e.g. • mal,::im 'Ibrahim' 
(Pocock, Sjwimen Hist. Arabu111, 124). But in this restricted sense 
the Heb. mafJm is rather the place of the Deity, Ilis habitation: cp. 
v. 5, ' Isai.' Ix. 13, plaa ,if 111;• sat1d11,11J' = plaa of 111;• fut; Ezek. xii ii. 
7, place of my t/1ro11f, if the soles if 111)' J�·et, where I dzt'dl, etc.; Acts 
vi. 13

1 
t/iis holy place, 14, this place. 

wh,-rd11 the nations which ye are to dispossess worahipped th,ir 
gods] On dispossess sec ix. 1. IVorshipp,·d or /1,1z·<" worshipped may be 
a sign of the writer's own time when the Canaanites were no more� yet 
it is nut incompatible with the standpoint of the speaker. 
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upon the high mountains, and upon the hills, and under 

upon the high mou11tai11s, and upon the /zi/fs, a11d under ,'Very green 
tree] A frequent combination in O.T. The part of a hill selected for 
a shrine was not the top but either one of the lower Jwomontories (so, 
and not tops, in Hos. iv. r3; Ezek. vi. 13), or a ·hollow below the 
summit or between two summits (e.g. the high-place al Gezer dis
covered by ;\fr Macalister) within reach of water. Green can hardly 
be the meaning of the Heb. ra',1111111, which is either luxuriant, 
branching an<l overshadowing, or mobile and wa,·y, or full of sound; 
as variously appears from the forms of the same root in Ar. (=loose, 
with much motion, quickly changing, but also redundant and bulging), 
from the LXX translations of the Heb. (leafy, overshadowing, and the 
like), and from such passages as Hos. iv. 13 (they saoijict? under oal.·s, 
}<'jlars, and terebi11ths,for their shade is good), Ezek. vi. r 3 (under ez•ay 
spreadi11g tra and thit-k oak), xx. 28 (every thick free). • The luxury 
of the trees' (Bacon), 'her leafy arms with such extent were spread' 
{Dryden). The presence of a god was suggested not merely by the 
power of life manifest in the greenness of the tree (W. R. Smith, Rd. 
St'/11. 1 i 3) nor only hy its conspicuousness in the 1:i.ndscape and the 
shade it gave from a glowing atmosphere, but also by the mobility (cp. 
the N. H. ra'al, to wave, and the Syr. r'ula, shaking) and the ru�tling 
of the tree which suggested the mm·cment or speech of the deity ; th,· 
sound of a marching iu t/1e tops of the mulberry tnes .. J<'ho,,ah ,1;011,· 

forth before thee (2 Sam. v. 24), the sound<'/ Jel10'vah Cod walking iu tilt' 
garden i11 tlu wind (Gen. iii. 8), and lcre/iinths of Jforeh, i.e. Rn.'ealrr, 
orade-giz•er (xi. 30; Gen. xii. 6). It is among these ideas of luxuriance, 
shade, mobility and sound that the meaning of ra'c'iniin is to Le found. 
That it cannot mean ,![/·em is also proved by it,; application to oil, I',. 
xcii. ro (11), where LXX renders it by n"d1. 

These site.,, naturally sympathetic to worship, were used by the Semite, a., brother 
races. On 111()1t11tni11s, as• especially place, of burnt offering, see W. R. Smith. 
Rd. Sem. 99, 1tt, 470 f.; on trees as objects of worship, id. 125 f., 169; an<l 
believed by modern Arabs to be inhabited by spirits, l\lusil, Eth11. B,·,·icht, 325 f. 
So frequently in the O.T. of the Canaanite cults. But the same sites were indicated 
by God to the Hebrew Patriarchs :-Abraham was bidden to offer Isaac on a mountain 
U, Gen. xxii. 2), Jeho\'ah appeared to bim at the plaa of Shechem, the oak or 
terebinth of J\Ioreh, and there he built an altar to Jehovah (J, Gen. xii. 6 f.), similarly • 
at the oak of Mamre (J, Gen. xiii. 18); while at Be'ersheba he planted a tamarisk 
and called on God's name (J, Gen. xxi. 33). At Sinai Moses went up into the Mount to 
meet God (JE, Ex. xix. ff.). So too after Israel's entrance into Canaan :-an oak 
stood in the sanctuary of Jehovah at Shechem (E, Jos. xxiv. 26). As in Abraham's 
time, Gideon was bidden build an altar on the top of the stronghold, and Jeho,-ah·s 
angel appeared to him under the oak in 'Ophrah and there Gideon presented offerings 
and built an altar to Jehovah (Judg. vi. u, 19, 24, 26); under Samuel the ark of 
Jehovah was taken to the house of Abinadab on the hill (1 Sam. vii. 1), and Israel 
sacrificed at l\li�pah, Gilgal, and Ramah at the high place there (,·ii. 5 ff., 16 f., 
i,,. 12 f., 19), on the hill of God with a high place (x. 5, 10, 13), and Nob (xxi. 1 ff.): 
cp. the altars built by Saul on the field of a victory over the Philistines (xi\'. 35) and 
by David on the threshing floor of Araunah, where the angel had appeared (2 Sam. 
xxh·. 21, 25) and the yearly sacrifice by David's family at Beth-lehem (1 Sam. xx. 
6, 29), and Solomon's sacrifices at Giheon, the great high place (1 Kgs iii. 4). Elijah 
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3 every green tree : and ye shall break down their altars, and 
<lash in pieces their 1 pillars, and burn their Asherim with
fire; and ye shall hew down the graven images of their 
gods ; and ye shall destroy their name out of that place. 

1 Or, olitlisl:s 

"'"' l,id,lt-11 10 i:n 1 .. Carmel, and l,uild there an altar tn Jel1<J\'ah ("·iii. 19 f., 32), :111<I 
�l��lill \\t"lll t,1 tlorcb the �lount uf (;o,d (xi,. e ff.). l)cu(. it�lf rei,cntlli. the accu1111t 
11f \lo-..(',' i11tcrl1111r-..e \\ilh Jeho,ah on thl.' �lu1111t (ix.,,..) and c•mtain, (\.,.vii.◄ fl., 
partly fr11111 E �) the cnmmarul to put up ,tone,;, i,1..__,_-ribccl with the l..a,, ♦tnd an ;,har 
upo11 :\It l·.ha!. Therefore do,,11 at le;,,t tu the l,uilcling oi the Temple in Jcru,,lc.-111 . 
it ,,.l ... the ni-.tom in Judah and iknjamin to wor,hip Jcho,ah on ,ut:h h,J;:h place, a, 
th11,t' .it ,, hid1 the Cana;-i.nite-. \Hir,hippcd their god,, and thi, cu,tnm w:i., conti11ut6cl 
in ::-1. l,rad l,y Elijah. By the 81h cen1ury l,r:,el appear., 10 ha,·e promiscu011,l)· 
:nl,,ptt'tl t11c l"ar1a:lnite shrine,, and the pruµhct, complain t,f their :lJkt�ta,y a1u.l 
liq�ntioth rite, 011 tlu l,,·,1dl,111ds o/ th,· 11101111/ains 1111d ,,,, tlu hills aud 1111d,r r.·,·,:•· 
.\pr,·,,din.:.� fr,('\\ ith ,pteiJI mcntiun f'J/ ""J.:s, fe/'lflrs, 1111d trrrbi11tlu and predict the 
futility :,11,l di,appointment or their tru,t in ,uch plac�, (Ho,. i\·. 12 f.; I, i. �•9; 
Jcr. ii. -.�J, iii. 6, 8, ,.,, 23, x,ii. 1 f.; t•,cl... ,i., ,. ,,·iii. 5 f., xx. 28; '1-.-ii. • h·ii. 5, 
Ix,·. 7). The prophl"I, regard all 1hi< '" a l•a,k.,·/1,li11l{ from the pure ,.-or-hip of earlier 
time,. ),rad ,rn\.':ht to ha,c h.tH>Wn bc:tter than ,mk to ,uch traitorou, and dcgrat.linJ,: 
pra1 ti, e,. l:ut the pruphet, �1ppc.--al to nn la\\ on the ,uLjl·c·t .1nd it i, clear that their 
vhj1·ctiu1i... to ,itc, ,o 11:ltural for wnr,hip. all(l 11-..ed hy the P;,rriarch,;t11<l l«:"ader, or I ..;.r:iel 
\\ ith the ,a111 lion of ),rad', G<Kt, j.., due h)th (l) the elllt'ri.,!:t:IICe \\ uh J1r11phec� or 
♦t 1-.n1rt·r rdigiun a11d t11 the c:\pt·ricnt.:e thr,,ui;hnut the intc" c11i11g 1·cuturit:!'i uf the t.·, ii 
t:ffcll OIi l,rael of the a,,o,·iatiuth of the,c ,itc.:, �ith the immoral pr:u.:tice, or the 
Canaanite.:; and or the tni...t in purcl) material ol,jc1.·t0rii "h1ch 1hey cn�cndercd in the 
\\ 11r,hipp("r,. Xoth111g: coultl 11,ercomc thc,e e,il, e:\ccpt the tlt",tn1ction ur the hil,!h 
pbn:, :md the cuncentra1ion uf the wur:--hip of Jd11J,·ah upon one altar. llcnt.:e the 
ri,t.� uf J )', Jaw, clearly unknu\\ n to the J uctgc,, l'rophcts, an,t Kings uf) ,rad at le:i,t 
down to �oln111()n :1nd al,u lo Elijah. The b,w j.;. tht"rcforc the re,uh uf the tt·,;,d1in,e. 
of the prophet!'i t,r the Sth century: hut thi, conclu,ion do,e, 11nt preclude the pt,...,,l,ility 
uf earlier ,por:ulic au empt,, especially Ill Judah, to du awa} with th,e hc;tthen -..a1wt11• 
arics (sec lntrod. § 11). 

3. l>estruction of altars, and other sacred objects in the Canaanite 
place,-. Similarly Yiii. :, ; cp. Ex. x:1.xi\. , .�. But here the verse i,- ni
dcnt ly :i later intrusion; it hreaks the connection Letween 'i'1'. '2 and 4. 

/,r,·al.· d,r.1•111 Rather, tear down: in o:r.· or altars, high place,, 
walls. 

11/tars] Lit. positions _!i>r sl,111.1:hta an<l sacrifice. See Dri,·er on 
Ex. xx. 24. 

fil/11rs ... Aslun·m] For these see on xvi. 11, n. The verus bun, 
and h,·,,• dm,•11 ought prol,al,ly to be transposed (Criit1.), cp. LXX and 
vii.:,, 2�. 

Kraz•,·11 i111t1.(<'-' '!/ tluir g,,ds] .·\pparently distinct from the pillars and 
·-'s!i.'ri111. llcli. p11sil as in vii.:,, '2:, (also in llo,.,. and :\lie.) another 
form of pesel, iv. 16, 13, 2�, v. 8.

and ,kstrOJ' their 11a111t out ef that plaa] vii. 14 with another form 
nf the ,,anw Yb.: see on ,'. 2. To destroy the worship of a god i, to 
pre,·ent hi, m:inifestation to men, so that it is as if he cea..,ed to he. Cp. 
the :in:ilngy in Israel, \\hen ;\loses ple:Hls that Jehov:ih will not tlest1oy 
/or Iii.,· 1111111e•.,. sal.·,·; if they perish, who will perpt'luatc I I is name.-, 
i.t'. Iii, worship, His re,·elation, Himself? See on ,·. ◄· 
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Ye shall not do so unto the Lorp your God. But unto the $ 
place which the Lorp your God shall choose out of all your 
tribes to put his name there, even unto his habitation shall 

-ye seek, and thither thou shalt come: and thither ye shall 6 

4. Ye.shall not do so unto the LorD your God| Clearly this follows 
not the preceding verse but zv. 2. 

' 6. the place which the LorD your God shall choose| Place, Sg., in 
contrast to all the places of v. 2. ‘Jehovah chooses it (in contrast to 
the sanctuaries chosen by Israel themselves) for a sanctuary for Himself, 
as He has chosen the people that it may be holy to Him (ep. vii. 6). 
He is therefore no limited, local deity, tied to the soil, like the Ba‘alim. 
He might have chosen another place out of all your tribes than Jeru- 
salem’ (Bertholet). The phrase is D’s regular description of the One 
Sanctuary: either alone, xii. 18, 26, xiv. 25, xv. 20, xvi. 7, 15, 16, 
xvii. 8, ro, xvili. 6, xxxi. 11; or with additions :—in one of thy tribes 
(xii. 14) =o of all your-tribes (here LXX, in one of your cities); to put 
His name there, here 7. 21, xiv. 243 to cause His name to dwell there, 
zw. (1, XiV. 23, Xvi. 2,6, 11, xxvi. 2. All these except xii. 4, II are in 
the Sg. address. The only other passage in the Hex. in which the 
phrase occurs is the deuteronomic Josh. ix. 27. In E, Ex. xx. 24, the 
parallel but contradictory phrase is iz every place where J record my 
name (see Driver’s note). For shall choose Sam. has curiously hath 
chosen, abandoning the standpoint of the speaker, assumed by the Heb. 
text, for that of the writer. Zhe place is of course Jerusalem (cp. 
1 Kgs vill. 44, 48 and other deuteronomic passages in Kings). The 
naming of the place would not be compatible with the standpoint of the 
speaker, and was superfluous to the generation for whom D wrote. 

to put.his name there| For other instances of the phrase in D and its 
alternative, cause his name to dwell there, see previous note. The name 
of God is just God Himself as manifested to men. So E, Ex. xxiii. 21, 
of the angel sent by Him before Israel: my name is in him; and J, 
Ex. xxxill. 19, of the moral nature of Israel’s God: 7 zwi// make all my 
goodness pass before thee and will proclaim the name of Jehovah before 
thee. His sanctuary is the place of Jehovah's name (Is. xviii. 7) because 
there He reveals Himself to Israel; to Jerusalem she nations shall 
gather to the name of Jehovah (Jer. iii. 17); cp. the deuteronomic phrase 
to build an house to the name of Jehovah (2 Sam. vii. 13; 1 Kgs iii. 2, 
Vv. 3, 5 (17, 19), viii. 16—20, 44, 48. 

even unto his habitation) So Heb.; but LXX (as inv. 11), fo cause 
7t to dwell. If this reading be adopted the following vb. must refer 
back to the words, ¢o the place, at the beginning of the verse. 

shall ye seek) A technical term for resort to the Deity or his shrine = 
v. 30, after other gods (but with sense of enquiring); J, Gen. xxv. 22, 
to Jehovah; Am. v. 5, to Bethel. In iv. 29 the sense is not technical 
but has a moral force. For another meaning of the same vb. see xi. 12. 

and thither thou shalt come| The only Sg. phrase in this statement 
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bring your burnt offerings, and your sacrifices, and your 
tithes, and the heave offering of your hand, and your vows, 

of the law; but either delete thou shalt come with LXX B, or read ye 
shall come with Sam., LXX A and other codd. and Lue. ’ 

6. Thither all sacrifices and sacred dues are to be brought; for 
variants in the other statements of the law see vv. 11, 13? 17, 27. 
your burnt offerings and your sacrifices! ‘Oloth and xbahim: the 

two most ordinary forms of animal sacrifice, vv. 11, 27; Ex. x. 25 (J) 
and xviii. 12 (E), but in Ex. xx. 24 (E), ‘o/oth and sh*lamim. The 
‘élah, what goes up, either upon the altar or in smoke to heaven, was 
the whole victim (except the hide) and was wholly consumed (hence the 
LXX, ddoxa’rwyua, Vg. holocaustum); the worship) took no part of 
it. The zebah, lit. the slaughtering—at first all laaghiet of domestic 
animals was sacrificial—was the more ancient and common form of 
sacrifice, of which the blood was poured out and the fat burned as the 
Deity’s portion, certain other parts were given to the priest as his due 
(see on “rumah below), and the rest eaten by the worshippers. In 
early Israel the sebah is mentioned along with the minhad (lit. gift), 
the cereal or ‘ meat’ offering (1 Sam. iii. 14, xxvi. 19). The shelem: 
R.V. peace offering (after the LX X), according to others thank offering, 
is more probably, because of its name (from shillem, to Suifit or 
discharge) and because of its use (instead of sehah) for sacrifices in 
general, fulfilment, discharge, i.e. of vows, etc. Yet in this case the 
form shz//um would be more natural. See on xxvii. 7. ‘ 

These ordinary sacrifices, then, which the older law in E directs 
shall be made on an altar 7 every place where Jehovah shall record His 
name (Ex. xx. 24), must, according to D, be brought to the One Altar. 
The necessary corollary is not given in this first statement of the law 
but follows in the third, vv. 15 f., 20 ff. 
your tithes) or tenths: at first used generally in Eng.—‘ every tithe 

soul,’ ‘the tithe of a hair’ (Shakespeare)—but like the Scots ‘tiends’ 
generally limited to taxes of one-tenth especially in kind ; in D of corn, 
wine and ofl, v. 17, xiv. 23, of the increase of thy seed, xiv. 22, of the 
increase of each third year, xiv. 28, xxvi. 12... See further on these 
passages. 

the heave offering of your hand) Heb. trumah from herim, to xaise ; 
not as the Eng. translation suggests that which is elevated ritually 
before the altar; but tht which is /zf/ted off or out of a greater mass, 
LXX, dgalpeua, and separated or abstracted, LXX, agépioua, for the 
sanctuary. In D (before which it does not occur) only here and zz. 11, 
17. Probably it is here intended to cover the firstfruits of corn, wine, 
oil and wool, xviii. 4, of all the fruit of thy ground, xxvi. 2 (on which 
see further), already prescribed in the earlier legislation of E, Ex. xxiii. 
16, 19. The term is much more frequent in P and Ezekiel and with a 
wider application : of fruits of the soil, Num. xv. 19—21 (cp. Neh. x. 37); 
of gold, silver, bronze and other precious objects for the sanctuary, 
Ex. xxv, 2f.; of the sanctuary half-shekel, Ex. xxx. 133 of the lands 
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and your freewill offerings, and the firstlings of your herd 
and of your flock: and there ye shall eat before the Lorp 
your God, and ye shall rejoice in all that ye put your hand 

reserved for priests and Levites, Ezek. xlv. 1, 6f.; of the portions for 
priests lifted off the sacrificial victims, Lev. vii. 14; Ex. xxix. 27 f. 
Contribution is therefore the Eng. word which comes nearest to it, but 
is not satisfactory!. Of your hand: it is not to be abstracted by an 
official but must be a direct and personal gift of the worshipper. 

your vows| Things vowed to God or to the sanctuary in connection 
with prayers, for deliverance from some pressing danger or the success 
of an enterprise, see further on xxiii. 21—23 (22—24), and here note 
only the development from the simple directions of D to the elaborate 
and discriminating laws of P on the same subject, Lev. xxvii. t—29; 
Num. xxx. (further in the Mishna tractate Medarim); and the frauds 
practised with vows, Mal. i. 14, and the casuistry, Matt. xv. 4 f.; 
Mk vii. 1o0f. 
your freewill offerings) Sacrifices you are moved to make without 

previous promise or legal injunction. 
Jjirstlings of your herd and of your flock} See on xv. 19—23.- 
1. and there ye shall eat before the LORD your God] i.e. sacra- 

mentally ; for this eating is as much a part of the religious rite as the 
offering of certain portions of the victim on the altar. _ Before your God 
(vv. 12, 18, xiv. 23, 26, etc.), in His presence; there is no statement 
that the feast was shared with Him, though of course the burning of the 
fat on the altar meant that He shared it; and there can be no doubt 
that this physical communion of the deity and his worshippers was the 
original meaning of such sacrifices (see W. R. Smith, Re/. Sem. 207 ff.). 
The absence of the statement of any such idea was, however, to be 
expected in D. ‘ 

and ye shall rejoice in all that ye put your hand unto| Rejoice, so 
simply, xiv. 26; before Jehovah thy God, xvi. £1, xxvil. 7; rejoice in 
the feast, xvi. 143 be altogether joyful, xvi. 15; in all the good which 
Jehovah thy God hath given thee, xxv. 113 in all the mission or enterprise 
of your hand, v. 18, xv. 10, xxiii. 20 (21); cp. xxviii. 8, 20, blessing... 
and rebuking in all that thou puttest thy hand to. This last expression 
is peculiar to D and synonymous with the work of thy hand (ii. 7, 
XIV. 29, XVI. 15, XXIV. 19, XXVIli. 12, xxx. 9). The sacrament was thus 
also an eucharist; a thanksgiving for the success of the year’s toil. 

It has been rightly emphasised (Steuern. and Berth.) that in so 
elaborate a list of offerings, apparently meant to be complete, there is 
no mention of the sin and guilt offerings which are enforced in P; 
these, therefore, were unknown, or disregarded, by the deuteronomists. 
The worship to which Israel is commanded in D is, in spite of D’s 
rigorous ethical teaching and sense of Israel’s sins, one only of joyous 

) Transfer ox conveyance is also possible. 
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unto, ye and your households, wherein the Lorp thy God 
8 hath blessed thee. Ye shall not do after all the things that 
we do here this day, every man whatsoever is right in his 

9 own eyes: for ye are not as yet come to the rest and to the 

communion with Jehovah and thankfulness for the material blessings 
which He annually provides. 

ye and your households} The family character of the worship is 
frequently emphasised by D and is very striking in view of his 
Eee cige of Israel’s worship. Here again dak is a contrast 
with P. 

8—12. SECOND STATEMENT OF THE LAW OF THE SINGLE 
SANCTUARY. 

With a different preface from the first, contrasting Israel’s duty after 
settlement to concentrate on the one altar, not with the practice of the 
Canaanites, but with that of Israel itself in thé time of the wanderings : 
for the rest substantially the same as the first statement, and like it in 
the Pl. address, with one doubtful transition to Sg. : see on v. 9. 

8. Ye shall not do after all the things that we do here this day| That 
is in the time of Moses the speaker, and in Moab; but with reference 
(as the following vz. indicate) to the ritual practice of Israel during 
the whole forty years preceding their settlement. There may, however, 
be also here « reflection of the religious practice of the writer’s own 
time (Oettli). 

every man whatsoever is right in his own eyes) So with regard to the 
multiplication of local shrines after the settlement in Canaan, Judg. xvii. 
6, cp. xxi. 25. 

But if Israel and even Moses—we!—worshipped, where every man 
thought good, what are we to make of P’s account of the institution of 
the Tabernacle at Sinai, and of its use during the rest of the forty years 
and of P’s rigorous and exact laws (e.g. Lev. xvii.) concérning the 
ritual? Obviously P either did not exist when D’s law of the one 
altar was written, or was unknown to its author. Amos agrees with D. 
His challenge to Israel (v. 25), did ye bring unto Me sacrifices and 
offerings in the wilderness forty years? expects a negative answer in 
support of his polemic against all sacrifice. Jeremiah’s report of a 
word of God (vii. 22): 7 spake not unto your fathers in the day that 
I brought them out of the land of Egypt concerning burnt offerings or 
sacrifices is also indicative of the non-existence of P in the 7th century ; 
and though it continues to give expression to the essential contents of 
the deuteronomic covenant in deuteronomic language it is difficult to 
reconcile it with such a law as is now before us. . ~ 

9. for ye are not as yet come to the rest, etc.|. The present irregular 
form of Israel’s worship is excused by their unsettled, wandering con- 
dition. It was then inevitable, but if so what becomes of P’s central 
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_ inheritance, which the Lorp thy God giveth thee. But 10 
when ye go over Jordan, and dwell in the land which the 
Lorp your God causeth you to inherit, and he giveth you 
rest from all your enemies round about, so that ye dwell in 
safety ; then it shall come to pass that the place which the 
Lorp your God shall choose to cause his name to dwell 
there, thither shall ye bring all that I command you; your 
burnt offerings, and your sacrifices, your tithes, and the heave 
offering of your hand, and all your choice vows which ye 
vow unto the Lorp: and ye shall rejoice before the Lorp 
your God, ye, and your sons, and your daughters, and your 

~ I 

_ 2 

sanctuary in the wilderness and his rigorous laws for the ritual? Zo ¢he 
rest, 1 Kgs viii. 56 (deuteronomic); there the erection of the Temple 
marks the close of Israel’s struggles for possession~of the land: cp. 
v. 100. 

the inheritance which the LoRD your God is about to give you] Sce 
on iv. 21. Heb. ¢dy and ¢/ee. But probably your and you should be 
read with Sam. and some LX X_codd. (most read owr God giveth yout). 
At the same time zzheritance is elsewhere used with passages in the Sg. 

~ address: if the Sg. be retained here the clause must be a later insertion. 
10. when ye go over Jordan] The usual phrase with the Pl., see on 

ili. 18, iv. 21; but ix. 1 is Sg. 
causeth you to inhertt] See oni. 38. 
giveth you rest, etc.| See on v. g. 
11. See on vv. 5f. where the expressions are the same or similar ; 

only cause his name to dwell there for put his name there (v. 5); all 1 
am about to command you (cp. v. 14); firstdings and freewill offerings. 
are omitted; and for wows there is choice vows, Heb. all the choice of 
your vows—ambiguous, and either only the chorcest of the things you 
have vowed (cp. Ex. xiv. 7, xv. 4) in which case the form of the law is 
a modification of the other, or the choice things, your vows. More 
probable is the former. Of the contrary opinion is Bertholet. 

12. See on v. 7: eat found there is here omitted; and your house- 
holds is defined as sons, daughters, bondmen and bondmaids, and the 
Levite within your gates. So v. 18, xvi. 11, 14 (+stranger, fatherless, 
widow, Cp. XiV. 29), v- 14 (stranger instead of Levete), xiv. 26 f. (howse- 
hold and Levite), xxvi. 11 (thou, Levete and stranger). Wives are not 
mentioned, for they are included in those to whom the law is addressed ; 
a significant fact. Zhe Levite within your gates (the only instance of 
the phrase with the Pl. address, see on v. 17) is the family or local 
minister of the ritual, who is deprived of the means of subsistence by 
the disestablishment of the rural shrines, azd hath no portion nor in- 
heritance with you, no land of his own: see on x. g and further under 
xviii. 1—8: 
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menservants, and your maidservants, and the Levite that is 
within your gates, forasmuch as he hath no portion nor 

13 inheritance with you. Take heed to thyself that thou offer 
14 not thy burnt offerings in every place that thou seest: but 

in the place which the Lorp shall choose in one of thy 
tribes, there thou shalt offer thy burnt offerings, and there 

15 thou shalt do all that I command thee. Notwithstanding 
thou mayest kill and eat flesh within all thy gates, after all 
the desire of thy soul, according to the blessing of the 
Lorp thy God which he hath given thee; the unclean and 
the clean may eat thereof, as of the gazelle, and as of the 

16 hart. Only ye shall not eat the blood; thou shalt pour it 

13—19. THIRD STATEMENT OF THE LAW OF THE ONE 
SANCTUARY. 

In the Sg. address and with phrases characteristic of that form. In 
substance much the same as the two previous statements, the <ahim 
being curiously omitted from the list of offerings. Vw. 15 f. are clearly 
a later insertion. We see from this statement how a law tended in the 
hands of the deuteronomists to grow both in content and form. 

13. Take heed to thyself] See on vi. 12. 
burnt offerings| ‘Oléth alone without 2*bahim. This may have been 

the original form of the law. Contrast vz. 6 and rr. 
om every place that thou seest) Peculiar to this statement: i.e. every 

sacred place used as such by the Canaanites on the conspicuous positions 
described in v. 2. Thou seest, cp. Ezek. xx. 28, when I had brought 
them into the land...then they saw (or looked out for) every high hill 
and every thick tree and offered there, ete: 

14. See onv. 5: here zz one of thy tribes instead of out of all thy 
tribes. 

15,16. Notwithstanding...Only| Both=Heb. ra&, used to introduce 
exceptions or qualifications to the laws, 10 times, and 10 more in the 
rest of the book (see on x. 15). On the contents of these verses see 
vv. 20—25 which they anticipate, disturbing at the same time the list, 
of offerings begun in 13, 14 and continued in 17. - The “immediate 
connection of 17 with 14 is clear. On these grounds vv. 15, 16 are 
generally taken as a later insertion. Note, too, the Pl. ye shall not eat 
in 16. The Pl. does not occur in the rest of this statement of the law 
and may well be due to the hand that has made this addition; as so 
many of these sporadic changes of address are found in editorial 
additions. The LXX confirms the PI. here: the Sam. Sg. may be 
due to harmonising. 

17. Direct continuation of 13. 14, completing the list of offerings 
to be brought to the one altar, On the contenis see on vv. 6 and 
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out upon the earth as water. Thou mayest not eat within 
thy gates the tithe of thy corn, or of thy wine, or of thine, 
oil, or the firstlings of thy herd or of thy flock, nor any of 
thy vows which thou vowest, nor thy freewill offerings, nor 
the heave offering of thine hand: but thou shalt eat them 
before the Lorp thy God in the place which the Lorp thy 
God shall choose, thou, and thy son, and thy daughter, and 
thy manservant, and thy maidservant, and the Levite that is 
within thy gates: and thou shalt rejoice before the Lorp 
thy God in all that thou puttest thine hand unto, Take 
heed to thyself that thou forsake not the Levite as long as 
thou livest upon thy land. 

tr: the phraseology is however, unlike theirs, characteristic of the Sg. 
passages. 

Thou mayest not) Heb., lit. thou sha/t not be able: in the sense thou 
must or darest not only in Sg. passages: here, xvi. 5, xvii. 15, xxii. 3, 
or with he, xxi. £6, xxil. 19, 29, Xxiv. 4. 

within thy gates| Thy homestead or town of residence: used almost 
exclusively with Sg. (v. 14, xii. 17f., 21, xiv. 21, 27, 28, 29, xv. 22, 
KVi. 11, 14, xvii. 8, xxiv. 14, XXVi. 12, xxxi. 12, cp. xxviii. 57). Only 
one PI. passage has it, xii. 12. 

18. See.on vv. 5, 7, 12. 
19. Zake heed, etc.] See on vi. 12. 
thou forsake not the Levite, etc.] So xiv. 27. 

20—28. PRACTICAL COROLLARY TO THE LAW OF THE 
ONE ALTAR. 

Originally among the Semites as among some other races all slaughter 
of domestic animals was sacramental!: cp. the Heb. and Arab. word 
for altar, lit. slaughter-place (see on v. 3). But if this law was still to 
prevail when sacrifice was limited to one altar the flesh of these animals 
could only be enjoyed at it, and the lawful or ‘clean’ enjoyment of 
flesh became impossible to all who lived out of reach of the altar. 
Compare the analogy in Hos. ix. 3 f. where it is said that when Israel 
are exiled and cease to dwell in Jehovah’s land, where alone sacrifice is 
legal for them, they must eat zszcleax food, and became polluted for 
their food has not first come ito a house of Jehovah (cp. Am. vii. 17). 
The confinement of sacrifice to one place therefore rendered it necessary 
to sanction non-ritual slaughter and eating of animals. This is done in 

! For the argument that this practice was due to belief in the kinship of the tribe 
(and its god) with its animals and that in consequence these were too sacred to be 
slain except with solemn rites and in the presence and with the consent of the whole 
family, clan or tribe, who all partook of the flesh and set apart certain portions and 
the blood for their god, see W. R. Smith, Red. Sem. Lects. viii., ix. 

17 

8 _ 
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When the Lorp thy God shall enlarge thy border, as he ~ 
hath promised thee, and thou shalt say, I will eat flesh, — 
because thy soul desireth to eat flesh; thou mayest eat — 
flesh, after all the desire of thy soul. If the place which 
the Lorp thy God shall choose to put his name there be 
too far from thee, then thou shalt kill of thy herd and 
of thy flock, which the Lorp hath given thee, as I have 
commanded thee, and thou shalt eat within thy gates, after 

the following verses but on two conditions, (1) that God shall have 
enlarged Israel’s territory, and (2) that the eaters do not live in the 
neighbourhood of the altar. On these conditions the eating of domestic 
animals shall be as that of game, in need of no ritual sanctign (22). 
Only their blood must be poured on the ground (23—25). And all 
holy things, specially consecrated, must be brought to the one altar, and 
the ‘olath and the blood of the séahim put upon it (26f.). The 
section closes with a general injunction of obedience (28).—There 
appears no reason to doubt the unity of this supplement to the law 
of the one sanctuary (apart from small, possibly editorial, insertions). 
It is throughout in the Sg. address, and logical in its arrangement. 
The return to the keynote of the law is natural. Note the religious 
advance which it involves. By separating the enjoyment of animal 
food from religious rites (as well as by directing the blood of the 
animals to be poured on the ground), the law cut off the ancient 
primitive superstitions of the physical kinship of a tribe and their god 
with their animals, and rendered less possible the animal idolatry which 
these engendered. ; 

20. shall enlarge thy border\ So xix. 8, also Ex. xxxiv. 24, probably 
editorial. 

as he hath promised thee) Heb. has said. To regard this as an 
editorial addition, on the ground that it anticipates 216 (Steuern., 
Berth.), is precarious. The spirit of such a promise is in several 
previous passages: e.g. f 21. : 

thy soul destreth| On the soul as seat of the appetite see xiv. 26, - 
xxiv. 15; Gen. xxvil. 9; Pro. xxvii. 7. The frankness of this statement 
is noteworthy. 

after all the (or every) desire of thy soul] The utmost freedom 
is granted. But the whole passage implies that flesh was eaten only 
seldom in early Jsrael, which is confirmed by Nathan’s parable and the 
Book of Ruth (W. R. Smith, O7/7C?, 249 7.). 

21. Jf] Rather, Because. 
the place which the LoRD thy God shall choose, etc.] See on v. 5. 
thou shalt kill} The same vb. as is used of sacrifice but here in a 

non-ritual sense. 
as I have commanded thee} Can only refer to v. 15 and if that, as we 

have seen probable, is a later insertion, this must be of the same character 
(Steuern., Bertholet). Ss 
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all the desire of thy soul. Even as the gazelle and as the 
_ hart is eaten, so thou shalt eat thereof: the unclean and 
-.the clean shall eat thereof alike. Only be sure that thou 

eat not the blood: for the blood is the life ; and thou shalt 

within thy gates} See onv. 17. 
22. Even.as the gazelle and as the hart ts eaten] Gazelle. Heb. 

S67, and Ar. zaby or thobhy (Doughty, dr. Des. 11. 468) are both 
properly the gazel/a Dorcas, a horned animal about the size of a roe- 
buck, but more graceful, numerous in Arabia and Syria; but as zaby 
was used as the more general term for ghaza/ or gazelle (Lane), so s%bz 
probably covered several species of gazelle and antelope. Hart, Heb. 
‘ayyal, from ’z/ to precede, as leader of the herd, perhaps the fallow 
deer cervus dama; but Ar. zyyal is mountain-goat (Lane). The two 
names occurring together here, v. 15, xiv. 5, xv. 22, are not to be 
taken specifically, but generally of many kinds of gazelle, antelope and 
deer eaten by Israel and the Arabs, but not allowed for sacrifice (except 
in certain cases among the Arabs, Wellh. Aeste d. Arab. Heid. 112). 
The reason was that wild animals taken in hunting were not akin to 
man, and therefore needed not to be eaten sacramentally. Hence the 
following clause— 

unclean and clean shall eat thereof alike| Both adj., used also in 
physical and ethical sense, here mean ritually unclean and clean: the 
injunction is found elsewhere in D, v.15, xv. 22, and in P. Sam., LXX 
add among thee. Alike, Heb. together, the one as well as the other. 

so thou shalt eat thereof| i.e. of domestic animals: out of reach of 
the sanctuary they may be slain and eaten without rites. What 
freedom the deuteronomic law thus effected, in contrast to petty and 
embarrassing scrupulousness engendered by the legislation of P and its 
elaboration in later Judaism, can be appreciated only by a study of the 
N.T. texts on the question of meats. Cp. Acts x. 15, what God hath 
cleansed make not thou common; 1 Cor. x. 25, xi. 20 ff. ; Rom. xiv. 203 
1 Tim. iv. 4, and for the expression of a still higher principle 
Matt. xv. 11. 

23. Only] Heb. vak, see on x. 15, and xii. 15, 16. 
be sure] Lit. be firm or strong: usually in D with another verb— 

be strong and courageous ; see on i. 38, iii. 28. 
that thou eat not the blood| That there was at once a strong temp- 

tation to partake of the blood and from the earliest times a national 
conscience against “doing so, is seen in 1 Sa. xiv. 32 ff, according to 
which ¢he people flew upon the spotl—sheep, oxen and calves—and slew 
them on the ground, without altar or rites, and ate them with the blood... 
So the people stn against Jehovah in that they eat with the blood, and he 
satd, Ye have transgressed. For a similar conscience, and violation of 
it, among the Arabs, see Doughty, Av. Des. 11. 238. 
Jor the blood ts the life} The identification of blood and life was a 

“matter of ordinary observation; as the one ebbed so did the other. 

22 
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24 not eat the life with the flesh. Thou shalt not eat it; thou — 
25 shalt pour it out upon the earth as water. Thou shalt not 

eat it; that it may go well with thee, and with thy children 
after thee, when thou shalt do that which is right in the eyes 

26 of the Lorp. Only thy holy things which thou hast, and 
thy vows, thou shalt take, and go unto the place which the 

27 Lorp shall choose: and thou shalt offer thy burnt offerin 
the flesh and the blood, upon the altar of the Lorp thy 
God: and the blood of thy sacrifices shall be poured out 
upon the altar of the Lorp thy God, and thou shalt eat the - 

28 flesh. Observe and hear all these words which I command 
thee, that it may go well with thee, and with thy children 

As life, the blood belonged to the Deity. Cp. P (Gen. ix. 4; Lev. xvii. 
11, £4), in which, however, the belief was strengthened by the stress 
that P lays on the expiatory value of sacrifice. Other Semitic peoples 

, shared the same belief. ‘In all Arabian sacrifices, except the holo- 
caust...the godward side of the ritual is suinmed up in the shedding 
of the victim’s blood, so that it flows over the sacred mbol, or 
gathers in a pit (g/abghad) at the foot of the altar idol.... What enters 
the pit is held to be conveyed to the deity’ (W. R. Smith, Re/. Sem. 
321). The same authority points out that the practice existed also in 
some Syrian sanctuaries. That it was still older than the Semites is 
proved by Mr R. A. S. Macalister’s discovery of the neolithic sanctuary 
at Gezer. Note, however, that D (unlike P) sets no atoning value 
on the shedding of the blood or life, nor any ritual significance on the 
slaughter of animals apart from the one altar, but simply states— 

24. Thou shalt not eat it; thou shalt pour tt out upon the earth as 
water] It shall have no other significance than that! 

. 26, 27. The return to the fact that solemn sacrifices shall nevertheless 
be made at the one altar is natural. On oly things cp. Nu. v. gf, 
xviii. 19. On burnt offerings which, of course, included the blood, and 
on sacrifices see on v. 6. Of both the blood had a religious significance. 

28. A closing injunction to keep the whole law of the One 
Sanctuary. 

Observe and hear] See on vi. 3, vii. 12. 
that it may go well with thee] iv. 40. 

29—31. TRANSITION 1O THE LAWS IN xiii. (AND THOSE IN 
Xvi. 2I—xvii. 7). = 

When settled in W. Palestine Israel shall not inquire into the manner 
of the worship of the local deities, and so be enticed to imitate it in 
the worship of their own God, for the Canaanites in their worship 
practise every abomination to Jehovah: they even burn their children 
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after thee for ever, when thou doest that which is good and 
right in the eyes of the Lorp thy God. 
When the Lorp thy God shall cut off the nations from 29 

before thee, whither thou goest in to possess them, and thou 
possessest them, and dwellest in their land; take heed to 30 
thyself that thou be not ensnared 'to follow them, after that 
they be destroyed from before thee; and that thou inquire 
not after their gods, saying, How do these nations serve 
their gods? “even so will I do likewise. Thou shalt not do 31 

1 Heb. after them. 2 Or, that [ also may do likewtse 

to the gods.—Here we meet one of the greater difficulties raised by 
the order of the laws in the code. For unless this short passage be 
merely. one of the many exhortations, which, like a chorus, break in 
upon both the narratives and the laws of D, it is meant as an intro- 
duction to the laws against seducers to idolatry, which follow in 
ch. xiij. Yet, as such, it is abrupt and incomplete; v. 31 warns 
against every abomination to Jehovah, and then, instead of a list of 
those abominations, gives only one. Now others are given in xvi. 21-- 
xvii. 7; and that passage is clearly out of place where it stands, 
between laws relating to judicial authorities and procedure. The 
suggestion has therefore been made (first by Dillmann, cp. Driver 
on xvi. 21 and Bertholet on xii. 29 and Marti in Kautzsch’s Hev/. 
Schrift des A.T.) that xvi. 21—xvii. 7 originally stood between 
xil. 29—31 and xiii. 2 ff. There is much in favour of this suggestion ; 
xvi. 21—xvil. 7 naturally continues xii. 29—31 and has phrases in 
common with this (whzch thy God hateth and abomination), while its 
second part commanding the punishment of idolatrous Israelites as 
naturally leads up to the three laws in xiii. 2 ff. (xiii. 1 ff.). On the 
relation to xii, 29—31 of xvili. g—12, also on the sacrifice of children, 
see on the latter passage. A further difficulty is xii. 32 (xiii. 1), see the 
note on it. ; 

29. When the Lord thy God shall cut off the nations| So xix. 1 
(cp. deuter. Josh. xxiii. 4f.); beyond this the verses differ. 

_ whither thou goest in to dispossess them] Characteristic of the Sg. 
passages, cp. 1x. 5; xix. £ has whose land the LorD thy God és about to 
give thee. 

and thou shalt have dispossessed them] So xix. 1: R.V. sacceedest 
them. 

and dwellest in their land] xix. 1, their cities. 
30. take heed to thyself| See vi. 12. 
ensnared to follow them] snared es after them ; cp. vii. 16, 25.° 
inguire not after] See on seek, v. 5. 
How do these nations serve, etc.) Rather How used ¢hese nations .to 

worship. : 
so will I do, I also or in my turn] The lighter form ofthe pronoun, 
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so unto the Lorn thy God: for every abomination to 
Lorp, which he hateth, have they done unto their : 
for even their sons and their daughters do they burn in the 
fire to their gods. 

*@n7, used in the Song xxxii. and throughout P, is found in D (which 
elsewhere uses the heavier form ‘andé1) only here and xxix. 5; and is to 
be explained by the common O.T. usage of preferring ““#Z when the 
pronoun is employed in emphasis as here. 

The whole verse is true to the religious situation in which Israel 
found themselves after settlement in Canaan. They came under the 
belief, prevalent in antiquity, that not only must the gods of a land be 
propitiated by its invaders, but that worship must be offered only after 
the local mishpa/ or ritual (1 Sa. xxvi. 19; 2 Kgs xvii. 25 ff.). So 
they zzguired what that mishpat was and conformed to it the worship 
of their own God, with the result of confusing Him with the gods of the 
land. 
Sor even their sons and their daughters do they burn| or used to burn. 

That the Semites (as well as other ancient races) sacrificed children 
has been amply proved. Mesha of Moab, hard pressed by Israel, slew 
his first-born to Kemosh (2 Kgs iii. 27) just as we know, through the 
Greeks (Diod. Sic. xx. 14, Porph. apud Euseb. Praep. Evang. 1. 64, 4), 
was the practice of Phoenicians and Carthaginians in times of national 
danger or disaster. On human sacrifices among them, the Syrians, and 
ancient Arabs see notes to pp. 346 ff. of W. R. Smith’s Ref Sem. For 
the Canaanites the evidence of the sacrifice of children by slaughter 
and burning is conclusive, both from the O.T. texts, and recent 
discoveries :— ; 

At Gezer round the feet of the sasseboth (see on xvi. 22) and ‘over the whole area 
of the High Place the earth was discovered to be a regular cemetery in which the 
skeletons of young infants were buried. These infants were never more than a week 
old. Two at least showed marks of fire.’ They were buried in jars, each with a lamp 
and a bowl, as if symbols of fire and blood (R. A. S. Macalister, PE /Q, 1903, 
Bible Side Lights etc., 73{.). At Ya‘anak Sellin found jars with the remains of 
20 infants, some up to 5 years of age close to a rock altar (7ed/ Va‘annek, 35 fi.). 
At Megiddo (Tell el-Mutesellim) under the corner of a temple four jars with remains of 
infants were dug up from a stratum probably of the late Israelite period. Others 
have been found under the walls of houses, but whether these were of still-Lorn infants 
or of such as died naturally is not known; in Egypt, as the present writer has been 
informed by the American missionaries, the still- children of Copts are buried in 
the house (whether with the hope that they may be re-born into it?) See further 
Frazer, Adonis, A ttis etc. 78. But there can be no doubt of the fate of those found 
in the sanctuaries; the marks of fire on some and the presence of lamps and bowls 
prove slaughter and sacrifice by fire. So too the vb. urn used here and in Jer. vii. 
31, xix. 5, aS well as the story of Abraham and Isaac, indicates a full sacrifice, slaughter 
and at least partial consumption by fire on an altar. On this Ezek. xvi. 21 (cp. xxiii. 
39) is explicit: thou hast slain my children and didst deliver them up in causing — 
Shear to pass through (sc. the fire) to them. ‘Vhe fire was the means of their convey- 
ance to the deity. Therefore the expression fo make son or daughter pass through 
the fire (xviii. 10) cannot be explained as merely a consecration. or ordeal by fire. 
The data do not enable us to determine whether at any time the practice of devoting 
the firstborn was binding and universal among the Canaanites, or was confined to 
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periods of calamity. That even among the Canaanites there was a revolt from it 
- is proved by Mr Macalister’s discovery (of. cit. 170 f., PE FQ, 1903, § f.), in some 

strata of the pre-Israelite period, of lamps and bowls buried with the jars instead 
of children and as if in substitution for these. 

The practice by Israel of sacrificing children after the same fashion 
and from the same motives is proved by the narratives and laws of the 
Old Testament as well as by the prophets :— 

The story, which is found in E, Gen, xxii., that the divine word bade Abraham 
sacrifice Isaac and then revealed a substitute in the ram, is evidence that at one time 
among the Hebrews the belief had prevailed in the duty of fathers to slay their 
children, if required, as proof of their fidelity to their God, but that by His mercy 
a substitute was allowed. This is confirmed by the form of the law in J, Ex. xiii. 12. 
Though this sanctions the redemption of the firstborn son by an animal, the way in 
which it opens—“hou shalt cause to pass over unto Jehovah all that openeth the 
womb and every firstling which thou hast that cometh of a beast—indicates that 
the original principle, on which Israel acted, was that the firstborn of men, equally 
with those of animals, were due to the deity by sacrifice. In Judah in the 7th century 
the popular belief-was that Jehovah Himself had given a law obliging the burning 
of children, for Jeremiah (or a deuteronomic writer whose words have been here placed 
among his prophecies) emphatically denies the existence of such a law: which J 
commanded not, neither came it into my mind (vii. 31, xix. 5). On the other hand 
Ezekiel supports the opinion that Israel’s God had given such a law and explains that 
this was in order to punish the second generation in the wilderness, xx. 25: soveover 
1 gave them also statutes not good and judgements whereby they should not live, and 
I polluted them in their own gifts, in that they caused to pass through (sc. the fire) 
all that openeth the womb, that I might make them desolate (see A, B. Davidson's 
note on this passage in Zzvkzed in this series). 

There was therefore a memory in Israel that the fathers of the race 
had shared the general Semitic conscience that the sacrifice of children 
was sanctioned or even expressly commanded by God, but that from 
an early time He had permitted the substitution of an animal, which 
permission, J tells us, was expressly dictated by Moses at the Exodus. 
In the early centuries after the settlement there are no instances of 
-child-sacrifice in Israel except in the story of Jephthah (and more 
doubtfully in that of Hiel, the re-builder of Jericho). And the cases 
which recur later are all explicable by the bad influence of the neigh- 
bouring heathen, and the panic produced by national disaster, either 
actual or threatened. So in the case of Ahaz (2 Ki. xvi. 4), the 
historical character of which there is no reason to doubt (see as 
against Moore, £.4. art. ‘Molech’ the present writer’s Jerwsalenz, 
Il. 127, 264); and so with the recrudescence of the practice in the 
7th century under Manasseh, and the use of the horrible Topheth or 
Tephath in the valley of Hinnom (Jer. vii. 31, xix. 5; ‘ Mi’ vi. 6f; 
Ezek. xvi. 21, xx. 18 ff., xxiil. 39). The present Hebrew text of Jer. 
says that these sacrifices were offered to ‘Molech,’ but ‘there are 
grounds for believing that this was a divine title, Melek or King, rather 
than a name; and that the awful despot who demanded such a pro- 
pitiation was regarded by the Jews as none other than their own God ’ 
( Jerusalem, 11. 264). This is clear, as we have seen above, from the 
passages in Jeremiah and Ezekiel. And the reason is plain why D, 
a work of the 7th century, should alone of all Israel’s law-books be 
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What thing soever I command you, that shall ye observe 
to do: thou shalt not add thereto, nor diminish from it. 

If there arise in the midst of thee a prophet, or a dreamer 

ardent, equally with the great prophets of the time, in repudiating 
child-sacrifice. : 

32. (xiii. 1 in Heb.) is remarkable here; and would seem more in 
place at the beginning of the section before 29. The text is not certain; 
LXX A harmonises to Sg. throughout, but other versions confirm 
the Heb., though variously (LXX B you and the rest Sg., but Sam. 
thee and. the rest Pl.), in a change of address. This and the use of 
common formulas mark the verse as editorial. It may have been 
thought necessary, after the removal from here of xvi. 21—xvii. 7 (see 
above), as an introduction to xiii. 1 ff. (xiii. 2 ff. in Heb.). 
command you) Sam., LXX add 0-day. 
observe todo] See onv. t. 
thou shalt not ada, etc.] See on iv. 2. 

‘Cu. XIII. 1—18 (2—19 in Heb.). THREE LAWS AGAINST THE 
WorSHIP OF OTHER GODs. 

The first is against the prophet, who, while able to give a 
or wonder, shall say, let us go after other gods; he is only God’s 
tést to prove Israel; hearken not to him but walk after Jehovah; as 
for the prophet, put him to death (1—3). The second is against the 
relative or friend who may similarly entice ; consent not, neither pity, 
nor spare him, but kill him by stoning (6—11). The third is against 
any city, drawn away by sons of Belial, to Worship other gods; in such 
a case inquisition shall be made, and if the thing is certain the inhabi- 
tants shall be slain and the city and its contents devoted (12—18).—The 
whole piece is a unity (with few editorial additions) ; but we have seen 
that it was originally preceded and led up to by xvi. 21—xvii. 7. Like 
this it is throughout in the Sg., except for v. 4, which has other signs 
of being an editorial addition. The variations in the use of the same 
formulas are interesting (e.g. vv. 2, 6, 13): even a law-giver was not 
bound to exact repetition! The reader will keep in mind that in the 
Hebrew text the verses are numbered one later than in the English. 

1—5 (2—6 in Heb.). AGAINST THE PROPHET OF OTHER Gops. 

1. Jf there arise in the midst of thee| So xix. 15 and 16 also Sg. 
Cp. the synonymous if there be found in the midst of thee xvii. 2, 
XViii. 10, xxi. i, xxii. 22, xxiv. 7. Steuern. takes this as characteristic 
of the Pl. document, but like the other it occurs with the Sg. address ; 
and we have seen that xvii. 2 may originally have belonged to the 
same section as-xilil. 1. No conclusion, therefore, can be drawn. 

a prophet, or a dreamer of dreams) In early Israel regarded as 



of dreams, and he give thee a sign or a wonder, and the sign 
or the wonder come to pass, whereof he spake unto thee, 
saying, Let us go after other gods, which thou hast not 
known, and let us serve them; thou shalt not hearken unto 
the words of that prophet, or unto that dreamer of dreams : 

identical; cp. the frequency in E of dreams as revelations, e.g. Gen. 
xx. 3 to Abimelech, xxviii. 10 ff., xxxi. 11 to Jacob, and the oracle 
quoted in E, Nu. xii. 6: ¢f there be a prophet among you...[ will speak 
to him through dreams. In later times the dream was discarded by the 
prophets as a professional delusion, Jer. xxiii. 25, 27 and sharply 
distinguished from the true word of God: the prophet that hath a 
dream, let him tell a dream; and he that hath my word, let him speak 
my word faithfully. What ts the straw to the wheat ? (ed. 28); that 
prophesy lying dreams (32); cp. xxvii. 9, xxix. 8f., prophets, soothsayers, 
sorcerers, diviners, your dreams that ye dream, they prophesy lies tn 
my name, I have not sent them; Zech. x. 2. These dreams of the false 
prophets appear to have been optimistic and unethical in contrast to the 
true prophet’s word that convinced of sin and predicted disaster. —D 
also uses dreamer of a false prophet, and opposes to his dreams the 
commandments of Jehovah (v. 4). 

and he give thee a sign or a wonder| or portent (see on iv. 34), not 
necessarily what we narrowly call miracle (Israel making no distinction 
between natural and supernatural). Nor here are they wonders wrought 
on the spot such as Moses received as his credentials, Ex. iv. 2—9, J, 
and Aaron wrought before Pharaoh, vii. 9, P, nor like the Plagues 
brought upon Egypt; but (as is clear from the next verse) predictions 
of something that shall happen in the future like the signs foretold 
by Samuel to Saul (1 Sam. x. 1—9). 

2. come to pass) Hebrew come in, arrive (1 Sam. x. 7; 9). Such a 
fulfilment of the sign is not to be any credential of the prophet’s 
teaching, if he say— 

Let us go after other gods] vi. 14 (g.v.), xi. 28, xxviii. 14, all Pl. ; 
vill. 19, Sg. ; with or without the addition axd serve, i.e. worship, ‘he 
as here. Cp. Jer. xxv. 6 (deuteron. ?). 

which thou hast not known) vv. 6, 13, xi. 28, xxviil. 64, cp. vill. 3. 
3. This refusal to recognise miracle as necessarily a proof of the 

truth of a prophet’s doctrine is very striking. It is not in harmony 
with the earlier belief in Israel, expressed in JE and so characteristic 
of the Semitic genius (cp. the unwillingness of the heathen Arabs to 
receive a £a@hzn’s or prophet’s judgement on an ethical question except 
on the performance of some wonder, Wellhausen, Reste des Arad. 
fleidentums ; and the readiness with which modern Arabs and Syrians 
accept the Biblical miracles) that it governed both the official and the 
popular mind in Jewry to the very end: the Jews reguire a sign, 
1 Cor. i, 22; cp. John vi. 30 and our Lord’s words Mt. xii. 38f.; 
Mk viii. 11 f.; Lu. xi. 29f. But it is in harmony with the teaching 
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for the Lorp your God proveth you, to know whether ye 
love the Lorp your God with all your heart and with all 

4 your soul. Ye shall walk after the Lorp your God, and 
fear him, and keep his commandments, and obey his voice, 

5 and ye shall serve him, and cleave unto him. And that 
prophet, or that dreamer of- dreams, shall be put to death ; 
because he hath spoken ‘rebellion against the Lorp your 
God, which brought you out of the land of Egypt, and 
redeemed thee out of the house of bondage, to draw thee 

1 Heb. turning aside. 

of the prophets, who, except in the case of Isaiah, condescending to 
the superstitious Ahaz (vii. 10), commend their truth to Israel solely 
upon its spiritual strength, or if they add proofs, find these in natural 
phenomena (the success or failure of harvests, plagues and the like) or 
in the events of history. But see further on xviii. 21 f. 

proveth you). putteth to the proof or test. See on iv. 34: cp. Vili. 
2, 16. 

to know] See on vil. g, viii. 2. 
whether ye love} Stronger !—whether it be that ye love, 
4. An accumulation of the frequent deuteron. phrases (walk after = 

walk in his ways with fear or obey: x. 12, Xi. 22, XIX. Q, XXVi- 17, 
xxx. 163 héep commandments: iv. 2+12 times in Deut. both in 
Sg. and Pl., either alone or with Jove, keep and fear; obey his voice: 
xxvii. 10, xxx. 2, 8, 203; worship and cleave: see on x. 20, which 
adds swear by his name, xi. 22, xxx. 20). But they are arranged with 
an emphasis lost in the Eng. transl. Read: After Jehovah your God 
shall ye go, and Him shall ye fear, and His commandments shall 
ye keep, and His voice shall ye obey, and Him shall ye worship 
and to Him shall ye cleave. It is a difficult question whether v. 4 
breaking in with the Pl. address is editorial ; the accumulated phrases 
point to that, and v. 5 connects with 3, yet the emphatic order is 
original and is continued into z. 5. 

5. And that prophet, etc.| Again emphatic, the usual Hebrew syntax 
being changed ; dt as for that prophet, etc. he— 

shall be put to death| The formal sentence, so xvii 6, xxiv. 16 
(cp. xxi. 22) and in E, Ex. xxi. 12, 15, 17, xxii. 59. The manner of 
death is not enjoined as in the next two laws. 

because he hath spoken rebellion against, etc.) Turning aside, per- 
version or apostasy ; also xix. 16. The corresponding verb is frequent 
in Deut. vii. 4, ix. 12, 16, xi. 16, 28, xxi. 13, xxxi. 29; with the 
addition, wezther to the right hand nor to the left, Vv. 29, xvii. 11, 20, 
XxVili. 143 Cp. li. 27, iv. 9, XVil. 17. 

the Lorp thy God which brought thee} So Sam. and LXX. The 
Hebrew your and you are due to the attraction of the Pl. of z, 4. 

redeemed thee out of the house of bondmen] See v. 6, vi. £2, vii. 8. 
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aside out of the way which the Lorp thy God commanded 
thee to walk in. So shalt thou put away the evil from the 
midst of thee, 

_ If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy son, or thy 6 
daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy friend, which is 
as thine own soul, entice thee secretly, saying, Let us go 
and serve other gods, which thou hast not known, thou, nor 
thy fathers; of the gods of the peoples which are round 7 

fo draw thee aside] See on iv. 19. 
So shalt thou put away the evil| Too weak! Rather burn out or 

consume, as dung is burned, 1 Kgs xiv. ro. The phrase either with 
Srom thy midst, here, xvii. 7, xix. 19, xxi. 9 (¢xnocent blood), 21, xxii. 
21, 24, xxiv. 7, or with from Lsrael xvii. 12, xix. 13 (t#nocent blood), 
xxii. 22, occurs only with the Sg. address. It is always at the end~ 
of a law and refers to the punishment of the law-breaker (but see for 
another application of it xxvi. 13, 14), and except in xix. 19 always 
of capital punishment. 

This verse ‘ shows how the people is already invested with a spiritual 
character. It has to act as a spiritual community (cp. xvii. 4 ff.) which 
sits in judgement upon religious seducers, and the means of judgement 
is as radical as possible. Israel ought to be a community of saints’ 
(Bertholet). 

6—11 (7—12 in Heb.), AGainsr ISRAELITES, WHO ENTICE ‘TO 
STRANGE Gops. 

A subtler source of seduction to idolatry may be found in one’s own 
kith and kin: one of the many proofs of D’s sympathy with, and 
understanding of, the influences of family life. 

6. Lf thy brother, the son of thy mother\ With Sam. and LXX, 
after évothev add the son of thy father or ; so that both full brother 
and half-brother are included. ‘ 

or thy son, or thy daughter] Completing the blood relations (very 
significantly and characteristically father and mother are not mentioned 
as possible sources of temptation) only after whom we come to— 

or the wife of thy bosom] xxviii, 54, 56, cp. ‘Mi.’ vii. 5: a tribute (cp. 
daughter) to the spiritual influence of women in D’s vie. As a matter 
of fact the danger was as great here as anywhere else. 

or thy friend, which ts as thine own soul) or self. 1 Sam, xviii. 1, 3, 
Sxguk 7 

entice) or allure, in D only here. 
secretly] In contrast to the public enticements of the prophet. 
saying, Let us go, etc.] See on v. 2. 
7. of the gods of the peoples which are round about you] The Fl. 

you (confirmed by LXX) shows that the words which are round-about- 
you are merely an editorial echo of vi. 14, and ought to be deleted; 

I2—2 
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about you, nigh unto thee, or far off from thee, from 
one end of the earth even unto the other end of the earth ; 

8 thou shalt not consent unto him, nor hearken unto him ; 
neither shall thine eye pity him, neither shalt thou spare, 

9 neither shalt thou conceal him: but thou shalt surely kill 
him ; thine hand shall be first upon him to put him to death, 

© and afterwards the hand of all the people. And thou shalt 
stone him with stones, that he die ; because he hath sought 
to draw thee away from the Lorp thy God, which brought 
thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. 
And all Israel shall hear, and fear, and shall do no more 
any such wickedness as this is in the midst of thee. 

‘Sy 

< 

they are unnecessary and awkward with the following nigh unto 
thee, etc. 

or far off from thee, etc.) By the 8th and 7th centuries (under Ahaz 
and Manasseh) the evil influence of cults of peoples at a distance had 
been added to those of the Canaanites, prevalent in the previous cen- 
turies. 

8. consent] be willing, cp. i. 26. 
neither shall thine eye pity him] vii. 16, xix. (3, 21, XXV. 12. 
spare] In D only here. 
conceal] That is by silence (Pss. xxxii. 5, xl. 11): ep. secretly, v. 6. 
9. thou shalt surely kill him) No such previous procedure as in _ 

Xvil. 4 is necessary in this case, for the persons commanded to slay 
are themselves witnesses of the fact. Note, however, that LXX has 
here, thou shalt report or denounce him (avaryyé\\wv avaryyedeis wepi 
avtov) which is possible by- a small, change in the consonants of the 
Hebrew text. 

thine hand shall be first upon him] As that of the witness of his 
crime and also because the family responsibility precedes that of the 
people. But— 

afterwards the hand of all the people| For throughout D the people 
is the ultimate judiciary: see on i. 13, xvi. 18. 

10. stone him with stones} Also in xvii. 5, XXi. 21, XNXii. 21, 24: 
cp. Josh. vii. 25. This form of capital punishment was natural because 
of the ready supply of stones on the soil of Palestine, because it was a 
form in which all the people responsible for its execution could share, 
and also-because of the belief that by covering the corpses the spirits 
of the dead were also finally laid to rest. For a curious case of the 
stoning of women who had reviled (or blasphemed) the sun see Musil, 
Ethn. Ber. 312. 

to draw thee away] See on v. 5. 
house of bondmen} See on z. 5. 
11. all /srae/] Ds usual phrase for the people: see on iv. 44. 

the | 
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If thou shalt hear tell 'concerning one of thy cities, which 
the Lorp thy God giveth thee to dwell there, saying, 
Certain *base fellows are gone out from the midst of thee, 

1 Or, 272 2 Heb. sons of worthlessness. 

shall hear, and fear] xvii. 13, xix. 20, xxi. 21. 
do no more] Sam., LXX add s#z/7 or again. 
There is no more reason for taking this verse as secondary (Steuern. ) 

than for taking as such the corresponding clause in v. 5 (g.7-). 

12—18 (13—19 in Heb.). AGAINST A CITY SEDUCED TO 
. OTHER Gops. 

12. in one of thy ctties| So Hebrew. R.V.concerning is hardly possible 
(though cp. Ps. xcii. 12). As the words define not the place where 
the report has been heard, but the subject of the report, the guilty city 
itself; therefore either saying has been carelessly misplaced and should 
follow hear (tell) (cp. Josh. xxii. rr) or more probably the writer has 
designedly but awkwardly brought up the object of the law from the 
subordinate to the principal clause so as to make it prominent from the 
first : cp.-xxxi. 29 (Dillm., Driv.). Translate: if thou shalt hear teli, 
that, in one of the cities, which...certain base fellows have gone out, etc. 

citzes| or towns; these social forms in Israel are much more frequent 
in D than ¢ries which under the settled conditions of the people 
towns gradually displaced ; nearly always (exceptions xix. 1, xx. 16 
and LXX of xii. 5) in these laws they are units of judiciary : here, 
xix. I—13 (on ¢he czties of refuge), xxi. 2 ff. (with criminal responsibility 
for murders committed near them), 19 fi:, xxii. 15 ff., 24, xxv. 8: their 
representatives being their e/ders. The other phrase within thy gates is 
used of judiciary matters in xvi. 18, xvii. 2, 8 (otherwise it is reserved 
for religious and charitable directions : see on xii. 12, 21). But judges 
and officers are to be chosen according ¢o thy tribes, xvi. 18 (for tribes 
see also xii. 5, 14). 

giveth] is about to give. 
13. Certain base fellows| Hebrew, men, sons of belial usually but 

doubtfully taken as worth/essness (as if a compound=ao se), good-for- 
nothing fellows, Scot. ‘ne’er-do-weels.” In early writings of the churlish, 
foul-mouthed, violent, drunken, unchaste, perjurers and abandoned 
criminals, but also of rebels against authority and religion as here 
(pada. xIx..225 Xx. 13.5-¥ Samp 16). i. 12, Be 275 XXVe U7 255 
2 Sam. xvi. 7, xx. 1; 1 Kgs xxi. ro, 13). In D only here and xv. g 
(of a base word or thought), and nowhere else in Hexateuch. 

are gone out| The vb. is used of going forth of set purpose to do 
something (Judg. ix. 8; 1 Sam. xxiii. 15) or, along with coming in, of 
all kinds of business (xxviii. 6, xxxi. 2). So here it might just mean 
deliberately and (of course) in public (opp. secretly, v. 6); but the 
addition from the midst of thee conveys the suggestion of afostasy from 
Israel: they went out from us but they were not of us (t John ii. 19). 

Lal a 
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and have drawn away the inhabitants of their city, saying, 
Let us go and serve other gods, which ye have not known ; 

14 then shalt thou inquire, and make search, and ask diligently ; 
and, behold, if it be truth, and the thing certain, that such 

15 abomination is wrought in the midst of thee; thou shalt 
surely smite the inhabitants of that city with the edge of the 
sword, ‘destroying it utterly, and all that is therein and the 

16 cattle thereof, with the edge of the sword. And thou shalt 
gather all the spoil of it into the midst of the street thereof, 
and shalt burn with fire the city, and all the spoil thereof 
*every whit, unto the Lorp thy God: and it shall be an 

17 *heap for ever; it shall not be built again. And there shall 

1 Heb. devoting it. * Or, as a whole burnt offering 
4 Or, mound Heb. éel. 

drawn away) v. 5: draw thee aside (g.v.). 
Let us go and worship, etc.] See vv. 2, 6. 
14. inquire) See xi. 12, xii. 30, xvii. 4, 9, xix. 18; in this sense or a 

similar darash is used elsewhere in the Pent. only in Ley. x. 16. Afake 
search, hakar, investigate, in D only here; elsewhere of exploring a- 
/and and of examining a case (Job xxix. 16). Ask diligently, well, or 
thoroughly ; ask, sha’al, like darash, to make inquest. 

and the thing certain] or the story established or substantiated 
(xvii. 4), or the case well-founded. 

abomination] See on vii. 25. 
15. thou shalt surely) i.e. the whole nation. 
with the edge of] WHebrew, mouth of. 
destroying it utterly] devoting or putting it to the ban or Aerem. 

On this see ii. 34; it is the hardest form of the Aerem which is here 
pronounced upon an apostate city of Israel. 

and the cattle, etc.] Not in LXX; probably a later addition to the 
law and if so illustrative of the ease with which its varied forms and 
degrees of stringency (see on ii. 34) arose (but see Driver's note here). 

16. sfreet] broad or open place. So far as they have been un- 
earthed the streets of ancient Canaanite towns were as narrow as 
those of the villages of modern Palestine. But there was always a 
broad place, just inside the gate, where local courts and consultations 
were held. 

every whit) a whole offering, holocaust. Hebrew 4a/i/ usually 
synonymous with ‘o/ah (see xii. 6), but here used of the #erem ; so in 
Judg. xx. 40 of a city set on fire and its smoke: the whole offering of 
the city went up to heaven. 

an heap} or mound. Heb., as Ar., ée/ (tell), in both languages also 
applied to the mounds on which living cities stand, their dead selves; 
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cave fectighe of the devoted thing to thine hand : that the 
Lorp may turn from the fierceness of his anger, and shew 
thee mercy, and have compassion upon thee, and multiply 
thee, as he hath sworn unto thy fathers; when thou shalt 
hearken to the voice of the Lorp thy God, to keep all his 
commandments which I command thee this day, to do that 
which is right in the eyes of the Lorp thy God. 

the remains of their previous gradual decay or overthrow : ad? the ciftes 
standing on their mounds (Josh. xi. 13, ete.). 

17. devoted thing| The thing banned, as well as the danning, was 
called herem. See on ii. 34, vil. 26, and cp. Josh. vi. 18. 

turn from the fierceness of his anger| So Josh. vii. 26, after the kerem 
was fulfilled on Achan. 
and shew thee mercy, etc.] Jer. xlii. 12. 
multiply thee| Again this promise! i. ro, vi. 3 (g.v.), Vil. 13, etc. 
1s. The usual condition attached to promises in ot possibly 

editorial. , 
right) Sam., LXX add and good. 

Cu. XIV. 1—21. INSERTED LAWws ON RITES FOR THE DEAD, 
Foops CLEAN AND UNCLEAN, ETc. 

Between two laws, which forbid to Israel, as holy to Jehovah,-certain 
rites of mourning for the dead, xiv. 1 f., and the eating of what has died 
a natural death (with an appendix against seething a kid in its mother’s 
milk), 7. 2t—both of which contain deuteronomic phrases—there lies a 
passage, vv. 3—20, on clean and unclean foods, in which the language 
is not deuteronomic, but has phrases peculiar to P. The first law against 
the mourning customs cannot be earlier than the end of the 7th century 
when these customs were not only practised in Israel but regarded as 
sanctioned. Further there are no parallels to these laws in JE, except 
to v. 21, but there are parallels to all the rest in the late legislation of P 
(or H): Lev. xi. 2—23, xx. 25. Again the form of address is, unlike 
the laws in xiii. and xiv. 22 ff, Sarg ora in the PI., save only for the 
deuteronomic phrases in vv. 2, 3, and 21. All this is reasonable 
ground for taking the whole section as a later (exilic or post-exilic) 
addition to the code of D (with the possible exceptions of 2v. 3, 21 
which may be fragments of the original D). Note that there is no reference 
to such laws in the reforms of Josiah. The relations of this section to 
its parallel in Lev. xi. 2—23 are uncertain. Lev. does not contain the 
list of clean beasts which our form of the law gives, 7. 4, but otherwise 
is more elaborate and detailed. Probably neither is derived from the 
other, but both are developments from a common origin. Further the 
LXX version of our law varies from the Heb. Altogether then we 
have here another instance of the currency of various editions of the 
same law, tending to grow in different ways. 

: 



14 Ye are the children of the Lorp your God: : ye : 
cut yourselves, nor make any baldness between your eyes” 

1f. AGAINST CERTAIN RITES FOR THE DEAD. 

No parallel in JE; but one in H, Lev. xix. 28a. 
1. Sons are ye to Jehovah your God| The order of the EVV. 

misses the emphasis. Note not merely the change to the Pl. address 
but its cause, the conception of individual Israelites as the sons of 
Jehovah: not elsewhere in D. In the discourses in D Israel, the nation, 
is-as the son of Jehovah, i. 31, viii. 5 and so more definitely in J, 
Ex. iv. 22 f., Hosea xi. 1, and Jeremiah xxxi. 20. The transition 
from this conception to the statement of Jehovah’s fatherhood of 
Israelites as individuals was natural ; the two conceptions occur 
together in the Song xxxii. 5,6 and in Hosea and Jeremiah. The 
latter is already found in the 8th. century, Ho. i. 10, Isai.i. 2. But 
as we advance through the prophecies of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, with 
their strong individualism, to the exilic and post-exilic et of we find 
a great increase of references to Israelites as the sons ehovah, 
Jer. iii. 14, 19, 22, iv. 22, Ezek. (ii. 4°), xx. 21, ‘Isai.’ es 8, 16, 
Ixiv. 8 (cp. lvil. 4), Mal. ii. 10, Deut. xxxii. 5, Pss. xxiii. 15, Ixxxii. 6. 
This is contemporary with the breaking up of the Jewish state and the 
destruction of the national worship. While then it is clear that one 
cannot take sos of Jehovah in this law as by itself proof of an exilic or 
post-exilic date, we can say that if it does not add to, it at least agrees 
with, the evidence in that direction adduced in the note below. 

Many ancient nations believed in their descent from gods or demi- 
gods ; and among them the Semitic peoples, e.g. the Moabites are called 
sons and daughters of Kemosh, Num. xxi. 29. But the relation was 
conceived physically. In the O.T. God’s fatherhood and _Israel’s 
sonship are historical and ethical, based not on physical generation, 
but on an act of love on God’s part, on His choice or adoption 
(cp. Rom. ix. 4) of the people, and on His deliverance of them from 
Egypt ; and it is carried out by His providence of love and mortal 
chastisement (see the references above and cp. Amos iii.), which is 
nowhere more tenderly described than in this Book. But when all 
the O.T. references to God as the Father whether of Israel or Israelites 
and to them as His children have been reckoned up, how few are th 
in comparison to the number of times that sons, and children, of God 
occur in the N.T. God hath sent forth the Spirit of His Son into 
our hearts crying Abba Father (Gal. iv. 6); joint heirs with Christ 
(Rom. viii. 17). 

ye shall not cut or gash yourselves} So of the priests of Ba‘al 
(1 Kgs xviii. 28) and in Ar. one form of the vb. is used of mutilations 
of animals, Lev. xix. 28: you shall put no incision on your flesh 
(cp. xxi. 5) nor any tattooing upon you. 

nor set a baldness between your eyes) Lev. xxi. 5: mot make a 
baldness on their head neither shave off the corner of their beard, 
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for the dead
'. 

For thou art an holy people unto the LORD 2 

thy God, and the LORD hath chosen thee to be a peculiar 
people unto himself, 1 above all peoples that are upon the 
face of the earth. 

1 Or, 011/ of 

for the dead] That these customs were not practised merely from 
exce,,;; of grief, nor only as testifying to the continuance of the 
mourner's blood-covenant with the dead, but also in acknowledgement 
of the divinity of the latter and as the m0urners' consecration to them, 
is implied in the reason given in z•. 2 for Israel's abstention from such 
things. Jehovah's people are h{}ty and sacred to Himselfalone. Hence, 
too, the inclusion of this law among those against the worship of 
strange gods. :Moreover Jer. xvi. i describes a communion feast as 
part of the same rites. May not also the choice of the expression sons. 
an· ye to JehO'<•ah be due to this cause, as if such rites implied an 
ancestor worship? For the worship of their ancestors by Arab tribes 
who bring offerings and sacrifice at their graves see :\lusil, Ethn. Ber . . {29, 

For the prevalence, among many ancient nations, panicularly the Semitic, as well 
as among modem peoples, of these customs of gashing the fl�h and sha,·ing part of 
the hair or beard, apparently always with a religious implication, see \\', R. Smith, 
Rel. Sem. 302 If. Ga_,hing, both of face and body called "Ta_shrit' (cp. Heb.) wa_s 
explained to Bunon in i\lekka as a sign 'that the scarred was the servant of Allah's 
HotL<e.' (J'ilffYt·mag,·, etc. It. 234.) :\lohammed expre.ssly forbad the practice. The 
O.T. confirms it for :\loab (" lsai.' x,·. 2) and the Philistines Uer. xlvii. 5), an,l state, 
that both customs were practised in lsrad not only as usual and natural in mourning 
(equally so with the wearing of sackcloth), but as even sanctioned by Israel's l;cxl 
(Am. viii. 10: Is. xxii. 12): Ju calls to cveepi11g-... a11d l•ald,uss; )er. xvi. 6: a_s His 
punishment of an evil generation, the usual rites of mourning for its dead, including 
gasl,i11g- and hald11es.s, shall not be observed : xii. 5: men come from Shechem to th.: 
house of Jehovah with sba,·en heads and ha,�ng gashed themselves: Ezek. ,·ii. 18. 
Xote, too, the absence from the earlier legislation of a law against these practice,. 
The law first appears here and in H, Lev. xix. 28, xxi. 25. 

Unknown to Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and to those Shechem Jews who, in 
obedience to the central law of D, brought their offerings to the Temple, 
thi, law cannot have formed part of the original code of D; hut is an 
exilic or post-exilic addition. 

2. For thou art an hoty people, etc.] Almost exactly as vii. 6 (q.,•.). 
Note also the Sg. address in contrast to the Pl. of the context. This 
,,. is, therefore, probahly an addition by the hand which inserted these 
later laws in the code of D. 

3-20. OF Ct.EA:\' ANll C':-.CLEA'.'< BEASTS, FISHES A'.'<D BIRDS. 

Paralleled with elaborations in H, Lev. xi. 2-23 (see introductory 
note abm·e p. 183; and cp. the comparative tahle in Drh·er's Dmt. 
15 i ff. ; the chief similarities and differences are noted in the notes 
below), and very summaiily also in Lev. xx. 2�, H : J't shall separal? 
bet-ween clean beast and 1111,·ka11, and between 1111clea11 fO'i:t.1/ and dean 
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Thou shalt not cat any abominable thing. These are the 
beasts which ye shall eat : the ox, the sheep, and the goat, 

5 th_e hart, and the gazelle, and the roebuck, and the wild 

1111d slia/111<1/ rmd,-,- your souls delttslt1b!t (cp. vii. 26, xi .. l t, xii. t t) by 
bmsl or fowl or a11ythi11_:; wl1tr,·.uill1 the .1,r,lfl11d ,·rupdh whi.-11 I /1a.•,· 
srparaled from you as 1111, l,·a11.-I n J E there is no parallel.-The 
reference, below l" Tristram are to hi, Fauna and Flora of JVtsler11 
1'11/esti11e in the /'EF Survey of IV. 1'11/.; those lo Doughty are lo his 
Arabia Des.tr/a. 

3. Thou shall 110/ ml a11;• a/,0111i11able thi11g] The same noun as
ab{l/11i11alio11, vii. 2�, q.1•.; a term characteri,tic of D. The clause 
being also in the Sg. in a Pl. context (to which Sam., LXX ha,·e 
harmonised it) may be either the original law of I> on this suhject
cp. e11,·1y abo111i11atio11, xii .. \ 1-or, like ,•. 1, an addition hy the 

'dcuteronomic editor. 
4. Th,·u an tlu b,·csls whi,·h J'e shall cal] Lev. xi. 1-13 has no

list of clean beasts such as here follows. 
ox, shap, goal] For the ,acramental nature of the slaying and ea tin� 

of domestic animals see on "ii. 20 -28. In ancient time, the enjoyment 
of flesh by ordinary pe"ple was rare ; that of the domestic animal, was 
limited to special occasions such as the arrival of a guest, or a family 
festival, but kings and the rich ate it en·ry <lay, an,I ,uccessful raid, 
were celebrated by feasting upon the animal spoil (e.g. Judg. vi. 19, 
1 Sam. xiv. 32, xvi. 20, xxv. 18, xxviii. 24, 2 Sam. xii. 4, 1 Kgs iv. 23, 
Am. vi. 4). The flesh was, as still in Syria and .\rahia, usually of 
sheep and goats; Arabs regard the former as the more honourahlt: for 
a guest. Bullocks and calves were slain much more s,;Idom, except in 
great houses. So it is still witq the fcllal.1in ; while 111 .\rabia, where 
pasture is scarce and the oxen arc for the most part meagre and stunted, 
ox flesh is very rarely eaten ; and its place is taken hy that of the camel 
(see below). Ancient Arab physicians held beef to be poisonous; in 
parts of S. Arabia it was eaten only by the very poor; to set it even 
before a servant was re garded as an insult (Georg Jacoh, Allarahirdus 
Redui11mkbm, 94). 

6. Seven varieties of game; LXX B gives only five: hart, gazelle, 
roebuck, wild-ox and gir:>.ffe (?) ; code!. AF, etc. add after gaxlle, buffalo 
and tragelaphos. It may not he unnecessary to remark that neither to 
the nomads nor to the fellal_iin is hunting sport; it is, e!.pecially to the 
former, a hard and hungry search for food. 'The nomad is not a hunter' 
(Doughty, I. 1:,;). The hunters of Arabia are the Sleyb, wa111lerin� 
gypsies without cattle and camels: according to Burckhanlt (p. 12 I 
they li,·e on dried gazelle-flesh. Besides the varieties of game gh·en 
here as edible, the ancient Arabs relished al;;o the flesh of the wild-as, 
(Georg Jacob, op. cit. 115). 

/,art a11d gc1�ellt-l 'Ay;•al, f'lii: sec on xii. 21 ; cp. xii. 1 �. xv. 2J ; 
hart probably /i1IIM<• dc·,·r, a 1,•11s d,1111,1 ; gazelle, gc1:.dl11 rf,,rr,u. 
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goat, and the pygarg, and the antelope, and the chamois. 
And every beast that parteth the hoof, and hath the hoof 6 
cloven in two, and 

I cheweth the cud, among the beasts, that 
ye shall eat. Nevertheless these ye shall not eat of them 7

1 Heb. bri11geth up. 

roebuck] Ya�mltralso I Kgs iv. 23 (v. 3) A.V. fallow-deer. YakhmC1r 
is the name still tiven to a deer found on Mt Carmel (Conder, Tent 
Work, I, 173) and identified as the roebuck, cervus capreoltts; called 
in Gilead khamur (Post, PEFQ, 1890, Iii f.; Conder, id. 1j3); also 
seen on Lebanon (Tr. 4). Found throughout Europe it does not range 
farther S. than Palestine. As roebuck is the name of the male, roedeer 
is perhaps the better rendering. 

wild goat] 'A#o only here, LXX AF Tpa-yD,dcf,or, Targ. ya'al, ibex 
such as about Engedi, 1 Sam. xxiv. 2. With 'a1•fo as if for 'anlfo cp. 
Ar. 'ana� (=long-necked) goat. 

_P.J/gl'lrg] As LXX 1rv-yapyor 'white-rump.' The Heb. df'sho11 (as if 
from Heb. dash=tread, leap) is rather antelope: the large white addax 
(Tr. 5). 

antelope] te'o only here and 'lsai.' Ii. 20, LXX opvt, A. V. wild-ox. 
Tristram (p. s) takes the name as generic and suggests that it co,·ers 
both the anti/ope bubalis, which, he says, is called •wild-cow' in Moab 
and Gilead, and a leucoryx • the Oryx or white antelope,' to which 
the Arabs of Arabia give the name of' wild-ox' (G. Jacoh, op. cit. 1 Ij, 
citing from Ar. poets descriptions of it as shining like a white-washed 
house or as if with a white tunic); Post (Hastings' D.B. 'Ox') proposes 
the orJ'X beatrix; Dottghty (1. 328) takes the wo�hfl_ii of central Arabia, 
'an antelope beatrix,' to be the O.T. re'em or wild-ox. R.Y. antelope 
and A.V. wild-ox are thus probably both correct, the former giving the 
genus of the animal the latter its popular name among the Hebrews 
anrl the Arabs. With regard to the Heb. name l''o or t/1''0 I notice 
that Lane gives the Ar. sha' (sh and the soft th correspond) as applied 
to the wild-bull or wild-cow, 

rhamois] Certainly not .this! This anim�l is European and is not 
found so far S. as ·Palestine. Heb. "emer, Targ. dira, wild-goat. In 
the Mts of Yemen the wild maned sheep, ()Vis tra,[[elaphus, was anciently 
numerous (G. Jacob, p. 21). Probably mountain-goat or -sheep. 

Thus the names in this verse are all general and popular; each may 
have covered more than one species found in Syria or Arabia : to 
identify it with any one species is foolish. 

6. There might also be eaten any beast with both of these marks:
t/1at partet/1 the lioef, and hath tlze hoof cloz,en in two] Lit. aml 

c/eai1eth a cleft ef two hoofs. The hoof must be entirely cloven (see 
below on camel) ; 

and chewet/1 t/ze ,cud] Heb. brin,[[elh up the ,t;erah, Ar. girrah, 
so rolled from either the straining or the gurgling of the process. 

7, Nt,•e1·tl1dess] Not rn1· with which qualifications to laws are 
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that chew the cud, or of them that have the hoof clovt:n: 
the camel, and the hare, and the coney, because they chew 
the cud but part not the hoof, they are unclean unto you : 

8 and the swine, because he partcth the hoof hut cheweth not 
the cud, he is unclean unto you : of their flesh ye shall not 
eat, and their carcases ye shall not touch. 

introduced hy J) .(,ee on x. If-, xii. I:'- r.) liut ·,,/:, x�i. 5, X\"iii. 20, cp. 
xii. 22. 

camel, l111n, rock-badger] In Lt:\". xi. 4-f, taken St:p:tratdy and 
each with a repetition or the formula because it chru•el/1 tlu md /111/ 
j)arld/1 110/ !ht· lwef. Tiu camd chew, the cud hut its hoor is only 
partly clo,·en t�ee on i·. 6): sacrificed and eaten by Xabatt:an� ancl 
ancient Arabs t\\'ellhausen, Reslc Arab. H,·id. 111, \\·. R. Smith, 
Rd. Son. 201, 26.{, _po) though forbidden to Chri�tian .-\rah� l,ecau-.c 
of ib use in heathen rites (id. 2fi:,), the camel is �till eaten in Arabia 
(Burton, Pi�:;r. lo 1lled and ,1/.,-ca. 11. 21;, Doughty, 11. lO<J, .H.•• 
�lusil, r."dum, I. 24j, Ethn. R,r. ; ,, , 50. 42.\, 453 f.); taking tht: place 
of the ox of the settled Semites (,-ee on ,'. 4).-T/u liar,·. 'ar11,h·th, 
Ar. 'ar110/,, cloes not chew the cud and its feet are nt:ithcr l,1H1fed nor 
cleft; there are �everal species in ancl round Syria (Tr. 8 f., who ,ingk-, 
out the /t'pus SJ•ri<U11s), ancl the beast i, common in .-\raliia, \\ h<"rl" it i, 
eaten (Doughty, f. ;o, 56;, II. 2381; hare's hone, foot and h�·arl •,en· 
used as amulet:, (\\". R. Smith, Rd. Sm1. 362, (i. Jacob, <>/>· .-ii. 201. 
-The rock-/,adger, shapl1a11, .-\r. wabr and (11bm11; ,t,·o,m•ia thJ·raxl 
syria,a (Tri�tram, 1) docs not chew the cud. It seem�. ho\\e,·cr, to 
the obsen·er to chew the cud: • both the jerboa and the wahr ruminate, 
say the hunters, becau,e they arc often ,.hot with the cud in their 
mouth' (Doughty, 11. 238). It is eaten by all the nomads (id. 1. 1 ?j); 
• about the size of a small rahhit and has a superficial re,,emhlance t,, 
that rodent .... The zoological position of the order is obscure, there are 
14 species· (Shipley, E.B. • Coney,' which see for further infonnation). 
A.\'. and R.\·. mney, Old Eng. for r:ihhit. Dri\'er (Dmt.3 p. xxii) 
suggests the translation rod.--rabbil, a name gi,·en to an allied specie, 
of the Hyrax (H. Capmsi.r) about the Cape of(iood Hope. 

8. s-wi,u) �/i:fr, .-\r. kha11zir; from the animal", indi-.criminatc fl�-<1-
ing the flesh is liable to become the host of many para,ite� and theref.,,e 
without care dangerous especially in wam1 climates. Used in h�-athl·n 
sacrifices,' Isai.' !xv. 4f., 'i• �omad .-\rahs eat the \\ild hoar: 'only 
the fellal_1in say that they do not eat the wild-boar; their neighbours, 
howe\'er, assert the contrary of them' (�lusil, Eth11. R,·r. 1;-1). On the 
sacredness of the pig among other peoples anti the u� of it in maki11g 
charms and amulets see \V. R. Smith. Rd .. \i•m. 1;2. 4?9. LXX ha� 
here a fuller text as in Le,·. xi. i• Note that no mention is m.'lde of Ihl" 
wilder beasts of prey: lion, panther, bear, wolf, hyaena or jackal. On 
the use of the hyaena, etc. by the present fellal_1in see PEFQ, 190;-,_1 20. 
\Volf-tlesh is regarded as medicinal in Arabia \l>uughty, I. 33i). 
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These ye shall eat of all that are in the waters : whatso- 9 
ever hath fins and scales shall ye eat: and whatsoever hath 10 
not fins and scales ye shall not eat ; it is unclean unto you. 

Of all clean birds ye may eat. But these are they of :; 
which ye shall not eat : the eagle, and the gier eagle, and 
the ospray; and the glede, and the falc;on, and the kite 13 

9, 10. On clean and unclean Fishes; Lev. xi. 9-1 2 substantially 
the same but more elaborate. On the numerous fishes of Palestine see 
Tristram, 162 ff. No species arc here enumerated, nor in the rest of the 
0. T.; but, chiefly under foreign inflµence, specific names appear in the
Talmud an<l :\Iishna. On their use as food see Kennedy in E.B. and
the present writer's Jtrusalem, 1. 317 f. The rule given here, that only 
those with fins {points) or scales are clean practically r,1les out eels 1,
lampreys and others, with of course all shellfish,. some of which are
wholesome fare. In inquiring for a reason for their exclusion, their
likeness in shape to serpents must be kept in ,·iew ; on the sacredness
of fish (including eels) to certain Semitic deities see W. R. Smith, Rel. 

Sem. , 5 i ff. In Arabia the practice varies. l•ish are eaten in l\Iadaba
and Kerak and on the coasts of the peninsula; but inland Arabs though
eating lizards and locusts appear to abhor fish: 'the most have never
seen them and do not desire them ' (;\lusil, Ethn. Ber. 21 ). The true
Bedawee despises the fish-eater (Georg Jacob, op. ,it. 25). Cp. Bal
densperger, PEFQ, 1905, 119. 

11--20. Of Birds, cp. Lev. xi. 13-19; only the unclean are named; 
of clean birds we know of the dove, quail, partridge and barbur. 

12. ,;agle] 11esher, Ar. nisr, the great vulture or griffon, gypsfu!..•tts, 
identified by the baldness of its head and neck, l\Iic. i. 16; from its 
frequency and its size ' the most striking ornithological feature of 
Palestine' (Tr. 95 f.); worshipped among Syrians and Arabs. 

,:.;itr ea;:lt'] j)en·s, the breaker, .-\. V. the ossifrage, the Lammergeier or 
bearded vullure. It carries its prey to a great height and then drops it, 
repeating Lhe operation till the prey is shattered (Tr. 94), LXX, -ypuy,. 

ospray] 'ozmyyah; LXX, a:>.1aETos (the sea-eagle or osprey). Tristram 
(98) takes it either as generic for all the eagles, or specific either for the 
golden eagle, ' not uncommon in winter over the whole country' but 
in summer only on Lebanon and Hennon, or (107) the osprey, whicl1
would be likely from its fish-eating habits to have a special name. Reaq. 
eagle. In Arabia the small swart-brown eagle of the desert is called 
'agab (spelt 'afab), 'flying in the air they resemble sea-mews' (Doughty, 
I. 328, II. '218). 

13. glede, fakon, kite] ra'ah, 't1J')'ah, daJ,yalt, of which the first is 
probably a clerical error for da"ah (from da'ah, to dart, of the eagle, 
xxdii. 49), darter or s·wooper, and the third a later variant of the same, 
being a gloss on the first (the LXX has only two names in the v.). 

1 Eels have indeed numerous small scales. 
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:1 after its kind; and every raven after its kind; and the 
ostrich, and the night hawk, and the seamew, and the hawk 

16 after its kind ; the little owl, and the great owl, and the 
17 horned owl; and the pelican, and the vulture, and the 

Tristram ( 101, 98) suggests Loth the mih-111 "'�[{rans, the black kite, 
and the /mt.'o vukaris, the common buu,ard: Ar. •a�·ab is applied to all 
,mailer eagle, and buuA-irds. The 'a;'Ya/1 (fro111 its cry; cp. Ar. _t'IIJ'II}, 
Tristram ( 102/ take-,, a, 11111/vw i<li1111s, the kite or red kite, ' perhaps 
the keene,t-sightcd of all the birds of prey," cp. Job xx,·iii. i• Read 
black and red kite or buzzard and kite. LXX, -y(11/, and r,m.,os. 

after its �-i11dl A phrase characteri�tic of I'. 
14. and ,V.-IJ' rai-e11, etc.] 'or,·/, Ar . .i:lzoni/i, co,ering all the specie, of 

the cn,,•ida,· in l'alestine of which Tristram (i 4 ff.) distinguishes eight ; 
a carrion feeder with the 'a;;ab and mkliam ( Uoughty, 11. 41, ·118); that 
it wa, regarded by some tribes as sacred is seen from the use of ii,, 11amc 
a, a personal name: Judg. ,·ii. 2:,, and as a clan name among Arabs 
to-day. LXX B omib this clause; other cudd. have it. 

16. oslrid1] /,atli lia;•-ya'•1 11d1 t:ither d.1u,i;h/,:r of ,i;r,·,·d or ef t/i,: 
plain; .\rah, call ii Jatha· of the /lai11s; they cat thi: breast ( Doughty, 
1. 131 f.). LXX, arpov8os. 

night liawkJ ta1mas (viok11ce; Ar. :.al,"111 aho 1111:ans both violi:nci: 
and ostrich). Some take it as the male ostrich. Tristram ('JO): tht: 
barn-owl, strix jlammea. LXX, -y\civ�. 

s,·,w,,w] shahaJli, LXX, :\a.pas, cormorant; gull (l'osl, Hai.ting,.' 
D.H.); stm1a Jluvialilis, tem (Tr. 13:,), 

liam{·] ne,., LXX, iipa�. Tristram ( 1o6): gencrir. for all small hawks, 
,uch as sparrow-hawk (,u,·ipit,·r 11isus, 106), kestrel, etc. 

16. lilt/,· owl] l·Js, LXX, 1111,.:n,.:op� (?), both night-jar and scret:ch-
0,1 I. Tristram (9,j) : 'probably' tlie ,.,outhern little owl, Atltm<' g/1111.r, 
'one of the most uni\'er�ally distributed birds in thi: Holy Laml: It 
inhabits ruins, I's. cii. 6 ( i ). A rah,. call it 'mother of ruins.' 

.i:rcal owl] yaml111ph, LXX, fiflts. Tristram (9.,): eagle-owl, /,11/,0 
<1Halaph11s, haunting ruins and caverns. 

horned a.vi J li11s/1,:111d/1, A.\'. r.,•a11. J'ristram: probably the glossy 
ibis. Owls are t:aten by one tribe, at teast, in Arabia, for which tht:y 
arc derided Ly other Arah,- (Doughty, r. 305). The owl is one of the 
hirds to which 1110,.1 often the Arab,- allribute human qualities. 

17. pdica11] �-a'ath, LXX, 1n:\t,.:d11. Tristra111 (1o8J �uggesls the 
roseate pelican, P. 011ocro/a/us. 

1·11/lur,:J 1·a/ia111al1, Ar. ral.-/1i111, 'a small white carrion eagle,' migra
tory, and hatinting the aboclcs of men, one of the commonest carrion 
birds in Arabia,' the white scavi:nger' (Doughty, passim; cp. Burton, 
l'ilgrimag<', etc., I I. 61); according to Tn,-tram (96) the 1uophro11 
permoptaus; in Arabia their flesh is forbidden meat, yt:t mothers give 
it to their children to expel worms (Doughty, 1. ,l93). The name 
appt:ars to be <li:ri,·ed from its affection to its young, which in xxxii. 1 1 

i� imputed also lo lht: 1ush,·r. LXX, ,.,·,,.11os, swan: 
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cormorant ; and the stork, and the heron after its kind, and 18 
the hoopoe, and the bat. And all winged creeping things 19 
are unclean unto you : they shall not be �aten. Of all clean 20 

fowls ye may eat. 
Ye shall not eat of any thing that dieth of itself: thou 21 

mayest give it unto the stranger that is within thy gates, that 

cormora11t] shala!.:, that hurls itself on the prey. LXX, Karapa.KT7/S, 
Tristram (107): phalacrocorax carbo. 

18. stork] hasldah. Tristram (1 I 1): white stork, dt"o11ia alba; 
an unclean feeder (on offal, etc.), its flesh is rank. 

heron] '"1wphalt. Tristram (109): the common heron, ardea ci11crea: 
an edible bird, in Europe once highly prized at table; but feeding on, 
besides fish, many unclean land animals, snakes, rats, etc. 

hoopoc] du!.:iphath, . .\.\'. lapwing. Tristram (89): hoopoe, upupa epops. 
bat] 'atallcpl1 (cp. riTr{'A.a{:Jos, a kind of locust in N. Africa, Herod. 

iv. 1 p). In Palestine it haunts caverns and (as in Egypt I sepulchres. 
There is no doubt that the cheeping and muttering attributed to the 
dead (Is. vii.) was derived from the sound made by the crowds of this 
animal when disturbed in sepulchres.

19. all winged o-uping things are 1111cka11] Lit. S'li!ar111i11g thi11gs 
that JIJ', all winged insects. To this LeL xi, 2I f. adds that go 11po11 
all fours and excepts from the rule such as have jointed lei;s abo,·e their 
feet to leap on the earth, i.e. various kinds of leaping locusts, as dis
tinguished from the nmning locust (sec Shipley and Cook, art. •Locust' 
in E.B.). They come under the clean insects of the next,,. 

20. Of all dmn winged things;•c ma;• eat] R.Y.fowl is misleading; 
the term winged covers both birds and fl);ng insects and here probably 
refers only to the latter. Arabs and other eastern peoples eat locusts 
not only in time of famine; fried or made into cakes they are con
sidered a delicacy (Burton, Pilgrimage:, etc., 11. IIi; Doughty, r. 4j2, 
11. 245f., 3'l3; Musil, Eth11. Ber. 151). 

Nothing is said of reptiles (frogs may be supposed to fall under the 
class of unclean fishes, v. 10). Le\'. xi. 29 ff. counts as unclean, the weasel, 
mouse, lizards, chameleon and v. ft serpents. ..\rahs eat lizards, • very 
sweet meat,' though some abhor them as serpents (Doughty, r. jo, 326, 
fl. 533: cp. for ancient Arabia, G. Jacob, '!f, 95); and even one species 
of serpent is eaten ()Iusil, Ethn. Bc:r. 151). And mice are eaten both 
by some Arabs and in N. Syria (Tristram). 

21. Ye shall not eat of any thing which didh of itse{f] Lit. an;• carms.:, 
anything found dead, without being slain by the finder. There is a 
possible case in Doughty, II. 129; but usually when an Arab sees his 
camel must die, in consequence of an accident, he slays it forthwith. 

thou mayest give it unto the stranger] The ger or foreigner settled in 
Israel (see on i. 16), distinct from the following foreigner, not settled, 
but trading, ·with Israel. 

E, Ex. xxii. 30 (31) enjoins that Aesh tom of beasts shall be given to 
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he may cat it ; or thou mayest sell it unto a fordgner: for 
thou art an holy people unto the LoRu thy (iod. Thou 
shalt not seethe a �id in its mother's milk. 

dogs; liut II, Le\'. X\'ii. 1.=,, enjoins that neither that u•hid, dies ofilsdf 
nor what is lorn '!l beasts shall he eaten either by hraelite or by g(r: 
1Jln·iously a later law, when the position of the ,t;/r was more established 
in Israel and he was brought further into religious communion. 

for thou art a11 /10/y people] As in 7'. 1. 
See further on Unclean and Ck-an Foods, Appendix I. 
Thou shalt 1101 satlu a /.-id i11 its 1110/her"s 111ili·] So E, Ex. xxiii. 19, 

and J, xxxi\'. 26. The prohibition has a natural seemline,-s like those 
law� in H, Lev. xxii. 2i f., which forbid the sacrifice of a calf, lamb, or 
kid till it has been se\'en days under the clam, and the sacrifice of the 
clam and young together 1. But there must be other moli\'es behind the 
Jaw. That it occurs among laws on ritual implies that the practice it 
vetoes had a sacramental meaning (as Cal\'in on Ex. xxxiii. 19 points 
out); that both in E and J it immediately follow� the offering of first
fruits suggests that this meaning was connected with the security of the 
harvest or of the fertility of the soil: 'a superstitious u�age of some of 
the Gentiles, who, 'tis said, at the end of their har\'est sccthecl a kid in 
it� dam's milk, and sprinkled that milk pottage in a magical way upon 
their gardens and fields to make them the more fruitful the next year:: 

n-n. OF TnuEs. 

A tithe shall be taken of all the yearly produce of what i� sown in 
the field, further defined a, corn, wine and oil, and carried to the 
Sanctuary and eaten before God by the offerers along with the fir�tlings 
of oxen and sheep ( 21 f.); but Israelites who cl well too far from the 
Sanctuary for this may tum their tithes into money, purchase at the 
Temple whatever they desire, and feast before God along with their 
households and Lc\'ites ( 2,J-2 j). Every third year, however, they arc 
to reta1n all the tithe within their gates for the Levites and other Janel
less poor tl• consume (28 f.).-ln the Sg. address throughout, like the 

1 Some have even supposed lhal it was meant lo exclude kid, from u:,c as food 
till they were weaned, which is neither• agreeable lo rea,on • (Cah·in) nor to H', law 
quoted above. 

" :\I. Henry on F.x. xxiii. 19, He may have got this from :'\laimunid� through 
lluchart, or through Spencer who,e Ler.-s H,·brtuorum was puLli,hed ,ome year, before 
hi, own commentary. \V. R. Smith (Rd. Sem. 20� 11.) suggest, that as certain 
primiti,·e peoples appear to regard milk as equivalent to blood, the ,-.,eihing of a kid 
in its mother's milk would involve the partakers of the fle,-h in the guilt of 'eating with 
the blood.' Calvin had made the same su�gestion with a more appo,ite empha,i,: 
'God would not admit a monstrous thing 1n His sacrifice, that a kid's flesh ,hould 
be cooked in it, dam', milk, and thus, as it were, in its own blood. '-From it, "ording 
thi,. law cannot mean the prohibition of nny milk in sacrifice (to-day in Arabia ,heep 
and goats are s.,irl to taste better when boiled in milk, :'\lu,il, Etlm. Ber. 149, and arc 
frequently so cooked), yet it is significa111 that milk nowhere appears among the fC!>tal 
offerings of Israel, probably because of its ready fermentat_ion (W. R. Smith). 
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Thou shalt surely tithe all the increase of thy seed, that 22 
which cometh forth of the field year by year. And thou 23 
shalt eat before the LORD thy God, in the place which he 
shaJl choose to cause his name to dwell there, the tithe of 
thy corn, of thy wine, and of thine oil, and the firstlings of 

third form of the law of the Single Sanctuary, xii. 13 ff., with which also 
it has in common some phrases and ideas not found in the Pl. form of 
that law :-the definition of the tithe, corn, wine and uil; thou shalt not 
forsake the Levzte (unless this be an addition, see on z·. 2j); the wide 
permission to eat whatsoroer thy soul desireth=after all the desire of thy 
suul, xii. 20 f. ; another qualification of the law, in order to meet the 
-needs of those at a distance, with the identical phrase because tlte place 
is too fizr from thee which etc., xii. 21 (Steuernagel's statement that the 
phrases eat bifure Jehovah,_ eat and be satiified, etc., are also peculiar to 
the Sg. is very doubtful). 

There is no law of tithes (so-called) in E or J; those in P, �u. xviii. 
2r-32 (with the corresponding practice, Xeh. x. 37 f.) and Lev. xxvii. 
3of., fundamentally differ from D's law of tithes. On this and the 
questions it raises and their solution in the later law of Israel, see 
Additional Note below. 

22. Thou shalt surely tithe] Heb. tithing thou shalt tithe: an idiom
emphasising the bare fact. 

increase] Lit. income (or in-brought), rez•entte, all the produce. 
of thy sud] Not of cereals alone, but inclusive of plantations as the 

next clause and the oil and wine of v. 23 show. Dillm. cites Isai. xvii.
10 f.; Jer. ii. 21; Ezek. xvii. 5. 

-

field] sadeh, here in its latest sense of cultivated ground; see on 
vii. 22, xi. 15, etc., 

23. eat before tke LORD] See on xii. 7, 
the place which he shall choose] Sam., LXX, which Jehtrrah th_y God 

shall choose; see on xii. 5. Before this the tithe was offered at the local 
sanctuaries, Am. iv. 4. 

corn, wine, and oil] Defining that which cometh forth from the field. 
A purely vegetable tithe: so always in D as in Nu. xviii. 2 i, 30, corn 
ef threshing .floor, fulness of winepress or z•at (cp. D, xv. q, xvi. 13). 
Neh. x. 35-37 (36-38), tithe of the gruund (cp. Lev. xxvii. 30, ,t•hetlier 
of tlze seed of the la11d ur fruit of tree). To this an animal tithe is added 
by Lev. xxvii. 32 and 2 Chron. xxxi. 6. Com stands for all cereals; it 
is singular that nowhere is the fig, the third of the great triad of Israel's 
fruit trees, mentioned along with wine and oil. 

and tlzefirstlings, etc.] The law of firstlings is xv. 19ff.; here they 
are mentioned only incidentally, perhaps because the tithes were to be 
presented at the same time with them. There is no reference here to 
an animal tithe. ' :\Iere firstlings, set apart from the yearly increase of 
the herds, distinct from the firstborn and offered as a substitute for the 
animal tithe, are not to be thought of' (Dillm.). 

DEUTERONOMY 13 
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thy herd and of thy flock ; that thou mayest learn to fear 
24 the LORD thy God always. And if the way be too long for 

thee, so that thou art not able to carry it, because the place 
is too far from thee, which the LoRn thy God shall choose 
to set his name there, when the LORD thy God shall bless 

:25 thee : then shalt thou turn it into money, and hind up the 
money in thine hand, and shalt go unto the place which the 

26 LORD thy God shall choose: and thou shalt bestow the 

thal thou mayest learn lo .fear] Such regular offerings mean the 
practice of the fear of God, for by them the offerers acknowledge that 
to God and not to their own labour the blessings of their fields are due. 
The same intention is attributed to making the people hear God's word, 
iv. 10 (q.v.), and to the injunction to the king to read always in the law, 
xvii. 19.

24f, Another practical con,equence of the centralisation of the
worship, like that which permits the profane slaughter and enjoyment 
of animals, xii. 21 ff. 

if the way he too l011g for lhu, etc.] Cp. xii. :21: if /he plaa ... he loo 
far from thee, xix. 6. . . 

whm the LORD thy God shall bl,·ss thte] '.\leans neither with a great 
extension of thy land (Knobel) nor with so rich a harvest that thou art 
unable to carry the tithe of it so far (Dillm.), hut, more generally, with 
thy yearly harvests. Was there, then, no tithe when the harvest failed? 

shall thou turn it into money] Heh. may mean either gi'lle it in, 
or in txchange for, mOfllJ'· The lleh. l:eseph often=sih·er, usually 
supposed to have heen called so from its paleness (W.R. Smith,Joun,. 
Phil. XI\', 125); but the root is just as probably lo rut off, or r11t in pieces 
(Jentsalem, 1. 329), and keseph is therefore applicable, and is applit•d, 
to other metals. In any case 1110,uy is the right tran�lation here. Coins 
proper were not in use in Israel before the Persian period; but from 
a very early date there was a metallic currency, partly in silver (cp. 
1 Sam. ix. 8, quarter of a silver sht'l:,·I, 2 Sam. xi\'. 26, shekels stamped 
by Da,·id) and partly in copper (which was current in Palestine by 
qoo n.c., Tell-el-Amarna Letters); of the latter the grra or 20th part 
of the shekel, Ezek. xiv. 12, was no douht one form. On the currency 
in W. Asia see A. R. S. Kennedy in Hastings' D.B. art. '!'\loney.' 

thou shall hind up the molU)' in thine hand] Heb. conjint. As the 
Heb. for purse (Gen. xiii. 3:- ; Prov. vii. 20) comes from another form 
of this root, we might u.se the Eng. denom. Yb. thou shall purst ii in 
thine hand. Usnally money was carried in the girdle, but this seems to 
imply a form of purse attached to the fingers or wrist. 

26, and thou shall h.:slo;c, the 1110,uJ•] It was this law, which with 
other customs !eel to the rise of markets for cattle and other com
mo<lities in the Temple Courts with the consequent ahu!>e.s, fostere1l by 
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_ money for whatsoever thy soul desireth, for oxen, or for 
“sheep, or for wine, or for strong drink, or for whatsoever 
thy soul asketh of thee: and thou shalt eat there before the 
Lorp thy God, and thou shalt rejoice, thou and thine 
-household: and the Levite that is within thy gates, thou 
shalt not forsake him ; for he hath no portion nor inheritance 
with thee. 

At the end of every three years thou shalt bring forth all 
the tithe of thine increase in the same year, and shalt lay it 

the priests for their own enrichment, which our Lord chastised. Cp. 
Jer. vi. 13, vil. 11, xxili. 11. 
Jor whatsoever thy soul desireth...asketh of thee) On the soul as seat 

of the appetite see xii. 20; on desireth, v. 21. The emphatic liberality 
-of this provision is striking. Though the tithe is a vegetable one, flesh 
may be substituted for it: cp. v. 23 according to which it was to be 
eaten with the firstlings. ‘ 

or for wine, or for strong drink| The attempt is sometimes made to 
argue that the juice of the vine when praised or prescribed in the O.T. 
is never an intoxicating liquor. That is clearly contradicted here; 
strong drink is a true transl. of the Heb. shear, ‘omne quod inebriare 
potest” (Jerome), which because of its effects is condemned in Is. y. 
II, 22, xxviil. 7; Mic. ii. 113 1 Sam. i. 15; Prov. xx. 1, and is for- 
bidden to priests on duty, Lev. x. 9; cp. Prov. xxxi. 4, prescribed to 

_ invalids. The adj. from it shikkor=drunkard. In Israel there was the 
same difference of opinion as to its use which preyails among ourselves. 

and thou shalt rejoice] See on xii. 7. 
thou and thine household] As in xii. 7, 12, 18: the tithes or their 

~~ equivalent are to be enjoyed, not as in P by the Temple Levites and 

hel 

Priests but by the offerers and their families including— 
27. the Levite within thy gates| The rural minister, dispossessed of 

his allowances by the removal of the tithe from the local sanctuaries. 
” thou shalt not forsake him] Not in LXX: which adds stranger, 
orphan, and widow, and other formulas—an instance of how readily 
these were added by various editors. 

28. At the end of every three years| xxvi.12: when thou hast finished 
tithing all the tithe of thine income in the third year, which is the year 
of tithing. See below. 

thou shalt bring forth| That is for public or profane use as opposed 
to the dringing im of offerings designed for use in the sanctuary: cp. 
XVii. 5, Xxl- 19, XXil. 15, 21, 24. 

27 

28 

all the tithe| All, not prefixed to ¢zthe in v. 22, has been variously” 
interpreted either as meaning that the whole tithe was not exacted 
for the sanctuary in the first and second years but only a nominal tithe 
(as under Moslem law the tithe was sometimes only z5th or even 2th 

13—2 
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29 up within thy gates: and the Levite, because he hath no 
portion nor inheritance with thee, and the stranger, and the — 
fatherless, and the widow, which are within thy gates, shall — 
come, and shall eat and be satisfied ; that the Lorp thy © 
God may bless thee in all the work of thine hand which 
thou doest. 

of the crop), and was to be fully exacted only in each third year for 
charitable purposes; or else that in the third year no tithe was taken to 
the Temple but a// the. tithe was given to the local poor (Oettli, Berth. 
and others). The latter seems the more likely. Steuernagel thinks 
that every third year there were two tithes exacted, that for the poor 
being in addition to that taken every year to the Sanctuary. But in 
that case the law would not have described the third year tithe for the 
poor as all the tithe. 

and shalt lay it up within thy gates) Rather, let it remain or (lit.) 
rest there; either in distinction to the tithes of the other two years, 
which are carried from home to the Sanctuary; or else because instead 
of being consumed at once like those tithes it is to be stored for the 
continual sustenance of— - 

29. the Levite] because he is landless and through the abolition of 
the local shrines has been deprived of his means of subsistence, and of— 

the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow] for they also are landless. 
D frequently emphasises the duty of caring for them, xvi. 11, 14, xxiv. 
17, 19 ff., xxvi. 12 f. : 

shall eat and be satisfied| Were the words before Jehovah and rejoice, — 
used in connection with the eating of tithes at the Sanctuary, are 
omitted ; for this is not like that, a festal celebration. On the contrary 
the third year tithe is designed for the common daily sustenance of those 
poor persons. This secularisation of the tithe (as it would be called 
to-day) is interesting; see Additional Note. 

that the LorD thy God may bless thee] xxvi. 15. Such devotion of 
the tithe to the poor is a condition of the increase of the crop from 
which it is made. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON TITHES. 

According to 1 Sam. viii. 15, 17, a king if granted to Israel would be —in 
conformity with the practice of several ancient monarchies—to exact a tithe of his 
subjects’ cereal crops, vines, olives, herds and flocks. No religious ing | 
name of tithe appears in the earlier legislation, the Holiness Code (Lev. xvii.—xxvi.), 
or Ezekiel. Yet all these require an offering of the firstfruits of the soil:—E, Ex. 
xxii. 29 (28), ¢hou shalt not delay thy fulness nor thy trickling (see Driver's note), 
LXX jirstfruits of thy threshing-floor and wine-press, like D's law of tithes ~ 
associated with firstlings, v. 30 (29): H, Lev. xxiii. 11 demands merely a sheaf of the 
firstfruits (resith) of harvest = Ezek xx. 40, J will reguire your contributions — 
(terumébth) and the firstfruits (reshtth) of your oblations. In the 8th century tithes — 
were offered on the 3rd day of the feast at the royal sanctuary at Bethel (Am. iv. 4: _ 
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see Wellh,’s note); and E, Gen. xxviii. 22 ascribes to Jacob at the same sanctuary the 
promise to God to ¢ithe all He would give him, 

From these data several inferences have been drawn :—(1) that the ¢zthes of D and 
the later legislation (see below) were the same as the first-fruits (eshith and dikkurvim) 
of the earlier (Nowack, Hebry. Arch. 1. 257 ff.), cp. the synonymousness of anapxac 
and Sexdra., Dion Halic. 1. 23 f. and Philo’s amapyjs amrapx7 for the priests’ zthe of 
the Levites’ ##he in P (De Mut. Nom. 1607, Mangey); (2) that the same offering was 
called first/ruits at some sanctuaries, ¢ithes at others (Now., G. F. Moore, 4.2. 
art. ‘Tithes’ § 1); (3) that ¢zthes is the later name (W. R. Smith, Xe/. Sem, 226 ff.); 
(4) that the use of this name_at Bethel, a royal sanctuary, was due to the appropriation 
of the king’s tithe to the support of the shrine, the result of Phoenician influence in 
N, Israel, for the earliest reference to a religious tithe is Phoenician (zé7d.); (5) that 
these /z¢hes were the material of a feast for not only the offerers but all the worshippers, 
including the poor, whose rights to them were sometimes cruelly absorbed by the 
rich (zdz@.), What is sure is that from the time of their settlement Israel shared the 
belief of many primitive peoples (Frazer, Golden Bough?, 11. 459) that they might not 
enjoy their harvests till they offered the Deity some of the firstfruits. This was done 
at the local sanctuaries and became the occasion of a joyful feast, in which the 
officiating priest, the poor and all who had géz, or guest, rights at the sanctuary 
would share. At some places these offerings were called ¢z¢hes, either because it was 
found to be necessary to fix their proportion to the whole harvest, or because the 
royal ¢i¢he was actually appropriated to the support of the sanctuary and the solemn 
entertainment of the worshipping guests. 

The tithe-laws of D imply that some such custom prevailed at the rural sanctuaries ; 
but like many others it had to be adapted to D's law of One Sanctuary. This was 
done by dividing the tithe between religious and charitable uses. Two years out of 
three the Israelite farmer must take the ¢z¢/e, either in kind or in money, to the one 
sanctuary and (that he might learn to fear God) eat it there before God, with his 
household and the Levite, who by the abolition of his shrine had lost his opportunity 
of eating before God. But this deprived both the latter and the other landless poor of 
their rights in what had included benefactions for them all. Therefore every third 
year (see on 28 f.) a// the tithe was to be stored and reserved for their sustenance, 
without any religious rites, either in the offering of it (except the prayer xxvi. 12 ff.), 
or in their enjoyment of it (note the omission in 28 f. of eating before Jehovah). 
Some think indeed that this third year tithe is the oldest element in D's law and in 
fact had been the only real tithe (cp. the expression the year of tithing, xxvi. 12). 
But all that is older in it is the right of the Levite and the poor and the gévim to 
a share of the annual tithes offered at the local sanctuaries. When these were 
disestablished and the purely religious interests involved in the tithe could only be 
satished at the One Sanctuary, D compensated the rural Levites and the poor by 
granting them the whole of the third year’s tithe. 

In P the tithe-law, Num. xviii. 21—32, is very different. “ AZ/ the tithe in Tsrael, 
the tithe of the children of Israel which they offer as a contribution to Jehovah is 
givenas an zzheritance to the landless Levites, for the service which they serve, even 
the service of the tent of the meeting, the central sanctuary, and they in turn are to 
give a tithe of this tithe to Aaron the priest. And this was that part of the daw of God 
given by Moses and sworn to by the people under Nehemiah, according to which they 
were to bring in the tithes of their ground to the Levites—‘he Levites take the tithes 
in all the townships of our tillage—and the Levites were to bring the tithe of their 
tithe to the house of God (Neh. x. 37 f.). These injunctions are irreconcileable with 
those of D, Thetithe, which in D is enjoyed by the offerers, by the Levites of the rural 
sanctuaries, and by the poor and the géviz, is in P the zxZeritance of the Levites at the 
central sanctuary. D and P represent not only differing practices, but incon)patible 
principles of practice. Which is the earlier of the two? It is of course possible to 
argue that the original disposition of the tithe was purely religious or ecclesiastical 
and that D represents a later and more liberal spirit, which extended the enjoyment 
of it to the laity. But the converse is far more probable in view of that steady 
increase of all the priests’ establishments and revenues—with the consequent en- 
croachments on the rights of the people—which is so fully illustrated in the historical 
Books. For an interesting and suggestive discussion of the problems arising from 

_ this subject see ‘The Deuteronomic Tithe’ by Prof. J. M. Powis Smith in The 
Amer. Journ. of Theology, January, 1914. 
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Cu. XV. 1—11. Tue YEAR oF REMISSION: (1) OF DEBTS. 
-~ i * +4 

Every seventh year Israel shall make Remission or Release (1 
Creditors shall cancel their loans to fellow-ISraelites—it is the Lord’s 
Remission—but not those to foreigners (2 f.). But there shall be no — 
need for this law if Israel keep God’s commandments, for then (under — 
His blessing) there shall be no poor; and Israel shall lend to and not 
borrow from other peoples (4—6). Israel must not allow the approach 
of the year of Remission to operate as a motive for refusing loans to the 
poor, who shall never cease out of the land (7—11).—In the Sg. address 
throughout. The law proper (zv. 3, see note) we pd cites an earlier 
law; vv. 4—6 are by some (e.g. Steuern., Berth.) regarded as being, 
or containing, editorial additions, partly because w. 4, there shall be no 

" poor, contradicts v. 11, the poor shall never cease out of the land. But 
(apart altogether from the Oriental love of paradox) the two statements 
might naturally be made by the same writer, loyal on the one side to 
D’s governing ideal that Israel’s obedience will ensure their prosperity, 
and-on the other to D’s intense philanthropy as applied to the actual 
needs of the present. Both in the analysis of the text of Deut. and 
(as we shall immediately see) in its interpretation we must keep in 
mind that the legislation is governed at once by religious ideals more 
or less impracticable and by an equally religious passion to provide in 
a practical way for the immediate interests of the people, especially 
the poor and friendless. There is therefore no cause to doubt the unity ~ 
of the passage; except that the parenthesis in v. 46 may be a later — 
expansion, as it is superfluous before v. 6. 

The other codes contain no exact counterpart to this law of D. 
But E, Ex. xxiii. rof., commands that every seventh year the ground ~ 
shall lie fallow—thou shalt remit or release tt—and so too the vineyards 
and oliveyards—that the poor of thy people may eat; and H, Ley. xxv. — 
I—7, enjoins that in the seventh year the land shall not be sown nor 
the fruit-trees pruned, it shall be a year of Sabbath or solemn rest. The 
law, of which these are successive editions, was apparently based on the 
original rights of the whole community to the land (ep. for other nations 
Sir Henry Maine’s Village Communities East and West, 77 ff., 107 ff.; 
Fenton, Zarly Heb. Life, 24 ff., 29 ff., 64 ff.). The connections be- 
tween this law and D’s remission of debt are obscure. Is D’s law © 
meant as an addition to E’s, or as a substitute for it in different 
economic conditions? The latter alternative is unlikely; though D 
(v. 3) alone speaks of loans to foreigners, which implies commerce, 
his directions as to loans to Israelites are not practicable in a com- — 
mercial community and imply as purely an agricultural one as E’s law — 
does ; but D has no law for the land lying fallow. Dillmann holding 4 
that a complete cancelling of debts every seventh year was im- — 
practicable, argues that D takes E’s law for granted and has framed — 
his own to meet the consequences of E’s. If the land lay fallow for the — 
seventh year the poor cultivators could not repay loans made to them 
by their richer neighbours, and therefore the repayment was suspended 
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__ At the end of every seven years thou shalt make a release. 

for that year only (cp. Driver, Deut. 177 f.).. This is plausible; but 

15 

there is much to contradict it. To begin with, it is very doubtful - 
whether E’s seventh year in which the ground was to lie fallow was to 
be the same year for the whole land!; whereas D’s seventh year of 

. remission was (as we see from ov. 7 the same everywhere and for 
everybody. Again, the verb from which the Heb. noun for Remission 
comes means not suspension but total remission (Jer. xvii. 4). Again, 
if the law had intended merely a suspension of the loan there would 
hardly have been need for the warning in z. g, not to use the approach 
of the seventh year as a pretext for refusing a loan. This view is 
confirmed by the fact that the loans to which D’s law refers were not 
business, but charitable loans, made for the relief of the poor, v. 6, and 
without any charge for interest, xxiii. rg (20). It was no more im- 
practicable to command their total remission in the seventh year, when 
after several harvests the debtor’s inability to pay had been fully proved, 
than to command the initial granting of the loan itself. D’s law was 
not for the regulation of commerce, but for the inculcation of liberality 
to poor neighbours. This line of argument also precludes the view 
held by some that D’s law does not refer to the repayment of the 
principal of the loan, but commands only the suspension for one year of 
the interest. As we have seen this class of loans bore no interest. And 
indeed vv. 2 f. are explicit that it is the whole loan which is to be 
remitted ; whatsoever of thine is with thy brother. Nehemiah (ch. v.) 

“found among the returned exiles the practice of exacting both principal 
and interest from poor debtors, and he abolished these exactions. The 
later Jewish law clearly understood the remission to be that of the 
capital sum, and because this was impracticable in the case of com- 
mercial loans, provided legal means of evading it in the seventh year. 
(Mishna, ‘Shebi‘ith, x. 3—7; Schiirer, Azst. of the Jewish People, 
E. T. 11. i. 362 f.) 

The above view, that the law intends a total remission of the loan, is held by Philo 
(De Septenario, § 8), the Mishna (‘Shebi‘ith, x. 1), Jewish lawyers, Matt. Henry, 
Gesenius, Wellh., Nowack, Benzinger, Steuern., Berth., H. W. Robinson; that 
a mere suspension of payment is intended is held’ by Knobel, Keil, Dillm., Riehm, 
Oehler, and von Orelli. Driver thinks it ‘has all @ priorvz considerations in its favour, 
but we are not perhaps sufficiently acquainted with the circumstances. to be able to 
feel perfectly confident that it is correct.’ Again: ‘while as a law regulating 
commercial loans generally it can have been a practicable one only upon the modern 
interpretation [i.e. mere suspension of repayment], it is possible that in its original 
intention its application was so limited by circumstances that the ancient interpretation 
{i.e. total remission] may be the correct one.’ W. R. Smith, Z.B., art. “Sabbatical 
Year,’ gives the alternatives, either no interest is to be exacted, or no proceedings are 
to be taken against the debtor, in the 7th year. _ 

1. At the end of seven years} So Heb. Thatis, in the seventh year, — 
as is clearly put in v. 12 (cp. Jer. xxxiv. 14): see also xiv. 28. 

a release) or remission, Heb. sh®mittah from shkamat, to let drop 

1 In H it may be the same year for the whole land (Driver), but even this is not 
certain. 



2 And his is the manner of the release : “every c hall 
release that which he hath lent unto his negt boat shall — 
not exact it of his neighbour and his brother; because the — 

3 Lorp’s release hath been proclaimed. Ofa foreigner thou — 
mayest exact it: but whatsoever of thine is with thy brother 

4 thine hand shall ‘release. Howbeit there shall be no poor 
with thee ; (for the Lorn will surely bless thee in the land 
which the Lorp thy God giveth thee for an inheritance to 

5 possess it ;) if only thou diligently hearken unto the voice of 
~ the Lorp thy God, to observe to do all this commandment 

6 which I command thee this day. For the Lorp thy God 
will bless thee, as he promised thee: and thou shalt lend 

™: -= 

1 Or, release: save when there &c. 

(2 Kgs ix. 33; Jet her drop) or lapse: Ex. xxiii. 11, thou shalt let it (the 
land or its crop) /apse, i.e. lie fallow ; v. 3 of a debt. 

2. And this is the manner of the release) Lit. the word or law (or as 
we might say eat) of: cp. xix. 4 R.V. this is the case of. The following 
clause is a citation of an older law, as we see further from its p 

every creditor] Lit. every owner (ba‘al cp. Ex. xxii. 14) of @ loan of 
his hand, of anything he has //ted or made over at his own 

net, chbour] Heb. 72d‘, very seldom used with the Sg. address for 
fellow- -Lsraelite, and possibly always, as here, in quotations, xix. 4f., 
xxiii. 24f., xxiv. 10. The synonymous term, ébrother, is used by the 
writer of the Sg. about 25 times, and has probably been inserted by him 
in this citation (Steuern.). 

the LORD’s release) by His order, or for His sake. 
hath been proclaimed| which shows that this year is the same for the 

whole nation. 
3. foreigner] nokrit distinct not only from meighbour- or brother- 

Israelite, but also from gér the foreign client or settler in Israel 
(xiv. 21). 

4. Howbeit there shall be no poor with thee| Dillm. ete. transl. : 
should be no poor. But-this is not a correct rendering of the Heb. 
which uses the positive form of the vb.; and it weakens the writer's 
confident emphasis on his ideal. He is stating not so much what 
should be as what shall be, if only (raz: see on x. 15) Israel obeys the 
law (v. 5). See introd. note above. The rest of v. 4 isa parenthesis, 
and probably a later expansion. 
Jor the LORD will surely bless thee] Sam., LXX add thy God; cp. 

ii. 7, xxviii. 8. 
giveth thee for an inheritance, etc.] See on iv. 21. 
5. to observe todo} See ony. }. 
all this commandment, etc.) See on v. 31, viii. I. 
6. will bless thee] Heb. is stronger, shall have blessed thee. 
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unto many nations, but thou shalt not borrow; and tho 
shalt rule over many nations, but they shall not rule over 
thee. 

If there be with thee a poor man, one of thy brethren, 7 
within any of thy gates in thy land which the Lorp thy God 
giveth thee, thou shalt not harden thine heart, nor shut 
thine hand from thy poor brother: but thou shalt surely 8 
open thine hand unto him, and shalt surely lend him suff- 
cient for his need zz ¢hat which he wanteth. Beware that 9 
there be not a base thought in thine heart, saying, The 

thou shalt lend unto many nations, but thou shalt not borrow] Heb. 
shalt take, but shalt not give, pledges; cp. 8, xxiv. 10—13. This 
promise of a large foreign commerce, repeated xxviii. 12 f. (with the 
contrast in 43 f.) is peculiar to D among the codes of Israel. It covers, 
of course, not only the lending of money and bullion (banking proper), 
but the sale of goods on credit at interest, to other nations, Such a 
foreign trade appears to have flourished with great profit both to 
Judah and Israel under the long contemporary reigns of Uzziah and 
Jeroboam II (Is. ii. 7; Hos. xii. 7). There was large commerce with 
foreigners under Manasseh: cp. Ezekiel’s name for Jerusalem, ‘he gate 
of the peoples (xxvi. 2, LXX), and the king of Persia’s refusal to allow 
the walls of Jerusalem to be rebuilt lest her former power of exacting 
tolls and customs should revive (Ezr. iv. 20). It is striking, however, 
that the fulfilment of D’s promise was most fully realised not while 
Israel remained on their own land but after their dispersion among the 
nations, from the Greek period onwards. Strabo’s words (quoted in 
Jos. x1v. Antt. vii. 2) are a remarkable acknowledgement of the political 
as well as financial superiority foreseen by D for Israel: ‘These Jews 
have penetrated to every city and it would not be easy to find a single 
place in the inhabited world which has not received this race, and 
where 7¢ has not become master. See further Jerusalem, 1. 370 f., 
II. 193 f., 392 ff. 

7—l11. One of the most beautiful as it is one of the most 
characteristic passages in the laws of D: illustrating not only the 
humane spirit, and the practical thoughtfulness of this code, but its 
extension of the Law to the thoughts and interests of the heart: 
cp. v. 21. 
Pt. with thee a poor man, one of thy brethren] Web. in thee as in 

v. 43 poor, better needy. 
in any of thy gates| or townships; see on xii. 12. 
harden thine heart] See on ii. 30; cp. 1 John iii. 17. 
8. lend him] See onv. 6. 
9. Beware] be on guard with respect to thyself; see on iv. 9. 
a base thought in thine heart] Lit. a word or thing in thine heart, 

baseness, or worthlessness: b¢liya‘al; see on xiii. 13 (£4). 
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_ seventh year, the year of release, is at hand ; _ 
be evil against thy poor brother, and thou g 
and he cry unto the Lorp against thee, and it be be sin unto. 

10 thee. Thou shalt surely give him, and thine heart shall no 
be grieved when thou givest unto him: because that for this — 
thing the Lorp thy God shall bless thee in all thy work, 

11 and in all that thou puttest thine hand unto. For the poor 
shall never cease out of the land: therefore I command — 
thee, saying, Thou shalt surely open thine hand unto thy 
brother, to thy needy, and to thy poor, in thy land. : 

thine eye be evil] cruel or grudging, xxviii. 54, 56; the opposite of — 
“om or compassionate. 
and it be sin unto thee] ‘that which we think our Pradence oft proves 

sin to us’ (M. Henry). 
yi thine heart shall not be grieved, etc.) God loveth a cheerful giver. 

(2 Cor. ix. 7). 
puttest thine hand unto| See on xii. 7. 
ll. For the poor shall never cease, etc.) See introd, note. 
to thy needy, and to thy poor| Two of the three Hebrew 

poor, The first isa passive form, forced, afflicted, then eh wth 
under persecution, poverty or exile, and so also sadbdued, 
The second is the Lat. egenus, needy. 

12—18. THR YEAR OF REMISSION: (2) OF SLAVES. 

If a Hebrew, man or woman, serves as a slave for six years, 
seventh he shall not only go free but be liberally cine as hie 2 
owner's property ; as Israel was a slave and redeemed ee 
If, however, the slave elects to remain with his owner bass) J 
him, then he shall be bound to his service for ever (16f.). Nor mast 
his emancipation seem hard to the owner: six years” t from a slave 
is double the hire of a hireling (18). os throughout. there 
are any editorial additions is uncertain: the prevailing use of the masc. 
for slave seems to some to point to the phrase or am Hebrew woman 
(v. 12 and 17 4) as such (Holzinger, Zindeitung, 313, ".15 ep Steen 

The corresponding law in E, Ex. xxi, 2—6 (see Driver's notes), also 
directs the emancipation of a Hebrew bondman after six years’ service, 
does not mention bondwoman (for the slave-concubine he has a further — 
law, vv. 7—11) but provides (as D does not) for the bondman’s wife; 
if he has entered service married he takes his wife out; if his master 
has given him a wife she and their children remain his master’s — 
property ; and to his love forhis master E adds that for his wife and 
children as a motive for his electing to remain. The ceremony of — 
binding him to the service is the same as in D with an addition — 
(see on 2. 17). E does not provide equipment for the freed slave. — 

«Ae 
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The law in Ley. xxv. 39—55 (H expanded by P) deals with both the 
Hebrew and the foreign bondman. The former is not to serve as slave 
but as a hired servant, up to the year of jubile (when all land returns 
to its original owners), and then go free with his children to his own 
family and his father’s possession; nothing, therefore, is said of a 
provision for him from his master’s goods, nor of manumission in the 
seventh year. Thus practically no Israelite is to be a slave: one 
Israelite shall not rule over another with rigour. But slaves of foreign 
birth or from among the gérfm are their purchaser’s possession for ever 
and heritable property. If a poor Hebrew sell himself to a foreigner, 
he may be redeemed by himself or his family, and a scale is fixed for 
his price, but if he be not redeemed by the year of jubile, he and his 
children shall then go free. Throughout nothing is said as to the 
bondman’s wife. 

The gradation of these laws, though not so marked as in the case 
of some.others, is sufficiently clear. E’s is the most primitive; D’s 
dependence on E is probable but not so evident as in other cases; 
it might be a different codification of the same consuetudinary law. 
Besides stating the law in his own phraseology (more particularly that 
of the Sg. address) and pleading motives for it which are characteristic 
‘of him (e.g. vv. 15, 18), D has the equally characteristic addition about 
the equipment of the freed*slave. Lev. xxv. 39—55, with its addition 
upon Hebrew slaves sold to foreigners, reflects conditions which may 
sometimes have happened before the Exile, but were more prevalent 
only after it. 

Besides, the postponement of the emancipation from the 7th year to that of the 
jubile seems to imply that E’s and D’s laws which fixed it for the former had been 
found impracticable; P (or H ?) therefore prolongs the period of service, but com- 
pensates for this by commanding that the Hebrew slave shall be treated as a free 
man (Driver, Dez. 185). Calvin’s explanation—that the term jzéc/e is extended to 
mean every seventh year ; or that the slaves to be freed at the 7zdz/e were those who 
refused enfranchisement in the seventh year and being so fully in their owner's power 
needed the Levitical directions for their humane treatment—is impossible. 

On the neglect of the law see Jer. xxxiv. 8ff.; Neh. v. 5. 

Two other things need to be noted:—{1) The causes by which Israelites fell into 
slavery were mainly poverty and crime. A man unable to pay the »ohar or purchase 
money for a bride might serve for her a term of years, like Jacob (Gen. xxix. 18); 
a father might sell his children, especially his daughters (Ex. xxi. 7), either for 
poverty or from the wish to connect his house with that of an influential neighbour; 
the insolvent debtor might be sold (2 Kgs iv. 1; Am. ii. 6, viii. 6; Neh. v. 5, 8), or, 
though not a debtor, might be driven by. sheer want to sell himself (Lev. xxv. 39); or 
a man might be sold for theft, which he could not make good (Ex. xxii. 2 f.; 
Josephus, 1v. Aziz. viii. 2); and there were born slaves (Gen. xiv. 14). Stealing and 
selling a slave was punishable by death (Ex. xxi.!16). (2) The condition of slaves 
was good. The slave of an Israelite was a member of the family, who enjoyed its 
religious fellowship and took part-in the rites and benefits of this, e.g. the Sabbath 
(vy. 12, xii, 18, xvi. 11; Ex. xxjii. 12) and must therefore have been circumcised 
(P expressly commands this, Gen. xvii. 12). He had sometimes great influence and 
authority in the household and might marry his master’s daughter, or even become 
his heir (Gen. xv. 2 ff., xxiv. 1 ff.; 1 Sam. xxv. 14 ff.; 1 Chr. ii. 34 f.). Even the 
oldest law, though it considers slaves to be their master’s property (Ex. xxi. 21, 32), 
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12 If thy brother, an Hebrew man, or an’ - Hebrew voman 
be sold unto thee, and serve thee six years; then in the 

13 seventh year thou shalt let him go free from thee. And 
does not allow him to kill them (#d. 20), and if he destroy the eye or tooth of a slave 
he must set him free (Ex. xxi. 26 f.). 

Similarly in Arabia to-day, where the condition of slaves well illustrates their 
condition in Israel and especially their religious standing. The treatment of 
course varies according to the character of the master, and in pte slaves 
seem less well-treated in the large towns. But on the whole the conditions of 
service in Arabia are good. Snouck-Hurgronje, Mekka, ut. 12 ff., 18 f.: ‘even 
the “slave of all work” has no hard time and all are members ‘of the family 
they serve’: ‘take it all in all the condition of the Moslem slaves is one only } 
technically different from that of the European servant and workman.’ Doughty 
(Ar. Des, 1. 554): ‘the condition of a slave is always tolerable and often happy in 
Arabia; bred up as poor brothers of the sons of the household, they are a manner 
of God’s wards of the pious Mohammedan householder, who is ame, Ee. ““eme” 
of their servitude and aé@y “ my father.”...The patrons who paid ice have 
adopted them into their households, the. ‘males are circumcised eae t which 

lord, sleeps in his tent and accompanies him to warand on forays. he guards he 
locks and enjoys almost perfect freedom; therefore only the very few run away, 
My escort, the slave ‘Abdallah, told me that he had several times visited his relatives 
in Egypt, but had always returned to his master, since it was better for him with the 
latter than at home.’ See further the notes below. 

The Code of Hammurabi has this law (§ 117) :—If a man owes a debt and he has 
given his wife, his son or his daughter [as hostage] for the money, or has handed some 
one over to work it off, the hostage shall ae os work of the creditor’s house; but in 
the fourth year he shall set them free (C. H. W. Johns, Babylonian and Assyrian 
Laws, etc. 52). 

12. ‘thy brother). See on v. 2. 
an Hebrew man, or an Hebrew woman] E, Ex. xxi. 2, an Hebrew slave. 

In O.T. Hebrew is used either when foreigners are speaking of Israelites, 
or in order to distinguish Israelites from foreigners. Here the Heb. 
gives only the adj. masc. and fem., Hebrew and Hebrewess, without 
adding man (so Jer. xxxiv. 9, 14; cp. Gen. xiv. 13, déram the 
Hebrew and xxxix. (7 p the Hebrew slave). The fuller phrase Hebrew 
man occurs in J and E (Gen. xxxix. 14; Ex. ii. 11), also the plur. — 
Hebrews (Gen. xl. 15; Ex. ii. 6, 13, etc.). Fem. sing. only here and 
Jer. xxxiv. 9, plur. in E (Ex. i. 15, ete.). Not found in P. On the 
addition Hebrew woman, see Introd. § 3. 

be sold unto thee| Lev. xxv. 39 A.V.: but the vb. equally means se// 
himself, E, Ex. xxi. 2, has of thou buy. ; 

and serve] more probably he shall serve (cp. Ex. xxi. 2). 
in the seventh year thou shalt let him go\ send or dismiss him. 

Neither in E nor D is there any hint of this number being s ted by 
the weekly sabbath; this association first appears in H’s law of the 
seventh fallow year, Lev. xxv. 2 ff. 
free) the same adj. in Ex. xxi. 2) 5s and elsewhere of freedom from 

slavery. Li 
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when thou lettest him go free from thee, thou shalt not let 
him go empty: thou shalt furnish him liberally out of thy 
flock, and out of thy threshing-floor, and out of thy wine- 
press: as the Lorp thy God hath blessed thee thou shalt 
give unto him. And thou shalt remember that thou wast a 
bondman in the land of Egypt, and the Lorp thy God 
redeemed thee: therefore I command thee this thing to-day. 
And it shall be, if he say unto thee, I will not go out from 
thee ; because he loveth thee and thine house, because he 
is well with thee ; then thou shalt take an awl, and thrust it 

13, 14. Peculiar to D and characteristic of its philanthropy. 
13. empty] In Pent. only in’ E (Gen. xxxi. 42; Ex. ili. 21, 

xxiii. 15), J (xxxiv. 20) and D (here, and xvi. 16). 
14. thou shalt furnish him liberally] Lit. make-him-a-necklace (with 

emphatic repetition of the vb.). In this metaphor is the idea of /oading 
or that of orzamenting (embellishing, equipping) the governing one? 
Probably both are combined ; the metaphor rising from the -primitive 
custom of hoarding the family wealth in heavy necklaces or headdresses. 
Less likely is the derivation from the use of the collar or necklace as a 
badge of rank or office (as it was in Egypt, Gen. xli. 42, and Persia, 
1 Esdr. iii. 6). 
A similar liberality is exercised in Arabia (Doughty, dz Des. 

I. 554): 
‘Tt is not many years, ‘‘ if their house-lord fears Ullah,” before he will give them 

their liberty ; and then he sends them not away empty ; but in Upland Arabia (where 
only substantial persons are slave-holders) the good man will marry out his freed 
servants, male and female, endowing them with somewhat of his own substance, 
whether camels or palm-stems.” Cp. Snouck-Hurgronje, WMekka, 11. 14: ‘the well- 
to-do owner feels himself bound where possible to provide for his loyal servant an 
establishment, and emancipation ranks in itself as a meritorious act: the family bond 
remains after as before it unbroken.” Musil (2742. Ber. 225) quotes as part of the 
emancipation formula: ‘I dismiss my slave and endow him.’ 

‘ 

flock, threshing-floor and wine-press| Cp. xiv. 23, Xvi. 13. 
_.as the LoRD thy God hath blessed thee] vii. 13, Xil. 15, Xvi. 17. 
15. The motive characteristic of D, v. 15, xvi. 12, xxiv. 18, 22: 

cp. xX. IQ. 
Pie. nd it shall be, if he say unto thee] E, Ex. xxi. 5, more simply 
And if the slave say. 

Z will not go out from thee] E, I will not go out free. On go out, cp. 
xiii. 13. 

because he loveth thee and thine house] On the treatment of slaves 
see introd. note. 

17. thou shalt take an awl] Lit. a borer, only here and in Ex. xxi. 6. 
and thrust it through his ear] Lit. set, or give, zt; E, bore or pierce his 

car. - His car because it is the organ of obedience. Cp. Ps. xl. 6, mine 

_ 4 

6 _ 
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through his ear unto the door, and he shall be thy 'ser 
for ever. And also unto thy *maidservant thou shalt do 

18 likewise. It shall not seem hard unto thee, when thou — 
lettest him go free from thee ; for to the double of the hire © 
of an hireling hath he served thee six years: and the Lorp 
thy God shall bless thee in all that thou doest. 

oe 
BPS 
[o 

1 Or, dondman 2 Or, bondwoman 

ears thou hast opened; ‘Isai.’ 1. 4f., morning by morning he wakeneth 
mine car to hear as the taught... The Lord Jehovah hath opened mine ear. 
In the Code of Hammurabi (§ 282) the slave who denies his master has 
his ear cut off. 

unto the door] ¥E, to the door or doorpost, i.e. of his master’s house. 
See Driver on Ex. xxi. 6, and the meaning of the other phrase there, 
to the Elohim, which D omits, whether because it means the local 
sanctuary, abolished by D’s law, or some domestic image of deity, still 
more repugnant to D. See Clay Trumbull, 7he Threshold Covenant, 
210. 

thy bondman for ever] i.e. for life; ‘again a good example of the 
relative force of the Heb. phrase for ever’ (Berth.). 
And also unto thy bondwoman, etc.] See introd. note. 
18. Jt shall not be hard in thine eye] See on v. 9. How well 

this legislator knew the hearts of his people may be seen from Jer. 
xxxiv. 8 ff. 
Jor to the double of the hire of an hireling hath he served thee| Jewish 

commentators inferred from this that the hired servant served only for 
three years! (Cornelius a Lapide im /oco). Calvin thinks that it means 
that a slave under compulsion worked twice as hard—which is contrary 
to experience. Rather, the cost of keeping a slave was only half of the 
current wage for a free servant. 

and the LorD thy God shall bless thee] See v. 10. 

19—23. OF FIRSTLINGS. 

All male firstlings of herd and flock are to be sanctified to Jehovah ; 
those of the ox shall not work nor those of the sheep be shorn; their 
flesh shall be eaten before the Lord by the offerer and his household at 
the One Altar year by year (1gf.). A blemished firstling shall not be 
sacrificed, but eaten at home under the conditions laid down (xii. 20 ff.) 
for the profane slaughter and eating of animals (21—23).—Sg. through- 
out. Steuern. takes 21 and 22f. as probably later additions on the 
ground that the former is covered by xvii. 1, the latter by xii. 22 ff. 
But their repetition in this law is pertinent to its central purpose. For 
reasons why the law is placed just here see below on v. 20. c 

The earliest law on firstlings is found in variant forms in J, Ex. xiii. 
11—16, xxxiv. 19f. and E, Ex. xxii. 29 f. (see the notes in Driver's 
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All the firstling males that are born of thy herd and of 19 
thy flock thou shalt sanctify unto the Lorp thy God: thou 
shalt do no work with the firstling of thine ox, nor shear 
the firstling of thy flock. Thou shalt eat it before .the 

Exod. 108, 235, 370 ff. with comparative table). These enjoin the 
passing over or giving to the Lord of all firstborn males, both human 
and animal ; those of men and ‘unclean’ animals (i.e. unfit for sacrifice) 
may be redeemed. D does not give so full a law on the subject, for his 
only intention is to adapt the practice enjoined in these earlier laws to 
the new conditions in which sacrifice is lawful only at the one shrine. 
Hence he says nothing of the firstborn of men or of unclean beasts. 
And hence he omits the provision in Ex. xxii. 29 f., that the firstlings of 
ox and sheep were to be taken from the dam after seven days and on 
the eighth given to the Lord; because, while this was practicable when 
there were many local shrines, it is no longer so when there is to be 
one altar. Hence also he substitutes the general direction that the 
offerings are to be made year by year. No more clear illustration could 
be afforded of the fact that D’s code was not intended as a complete 
legislation, but that its motive was simply to modify earlier codes or 
the consuetudinary laws of Israel to the new situation brought about by 
its central law of one sanctuary.—P’s law on the subject, Num. xviil. 
15—18, is similar to the others; but adds that the flesh of the firstlings 
of oxen, sheep and goats shall be the perquisite of the priests: an 
injunction irreconcileable with D’s, that it is to be enjoyed by the 
offerer and his family, and indicative, like so much else in P, of the 
growing power of the priesthood to absorb what had previously been 
the rights of the laity. 

19. firstling| Heb. deer, firstborn both of men (e.g. xxi. 15 f., 
Ex. xi. 5) and of animals; either collectively or of the individual 
firstling. The root meaning is fo break; and éker is defined 
(Ex. xiii. 2, xxxiv. 19) as that which ofeneth, or cleaveth, the womb. 
It covers, therefore, not the earliest births of every year in the herd 
or flock, but the firstborn of every dam. W. R. Smith, Rel. Sem. 
443, compares the ambiguous Ar. fava‘. Another form, dikkurim, is 
ey to jirstfruzts in general ; d¢kkurah is the early fig (Mic. vii. 
I, etc.). 

males| ‘ At least a preference for male victims is found among the 
Semites generally, even where the deity is a goddess,’ W. R. Smith, 
Rel. Sem. 280n.; with instances from the Semitic and African races. 
He connects the distinction on the one hand with the prevalence of 
kinship through women and on the other with the fact that the cow 
fosters man with its milk. = 

thou shalt sanctify unto the LORD| So P, Ex. xiii. 2 (but with a 
different form of the same vb.); J, Ex. xiii. 12, thou shalt cause to pass 
over to Jehovah; xxxiv. 19, all that openeth the womb is mine. 

20. thou shalt eat tt before the LORD thy God] See on xii. 7, 12, 18. 



Lorp thy God year by year in the place whic 
21 shall choose, thou and thy household. And if 

blemish, as if it 6¢ lame or blind, any ill blemish what 
22 thou shalt not sacrifice it unto the Lorp thy God. a 

shalt eat it within thy gates: the unclean and the clean — 
23 shail eat it alike, as the gazelle, and as the hart. Only thou — 

shalt not eat the blood thereof ; thou shalt pour it Ba on 
the ground as water. 

year by year| At one of the feasts, probably the Passover, hence the 
place of this law of firstlings; in D immediately before that on the 
Passover, in Ex. xxxiv. 19 immediately after "that on unleavened 
bread. 

in the place, etc.] See on xii. 5, 18. - 
thy household] mclading the local Levite, as explicitly stated in 

xii. 12, 18. 
21. any blemish} See on xvii. 1. Then het 

at the one altar where alone sacrifice was now lawful ; 
22. Taco ake ax? x sation thy dct] oc a 

rites ; see on xii. 21. 
23. See on xii. 23. 

fo 

Cx. XVI. 1—17. THe THrRee FEAstTs. 

Every year Israel shall celebrate three Feasts at the Sanctuary. 
First, in the spring month Abib, a Passover, Pesah, with the grea of 
Masséth or unleavened loaves (1—8, cp. 16). Second, seven weeks 
from the time the sickle is put to the corm, the Feast of Weeks, 
Shabu‘sth (g—12). Third, after the ingathering from threshing-floor 
and winepress, the Feast of Booths, Subtoth (13—15). Thus thrice 4 
year all males shall appear before God, with gifts (16£).—In Sg. 
thronghont ; on the questionable integrity of the Lew see below. 

The same three feasts are prescribed in E, Ex. xxiii. 15.4, 16, 
Massith, Kastr or Harvest, and “Asi~h or Ingathering, the last at 
the going out of the year, the early Israelite year ending in Sagan 
and in J, Ex. xxxiv. 18a, 22, 25 Massith (v. 25, Passover), Weeks 

Tn, a eee 

Se ee meee hace, or Babplosin, pom ee 
fruits is to be brought to the priest with other offerings, and 
later a new meal offering; and on the 15th 7 
ee ee SE ee east of fy 
begin, Israel dwelling in booths. In P onal = sar a we 
find (with additional annual solemnities) Passover and 
in Lev. asa a aay of Suakems ouh a ece ac 

=e” Se? i. oe 
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4 Observe the month of Abib, and keep the passover unto 16 

and on the rsth day of the seventh month 2 convocation with seven days 
. of sacrifices, and on the 8th another convocation. 

See Chapman, Jxfr. to the Pent. 146{£, and the relevant notes im 
Driver’s Exod. with a table (pp. 370 ff.) of the J and E laws ‘derived 
evidently from a common original. 

. The three Feasts, Masséth, Harvest or Weeks, and Ingathering or Booths are 
those of am agricultural people. The Passover alone was possible to Esrael im dete 
nomadic state; and im Egypt asimilar sacrifice was celebrated by them, as a tradition 
from their nomad ancestors (Ex. yi 8, be. nz Cp. xii. 2x and Driver’s note). Its 
aesociation with the Exodus is abeady recognised by J, Bx. si 2927 D extends 
the same historical meaning to Masséth, P another one to Boo and the later 
Jewish tradition still another to Weeks. D also removes all three fron: the rural 
sanctuaries to the One Altar. ‘Naturally the transference to the capital severed the 
close connection [of these Feasts] with the agricultural life, facilitated the historical 

_interpretation and transformed local rural feasts into strictly regulated and exactly 
festivals for the whole commonwealth ; which subsequent generations, im Lev. 

xxiii, Num. xxviii. f., fixed by a precise calendar’ (Marti). 

1—8. THE PassovVER (WITH Mass6rH). + 

To be kept im Abib—for im that month Israel was brought out of 
Egypt—by the sacrifice of a victim from herd or flock at the One Altar 
(rf.). For seven days unleavened bread shall be eaten—Israel’s food 
im the haste of quitting Egypt,—and no leaven shall be found im their 
borders, nor any of the Passover flesh after the first evening (3 f). The 
Passover shall be boiled and eaten, the people returning next morning 
to their tents (5—7); for six days Israel shall eat unleavened bread, and 
on the seventh hold a convocation and do no work ($).—The integri 
of the passage has been questioned (Stevern., Stark, Berth., Marti 
and with reason. For not only do vv. 3 f. on Masséth break the 
connection of rf. with 5—7 om the Passover, while 7 8 also om 
Massoth reflects the style of P; but a. 7, fixing the Feast for ome day 
after which the people are to return home, is difficult to harmonise with 
the seven days of vv. 3f. and 8. Two explanations are possible ;— 
(t) D’s law originally consisted of vv. rf., 5—7, and dealt only with 
the Passover; and the vz. on Masséth are from an editor. But there 
is no reason why the original code of D should ignore Masséth—for 
which certainly E has a law, Ex. xxitl. 15 2, and (Steuern. notwith- 

J also, Ex. xxxiv. 18¢—unless Masséth, a purely agricultural 
feast, had become too closely associated with the cults of the Baalim. 
(2) More probably we have here a compilation of two laws ef D, 
originally separate, one on Passover and one on Masséth. In either” 
case the combination of Passover and Masséth, which was not 
“ophgerteec iy even by H in Lev. xxiit. (5, 9 ff; 6—8 are iad 

, P), took place between the date of the original code of D and that 
“4 the final composition of the Book of Deuteronomy. 
18 ~Spergyt As of the Sabbath, v. 12. 
month of Abib) Abib=young ears of corm (Ex. ix. 31; Lev. ii. 24) 

DEUTERONOMY 14 
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the Lorp thy God: for in the month of Abib the Lorp 
2 God brought thee forth out of Egypt by night. And thou — 
shalt sacrifice the passover unto the Lorp thy God, of the — 
flock and the herd, in the place which the Lorp shall — 

3 choose to cause his name to dwell there. Thou shalt eat 
no leavened bread with it; seven days shalt thou eat 
unleavened bread therewith, even the bread of affliction ; 
for thou camest forth out of the land of Egypt in haste: 
that thou mayest remember the day when thou camest forth 

and the month fell in our March—April. So E and J (Ex. xiii. 4, 
xxiii. 15, xxxiv. 18). The name, belonging to the early agricultural 
calendar, was replaced after the Exile by the name Nisan of the later 
priestly calendar, in which it was the first month (P, Ex. xii. rf. ete.). 

and keep| Lit. make'or perform ; see v. 15. 
passover| Heb. pésah, so named according to P, Ex. xii. 13, 23, 

27, because God passed over ( pasah) the Hebrews’ houses when He 
smote the Egyptian first-born on the eve of the Exodus. Other 
etymologies suggested are :—(1) from the passage into the New Year 
(Reuss), but the Passover month did not become the first of Israel’s 
year till after the Exile ; (2) from pasah to limp (1 Kings xviii. 26) as if 
of some sacred dance connected with threshold-rites; (3) from its 
expiatory value; cp. Ass. pasahu, to placate the deity (Zimmern in 
Schrader’s KAZ*, 610 n.). Since the Passover was celebrated at 
night others (4) connect its origin with the phases of the moon. What- 
ever that origin may have been, the feast (as we have seen) was 
observed by Israel earlier than the Exodus and was possibly the same 
as the spring sacrifice of firstlings or other tribute from the flocks, 
common throughout the Semitic world. But its association with the 
Exodus was undoubtedly early and has ever since constituted its chief, 
if not its only, significance. The history and the meaning of the 
Passover have been so exhaustively treated in this series, Driver, Zxod. 
Appendix I., that it is unnecessary to discuss the subject further here. 

2. of the flock and the herd) Sheep, goat or ox, and doubtless as 
in J,a firstling. P, Ex. xii. 3—6, prescribes a male of the first year (see 
Driver’s note), but limits it to a lamb or kid; in later practice a lamb 
was invariably chosen. 

in the place which Jehovah shall choose) To Jehovah Sam. LXX 
add ¢hy God. In J, Ex. xii. 21—26, the service is domestic; and P, 
Ex. xii. 3 ff., also preserves its domestic character, cp. v. 46. 

3,4. See introd. note. 
bread of affliction] The affliction of Israel in Egypt, Ex. iii. 7, iv. 31, 

culminating in the Aaste or trepidation (Driver) with which they ate 
their last meal there. So P, Ex. xii. 11; ep. for the ee: of the 
word, xx. 3; 1 Sam. xxiii. 26; ‘Tsai.’ lii, 12. 
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out of the land of Egypt all the days of thy life. Andthere 4 
shall be no leaven seen with thee in all thy borders seven 
days; neither shall any of the flesh, which thou sacrificest 
the first day at even, remain all night until the morning. 

~Thou mayest not sacrifice the passover within any of thy 5 
gates, which the Lorp thy God giveth thee: but at the6 
place which the Lorp thy God shall choose to cause his 
name to dwell in, there thou shalt sacrifice the passover at 
even, at the going down of the sun, at the season that thou 
camest forth out of Egypt. And thou shalt 'roast and eat 7 
it in the place which the Lorp thy God shall choose: and 
thou shalt turn in the morning, and go unto thy tents. Six 8 

1 Or, seethe 

no leaven...neither shall any of the flesh...remain| The two pro- 
hibitions are connected because anything fermenting or putrefying was 
not admissible in sacrifice (W. R. Smith, Rel. Sem. 221n.). Cp. P, 
Ex. xii. 19. 

5, 6. See onv. 2. For at even, P, Ex. xii. 6, employs his technical 
expression etween the two evenings, on which see Driver’s note. Season, 
set time or date, i.e. hour of day. 

7. And thou shalt seethe] The Heb. dashal may be used in the 
general sense of cooking, but it usually means to doz? (xiv. 21; 1 Sam. 
ii 13, 15), The R.V. voast is due to the effort to harmonise this 
law with that of P, Ex. xii. 9, which directs that the sacrifice shall 
be roast with fire; but P expressly adds that it shall zo¢ be boiled in 
water, and uses for this the same vb dashal as D does. Clearly D 
and P enjoin different methods of preparing the paschallamb. Boling 
appears to have been the earlier preparation of the part of victims eaten 
by the worshippers (Judg. vi. 19 ff.; 1 Sam. ii. 13 f.) and roasting was 
at first regarded as an innovation (1 Sam. ti. 15). See however Driver’s 
note. 

thou shalt turn] See on iii. t. 
and go unto thy tents) An interesting survival from the nomadic period 

of Israel’s history ; cp. (also for the time after the settlement in towns) 
Judg. vii. 8, xix. 9 (EVV. Zome); 1 Sam. xiii. 2; 2 Sam. xix. 8, xx. 22; 
1 Kgs xii. 16. The people then are to return to their homes on the 
morning after the Passover feast. 

8. See introd. note. The incompatibility of this wv. with the 
preceding is obvious unless we are to explain des as the shelters which 
pilgrims to the central sanctuary pitched during the feast. But (as we 
have seen) ¢e7¢s means the people’s homes. The numbering of the 
days is not clear. If the Passover day itself is included there is no 
contradiction of v. 3, for that was the first day of unleavened bread, 

14—2 



shalt do no work ¢herein. S 
Seven weeks shalt thou number unto thee: from the time | 

- thou beginnest to put the sickle to the standing corn shalt — 
_10 thou begin to number seven weeks. And thou shalt keep 

the feast of weeks unto the Lorp thy Gop ‘with a tribute of 

1 Or, after the measure of the &¢. 

and this v. may be interpreted as also fixing seven days for the or 
of such bread ; but distinguishing them as six f/us a seventh on whi 
in addition the solemn assembly was to be held. But if the Passover 
day was meant to be included it is strange that it is not mentioned. 
On the whole, and particularly because of the two expressions 
characteristic of P, a solemn assembly and thou shalt do no work (the 
latter however also in Deut. v. 13), it is probable that v. 8 is an 
addition by the compiler of the two once separate laws on the Passover 
and the Masséth. 

9—12. THE FEAST OF WEEKS. 

To be joyfully celebrated after seven weeks from the beginning of 
harvest, with free-will offering, by each Israelite, along with his house- 
hold and the local Levites and other poor at the One Altar (g—r1). 
Whether v. 12 is original is doubtful; see below. For corresponding 
laws in other codes see introd. to vv. 1—17. This is the only feast not 
associated in the O.T. with a memorable event in Israel’s history. 
Later Judaism assigned to it the giving of the Law on Sinai. 

9. Seven weeks shalt thou number unto thee} Hence the name of 
the Feast, Weeks, Shadu‘dth, vv. 10, 16, also in J, Ex. xxxiv. 22. 
H, Lev. xxiii. 16, prescribes fi/ty days from the sabbath after the pre- 
sentation before the Altar of the first sheaf of the harvest; hence the 
Hellenistic name Pentecost, ‘the fiftieth’ (day) or the day after the 
conclusion of the seven weeks. The name given by E, Ex. xxiii. 16, 
Harvest, implies that the harvest was by that time concluded. In the 
warmest parts of Palestine barley ripens in April, wheat later ; but in 
colder districts the harvest is not finished for at least seven weeks more. 
The present writer has seen wheat reaped in Hauran as late as the 
second half of June. 
Jrom the time thou beginnest, etc.] Lit. from the start of the sickle 

(only here and xxiii. 25) on the standing corn, a variable date; so H, 
Lev. xxiii. 15 f., 50 days from the sabbath after the presentation of the 
first sheaf. It is significant that while D’s date starts from Massoth, 
he says nothing to date Weeks from the Passover: another indication 
that when the original code of D was drawn up the Passover and 
Massoth were not yet amalgamated. See introd. to vw. 1—8. 4 

10. feast] Heb. hag, as in Rabbinic Hebrew a pilgrim-feast, and © 
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a freewill offering of thine hand, which thou shalt give, 
according as the Lorp thy God blesseth thee: and thou 
shalt rejoice before the Lorp thy God, thou, and thy son, 
and thy daughter, and thy manservant, and thy maidservant, 
and the Levite that is within thy gates, and the stranger, 
and the fatherless, and the widow, that are in the midst of 
thee, in the place which the. Lorp thy God shaJl choose to 
cause his name to dwell there. And thou shalt remember 
that thou wast a bondman in Egypt: and thou-shalt observe 
and do these statutes. 

Thou shalt keep the feast of 'tabernacles seven days, after 

1 Heb. booths. 

in Ar, pilgrimage (perhaps originally a sacred dance, Wellh. Reste d. 
Arab. Heiden. 111. 106, 165, and Ex. xxxii. 5f.; cp. the vb hagag, 
Ps. xlii. 5, cvii. 27). So E, Ex. xxiii. 14, and frequently in O.T. of 
the three pilgrim feasts. See Driver’s Zxod. 242. 

with a tribute of a free-will offering, etc.| Heb. (according to) the 
sufficiency of the free-will offering, etc. ; i.e. with a gift (see on xii. 6) 
adequate to the competence of the offerer, as he has been blessed by 
God. 

11. See on xii. 5, 7, 11 f. 18. 
12. And thou shalt remember, etc.| See on xv. 15. This clause 

is not relevant to the whole law, but only to the inclusion under it of 
the bondservant, vw. 11. It can hardly be original, and as the rest of 
the wv. is purely formal, the whole is probably secondary. 

13—15. Tue Freast or Boorus. 

To be observed for seven days after the harvest of corn and wine by 
each family and their dependents, at the One Altar ; and that altogether 
joyfully because of God’s blessing.—For the parallels and the other 
name of the Feast see introd. to w.1—17. ‘This feast is also called 
the feast par excellence (1 Kgs viii. 2, 65, etc., cp. Jud. xxi. 19 ff.) not 
so much for its length, as because it crowned the year. See further 
XXxi. 10. 

13. Thou shalt keep| eb. perform for thyselj, see on v. 1. 
the feast of booths] feast, hag, as in v. 10. Booths, sukkbth, \it. 

plaitings or interlacings, whether natural thickets (Job xxxviii. 40, etc.) 
or-artificial shelters of branches or planks, especially for the guardians 
of vineyards (Is. i. 8); applied first by D, and explained by H, Lev. 
xxiii. 39—43, which prescribes that the people shall dwell throughout 
the feast in booths of palm-fronds, boughs of thick trees and poplars 
(Neh. viii. 15, olive, myrtle, palm and thick tree branches). H’s. 
reason for this custom is that Israel dwelt in booths at the Exodus; 
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that thou hast gathered in from thy threshing-floor and from — 
14 thy winepress: and thou shalt rejoice in thy feast, thou, and 

thy son, and thy daughter, and thy manservant, and thy maid- 
servant, and the Levite, and the stranger, and the fatherless, 

15 and the widow, that are within thy gates. Seven days shalt 
thou keep a feast unto the Lorp thy God in the place which 
the Lorp shall choose: because the Lorp thy God shall bless 
thee in all thine increase, and in all the work of thine hands, 

16 and thou shalt be altogether joyful. Three times in a year 
shall all thy males appear before the Lorp thy God in the 

but the general resort of the cultivators to booths in their vineyards at 
the time of the ripening of the grapes and the vintage, which still con- 
tinues in Palestine (Robinson, 47d. Res. 11. 81), was no doubt very 
ancient and the real origin of the name of the Feast. After the 
centralisation of the cultus, the booths were erected in the courts and 
on the flat roofs of the city, Neh. viii. 14—17, which implies that 
before the restoration of Israel’s worship under Nehemiah the custom 
had been in abeyance. The term ‘¢adernacies is used in the EVV. in 
the sense given by Johnson of ‘casual dwellings’ (Lat. ¢aderna a hut, 
tabernaculum a tent). 

seven days] So H, Lev. xxiii. 39, to which P, Nu. xxix. 35, adds an 
eighth, with a convocation. Passover and Weeks are one day each. 

threshing-floor and winepress] XN. 14. 
14. and thou shalt rejoice) Asin v. 11 but slightly varied. 
15. the place which the LorD shall choose) On the effects of the 

centralisation of the feasts see introd. to vv. 1—17. 
and thou shalt be altogether joyful| UHeb. only, or nothing but, 

joyful. This emphatic repetition of the command is remarkable, but 
hardly sufficient to answer in the affirmative Steuernagel’s question 

- whether the feast had before D’s time begun to lose its ancient, joyous 
character. 

16, 17 summarise the laws of the three feasts. wv. 16 repeats (with 
a characteristic variation and addition of the divine title) the older 
commandment in J, Ex. xxxiv. 23, repeated (editorially) in E, xxiii. 
17; three times a year shall all thy males appear before the Lord 
Jehovah. That only males are mentioned here, while vv. 11, 14 
include among the worshippers daughters, bondwomen and widows, is 
no proof that this summary is from another hand than the three-pre- . 
ceding laws (Steuern.). It is the same author but he is quoting the 
older law. In contrast with its confinement of the law to males D's 
inclusion of women is characteristic ; see on v. 21. ; 

shall appear before the LoRD thy God| Heb. shall let himself be seen 
_at the face of, a possible but awkward construction. It is probable that 
the original reading, which may be restored without the change of a 

‘ 
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place which he shall choose; in the feast of unleavened 
bread, and in the feast of weeks, and in the feast of taber- 
nacles : and they shall not appear before the LorD empty : 
every man ‘shall give as he is able, according to the blessing 
of the Lorp thy God which he hath given thee. 

Judges and officers shalt thou make thee in all thy gates, 

1 Heb. according to the gift of his hand. 

consonant and by merely altering the vowel-points, was sha// see the 
face of. The motive of the present punctuation would be the desire to 
avoid the anthropomorphism involved in the phrase ‘seeing the face of 
God.’ 

Il. SEconD DIVISION OF THE LAWS: THE OFFICERS OF THE 
THEOCRACY—xvi. 18—20...xvii. 8—xviii. 

Five Laws on Judges and Justice, Appeal to the Sanctuary, the 
King, the Priests, the Prophets; interrupted by an isolated group of 
laws on the Worship, xvi. 2I1—xvul. 7. 

XVI. 18—20. OF JUDGES AND JUSTICE. 

Judges with officers are to be appointed in every locality but accord- 
ing to tribes. Justice is to be pursued with strict impartiality.—Sg. 
Steuern. regards v. 18 alone as original on the grounds that while it 
commits the discharge of justice to special judges, vv. 19 f. addresses 
the whole people as responsible for it ; and that while 18 presupposes 
Israel’s occupation of the land, 20b promises this as the reward of the 
people’s justice. But the former variation, though a possible, is not 
a certain, mark of diversity of authorship. The same author, after 
instituting the judges, might well address to the whole people his 
enforcement of the principles which were to inspire the institution, 
especially since (as we shall see) he left to the popular courts part of 
the duty of discharging justice. 204, a couple of deuteronomic for- 
mulas, may well be a later scribe’s malaprofos addition to the original 
law. There is no reason for doubting the integrity of the rest. v. 19 
is a close, but not exact, quotation from E. On the substance of this 
law see notes to i. g—18. 

18. /udges...shalt thou make thee] Heb, give or appoint for 
thyself. 

and officers] scribes or marshals. See oni. 15. 
tn all thy gates| The law is another consequence of the centralisation 

of the cultus. In ancient Israel ordinary cases were decided by the 
meeting of the community at the town’s gate, and the harder cases 
referred to the local sanctuary for decision by its priest as God’s repre- 
sentative; cp. the Elohim in E, Ex. xxi. 6, xxii. 8 ff., 1 Sam. ii. 25. 

= 
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which the LORD thy God giveth thee, according to thy 
trihts : and they shall judge the people with righkous 

19 judgement. Thou shalt not wrest judgement ; thou shalt 
not respect persons : neither shalt thou take a gift ; for a 
gift doth blind the eyes of the wise, and pervert the 'words 

20 of the righteous. �That which is altogether just shalt thou 
follow, that thou mayest live, and inherit the land which the 
LORD thy God giveth thee. 

1 Or, cause 1 Heb. /us/ice, j,ulice.

On the abolition of the local sanctuaries the former, the Popular, court 
continued, as we sec from the ciders mentioned in xix. 1 21 xxii. 1.�-11

1 

xxv. 5-10, and combined with the /111(�·.s in xxi. 2. But other pro
vision had to be m:ide for the superior procedure hitherto carried out
at the local sanctuaries. and it is elfe.::ted Jirst as here by the appoint
ment of local lay judges, and s,.,-ond in xvii. 8 f. by the constitution of
the Priests of the One Altar as a court of fin:il reference. Josephus'
version, IV . .41111. viii. '4· -seven judges for e:ich township with two
Levites as assessors-probably reflects the arrangements of his own 
time.

aaordi11g- lo thJ' lril>es] This survival of the old tribal interests 
(i. • .�). along�ide of the new arrangement according to locality, b 
interesting. 

and Ikey sl,al/ judge, etc.] I. 16. 
19. Thou] The wholP. people are respomible for the impartial

discharge of justice : characteristic of D. 
sl,a/1 11<1/ wrest judgemmt] E, Ex. xxiii. 6: the jud�mmt of tlry 

poor in !,is cause. 
thou shalt 1UJt nsfed persom] See on i. Ii. 
11dtlter shalt fh{llf 1<1kt a ,:;-,ft, etc.] So E, Ex. xx iii. 8, except that 

for /ht eJ•es qf the wise it has the opm-,J•ed or tlum th,11 h,we si1;ht. 
11 .�·ti] Heb. sht!�ad, of a prt'Sml in order to influence justice. a 

bribe (x. 17), a prevalent temptation of judges in the East, where he is 
regarded as still a just judge who takes gifts only from the party in the 
right, as it were a fee for his judgement or :m inducement to hasten it. 
Here. howe,·er, the acceptance of any gift hy a judge is forbidden. In 
the Code of ljammurabi the 5th law, expelling from office the judge 
who alters his decision, implies that he does thi, for some unju,t reason 
such as a bribe. On bribery among the settled Arabs see Doughty 
.Ar. Des. J. 6o7 .: 

w,,rds] Statements or pleas. equi\'alent to cause or case. 
20. T/1at whi,·h is a/to,�•dher 1i1sl] I )eh. rigl1ttoumus, ri�lrttousnns. 
;;,1/{lw] Not only desire hut indefatigably hunt after; cp. xiii. r4,

inquirt', make uarch a11d suk dili',i;mtly. 
tlrat thou "JaJ'tst live, etc.] See note on iv. 1 and introd. to this 

pRSSR�e. 
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Thou shalt not plant thee an Asherah of any kind of 21 

tree beside the altar of the LORD thy God, which thou shalt 
make thee. Neither shalt thou set thee up a 1 pillar; which 22 

the LORD thy God hateth. 

1 Or, obelisk -

XVI. 21-XVII. 7. ISOLATED GROUP OF LAWS ON WORSHIP. 

This group of laws against heathen symbols and blemished sacrifices 
and the worship of other gods-all of them abominations to, or hated 
by, Jehovah-is quite isolated, between two sets of laws on judicial 
procedure, xvi. 18--zo and xvii. 8 ff.; and we have seen reasons 
(above p. 173) for supposing that the whole group originally stood 
between xii. -z9-31 and xiii. 1 (-z)-18 (19). The notes below will 
show that there are both similarities and dissimilarities between the two 
separated sections. The reason which Steuernagel gives for supposing 
that xvi. 'ZJ is by another author than that of ch. xii., with a different 
aim of reform-viz. because he speaks only of an altar and does not 
use the formulas found in xii. for the One Altar'-is not convincing. 
With regard to this and the other dissimilarities of the present section 
from xii. 29-xiii. 18 it must be remembered that within the latter there 
are also dissimilarities. Throughout_ the form of address is in the Sg. : 
there are some editorial additions. 

' '" 

XVI. 21, 21!. AGAINST THE USE OF 'ASHERIM AND MA��EBOTH. 

21. Thou shalt not plant thee an Asherah] plant, because the 
'Asherah (see general note following) was either a mast or artificial, 
tree. 

of any kind of tree] The Heb. construction is not in the genitive 
but in apposition; translate therefore : an 'Asherah, any tree or any 
timber. � _ 

beside the altar of the LORD thy God] No doubt, the Heb. may 
mean either the (one), or any, altar (for the latter see Ex. xx. 26, where my 
altar in the light of v. '24 must mean any of my altars). Yet the former 
meaning being the more natural, and there being no trace elsewhere in 
D of the permission of other altars after the settlement of Israel in 
Canaan was achieved, it is precarious to suppose (Steuernagel) that we 
have here the expression of a different school of deuteron. refom1 from 
that which appears in ch. xii. : one viz. which permitted more than 
one sanctuary and sought only to secure the purity of worship at 
these. 

22. Neither shalt thou set thee up a pillar] raise for thyself a
Marrebah (see general note following) or standing-stone. 

which the LORD th;1 God hateth] Similarly xii. 31, but with the 
addition there of abomination, which is wanting here but found in the 
next verse. 
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GliSERAL Non: OS THlt 'ASHltRAH ASD MA�ltBAH. 

Tw•) symhols or inhahitati,m, of deity l"rected in s.·mctuarie, through
out the Semitic world: fn:quently c<,mhirwd in the O.T. a, pn.-scnt in 
Canaanite sanctuarie�, and at first erected abo by Israel but afterwards 
forbidden to them. 

1. Tiu 'Ashfrah (plur. 'Asl,irim, see xii. 3 and elsewhere, but 
'Aslzl,Wh 1 Chrnn. xix . .'\, xxxiii .. ,), artificial trl'e or mast set up like 
the ma,r,rr!>.,th hy the altars of Semitic s.·rnctuaries, a u•l'rk oJ ,,,,,,,·s 
fin_,:rrs (ls:ii. xvii. 8: cp. 1 Kgs xi\'. I!-, xvi. t.l, 1 Kgs xxi .. ll, wooden 
(ni. 11, Judg. ,i. 26, thr m1tvi t>l !hr 'A.; cp. the verbs used of it: 
fl,i,il, x,·i. 11, ,·iu, 'lsai.' xxvii. 9, f>/11,k up, :\lie. v. 14, "" tWU•n, 
,ii.�. Judg. vi. 2� f., 30, 2 Kgs X\"iii. ♦, xxiii. t+, 1 Chron. xi\·. 1 ,  
hMrn, here, 1 Kgs xxiii. 6, t :,, in dbtinction from the l>rr,zki,,g of the 
�tone m,z..,.rtf>NI,), l'nlike the ma.rub,1h the 'A.rl,rml, is never de!>Cri�d 
as a sancti,,ned or tnll•rated part �-f J eh,wah'� s.1nctuaries. There was 
one by the altar of the Ba'al helongin� t., his father, which Gideon cut 
down (Ju,lg. vi. 1:, ff.\; Ah.th made tlu nr an 'A.<Mralz for the altar of 
the Ra•at in Samaria (1 Kgs X\'i .. HI, which appears to ha,·e been left 
hy Jehu when he burned the '1uz,r,rrl>,,th there (1 Kgs x. 16ff.; see how
c,·er end of this note), for it qill stood under J eh,,ahaz ( 1 Kgs xiii. 6). 
The deuteronnmic edit,,r of Kings says that in Judah Rehohnam rai-.ed 
ma,yr/>,,th and '.-I sh,·ri111 on e,·ery high hill and under every �preadinl,! 
tree (1 Kgs xi\'. 1.,1: Jehoshaphat i, said to ha\'e removro them 
(1 Chron. xiv. l, x,·ii. 6, xix . .  �). hut they were restor,:,.l by Joash 
(id. xxiv. ,�). Their remo\'al is stated a.� part of He,ekiah's reforms 
( 1 Kgs x,·iii. + ), but :\lanasseh, lx•sides building .1ltars to the Ba'al. 
made an 'Ashemh (id. xxi .. �). and hy the prophets they are counted 
among the id,)latr,)US sins of lsrael (:\lie. v. 14, Jer. x,·ii. 2, 'lsai.' 
xx,·ii. 9). That they were dedicated to Jeh,wah is implied in the 
prohibition, x,·i. 21. The cnmmand to cut them d,,wn in Ex. xx xiv. • .l 
is a later insertion: there is no record of a law ag.1in,t them before I>. 
Like the standing-stone the ma-'t (or trt>c for whi<:h it sto,><il "a, 
frequ<-ntly identilic-d with the deity, an,l was prnhahly the kmale 
counterpart to the i-tone. Several passages ,-eem tn imply that there 
w,\s a g,.,.ide;-.s callro 'Asherah (/•1·,,pluls t?l tlu '../., 1 Kgs xviii. 19, 
im,,.��r ':f /hr'../., id. xv. t.l, 1 Kgs xxi. i, t•tsuls ql the ·.-1., id. xx iii.♦, 
and en·n ho11.rrs, i.e. tents or deckin�. id. x'l.iii. i: cp. the \'eiled 
• Ashemh hdow). Her existence has been denied hy, anwng others, 
W. R. Smith ( A'd. Sm,. 1 i I f. ). But hi,- reason, that e,·l'ry altar, to 
whate,·er deit,· it hd,,nged, had an 'Ashaah is hardly sufficient to
prnve an exclusi\'ely generic meaning for the name. Rl'Cl'nl .\,syri
ol,,!!)' appears to put beyond d,)uht the name '.\,.herah as that of a 
Canaanite goddess and to give good reas<,nS for her identification with 
'Ashtoreth (cp. Judg. iii. i, 1 Kgs x,·iii. tQ). The Ass. name is :\shratu 
or .\shirtu, and in the Tell-el-Amarna letters we find a man's name 
'Abd-'Ashratum, 'the worshipper of 'Asherah.' 
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'The double meaning which' Asher.i.h ha, as'' sacred pole" and as the name of the 
godJe,, (='A,hroreth) i, now placed beyond doubt by the witness of the Tell-cl
Amama tablets (.-\.,hirtu=lshtar) and finds its explanation in a representation of the 
veiled lshtar-.-\.shera, a, a bust running inro a pillar in the fashion of the Hermes, 
discovered by von Oppenheim at Ras cl-'.\in, the s0urce of the Khah11r '(\\"inckl�r 
ant.I Jensen, 3rd ed. of Schrader's KAT 276, see also 2•;, 2.48, 258, 421, 432 f.). 

That the 'Asherah represented a female deity (in distinc1 ion from the male 
character of the ma.5�eboth) is perhaps the reason of the !es, tr,lerance 
which it received in Israel. 

2. The ;\f��ebah (thing set upright) sta11ding·slo11e (plural ma,r,re• 
hoth, xii. 3), such as that raised by Jacob as the witness of his bargain 
with Laban (Gen. xxxi. +9, _:;1) and at Rachel's grave (id. xxxv. 20). or 
by Ahsalom in his own memory (2 Sam. xviii. 18); but usually of the 
large monoliths ( R. V. marg. obeHsks) beside the altars of Semitic 
shrines. They were regarded as the habitation of a deity (see Gen. 
xx,·iii. 22 below), but in the sense of being his embodime'lt; anrl so in 
ritual • spoken of and treated as the God himself' (\\'. R. Smith, Rd. 
Sm1. 85); 'in them one saw the deity present at the altar, and to them 
the worshippers directed their hands and their prayers' ('.'l'owack, ffebr. 
Ardz. 11. 18). That they stood in Canaanite sanctuaries i, frequently 
state<l in the 0. T. (here, ,·ii. 5, Ex. xx iii. 2+; and fnr the hou,e of the 
Ba 'al in Samaria, 2 Kgs x. 26 f.). 

Specimen, were recently discovered at Gezer by '.\Ir R. A. S. '.\lacali,ter-in one 
high place a row of 10, cli,·ided int0 7 and 3, of which only the stumps of tw-, remain, 
and the rest vary in height from ; ft 5 ins. lo ro ft 6 ins., the large,t being 4 ft 7 in<. 
broad by 2 ft 6 in,. thick, and in another high place a row r,( 4 with the ,tnmp 
of a fifth: at Ta'anak by Prvf. Sellin two rows 0f 5 each, with a pair at a li1tle 
distance; and at '.\lcgiddo (Tell-el,'.\lutesellim) by Dr Schumacher ,,ne pir. In the 
high-place at Petra there are 2 great '.\(b<eboth 6 metre, high. he"'n o,it of the living 
rock. Those at Gezer are roughly hewn from (with one e,ception) the lr,c.,I rock, 
the upper end of one worked to a ,harp point. and the slopes • poli,hed hy ha,·ing 
been kissed, anointed, rubbe<l or ,,therwi..e handled,' and another· carefully •haped 
to a rounded form': both probably phallic (PEF. Quart. Statmzml, 1903, ,; ff.; 
Bi/tie Sitk-/ig1ttsfrott1 wur, 57 ff.). 

In the earliest times 11u1!fehoth were erected by the Hel,rews: hy 
Jacoh (Gen. xx viii. 18, 22 E, xxxv. '+ f. J) in memory of God's 
appearance to him, and to bt God's-house= Beth-el (cp. Gk {Jam:,\,011 
and fJaiTU"Jl.os, 'animated stone,' through the Phoenician). Becau,e of 
the verb we should also read maflcbalz, for the mi;/,cal;, altar, which 
Jacob set up at Shechem and called God, the God of hrael (xxxiii. 
10, E). According to E (to whom most of the 0. T. notices of ma�?e• 
both are due) ;\loses put up 12 with the .J.ltar which he huilt on f:Ioreb 1• 
Hosea (iii. 4, x. 1) implies that mauebotlz were a� reT1lar parts of 
Jehovah's sanctuaries in N. Israel as altars and sacrifices•. \\'ith such 

1 \Ve read also of great stMUs set up by Joshua in Jehovah's sanctuary at Shechem 
as a witness against the people (Jos. xxiv. 26 E) and at Gil�al as memorials of the 
passage or Jordan(id. iv. 5), at '.\lizpeh and Gibeon (t Sam. ni. 12; 2 Sam. xx. 3). 

l According to Isai. xix. 19, a maf;ebal, shall be erected in Egypt as a ,ymbc-1 of 
her people's acknowledgement of Jehovah: but the date of this preJ,ctir,n is uncertain: 
and the writer may be speaking metaphorically. The two bronze columns Vakin and 
Bo'az (1 K vii. 21) .,.ere probably from their name, 'He foundeth • and 'In him is 
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17 Thou shalt not sacrifice unto the LoRD thy God an ox, 
or a sheep, wherein is a blemish, or any evil-favouredness: 
for that is an abomination unto the LoRD thy God. 

a recognition of the mauebotlz in the worship of Jehovah the command 
in xii. 3 to destroy the 11ui;ftboth of the Canaanite sanctuaries is of 
course compatible. But the same cannot be said of the injunction in 
xvi. n not to set up a lllafftbah beside the altar of Jehovah, wlzicl,
Jehovali thy God l1ateth (cp. Mic. v. 13). This is another of the many 
marks that the deuteron. legblation is later than Hosea. It is possible,
however, that there had never been a m�ebah in the Temple of
Jerusalem. In 1 Kgs x. 16 f. Jehu is said to have burned tlze mauebotl,
in the house of the Ba'al in Samaria, but because of the verb some
read instead the 'Aslzeralz. On the whole subject see especially W. R. 
Smith, Rel. Sem., 1st ed., 186ff., 43jf.; G. F. Moore, 'Massebah'
in EB.

CH. XVII. 1. AGAl:S:ST BLEMISHED SACRll'ICES. 

This law against the use of blemished victims for sacrifice comes 
naturally after those forbidding the 'Asherah and .Jlaueba, and that 
against child-sacrifice, xii. 31, for the blembhed victim is not merely 
an irregularity but an abomination to Israel's God, which He hateth: 
xii. 31, xvi. n. It is also more natural that this general law, xvii. 1, 
should precede, instead of follow, the more special xv. 11. The legis
lation in J and E has no corresponding law; nor has that in P, where, 
however, there are frequent statements that the victim must be per/eel 
(e.g. Lev. i. 3, 10); but H has a parallel, Lev. xxii. 1 i-25, that gives 
details of the offerings, the victims and the blemishes to which the 
law applies; and adds the reason: ii is the meat of ;,our God. 

a b/emis/1] or fault, any ill thi1tg; xv. 'J 1 : lame or blind ; Lev. 
xxii. : blind, broken, maimed, having sores or scurvy, mutilated, 
crushed or broken; a bullock or lamb with any part superAuous or 
lacking may do for a free-will offering, but not for a vow; '.\lal. i. 8 :
blind, lame, sick.

abomination] See on vii. 25. 

2-'l. AGAIXST WORSHIPPERS OF OTHER Goos. 

If :.uch be found in any of thy gates, and their crime estaMished, 
they shall be stoned (1-5); only at the mouth of two "";tnesses shall 
any one be put to death: so shalt thou burn out the e\;1 from the midst 
of thee (6 f. ).·-The evil condemned is related to those which precede it 
by being like them one of all the a/Jomi,zations lo Jdtn'al, wlzid, He 

strength' symbols of the Deny, but they did not stand in the inner sanctuary. 
W. R. Smith, Rd. Sem. 191 "· and 468, takes them •• Rltar•pillars with hearths on 
their tops. 
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If there be found in the midst of thee, within any of thy 2 
gates which the LORD thy God giveth thee, man or woman, 
that doeth that which is evil in the sight of the LoRD thy 
God, in transgressing his covenant, and hath gone and 3 
served other gods, and worshipped them, or the sun, or the 
moon, or any of the host of heaven, which I have not com
manded ; and it be told thee, and thou hast heard of it, 4 
then shalt thou inquire diligently, and, behold, if it be true, 
and the thing certain, that such abomination is wrought in 
Israel ; then shalt thou bring forth that man or that woman, 5 
which have done this evil thing, unto thy gates, even the 
man or the woman ; and thou shalt stone them with stones, 
that they die. At the mouth of two witnesses, or three 6 
witnesses, shall he that is to die be put to death ; at the 

hateth, xii. 31, and the law dealing with it naturally leads up to the 
three in ch. xiii., with which it shows some similarities of language, 
along with such variations as these three show among themselves .. 
Like them it is in the Sg. throughout. 

2. ff there bejotmdin the midst of thee] xiii. 1 (1): if there arise,
etc.; q.v. 

within any of thy gates] xiii. 11 (13): one of thy cities; q.v. 
·t1oeth that which is evil, etc.] See on iv. 15.
in transgressing his covenant] Josh. vii. 11, 15, xxiii. 16 (all

deuteron.). The same sin is in iv. 13 called forgetting the covenant. 
On covenant see iv. 13. 

3. gone and served other gods] So xiii. 6, 13 (i, 14); and 1 (3) with 
slight variation. 

sun, moon, etc.] See on iv. 19. 
which I have not commandetfJ Cp. iv. 19: which thy God hath 

assigned unto the peoples. The use of the first person here is remark
able ; God Himself takes up the speech, as in vii. 4 and frequently in 
the prophets : e.g. J er. vii. 31, xix. 5, xx.xii. 35. 

4. and it be told thee, and thou hast heard] Similarly xiii. u 
(13). 

shalt thou inquire, etc.] So, but with additions, xiii. 14 (15), q.v. 
6. thou shalt bring forth ... zmto thy gates] Cp. xxii. 14: the usual

place for stoning was without the gate, so that the city might not be 
polluted (cp. Lev. xxiv. q, Num. xv. 36); where also Stephen was 
stoned, Acts vii. 58, under this law. On stoning see on xiii. 10 (11). 

even the man or the woman] Omit with LXX. 
6. At the mouth of two witnesses or at the mouth of three witnessts]

So Sam. and LXX, as in xix. 15, where the law, he,;e applied to a 
particular case, is more generally stated. Cp. P, Num. xx.xv. 30. 
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7 mouth of one witness he shall not be put to death. The

hand of the witnesses shall be first upon him to put him to 
death, and afterward the hand of all the people. So thou 
shalt put away the evil from the midst of thee. 

8 If there arise a matter too hard for thee in judgement, 
between blood and blood, between plea and plea, and 
between stroke and stroke, being matters of contro,.·ersy 

7. The hand of the 1dl11ts.,,., shall be first, etc.) Cp. xiii. 9 ( 10): so
they would fc:d nwrt· �eriou�ly the respon,1bility of their testimony! 

so th,,u sh.ill put ,1;mJ• tlu e.:·il] burn out. See on xiii. 5 (6). 

8-lS. OF THK _Jt·DGli.S UF F1:-AL APPli.Al.. 

Local cases too hard for the local courts \see u;. 18-10, on which 
this pa_,,-.ge immediately ioll,1ws) are tl> be taken before the Priests, 
the: Levites at the S:wctuary. and the Judge of the time (Sf.), whose 

.decisions mu,t be stri<1ly obeyed ( 10 f. I; the man who prc.-�umptuously 
refuses to nhc:y shall die \ 11 f. j. -�g. addrc.-s..,. The a,-,,ociatiun of a lay 
judge with the priests is remarkable. Becau,;e nf thi� and be.:ause he 
regard, S !, and 9 ,1 a, doubkt,. and 10 and 11 as another pair of 
dnublets. Stc:uern. analyse, the passage into t\\o oribrinally di,tinct 
law� (With editc,1ial additions), ont: c,1n,-tituting the l'rie�t,- of the Altar 
a court l,f appeal, the uthc:r recl,gt1i,-ing the Judge (i.e. the 1'.ing) as the 
final authnrity. But 'I;/, and 9 a are nllt doublets, and alth,,ugh 10 and 
11 :ut· redundant it is impossible to di,criminate in them tw,, distinct 
source�. !\lore probably the pa,._-.a.ge is intenJe<l to sanction the d,,uble 
practice pre,·.1iling in Israel from the carlii::st times, and during the 
nrnnarchy, of the di,-ch:u-ge oi justice by l><>th the priestly and the ci\'il 
heads <if the pe,1ple. How the authority wa.,, divided i, nowhere stated 
ex,-ept in 2 Chron. xix. S-11, whi.::h attributes to King Jehoshaphat 
{8; 3-8491 the institution of a double court consi,ting of Le\'ites, priests, 
and head,- of families. Over thi, the chief priest was set in ,1// tJu #ia/1,.,.s 
of /c/ze;·ah, and a prince was set o,·er it i11 ,11/ the A"ing .. s 1'fall.-rs. But 
it is uncertain whc:ther the pas .. -.a.ge merely reflects the pwcedure of 
justice in the Chronickr·s own day or is a genuine memory of that 
which pre\'ailed under the monarchy. See the present writer'sJn-,,sak,,,, 
I. 379 n., 3 7 f. 

8. If thot arise a matter loo hani for thu] Heb. if a ,,,a/Irr k /,,q 
wo,uierful (or cxh·aordina,)') for thu; cp. xxii. 11. In i. 1 i, and Ex. 
x,·iii. 21. 16 \ El, ha1d translates other Heb. words. 

bct;Lw11 /,/ood ,111d /,/o..,d] i.e. betwc.-en accidental manslaughter and 
wilful murder. i\'. 41, xix. 4 f., 11 f.; E, Ex. xxi. 12-14. 

/,,:1;;,a,, p:,a ,md pita] Probably questions of property, as in Ex. 
xxii. r ft"., etc. 

l>tt;,w,r slrokt and stn>kt] Questions of compensation for bodily 
injuries, such as arc defined in E, Ex. :ui. 18 ff. 
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within thy gates: then shalt thou arise, and get thee up unto 
the place which the LORD thy God shall choose; and thou 9 
shalt come unto the priests the Levites, and unto the judge 
that shall be in those days: and thou shalt inquire; and 
they shall shew thee the sentence of judgement : and thou 10 
shalt do according to the tenor of the sentence, which they 
shall shew thee from that place which the LORD shall 
choose ; and thou shalt observe to do according to all that 
they shall teach thee : according to the tenor of the law 11 
which they shall teach thee, and according to the judgement 
which they shall tell thee, thou shalt do : thou shalt not 
turn aside from the sentence which they shall shew thee, to 
the right hand, nor to the left. And the man that doeth 12 
presumptuously, in not hearkening unto the priest that 
standeth to minister there before the LORD thy God, or unto 
the judge, even that man shall die : and thou shalt put 

matters of controversy within thy gates] Summary of the previous 
clauses-all local cases. See on xii. 12, xvi. 18. 

get thee up] Of resort to the Sanctuary, 1 Sam. i. 3, etc., Ps. cxxii. 4. 
the place, etc.J See on xii. 5. ·j 

9. unto tlte pn·ests tlze Lroites] See on x. 8, xviii. 1. The omis
sion of these words by LXX B is due to careless copying, and in no 
way supports Steuemagel's analysis of the text into two laws (see 
introd. note). 

unto the judge that shall be in tlzose days] That is of course either 
the King, as in 2 Sam. xiv. 3, xv. 2 ff., 1 Kgs iii. 16 ff., or some official 
or officials appointed hy him, 2 Sam. xv. 3, and Jer. xxvi., according 
to which Jeremiah was tried, on the complaint of the priests, by the 
sarim, lay officers or princes, under the King. The plur. is thus used 
in xix. 17 : the priests and the judges which shall be in those days.

inquire] darash as in xiii. 14, q.v. • 
shew] Heb. declare to or announce to.
sentence] Heb. word. 
10. tenor] Heb. mouth ; see on i. 26, 43, ix. 23. 
observe to do] See on v. 1. 
11. law] Heb. torah, usually of the directions given by priests in 

questions of ritual, covers here their decisions in civil cases as well. 
Teach, rather direct, is the vb from which Torah is derived. 

12. presumptuously] See on i. 43 and cp. xviii. 20. 
unto the priest ... or unto the judge] Again no information is given as 

to how the cases are to lie divided between the two. D's sole interest 
is to accommodate the procedure of law to the fact of the One Altar. 

that standeth to minister, etc.] See on x. 8. 
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13 away the evil from Israel. And all the people shall hear, 
and fear, and do no more presumptuously. 

14 When thou art come unto the land which the LORD thy 
God giveth thee, and shalt possess it, and shalt dwell therein ; 
and shalt say, I will set a king over me, like as all the 

15 nations that are round about me; thou shalt in any wise set 
him king over thee, whom the LoRr> thy God shall choose : 
one from among thy brt:thren shalt thou set king over thee : 

put away tlu n·il] See on xiii. :- (6). 
13. !,ear, and/ear] xiii. n (12). 

H-IO. OP THI. KING. 

\Vhen Israel elect to haw a King hke other nations, he must be 
chosen of God, an Israelite and no foreigner (14 f.). He must not 
multiply horses, wive� nor sih·cr and g"ld (16 f.). He shall write a 
copy of the Law and always study it, that he may fear G0<I. with a heart 
not uplifted above his brethrc:n. to the prolonging of hi� own and hi� 
children's days (18-10). Peculiar to D, ancl in tht Si; address, except 
in 16 6 where unto J'OII is clue to the attraction of the Pl. in the 
quotation. The obvious references to Solomon and the echo of the 
prophet's protests against Egyptian alliances confirm the other evidence 
which D furnishes for a date under the later monarchy. 

Some take the law as even later than the body of the Co<le, bccaus.c, like uxi. 9, 
it represent• the whole Law as written and �.1nonkal. So e,g Corn ill F.i11/. • 25 (. 
and Berth. who compares t•. 16 with Ezck X\'ii. 1 sand consider,; Zedekiah's reign as 
probable a date therefore a� the Exile. But it is difficult to concci\'e the original 
Code with no law of the King; and :•. 16 may well ha,·e l,een contained in the Law· 
Book discovered under Josiah. For the relation of this law to the two accounts of 
the institution of the Kingdom in I Sam.-the older symp.'lthetic (ix. 1 -x. 16, 27 6, 
xi. 1-11, 15, xiii., xiv.), and the younger hostile (vii. 2-17, ,·iii., x. 17-27a, xii.) to 
the monarchy-see Driver's Dmt. 212 f. For the Babylonian ideals of a King see 
Prologue to the Code of t{ammurabi and further Johns Ba6. a- Ass. Lntvs, etc,, 
192 (. 

U. Wlun thou art comt, etc.] Similarly x,;ii. 9, xxvi. 1; cp. 
\fi. 10, vii. 1. 

I will sd a ki'ng ... lilu as all tlzt nations, etc.] 1 Sam. viii. s: mah 
us (the same verb) a king tD judgt us like all tht nations. Cp. 
1 Sam. xii. 12, where the example of the Ammonites is gi,·en as the 
motive of Israel's desire, althou,e-J, JeJ,oz•,1/, y,,ur God is your Ki11g. 
Evidently Dis doubtful of the advantages of the monarchy. Like so 
much else in the code this law is a conces�ion to existing facts, 

l&. thou shalt in any wise sel] The emphatic Heb. means either 
thou mayest artainly, or thou s/rn/1 011/y, sd. 

thy God shall choose J So of Saul and David, 1 Sam. ix. 15 f., x. :t+, 
xvi. 1, 1:1, :t Sam. vi. :t,, on which precedents D's law seems ba.c;ed.

qne jrDm a11umgtJ,J• bret/rrm] a Hebrew, see on xv. n. 
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thou mayest not put a foreigner over thee, which is not thy 
brother. Only he shall not multiply horses to himself, nor 16 
cause the people to return to Egypt, to the end that he 
should multiply horses: forasmuch as the LORD hath said 
unto you, Ye shall henceforth return no more that way. 
Neither shall he multiply wives to himself, that his heart 17 
turn not away: neither shall he greatly multiply to himself 
silver and gold. And it shall be, when he sitteth upon the 18 
throne of his kingdom, that he shall write him a copy of 
this law in a book, out of that wliich is before the priests the 

thou mayest not put a foreigner, etc.] No such attempt, or 
temptation, on the part of Israel is recorded ; the .veto upon it can 
hardly be intended to cover, or have found its motive in, the nomination 
of an Israelite king by a foreign power, e.g. Zedekiah. It was this 
law which caused Agrippa I. to burst into tears as he remembered his 
Edomite origin. Contrast Cyrus as the Shepherd and the Anointed, of 
fehovah-of course, in relation to Israel (' Isai.' xliv. 28, xiv. 1). 

16, .On(y] Heb. ra*, see on x. 15. 
he shall not nmltipry horses, etc.] On the horse in Israel, see 

Jerusalem I. 324 f. Horses came from N. to S. in W. Asia, probably 
from Asia Minor. Brought into Egypt by the Hyksos aftet 1800 B.c. 

they were never very common there, but the breed was excellent. 
(W. M. Muller, E.B. 'Egypt,' § 9.) By 1600 B.c. they were used in 
Palestine. Solomon seems to have introduced them into Israel ; and 
they and the chariots for which they were first employed became 
symbolic of the strength of the N. Kingdom (2 Kgs ii. 12, xiii. 14). 
The prophets mention horses nearly always with war and foreign 
subsidies, in which the people were tempted to trust instead of in God. 
See Am. iv. 10, Hos. i. 7, xiv. 3, Isai. ii. 7, xxxi. I, 3, Ezek. xvii. 15, 
of which the last three passages and probably also (because of the 
parallel) Hos. xiv. 3, identify them with Israel's irreligious confidence 
in an Egyptian alliance. Hence the clause nor cause the people to 
return to Egypt. This does not mean that individual Hebrews were 
bartered for Egyptian horses (Steuern.). Like the provhets D is hostile 
to an Egyptian alliance, of which the clearest token would be subsidies 
of horses. 

the LORD hath said, etc.] Not found in Exod.-Numb. 'It is probable 
that as in other cases (cf. on i. 22, x. 1-3, 9, xvii. 2) the actual words 
were still read in some part of the narrative of JE, extant at the time 
when Deut. was composed' (Driver). 

17. multipry wives ... silver and gold] Solomon notoriously did so.
His marriages with foreign princesses were for political ends, but 
introduced heathen cults into Israel (i Kgs xi. 1, cp. xvi. 31). 

18. a copy of this law] Lit. a duplicate of what was before, or in 
charge of, the priests (xxxi. 9, 26). Here we have the beginning of 
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19 Levites: and it shall be with him, and he shall read therein 
all the days of his life: that he may learn to fear the LORD 

his God, to keep all the words of this law and these statutes, 
20 to do them: that his heart be not lifted up above his 

brethren, and that he turn not aside from the command
ment, to the right hand, or to the left : to the end that he 
may prolong his days in his kingdom, he and his children, 
in the midst of Israel. 

that confidence in written revdation and the canon which brought so 
much good and evil to the religious life of Israel. On the mi�tran�la
tion of this phrase by the LXX in the title they gave to the whole book 
see lntrod. § 1. 

19. it shall be with him] Josh. i. 8. 
that he may learn to.fear, etc.] See on iv. 10, xiY. 13. 
to Imp .. to do] See on v. r. 
20. that his heart, .::tc.] Cp. viii. i. Turn ,wt ari�, v. 32, Prolimg 

da)'S, iv. 40. Cullen ( 140) thinks that in mentioning Tora/1 and 
.llifwah separately in v1·. 19, 20 the writt:r rc:fer,, to two distinct 
works. This is hy no means clear ; he may be using them here as 
parallel terms, 

CH. XVIII. 1-3. OF THE PRIESTS THE LEVITES. 

Of the priestly tribe of Levi, who have no land, Jehovah is the 
inheritance, and they shall live by the offerings to Him (1 f.), which 
are detailed (3 f.); He chose Levi and his sons as His priests for ever 
(t,). If a rural Le,·ite earne,tly desires to come to the One Altar he 
may there di�charge the priestly office ancl live by it equally with his 
brother Levites who already minister there (6-8).-Sg. throughout 
and in D's phraseology; but the unity of the passage has been 
questioned because of the doublets in z•. 1 f., the double designation, 
t�e pn·ests t/1e Levites=all the tn·bt· ef Levi, and the parallels with 
x. Sf. 

In v. 1 Steuern. takes as original only all tlu trio, ef Lrf'i and attaches it as
subject to vv. 2 (except the formula, as Ju hat!, sp,•A·m, etc.), 3 f., 6 (except oNI ef nil 
/srad), and 8; the rest he regards as secondary. Berth. on the contrary <epar:\tcs 
all tire tribe of Ln•i in,,. 1, with m•. 2 and 5 I in its LXX form), a.s a quotation from 
x. 8, first placed here on the margin, and then .,b,orbc<l into the text. The differ• 
ences between these theorie, (and others) show that a reliable analy,is is impo,s1ble. 
Steuern.'s reason for considering the stan<larJ title. tlu pn·ests ti,,- Ln·ita, to be
later than Ezekiel (cp. Kennett, Journal o/ Tlu-ol. St,.,fus, 1904) is not con,incing. 
The original author of the Code may well have used 1t and added all tlu tnlor o/ 
Lr.·i in order to put his meaning beyond doubt. At the: ,-ame time there an the 
doublets in ,.., •. 1 f., a1o<l the ,1rikmg fact that while the plur. vb in ,,. 1 suits tl,e 
pr,,-sts tlu L,-,•ites, the sing. pr<>nouns in the Heb. of r•. 2, Ir,, lus, lti,n. agree with 
all tlu- tn·b� o/ L,-,·i. It i, probable, therefore, that this law is another instance of 
the fu,ion of rwo originally d,-1inct laws on the subject. 

Whichever analysis be preferred, the substance of this law is unmis
takeable. It is not a complete law of the Priesthood, but like so 
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The priests the Levites, ‘even all the tribe of Levi, shall 18 
have no portion nor inheritance with Israel : they shall eat 
the offerings of the Lorp made by fire, and his inheritance. 

F Or, and 

many others in D, is concerned only with the people’s duties to its 
subject, under the new conditions introduced by the centralisation of 
the worship. It fixes the priest’s share of the people’s offerings (8f-) 
and provides for the dispossessed Levites, when they come to Jeru- 
salem (6—8). Its assertion of the equality of all members of the tribe 
of Levi in priestly rank and rights (qualified only by the condition that 
these are valid only at the One Altar) is, as we have seen on x. 8, 
characteristic of D. It agrees besides with the spirit of the varlier 
practice in Israel1—1 Kgs xii. 31, Ezek. xliv. ro—16 ; and it proves 
that the author, or authors, of D’s Code were ignorant of this (there- 
fore, probably later) distinction which P makes between the sons of 
Aaron, as alone priests, and the rest of the tribe, who have not priestly 
rank and whose revenues are distinct from those of the priests. In 
P also the revenues of the priests differ from those assigned in D; see 
above on x. 8f., and Driver’s Deut. 218 fi. : 

1. Thé priests the Levites| This double title, peculiar to D, is 
found both in the Code, xvii. 9, 18, xxiv. 8 (cp. xxl. 5: the priests the 
sons of Levi) and in xxvii. g (edit.?), cp. xxx1. 9.- By God’s appoint- 
ment (z. 5) all members of the tribe of Levi were priests de jure, but in 
consequence of the law abolishing the rural altars and rendering priestly 
functions impossible except in the Temple, a member of the tribe while 
resident in the country is called Levite alone—the Levite within thy 
gates—and can secure the name and the nghts of a frées¢ only when he 
removes to Jerusalem (v. 6); where however he does not cease to be 
called Zevite (v. 7). With this distinction ‘he priests and the Levites 
are to D synonymous. This is further emphasised by the addition— 

all the tribe of Levi| The and prefixed by the A.V. and R.V. Marg. 
is not in the Heb., in which the phrase stands in apposition to the priests 
the Levites. There is therefore no possibility in the interpretation that 
D intended by Levites ‘all other members of the tribe of Levi.’ This 
interpretation is a forced attempt to reconcile D’s law with those of P 
which distinguish between priests and Levites. 

no portion nor inheritance with Israel] Cp. x. 9 (with his brethren), 
ii. 12 (with yor), xiv. 27, 29 (wth thee), and the deuteronomic Josh. 
xiii. 14, 33, xvili. 7. The tribe are landless. So in P, Num. xviii. 20, 
23f., xxvi. 62. 

they shall eat] live, or subsist, by; cp. Ar. *ukul (from the same 
root) ‘ means of subsistence.’ 

the offerings of the LORD made by fire| This expression, an early 
instance of which occurs in 1 Sam. ii. 28, is found more than 60 times 

1 But at one time in Israel others than sons of the tribe of Levi were admitted to 
the priesthood and called Levites: see Exod. iv. 14, with Driver's note, and Judg. 
xvVil. 7—I3- 

15—2 
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2 And they shall have no inheritance among | r 
the Lorp is their inheritance, as he hath spoken ime theeet 4 

3 And this shall be the priests’ due from the people, from 
them that offer a sacrifice, whether it be ox or sheep, that — 
they shall give unto the priest the shoulder, and the two 

4 cheeks, and the maw. The firstfruits of thy corn, of thy 
wine, and of thine oil, and the first of the fleece of thy 

5 sheep, shalt thou give him. For the Lorp thy God hath — 
chosen him out of all thy tribes, to stand to minister in the 
name of the Lorp, him and his sons for ever. - , 

in P and nowhere else (the grammar shows that it is an intrusion. 
Josh. xiii. 14). 

and his inheritance| all other offerings to the Deity, such as are 
detailed in wv. 4. 

2. As in x. g: read with Heb. he, his, him for they, their, them 
and see introd. to this law. 

8. And this shall be the priests due, etc.] Heb. miskat, as in 
1 Sam. ii. 13, where render: and the priests’ due from the people. 
Jrom them that offer a sacrifice) Heb. slay, or sacrifice, a sacrifice, a 

comprehensive phrase including every victim offered at the Altar where 
alone sacrifice was valid. This precludes the various theories suggested 
with the view of reconciling D’s law with that of P (see next note), viz 
(1) that the law refers not to animals offered at the maple but to those 
slain for food at home (xii. 15 f.) ; (2) that it refers only to the eating of 
firstlings (xii. 17 f., xv. 20) ; (3) that it refers to more dues to the priests, 
additional to those prescribed in P. 

the shoulder, and the two cheeks, and the maw] According to 
1 Sam. ii. 12—1s7 the earlier practice had been that the pfiest’s servant 
with a three-pronged fork took what he could for his master out of 
the caldron in which the victim was being boiled for the worshippers; 
and it was regarded as a sinful innovation when the sons of Eli 
demanded to receive their portions while the flesh was still raw, no 
doubt in order that they might secure certain definite parts of the animal. 
This claim the law in D now legalises, naming the pieces of the victim 
to be given to the priest. P represents a later development, and pre- 
scribes still better pieces, the breast and the right thigh (Ley. vii. 31 ff., 
x. 14f., Num. xviil. 18); For the gradual increase of the priests’ dues 
and of their other sources of revenue from D onwards, see Jerusalem, 
I. 354—366. 
-* the firstfruits] or, it may be the best. Heb. reshith, not 

bikktirim (xii. 6). See xxvi. 2f.; cp. E, Exod. xxiii. 19, J, xxxiy. 26, 
and P, Num. xviii. 12. On corn, wine and o//, see vii. 13, xii. 17, 
xiv. 23, xxv. 19—22. The first or best, of the fleece is mentioned only 
here. 

6. Sam. and some Codd. of LXX read: fo stand before the LorD 
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And if a Levite come from any of.thy gates out of all 6 
Israel, where he sojourneth, and come with all the desire of 
his soul unto the place which the Lorp shall choose; then7 - 
he shall minister in the name of the LorD his God, as all 
his brethren the Levites do, which stand there before the 
Lorp. They shall have like portions to eat, beside that 8 
which cometh of the sale of his patrimony. 

[thy God] to minister [unto him] and to bless in his name, as in x. 8 
(g.v-) ; and for the unto this day of that v. some have ail the days; 
others read, he and his sons among the sons of Israel. 

6. a Levite...from any of thy gates| any of the tribe who had 
ministered at any of the rural sanctuaries now disestablished by the 
concentration of the cultus at Jerusalem. - 7hy gates, see xii. 12. Out - 
of all Israel, emphatic addition to the usual phrase. 

where he sojourneth| "eb. is a ger, a landless resident, without 
portion or inheritance. So in Judg. xvii. 7, xix. 1. D knows nothing 
of the Levitical cities of P, Num. xxxv. 1—8, Josh. xxi. 

and come with all the desire of his soul| The construction is uncertain. 
Some begin the apodosis of this conditional sentence here, ‘hen he may 
come, etc. (Steuern., Berth.), which is not probable ; others preferably 
with the beginning of v. 7 (EVV., Wellh., Addis, Marti); others not 
till the beginning of z. 8 (Dillm., Driv.). Desire of his soul, see xii. 15. 

unto the place, etc.] See on xii. 5. 
7. then he shall minister] Seeon x. 8. If he comes to the one 

place at which sacrifice is valid, the rural Levite may discharge the 
priestly office equally with the Levites who already minister there. 

8. They shall have] Sam. LXX: ke shall have. 
beside that which cometh of the sale of his patrimony] a paraphrase 

of the difficult Heb. : destde his sales, or realised values, or prices, on 
the fathers (LXX, x\qv THs Tpdcews THs Kara warpiay). EVV.’s para- 
phrase is generally accepted ; cp. Jer. xxxii. 6—15, xxxvii. 12 (R.V.), 
which shows a priest from a rural sanctuary, who had removed to 
Jerusalem, possessing money of his own and by right of redemption 
able to buy land which a relative desired to sell. Dillm., rejecting the 
usual interpretation as too obvious, proposes ‘the money which he 
realised on such dues as had fallen to him from the families to whom 
he ministered at his home.’ A certain solution of the difficulty is 
hardly possible. Either we have an abbreviated legal formula the 
meaning of which is lost, or the text is corrupt. By small emenda- 
tions, Steuern. ingeniously reads: ‘except those who are idolatrous 
priests and necromancers.’ This is agreeable to the spirit of D, guards 
against an easy abuse of the law and is in harmony with the next law; 
but it has to be forced out of even the emended syntax. 

' This law of D, establishing the rural Levites, who come to Jerusalem, in equal 
rank and privilege with their fellow-tribesmen already ministering there, was not 



va Sp ek hey had ed high cults which they had served were idolatrous (Ai, ; and 
altar inyolved of course exclusion from the priest’s fice | the offerings. 
ate unleavened bread (the attempts to emend this text are unsatisfactory) ww! 
brethren may imply some peculiar privilege of the priests; yet unleavened bread 
was not their food alone, and so the phrase more probably means that though 
shut out from priestly functions the rural Levites were not excommunicated from 
eating at the Passover, with their brother Levites and other Israelites. Ezekiel (xliv. 
10—14) excludes ‘ Levites’ from the priesthood (confined by him to the sons of Zadok) 
and degrades them to inferior services about the Temple. We have already seen 
(on x. 8f.) how this inferiority was confirmed by P. 

9—22. OF PROPHETS IN CONTRAST TO DIVINERS, ETC. 

In the promised land Israel must have nothing to do with the 
abominations of its peoples (9); with any one passing his children 
through the fire, or diviner, soothsayer, augur, sorcerer, spell-binder or 
trafficker with the dead (1of.), for these are abominations to Jehovah to 
whom Israel must be utterly loyal (12—14). A prophet shall He raise 
up from among themselves, to be such a mediator of His word, as in Horeb 
they had prayed Moses to be; to him shall they hearken (15—19). 
The prophet who presumes to speak in God’s name what He has not 
spoken, or in the name of othér gods, shall die (20). The of 
his falseness shall be the non-fulfilment of his predictions (21 f.).—Sg. 
throughout except for an insertion in v. 15 (see note) and, acc. to Sam. 
LXX, the last clause of 22. There are no other signs of a diversity of 
hands. The spirit is thoroughly deuteronomic, the argument compact 
and consistent. 3 ; 

Marti reads vv. 9—13 as belonging to the law of the priests (r—8) and 14—22 as 
a later addition (so too Cornill), with this further evidence of its character 
that it introduces Moses in}a way unparalleled in the Code, and in 22 gives a one- 
sided conception of prophecy. But it is most probable that the Code of D, founded 
on the teaching of the prophets, contained a law of the Prophet in succession to 
those on Judges, King and Priests; and the emphatic contrast, which the con- 
struction of the passage brings out between the native prophet and the i 
diviners (see on 15), is natural and leaves a strong impression of the unity of 
whole. Indeed it is easier to argue the secondary character of vy. 10—13 (as 
unnecessary before 14 and as containing the term ferfect not applied so dicabens 
in D but found in P) than that of 14—22. Nor does 22 give so imperfect a view of 
rophecy as Marti supposes; the resemblance between it and the tests which 
eremiah applied to himself and the false prophets is wonderfully close. Steuern. 

takes 10—12a@ as anindependent law to which an editor has added v7, 9 and 124—22a, 
composed by himself with the use of a Pl. narrative (ch. v.) and perhaps an originally 
separate law on the Prophets. His analysis has more to say for itself than the other 
but is not convincing. I agree with Berth, that vv. 20 ff. may as well be dependent 
on vv. 16 ff. as the converse. 

It is significant but not surprising that the Law of the Prdphet is 
peculiar to D and not found in other Codes, which contain, however, 
prohibitions of the foreign practices here forbidden to Israel, E, Ex. 
xxii. 18 (17), H, Lev. xviii. 21, xix. 26, 31, xx. 2ff., 27. It is more 
important to notice Saul’s suppression of those who dealt with ghosts 
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When thou art come into the land which the Lorn thy God 9° 
giveth thee, thou shalt not learn to do after the abominations 
of those nations. ‘There shall not be found with thee any 10 
one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through the 
fire, one that useth divination, one that practiseth augury, 

(1 Sam. xxviii. 3), and the frequent protests of the prophets, and their 
appeals to the word of the living God (Isai. ii. 6, viii. 19, Mic. iii. 6 f., 
v. 12 (11), Jer. xxvii. 9, xxix. 8), for in these we find the real basis of 
this law of D, as well as the example of its form. 

In the Code of Hammurabi there are no laws against divination, sorcery or magic. 
False accusations of laying spells on men are punished, but the ordeal by water is 
enjoined in one of the two cases mentioned—§§ r f. 

9. When thou art come into the land] Characteristic of the Sg. ; 
Cp. ix. 5. 

which the LoRD thy God is to give thee] Peculiar to D; see oni. 20, 
iv. 21f. 

learn to do] Only here. 
abominations] See on vii. 25, and cp. xii. 31. 
10. There shall not be found with thee| xvii. 2. 
that maketh his son...to pass through the fire] See on xii. 31: the 

want of a conjunction following this clause (so also Sam. and LXX 
except in some codd.) is remarkable, and raises a doubt as to the 
originality of the clause. 

On the following terms see W. R. Smith, Journal of Philology, xi. 273 ff., 
xiv. 113 ff.: ‘The Forms of Divination and Magic in Dt. xviii. 10, rz’; Wellhausen, 
Reste des arab. Heidentums*®, 135—153; Driver, Dewt. 223—226; T. W. Davies 
‘Divination’ and ‘ Magic,’ in £.8.; F. B. Jevons ‘ Divination,’ Hastings’ D, B., to 
all of which the references below are directed. 

one that useth divination] Heb. késem k’samim. From its root 
and certain Ar. forms which=‘to divide’ or ‘allot,’ the vb appears 
to have meant originally to divine by the lot (disputed by Davies, 
£.B. 2900), e.g. by arrows as described in Ezek. xxi. 21 ff. (26 ff.) ; 
practised by the Babylonians (Lenormant, Cha/d. Magic, 238 2. 2), 
and Arabs (Koran, v. 4, where it is forbidden; Sale, Prelimin. Dis- 
course, Sec. v.). Elsewhere in O.T. it has a wider sense, e.g. 1 Sam. 
xxvili. 8. DLXX here pavrevduevos wavrelav. 

one that practiseth augury| Better, soothsayer. LXX xdndovifbuevos. 
Heb. m°‘énen, which used to be derived from ‘avan, ‘cloud,’ as if 
cloud-gazer, and is by Wellh. supposed to spring from the root-meaning 
of ‘anan, ‘to appear’ or ‘intervene’ (cp. Ar. ‘anm), as if dealing in 
phenomena. But the word is probably onomatopoetic, humming or 
crooning (W. R. Smith) ; cp. Ar. ghanna, and Judg. ix. 37, the cak of 
the m*‘dnenim, a whispering, oracular tree. Condemned also in Isai. 
ii. 6, as Philistine, Mic. v. 12, Jer. xxvii. 9. 
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11 or an enchanter, or a sorcerer, or a ee sulter 
12 with a familiar spirit, or a wizard, or a necromancer. For 

whosoever doeth these things is an abomination unto the 
or an enchanter| Better, augur or observer of omens. LXX olw- 

vigopuevos. ‘That this is the meaning of the Heb. m*nahesh appears from 
the story of Balaam, Num. xxiv. 1 (where for enchantments read 
omens), from Gen. xliv. 15, of Joseph’s divination with his cup (hydro- 
mancy ; cp. for Babylonia Zimmern in X4 7%, 533f., pr i for the 
Arabs, Doughty 11. 188), the use of the vb in Gen. xxx. 27, 1 Kgs 
XX+ 33; to observe, and its meaning in Syriac, ‘divination from natural 
signs.’ Others take it as onomatopoetic, ‘to hiss,’ or connect it with 
nahash, serpent. On divination on the sand, see Doughty 1. 162. 
_ ora sorcerer) Heb. m*kashsheph. For this and #shaphim, sorceries, 
see Ex. vii. 11, xxii. 18 (17) (E’s law against the sorceress, see Dri.’s 
note), Mic. v. 11, Nah. ili. 4, Jer. xxvii. 9, Mal. iii. 5, 2 Chron. 
xxxili. 6 (of Manasseh) and ‘Isai.’ xlvii. 9, 12, Dan. ii. 2 (both of 
Babylon). W. R. Smith, comparing the Ar. form, suggests that 
kshaphim were ‘herbs or other drugs shredded into a magic brew’ (in 
Mic. Vv. 12, they are held in the hand); cp. the LXX ¢dpyaxa, 
‘magical potions.’ But the original meaning of the Ar. 4isfz is (Zim- 
mern, Schrader’s AA 7%, 605) spittle or foam from the mouth by which 
a man might be bewitched ; cp. Hammurabi, § 2. 

11. acharmer| With Sam. LXX omit ov: the name is in apposition 
to the preceding. Heb. hober heber, weaving spells, spell-binder; either 
of the tying of knots as malignant charms, common among Semites and 
other races (Campbell Thompson, Sem. Magic 162—173, Frazer, 
Golden Bough 1. 394ff.; mentioned in the Koran, Sur. cxiii., ‘the 
mischief of women blowing on knots’; also practised in Europe, cp. 
the French ‘ nouer l’éguillette ’), or of the weaving of incantations and 
spells (W. R. Smith), so LXX éracidwy éxacdqv. In Ps. lviii. 5 (6) of 

~ charming serpents. For spell-makers in Arabia, see Doughty 1. 258, 

333 464f. 
a consulter with a ghost or familiar spirit] Heb. sho’el 6b w*yid- 

dont ; 6b was the spirit of a dead person, also applied to the medium, 
whose body it inhabited, speaking out from this in a chirping, twittering 
voice (probably imitated from the sound of bats haunting sepulchres), 
LXX évyacrpiuvOos; see Lev. xx. 27, 1 Sam. xxviii. 3, 7, 9, Isai. 
viii. 19, xxix. 4, 2 Kgs xxii. 6, xxiii. 24. YVidd*onf means either 
instructor (the form may be causative) or knower (cp. Scot. wise= with 
powers of magic, wise-wife= witch, wise-folk = fairies) or acguaintance, 
Jamiliar (W.R. Smith). LXX, reparockdéros. 

a necromancer| Heb. enquirer of, or resorter to (doresh, see on seek, 
xii. 5), the dead : a general description of the consulter of ghosts and 
familiar spirits. With Sam. LXX omit or. 

12. abomination] See v. 9. 
unto the LORD) Sam. LXX add ¢hy God, and LXX B omits this in 

next clause. 
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Lorp: and because of these abominations the Lorp thy 
God doth drive them out from before thee. Thou shalt be 
perfect with the Lorp thy God. For these nations, which 
thou shalt possess, hearken unto them that practise augury, 
and unto diviners: but as for thee, the Lorp thy God hath 
not suffered thee so to do. The Lorp thy God will raise 
up unto thee a prophet from the midst of thee, of thy 

doth drive them out| Heb. is to dispossess them, see on ix: 53 cp. 
iv. 38 

13 4 

15 

13. perfect) blameless; not elsewhere in D, but twice in P in this 
moral sense (Gen. vi. 9 of Noah, xvii. 1 required of Abraham as the 
condition of God granting him His covenant) and frequent in a physical 
sense, Ley. i. 3, 10, iii. 1, etc. The sense of the incompatibility of 
magic and necromancy with loyalty to the God of Israel is traceable 
from at least Saul’s time onward, and is very articulate in the great 
prophets. The instinct was sound. That such practices divert men 
from the rational and ethical elements of religion and weaken both the 
judgement and will of those who resort to them is notorious in the 
history of modern spiritualism. Cp. Luke xvi. 31: if they hear not 
Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded, if one rise from the 
dead. Let other nations hearken to soothsayers and diviners, God does 
not grant such to His people (v. 14). For them the living word of 
the living God is the thing! (Isai. viii. 19), to which this law now 
therefore naturally turns. 

15. A prophet from the midst [of thee] of thy brethren like unto 
me shall the LORD thy God raise up to thee] Such is the emphatic 
order of the original, missed by EVV. 4 frophet—not individual but 
collective’, ie. a succession of prophets, for the whole spirit of the 
Passage is that God shall never fail to speak directly to His people—is 
placed at the head of the sentence in forcible contrast to the diviners 
and necromancers just described, a speaker for God as Aaron was 
spokesman for Moses (J, Ex. iv. 16, vii. 1). Like the king (xvii. 15) he 
must be an Israelite (Sam., from the midst of thy brethren); (LXX B ete. 

_ from thy, Acts iii. 22, vii. 37, from your, brethren); diviners and 
nhecromancers were foreign (Isai. ii. 6, Nah. iii. 4, ‘Isai.’ xlvii. 9, 12). 
Like unio me, i.e. (as the next 7. shows) in being the mediator of God ; 
the phrase does not imply equality in rank with Moses; according to 

* Cp. the use of the sing. £éug in xvii. 14 ff., and judge in Judg. ii. 18. ‘A 
Prophet is used by enallage for a number of prophets. Moses is here treating of 
the continual manner of the Church’s government. Not at all more correct is 
their opinion who apply it strictly to Christ alone; for it is well to bear in mind what 
I have said respecting God's intention, viz/that no excuse should be left for the Jews, 
if they turned aside to familiar spirits or magicians, since God would never leave 
them without prophets and teachers. But if He had referred them to Christ alone, 
the objection would naturally arise that it was hard for them to have neither prophets 
nor revelations for two thousand years,” (Calvin.) 

a 3 
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16 brethren, like unto me; unto him ye shall hearken ; 
cording to all that thou desiredst of the Lorp thy God in 
Horeb in the day of the assembly, saying, Let me not hear 
again the voice of the Lorp my God, neither let me see this 

17 great fire any more, that I die not. And the Lorp said 
unto me, They have well said that which they have spoken. — 

18 I will raise them up a prophet from among their brethren, 
like unto thee ; and I will put my words in his mouth, and — 
he shall speak unto them all that I shall command him. 

19 And it shall come to pass, that whosoever will not hearken 
unto my words which he shall speak in my name, I will 

20 require it of him. But the prophet, which shall speak a 
word presumptuously in my name, which I have not com- 
manded him to speak, or that shall speak in the name of 

21 other gods, that same prophet shall die. And if thou say in 
thine heart, How shall we know the word which-the Lorp 

22 hath not spoken? When a prophet speaketh in the name 

xxxiv. 10, there hath not arisen a prophet since in Israel like unto 
Moses, whom the LorD knew face to face, cp. Num. xii. 6—8. ‘ 

16, 17. See on v. 22 (assembly); 25, 27f. Cullen (pp. 143 ff.) 
denies the dependence of vv. 15, 16 on v. 19—28. 

18. J will raise...like unto thee] These words are not in v. 25 ff. 
put my words in his mouth] Cp. v. 31, Jer. ig, Vv. 14. 
19. whosoever will not hearken...1 will require it of him| Cp. the 

confidence of Jeremiah, xxvi. 12—15, xxix. 8f., 18 ff. (the punishment 
exacted for not hearkening to God’s word), xxxv. 13 ff. LXX B omits 
my words; Sam. LXX most codd. és words. Require, darash, xxiii. 
21 (22). - 

20. the Zrophet, etc.] These special cases prove that throughout this 
passage no single prophet but a succession of prophets is meant. 

which shall speak presumptuously, etc.| Heb. who shall be presumptuous 
(xvii. 12, see on i. 43) fo speak a word, etc. It is notorious how many 
such ‘ prophets’ appeared in Israel both before and during the seventh 
century (see Jeremiah fassz). On the rest of the v. see on xiii. I—5. 

21. if thou say in thine heart] viii. 17. 
22. The falseness of such a prophet is exposed by the non-fulfil- 

ment of his predictions. Jeremiah states the converse: if any prophet 
prophesy peace (which in the seventh century the false prophets usually 
did) and his word come to pass, then shall the prophet be known that the 
Lorp hath truly sent him (Jer. xxviii. 9). 

It is true that ‘this test is explicitly rejected for the prophets of other gods 
(xiii. r—5); nor is the higher Hebrew prophecy nearly so much predictive as inter- 
pretative’ (Wheeler Robinson i foco). Yet we must remember that though the 

F 
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of the Lorp, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that’ 
is the thing which the Lorp hath not spoken: the prophet 
hath spoken it presumptuously, thou shalt not be afraid of 
him. : ; 

main burden of the prophets consisted of truths of morality and religion (the 
unity and righteousness of God and the ethical character of His demands) they were 
also concerned with the vindicatian of these in the actual experience of the people. 
To them truth was never merely abstract, they looked for its fulfilment by God in 
history. Prof. A. B. Davidson once said to the present writer: ‘The prophets were 
terribly one-idea’d men, Yet their one idea was the greatest of all, that God 
was yoing to do something.’ So Amos iii. 4—8. The two most spiritual of the 
prophets staked their credit as the bearers of God’s word on certain historical issues. 
Isaiah was sure of the inviolableness of Jerusalem and the survival of a remnant of 
the people (on this see Rev. of Theol. & Phil. 1. 7 by the present writer in answer 
to Guthe’s J/esaia in Religionsgeschichtliche Volksbiicher); and Jeremiah was content 
to wait on events for the decision whether he or Hananiah had the word of the 
Lord (Jer. xxviii. esp. 114, see Duhm’s fine remarks on this chapter in the Aurzer 
Hand-Commentar). Again after reporting the word of the LORD, that his uncle 
should come to him asking him to buy his field, he adds when the uncle came 
and did so, then knew I that this was the word of the LORD (xxxii. 6ff.).” Of 
course, behind all this was the faith that God had a future for Israel in the land, 
though the Babylonians had overrun it and Jerusalem must fall to them. If then 
Jeremiah himself so much depended for the proof of his message upon the issue of 
events, we cannot be surprised that D proposes to the popular mind the same test of 
a prophet’s word.—Though beyond our immediate subject we may note that the 
word of the Lord by the true prophet was not always fulfilled. This is explained in 
Jer. xviii. and Jonah iv. as due to a change in the moral situation. Such, however, 
is not a full explanation. Sometimes, as in the case of the non-fulfilment of 
Jeremiah’s own early predictions about the Scythians, and his slow arrival (only 
after the battle of Carchemish) at the conviction that Babylon was to be the exe- 
cutioner of God’s judgements on Israel, the change in the prophet’s word was due to 
altered folitical circumstances. 

Ill. Tuirp Division oF THE Laws. OF CRIME, War, 
PROPERTY, THE FAMILY, AND EQUITY. xix.—xxv. 

Over 50 laws on all these relations and duties of the ordinary citizen. 
This division of the Code is distinguished from the two previous, (1) by 
being uninfluenced—except in the case of the first law, on the Cities of 
Refuge, and perhaps also in xxi. 1—g, xxiii. 15 f.—by the centralisa- 
tion of the Cultus; (2) by a less orderly arrangement; and (3) by the 
appearance of new terms and ideas such as ¢he elders (explicable by the 
fact that the subjects of these laws are not new institutions consequent 
on the centralisation of the cultus but older local customs and organisa- 
tion), the house of the LORD, the assembly of the LorD, etc. But we find 
prevailing the same deuteronomic language and style, the same proofs 
of compilation from earlier codes (doublets, traces of fusion, etc.) and 
the same signs of editorial expansion. The principle of grouping laws 
according to the relation to their subjects is sometimes observed but 
frequently departed from. The only other explanation of the order 
followed is the presence of corresponding catch-words at the end and " 
beginning of consecutive laws. See below. 



19 When the Lorn thy God shall ona nati vb 
land the Lorp thy God giveth thee, and thou st eede 

» 2them, and dwellest in their sti. and in their houses ; : 

Cr. XIX. 1—13. OF THE CITIES OF REFUGE. 

Israel shall set apart three of the cities of the land (rf, 
selected after their position is taken into account and the 
into three parts—so that every manslayer may have the chance of 
asylum (3). And (a) this is the case of the manslayer who by 
there shall secure his life: viz. if he has slain his megghdour acciden k 
as e.g. when they were hewing wood (4—6). Therefore three cities (7). 
But if God enlarge Israel’s land three more shall be added so that no 
innocent blood be shed (8—ro). But (é) the wilful murderer who flees © 
to one of these cities shall be brought thence by the elders of his 
mune and delivered to the avenger, that the guilt be removed from Israel 
(11—13).—In the Sg. throughout and with many phrases of D. Yet 
there are signs of compilation. As in xv. 2 ff. an earlier law seems 
be quoted, for, as there, eighbour is used instead of brother which 
usual in Sg. passages. 

Stade (Gesch. 1. 664, ». 3), Berth, and Marti take wy. 8—r1o as later than of 
the law, on the ground that it breaks the connection between the two cases of 
manslaughter, (a) the innocent, and (4) the wilful. This is not at all certain. The 
provision of three more cities, 5—10, comes naturally after the case of the innocent 
slayer in whose interest it is made, as v. ro points out; and it may well be from 
the same hand as 4ff. Nor is there reason for supposing (with Steuern.) that 
vv. 11—13 are from another hand than 3$ff., for 36 says the cities are for 
every manslayer, therefore for the guilty (rz—13) as well as for the innocent (4 ff), 
that all alike may have a fair trial; and both 4 ff. and = — the term pie sh 
The position of 8—1o and the order ‘of the whole thus quite logical. 
the same time 8—10 have been expanded by some sta 2 fori Coun notes) 
others appear in vy. 1—3, 13. It is remarkable how unnecessary these phrases of 
D are, and how when they are removed, there is left (as in other cases) a law, 
compact, consistent, and so far sufficient. It is, of course, per say whether 
the law had originally none of these phrases, and t reference to Moses or _ 
Israels standpoint before entering the land. But it E in certain “signs of 
its origin. It is a consequence of D's centralisation o re cultus, and is therefore — 
later than E whose law, Ex. xxi. r2—14, recognises every altar of Ro nee asan 
asylum, cp. 1 Kgs i. 50, ii. 28f. Also the mitigation of the violence of the vendetta 
agrees with the equity and humanity that pervade D's Code. Like other laws of 
D this does not abolish but qualifies the earlier procedure. The avenger is not super- 
seded, but remains the executioner of the wilful murderer of his kinsman, only he 
cannot perform this family duty till the public authorities have delivered the 
murderer to him. Again, the law was drawn when Israel's territory was 
(vz. 3, 8) therefore hardly in the reign of Solomon, to which some scholars 
Bk. of Deut. On the relation of D's law to the corresponding laws 
passages in P, and to the fragment above, iv. 41—43, see notes on the 

4 a 

1—3 contain several formulas. On shail cut off, etc., see xii. 
whose land the LorD thy God is to give thee and giveth 
it, see Xvili. 9; on succeed (dispossess), see xii. 29; papi thee 
imherit, see i, 38. 
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shalt separate three cities for thee in the midst of thy land, 
which the Lorp thy God giveth thee to possess it. Thou 3 

_ shalt prepare thee the way, and divide the borders of thy 
_ land, which the Lorp thy God causeth thee to inherit, into 
_ three parts, that every manslayer may flee thither. And 4 
this is the case of the manslayer, which shall flee thither 
and live: whoso killeth his neighbour unawares, and hated 
him not in time past ; as when a man goeth into the forest 5 
with his neighbour to hew wood, and his hand fetcheth a 
stroke with the axe to cut down the tree, and the *head 
slippeth from *the helve, and lighteth upon his neighbour, 

x 

1 Heb. iron. 2 Or, the tree 

2. separate] set apart, iv. 41. 
3. prepare thee the way| Usually taken as making the road open 

and firm. But (though Steuern.’s objection to this meaning, that such 
preparation would give equal advantage to the pursuer with the 
pursued, is hypercritical) this has no relevance to the rest of the v., as 

_ the older translators already saw and gave it another sense: LXX 
oréxacat wo, ‘reckon,’ or ‘ guess,’ O.L. azstimare. Steuern. renders 
measure the distance. Better fix, or make sure of, the direction (in which 
the cities lie), and divide the area of thy land into three. 

every manslayer| The general term, iv. 42. 
4. And this is the case of| See note on xv. 2, and the introd. to 

this ‘law. 
whoso smiteth hzs neighbour unawares...time past| See iv. 42, which 

has slayeth for smiteth. 
5. as when a man gocth\| Heb. and who goeth, continuing the 

construction of the previous clause; but EVV.’s rendering is pantie by 
a slight emendation of the Heb. 
forest} As in most instances in which forest is used by EVV., the 

term misleads. Heb. ya‘ar was one antithesis to fertile or cultivated 
land (Isai. xxix. 7) and, as evident from the conditions of Palestine to- 
day as well as those reflected in the O.T. (HGALZ, 80f., Jerus. 1. 78, 

- 305), must usually have meant cofse or jungle or, at the most, wood- 
land. The Ar. wa‘ar is ‘rocky ground,’ whether with or without bush. 

and his hand fetcheth a stroke| Heb. ts driven, or lets drive, with 
the axe. 

helve| R.V. marg., tree; which offers the alternative meaning, that 
the edge of the axe slipped aside from the tree which it struck. But 
Heb. ’2s, which=both /ree (as in the previous clause) and piece of wood, 
means here the latter, and the vb is to be translated slippeth off from 
(Ex. iti. 5, Josh. v. 15 of the sandal from the foot ; cp. Deut. vii. 1, 22, 

“xxviii. 40). LXX falleth of (probably reading naphal for nashkal, cp. 

— 1 
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that he die ; he shall flee unto one of these cities and li 
6 lest the avenger of blood pursue the manslayer, while 
heart is hot, and overtake him, because the way is long, and 
smite him mortally ; whereas he was not worthy of death, 

7 inasmuch as he hated him not in time past. Wherefore I 
command thee, saying, Thou shalt separate three cities for 

8 thee. And if the Lorp thy God enlarge thy border, as he 
hath sworn unto thy fathers, and give thee all the land | 

9 which he promised to give unto thy fathers; if thou shalt — 
keep all this commandment to do it, which I command thee 
this day, to love the Lorp thy God, and to walk ever in his 
ways ; then shalt thou add three cities more for thee, beside 

2 Kgs vi. 5). ‘One sees exactly how the law grows out of the actual — 
relations of everyday life’ (Berth.). : 

he shall flee unto one of these cities and live] Josh. xx. 4 (a deuteron. — 
addition to P’s law) says that he shall first, at the gate; state his case to 
the elders. 

6. avenger of blood) Web. go‘el haddam (2 Sam. xiv. 11, Num. 
XXXV. I9—27, Josh. xx. 3, 5, 9). The consuetudinary law of the ven- 
detta is not abrogated, but persists so far as the nearest, or other, 
kinsman of the slain still takes the duty of punishing the slayer. See 
v. 22 and Add. note. 

while his heart is hot) and he cannot discriminate between accidental — 
and wilful murder. It was doubtless to avoid the same unjust passion 
that the right of sanctuary arose among the nomad Arabs. 

because the way zs long) to the One Altar, xiv. 24; cp. xii. 21. 
mortally] Heb. 40, or as to, the life (nephesh), v. 11 5 cp. xxii. 26. 
whereas, etc.) Heb. there being no case of death to (against) him (a 

circumstantial clause) ; cp. xxi. 22, xxii. 26. 
7. Wherefore I command thee| Cp. xv. U1. 
8. enlarge thy border) See on xii. 20, and the introd. to this law. 
as he hath sworn, etc.) See oni. 8. 
and give thee...thy fathers] Redundant after previous clause, and 

(though confirmed by LXX B and other Codd.) probably not original, 
Luc. omits. The readings here differ much in the versions and their 
Codd. shewing how readily scribes altered and expanded the text. 

9. A parenthesis, being the condition of the promise in 2. 8. 
if thou shalt keep all this commandment, etc.) LXX B, ete., hear all ) 

these commandments. Cullen, p. 141, takes this passage as an actual 
quotation from xi. 22. On the formula, Aeef...¢0 do, see iv. 6, Vv. 1. . 

to love...in his ways) These phrases (cp. vi- 5, x. 12) some LXX 
Codd. and Luc. omit. - 

then shalt thou add three cities more] is the apodosis to 8a; all 
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‘these three : that 'innocent blood be not shed in the midst 10 
of thy land, which the Lorp thy God giveth thee for an 
inheritance, and so blood be upon thee. But if any man 
‘hate his neighbour, and lie in wait for him, and rise up 
against him, and smite him mortally that-he die; and he 
flee into one of these cities: then the elders of his city shall 12 
send and fetch him thence, and deliver him into the hand 

_ of the avenger of blood, that he may die. Thine eye shall 13 
not pity him, but thou shalt put away the innocent blood 
from Israel, that it may go well with thee. 

_ ua 

1 Or, the blood of an innocent man 2 Or, the blood of the innocent 

between consists of such formulas as later scribes were fond of inserting, 
and the evidence of the versions goes to show that they are not original. 

10. that innocent blood be not shed| Cp. xxi. 8, xxvii. 25: here the 
blood of an innocent slayer. 

which...for an inheritance] Another standard phrase, om. by Luc., 
and some LXX Codd. 

and so blood be upon thee] Upon the nation as a whole, on the prin- 
ciple of ethical solidarity so often illustrated in D. For the idiom, cp. 
2 Sam. xvi. 8; for the synon. b/ood in the midst of Israel, see xxi. 8. 

11. But if any man hate his neighbour, etc.) The wilful murderer 
must not escape through the provision of protection for the imnocent - 
slayer. 

and lie in wait) Cp. E, Ex. xxi. 14. For mortally see v. 6. 
12. the elders of his city, etc.) It is not said who are to judge 

if wilful murder has been committed (for this see Josh. xx. 4—9), 
but the elders of the murderer’s town are responsible for his delivery 
into the hands of the avenger; it is assumed that they are satisfied as to 
his guilt. The control of the old custom—in which the punishment of a 
murderer was a family duty—is in the hands of the public authorities. 
This is not without analogies among the Semitic nomads (Musil, Z7¢hz. 
Ber. 361 ff.). iders also appear in xxi. 2 ff, 6, 19 f., xxii. 15—18, 
‘xxv. 7—9, with judicial or executive functions. On their relations to 
the judges see on xvi. 18. Doughty (11. 368) mentions a case of murder 

--at Aneyza, where the father was commanded by the Emir and elders 
to slay the murderess and declined, whereupon she was executed by the 
public authorities. 

13. Only by such action on the part of the local authorities and the 
kinsmen of the murdered man can the guilt of the crime be removed 
from the whole nation. To this extent the ancient custom of the 
vendetta is recognised as part of the theocratic system. 

thou shalt put away] See on xiii. 5 (6). 
that it may go well with thee] Another recurrent phrase; iy. 40, 

v. 16, 29, etc. : 



_ 

_ Additional Note: The Vendetta, ‘the one element of jurisprudence in ild 
life of the desert,’ springs from the simple principle of blood for blood, still in 

_the law of Israel, Gen. ix. 6. Its moral effects are twofold and contrary. On the one 
hand it is a restraint upon manslaughter, the possibilities of vengeance which it lets” 
loose engendering reluctance to take life except in self-defence. On the other, when 4 
once a man has been slain, there is no chance of a fair trial for the slayer; though his — 
deed may have been an accident he may have to atone for it with his life; 
while the excitement of whole families and tribes to avenge it is a fertile source 
of disorder and of war, which may last and has lasted for a century. The duty of the 
vendetta extends sometimes to the third sometimes to the fifth de of kinship, but 
among the Sinai Arabs to the sixth from the grandfather down (Jennings —s 
PE FQ 1907, 135). Hence even in the wildest parts of Arabia there arose the right 
of sanctuary in any tent from which it was claimed, and the respite was used for the 
investigation of the case, and even in cases of wilful murder for the arrangement of 
some compromise—financial or otherwise—between the slayer and the kinsmen of the 
slain. In these negotiations the tribal authorities would often intervene. But even 
this has been found insufficient to secure order and justice, and wherever a central 
authority has been established among the Arabs one of its first efforts has been 
to control and regulate, or even to abolish, the vendetta. For modern examples—the 
Wahabees, Mohammed ‘Ali, the Russians in the Caucasus and the Sublime Porte— 
see Von Oppenheim, Vom Mittelmeer sum Pers, Golf. Similarly in Israel. The 
earlier law (as we have seen) gave sanctuary at every altar of Jehovah. When only 
the One Altar remained the opportunity came to modify the whole consuetudinary 
law; the vendetta was not abolished but controlled by the rights of Peegegs = 
certain accessible cities and by the interference of the local authorities. T 

_ Provisions, apparently first made by D and elaborated in P, secured a fair trial and 
the acquittal of the innocent slayer; but they do not allow any such compromise, 
financial or otherwise, as frequently takes place among the Arabs between the 
wilful murderer and the kinsmen of his victim. In Israel the wilful murderer must 
die. Such distinctions of Israel's system from the customs of her Semitic neighbours, 
involving as they do both a greater humanity in one direction and a greater severity 
in the other, are of the highest ethical interest. 

14. AGAINST REMOVING BOUNDARY STONES, 

In the Sg. address, but as in vw. 4f., 11 and xv. 2, g.v., with 
neighbour instead of brother, usual in Sg. passages ; and followed by a 
deuteronomic formula. It is significant that the formula is not only 
separable from the law proper (as in the previous law) but contradicts 
it. For while the law betrays its date as subsequent to Israel’s settle- 
ment in the land—and with this agree the facts that there is no parallel 
in the earlier codes and that protests against removing boundary-stones 
appear in the prophets and later books (Isai. v. 8, Hos. vy. 10, Prov. — 
xxli. 28, xxiii. 10, Job xxiv. 2)—the closing formula adopts the stand- 
point of Moses, the land which the LORD ts to give thee. Clearly, 
therefore, the Jaw has been adopted from some other source into D’s 
Code—cp. the Decalogue—but there is nothing to show whether this 
incorporation was due to the authors of the Code or to editors. 

It is difficult to explain the position of the law just here. Steuern. and Berth, 
attribute this to its use of the term g¢dul, boundary, used also in the Previous 
law (wv. 3a, yet with a different meaning from here); the former thinking that in its 
original form the law was entered on the margin and thence taken into the text 
by the compiler of the Code, the latter that it may have formed Ya of the original 
Code. Notice rather that both laws besides being in the Sg. address use the term 
neighbour, and were therefore probably from the same source. Dillm. points out 
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Thou shalt not remove thy neighbour’s landmark, which 14 
they of old time have set, in thine inheritance -which thou 
shalt inherit, in the land that the Lorp thy God giveth thee 
to possess it. 

that in this ch. murder, theft and false-witness appear in the same order as in the 
Decalogue, and Dri. compares xxvii. 17 ff. 

Other nations expressed the same reverence for the sacredness of boundaries, in 
similar laws, or protests, against their removal. For the Greeks see Plato, Legg. vill. 
842 E, for the Romans Dion, Hal. 1. 74, Plutarch, Wusa 16. For the settled 
Semites cp. the border-stones of fields which are among the oldest Babyl. monu- 
ments; bearing dedications to the gods ‘ they were regarded as sacred and great 
importance was attached to their preservation, The Kings taxed their powers of 
cursing [cp. xxvii. 17] in order to terrify men from removing their neighbours’ land-~ 
marks’ (Johns, Babyl. and Assyr. Laws, etc., 19:f.). For other Semites cp, 
Clay Trumbull, Threshold Covenant 166, Musil, Ethn. Ber. 87, Doughty 1. 163. 
No such Israelite stones have been found, but M. Clermont-Ganneau discovered 
the boundary inscriptions of the town of Gezer (‘at or near the rst Cent. B.c.’) 
bearing the term 7&4, the later Heb. for gebud (Arch. Res. 11. 26ff., 270 ff). For 
modern Palestine see Baldensperger, PE FQ 1906, 194. 

14. remove] Lit. so: re-move, move back, so as to make one’s own 
field larger. 

landmark| Web. g*bu/, applied both to the border-line whether 
of private fields (here, and in E, Josh. xxiv. 30, cp. texts cited above) 
or of urban (‘Is.’ liv. 12) or tribal (ii. 18, ili. 16) territories : as well as 
to the area enclosed by the border (vv. 3, 8, ii. 4, xxviii. 40). 

they of old time| Web. rishéntm, the former generations, the fore- 
fathers: LXX B etc., marépes cov; A etc., mporepot cov. 

im thine inheritance which thou inheritest] Part of the law proper : 
the portion of ground (LXX xk)npovoyia) that passes from one gene- 
ration of a family to another. 

in the land which the LorD thy God is to give thee, etc.] the frequent 
deuteronomic formula, iv. 40, v. 31, xii. 1, xvii. 14, xxi. I, XXv. 19; 
and in shorter form, xv. 7, xviii. 9, XxXv. 15, xxvii. 2, xxviii. 8. 

15—21. OF WITNESSES. 

Two or three witnesses are necessary for a conviction (15). Ifa 
witness, forcing his evidence, accuse a man of defection from the law, 
the two shall stand before God in the supreme court (16 f.), the judges 
shall investigate, and if the witness be found false, he shall have 
‘done to him what he devised for his brother; so shall evil be removed 
from Israel (18 f.) and others take warning (20); ruthlessly shall 
like for like be exacted: (21).—Sg. (except for one slip into the Pl. in 
v. 19) with the use of the term érother and other terms usual in Sg. 
passages. There are no deuteronomic formulas beyond the legal ones. 

+ On the subject of this law cp. E, Ex. xxiii. 1, Ex. xx. 16, Dt. v. 20 (the oth 
commandment), and other passages cited below. By the Code of Hammurabi §§ 3 f., 
false evidence is punished on the same principle of like for like as here, v. 19. In 
Arabia at least two witnesses are necessary; if their charge is not brought home they 
must flee from the vengeance of the accused’s relatives, with whom however they 
“may come to an arrangement (Musil, E¢A4n. Ber. 337). 2 
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One witness shall not rise up against a nae iny 
or for any sin, in any sin that he sinneth: at the 
two witnesses, or at the mouth of three witnesses, shall 

16 matter be established. If an unrighteous witness rise up 
against any man to testify against him of ‘wrong doing; 

17 then both the men, between whom the controversy is, shall 
stand before the Lorn, before the priests and the judges 

18 which. shall be in those days ; and the judges shall make 

1 Or, rebellion See ch. xiii. 5. 

15 

, 

15. By xvii.6 (cp. P, Num. xxxv. 30), a man may not be put to death — 
save on the evidence of more than one witness. Here the same is 
enforced for all cases. 

One witness shall not rise up| Or, stand, that is, of course, as a 
valid effectual witness ; the vb is the same as at the end of the z., sha/l 
a matter be established, But in the next v. rise up simply means appear, 
offer himself. 

in any sin that he sinneth| Luc. omits. 
16. But if] So Sam. LXX. 
unrighteous witness) Heb. witness of violence. So E, Ex. xxiii. 1, 

and Ps. xxxv. 11, apparently one who /orces his evidence, does violence 
tothe truth or intends zolence to his neighbour. Driver renders — 
malicious, ‘meditates some covert violence himself or assists by false 
testimony the high- -handed wrong doer.’ Marti ‘with whom might — 
goes before right.’ In any case the description is proleptic, his character ~ 
is not decided till he is taken before the judges. 

rise up] See on previous v. In this simpler sense in other Sg. 
passages; see on xiii. 1. 

to testify against hin] Same vb as in v. 20 (t7). 
wrong doing| Heb. sarah same as rebellion, xiii. 5 (6) R.V. (cp. xvii. — 

17), but while there it means apostacy from Jehovah here it is wider, any 
ae or defection from the law. 

shall stand before the LORD, before the priests and the judges, etc.) _ 
That is in the supreme court to be instituted at the One Altar, xvii. 9. : 
The construction is awkward and betrays expansion. Steuern. and 
Berth. and Marti take defore the judges as alone original, as these only 
are mentioned in the next v., and understand the reference to be, not to | 
the supreme court but to the newly instituted judges of xvi. 18. But it 
is quite as probable that defore the LorD was all that the original text of 
the law contained, and that the rest was added from xvii. 9 by an editor. 
This is just one of the difficult cases, which in more primitive condi- 
tions were referred to some representative of the Deity and which, on 
the institution of the supreme court at Jerusalem, Israel was directed to 
take there (cp. xvii. 8, de¢ween plea and plea, the same Heb. term as is 
here rendered controversy). 

18. shall make diligent inguisition] See xiii. 14 (15), xvii. 4, 9; Sg. 
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diligent inquisition : and, behold, if the witness be a false 
witness, and hath testified falsely against his brother ; then 
shall ye do unto him, as he had thought to do unto his 
brother : so shalt thou put away the evil from the midst of 
thee. And those which remain shall hear, and fear, and 
shall henceforth commit no more any such evil in the midst 
of thee. And thine eye shall not pity ; life-sha// go for life, 
eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot. 

Salse, falsely} Heb. sheker: so in Ex. xx. 16, but v. 20 has shaz, 
vain. 

brother] here and next v.: the usual term in Sg. passages for 
fellow-Tsraelite. 

19. shall yedo| the only Pl. in the passage, confirmed by Sam. 
LXX; either a clerical error or an instance of the possibility of a 
writer slipping from one form of address into the other. Read shalt 

thou. 
thought] Heb. zamam, devised. 
so shalt thou put away| Frequent in this Code, see on xiii. 5 (6). 
20. those which remain, etc.] A curious parallel to xiii. 11 (12). 
21. thine eye shall not pity) See on v. 13, vii. 16. 
life for life, etc.] The jus talionis, more fully in E, Ex. xxi. 24 f.; 

cp. H, Lev. xxiv. 18, 20. Very frequently in the Code of Hammurabi. 
See further Driver’s note on Ex. xxi. 25. 

Cu. XX. Or WAR—THREE Laws. 

These laws, 1—9, ro—18, 19 f., separate xix. from xxi. 1—g (both 
of manslaughter) and are in phrase and substance akin to xxi. 1o—14 
and xxiii. g—1I4, cp. xxiv. 5. _ All are in the Sg. address, have similar 
introductions, and, while some breathe the humane spirit prevalent in 
D’s code, all work on the same primitive beliefs in the sacredness of war 
and the consequent need of eliminating from the army, from its 
treatment of captives and from the spoil and the camps, all that might 
incur the wrath of either a people’s god or some other supernatural 
power. Like other groups in the Code they are not an exhaustive 
treatment of their subject; they contain nothing as to the rites due on 
starting a campaign, or the place of the king in the host, or the 
materials or moneys to be levied, or the mercenary soldiers, who from 
David’s time onwards were an organised part of Israel’s forces. 

As we saw on the 4erem, ii. 34, War was to the settled Semites a religious 
process. A people’s army was led by their god and a campaign conducted through- 
out as a sacrament; cp. the Moabite Stone, the Assyr. and Baby). inscriptions and 
Ezek. xxi. 21f. Israel’s God was ¥ehovah of Hosts, a name earlier than the 
prophets’ cosmical use of it and signifying originally God of the armies of Israel 
(Bk of the Twelve Prophets 1. 57, 4. 1), @ man of war (Ex. xv. 3, cp. xiv. 14, 
Ps, xxiv. 8); and the symbol of His Presence the Ark went with the army to battle 

16—2 

19 

20 

21 



(x Sa. iv, 3f., xiv. 18, 2 Sa. xi. 11), A campaign was opened : 
and enquiry was made of the Deity, with the consequent f 
dp vi. 20, 26, xx. 26, 1 Sa. iv. 3f,, vii. 9, xiii. 10 ff., xiv. 18f., xxill. 4, 6,9, xxx. 

0 prepare war (EVV.)is literally to consecrate it (Mi. iii. 5, Jer. vi. Joel 
armies were consecrated for war (Jer. xxii. 7, li. 27 f., ‘ Is.” xiii. 3) an 
soldiers kept themselves from ritual uncleanness (1 Sa. xxi. 5, 2 Sa. xi. 6f. 
among the Arabs (W. R. Smith, Red. Sem? 455), while those who had not com: 
propitiatory or other rites involved by other relations or occupations were rul 
out of the ranks (xx. 5 ff.). Contact with foreign captives or spoil, devoted 
these had been to other deities, involved danger which was only averted by dras 
rites such as we have seen in connection with the 4ervem. In the warfare 

y 

=e spn : 

ch. xix. of 
‘Times of 

In these laws of D religion is seen sometimes mitigating and 
sometimes enhancing the ferocity of War. 

1—9. OF WAR AND EXEMPTIONS FROM SERVICE IN IT. 

‘When Israel goes to war with a foe more numerous and having 
horses and chariots they shall not fear; Jehovah is with them (1). On 
the eve of the campaign a priest shall exhort the people (2—¥4). 
Officers shall discharge every man who has built a house and not 
dedicated it (5), or planted a vineyard but not completed the rites 
opening its fruits to common use (6), or betrothed a wife but not taken 
her (7); and all who are faint-hearted (8). This done captains 
shall be appointed (g).—In the Sg. address except for 2a, where,” 
however, LXX has Sg. and the Heb. Pl. is due to the attraction 
of the vbs in the priest’s speech to the ranks, in which the Pl. address 
is natural. 

Thus Steuern.’s allotment of this part to his Pl. author loses one of its reasons. 
His other, the use in v. 2 of the pare instead of /srae/, common in Sg. passages, 
is not relevant to a quotation which besides has not the usual Pl. phrase for /earz 
(see on i. 29); while his suggestion that 7. 1 is borrowed from xxi. 10, xxiil. ote 
and vii. x7 and so editorial, is ungrounded. It is more natural to take vz. 2—4 
as secondary (so Berth. and Marti) because of the Plurals, because they repeat 
v. 1, and because the priest appears in them alone (Berth.: from a time when 
there was no king but a high-priest in Israel). Yet even this is doubtful ; for (as we 
have seen) the Pl. in wv. 2a is accidental, while the presence of a at the 
opening of a campaign, attended by sacrifices and oracles, was to expected, 
and is confirmed for the time of the Judges and early Monarchy by such passages as 
Ju. xx. 26, 1 Sa. iv. 3¥., xiv. 18 f., etc. 

I see, therefore, no reason for doubting the unity and originality 
of the whole passage. 7 

Exemptions from war-service are granted by most Asiatic powers, but their range 
varies much from time to time. In Palestine the Turks used to let an only son 
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- When thou goest forth to battle against thine enemiés, 20 
and seest horses, and chariots, avd a people more than 
thou, thou shalt not be afraid of them: for the Lorp thy 
God is with thee, which brought thee up out of the land of 
Egypt. And it shall be, when ye draw nigh unto the battle, 2 
that the priest shall approach and speak unto the people, 
and shall say unto them, Hear, O Israel, ye draw nigh this 3 
day unto battle against your enemies: let not your heart 
faint; fear not, nor tremble, neither be ye affrighted at 
them ; for the Lorp your God is he that goeth with you, to 4 
fight for you against your enemies, to save you. And the 5 
officers shall speak unto the people, saying, What man is 
there that hath built a new house, and hath not dedicated 

and widows’ sons go free, and for a time every married man. Later service was 
obligatory upon all except Christians and the tent-dwelling Arabs (Baldensperger 
PEFQ, 1906, 18). Recently Christians have been obliged to serve. 

1. When thou goest forth to war, etc.] So xxi. 10, cp. xxiii: 9 (10). 
On go forth see xiii. 13 (14). Enemies, so Sam. LXX ; Heb. enemy 
(but collective). 

and seest horses, and chariots! Foreign to early Israel, see on xvii. 
16, Josh. xvii. 16, Judg. i. 19, iv. 3. 
and a people more than thou, thou shalt not, etc.) So Sam. LXX, 

Heb. omits azd. On the rest see vii. 17 ff. 
the LorD thy God ts with thee] Cp. 1, 30, 42, vii. 21, Isai. vii. 

14, vill. 8. 
which brought thee up| instead of the usual drought thee forth, vii. 

19, etc. Was it on the strength of this verse that Josiah adventured on 
his fatal encounter with Pharaoh-Necoh in 612 B.c.? 

2. when ye draw nigh} LXX thou drawest zigh: see introd. 
note. 

to the war) Not dattle. The captains had still to be appointed (z. 9) 
and this must have taken place at the start of. the campaign, not on the 
eve of engagement with the foe. 

the priest] Or (it may equally be) @ frzest: see introd. 
Hear, O Israel] iv. 1; here as there with Pl. vbs following. 

3. fear not, etc.] neither the standing phrase of Pl. nor that of Sg. : 
see on i. 29. 

4. tosave you| Better, to give you the victory. 
5. officers] shot*rim, i. 15, xvi. 18. 
a,new house...not dedicated| The vb is used of the dedication of the 

Temple, 1 Kgs viii. 63=2 Chron. vii. 5, but nowhere else in the O.T. js 
there any mention of the dedication of a private house. (A.V. of title 
to Ps. xxx. is misleading.) At the present day in Syria, when a house 
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it? let him go and return to his house, lest he d th 
-6 battle, and another man dedicate it. And what man is 

there that hath planted a vineyard, and hath not used the — 
fruit thereof? let him go and return unto his house, lest he 
die in the battle, and another man use the fruit thereof. 

7 And what man is there that hath betrothed a wife, and hath — 
not taken her? let him go and return unto his house, lest 

8 he die in the battle, and another man take her. And the 
officers shall speak further unto the people, and they shall 
say, What man is there that is fearful and fainthearted ? let 
him go and return unto his house, lest his brethren’s heart 

g melt as his heart. And it shall be, when the officers have 

= 
is built a goat or sheep is slain and the blood stamped (often by the 

~ open hand) on the door or walls, as the present writer has seen in- 
Moab and elsewhere: cp. Doughty 4r. Des. 1. 136, W. R. Smith Rel. 
Sem. 133 f., Musil, Moab, 372, Ethn. Ber. 417. The sacrifice pro- 
pitiates the spirits of the disturbed soil. To leave for war without 
fulfilling such rites was regarded as fatal; see Schwally, 91 f., who 
quotes as parallel //iad 11. 698 f.: Protesilaus, the first Greek slain 
by the Trojans, had left his house unfinished. That such a superstition 
prevailed in Israel iseprobable, but by the addition and andther man 
dedicate it, D’s motive for this law is shown to be rather one of hu- 
manity. 

6. ‘pat used the fruit thereof) As in xxviii. 30 EVV. paraphrase 
the Heb. 4a/a/, a ritual term for bringing into common use. In the 
5th year after planting the vine, one might use the fruits which in the 
4th were reserved for the Deity, and for the three previous years were 
left alone. See Lev. xix. 23 ff. 

7. that hath betrothed, etc.) Cp. xxiv. 5, exempting the newly- 
married from service for a year. The reason can hardly be that he was 
unclean for, as in the case of other married men, this obstacle could be 
removed (2 Sam. xi. 6 f.), Evidently the motive is humane, in the 
wife’s interests, or in order to secure descendants to the man himself, 

8. shall speak further] The change in the formula is no proof that 
this is a later addition to the law (as Steuern. ayers). 
fearful and fainthearted] It is true that such were also supposed to 

be possessed by evil spirits (Schwally). For a Celtic analogy see Scott’s 
Fair Maid of Perth, in which Conacher’s timidity is attributed by his 
foster-father to possession. But there is no evidence of such a supersti- 
tion here. The rule is rather in sympathy with this Book’s constant 
insistence upon whole-hearted devotion in the service of God. In no — 
direction of life is He content with less. Cp. Judg. vii. 3. 

lest his brethren’s heart, etc.) ‘ Fear is catching.’ (M. Henry.) 

; 4 
nll 
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made an end of speaking unto the people, that they shall 
appoint captains of hosts at the head of the people. 

When thou drawest nigh unto a city to fight against it, 10 

then proclaim peace unto it. And it shall be, if it make 11 

9. they shall appoint] They, not necessarily the officers o.f the 
previous clause, but indefinite : those whose duty it is to appoint, or the 
people as a whole. Cp. 1 Mace. iii. 55 f. 

captains of hosts] The chiefs of the main divisions, cp. 1 Kgs ii. 5. 
These are not appointed till the host has been sifted of all whom it was 
not proper to allow to accompany it, because the exemptions apply to 
all ranks. \Vith these rules for sifting the host, cp. Cromwell's 
measures with the recruits for his Ironsides. 

10-18. OF THE CAPTURE OF HEATHEN CITIES. 

Before besieging a city Israel shall offer peace, and if it surrenders its 
people shall be subject to service ( 10 f. ). But if it will not, Israel shall 
lay siege, and having taken it, shall slay every male, but reserve women, 
children, cattle and spoil for booty (12-14), a milder form of the 
herem ; so in the case of distant cities. But of the cities of the land, 
nothing that breathes is to be saved ; to this severest form of the }_lerem 
must all the seven nations be put (15-17), so that they teach not Israel 
their abominations (18).-ln the Sg. address except for 18, possibly an 
addition from vii. 4, 25, etc. 

Cornill's opinion (Ei11!.3 26) that all of 15-18 is secondary is too drastic: it is 
a fundamental principle of D not to allow mercy where there is any risk thereby 
to the purity of Israel's religion. Steuem.'s milder suggestion, that the formulas 
in 14 wlticlt Jeltovalt tl,y God ltas given tltee and 16 wlticlt ... is to give tlzee for 
a,i inll.l!rita11ce and the list of nations in 17 (so too l\Ieyer, ZA Tl¥ ,. t3;) are 
editorial, is possible. On the question whether the law impli�s the survival of 
Canaanites when it was written see lntrod. § u. 

Characteristically D enjoins less rigorous measures iu war than were usual at the 
time, but only when there is no danger of Israel being tempted by them to the wor
ship of other gods. In modern Arab raids women and children are never touched 
and no prisoners are made. The men are killed if they defend their property or 
are lefL unharmed if they have nothing or are defenceless (Jennings-Bramler 
PEFQ 1gc,8, 33; confirmed by other travellers). But Islam, like Israel, when 
waging war against peoples of another faith has not observed these equitit!s. 

10. When thou drawest nigh] Cp. v. 2.
to fight against it] With another preposition the same vb is used of

attacking or besieging a city, Judg. ix. 45, 1 Sam. xxiii. 1, etc. 
proclaim peace unto it] Judg. xxi. 13. Negotiations between 

enemies on the eve of battle were frequent (e.g. Judg. xi. 12-28, 1 
Kgs xx. 2 ff.) and it cannot have been unusual for besiegers to offer to 
the besieged their lives on condition of surrender {2 Kgs xviii. 28 ff.). 
For a case among the Arabs see Doughty Ar. Des. II. 429. 

The humanity here enjoined by D must be estimated in the light of the 
lter.:m, according to which for religious reasons heathen enemies were never to be 
spared. The injunction therefore is not so much a mitigation of the rigours 
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thee answer of peace, and open unto thee, then it shall be, 
that all the people that is found therein shall become 1 tribu-

12 tary unto thee, and shall serve thee. And if it will make no 
peace with thee, but will make war against thee, then thou 

13 shalt besiege it: and when the LORD thy God delivereth it 
into thine hand, thou shalt smite every male thereof "';th 

14 the edge of the sword : but the women, and the littlt: ones, 
and the cattle, and all that is in the city, even all the spoil 
thereof, shalt thou take for a prey unto thyself; and thou 
shalt eat the spoil of thine enemies, which the LoRD thy 

15 God hath given thee. Thus shalt thou do unto all the 
cities which are very far off from thee, which are not of the 

16 cities of these nations. But of the cities of these peoples, 
which the LORD thy God gi,·eth thee for an inheritance, 

17 thou shalt save alfre nothing that breatheth : but thou shalt 

1 Or, �Jed to task-u'tWk 

common in Semitic warfare as a qualification of the religious zeal with' which Israel 
(like Islam) fought their foes. F0r an in,tan,:e in which after a siege had begun 
a Jewish besieger listened favourably lo the petitions of the besieged .cc I Mace. xiii. 
43 ff. (Simon at Gezer). 

11. tn"butary] Heb. la-mas. ,J/as means a body of forced labourers, 
e.g. of Israelites in Egypt, Ex. i. 11, or of Solomon's levies for work in
Lebanon and upon his buildings, 1 Kgs v. 13 (li), ix. 15; but fre
quently of the Canaanite peoples surviving among Israel, J, Jo�h. X\'i.
10, xvii. 13, Judg. i. 30, 33, 3�; while hoth J and P say that the
Gibeonites who were admitted to league ,1 ith Israel upon their state
ment that they had come from a distance, were, on the di�covery of
their fraud, condemned to be hewers of wood and drawers of water.
Such forced labour was recognised as the natural fate of the defo-atc<l,
Isai. xxxi. 8. 

12. But if it will make 110 peau with lhee ... lhou shalt ksieg,·, i.e.
ctmfine or /Jltxkatk it. 

13. w/1w the LORD thy God ddiz-treth it] As to this D has no 
doubt. 

tkou shalt smite, etc.] See on ii. 34. 
14. but] or /111/y. lleb. rak, introducing exceptions. See on x. 15. 
tlu rto0mm, etc.) A mitigated fonn of the �era11-see on ii. 34-

urged not only from motives of humanity but on utilitarian con
siderations. 

takifor a prey, etc.] ii. 35, iii. 7. 
15. tluse 1talio11s] near or round Israel.
16. But] Heb. rak, introducing an opposite case, see x. 15.
thou shalt sa,:e alive nvthing that breatheth] Heb. any breath, i.e. 
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1 utterly destroy them; the Hittite, and the Amorite, the 
Canaanite, and the Perizzite, the Hivite, and the J ebusite ; 
as the LORD thy God hath commanded thee : that they 18 

teach you not to do after all their abominations, which they 
• 

have done unto their gods; so should ye sin against the 
LORD your God. 

When thou shalt besiege a city a long time, in making 19 

war against it to take it, thou shalt not destroy the trees 

1 Heb. devote. 

human life (Gen. ii. i, 1 Kgs xvii. Ii, 'Isai.' xiii. 5), cp. the deutero
nomic Josh. x. 40, xi. 11, 14. Only in Gen. vii. 22 does the phrase 
cover animals. 

17. utterly destroy them] put them to the �erem in its severer form
(see on ii. 3+l• But from the passages quoted above on tributary, v. 11, 
we see that Israel did not put these nations to the ban but only to forced 
labour. Here D did not mitigate but aggravate the fate of the peoples 
conquered by Israel, and as Islam did, from religious motives. 

the Hittite, etc.] Six nations, but LXX adds the missing seventh, the 
Girgashite. See on vii. r. 

as ... commanded thee] may be an editorial addition founded on vii. 2, 
25, cp. Ex. xxiii. 31-33. 

18. The one Pl. passage in this law, see introd. note. 
abominations] See on vii. 25, xii. 31, xvii. 1, 

19 f. OF SPARING THE FRUIT TREES I:S A Sm.GE. 

In a prolonged siege, Israel, while eating of the besieged's fruit-trees, 
shall not destroy them ( r9). Trees which do not yield food may be cut 
down for siege-works (20).-In the Sg. address. 

The practice of cutting down the enemy·s fruit trees was commcn. Several 
Assyrian kings boast of it: cp. Tiglath Pileser III. (quoted in E.B. 4512): 'The 
plantations of palms which abutted on his rampart I cut down.' Both Pompey 
and Titus cleared away the trees round Jerusalem, the latter for a distance of 
90 stadia (Josephus v1. B.j. i. ,, viii.,, v. B.f. iii. :i). Mohammed destroyed the 
palms of the Banu Nadir, and justified this in an oracle, �uran ]ix. See also 
Doughty Ar. Des. 1. 23. 

On mvading Moab Israel cut down the fruit•trees and stopped the wells; in 
obedience to a word of Jehovah by Elisha (2 Kgs iii. 19, 25). That prophet, there
fore, and his biographer cannot have known of this law of D, which shows a real 
advance in the ethics of warfare.-Further on Sieges see 0. C. Whitehouse art. 
'Siege' in E.B.; Billerbeck, Festrm![Sbau im Alten Orient. 

19. besiege ... a long time] From this and build bulwarks in v. 19, we
see that Israel were already familiar with siege-operations and did not 
depend on carrying a city by immediate storm, as the nomad Semites 
were obliged to do or retire. • 

in making war against it to take it] Curiously redundant. 
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thereof by wielding an axe against them ; for thou mayest 
eat of them, and thou shalt not cut them down ; for is the 
tree of the field man, that it should be besieged of thee ? 

20 Only the trees which thou knowest that they be not trees 
for meat, thou shalt destroy and cut them down ; and thou 
shalt build bulwarks against the city that maketh war with 
thee, until it fall. 

by wielding an axe against //um] The vh as in xix. 5. 
for thou may,sl] Or, but. Even here a utilitarian reason is given. 
for is the tru of the jidd man ... ?] or human. So according to 

LXX and other ver,ions. The Heb. pointing, which omit, the inter
rogative, gives no sense. 

that ii should be besieged of thee] Lit. that ii ,hould romc into sie_i;e 
before thee: the technical phrase, 2 Kgs xxiv. 10, xx,·. 2. Cp. our stale 
of siege. 

20. bulwarks] Heb. maror, from the vb lo besiege, therefore, aiege
worka, or circum,·allation. See '.\lie. v. 1 (iv. q), J;.ai. xxix. 3. Jer. 
vi. 6, fell ye trees and h,·ap up a w,11/ ag,1i11sl .fer11s11/on, cp Ez. iv. 
2, Judg. ix. 46-49, 2 Sam. xx. 15. Specimt:ns of such works, 
of wicker and wood, are seen in :\ ssyrian scu I ptu res. 

until it fall] xxviii. 52, Isai. xxxii. 19. 

Ctt. XXI. 1-9. OF THE EXPIATJO:-- OF AN UNTRACED MURDER. 

If a slain man be found in the open country and his slayer is 
not known the elders of the nearest town shall take a heifer not 
yet wrought with to an uncultivated valley with a stream and hreak its 
neck (1-4); and priests shall attend (:,) ; and the ddcrs, w,L-hing 
their hands over the heifer, shall testify that they neither shed this 
blood nor saw it shed, and pray for forgiveness, and the blood �hall be 
forgiven and the guilt removed (6-9),-Peculiar to n, it opens and 
closes in the Sg. address and with D's formulas (vi-. 1, 8, 9); the latter 
also appear with the entrance of the priests (v. :,). The re�t has 
no trace of the direct address (except in the doubtful 3a) nor of D\ 
formulas. Note, too, in the opening of ,,. 9, how emphatically the 
return to the direct address is made by a variation-and th,111-of the 
formula with which D closes similar laws; as if he felt some such 
junction were needed between what he had been quoting and his own 
addition. All this suggests that D has incorporated, and rounded off, an 
older law or custom; and the sugge�tion is confirmed by the primitive 
character of that custom, the fact that it implies sacrifice (see on .� f.) 
which, according to D, is valid only at the One Altar, and th:u the earlier 
authorities in Israel, the eld,-rs, perform this. That the law is found only 
in D points to its ha,·ing been a local practice. That he- altered any of 
the original details cannot be positively affirmed; but it is noteworthy 
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If Qne be found slain in the land which the LORD thy 21 
God giveth thee to possess it, lying in the field, and it be 
not known who hath smitten him : the� thy elders and thy 2 

judges shall come forth, and they shall measure unto the 

that while the definition of the heifer and the place of its killing imply 
a sacrifice, and the running water may be held to mean that originally 
the animal's blood was shed into it, there is now in the law no mention 
of its blood, but its neck is to be broken, as if it were not a regular 
sacrifice. 

It is possible that v. 2, with its reference to tlie judges, belongs not to the law 
quoted but to D; and very probable that both tlu elders in that•v. and the whole of 
v. s are additions later than D.-Steuern. assigns the bulk of the passage to the 
code of his Pl. author on the ground that elders are also mentioned in other 
passages which he assigns to that, e.g. xix. 11 f., and that his Sg. author does not 
know of the elders. 

The principle of this law, that an untraced murder must be ritually expiated, and 
the associated principle that the community in which it happened are responsible 
till expiation has been offered, prevailed among the Semites as well as with other 
peoples. ljammurabi enjoins(§ 23) that if a highwayman has not been caught the 
man robbed shall swear what he has lost, and have this restored by the governor 
of the district in which the robbery took place ; and (§ 24) that if a life has been 
lost the city or district governor shall pay 1 mina of silver to the deceased"s relatives. 
W. R. Smith points out that in Arabia when a man was found slain the people 
of the place had to swear they were not the murderers (Kinsluf ai,d .lfarria1re, 
etc., 263) and that in the Kitiib el-A1rlumi ix. 178, I. 25 ff. the responsibility for a 
homicide is thrown on the nearest homestead, dar (MS note quoted by Driver). 
Cp. Doughty Ar. Des., 1. 176. I add a modern instance of communal responsibility 
which resembles the case in § 23 of Hammurabi's Code. In 1901 when encamped 
at Banias, although we had the usual watchman gi,•en us by the village, one of our 
horses was stolen by night. The dragoman, without telling me, appealed to two 
soldiers from the garrison of Mejdel esh-Shems who were passing. They summoned 
to our camp the elders of the village who denied on oath that they had been 
guilty of the crime or knew the criminal. They were very respectable looking 
ancients and our Western instincts of justice were wounded by the proposal that the 
whole gang of them should at once be marched off ·elbow-tight' to the prison at 
Mejdel. They offered a substitute for the stolen horse, but when this arri,·ed it 
proved to be a very inferior animal, and was refused. After 24 hours the missing 
beast was produced, and we went our way uncertain whether it had been stolen with 
the connivance of the elders or not; but thankful for the institution of communal 
responsibility.-Cp. Baldensperger, PEFQ,.1900, 14-

l. If one be found] So xvii. 2, xxiv. i, also Sg. passages. 
which t/1e LORD thy God is to give thee] See on xix. 14. 
lying] Heb. fallz"ng but with perfect sense, fallen, cp. Num. xxiv. 

4, Judg. iii. 25, v. 27. . . 
in the field] sadeh, as in xxii. 25, 27, in its earlier meaning (see 

on v. 21), the wild uncultivated country, remote from habitations. 
2. thy elders and thy judges] The combination is remarkable, and 

recent commentators take one or the other as secondary. Steuern. 
retains elders (see introd. note), but Berth. and Marti are right in taking 
this as editorial since D does not elsewhere speak of the elders pf 
the whole nation as P does. 
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3 cities which are round about him that is slain : and it shall 
be, that the city which is nt>.arest unto the slain man, e,·en 
the elders of that city shall take an heifer of the herd, which 
hath not been wrought with, and which hath not drawn in 

4 the yoke; and the elders of that city shall bring down the 
heifer unto a valley with running water, which is neither 

. plowed nor sown, and shall break the heifer's neck there in 

3. and it shall be, etc.] Lit. and it shall be as regards the cily 
which ... lhat the elders of that city shall take, etc. Similar construction 
in xii. 11, xviii. 19. 

an heifer of the herd] 1 Sam. xvi. ,, Gen. xv. 9 (a thr« year {l/d) 
for sacrifice. 

whzd1 hath not bem wroui{lzt with] Heifers were used for work, 
J udg. xiv. 18, Hos. :i,:. 11, J er. I. 1 1, but this one, destined for a 
sacred use, must not have been so profaned: cp. x,·. 19, of firstlingi;, 
Num. xix. 2, of the red heifer. 

4. the elders of that cit;•] Luc. omits.
a valley ,,•ith running water] i.e. with a perennial brook, cp. Am.

v. 14 (and see Driver's note here). The running water is usually
explained as meant to carry off the blood, but no blood is mentioned;
unless it was so in the original law (see introd. note). The primitive
idea was rather the checking of a demon or of the spirit of the slain
man. Cp. the belief in the preference of spirits for dry places (Luke
xi. 14) and their aversion to running water (in modem times that
ghosts cannot cross bridges, e.g. Tam o' Shanter).

neither plowed nor sown] therefore unprofaned by common use, and 
so med for a solemn rite. Dillm. (after Ewald) : 'that the soaked-in 
blood of the beast, vicariously killed, may not hereafter be unco,·ered 
by the cultivation of the ground but rather washed away by the brook.' 
See however, the previous note. Some object the impos�ibility of 
finding an uncultivated valley with a running stream, but there are 
many such. 

shall break the heifer's neck] The same procedure as J, Ex. xiii. 13, 
xxxiv. :20, enjoins for the firstling of an ass not redeemed; cp. 'lsai.'
!xvi. 3, of a dog. In these cases there does not appear to have been
shedding of the blood such as took place in all sacrifices pruper. This
is singular if the killing of the heifer was a piaculum. In the original
ceremony was it only conceived as a piece of sympathetic magic,
symbolic of the execution of the murderer, and did D transform this 
into an expiation? Or, com·ersely, was the original ceremony a sacrifice, 
and did D, on his principle that sacrifice was valid only at the One Altar, 
reduce it to the level of the treatment of the firstling of an ass? In Lev. 
iv. 13-21 (P), the piaculum for an inadvertent i;in of the whole congre• 
gation, it is also the elders who slay the victim. 
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the valley : and the priests the sons of Levi shall come near; 5 
for them the LORD thy God hath chosen to minister unto 
him, and to bless in the name of the LORD ; and according 
to their word shall every controversy and every stroke be : 
and all the elders of that city, who are nearest unto the slain 6 
man, shall wash their hands over the heifer whose neck was 
broken in the valley : and they shall answer and say, Our 7
hands have not shed this blood, neither have our eyes seen 
it. Forgive, 0 LORD, thy people Israel, whom thou hast 8 
redeemed, and suffer not innocent blood to remain in the 
midst of thy people Israel. And the blood shall be forgiven 
them. So shalt thou put away the innocent blood from the 9 
midst of thee, when thou shalt do that which is right in the 
eyes of the LoRD. 

5. the pn"ests the sons of Levi shall come near] The same vb as of
tlu priest in xx. 2, R.V. approach. The appearance of the priests 
is remarkable, for they have nothing else to do in the ceremony. They 
have been introduced, then, either by Dor, since they are not designated 
by D's usual title for them (tlte pn·ests the Levites), by an editor 
who, under the later priestly conceptions, cannot imagine such a 
ceremony without them. The rest of the v. reads as though the insertor 
gave it as his reason for bringing them in. For the formulas of which 
it consists see on x. 8, xvii. 8, n, xviii. 5. 

6. waslz thdr hands] thus disowning their own and their com-
munity's guilt. Pss. xxvi. 6, lxxiii. 13, Matt. xxvii. 24. 

over the heifer] As representing the murderer or the murder ? _ 
7. answer] testify, as in v. 20 (9th Comm.), and xix. 16. 
8. Forgh:e] the meaning of this technical term, kipper, is usually 

taken either from the Ar. form = to co,!er, or the Syr. = to wipe away, 
the latter heing also its meaning in Ass)'T· (Zimmern in KA T3, 601, 
650). See Driver's note here. � 

whom thou hast redeemed]  In the Hex. peculiar to D, see on 
vii. 8.

suffer] Heb. giz•e, i.e. appoint, attack or impute.
thy people Israel] The guilt of such a crime affected not only the

people of the commune where it was committed but all Israel (cp. Xum. 
xxxv. 33). Was this idea in the original law, or added by D? 
Apparently D's addition begins with the opening of the next v. 

9. So shalt thou put away] Heb. and thou, thou shalt put away 
an emphatic variation of the formula with which D usually close� 
similar laws (see xiii. 5, (6), xix. 13, etc.), as if he only now resumed 
his own words. 

wizen thou shalt do, etc.] To make the construction right we should 
prefix to this clause, the words that it may be well with thee. See vi. 18. 
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10 When thou goest forth to battle against thine enemies, 
and the LORD thy God delivereth them into thine hands, 

rr and thou carriest them away captive, and seest among the 
captives a beautiful woman, ·and thou hast a desire unto 

12 her, and wouldest take her to thee to wife ; then thou shalt 
bring her home to thine house; and she shall shave her 

13 head, and pare her nails; and she shall put the raiment of 
her captivity from off her, and shall remain in thine house, 

10-14. OF :\IARRl.\1;1-: WITH A CAPTIVE OF WAR. 

If a woman taken in war is desired for a wife (1 f.), she may be 
brought home, hut the marriage !>hall not take place till she has shaved 
her hair, pared her nails, put away her former garment", and mourne,I 
her parents for a month ( 12 f.). If her husband's lo\'c for her fades he 
may let her go out fr1:e (q).-In the Sg. address, with no feature 
incompatible with D's authorship, and impressed by his spirif both of 
humanity and of caution against infection hy foreign idolatries. \' et in 
the light of \'ii. 3, forbidding marriage with the people of the land, and 
xx. 16 commanding that in war they ,hall all be put to death, this law
can only refer to capti\·es taken in distant wars, xx. 10-15. See
further general note, introd. to ch. xx. There is no parallel in any
other codes.

l\lohammcd permiued a female capti,·e (though previously married) to become at 
once the concubine of her captor. But this i, not Arab custom. '\\'omen arc not 
taken c:1p1i,·e in the Arabian warfare, though many times a poor ,·aliant man might 
come hy a fair wife thus without his spending for bride-money· (Doughty Ar. Du. 

II. 148). 

10. JVh�11 thou goes/ forth, etc.] See on xx. 1. Read memy (sing.) 
becau,-e of the following: and the LORD thy God ddivere tf1 b1m 11110 
thim hands (sec on i. 2i); and thou takeat captives from b1m (lit. 
captures/ /,is captives). • 

lL tlte captives] am. his. 
hast a desi1·e 1111/0 her] Heb. �ashaf, see on vii. i· 
and would,tsl take fur] So Sam. LXX. Heb. omits her. 
12. to thine house] Lit. lo tlu midst ef lhJ• housch<Jld. 
sfzav,· lur head, and par,: fur nails] Heb. makt' or dress her nails 

(i Sam. xix. 24 with fr:d and beard). Berth. thinks these duties are 
part of the following mourning, the cutting off of hair being a mourning 
rite (xiv. 1, Etfm. Ber., 42i/• But because she has to do this at once 
and at the same time put off the raiment she was taken in, it is more 
probable that all three arc required as elements in her purification from 
heathenism (so most commentators) ; sec above, pp. 243 f. On similar 
customs among Arabs, cp. \\'. R. Smith, Kinship, etc., Ii8, OTJC2, 
368, Wellh., Resle Arab. Heid. 156. 
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and bewail her father and her mother a full month : and 
after that thou shalt go in unto her, and be her husband, 
and she shall be thy wife. .\nd it shall be, if thou have no 14 

delight in her, then thou shalt let her go whither she will ; 
but thou shalt not sell her at all for money, thou shalt not 
deal with her 1 as a slave. because thou bast humbled her. 

I_ Or, as a dzattel

13. a fuil 111011th] Lit. a 111011th of days, a usual period of mourning,
xxxiv. 8, Xum. xx. 'l9, etc., cp. Gen. l. 3. Contrast :'.\Iobammed"s
practice above. 

be her husband] Heb. a ba'al to lur; so xxiv. I, R. V. marruth. 
14. let her gv] Lit. dismiss, the term for dirnrce, the right of which 

was the husband"s alone, but in this case is qualified by the following. 
u•hith,:r slw ZI·ill] Lit. accvr.li11g to lur tksire; therefore rather as 

slu 1i:iil, as full mistress ofher�elf; cp. Jer. xxxiv. 16 of freed sla,·es� 
thou shall not sell lur, etc.] So in E, Ex. xxi. 8, of the m:hried slave 

whom her husband ·wishes to divorce. 
deal with h<?r as a sla,·e] Only here and xxiv. i. Although the 

Ar. forms of the root imply rancour or malice, the Heb. vb seems 
only to mean deal with her as her owner (Dri,-er, ' play the master 
over her'). 

because, etc.] Cp xxii. 24, 29. 

15-17. OF THE RIGHT OF THE FIRSTBOR:S-. 

If a man ha,·e two sons by different wives, one loved and one bated, 
and his firstborn is the son of the latter, he must not give the first• 
horn's double portion to the son of the favourite.-Xot in the direct 
address nor ,, ith any of o·s characteristic phrases; possibly the1efore a 
previous law adopted by D, but hardly an ancient one, as it ,-etoes what 
was at least the occasional practice in early Israel. Like others it 
opens by putting a definite case (zf th,-re be a man, etc., cp. z-i·. 18, 22, 
xxii. 2, 6, 13, etc.). it covers this alone, and hence is incomplete. We 
do not learn, e.g., whether the double portion included the family lands
(Stade, Gesch. I. 392, and Buhl, Soc. VcrhiiL/11. d. Isr. 5:, n. 2, think not) 
nor anything as to the children of concubines (cp. E, Gen. xxi. 10 f. ). 

That in early Israel the firstb-'>m had special rights, arising probably from the 
sacredness attached to all firstbirtbs (see Ex. xiii. 12 . is proved by the term [,t,korah, 
birthriglii tJ, Gen. xxv. 34) as well as by its metaphorical application to Israel 
(J, Ex. iv. 22, cp. Jer. xxxi. 9). That the firsthom's portion was a d,,11bu QIU is 
implied by the spiritual use of the phrase, in 2 Kgs ii 9 (cp. Zech_ xiii. 8). Yet 
these rights were subject to d1e jatria j>ot�stas and a firstborn might be dis
inherited by his father in fa,·our of a younger son, either as in Reuben"s case because 

of· misconduct, or as in the succession to David through the influence of a fa,·ourite 
u;fe (Gen. xlix. 2 If., cp. 1 Chron. v. 1; t Kgs i. ii.; cp. the power of a father's blessing 
even when obtained by fraud. Gen. xxvii., or of a grandfather's. Gen. xlviii.). The 
former= is dealt with more rigorously by the next law of D, the latter is abso-
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15 If a man have two wives, the one beloved, and the other 
hated, and they have borne him children, both the beloved 
and the hated : and if the firstborn son be hers that was 

16 hated; then it �hall be, in the dav that he causeth his sons 
to inherit that which he hath, that he may not make the son 
of the beloved the firstborn 1 before the son of the hated, 

17 which is the firstborn: but he shall acknowledge the first
born, the son of the hated, by giving him a double portion 
of all that he hath : for he is the beginning of his strength : 
the right of the firstborn is his. 

1 Or, d11ring the life lime of

lutely forbidden in this law. Together the two laws illu,trate D's mingled severity 
an<l equity. For later legislation on inheritance see P, :-Jum. x.nii. 1 -10, xxxvi. 

On the rights of inhentance in As,yria and Babylonia sec Johns,<'/. cit. ch. X\'i, 
He refers to instances u( the division of property among brothers with reserva
tions in favour of other members of the family, and certain powers of allotment 
by the eldest son, and quote, {p. 42) ,·ery early laws by which parent< might 
disinherit their sons. This is also sanctioned, but only upon repeated mi,con<luct, by 
Hammurabi.§§ 168f., which legalise a father's gifts to a favourite son o,·,·r and abo,e 
his equal share with his brothers in his father's e,tate (§ 165), and equal rights to 
the children of a bondmaid with those of a wife if the father have acknowledged them 
as his sons (§ 170). See also � 28, 38 f. and a late law (Johns, p. 71) assigning 
one-third of a man's estate to the children of a second marriage. On the :\rah laws 
of inheritance see \V. R. Smith, Kmsl,ip etc., 53 etc. 

15. If a man have two wives] Cp. Jacob, Gen. xxix. 16 ff., Elkanah, 
1 Sam. i. 2. 

hated] The extreme. case, but covering others such as Jacob's 
Gen. xxix. 30 f. . ' 

16. in the day that he causelh his sons lo inhen't] When he makes 
his will, Gen. xxiv. 36, xxv. 5; cp. z Sam. xvii. 23, l Kgs xx. 1. 

before] in preference to (see on v. j), R.\'. margin is improbable. 
17. acknowledge] Gratz by adding one consonant reads, make him 

the first-born. 
a double portion] Heb. mouth or moutliful, of two, only here and 

2 Kgs ii. 9, Zech. xiii. 8 ; cp. hand or hwd/111, Gen. xliii. 34. 
begimzi11g o/ his strength] Gen. xlix. 3. 
and his is the rig/11 of the firstborn] So some Heb. :\ISS, Sam. 

LXX, etc.· 

18-21. OF A D1soBEDJENT SoN.

If a man have a son, who, in spite of his parents' rebuke, fails to 
obey them (18), they shall bring hun forth to the gate, and state the 
case to the elders of the town ( 19 f. ), and the townsmen shall stone him 
to death, so shall evil be put out of Israel and all take warning (ll). 
-Except for the closing formula this law is not in the form of address to
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If a man have a stubborn and rebellious son, which will 18 
not obey the voice of his father, or the voice of his mother, 
and though they chasten him, will not hearken unto them : 
then shall his father and his mother lay hold on him, 19 

and bring him out unto the elders of his city, and unto 
the gate of his place ; and they shall say unto the elders of 20 

his city, This our son is stubborn and rebellious, he will 
not obey our voice; he is a riotous liver, and a drunkard. 
And all the men of his city shall stone him with stones, 21 

that he die : so shalt thou put away the evil from the midst 
of thee; and all Israel shall hear, and fear. 

Israel, and the term for sto11i11.E{ is other than D's. Therefore probably 
another of the laws incorporated by D. 

Tht: power of parents over their children (E, Ex. xxi. 7, Gen. xx.xi. 15), even to 
putting them to death, which prevailed in early Israel also to this degree (Gen. 
xxxviii. 24; cp. Buhl, Soc. Verlt,i/f,z. d. /sr. 29), as among the Greeks and Romans, 
is h�re enforced and controlled by public a,ithority. See further introd. to previous 
law. Cp. xi..-vii. 16; E, Ex. xxi. 15, 17, H, Lev. xx. 9 (death for smiting or cursing 
parents): Pr. xxx. 17, Code of Hammurabi § 19;, and two Sumerian laws cited by 
Johns, op. cit. p. 41. For Her°;;d's abuse of this law see Josephus, xvi. A11tt. xi. 2. 

18. If a man kaz•e] See introd. to vv. 15-17. 
stubborn and rebellious] Jer. v. 23, Ps. lxxviii. 8. 
father or ... moth,r] :\lark the equality of the parents, as in the next

v., the Fifth Comm. and in E, Ex. xxi. 1�, 17; also in the Babylonian 
laws cited above. 

chasten] See on viii. 5. 
19. lay hold] xxii. 28; cp. ix. li, Bring out, xvii. 5, q.v., 

xxii. 21, 24. Elders of his city, see on xix. 12 and xvi. 18. Gate ef his 
place, as the local seat of judgement, xxii. 15, xxv. i; cp. Ruth iv. 1 f.,
Am. v. 10, n, 15, Isai. xxix. 11.

20. elders] Sam. LXX, men. 
riotous liz-er] Better, prodigal, lit. one who lavishes or squand,:rs, 

Prov. xxiii. 20 (with jl,:sh, a glutton) and 2T, parallel to drunkard as 
here; xxviii. 7 : a companion ef prodigals shameth his fath,-r. 

21. stone] Heb. ragam as in Ar. ; only here in D, which elsewhere
has sa�al, see on xiii. 10 ( 11), but found in JE Uosh. vii. 25), H (Lev. 
xx. i, -Zi) and P (Num. xiv. 10, etc.). 

put away, etc.] See on xiii. 5 (6). 
all Israel shall hear, etc.] See on xiii. 11 ( 12) ; cp. xvii. 1 3, xix. 20. 

22 f. OF THE EXPOSED CORPSE OF A CRn.UXAL. 

A corpse exposed after execution shall be buried before night; cursed 
of God it must not be left to defile the land. In the Sg. address 
and closing with a deuteronomic formula. 

DEUTERONOI\IY 17 
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22 .-\nd if a man have committed a sin worthy of death, 
and he b1: put tu death, and thou hang him on a tree ; 

ZJ his body shall not remain all night upon the tree, but 
thou shalt surdy bury him the same day; for he that is 
hanged is I accursed of God ; that thou defile not thy land 
which the l.,oRo thy God giveth thee for an inheritanct. 

1 Heb. tl,e curst of God. 
l·bnging (or impalement? ,ce hdow I wa, not the form of the crimin=-1', death but 

w:L"i �ub--equent to the exe<.:ution anJ an aggravation of iL"- di-,,honour. 1·hi� i, clear 
n,Jt only fr.Jm 1·. 22, but from Jo ... viii. i9, x. 26, r Sam. xxxi. 10, :z s�m. i,·. 12 and 
i, perhaps intended ab> in ( ;en. xi. 19 I and by cons,,quence in r•. 22, xii. 1,3). Com
p:1n: th� similar treatment of the corp�cs of traitor!'ro and other nororiou, cnmmal, in 
Eur,•pc toll within rcrent times. In early hrael bo<lic, thu, expo,..,J were buried 
before night ."!'d under or !�hind g�eat stone,_. a, though fio_ally to ,uppr��- and. gd 
rid ,,f the ,pint of the crominal, which otherwise would c-,nunue to haunt the neigh• 
1,-,u,h,>Od. I( that was the original idea, it is ignored by D and thi,, other 
substituted, that the h.mged thing wa, under Goo', curse and unburied might infect 
His hol)· land with His wrath. 

22. if a man, etc.] Cp.,71. 15, 18; lit. iftlurehea,r:aimla ma11a 
sin, a u11/e11a (mishpa(), ef d,·at/1, This compound phrase seems a 
fusion of a sin of d,·.,th, a capital sin, xxii. 26, and a smltna ef death, 
a capital charge, xix. 6. Or mishfa! is a gloss. 

and thou h,mg lzim 011 a tr,·,] Xot necessarily lru but something 
11•oodm (sec xix. 5), LXX irl tv:\ov. It may have heen a stake or pole, 
Esth. vii. 9, EVY. gall<rtVs. Of the cross in Gal. iii. 13. So also 
lzan_:;, LXX ,cptµ.a.o-71u, may be both here and in passages cited ahove 
affix or impale, Esth. vii. 9, LX X cTTat•povl' (but this was in Persia for 
which cp. the uao-,co;\.o,rll°EI" of Herod. I. 128). Impalement is implied 
in Ezra vi. 11; and probahly in 2 '.\lace. xv. 3:-, Judith xiv. 1, Lam. 
v. 11. As their sculptures illustrate, Assyrian,. and Babylonians fre· 
<JUently impaled the bodies of their enemies. 

23. for the thing hanged iJ acmrud ef Gt>cl) lit. a curse ef God. This 
was the meaning of such exposure of the corpse after execution. God',, 
wrath was heaped upon it; or it became doubly unclean and therefore 
terrihly charged with infection to its surroundings. The LXX \·ersion 
of these words : ICE>,arapaµ.il'05 irrro (hov ,r,i5 Kpt/J-0.JJ.El'05 bri tv:\ot• i,. 
quoted by Paul with a differencc-inKaraparo5 ,rci5 o Kptµ.a.µEl'Of brl 
tr'•\ov-in support of his statement that Christ was made a curse for us. 

that thou <Ujile ""'] In D only here and xxi\". 4, hut the idea, 
differently expressed, is frequent . 

.!,yfrdh the.-f,•r an i11herita11a] xv. 4. See on iv. 21. 

cu. XXII. 1-12. :'.\JNE L.\\\'S FOR YARI0l'S OCCASIUSS A!'-0 
TEMPTATIONS. 

All in the Sg. address (and the first two hesides with the term 
hr,•ther usual in the Sg passage,) and without the opening formula 
general in the preceding group and resumed in the fo\lowinf:. It is 
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Thou shalt not see thy brother’s ox or his sheep go astray, 22 
and hide thyself from them: thou shalt surely bring them 
- again unto thy brother. And if thy brother be not nigh 2 

unto thee, or if thou know him not, then thou shalt bring 
it home to thine house, and it shall be with thee until 
thy brother seek after it, and thou shalt restore it to 
him again. And so shalt thou do with his ass; and so 3 
shalt thou do with his garment; and so shalt thou do with 
every lost thing of thy brother’s, which he hath lost, and thou 
hast found: thou mayest not hide thyself. 

Thou shalt not see thy brother’s ass or his ox fallen down 4 - 

difficult if not impossible to explain their appearance just here in the 
Code, or the order in which they are arranged. They have, however 
this in common that they modify some earlier laws or customs, and 
transform others or forbid others. Steuern.’s division of them between 
his Sg. and Pl. authors is unconvincing. 

1—3. Of Restoring Lost Property. No Israelite shall see a brother’s 
ox or sheep go astray without returning it, or caring for it till it is 
claimed, and so with an ass or garment or anything Jost ; D’s expansion 
of a law by E, Ex. xxiii, 4f., which is (remarkably) of an evzemzy’s property. 
As is evident from the parallel phrase, Az that hateth thee, in E’s next 
law, this is not a foreign, but a private, enemy. Therefore D’s sub- 
stitution of the term dvo¢her renders his law not narrower (so Marti and 
others), but wider, than E’s. P, Lev. vi. 1—7, gives details for the 
treatment of a man who has not restored lost property found by him. 

Hammurabi has four laws, §§ 9—12, on cases in which the finder has sold the lost 
property of another. For the Arabs see Doughty Ax Des. 1. 345 and Musil, Z¢hx. 
Ber. 282 ff.: If a man find an avimal, this must be confirmed by two witnesses, that 
the owner may not charge him with theft and exact fourfold compensation. Among 
the Sekhifir the animal remains with the finder till the owner appears, when it is 
returned ; but after 3 years it belongs to the finder. Some forms of denouncing 
finders, who do not restore, are given. 

1. goastray| Heb. xtddahim, usually rendered as a passive part., 
has here, probably, as in Mic. iv. 6, Zeph. ili. 19, Ezek. xxxiv. 4, 
-16, a reflexive sense like the Scot. pass. part. wandered: LXX m)av- 
dpeva ev 77 00M. Ex. xxiii. 4: if thou come upon thine enémy’s ox or 
his ass straying. ; 

and hide thyself from them] v. 4, ‘Isai.’ lviii. 7 (from thine own 
flesh), Ps. lv. 1 (2); LXX, brepidet. Cp. Luke x. 31f., passed by on 
the other side. ; 

2,3. Wholly (except for 42s ass) D’s addition to the law. 
3. thou mayest not| As in xii. 17, g.v., etc. 
4. Of Assisting to Lift Fallen Beasts. D’s more comprehensive and 

more simply expressed edition of E’s law, Ex. xxiii. 5, which enjoins 

I7—2 
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by the way, and hide thyself from them: thou shalt S 
help him to lift them up again. 

5 .A woman shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a 
man, neither shall a man put on a woman’s garment: for 
whosoever doeth these things is an abomination unto the 
Lorp thy God. 

6 If a bird’s nest chance to be before thee in the way, in 
any tree or on the ground, with young ones or eggs, and the 
dam sitting upon the young, or upon the eggs, thou shalt not 

7 take the dam with the young: thou shalt in any wise let — 
the dam go, but the young thou mayest take unto thyself ; 
that it may be well with thee, and that thou mayest prolong 
thy days. 

the duty of helping him ¢hat hateth thee to release (an archaic word) 
his animals when foundered beneath their burdens, On fallen, see 
cx. I. 

An-animal fallen under its load needs two persons to put it right: ‘an operation 
which can be performed for a loaded animal only by lifting up burden on both 
sides at once, unless it be unloaded and loaded again, implying much loss of time, and 
even this often cannot be done without assistance. Jew and Christian, Muslim and 
Koord mutually assist each other, though inimical to one another's faith’ (Van 
Lennep, Bible Lands, etc., 231). 

5. Against Wearing the Clothes, etc., of the Other Sex. Peculiar 
to D. As what is forbidden is styled an abomination to Jehovah, the 
law probably refers to heathen rites, for the practice of which, including 
the interchange by the sexes of their clothes, weapons, etc., leading to 
gross impurities, there is much evidence in records of the ‘Syrian and 
other ancient religions. Calvin quotes Juvenal Sav., vi. 252. 

Quem praestare potest mulier galeata pudorem, 
Quae fugit a sexu? 

Lucian, Dea Syr. 15, 26, 51, Apul. Metamorph. vit. 24 ff., Pausanias 11. 197, 
Macrovius Saz?. iii. 8, Eusebius it. Const. iii. 55, Jerome on Ho. iv. RW. 
Civ. Dei, vu. 26. Cp. Movers, Phdnizier, 1. 678 ff., Stark, Gaza, etc. R. Smith, 
OT/C?2, 365. 

that which pertaineth| Heb. #7, covering weapons (i. 41), utensils 
(xxiii. 24 [25]) and ornaments, as well as garments or ‘ things’ as we 
call them (Lev. xiii..49, etc.). ; 

abomination] See vii. 253; cp. xviii. 12, xxv. 16. 
6,7. Of Sparing the Mother-bird. Peculiar to D. No reason of 

ritual such as we found from xiv. 21 is traceable here. The motive — 
may be prudence ; had it been kindness to animals (as in xxv. 4, and 
H, Lev. xxii. 27 f.) we should have expected an injunction not to take 
the whole brood. Either D or possibly a later editor has in v. 7 added — 
the same inducement which is attached to the Fifth Commandment, as 
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When thou buildest a new house, then thou shalt make 8 
a battlement for thy roof, that thou bring not blood upon 

_ thine house, if any man fall from thence. Thou shalt not 9 
sow thy vineyard with two kinds of seed: lest the ‘whole 

1 Heb. fulness. 

if reverence for motherhood were the motive. Steuern.’s idea that this 
was suggested by xxiv. 16 is far-fetched. Cp. Luke xii. 6. 7 

8. Of Protecting Roofs. Only in D. E, Ex. xxi. 33f., exacts from 
him who leaves a pit open the price of a beast fallen into it, but says 
nothing as to houses. D's frequent reference to building is another sign 
of its later date. Neglect of this law would be punished under the laws 
on manslaughter and maiming. Battlement, Heb. ma‘*keh, only here 
(cp. Ar. ‘aka, ‘to hinder). oof, Heb. gag, deriv. doubtful. Cf. Syr. 
geg, ‘ plaster’ (M’Lean Dict. of Vernac. Syriac). Blood, LXX ¢gévos. 

Hammurabi fixes penalties for unsound building involving death or damage, 
§ 229—233. In W. Asia roofs are flat, or where they are domed because timber 
is scarce, as in Jerusalem, flat terraces are left round the domes, so that they can 
be used for taking the air, private conversation, worship, etc., as in Jos. ii. 6, 
1 Sam. ix. 26, 2 Sam. xi. 2, xvi. 22, Isai. xxii. 1, Jer. xix. 13, Zeph. i. 5, Matt. xxiv.17, 
Acts x. 9. In towns there is generally a stone-wall on the outside and a paling 
on the inside above the court. But Baldensperger says (PEFQ, 1904, 261), “the 
roof is designated Zait which means “‘ protected,” although, as a matter of fact, it is 
not protected at all on the most dangerous side.’ - 

9—11. Three Laws against Mixing (1) seeds, (2) animals in plough- 
ing, (3) cloths in a garment. The first and thwd also in H, Ley. 
xix. 19 (cp. P, Lev. xi. 37, against defiling seed), along with one against 
cross-breeding ; the second peculiar to D. The religious reason given 
for the first is to be inferred for the other two. To appreciate it we 
must keep in mind not only the attention of the mind of that time to 
the distinctness of species as created by God, Gen. i. rrf., 21, 24f. 
(Driver), but the principle stated by Isaiah (xxviii. 24 f-) that all the 
husbandman’s customs and methods including his discrimination and 
separation of different kinds of seed were taught him by divine revela- 
tion (cp. Lev. xix. 19 : ye shall keep my statutes); and the possibility 
that in a more primitive society different seeds, animals and the stuffs 
produced from them were regarded as animated by different spirits 
whom it was unlucky to offend by confusing them (see on v. 11). But 
it is remarkable that Hammurabi’s Code shows no trace of this. For 
the later more detailed Jewish law see the A/zshzah, ‘ Kil’aim.’ 

9. thy vineyard] which in Palestine is frequently so planted that 
there is room for the growth of vegetables, etc., between the vines. 
Lev. xix. 19, thy field. Why D mentions only vzeyard is not explic- 
able. The inference that his law is later than that in Lev. (Dillm.) is 
unjustified. More probably the wider term is the later correcting the 
narrower. 

two kinds] Only here and Lev, xix. 19. The Heb. implies mutually 
exclusive kinds. 
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increase of the vineyard. nee ae 
Thou shalt not plow with an oxeand an ass together. 

Thou shalt not wear a mingled stuff, wool and linen to- 
gether. ; 

Thou shalt make thee ?fringes upon the four borders — 
of thy vesture, wherewith thou coverest thyself. 

1 Heb. consecrated. 2 Or, twisted threads 

whole fruit] Right ; for the Heb., the fulness, means not the over- 
flow (so Ges. as in Ex. xxii. 29 (28)) but the whole ultimate contents of 
the vineyard, as the rest of the v. explains. 

be forfeited | Lit. as R.V. margin, consecrated, separated unto Jehovah 
and His sanctuary like things under the ban (Josh. vi. 19); proof 
that the prohibited mixture was regarded as a religious, i.e. a ritual, 
offence. 

10. an ox and an ass together| This is frequently seen in Palestine, 
as also a camel with one or other of these two. Note that the ox was 
‘clean,’ the ass ‘unclean.’ D does not, like H, prohibit cross-breeding. 
Mules were common in Israel from David’s time, see Jerus. 1. 326f. 
On cross-breeding at the present day in Palestine see Musil, 2th. 
Ber. 291. ; 

11. fo mingled stuff} Web. sha‘atnec, a foreign word, and perhaps 
Egyptian (doubtfully derived from the Coptic sahé, ‘ woven,’ and #nudj, 
‘ false’), LXX xi8dnXos. Also in Ley. xix. 19, which has a garment of 
two kinds for the wool and linen together of D. According to Hos. 
ii. 5, 9, Israel attributed her wool and flax (and other products) to the 
Baalim, and if as is probable different products were attributed to different 
Baals we have a confirmation of the theory stated above in the introd. 
note. Josephus, Iv. Av/¢. viii. 11, gives another reason. 

12. Of Knots or Tassels. G*dilim, lit. twisted threads, are to be 
put on the four borders of the quadrangular covering or outer garment 
(xxiv. 13, Ex. xxii. 27). P (or H), Num. xv. 37—41, calls them Sfsfth, — 
and explains them as reminders of the commandments of their God, and 
their obligations, as holy to him, not to go a whoring. It is singular — 
that D does not explain them as, with this meaning, they are analogous 
to the directions given in vi. 8, xi. 18. Among all peoples knots have — 
been used as symbols of contracts, etc., and memorials (see also on 
xviii. 11). These enjoined by the Law may be the successors of the 
armlets worn in a more primitive state of society. LXX, orperrd, and 
for sisith, xpdomeda. Vesture,, Heb. &sitth, lit. covering. 

13—30. Srx LAws on Cases OF UNCHASTITY. 

Of these the first five prescribe the procedure in criminal cases :— 
tst. Of a Husband’s Charges against His Bride (13—21); 2nd. Of 
Adultery (22); 3rd. Of Dishonouring a Betrothed Virgin with her con- 
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: ant (23 f. i 4th. Of the Same without her consent (25—27) ; sth. Of 
_ Dishonouring an Unbetrothed Virgin (28f.); while the 6th forbids 
_ Marriage with a Father's Wife (30 [xxiii. 1]). Of the first five each 
opens similarly to each of the group xxi 15—23, ie. with-an #/, and 
differently from those of the group xxii. 1—12, and they share with the 
former group and with xix. r—13, and other laws, these marks :—the 

_ elders are the public authority, vv. 15 ff, cp. xix. 12, xxi. 3, 19f.; 
neighbour (not brother, characteristic of the Sg. passages) is used, v7. 24, 
26, cp. xix. 46, 11, 14 ; field (sadzh) in its wider sense, vv. 25, 27, Cp. 
xxi. 1; and siz worthy of death (het’-maweth), v. 26, cp- xix. 6, xxl. 22.- 
The direct address to Israel is seldom used, and the form varies. In 
the closing formulas, vv. 21, 22, 24, it is Sg. and Sg. also in the body 
of the 4th law, v. 24 (unless this be editorial), but Sam. LXX have PL 
In the body of the 3rd law, z. 24, it is PL 

In considering these plain-spoken laws it is just to remember that 
with all their imperfections they represent an advance in social ethics ; 
an upward stage in the struggle against debasing practices and the 
animal passions of men. That we do not need some of them to-day is 

- due to the fact that their enforcement under religious sanction -was 
needed at the time of their origin. It is only ignorance or ingratitude 
which can cavil at their spirit or their form. 

13—21. Charges against a Bride. He who, from a base motive, 
falsely accuses his wife of unchastity before marriage shall after solemn 
rebuke from the elders be fined 100 silver-pieces and have his right of 
divorce withdrawn (13—19); but if such a charge be true she shall be 
stoned to death (20 f.).—No direct address to Israel except in the 
closing formula which is Sg. 

The physical evidence, on which the woman is acquitted, was regarded as 
essential by many ancient races and is still called for and displayed (not only in 

| judicial cases but after all marriages) by certain tribes in Syria, Egypt and Morecco 
(see further Driver's note ; Westermarck, Hist. of Human Marriage, 123.) ; but its 
absence is by no means conclusive proof of a woman’s previous unchastity, nor is it 

_ Certain that the original form of this law so regarded it (see on v. 20). Musil 
(Ethan. Ber. 208 €.) gives differing instances of the treatment of this case among the 
fellahin and Arabs. With the former the man at once puts his bride away; if her 
relatives repay him the bride-price he must be silent ; if he speaks and the bride 

_has really been guilty, they kill her; if she is innocent he is killed. A jury of 
matrons decides but the production required above 7. 17 is not demanded. With the 
Sharari the man returns the bride to her family. With the Terabin, if the man 
accuses his bride he has to flee before her relatives, and put himself under the 
protection of a strong man, who Opens up communication with them. The bride’s 
representative applies for a ‘ Minshad” decision ‘that thereby he may make white 

~ my honour which he has blackened,’ which is given only by the representatives of 
certain clans, to whom each party pays tooo piasters. If the judge finds the charge 
false the man pays the father of the bride too lira, but if he accepts not the decision 
he is dishonoured and no one may protect him, If the bride ts guilty, her punishment 
depends on her relatives, and compensation is made to the man, who can howeyer 
still keep her. The innocent party receive back their 1000 piasters. 

13. Jfany man, etc.] For this opening cp. xxi. 15, 18, 22. Take 
a wife, xxi. II, etc. 
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when I came nigh to her, I found not in her the to 
15 of virginity: then shall the father of the damsel, and her 

mother, take and bring forth the tokens of the damsel’s— 
16 virginity unto the elders of the city in the gate: and the — 

damsel’s father shall say unto the elders, I gave my daughter 
17 unto this man to wife, and he hateth her; and, lo, he hath ~ 

laid shameful things fo her charge, saying, I found not in 
thy daughter the tokens of virginity ; and yet these are the — 
tokens of my daughter’s virginity. And they shall spread the 

18 garment before the elders of the city. And the elders of 
19 that city shall take the man and chastise him; and they 

shall amerce him in an hundred sheke/s of silver, and give 
them unto the father of the damsel, because he hath brought 

and hate her| Note this feature in the case; the man had entered 
on marriage merely for the satisfaction of his passions, and when this — 
was achieved turned against his wife by a revulsion of feeling known in 
such characters. 

14. and lay shameful things to her charge) So some versions, and so 
still Marti. But others following Dillm. trans. frame wanton charges 
against her (Heb. ‘*/1léth d’barim, cp. the cognate fa‘alulim, caprice 
or wantonness, Isai. iii. 4, Ixvi. 4, and Ps. exli. 4). So Dri. Berth., 
and the Oxford Heb. Lex. Aq. has éva\\axrixa ppuatra, but LXX 
mpopaciarixods Aéyous. Steuern., ‘ evil deeds that are only words.” 

bring up| Heb. bring out, techn. term. 
tokens of virginity} See introd. note, and ep. v. 17. 
15. father of the damsel, and her mother| Together as in xxi. 18 ff. 

Damsel, Heb. na‘ar, the masc. form used in the Pent. for the fem. 
21 times, 13 of which are here (but fem. form in 7. 19) and the rest in 
Gen. xxiv. and xxxiv. ; cp. Ruth ii. 6, iv. 12. 

elders of the city in the gate] xxi. 19. 
17. to her charge] So Sam. LXX; omitted by Heb. 
18. chastise him] According to Josephus, tv. Antt. viii. 23, he 

received 39 stripes ; see on xxv. 3. But the vb probably means merely 
to rebuke, cp. xxi. 18. 

19. amerce| Or fine, also in E, Ex. xxi. 22. On the estimate of the ~ 
silver shekel as= 2s. gd., this came to £13. 1554. It is paid to the 
father who had been responsible for his daughter's integrity (cp. v. 16, 
1 gave my daughter to this man) and whose family name had 
damaged by the slanderer ; but also the national name, cp. @ virgin of 
Tsvael. By § 127 of Hammurabi the false accuser of another man’s 
wife was branded. 

: 
| 
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_ up an evil name upon a virgin of Israel: and she shall be 
his wife; he may not put her away all his days. But 
if this thing be true, that the tokens of virginity were 
not found in the damsel: then they shall bring out the 
damsel to the door of her father’s house, and the men of 
her city shall stone her with stones that she die: because 
she hath wrought folly in Israel, to play the harlot in her 
father’s house: so shalt thou put away the evil from the 
midst of thee. rj 

If a man be found lying with a woman married to an 

and she shall be his wife] Heb. emphatic; and to him shall she 
(continue to) de fo wife. It is just that he should not be free of his 
obligations to her, for the motive of his slander had been to get rid of 
her. But for her it is rough justice. A woman could not divorce a 
man. By § 142 of Hammurabi, if a woman repudiated her husband 
her past was investigated, and if she had no vice but the husband had 
belittled her she took her marriage portion and went back to her father’s 
house. 

20. Sut if this charge be true, etc.] If the physical signs were 
alone relied on a miscarriage of justice:was possible. Other evidence, 
however, may have been forthcoming. Indeed it is possible that the 
clause, the fokens, eic., is not original. : 

21. the door of her father’s house} Not at the town’s gate (as in other 
cases, v. 24, xvil. 5), because it was her father’s house which she had 
dishonoured. Therefore instead of #o Alay the harlot, etc., read with 
Sam. LXX. turning her father’s house into a harlot’s. 
folly] Rather, senselessness. 

Heb. 2¢balah from xabal; ‘very difficult to render in English. “‘ Fool” and ‘‘folly” 
are inadequate...The fault of the zadaZ is not weakness of reason, but moral and 
religious insensibility, a rooted incapacity to discern moral and religious relations, 
leading to an intolerant repudiation in practice of the claims which they impose...The 
cognate 2ab/uth occurs Hos. ii. 10 (12) in the sense of zemodesty. Senseless and 
senselessness may be suggested as fair English equivalents...’ (Driver). 

folly in Israel| this phrase, implying the sense of a national ideal 
and standard, a national conscience, which is found in J, Gen. xxxiv. 7, 
Josh. vii. 15, and in Judg. xx. 6, 10, does not elsewhere occur in D, 
and is evidence (so far) that we have here an earlier law interpreted 
by D. : 

so shalt thou put away] See on xiii. 6 (5); and introd. note to 
this law. 

22. Of Adultery. Both guilty parties shall die; so H, Lev. xx. ro. 
By inference from vv. 21, 24 the death was by stoning; so Ezek. xvi. 
38—40, John viil.. 5. 

So in Arabia to this day; Burton, Pilgr. to Mecca, u. 19, Musil, E¢hkn. Ber. 210; 
among the Arabs of Sinai the man alone is killed, the woman may be divorced and 

21 
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lay with the woman, and the woman; so chew ly thou | 
away the evil from Israel. % 

If there be a damsel that is a virgin betrothed unto an 
husband, and a man find her-in the city, and lie with her; 

24 then ye shall bring them both out unto the gate of that 
city, and ye shall stone them with stones that they die ; the 
damsel, because she cried not, being in the city; and the 
man, because he hath humbled his neighbour's wife: so- 
thou shalt put away the evil from the midst of thee. 

But if the man find the damsel that is betrothed in the 

ys the bride-price (Jennings-Bramley, PEFQ, 1905, 214, 216). By § 129 
Ve dericeata both parties were strangled and cast a the water, but the a 
husband might save her and the king his servant (?); by § 131 a wife accused by her 
husband but not caught ima guilty act might and er innocence and return to 
her house; but by § 132 if suspicion was raised against her, though not caught in the ~ 
act, she should plunge into the sacred river (ordeal by water). Other cases deal with 
the wife’s resorting to another husband in consequence of her husband's captivity, 

“8§ 133135. In Israel, as at the present day in Syria, cases of adultery were often — 
due to the absence of husbands on a journey, Prov. vii. 19. The whole subject 
is discussed in several artt. in Hastings’ Dictionary of Religion rk, Philosofhy, 
Vol. 1. 

married to an husband| Heb. 6*ulath-ba‘al, only here, xxi. 3s : 
and Gen. xx. 3. But cp. Hos. ii. 16. " 

23—27. Of Intercourse with a Betrothed Virgin: (1) v. 23 f., with 
her consent, in which case both she and the man are stoned, as in the — 
case of Adultery (v. 22), for the bride-price having been paid at be- 
trothal the woman is as good as married (Gen. xxix. 21, Joel i. 8); 
(2) vv. 25-27, without her consent, in which case the man alone dies 
and nothing is done to the woman. These two laws are peculiar to D. 
Note in v. 24 the Pl. address, and also in v. 26 according to Sam. — 
LXX, but Heb. has here the Sg. 

For such cases Yammurabi | has but one law, § 130: If a man has ravished 
another's betrothed, who is virgin, while still in her father’s house, and has been 
caught in the act, that man shall die, but the woman \ 9 free. Among the Arabs if 
the woman is unmarried her relatives are not obliged to kill her, but no one may 
marry her (Musil, 2h. Ber. 210). 

23. betrothed| See on xx. 7. 
in the city] Cp. v. 24. In the city she would have been heard had ~ 

- she cried, but as she did not she must have been a consenting party. 
24. bring them both out unto the gate of that city, etc.) See on 

xiii. ro (11), xvii. 5. ; 

because, etc.] This construction is found in D only here and xxiii. 5 
Humbled, v. 29 and xxi. 14. 

25. But if in the fleld sie man find, etc.] So the emphatic Heb. 
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field, and the man force her, and lie with her; then the 
“man only that lay with her shall die: but unto the damsel 26 
thou shalt do nothing; there is in the damsel no sin 
worthy of death: for as when a man riseth against his 
neighbour, and slayeth him, even so is this matter: for 27 
he found her in the field; the betrothed damsel cried, 
and there was none to save her. - 

If a man find a damsel that is a virgin, which is not 28 
betrothed, and lay hold on her, and lie with her, and they 
be found ; then the man that lay with her shall give unto 29 

_ the damsel’s father fifty sheke/s of silver, and she shall be 
his wife, because he hath humbled her; he may not put 
her away all his days. - - 

ee 

order. ie/d here in its wider and probably earlier sense, of the 
uncultivated, therefore uninhabited, land. So v. 27, xxi. 1. 
force) Rather, sezze, lay hold of, as in xxv. 11. 
26. thou shalt do nothing| Sam. LXX, ye shall, Pl. as in v. 24. 
no sin worthy of death] See introd. to xxii. 13—30. 
‘riseth against...and slayeth him] xix. 11, but here Heb., using a 

stronger vb, unnecessarily adds fe from xix. 6 and 11. 
27. cried| Were at least the woman has the advantage of the 

doubt. 
28, 29. Of Intercourse with a Virgin not Betrothed. The man shall 

pay a bride-price (see on v. 22) and marry her without power of divorce. 
For seduction E, Ex. xxii. 16f., exacts the bride-price but the father 
may refuse his daughter to the man. Among the 7iyéha Arabs the 
seducer of a woman pays the blood-price of two men; if he will marry 
her he must furnish the full bride-price (Musil, Zim. Ber. 210). 
- lay hold on her| Not the same vb as inv. 25, usually explained as 
rape, but this is not certain. 

and he be found) So LXX. Heb. they is due to dittography. 
29. humbled| Seev. 24. He may not, etc., asin v. 19. 
30.. (Heb. ch. xxiii. 1.) Against Intercourse with a Father’s Wife, 

cp. xxvii. 20, and H, Ley. xviii. 8, xx. 11, where the prohibition is 
extended to other female relatives. Either D’s law is earlier than H’s 
or D did not know of H’s. Its limitation to this special case is 
explained by the fact that such intercourse had been regarded as proof- 
of succession to the father’s property (2 Sam. iii. 7, xvi. 22, 1 Kgs ii. 22) 
and was become frequent (Ezek. xxii. 10) ; probably the survival of a 
Pie ay general in early times (but condemned by J, Gen. xxxv. 22, 
xlix. 4). 

Thus among the ancient Arabs a man succeeded to his father’s wives along with 
other heritable property, but this was forbidden by the Koran, iv. 26. For 
instances in Syria see W. R. Smith, Kixship, etc., 86—g0, OT/C2, 369f. By § 158 
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30 A man shall not take his father’s wife, and shall 
uncover his father’s skirt. Ae a8 

of Hammurabi a man caught after his father’s death with a step-mother who 
borne children, is cut off from his father’s house; by §157 incest is punished b 
burning. Cp. H, Lev. xviii. 7. . 

uncover, etc.) xxvii. 20, for the sense see Ruth iii. 9, Ezek. xvi. 8, 
and cp. the Ar. parallel quoted through W. R. Smith in Driver’s Deut. 
259, #. I. 

Cu. XXIII. 1—8 (2—9). Four Laws: Or RiGHT ro ENTER 
THE CONGREGATION. : 

There shall not enter any eunuch (1); nor the son of an unlaw- 
ful marridge, nor descendants (2); nor Ammonite, nor Moabite, nor 
descendants (3—6) ; but the third generation of Edomite or Egyptian 
may enter (7 f.).—These laws have negative openings like the preceding 
and like the series which follow in vv. 15—20 (16—21) after the inter- 
rupting law, g—14 (1o—15); hence possibly their position just here. 
The form of address to Israel does not appear till 4@ (5a) where it is 
Pl., but in 44—7 Sg. Other features are the use of Zahad, congregation, 
for the commonwealth of Israel, not elsewhere in D, the difference of 
4@ (5a) from ii. 29, the introduction of Balaam not mentioned in 
chs. i:—iii., and the favourable treatment of Egyptians. Such data 
raise questions of the origin and structure of these laws as difficult as 
any we have met, and perhaps incapable of solution. 

Some take 4—6 (5—7) as secondary, and the rest as original to D. But it is 
nearly as plausible to Sakon part or all of 4—6 as D's addition to earlier laws and to 
argue for the primitive origin of these (see below). Berth. holds that all r—8 (2—9) 
is secondary, 1—6 being from the time of Ezra and perhaps inserted by Ezra 
himself to correct the religious confusions which he found in Jerusalem. As there is 
nothing at that time to espns f. (8f.) he boldly suggests the origin of this in 
the Maccabean period (Sted/ung d. Isr. su d. Fremden, 142 ff., and his note on this 
passage), For answers to him see below. 

1 (2). The Mutilated shall not Enter the Congregation. The reason 
is either the general one, which may well have been primitive, that a 
blemished man was ritually unfit for a community, formed like all 
ancient communities on a religious basis (cp. H, Lev. xxi. 20, for the 
priests alone) ; or the particular one that such unsexed persons often 
served heathen deities (xiv. 1, xxiii. 17f. (18 f.)). Also the employ- 
ment of eunuchs was part of the foreign Aareem system introduced by 
Solomon. There’ is therefore no reason to doubt the possibility of an 
early date for this law. 

On its use of 4aha/ for the congregation of Israel see below. Berth, argues that 
the rigorous exclusion of eunuchs implies a date later than the exilic or post-exilic 

ssage ‘Isai.’ lvi. 3 ff., which promises the childless eunuch, serfs, a ing name 
in Israel, better than sons or daughters, if he keeps Jehovah’s covenant. But this’ 
promise, in its connection with a similar one to the son of the foreigner, reads as the 
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He that is wounded in the stones, or hath his privy 23 
member cut off, shall not enter into the assembly of the 
Lorp. 
A bastard shall not enter into the assembly of the Lorn ; z 

even to the tenth generation shall none of his enter into 
the assembly of the Lorp. 

An Ammonite or a Moabite shall not enter into the 3 
assembly of the Lorp; even to the tenth generation shall 
none belonging to them enter into the assembly of the 

grant, under the influence of a more spiritual and generous piety (cp. on z. 6), of 
privileges hitherto denied to the physical eunuch by custom or law. Or has saris 
here the same symbolic meaning which it bears in Matt. xix. 12? Nor does 
Berth.’s appeal to Jer. xxxiv. 19 carry weight, for the savisim mentioned there 
can hardly, because of their ranking with princes and priests, be physical eunuchs 
but are rather chamberlains or other high officials. Jensen derives the word from 
Ass. sha reshi ‘he who is chief’ (Z. A. vit. 174); cp. Gen. xxxix. 1, where the married 
Potiphar is a savis of Pharaoh, and note that no Heb. code calls the physical eunuch 
savis. On eunuchs as guardians of the mosques at Medinah and Mecca see Burton, 

_ Pilgrimage, etc., I. 371. 

wounded in the stones| Lit. wounded by crushing (the ¢estes), cp. H, 
Lev. xxi. 20; this and the other operation here described are both 
practised in the East. 

the assembly] or congregation. For the Heb. £aha/ see on v. 22. 
The earlier instances of the term cited there shew that its use here cannot 
be taken as proof of an exilic or post-exilic date. This in answer to 
Berth. Not used in this meaning elsewhere by D; its presence here 
may be due to D’s employment of an earlier law (cp. Dillm.). But cp. 
XXXlll. 4. 

2(3). Nor shall the Son of an Unlawful Marriage Enter the Con- 
gregation nor his Descendants. 

bastard| This meaning is derived from the LXX €k wépvys. More 
probably the Heb. »zamzer (elsewhere only in Zech. ix. 6) signifies the 
offspring either of such unlawful unions as are exemplified in xxii. 30 
(xxiii. t), which was the opinion of.the Rabbis (AZzshnah, ‘ Yebamoth’ 
iv. 13, cp. Levy, Chald. u. Neuwhebr. Worterbuch, sub voce), or of the 
equally forbidden marriages with foreign wives, Neh. xiii. 23 ff. 
3—6 (4—7). Nor shall Ammonites, nor Moabites, nor their De- 

scendants Enter the Congregation (3), for these nations gave no provision 
to Israel on the way from Egypt (4a), but he (?) hired Balaam to curse 
Israel (46, 5); Israel must never seek their welfare (6). V. 3 is quoted 
in Lam. i. 10:-evidence in favour, but not conclusive, of its being an 
original part of D’s code. The originality of vv. 4—6 is more doubtful. 

They make the law longer than the others of this group, cp. the deuteronomic 
additions to the ‘Ten Words.’ JV. 3 is sufficiently accounted for, through its con- 

_ nection with the previous law, by the incestuous origin of Ammon and Moab 
(J, Gen. xix. 30-—38); but vv. 4—6 besides being quotations (see below) give other 
reasons for the law. ‘The question is further complicated by the introduction of 



4 Lorp for ever: because they met you not it 
with water in the way, when ye came forth, out of 
and because they hired against thee Balaam the son ¢ 

5 Beor from Pethor of ' Mesopotamia, to curse thee. ever- 
theless the Lorp thy God would not hearken unto Balaam : 
but the Lorp thy God turned the curse into a blessing 

6 unto thee, because the Lorp thy God loved thee. Thou shz 
not seek their peace nor their prosperity all thy days for ever. - 

7 Thou shalt not abhor an Edomite ; for he is ay brother : 

1 Heb. Aram-naharaim. 

Balaam, not mentioned in chs. i.—iii., and the difference between v. 4a and ii. 29. 
But whether 7, 3 is an earlier law to "which D or editors = mind t different — 
times) the two quotations, 7. 4—6; or whether v, 3 is D's own la editors 
have added the rest—it is impossible to say. On Ammon and Pr ead ed see he ii. 

4a. met you not, etc.) The appearance of the Pl, address marks 
a quotation as in ix. 7. According to ii. 29 Moab sold bread and water 
to Israel. 

when ye came forth out of Egypt) Whoever wrote this clause (D or — 
an editor) its perspective is that not of Moses in the land of Moab but — 
of a time long after when the whole forty years’ passage from Egypt 
was foreshortened. 

4b, 5. Probably another quotation from a different source : (1) be- — 
cause of the change from the Pl. to the Sg. address (confirmed by 
LXX), and (2) because Heb. and the versions have he hired (not they 
as in EVV.), suggesting that in the context from which it was extracted - 
this vb had a sing. nominative (Balak ?). On the substance of 44, 5, — 
see JE, Num. xxii. 2 ff. 

6. Thou shalt not seek, etc.) So Ezra ix. t2 of the peoples of the — 
land. But Jeremiah (xxix. 7) counselled the exiled Jews to seek the 
peace of Babylonia. The spirit of his counsel is as much in advance of 
the spirit of this law, as ‘ Isai.’ lvi. 3 ff. is in advance of 2, 1. 

7, 8 (8, 9). Edomites and Egyptians are not to be abominated ; the 
one people is Israel’s blood-brother (unlike Moab and Ammon), the 
other was his host; their third generation may enter the congregation. 
—Here too there is no reason against an early date. 

The political hostility of Israel to Edom, fierce before the Exile, was then and 
after still fiercer. But their kinship was an old tradition and this law ike’ the others 

~ of the group reflects not a political situation but 4 religious 
to Egypt appears to conflict with the ry a: usual in D that the 
been the enslavers of Israel—house of bondmen, fiery — etc. vee D = 
elsewhere remembers that the poor and weak nomad, w! father of relat ; 
became in Egypt a great nation (xxvi, 5); and further poche admission into Israel of 
the third generation of an Egyptian was ee already allowed in the 
B.c, (see on v. 8). Thus the leopstene ate, proposed this law by 
unnecessary. 

7. Thou shalt not abhor] regard as an abtinifinatiolt ritually alien 
or ‘unclean.’ See on vii. 26. . 
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thou shalt not abhor an Egyptian; because thou wast a 
stranger in his land. The children of the third generation 
that are born unto them shall enter into the assembly of the 
Lorp. : 
When thou goest forth in camp against thine enemies, 

then thou shalt keep thee from every evil thing. If there 
be among you any man, that is not clean by reason of that 
which chanceth him by night, then shall he go abroad out 

stranger | Guest, or client. Heb. ger. é 
8. The children of thethird generation...shall enter the congregation | 

Jer. xxxvi. 14 mentions a man under King Jehoiakim called Yehudi, i.e. 
Jew, whose great-grandfather was called Awshz, i.e. Egyptian, and 
whose father and grandfather had names derived from the name of 
Israel’s God. 

9—14 (10—15). OF THE HOLINESS OF THE CAMP. 

In camp Israel shall avoid every evil (9). If a man suffer from 
pollution he must leave the camp till evening, bathe and then return 
(1of.). There shall be a place outside for natural needs, where a man 
shall cover with earth what comes from him (12 f.) ; Israel’s God, who 
walketh the camp, must not see shameful things (14).—In the Sg. 
address, like other laws of War, xx. 1—9, to—18, 19f., xxi. 1o—14, 
and with the same form of opening, and appeal to the same sacred 
reason. 

The reason is D’s own, in his language, but the ideas behind the law were 
primitive: either, as in the case of the first, sexual uncleanness as a disqualifica- 
tion for service—already in practice in Israel (1 Sam. xxi. 5, 2 Sam, xi. rr); or, as in 
the case of the second, the danger of leaving one’s excrement exposed, as though it 
might be used in magic against one (Frazer, Golden Bough, 1. 327f.; Schwally, 
Kriegsalterthiimer, 61f., 67). See further note introd. to ch. xx. This law is 
therefore possibly an earlier one, adapted and partly transformed by D. See below 
on v. 14. A parallel in P, Num. v. 1—4. For Brahminical laws for the same 
occasions see Beauchamp’s edition of Dubois, Hizdu Manners, etc.,? 239 ff. 

9. When thou goest forth] As xx. 1, XxXi. 10; cp. xiii. 13 (14). 
in camp| Heb. [as] a camp, mah"neh: a term used of the encamp- 

ment itself, vv. ro ff., Josh. vi, 11, 14, 1 Sam. xvii. 53, 2 Kgs vii. 16; 
of those who encamp, Num. x. 5 f.; and of a host on its way to encamp 
or to take up a position, as here, Josh. viii. 13, x. 5, xi. 4f. (Also used 
of hosts or companies without any reference to camping.) The camps 
of nomads were of tents; in time of war Israel’s were of booths, 
2 Sam. xi. 11. 

thou shalt keep thee| ii. 4. 
every evil thing| As the context shews, anything that would cause 

ritual uncleanness; in xvii. 1 of a physical blemish unfitting for sacrifice, 
but in Ps. Ixiv. 5 (6), exli. 4 of what is immoral. 

10. among you) Lit. 2 thee. 
which chanceth him by night) See Lev. xv. 16; and above on xx. 7. 



11 of the camp, he shall not come within the eye bu 
shall be, when evening cometh on, he shall bathe himself 
in water: and when the sun is down, he shall come within 

12the camp. Thou shalt have a place also without the camp, 
13 whither thou shalt go forth abroad: and thou shalt have 

a ‘paddle among thy weapons ; and it shall be, when thou — 
sittest down abroad, thou shalt dig therewith, and shalt — 

14 turn back and cover that which cometh from thee: for the 
Lorp thy God walketh in the midst of thy camp, to deliver 
thee, and to giye up thine enemies béfore thee; therefore 
shall thy camp be holy: that he see no *unclean thing in 
thee, and turn away from thee. 

1 Or, shovel * Heb. nakedness of anything. 

11. when evening cometh on] Gen, xxiv. 63. The new day began 
then. 

bathe himself, etc.) Also prescribed in Lev. xv. 16. 
12. a place} Heb. hand, of Jabbok-side in ii. 37, a man’s place in 

the ranks, Num. ii. 17 (cp. Jer. vi. 3). Hee a a place aside. 
13. paddle] peg or stake, in Judg. v. 26 of tent-peg, here a digging- 

stick, Scot. ‘dibble.’ 
14. walketh| walketh up and down (also of God in J, Gen. iii. 8, — 

and 2 Sam. vii. 6f.). Cp. especially 1 Sam. iv. 7, @ god is come into 
the camp; and above xx. 1, 4, 13, xxi. 10 of the presence of Jehovah — 
with the host. On deliver cp. xx. 4; and to give up, before thee, see . 
on i. 8. oly, set apart from anything unclean. He must not see the — 
nakedness of anything, anything shameful or indecent. Here the idea — 
is wider than that of ritual uncleanness, and indicates an advance of | 
feeling on the moré primitive sentiment. No sanitary reason is implied, | 
but it is interesting that such religious or aesthetic motives produced — 
sanitary results. 

15—25 (16—26). Five LAws—VARIOUS. 

The subjects of these are not related. As to form, all are in the Sg.-address _ 
(Steuern.’s reasons for dividing them between his Sg. and Pl. authors are again 
inconclusive); and the first three (15—2o) have negative Cpenaae similar to those of 
the group in vv. 1—8 (from which they are eye separated by 9—14). = we 
D's source they may have originally followed that group, in the feeli as. 
all three treat of relations with foreigners or foreign practices they had ity egal 
it. Steuern. thinks*that vv. 15f. fit xxii. 8 in the code of his Sg. author. In 
addition to the negative openings there are possibly some cue-words. Zscaped 
in v. 15 is the same Heb. vb (but passive) as dediver in v. 14; and vow in 18 is soon — 
followed by vows in 21—23. 

15, 16 (16,17). Of a Runaway Slave. If such escape to *+ee—ap- 
parently Israel as a whole (cp. v. 16), and therefore the slave, though 

: 
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Thou shalt not deliver unto his master a servant seer is 15 
escaped from his master unto thee: he shall dwell with 16 
thee, in the midst of thee, in the place which he shall 
choose within one of thy gates, where-it liketh him best : 

thou shalt not oppress him. 
There shall be no ‘harlot of the daughters of Israel, 17 

neither shall there be a *sodomite of the sons of Israel. 

1 Heb. sedeshah. See Gen. xxxviii. 21. 2 Heb. sadesh. 

not necessarily a Hebrew slave! (Marti), is one who has escaped from 
a foreign master—thou shalt not send him back, he shall dwell with 
thee, where he chooses and unoppressed.—Peculiar to D. That slaves 
sometimes fled abroad is seen from the flight of Shimei’s to Achish of 
Gath, who gave them back, apparently as a matter of course (t Kgs 
ii. 39). If this was the usual practice D’s law marks a humane advance 
upon it. For slaves who flee from native owners no Hebrew laws are 
extant. On slavery see further on xv. 12 ff. 

Hammurabi decrees that he who induces a slave to flee or harbours the runaway 
shall die (§§ 15f., 19) and that runaways shall be restored (§§ 18, 20), the reward for 
each being two silver shekels (§ 17). he slaves of Arabs seldom run away. If one 
is harshly treated and escapes, he is sheltered by another man of the tribe till his 
owner promises to treat him better (Musil, Z¢h7. Ber. 225). 

15. deliver] i.e. under arrest; cp. Josh. xx. 5 (deut.), 1 Sam. xxili. 
rf. 

a servant] slave or dondman, as elsewhere, e.g. v. 14. 
16. With thee shall he dwell] So the emphatic Heb. order. Jn 

the midst of thee, omitted by some LXX codd. and redundant, is 
probably a gloss. So also within one of thy gates where, etc., omitted 
by LXX. 

oppress| in D only here, in Ex. xxii. 21 (20) ‘ wrong,’ Lev. xix. 33 
‘ oppress’ (both of the gé7’). 

17, 18 (18, 19). Against Hierodules. No Israelite, woman or man, 
shall be such. Nor shall Israel bring the hire of a harlot or the wage 
of a £eleb to pay a vow. Both are abominations.—As the direct address 
is only in v. 18, v. 17 may be an earlier law (Asa is said to have 
abolished the 4deshim from Judah, 1 Kgs xv. 12) to which D in his 
own phraseology has added z. 18. 

On £¢deshim in Babylon see Herod. 1. 199, Bar. vi. 43; the name~and institution 
probably arose in the worship of Ishtar (Zimmern, KA 7°, 423, 427); in Phoenicia, 
Movers, 1. 678 ff.; elsewhere, Strabo, xi1. 3, 36, Lucian, Lucius, 38; in Israel, Gen. 
XXXViil. 21 f., 1 Kgs Xiv. 24, xxii. 46 (47). 2 Kgs xxiii. 7, Ho. iv. 14, and possibly also 
the idolatrous worship described in Jer. iii. as harlotry and adultery, cp. Amos it, 7 4, 

17. For these two hierodules the Heb. is £adesh (masc.) and #deshah 

1 Had this been so it would have been stated as in xy, 12. 

DEUTERONOMY 18 
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18 Thou shalt not be the hire of a atl zZes O 

dog, into the house of-the Lorp thy God-0r aity OW 
even both these are an abomination unto the Lorp thy 
God. 

19 Thou shalt not lend upon usury to thy brother ; usury 

(fem.) and means simply se/ apart, consecrated (cp. above, pp. 108 ff.), the 
former being probably the unsexed man referred to in xxil. 5, Xxiil. I. 

18. hire of a harlot} Both of the consecrated and common prosti- 
tute, cp. Hos. ix. 1, Mic. i. 7, Isai. xxiii. 17 f, Ezek. xvi. 34. Mévers 
(of. cit.) shows that in Phoenicia this hire was brought to the temple. 

wages of a dog| Heb. m*hir, wage, Mic. iii. 11, elsewhere Price or 
payment, e.g. 2 Sam. xxiv. 24, 1 Kgs x. 28. Dog, keleb; the official 
name of the 4adesh; cp. Phoen. inscription from Larnaca in C/S. 1. 97, 
Rev. xxii. 15 and the Greek xtvaidos ; in Ass. ibly also a general — 
name for priests (above, p. 23, 2.1). See further W. R. Smith, Ze/. 
Sem. 274. 

house of Jehovah ty God) In Deut. only here, but cp. E, Ex. 
xxiii. 19, J, xxxiv. 26, Josh. vi. 24, Judg. xix. 18, and frequently in 
Kings. 
cman’ See on vii. 25. 
19, 20 (20, 21). Of Interest ; forbidden on loans to fellow-Israelites, 

but allowed on loans to foreigners.—In a Sg. address, with drother (not 
neighbour) and other of D’s phrases ; v. 19 is parallel to E, Ex. xxii. 25 
(24) and-H, Lev. xxv. 35—37, which fos id taking interest from poor 
Israelites. In these cases it is clear that we have to do with charitable, 
not commercial, loans, on the latter of which in later days interest was 
expected (Matt. xxv. 27). V. 20 on loans to foreigners deals with 
commercial loans, see Driver’s note on Ex. xxii. 25. It is peculiar to 
D ; there is no reason for regarding it (with Steuern.) as secondary, It 
is the proof, with several others, of the extension of Israel’s foreign 
trade by the time of D. See above on xv. 6 and § 54 of the present — 
writer’s art. ‘ Trade, etc.,’ in £.2. 

Similarly among other Semites. Where poverty prevails and loans are for its 
relief and there is little trade, no interest is exacted, as am the Arabs ( \ 
Ar. Des. 1. 318). In early Babylonian history “advances all sorts were 
made both with and without interest,’ and ‘most of the loans were evidently — 
contracted to meet temporary embarrassment’ (Johns, Bad. and Ass. Laws, etc., 
25of.). But a very complicated system including advances of money and kind by 
private persons, the temple treasuries and the king’s (cp. Matt. xxv. —_ Luke xix, 
12 ff.) with various rates of interest and regulations, gradually developed in 
Babylonia (of. cit. ch. xxiii.), and we find a number of prescriptions already in the 
Code of Hammurabi (§§ 48—52, 100—107). 

19. lend upon usury| exact interest; the Eng. usury 
meant like the Lat. xswra no more than interest. Heb. neshek is lit. 
something dz/ten off; the denom. vb. is fo take, or make one pay, 
interest. 

usury of money, etc.] The loans were more frequently in kind. 
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of money, usury of victuals, usury of any thing that is 
lent upon usury: unto a foreigner thou mayest lend upon 
usury; but unto thy brother thou shalt not lend upon 
usury: that the Lorp thy God may bless thee in all that 
thou puttest thine hand unto, in the land whither thou goest 
in to possess it. 

When thou shalt vow a vow unto the Lorp thy God, 
thou shalt not be slack to pay it: for the Lorp thy God 
will surely require it of thee; and it would be sin in thee. 
But if thou shalt forbear to vow, it shall be no sin in thee. 
That which is gone out of thy lips thou shalt observe and 
do ; according as thou hast vowed unto the Lorp thy God, 
a freewill offering, which thou hast promised with thy mouth. 

20. foreigner] See on xv. 3. 
that the LorD thy God...thine hand unto] See on xii. 7. 
the land whither thou goest in, etc.) See on vil. 1, viii. fr. 
21—23 (2224). Of Vows. A vow once made shall be paid with- 

out delay. God requires it, neglect is a sin(21). To forbear to vow is 
no sin, but every uttered promise of this kind must be observed (22 f.).— 
In the Sg., somewhat redundant, and probably expanded (see on v. 23). 
Why it stands here is not evident; Steuern. draws attention to the 
presence of vow in v. 18 (19) as apparently the reason. D has already 
stated that vows are to be paid at the one altar (xii. 6, 11, 17, 26). There 
is no parallel in E, but one in P, Num, xxx. 2 (3) with some identical 
-phrases, the context of which deals with women’s vows in an elaborate 
fashion. 

For the development of the casuistry thus begun see MZzshna, ‘Nedarim.’ In 
ancient times the vow was regarded as an essential part of religion (also in mediaeval 
Christianity) and was usually associated with prayer, cp. the Greek evy%, often 
conditionally on the prayer being granted. It might be a vow that the vower would 
devote himself to a god's service, e.g. Jacob, Gen. xxviii. 2o—22; Absalom, 2 Sam. 
xv. 7f.; or the dedication of a child, Hannah, 1 Sam. i. rr, or of other living thing, 
Judg. xi. 30 (Jephthah), Mal. i. 14, Lev. xxvii., or houses or land, z¢@. Cp. Pss. 
xxii. 25 (26), |. 14, Ixi. 8 (9), Ixv. 1 (2), Ixvi. 13, Ixxvi. 11 (12), cxvi. 14,18; Job xxii. 27, 
Eccl. v. 4f. (based on our law). All these show that vows were a religious duty, 
that they were frequently and lightly made, and but indifferently performed. Cp. 

20 

21 

22 

Mark vii. ro f., Matt. xv. 4ff. For the. Babylonians see Johns, of. cit. 137, Code of - 
Hammurabi, § 181; and for the Arabs W. R. Smith, Red. Sem. 314 f., 462 ff. 

21. vow] Heb. madar, as the parallel azar shows, means 
originally ‘to dedicate.” The term and the idea are found in practically 
all the Semitic languages. 

be slack| Lit. be behind, delay. To pay, lit. to fulfil. 
sin in thee| Cp. xv. 9. * 
23. as thouhast freely vowed unto the LORD thy God| LXX to God. 
which thou hast promised, etc.] Attached awkwardly to preceding, 

and probably a gloss. 

18—2 
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276 DEUTERONOMY XXIII. 24, 25 
: See 

24 When thou comest into thy neighbour's vineyard, 
thou mayest eat grapes thy fill at thine own pleasure; bu 
thou shalt not put any in thy vessel. om 

25 When thou comest into thy neighbour’s standing corn, 
then thou mayest pluck the ears with thine hand; but 
thou shalt not move a sickle unto thy neighbour's standing 
corn. 

24, 25 (25, 26). Of Use at Need of Others’ Corn and Fruits. 
Grapes may be eaten on the spot but none carried away; ears of — 
corn may be plucked with the hand but no sickle shall be used.—Sg. 
with neighbour (not brother). LXX transposes the two vv. Peculiar to 
D; cp. xxiv. 19—21. The Pharisees flagrantly contradicted not only 
the spirit of this law, but its very letter, by interpreting p/uchti 
as reaping, and because this was work (v. 13) they held it coven 
on the Sabbath (Matt. xii. 1 ff., Mark ii. 23 f., Luke vi. 1 ff.).—The 
licence sanctioned here is frequently taken in Syria to-day, and 
the refusal to grant it regarded as impiety; for Arabia see Doughty, 
Ar. Des. \. 520f., I. 152. 

24. at thine own pleasure] or appetite, xii. 20, xiv. 26. Thy fill, 
which in Heb. follows this clause, may be a gloss on it. 

vessel] Heb. Ald (xxii. 5 garment), a sack (Gen. xliii. 11, 1 Sam. 
xvii. 40) or pot. 

25. ears] Heb. mtliléth only here; N.H. mélflah =the still © 
soft ears. 

sickle] See on xvi. 9. 

Cu. XXIV. 1—4. OF RE-MARRIAGE AFTER DIVORCE. 

Ifa man, for some fault, divorce his wife, and she marry another, who 
in turn divorces her or dies (t—3), her former husband may not 
take her back; this would be an abomination, etc. (4).—EVV. do not 
render the Heb. constr. The law is one conditional sentence, of which 
the apodosis begins with v. 4. It is not a law instituting divorce or 

It is not in the direct form of address, nor marked by D’s phrases till its 
close; and therefore, like others similarly constructed (e.g. xxii. — 
13—21), which it further resembles in its opening, and in the phrases — 
hate her, he may not, and put or send her away, it may all be an older — 
law, except for D’s closing formula. The quotation of the law in Jer. — 
iii. 1 does not prove that the prophet had also the closing formula 
before him, for the term /azd which the Heb. text has there, instead 
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- DEUTERONOMY XXIV. 

we ee ner dome eres she crmemsl coe Semitic lawgivers accept 
the latter as am existing institution and regulate it, usually im the wife’s mterest 

with mraim- 

ion “at And we Secke alecade ca (as aa ose 
| im case of the man’s desertion the anciemt 

Similarly m Israel. No O.T. oracle or law imstitutes divorce. Bat 
- the husband’s right of divorce is accepted or permitted—cp. our Lord's 
teaching, Matt. xix. 8—and is put under regulations of which those m D 
are im the-imterest of the wife and either punish the husband for his evil 

or ensure deliberation om the husband’s part before he completes the 
act, by subjecting it to the condition of 2 good reason-and of legal 

'. procedure, yet without lessening his responsibility, xxiv. 1 ff The other 
| codes have nothing similar in temper to this. Hi forbids a priest to 

marry 2 divorcée and allows the divorced daughter of a priest to 
return to her fathers house, Lev. xxi- 7, 14, xxii. 13; P 

of a divorcée is nowhere sanctioned, not even im xxiv- 2, 
where (as the Heb. syntax makes plain) it is merely a fact im the case 
legislated for. But this shows that the practice was usual just as among 
the Arabs, and im the earlier history there is am imstance of the re- 
marriage of a divorced couple—David and Michal—after her marriage 
to another mam (5 Sam. xviii- 27, xxv. 44, 2 Sam. fit 14 fh)* Stemer- 
ee ret een ae Sone te Arabs under the Koran, so im Israel 

of a divorced wife to another man and her divorce from 
Bee eaten iol an the ucrsteny. ceeds ‘nfl ice eee 

} No legal divorce is mentioned im this case. And there was none im the case of 
et eee ae rem io tae opted a meter be relevant here. 

» ee a “— , > ~ 

behaviour to her by withdrawing the right to divorce, xxii 19, 29, © 

preseribes - 
that the vow of a divorcée shall stand, Num. xxx- 9g (10)- The second 
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24 \\'hen a m:rn taketh a wife, and marrieth her, then it shall 
be, if she find no favour in his eyes, because he hath found 
some unseemly thing in her, that he shall write her a bill 
of divorcement, and give it in her hand, and send her out of 

2 his house. And when she is departed out of his house, 
3 she may go and be anothn man's wife. And if the latter 

husb:rnd hate her, and write her a bill of divorcement, and 

to her former husband, all(! that D's law means that evn, if she has 
meantime been married to another, the former husband must not 
take her hack. But for the existence of such a condition in Israelite 
practice there is no evidence. We mu,t be s.1tistied with this-that D's 
law tencls to make divorce a much more serious affair than it wa.� 
usually conceived to he in Israel, and so to chcck the too-frelluent practice 
of it by diminishing the possibilities of re-marriage which tempted men 
to di1·on:e their wives with a light heart. I I would forhid that ca,y 
passage of a woman hetween one man and another, which �cem� to have 
often happened in brad, ancl which meant the degradation or defile
ment of the woman herself. If such be the motive of the law it is 
in harmony with D's other measures for the elevation of woman, 
v. 21, etc. 

Wlun a ma11 taketh a wife] xxii. 13.
then it shall he .. .that he sha/1,i'ritt her, etc.] Rather, and it come 

to pass ... that he write her, etc. The apodo�is does not commence 
here but in v. 4. 

so11u 1111s,•emly thing] .\s in xx iii. q ( 1 ,- ), tlu 11akai,ws of a tl,in,i;, 
something indecent or repulsive, LXX ii,q-x_71µ011 rpa:yµa. The expression 
is so incletinite that it gave ri�e to controversy in the Rabbinic schools ; 
that of Shammai understanding by it muhastilJ•. that of Billel any 
physical blemish or other, even the most trivial, cause of dislike. 
It cannot be .!.dultcry for this was punished by death. The words sug
gest some immodest exposure or failure in proper womanly reserve. 

bill of di-vora111e11t j Lit. of s,taration. Bill, Heb. seph,:r, u,-ed of 
any missi\'e (e.g. 2 Sam. xi. q f.) or legal deed Uer . .l(xxii. 11 ), as \\ell 
as book, LXX fJ,fJXlo11. Something in legal form, and po,,sihly procur
aule only from some public authority. \"et, notice, there is no mention 
of elders here as in the procedure in xxii. 1.1-21, The later Jews 
called such a document ,f;e(, and the procedure in connection with it is 
prescribed in the 11-lis/rna, ' GiHin.' 

nnd givt it ... he, ... ,md smd h,·r ... 1 Two further fom1al steps of 
personal sen·ice of the deed, an,! the husband's own solemn dismissal. 
So his responsibility in the matter is not weakened. 

2. And she depart .. . out of his lwuu, and go and become a11othtr 
man's] Still part of the protasis of the sentence, stating the facts of 
the case. 

s. Still the protasis ; delete if and if. 
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give it in her hand, and send her out of his house; or if 
the latter husband die, which took her to be his wife; her 4 
former husband, which sent her away, may not take her 
again to be his wife, after that she is defiled ; for that is 
abomination before the LORD : and thou shalt not cause 
the land to sin, which the LORD thy God giveth thee for an 
inheritance. 

When a man taketh a new wife, he shall not go out in 5 
the host, neither shall he be charged with any husiness: 

4. after that she is defiled] Ambiguous indeed, as the most care
fully chosen terms of some laws often are. But the natural meaning 
is that she is unclean to the former husband by her union with the 
latter. It cannot be a matter of indifference to him that she has been 
another's, as (presumably) the popular humour took it. Such easy 
passage of a woman from one man to another did defile her : it is an 
abomination before Jehov,zh (notice the peculiar construction before and 
the absence of thy God after the divine name). She was, therefore, 
taboo, or unlawful to her first husband. Marti suggests that the zm
cleanness may have a demonistic origin (cp. xxii. 9-r 1). This, of 
course, may have been the motive of the original law, but if so, it has 
disappeared from its present form. 

thou shalt not cause the land to sin] Sam., LXX ye shall not, etc. 
Cp. xxii. 9. 

which the LORD thy God is to give thee, etc.] See on iv. 21. 

5-XXV. 4. THIRTEEN LAWS OF EQUITY A�D HUMANITY. 

Besides the humane temper common to most of them, and a few cue-words, there 
are no apparent reasons for their being grouped or for the order in which they occur. 
Tht!y have various opening<, mostly conditional, otherwise negative. Three are not 
in the direct form of address, and two only close with this; the rest are in the 
Sg. form, except one mixed of Sg. and Pl. Some are peculiar to D, oth.,rs have 
parallels in E and H. In particular note the separation of the three laws on 
plerlges, and their use of two different terms for • pledge.' All this suggests a com pi• 
Iation from different sources, 

5. Exemption of the Newly Married. He shall not go out with 
the army, nor be under other (public) obligation for a year, for the 
sake of bis house and wife.-See introd. to xx. 1-9, and on xx. 7, 
which refers to military service alone. The addition here recalls such 
royal levies as in I Sam. viii. 16, 1 Kgs v. 13 ff, xv. 22. Cp. the 
Babylonian levies which were for service both with the army and on 
public works (Johns, op. cit. ch. xix.). The position of the law just 
here may be due to its having the same opening as the pre,·ious law. 

ch111:red with any business] Lit nor shall there pass 01.•er upon him 
[obligation] with-regard to any thing, LXX (omitting prepo�ition before 
any thing·) nor shall any bushffss be thrown upon him. 
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he shall be free at home one year, and shall cheer his wife 
6 which he hath taken. No man shall take the mill or the 

upper millstone to pledge: for he taketh a man's life to 
pledg. 

7 If a man be found stealing any of his brethren of the 
children of Israel, and he deal with him 1 as a slave, or sell 
him ; then that thief shall die: so shalt thou put away the 
evil from the midst of thee. 

8 Take heed in the plague of leprosy, that thou observe 
diligently, anrl do according to all that the priests the 
Levites shall teach you : as I commanded them, so ye shall 

9 observe to do. Remember what the LORD thy God did 
unto Miriam, by the way as ye came forth out of Egypt. 

1 Or, as a chalte, 

free for bis own bouaebold, etc.] free, Heb. rta�·i ( 1 Kgs xv. 12) 
LXX ci.O�os. Om year, till the child he J.om. For char his u•1je 
\'ulg. (with different Heh. points) read />e happy with his wile. 

6. :'.I ill or t· pper :'.I illstone not to he taken in l'lerlge. This 
would he to ple<lge !if,· itself. :'.lilling /as largely still in Palestine) was 
mainly clome�tic, the tirst indispensabl� duty of the day; the s,,,md of 
th, mi//sto,us as sure a sign of a li"ing family as the 1,:1;ht ,f the· <'121tdi,· 
(J,:r. xxv. 10. Rev. xviii. 22; see Jtrus. I. 3,:- f.). Tiu mil/, like the 
\\"estern • quern,' consisted of two stones, a� the dual form llf the Heb. 
name indicates (rt�aim, cp. Ar. rahd, Baldensperger, FEFQ, 1904, 
26.1). of which the upper. Heh. rl/.:eb, rider, LXX i1nµti:\1oi,, was the 
lighter and more easily lifted (judg. ix. 53). 

This law is peculiar to D. and related to the next but two (10-13), which however 
is in t!>e direct f0rm of .,ddrcs..,. a, this i, not, and uses 'aA,t for pie.I!,'.- in,tca,I 
of !,aloal (lit. /.i,u{) as here. Th� position of the l.,w i, nat!iral after the pre\'iou, one. 
In Israel, lands, houses and children were mortg3gcd (:-.ch. v. 3, 5), 111 Babylonia 
am! Assyri., ,la\'cs, lands and house, Uohns. np. cit. ch. xxi,·.). Of such pledge, 
there is nothing in D, but note the next law. • The ancient Common Law of England 
pro,·idcs that no man be di,trained by the utensils or instruments of his trade or pro· 
fession ... Cook (su-), 1 Inst., fo. 47.' (M. Henry.) 

7. Against :\lanstealing. If a man he found (see xxi. 1, xxii. 12) 
stealing a bro/lier \see on xv. 2) braelite, 1111d flaying tlu ow,ur (see 
xxi. q) he shall die: so shalt llz.•u put aw,,y the ,,-;-ii, etc. (xiii. :- (6)). 
The pa,rallel in E, Ex. xxi. 16, ha� stea/i11g 11 111a11; for D'!, substitution 
of Israelite see on xv. 2, xxii. 1-4. Uammurabi (§ 14) decrees death 
to the kidnapper. 

8, 9. Precautions in Leprosy. Israel �hall diligently ol.,�n·e the"t: 
as taught hy the priests under di,·ine command, remembering how God 
treated the leprous :'.\[iriam on the way from Egypt.-Full of deutero· 
1i<m1ic phra�es; on lake heed, see iv. 9; obun•e a11,I do, i,·. 6; obso1•t t,, 
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When thou dost lend thy neigh hour any manner of loan, rn 
thou shalt not go into his house to fetch his pledge. Thou Ir 

shalt stand without, and the man to whom thou dost lend 
shall bring forth the pledge without unto thee. And if he 12 
be a poor man, thou shalt not sleep with his pledge : thou 13 
shalt surely restore to him the pledge when the sun goeth 
down, that he may sleep in his garment, and bless thee: 

do, v. 1; pritsts=Levites, xviii. 1 ; as I have commanded, viii. 1; 
remember, vii. 18, xxv. 17; in the way as ye came, etc., xxiii. 4 (5), 
xxv. 17, etc. The accumulation of these formulas, as in several 
secondary passages, along with the changes between the Sg. and Pl.
forms of address ( confirmed by Sam., LXX ), suggests that the passage has 
been expanded by editors. In 8 bread all the Torah.(Sam., LXX) that 
the priests the Levites teachyo1e. If 8 bis original to D this Torah need
not be the detailed instmctions on leprosy now found in P, Lev. xiii. f.,
but some earlier priestly Torah from which those have devdoped; but 
if 8 b is secondary its reference will be to Lev. xiii. f. V. 9 refers to 
Miriam's seclusion from the camp, Num. xii. q f. (So even Calvin.) 

Steuern. holds as original only the first clause of 8 and 9 a, and revives th" opinion 
(as old as the Vulgate, and favoured by ;\lichaelis, Knobel, etc.) that the law is a call, 
not to take such precautions in a plague of leprosy as are illustrated by Miriam's 
seclusion, but (by general obedience) to guard al{aiust the leprosy which fell on 
Miriam as the punishment for disobedience. Against this is the Heb. construction, 
in tlu plague if leprosy; so Steuern. suggests that the original reading was/rom tit,· 
plague, etc. But all this interpretation renders the appeal to l\liriam's case much 
less natural. 

10-13. Of Taking and Restoring Pledges. The lender must not
invade the borrower's house to select a pledge for the loan, the 
borrower shall bring it out (10 f. ) ;  if he be poor, the pledge, usually 
his outer robe in which he sleeps, shall be restored by sunset ( 12 f.).
In the Sg. address throughout and in temper and phrase characteristic 
of D ; but the two parts may be borrowed from earlier sources : 
vv. 10 f. because of neighbour, not brother as usual with Sg. (see on 
xv. 2); and 12 f. adapted from E, Ex. xxii. 26 f. (25 f. ; E's l;abal,
pledge, becomes 'abat, so as to fit vv. 10 f.), with the religious motive
differently expressed. See further on v. 6. Cp. Ez. xviii. 7, 12, 
xxxiii. I 5 ; Code of ijammurabi, § 241.

10. When thot1 dost le11d] See on xv. 1 ff. 
any manner of loan] Lit. loan of anything, cp. xxiii. 19. Besides 

money or victuals, it might be a slave, a working animal or a plough 
or other instrument. 

fetch his pledge] Lit. take in pledge his pledge (xv. 8,give a pledge). In 
this case the borrower would make his selection of what his pledge 
should be. 

13. sleep in his garment] Heb. salmah {xxix. 4 and E, Ex. xxii.),
transp. from the more frequent simlak (viii. �• x. 18, xxi. 13, xxii. 3, 17 ), 
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and it shall be righteousness unto thee before the LoRo 
thy God. 

14 Thou shalt not oppress an hired servant that is poor 
and needy, whether he be of thy brethren, or of thy 

15 strangers that are in thy land within thy gates: in his day 
thou shalt give him his hire, neither shaa the sun go down 
upon it; for he is poor, and setteth hi:s heart upon it : 
lest he cry against thee unto the l.,oRu, and it be sin unto 
thee. 

16 The fathers shall not be put to death for the children, 
neither shall the children be put to death for the fathers : 
every man shall be put to death for his own sin. 

the large outer robe which the peasant can dispense with by day while 
at work, hut which he almost invariahly sleep, in ; cp. Am. ii. 8, Job 
xxii. 6, Prov. x,c 16.

and it shall he righttoume.rs 1111/0 the,·] Characteristic of D (cp. vi.
25). E, Ex. xxii. 2i (26): whm h,· t"ri,·t/1 1111/0 me I will hear; for 
I am gracious. 

14, 15. Payment of the \Vage-earner. Whether Israelite or ,:i'r, 
if 'he be poor, his wage is to be paid the day he earns it ; if he has 
to appeal to God it will he sin to thee.-Sg. with broth,·r (not ,u,:i;J,. 
hour) and other deuteronomic phrases. Parallel to H, Lev. xix. 13: 
thou shalt not opprtss th;• 1u(i;hbo1tr ... the U'a.f;.: of a hirdin.F: sl,a/1 110/ 
stay overnight with thee till mor11i11,i:. Cp. �ta!. iii. :-, Tobit iv. 
q, James v. f· ljammurabi fixes the daily money wages of labourers 
and artisans (2j3 f.), in other cases wages in kind are pai<l yearly 
(157 f., 161). 

14. poor and nud;•] See on xv. 11.
within thy gates] See on xii. 1 i· The preceding ;,, tl,y land, omitted

by Sam., LXX, is a gloss. 
15. his day] Cp. Job xiv. 6, '.\latt. xx 2.
st'ltefh his /,earl] Lit. !,ftd/1 ,,p l1is d,·sirt 111,plush). The Heh. term

with its several meanings suggests how his life depends on his wage. 
Being poor he cannot be indifferent to it. 

er;• aKai11st th,:t, etc.] Cp. v. 13, xv. 9. .-1,u/ it be sin unto tlru, 
see on xv. 9. 

16. Responsibility for Crime is lndi,·idual. The opposition of this 
principle to that which prevailed in many ancient nations (Herod. 111. 
119, Esth. ix. 13 f., Dan. vi. 2f (1;;)), and which seems to have pre
vailed in Israel (JE, Josh. vii. 24, 2 Kgs ix. 2C, cp. ,.iv. 61, when the 
family was regarded as a moral unit. and the children were put to death 
with their father in expiation of his crime, is very �triking. and the 
more so that the ethical solidarity of the nation is �o c,)nstantlv 
assumed hy D. It has therefore· been douhted whether the la,�-
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Thou shalt not wrest the judgement of the stranger, nor 17 
of the fatherless ; nor take the widow's raiment to pledge : 
but thou shalt remember that thou wast a bondman in 18 
Egypt, and the LORD thy God redeemed thee thence : there
fore I co°'mand thee to do this thing. 

When thou reapest thine harvest in thy field, and hast 19 
forgot a sheaf in the field, thou shalt not go again to fetch 
it : it shall be for the stranger, for the fatherless, and for 
the widow : that the LORD thy God may bless thee in all the 
work of thine hands. 

belonged originally to D. Some take it as dependent on J er. xxxi. 29,
or Ez. xviii. on the ground that the principle of individual responsi
bility is there proclaimed as if for the first time, in opposition to the 
older ideas. But 2 Kgs xiv. 6 records that Amaziah when putting 
to death the assassins of his father did not also slay their children
apparently an innovation on the usual practice. The dcuteronomic 
editor of Kings quotes D's law as the King's authority for his clemency. 
But general laws so often rose from individual cases that it is possible 
that this law (which is not found in any other code) was the result of 
Amaziah's innovating example, and is, therefore, one of the ·several 
incorporated by D from earlier sources. Note that it is not in the 
direct form of address nor otherwise deuteronomic in its phrasing. See 
further .fetus. II. I r3 ff. 

17, 18. Again�t Injustice to the Ger, the Orphan and the Widow, 
the three classes so earnestly cared for by D, vv. 19-22, x. 18, q.v., xiv. 
29,xvi. 11, 14. Parallels in E, Ex. xxii. ,z r f., xxiii. 6 (the poor), 9, on which 
see Driver's Exod. ; and in H, Lev. xix. 33. The clause against pledging 
the w.idow's raiment is omitted by some LXX codd. and some suggest 
that its proper place is with 10-13. Its word for pledge, however, is 
not 'abat as there but J;aba! as in v. 6, and its appearance here is 
natural. On widows' rights .in Babylonia, see Johns, op. cit. ch. xii. 

17. nor of tlze fatherless] So LXX, Syr. , etc. Heb. omits nor. 
Add (with LXX BJ nor of the widow.

18. thou shalt remmzber, etc.] Almost exactly as in v. 'Z'Z, and xv. 
15; cp. v. 15. 

19-22. Of Generosity to the Landless. To the ger, the orphan
and the widow shall be left the gleanings of fields, olive-groves and vine
yards. It is interesting that no parallels are found in the earlier legisla
tion of J or E. H, Lev. xix. 9 f. forbids the full reaping of the corners 
of the tield and gathering of the gleanings (repeated xxiii. 22) and 
the gleaning of the vines and their fallen fruit ; these are for the poor 
and the ger. This seems not earlier (Dillm., etc.), but later than D, for 
the deliberate reservation of the corners is a more developed provision 
than the allotment of what was left through carelessness. Why D alone 
includes olives is not clear, except that this agrees with its careful 
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20 When thou beatest thine olive tree, thou shalt not go 
over the boughs again : it shall be for the stranger, for the 

21 fatherless, and for the widow. When thou gatherest the 
grapes of thy vineyard, thou shalt not glean it after thee : 
it shall be for the stranger, for the fatherless, and for the 

22 widow. And thou shalt remember that thou wast a bond
man in the land of Egypt : therefore I command thee to do 
this thing. 

regard of the details of rural life. Hoth laws sanction an existing 
practice described in I<uth ii. as dependent on the generosity of the 
cultivator. 

Wa, there anything more behind it? Attention has been drawn tu the fact that 
some peoples leave the last sheaf on the field under the superstition that it con• 
tains the corn-spirit. and being therefore dangerous i, ea,,ily rehnqui,hed lo stranger, 

(Fra,er, Golden Bougl,, II. 171 f .. ZJ2 f.). 1 am told that in the ,hires of Lincoln and 
Norfolk it was the practice till 6o or 8o yeM, ago 10 shape part of a she.of into 
a 'corn-bal,y' and to Lury it in the field, in order to en,ure the next crop. It is 
possible that in ,omc ca,es the rn,tom of lea,·ing the gleaning, In the poor may have 
,tarted from such superstitions. Hut tho,e who see in the-.e the ,ole origin of the 
custom ignore the natural prompting, of the heart. of simple, peasant peoples to care 
for the needy. There are no traces of the ,11per-ti1ion in D, H or Ruth ii. n·, 
appeal to the ,elf-interest of the han·ester., (//rat tit)' Gt>d may /,/as tltu, etc.) is 
rather one of his many illustrations of his favourite principle that ohe<loencc to God', 
ethical demand, will be rewarded hy prosperity (cp. xi>·. 29, x,·. 4 f., 10, 18, xxiii. 20; 
cp. xvii. 20). Otherwise the moti>·c, of the laws are purely humane and in both 
,eb the humanity is enforced by religious consideration<. In )) the motiv" i, 
characteristically gratitude to God(<•. u), in H it is as charac1cris1ically the ,implc 
fact: / am Jeltc,vah tlty God.-The duties enforced arc obscn·ed at this day in 
Palestine. 'The poorc,1 amung the people, 1he widow and the orphan, arc not 
infrequently seen followin� the reapers' ; and 'the poor are often seen after the 
gathering in of the crop gomg from tree to tree and collecting the few olives that may 
have been left' (Van Lennep, Bibi,· La11ds, etc,, 78, 128). 'It is natural with them 
not to gather stray ears or to cut all the standing ones which would be looked upon 
as avarice; every bad act is avoided as much a, possible "before the blessing," as the 
com is very often called; the law of :\lose, ... is innate with them. The produce of 
the gleanings ... may enable a widow to have bread enough for the winter' (Raiden• 
sperger, PEFQ, 1907, 19). On the Arabs' kindne,s to the sojourner .cc Doughty, 
I. 345• 

20. bentest thint olii•e lrt'C] Isai. x,·ii. 6, xxiv. 13 (but with another
vb. for beating). 'Some climb into the trees and shake the boughs, 
while others stand below and beat off the fruit with long slender poles· 
(Van Lennep, op. cit. 118). 

21. Whm thou g11tlw·,·st] Lit. mtt.'st off, the usual vb. for harvesting 
grapes (Judg. ix. 2j). /11gatht-ri11g, applied to the vintage feast (see 
on xvi. 13); is another vb. 

22. And thou shalt 1-a11tmber] See on ii. 18.
XXV. 1-3. Against Excessive Punishment by Beating. When

after a regular trial one of the two parties to a case is formally declared 
guilty, then, if he desen•es beating, the judge shall have this ad• 
ministered in his presence, the stroke, shall be numbere<l according to 
the gravity of the crime, and shall in no case exceed forty, lest ... tit)• 
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If there be a controversy between men, and they come 25 
unto judgement, and the judges judge them ; then they 
shall justify the righteous, and condemn the wicked; and 2 

it shall be, if the wicked man be worthy to be beaten, 
that the judge shall cause him to lie down, and to be 
beaten before his face, according to his wickedness, by 
number. Forty stripes he may give him, he shall not 3 
exceed: lest, if he should exceed, and beat him above these 
with many stripes, then thy brother should seem vile unto 
thee. 

Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when he treadeth out the 4 
corn. 
brother be dishonoured in thy sight.-V. r is the protasis, the apodosis 
begins with z,. 2 (or possibly not till v. 3; cp. the similar construction in 
other legal cases, xxii. 13 ff., xxiv. I ff.). The text ofv. 2 is not certain; 
see the various LXX readings. Peculiar to D, and another of its many 
laws in which the direct address appears only at the close. The want 
of a subject to judge,justtfyand condemn in v. 1 suggests that at least the 
first part is an extract from some earlier law on the procedure of judges. 
The protection against excessive beating is fourfold. It shall take 
place (r) only after trial and sentence, (2) in presence of the judge, 
(3) the strokes shall be by number, and the number in proportion to the
crime and (.1-) shall not exceed forty. The need for insisting on a full
trial is seen from J er. xx. 2 2, xxxvii. 15, cp. Acts xvi. 22 f., 3i ; as these
show, beating or scourging was apt to be gi,·en (even by the Romans).
on arrest. The instrument usually mentioned in the O.T. was a rod,
and the part beaten was the back (Ex. xxi. 20, Prov. x. 13, xix. 29, 
xxvi. 3, ' Isai.' I. 6). There is no need to infer from the laying down
of the criminal in this case that the bastinado is meant.
• J. tontroversy] litigation.

and shall have declared righteous him who is in the right and
declared guilty him who is guilty] The vbs. and adjs. are to be 
taken in a legal sense : see above on ix. ::, . 

2. then it shall be, if the guilty man be worthy to he bcat,n] Lit.
a son <if strokes. 

3. Forty stripes] By later law the number was fixed at • forty less 
one' (llfishna, 'l\lakkoth,' iii. roff., cp. 2 Cor. xi. 2-f, Josephus, n-. Antt. 
viii. 21, 23) • they were now inflicted with a lash. Hammurabi decrees 
in one case • sixty blows of an ox-hide scourge' (§ 202}':

thy brother should seem vile unto thee] Rather, be dishonoured (xxvii. 
16), publicly (lit. to thine eyes). To give him the due punishment of 
his crime (v. 2) was not to take away his ho11011r as a brother, i.e. 
Israelite; but to flog him indiscriminately was to treat him like an 
animal. 

4. Against Muzzling the Labouring Ox. Peculiar to D ; a clear 
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case of kindness to animals of which others in D arc\". 14, and perha 
xxii. 6 f., cp. l'ro\'. xii. 10. The muti\c in x,ii . .J is .Jilfcrcnl. 
Animab were, and are still, employed f,J1 thrc,hing 1,y l,.·ing dri\·en to 
and fro acrus-; the shca\'es nn the thre5hing tl(1or, either alone ur 
harnessed to a threshing sledge. 

The pr�nt writer has never seco them munlcJ. • In all W. A,i.1 it j, the 
unin:r�I cu-.tom to allow the oxen or odu:r ;u1irnal, thus cmpl,1yed fredy to cat of the 
crop' (Van Lenncp, oj>. cit. St). 'I h;,vc ,een them munlr·d. th•>u�h thi, 1..; rare· 
(Cu11der, Tent ll'ork. etc., 329). • ::--01 muulcd a, a rule' (Balden,µcrl':er. l'EFQ. 
1907. zo). In I Cor. ix. 9 f. Paul in 1lh1,trct1im: from thi, law the principle that the: 
labourer i, W<Jrth>· nf hi, hin: a,k,, /, it for o ,.,,, f/,,,t G,,/ ct1r,tlr r According to D, 
undoubtedly He doc,. Paul may be writini; playfully; if not it i, a r•m.u-k,t.lc 
illu,lr.ttion of the effect of the allcgori,ing habit of the later Jewi,h e,e'1;csis. 

5-10. Q�· LEVIRATE MARRIAGE. 

If, of brothers dwelling together, one die childles,, hi� widow shall 
not marry beyond the family. her husband\ hrothcr ,hall marry her, an,! 
their firstborn be the dead man'., heir and continue hi, name in Israel 
(5 f. ). But if the husbancl"s brother dedine this duty, e\'cll if after it i, 
pressed ,,n him by the elders, then, in their pre,cnce, shall the widow 
formally dishonour him a-. a recu,ant to the family. and the dishonour 
shall adhere (j-10).-Peculi:u to I)\ code, but m:ither in the direct 
address nor with D's phraseology. It has the same ,ipening, the same 
care in putting the case, the same ,tyle of introducing cond:1;011-. (l,111 
if and not D's 011/y = rak, see on x. 1 :-) an,1 of accumulating thesf', 
as the other marriage laws, xxi. 1:--•i, xxii. 13-21, xxi\'. 1-•: 
and, like them, it brings in the ddc:rs. Probably, therefore. as we 
have suggested in regard to them, it is a law taken by D from a 
previous cucle. Cp. Dillmann who also points out that the terms 
lik,· 110! to, rifusdk and go up to lht· ,i;atc: arc not current in D. Thcre 
is nothing to betray whether D has modified the law. Steuern. 
assigns it, with those other laws, to his I'!. author. 

Heb. had not only a special term for a husband's brother, yabam, 
but a vb. deri\·ed from it, yi/,/,c:m, to ex pres, his duty of marrying his 
brother's widow; the adj. Leviralt· similarly comes from Lat. ln•ir, 
husband's brother. 

The use of these Heb. terms by this law proves that the practice 
was already established in Israel. 

Lcvirate marriage in different forms is found amon� many peoples. Hindoo law 
sanctions it m case of no male issue by :he fir-t marriai;:e, anJ only till the birth of a 
son. But in India of course, the re-marriage of evt;!n \'lrgin widow!'I has alw.,r� been 
strongly opposed (Dubois, Hindu ,lfnn11,·rs, Cust,,11,s and C,r,-m,.,,i,·s, Iran,. hy 
Heaucharnp with notes, 2nd ed. 2.1, 2151 ��58). Sometime....;; it is compul...ory. qmetime, 
only permi!,.Sive, sometimes limited to th� youn�er brother. ,ometimes enfon.:eti ,ml)· 
wh�re the widow has children, in order to pro\'idc:: f0r their c:<lucniun. In ,,,omc .-\1ab 
tribe-; • when a married brother dies, at the grave hi, �urv1ving hrl)ther a-.k� h4!r 
relati\'es to give him the widow in marriage and says, "Gi,·e me eompcn,,.·llion 
through her, etc.," and his request is granted· (�lusil, .1-.'tlrH. B�r. 4:,6) :Su moci.-c 
nor condition is stated. The custom ha_, been traced to diffen:nt uriii:ins-tu the: 
practice of polyandry, to the need of performing rites to the spirit of the deceased 
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If brethren dwell together, and one of them die, and 5 
have no son, the wife of the dead shall not marry without 
unto a stranger : her husband's brother shall go in unto 
her, and take her to him to wife, and perform the duty of an 
husband's brother unto her. And it shall be, that the 6 

(for Levirate marriage and ancestor worship are often found together), and to the 
principle of • Baal-Marriage,' that the wife was the property of her husband and so 
passed with the rest of his estate to the nearest of kin. The different forms of the 
institution among different peoples prove that it had different origins. In Israel there 
is no trace of an origin in polyandry; and bnt little evidence of a connection with 
ancestor W<>rship. On the whole subject see Maine, Early Law and Custom, 
chs. iii. f.; W.R. Smith, Ki1tslzij,, etc., 122-135; Westermarck, Human Marriage; 
Benzinger and Nowack's works on Hebrew Archaeology; and Driver's summary 
notes, Deut. 280-285. 

An early instance is given by J, Gen. xxxviii., which (v. 8) uses the same term for 
the duty of a husband's brother, but implies that if brothers fail the duty might be 
assumed by another agnate and even by the husband's father; further that not the 
firstborn only, but all the children of the new marriage, belonged to the dead man. 
In Ruth i. II·-13 and iv., where the Heb. term for Levirate marriage is not used 
(though the cognate sister-in-law occurs in i. rs), the right of Na'omi's widowed 
daughters-in-law to any further sons she might have had is implied; and in the want 
of these, regarded as a divine affiiccion, the right of marrying Ruth passes to the 
next of kin, with that of the redemption of the dead husband's property; and again 
the son of the widow's marriage with the kinsman is regarded as his son and not that 
of her first husband. In D's law the duty of marrying the childless widow is limited 
to that brother of her dead husband who had been living with him, on the same 
estate ; and the right of succession to the dead man is limited to the firstborn of the 
new marriage. In H, Lev. xviii. 16, marriage with a brother's wife is forbidden, and, 
Lev. xx. 2 1, is a defilement, cursed with childlessness. By some this has been 
regarded as the general rule, to which D"s provides in the interest of the family 
a carefully limited exception (Driver, Deut. 285, Levi!. 88). It seems more likely 
that D's law is (as we have seen) a modification of the old practice, entirely inde
pendent of H's law. P, by allowing daughters to inherit (Num. xxvii. 1-12), 
abolished part of the need for Levirate marriages; but obviously D knows nothing of 
P's law; for his own is limited to sons. Among the later Jews the law of D was 
observed but with the difference introduced by P. Not a sonless, but only a childless, 
marriage was now its occasion. See on v. 5. 

5. brethren] of the same mother. In the Sg. passages, as we have
seen, brother is fellow-Israelite. 

dwell together] On the same estate (cp. Gen. xiii. 6, xxxvi. 7); 
this limitation is striking. 

son] LXX seed, followed by Jos. IV. Antt. viii. 23, and in Matt. 
xxii. 24, Mark xii r9. Luke xx. 28 has children. So Vulg. and most
moderns, A. V. child. But the LXX and the quotations in the gospels
are evidently under the influence of the later law of P which allowed
inheritance by daughters. See in trod. note. Son, R. V., is the proper
rendering.

without unto a stran!{er] Outside the family. Stranger, 'ish zar, 
is a man of another [amily. Cp. Prov. v. 10, Hos. v. 7, Lev. xxii. 12. 

husband's brother ... peiform the duty of an lmsband's brother] Heb. 
yabam, and the demon. verb therefrom, yibbem, to act as a husband's 
brother. 
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firstborn which she beareth shall succeed in the name of 
his brother which is dead, that his name be not blotted out 

7 of Israel. And if the man likt: not to take his brothds 
wife, then his brother's wifo shall go up to the gate unto 
the elders, and say, My husband's brother refust:th to raist' 
up unto his brother a name in Israel, he will not perform 

8 the duty of an husband's brother unto me. Then the 
elders of his city shall call him, and speak unto him : and 

9 if he stand, and say, I like not to take her; then shall his 
brother's wife come unto him in the presence of the elders, 
and loose his shoe from off his foot, and spit in his face; 
and she shall answer and say, So shall it be done unto the 

10 man that doth not build up his brother's house. And his 

6. firstborn son] So Sam. (as in xxi. 15) in conformity with t·. 5.
LXX, ro ra,oiov, still adapts the law to that uf P. 

succeed in the name, etc.) Lit. stand up, lal.·e position, plaa or rank 
on the name of the dead. 

tlzal his name be 1101 blotted, etc.] See ix. 14, uix. 20. Ruth iv. �. 
10 : lo raise up the name of the dead upon his i11/zerila11ce. Cp. next 1•. 

1. shall go up lo the gate) Ruth iv. 1, only here in D; � also the 
terms like 1101 and refusetlz (see introd. note). 

elders] xxi. 19, xxii. -15. See on xvi. 18. 
8. This v. really continues the p1otasis of the cond. sentence

which starts in v. i ; the apodosis hegins with v. 9. 
9. come unto] The same vb. in xx. i, xxi. 5, of the formal

approach of priests. 
and strip his sandal from off his jot>!] ' As one occupied land 

by treading on it, the shoe became the symbol of taking possession 
(Ps. Ix. 8, cviii. 9) ; when a man renounced property to another, he 
drew off and gave him his shoe. So among the ancient Germans the 
taking off of the shoe was a symbol for giving up property and herit• 
able rights, and with the deli\'ery of the shoe or the throwin� o( it 
away goods were conveyed to another. Similarly among llmdoos 
and Arabs, Buackhardt, Bed. 91 ' (abridged from Knobel). Cp. 
the Bedawee form of dh·orce: 'She was my slipper, I cast her off' 
(W. R. Smith, Kim/zip, etc., 269). That the right was a duty, 
which should not he renounced, is marked by the woman's drawing 
off the sandal, and spitting in the face of the recusant (Num. xii. r4, 
Job xxx. 10, ' Isai.' I. 6). Sa11.!al, Heb. na'al, Ar. na'I. 

answer] testify or solemnly assert as in ,·. 10, etc. 
the man that doth 110/ build up, etc.] Such was his sin. But the 

excuse of the kinsman who refused to take Ruth and her possession 
was that he was unwilling to mar his own heritage (Ruth iv. 6). Build 
11p, Ruth iv. 11. 
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name shall be called in Israel, The house of him that hath 
his shoe loosed. 

When men strive together one with another, and the wife 11 

of the one draweth near for to deliver her husband out 
of the hand of him that smiteth him, and putteth forth her 
hand, and taketh him by the secrets: then thou shalt cut 12 

off her hand, thine eye shall have no pity. 
Thou shalt not have in thy bag divers weights, a great 13 

10. his name shall be called in IsrM/] Ruth iv. 14. 
the family of him whose sandal was stripped off.

11, 12. OF RECKLESS ASSAULT. 

The woman who, even to help her husband, grasps the secrets of 
another Israelite wrestling with him shall ha Ye her hand cut off.-Peculiar 
to D, and in the Sg. address with brother as in other Sg. pas,ages; 
but with _ an opening, and an accumulation of conditions similar to 
those in other laws probably borrowed by D. The additions may be 
the superfluous a man and his brother ( v. II, R. V. 01u with another) 
and thine ,ye shall not pity (;;•, 12, cp. ,;i. 16). Strive, rather are 
wrestling (as in E, Ex. xxi. 22 ; cp. Ex. ii. 13. Lev. xxiv. ro, 2 Sam. 
xiv. 6). Scads, lit. pudenda, only here. The position of the law just
here may be due to the catchword his brother, cp. v. 9. 

Thi.s very special case is probably meant to be typical of others (cp. xix. 5). 
The punishment is the only mutilation prescribed by D apart from the Jus talitmis 
(xix. 21). It is usually supposed to have had its origin at a time when such an act 
was the violation of a very sacred taboo. In Hammurabi, §§ 202-205. there are 
(if the translation can b,- relied on) parallel crimes. Mutilation is also decreed 
there for other crimes. 

13-16. AGAI!'.ST DIVERS WEIGHTS AND '.\lE.-\SURES. 

Israel shall not use these--greater (for purchases) and smaller (for 
sales)-for he who does so is an abomination to Jehovah (13 f., 16). 
Interpolated (for it breaks the connection between 13 f. and 16) is a 
positive command to ha,·e a single normal set of weights and measures; 
that thy days may be long, etc.-Sg. address throughout. Parallel in 
H, LeY. xix. 3S f., also a negative command with a positive added ; 
but a different expression of the religious moth·e. The laws may be 
quite independent ; for the provocations for them were many in Israel. 

Amos viii. 5 describes among other commercial sins making the e,t,luzlt small (for 
selling) a11d the sltekel great (for weighing the purchasers' money, etc.) and d,·aling
f'alsely witlt fizlse balances; e>li. vi. 10 declares tlu scant measure /,,atlzsome. To 
the popular piety weights and measures, like the husbandman's methods (see on xxii. 
9-n), were of divine institution, they were _feltovalt's and his work (Prov. xvi. u), 

13. divers wezghts] Lit. st,me and stone. Most ancient weights dis-

DEUTERONOMY l9 
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14 and a small. Thou shalt not bave in thine house divers 
15 measures, a great and a i.mall. A perfect and just weight 

shalt thou have : a perfect and just measure shalt thou 
have: that thy days may be long upon the land which the 

16 LORD thy (iod giveth thee. For all that do such things. 
n.'en all that do unrighteously, are an abomination unto the 
LoRD thy God. 

co,·ered in Palestine are of stone; for specimens see PEI-Q, 1892, 114; 

1894, ,15 ff. 
koval �tandards were fixed for them a.� earh· as David's time ( z Sam. 

xi\". 26). \\"ith this and the next,•. cp. II.�\". xix .. i:i: Thou sl1all do 
110 wro11K ('awd) in j11dge111a1/ or ·u•ith rul,·, slo11e, or 111(aS111(. 

14. dfrers 11uasures J Lit. an (f>lw/1 and an tplwlz; the ephah== 8·00:, 
gallons. 

16. A /tr/al a11d just u•e1ilzt] Lit. A wlwi( stone an.I of tlz,· norm. 
Uoth adj. sh'/r:mal, ar,d noun f,d,-lf art: u,-ed ht·rc: in their original and 
physical meaning. II, Le,·. i.ix .. �6: ba/a11as, s/011es, tphah and hi11-of 
tlu norm. 

tiiat th)' days, elc.J '"· 16. See on i\". 26. Gi.1etlz, la to give. 
16. every one that doeth these things, etc.] Exactly as in ,.,·iii. 12, 

xxii. 5. On abomination, set: vii. 25 ; hi:re the ethical (not ritual) 
meaning is clear. 

every one that doeth injustice] HeL. 'uwd (perhaps lit. ddin
qumcy). ::-.;ot elsewhert: in D (Lut in the Song, xxx1i. 4), once in Jer. 
ii. 5, and in H, Lev. xix. 15, 35, and Ezek. and later writings. Thi: 
clause seems to be an addition. 

17-19. Os 'AMAt.E�. 

Israel, remembering 'Amalcfs impious tri:atment of their derelicts on 
the way from Egypt, must, when they re;,t from tht:ir cnemie,- ir. the 
lan<l. exterminate •Amale�.-ln the Sg. addre,-,- (ci..cept for an acci
dental Pl. in .:•. 1 il and partly in ff;, phra;,ing ; but also \\ ith phra,-,c;, 
from E (i-i·. 18f.), and therefore, like so much else in D, ba.•,(:<l up, n E. 
This is confirmed by another reference to the same beha\'iour of 
'A male� in a pas,age which otherwi,-e ;,hows affinity to E ( 1 Sam. 
x,·. 2). Further, Israel's attiturle to 'Amali:� under Saul and Da, id, 
was one of implacable hostility. Thert: i;, therefore no ground for 
supposing that this law is a late addition to D (Steuern., Berth., the 
latter of whom takes it for a piece of lzag_i;c1dc1/z) ; and it falls in \\ ith D's 
other law;, on foreign nations, xxiii. 3-8. 

The reference cannot be lo E"s description of the pitched battle in Rephidim, in 
which Joshua discomfited 'Amale� (Ex. X\·ii. 8-13), nor indec,d lo any other ,in�le 
contest with that tribe: but i� rather to the hara:,..:-.ment which J!'liracl .;;uffcrcd 
throughout the "ildernc:,...,. Such cruel trt"atment uf the �tra)::i,:lt.·r, and den:li .. t-- llf 
1he r.osr by the wild Aral.,. of th,. dc,erl is extremely prohaLle (cp. Jlou;:h1y, 
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Remember what Amalek did unto thee by the way as ye 
came forth out of Egypt; how he met thee by the way, 
and smote’ the hindmost of thee, all that were feeble be- 

17 
18 

hind thee, when thou wast faint and weary; and he- 
feared not God. ‘Therefore it shall be, when the Lorp 

=thy God hath given thee rest from all thine enemies 
round about, in the land which the Lorp thy God giveth 
thee for an inheritance to possess it, that thou shalt 
blot out the remembrance of Amalek from under heaven ; 
thou shalt not forget. 

Ar. Des. 11. 153, etc.); and the memory of it would be bitter enough to account for 
such an early oracle against ‘Amalek as is quoted by E, Ex. xvii. 14, and for this law, 
as well as for the lasting hatred of ‘Amalek by Israel (enforced as this was by 
‘Amalekite raids on Israel after their settlement) and their desire for his extermina- 
tion. See x Sam. xiv. 48, xv. 2f., xxvii. 8 f., xxviii. 18 (which regards Saul’s fall as 
due to his not having fully executed God’s wrath on “Amalek), xxx. 1f., 2 Sam. viii. 12. 
Such feelings may well have continued after ‘Amalek’s disappearance from the history 
of Israel; D’s restatement of them is on a level with the command to exterminate 
the Canaanites and other peoples of the land. 

17. Remember, etc.] The construction, even to the change from Sg. 
to Rl., is the same as in xxiv.-9, g.v. For other historical statements 
introd. by remember, see Vv. 15, Vil. 18, ix. 7, XV. 15, XVi. 12. 

as ye came forth) LXX, Vulg. thou camest. But the Pl. is 
probably original Hess and may be regarded as an-echo of xxiii. 4 (5), 
XXIV. 9g. 

18. how he met thee by the way] better, fell on ¢hee. Cp. 1 Sam. 
xv. 2: how he set himself against him (Israel) tx the way. 

and smote the hindmost of thee| Lit. docked the tail of thee; else- 
where only in Josh. x. 19 (E ?). 

all that had broken down in thy rear] The vb. is not found 
elsewhere. 
feared not God| See EF, Gen. xx. 11, xiii. 18, Ex. i. 17, all of 

non-Israelites ; and cp, Amos’ denunciations of foreign peoples for 
inhumanity (Amos i. 3—ii. 3). A people so devoid of natural religion 
as to kill the non-combatants deserved no mercy, as the next v. declares. 

19. hath given thee rest) See on xii. of. 
in the land which, etc.] iv. 21. 
thou shalt blot out the remembrance of Amalek, etc.] KE, Ex. xvii. 14: 

7 will utterly blot out, etc. God’s will is now Israel’s duty. 
thou shalt not forget | ix. 7. 

IV. FourtTH DIVISION OF THE LAws. IDEALS OF RITUAL 
PROCEDURE WITH PROPER PRAYERS. xxvi. I—I5. 

The Presentation of Firstfruits (t—11) and the Distribution of Tithes 
(12—15). Throughout in the style of D (with particular affinity to the 

_I9—2 
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Law of Tithes, xiv. 22—29) and in the Sg. addres ace additi ee 
below. These beautiful forms of service express fully D’s ideals of 
worship—that it shall be national, at the nation’s one sanctuary, but — 
performed by the separate families ‘with their local de ndents ; that it — 
shall be historical, recounting the Providence of God from the begin- 
nings of the nation till their settlement in the Promised Land, and 
therefore joyful and eucharistic; and further that it shall be equally 
mindful of God and His dues and of the poor and their dues. No two 
rites could have better summed up the ritual teaching of D in its 
essential features, nor, with the ethical supplement which follows, have 
formed a fitter close to the whole Code. 

On the ground of the similarity between xxvi, and vi —xi. (esp. viii. 1—18) Cullen 
(Bk. of the Covt. in Moab, 79 ff.) refers the whole of xxvi. to his ‘Miswah’ or earlier 
deuteronomic Book published before the reforms of Josiah. He gives a detailed 
examination of the ch. well worthy of study. He points out the number of 
expressions in xxvi. not found in the Code but in vi.—xi. Others, however, common 
to xxvi. and the Code are not found in vi.—xi., and the whole subject of xxvi, 1—15 - 
is otherwise more suitable to the Code than to vi.—xi. 

CH. XXVI. 1—11. PRESENTATION OF FIRSTFRUITS. 

When settled in the land Israel shall take of the first of the fruit in a 
basket to the One Altar (1 f.); and coming to the priest shall declare 
to God their arrival in the land He sware to give them and the priest 
shall set the basket before the Altar (3f.). In prayer Israel shall 
solemnly recall their history from their nomad Aramean origins, their 
descent to Egypt, their growth there and bitter bondage, their deliver- 
ance and guidance to this fertile land (5—g) ; and setting the firstfruits 
before God they shall worship and rejoice in the good He has given, ~ 
along with their households, Levites and gérim (10f.). Vu. rf. yee 
evidence of expansion (see on v. 2). Vv. 3f. raise a more serious 
question. To the going o the sanctuary (v. 2, as in xii. 5, xiv. 25) they 
add a coming to the priest, and assign to him a part of the procedure 
which vz. ro assigns to the worshippers ; also they partly anticipate the 
worshippers’ profession to God in vv. § ff. It is possible that, like 
xxi. § (g.v.), they are a later insertion from a time when the rights of 
the priests were more emphasised and elaborated. But whateveranswer 
be given to this textual question, other problems remain : the relation 
of this first ox reshith (a) to the reshith assigned by xviil. 4 to the priests — 
(cp. H, Lev. xxiii. 20 which assigns to the priests the bread of the 
bikkarim or firstfruits) ; and (é) to the tithes, xiv. 22 ff. 

(a) Is all the veshith intended here for the priests (Dillm., Dri., W. R. Smith, 
Rel. Sem, 220f.), or is some or all of it to be consumed b the at the 
ritual meal which formed past of such pilgrimage-feasts (xi, 7, 7, 18, xiv. 23, 26)? 
favour of the former may esis are these :—(r) vv. 1of. say that the reshith is to te 
set down before God and do not even hint that the worshippers shall partake of it; — 
(2) xviii. 4 assigns the veshith (of corn, wine, oil, fleece) to t ests. In that case 

; 

| 
| 
: 

} This point is not so clear as the others. The older commentators take the — 
worshippers’ profession in v. 3 as a natural introduction to that in 5 ff. So ales 
Cullen, p. 81. 
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And it shall be, when thou art come in unto the land 
which the Lorp thy God giveth thee for an inheritance, 
and possessest it, and dwellest therein; that thou shalt 
take of the first of all the fruit of the ground, which thou shalt 
bring in from thy land that the Lorp thy God giveth 
thee; and thou shalt put it in a basket, and shalt go 
unto the place which the Lorp thy God shall choose to 
cause his name to dwell there. And thou shalt come 
unto the priest that shall be in those days, and say unto 

the meal of the worshippers would be that of the pilgrimage-feast at which the 
reshith was presented ; some think the Feast of Weeks (Dri., Berth., etc.), but by its 
date the wine and oil were not ready. 

(6) What was the relation of the veshith to the tithes, presented at the sanctuary 
two years out of every three? The reasons for identifying them (Steuern., Nowack, 
Heb. Arch, . 126) are insufficient; those for distinguishing them are stronger but 
also not conclusive:—{1) If they were the same it is difficult to see why D should 
use two different terms for them without explanation ; and even the LXX translators 
distinguish the two, ¢ithes dexarn, reshith anapxy. (2) The ¢zthes were to be con- 
sumed by the worshippers; if they were too large to be carried to the sanctuary 
they might be converted into money, to be spent there on foods for the worshippers 
(xiv. 23—27), the priest no doubt getting his share; but (as we have seen) the veshith 
fell wholly to the priests (xviii. 4). Ambiguity, however, rises from the direction in 
XXvi. 2, that it is fart of the reshith which is to be put into a basket and laid before 
God ; for this renders it possible to argue that this was just part of thetithes. In the 
obscurity which rests upon the earlier history of the tithes in Israel (see Add. Note to 
xiv. 22 ff.) the question cannot be dogmatically answered. It is possible that the 
reshith is rather to be identified with the frusah, contribution (EVV. ‘heave- 
offering’) of the hand, xii. 6, 11, 17 (Berth.). 

1. when thou art come in, etc.] As in xvii. 14, but with these ad- 
ditions : and it shall be and for an inheritance (xv. 4). As Cullen 
(p- 88) points out the substance of the statement is already in viii. 1. 

2. of the first) Heb. of the reshith. See introd. note; and observe 
that the Heb. particle for of implies that only some of the reshith is 
signified. ° 

all the frutt] Sam., LXX omit a//; xviii. 4: of corn, wine, oil and 
fleece. 

thou shalt bring in] Heb. tab’; cp. tbu'ah, income, xiv. 22, 28, 
Xvi. 15, Xxii. 9. 

that the LorD thy God is to give thee] Redundantafterzv. 1. The 
two zw. are obviously expanded. 

basket| Heb. tene’, only here, v. 4, and xxviii. 5, 17 (cp. Phoen. 
tana, ‘to erect,’ perhaps ‘ present,’ hardly from zathan, ‘to give’). 
Baldensperger (PE FQ, 1904, 136) compares the modern tabak, a round 
tray or basket. 

unto the place, etc.] See on xii. 5. 
3,4. Possibly a later interpolation, see introd. note. 
3. the priest...in those days] xvii. 9, xix. 17. Priest probably col- 

lective (cp. prophet, xviii. 15), not necessarily high-priest. 

26 

2 

3 

4 
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him, I profess this day unto the Lorp thy God, that I ar 
come unto the land which the Lorp sware unto our fathe 

4 for. to give us. And the priest shall take the basket 
of thine hand, and set it down before the altar of the 

5 Lorp thy God. And thou shalt answer and say before — 
the Lorp thy God, A ‘Syrian *ready to perish was my 
father, and he went down into Egypt, and sojourned there, — 
few in number; and he became there a nation, great, 

6 mighty, and populous: and the Egyptians evil entreated — 
7 us, and afflicted us, and laid upon us hard bondage: and 

1 Heb. Aramean. 2 Or, wandering Or, lost . 

profess] or declare, solemnly, publicly proclaim. 
my God) So LXX; Heb. /hy is due to dittography. 
that I am come) D giyes to this as to other rites a historical meaning. 
sware, etc.] See oni. 8. 
4. before the altar) In D only here. 
5. answer] testify, as in v. 20, xix. 16, 18, xxi. 7, xxv. 9. 
A nomad Aramean was my father| Jacob-Israel, the son- of an 

Aramean (Gen. xxiv. 10, cp. xxiv. 4), himself a nomad shepherd in 
Aram (Hos. xii. 12, Gen. xxix.—xxxi.), with Aramean mothers to his 
children. EVV. ready to perish and R.V. marg. wandering or lost are 
all possible transl. of the Heb. *ébed, used of lost or ‘ wandered ” beasts, 
xx. 3) 1, Sam. ix. 3, 20, Ezek. xxxiv. 4, 16, Ps. exix. 176 ; and of 
men Zerishing, iv. 26, vii. 20, viii. 19 f., xxviii. 20, 2 Sam. i. 27, Job 
vi. 18 and frequently. Here no doubt intended to mark the nomad 
origins of Israel in contrast to their present state as cultivators of their 
own: land. 

Dillm. ‘ verlorner oder verkommender,’ Dri. ‘ready to * Steuern. ‘dem 
Untergang naher,’ Berth. ‘dem Untergang zugehend,’ Marti, ‘ umherirrender.’ 
The LXX, at a time when A ramean=heathen, avoided such a reproach to Israel by 
differently dividing the two words (Aram yo'bed) and aeser the renderings 
‘threw off’ or ‘lost’ and ‘forsook’ or ‘recovered (!) Supiay anéBader 
(LXX B), aréAcrev (N, etc.), améAaBer (A, F). 

went down] So always from Palestine to Egypt, e.g. JE, Num. 
3 Oye 

sojourned| Was a gér, cp. xxiii. 7 (8). 
Jew in number) x. 22. ‘ 
great, and mighty, and populous] So Sam., Vulg., etc. J, Ex. i. 9, 

more and mightier than we (Egyptians), 12, 20, multiplied, waxed — 
mighty. 

6. evil entrealed us] JE, Num. xx. 15. 
afflicted us| J, Ex. i. 11. J 
hard bondage] or service. P, Ex. i. 14, vie 9, 1 Kgs xii. 4, ‘Isai.’ 

xiv. 3. : 

~ 
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we cried unto the Lorp, the God of our fathers, and the 
Lorp heard our voice, and saw our affliction, and our toil, 
and our oppression: and the Lorp brought us forth out of 8 
Egypt with a mighty hand, and with an outstretched arm, 
and with great terribleness, and with signs, and with 
wonders: and he hath brought us into this place, and 9 
hath given us this land, a land flowing with milk and 
honey. And now, behold, I have brought the first of the ro 
fruit of the ground, which thou, O Lorp, hast given me. 
And thou shalt set it down before the Lorp thy God, and 
worship before the Lorp thy God: and thou shalt rejoice 11 

-in all the good which the Lorp thy God hath given unto 
thee, and unto thine house, thou, and the Levite, and the 
stranger that is in the midst of thee. 

1s (we cried, etc.| JE; Num. xx. 16, ep. E, Ex. ii. 9. 
saw our affliction, etc.] J, Ex. iv. 313; oppression, E, Ex. iil. 9; 

our totl added by D. 
8. with a mighty hand, etc.] iv. 34, vill. 14. 
9. hath brought us into this place] i. 31, ix. 7. As Cullen remarks, 

this phrase is not used for the Promised Land in xii.—xxv., in which 
place means the One Sanctuary, see xii. 5. 
flowing with milk and honey] vi. 3. Once nomads, they are now 

settled cultivators of a fertile land, in token of which guidance and the 
blessings it has brought them to, he continues— 

10. J have brought the first, etc.] Heb. reshith, as in v. 2. Not 
the local Baalim but He who has guided them thither shall have this 
tribute. 
And thou shalt set it down] But the priest has already done this, 

wv. 4. If vv. 3f. are original we must read the clause to mean ‘ thus 
(with the rites prescribed in 4—10a) shalt thou set it down, etc.’ 
(Dillm., Dri.). But see on 3 f. 

worship] Lit. prostrate thyself. Brooke and M¢‘Lean retain this 
clause in their text of the LXX although it is omitted by B and some 
other authorities. 

11. and thou shalt rejoice, etc.] See xii. 6f., trf., 17f, xvi. 11, 
14. It is not said that the worshippers shall eat the ~sith, for that 
has already been given to the Deity. See introd. note, 

and unto thine house, thou | With Luc. read thou and thine house. 

12—15. THE TRIENNIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TITHES. 

When the tithe of the third year is complete and given to the local - 
poor then the giver shall attest before God that it has all been given 
and that he has not broken any of the relevant laws, and shall pray for 
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When thou hast made an end of tithing all th 
thine increase in the third year, which is the year of tithing, - 
then thou shalt give it unto the Levite, to the stranger, to 
the fatherless, and to the widow, that they may eat within 

13 thy gates, and be filled; and thou shalt say before the 
Lorp thy God, I have put away the hallowed things out of 
mine house, and also have given them unto the Levite, and 
unto the stranger, to the fatherless, and to the widow, 
according to all thy commandment which thou hast com- 
manded me: I have not transgressed any of thy com- 

14 mandments, neither have I forgotten them: I have not- 
eaten thereof in my mourning, neither have I put away 

12 

a blessing on Israel. The apodosis of the sentence does not begin till 
v. 13. For the contents see on xiv. 28 f. and Add. Note there. 

12. in the third year...the year of tithing) See on xiv. 28; the two 
phrases are in apposition. For the latter LXX reads the second tithing 
(70 devrepov éwciéxarov), a reading which even after the vocalic changes 
which it involves in the Heb. results in an impossible construction. It 
is due to an attempt to accommodate D’s arrangement for the third 
year’s tithe to the later practice. 

then thou shalt give it) Rather, and thou hast given it; the apodosis 
does not commence till the next v. 

Levite, etc.] See on xiv. 29. 
13. then ¢hou shalt say before the LorD thy God| That is (in ac- 

cordance with wv. 5, 10, xii. 7, 12, 18, xiv. 23, 25f., xv. 20,XVi. TI, 
xix. 17) at the sanctuary, and probably during the Feast of Booths (so 
all recent commentators). 

I have put away] The same vb. as, in xiii. 5 (6), 9.7, xvii. 7, etc., 
is used for putting away evil things. Equally with them the tithe is ¢adoo, 
forbidden and dangerous for common use. 

the hallowed things] Web. the hodesh, lit. holiness or hallowedness 
(see above on vii. 6), but applied also to the concrete objects or persons 
set apart for the Deity or (as here) by His command, e.g. the Temple 
and its contents, the Holy City, sacrifices, etc.; in xii. 26 parallel to 
vows, here the ¢ithes for the poor, an interesting extension of the 
idea of ceremonial sacredness ; not without its ethical meaning for our- 
selves. ‘We are commanded to give alms of such things as we have; 
and then, and not otherwise, @// things are clean to us’ (M. Henry). 

out of mine house] where they had been stored, xiv. 28. 
all thy commandments] So Sam., LXX. The anxiety to keep these 

ritual laws, with a great ethical purpose behind them—viz. the relief of 
the poor—is very striking. The laws are now detailed :— 

14. J have not eaten thereof in my mourning) Heb. ‘awen, sorrow; 
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thereof, being unclean, nor given thereof for the dead: 
I have hearkened to the voice of the Lorp my God, I have 
done according to all that thou hast commanded me. Look 
down from thy holy habitation, from heaven, and bless 

_ thy people Israel, and the ground which thou hast given us, 
as thou swarest unto our fathers, a land flowing with milk 

__ and honey. 

so in Hos. ix. 4, the bread of sorrows is unclean. If the moumer, 
unclean by contact with the dead, ate part of the tithe, he defiled it all. 

neither have J put away thereof, being unclean] Same vb. as in z. 13. 
While separating this tithe to its charitable ends, a ritual act, he has to 
take care to be ritually clean. 

nor given thereof for the dead| or to the dead. The reference is 
obscure ; either the custom of contributing to a mourning feast (2 Sam. 
iti. 35, Jer. xvi. 7f., Ezek. xxiv. 17); or that of offering food at the grave 
as if for consumption by the dead (Tob. iv. 17, Ecclus. xxx. 18); or of 
sacrificing to the spirits of the dead, as is annually done by the Arabs, 
minshan el mawét, ‘for the sake of the dead,’ as the chief of the ‘Adwan 

' once explained to the present writer. 
; L have hearkened, etc.] Cp. xv.5; I have done, etc., cp. v. 32, etc. 

15. Look down, etc.] Cp. ‘Isai.’ lxiii. 15 ; thy holy habitatzon, Jer. 
xxv. 30, Zech. ii. 13. 

and bless, etc.] with such care and gifts as are described in vii. 13 ff., 
eat 2, 14 0. 

as thou swarest, etc.] See on i. 8, vi. 3. 

ee a ee ae 

16—19. CONCLUDING EXHORTATION. 

The proclamation of these laws and the consequent duty of Israel to 
keep them (16) constitute a contract between Jehovah and Israel, by 

~ which He declares Himself their God, who shall exalt them above other 
nations, and they declare themselves His people, proper and holy to Him 
‘and obliged to obey His laws (17—19).—In D’s style and the Sg. address 
(LXX curiously diverges into the PI. in the last clause of v. 16). But 
the argument has been deranged (so all recent commentators ; see esp. 
Cullen, p. 93) either by later additions inappropriately distributed. 
through a misunderstanding of the legal form used, or through the fusion 
of different conclusions to the Code. See notes below. It is_unnecessary 
to suppose that the passage originally foilowed xxvii. gf. or xxviii. 
Though the term covenant is not used, the law-giving is regarded as 

such, as it is implicitly in xxvii. 9 f. and explicitly in xxix. 1 (xxviii. 69). 
This idea is also implicit in the Code, and is stated explicitly in viii. 18, 
xvii. 3- So far then, there is no reason for doubting the original 
character of the passage. 

This is so far an answer to Steuern. who assigns the passage to a later deutero- 
nomist. Wellh indeed takes this day as that of the Covenant at Horeb, and infers 
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16 This day the Lorp thy God commandeth tl 

these statutes and judgements: thou shalt therefc 
and do them with all thine heart, and with all thy soul. 

17 Thou hast avouched the Lorp this day to be thy God, and 
that thou shouldest walk in his ways, and keep his sta 
and his commandments, and his judgements, and hear 

that chs. xii.—xxvi. were originally understood as delivered there. On the other 
hand Berth. finds it probable that we have here the formula under which Fre 
bound Israel to observe the Law (2 Kgs xxiii. 3, cp. Jer. xi. 2ff.). For neither 
hypotheses is there any real evidence ; and ¢his is ostensibly the same as that 
frequently mentioned in the Code and the Introd. Addresses (see on v. 16). 5 

16. 7Zhis day] Obviously the same as that emphasised, both in the — 
Introd. Addresses iv. 8, v. 1, viii. 1, 11, 18, x. 13, xi- 2, 8, 26, 32, and — 
in the Code xv. 5, 15, xix. 9 (cp. xii. 8), as the day when the laws, 
revealed to Moses in Horeb were by him published to the people in 
Moab in the valley ovér against Beth-peor oa . 

the LorD thy God is commanding ‘hee ] is is His part in the 
contract now to be formulated. 

statutes and judgements| See on xii. t. 
keep and do them] See iv. 6, vii. 12, ete. ; cp. observe to do, v. 1, 

viii. 1, xii. 1, 32, etc. This is Israel’s part in the contract. 
with all, etc.] vi. 5f., x. 12, cp. xi. 18. 
17. Thou hast avouched the LorD, etc.] i.e. acknowledged (see 

Wright’s Bible Word Book) ; lit. caused Jehovah to say that He will 
be thy God. This form of the Heb. vb. only here and gv. 18. It is 
probably a technical legal term, by which either of the two parties toa 
contract made the other utter a declaration of his obligation under it. 
Here it is figuratively applied to the contract between Jehovah and — 
Israel. They did not actually cause Him to make this ; 
for His choice of them was an act of His free grace (vii. 8, etc.) 
and every covenant with Him was of His imposition (v. 2, viii. 18). 
But by engaging to keep His laws Israel fulfilled the condition in whi 
alone He could be their God. Therefore the formula, if not literally, is 
substantially, correct. The clever EVV. rendering avouched is unjustified — 
by the Heb. form but has evidently been adopted to cover all the con- 
tradictory contents of the declaration; the text however is so deranged — 
that it fails fully to do so. S 

and that thou shouldest walk in his ways, etc.) This belongs properly 
not to Jehovah’s, but to Israel’s, declaration, whereas the promise in 
v. 19, and to make thee high above all nations, etc., which is attributed — 
to them belongs, of course, to Him. There has been a displacemet 
of the text. 

The Syriac seeks to get rid of the difficulty by eliminating the conjunction at th 
beginning of the phrase here, so as to read by walking in his ways, etc. ; but even 
the difficulty is only partly removed. i i 
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- unto his voice: and the Lorp hath avouched thee this 18 
_ day to be a peculiar people unto himself, as he hath promised 

thee, and that thou shouldest keep all his commandments ; 
and to make thee high above all nations which he hath 19 
made, ‘in praise, and in name, and in honour; and that 
thou mayest be an holy people unto the Lorp thy God, as 
he hath spoken. 

1 Or, for a praise, and for a name, and for an honour 

18. and Jehovah hath caused thee to say /iis day that thou wilt 
be unto him a peculiar people...and wilt 4eep all his commandments) 
Elsewhere in D the singular relation of Israel to Jehovah is stated as 
His promise and act, vil. 6, g.v., xiv. 2; cp. Xxvli. 9, xxix. 13 (12). 
Here is the converse, the people’s engagement to be such, as in 2 Kgs 

_ xi. 17. Israel becomes His peculiar people by seeping all His com- 
mandments ; that is the main thing! The phrase, as he hath said to 
thee, though unnecessary, is not the ‘senseless addition,’ which Steuern. 

_ alleges. 
q is. and to make thee high above all nations, etc.) As remarked 

above on v. 17, this belongs properly not to Israel’s but to Jehovah’s 
declaration. High or highest, cp. xv. 6, xxviii. T. 

which he hath made| Ps. \xxxvi. 9. For a similar assertion in Deut. 
of Jehovah’s supreme providence, see iv. 19. 

for a praise, and for a name, and for an honour] As in R.V. 
marg., cp. Jer. xiii. 114. That is a prazse, etc., to Himself; Berth. 
prefers ‘to other nations,’ who must acknowledge Israel’s excellence 
and superiority. 

and that thou wilt be an holy people| This continues naturally the 
people’s declaration in v. 18. oly people, vii. 6, xiv. 2, 21, xxviii. 9; 
cp. J, Ex. xix. 6, holy nation (g6i for ‘amz), to which passage the phrase 
as he hath spoken (possibly editorial) refers. 

D. Cus. XXVII.—XXX. CLOsING ENFORCEMENTS OF THE LAW. 

_ first, directions as to rites on crossing the Jordan and at Shechem, 
contained in a composite ch., xxvii., which except in vv. g f. provides _ 
no link between chs. xxvi. and xxviii. Second, a discourse attributed to 
Moses, xxviii., which continues xxvi. 16—19, the epilogue to the Code, 
is probably original to D, and closing abruptly is connected by an 
editorial note, xxix. 1 (xxvili. 69), with the following. Third, a 
somewhat parallel discourse, xxix. 2 (t)—xxx., which is said to have 
been addressed by Moses to a national convocation, but is clearly 
from more than one hand and like parts of iv. r—4o bears signs of 
composition during the Exile. V.8. Ch. xxix. 1 of the EVV. is reckoned 
in the Heb. as xxvili. 69. 



It is useful to recall some theories to which the difficult 
each other, to the Code, and to its Introd. Discourses have given 
differences illustrate the complexity of the problems posscrny ; 
agreement : fy upon the interruption which ch. xxvii. 
and xxviii. ; (2) upon the possibility of xxvii. gf. as an origi! eal 
) on the derivation of xxvii. 5—7a from an earlier source, ri a E; =i on 

¢ originality to D of the bulk of xxviii. or at least upon its being the natural - 
to xxvi. 

s Hex, wh, who Himits the: 

natural sequel to the me and XXix, as a ‘ae —— addition a Dill had 
done); an 

(which ‘ seems to be the sequel of xxvi. 16—19 
another connection for it. Cullen (Bk. of the Gee etc. 
XXviii, 145, 69—xxix. 14 and xxx. 11I—2o as 
the bulk of which was v. 29—xi. 28 and which 

Cu. XXVII. PROCEDURE ON CROSSING JORDAN, AND 
AT SHECHEM. 

The only part of this ch. which offers a connection between chs. xxvi. 
and xxviii. is vv. gf. (see small print above). The rest breaks the flow 
of Moses’ discourse from xxvi. to XXvViil. ; and its composite character is 
apparent not only from the changes in the form of ad but from the 
presence of doublets, inconsistencies, and some data irrelevant to the 
legislation of D. It falls into four sections: 1—8 (itself composite; see 
below), 9 f., r1—13, and 14—26. J 

1—8, ERECTION OF STONES FOR THE INSCRIPTION OF THE LAW, — 
AND OF AN ALTAR. 

Moses and the elders charged the people to keep the command- 
ment (1); when they cross Jordan they shall set up stones and, whitening — 
them, shall thereon write the Law (Torah) (2 f.); they shall do this on 
Mt ‘Ebal (4), and build an altar (of the form enjoined in E, Ex. xx. a4 f.) 
for burnt and peace offerings, eating and rejoicing before God (5—7), 
and writing on the stones very plainly (8).—The passage is a compas ; 
tion from different sources. 

First, in vv. 2—4 and 8, vv. 2f. and wv. 4, 8 are doublets (cp. Dillm., Westphal 
Berth., Marti). With deuteron. phrases both command the same thing, the rection — 
of stones to bear on a white surface an inscription of the Law; but the r 
prescribes this to be done immediately (v, 3) on the crossing of the Jordan, the la! . 
on Mt ‘Ebal. Here, then, is another indication of more than one edition of the _ 
Code with different supplements. V’. 1 fuses the introductions to these two supp le- 
ments: Moses charged the elders, and Moses charged the people (see b 
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And Moses and the elders of Israel commanded the 
people, saying, Keep all the commandment which I com- 
mand you this day. And it shall be on the day when ye 
shall pass over Jordan unto the land which the Lorp 
thy God giveth thee, that thou shalt set thee up great 
stones, and plaister them with plaister: and thou shalt write 

Second, in vv. 5—7 the command to build an altar on ‘Ebal seems inconsistent 
with D’s law of the One Altar, and therefore-it is usually taken as the revision by a 
deuteronomic editor (note the phrases in 74) of a command in E (see the small 
print above on chs. xxvii.—xxx.). This only mitigates the difficulty, if vv. 5—7 
be really inconsistent with ch. xii. Yet, whoever placed 5—7 here, must have felt no 

27 

3 

* inconsistency ; probably because he argued that at the time fixed for the erection of _ 
an altar on ‘Ebal Israel would not have gotten that vest from all their enemtes 
vound about, which D fixes as the date after which the law of the One Altar was to 
come into operation (xii. ro). Because the text is uncertain and the passage has 
been touched by more editors than one, we can infer nothing from the changes 
between the Sg. and Pl. forms of address in this passage. 

-Steuern. offers with reserve the following analysis. ‘The Editor appears first 
to have expanded wv. 5—7 [a fragment older than D] with 24, 3@ and thereby 
identified the altar-stones with the stones on which the law was written, as in 
Josh. viii. 30 ff.; hence he also repeated 3a inv. § Another has further identified 
these stones with those v. 2@ a and so added besides wv. 1, 2aa, 4a.’ 

1. Note the re-appearance of the narrative form. 
And Moses and the elders...commanded the people| The association 

of the elders with Moses in giving this charge is singular, especially in 
view of the following, ‘which 7 command you.’ The LXX (except in 
a few cursive MSS) omits the people. Therefore some read, And 
Moses commanded the elders. More probably we have here the fusion 
of the introductions to the two different forms of the law, JZoses com- 
manded the elders and Moses commanded the people (so also Marti; 
cp. Berth.). 

Keep all the commandment, etc.) Heb. Miswah viii. 1; cp. v. 12 
(observe), 31, vi. t. In Sam., LXX £eep is PI. 

2. on the day on which ye shall pass over Jordan) The Heb. idiom 
(cp. 2 Sam. xix. 20, Esth. ix. 1) implies the very day on which they 
were crossing, and not (vaguely) the time when they crossed; and this 
is confirmed by 34 which indicates that the stones were to be set 
up when Israel crossed Jordan but before they entered upon their 
occupation of the land, 7 order that thou mayest go in (similarly Dillm. 
and Dri.). 

and plaister them with plaister| A whitewash of lime or chalk, as a 
background for the writing in black or another colour. The practice 
was Egyptian, and in Egypt the climate was not hostile to the result. 
But such writing would not survive the winters of Palestine, where not 
even inscriptions engraved in limestone, but only those in basalt have 
endured. It is possible therefore that we have here a very ancient 
fragment incorporated in D. Cp. E, Ex. xxiv. 4—7 where the writing 
of the words of the LorD by Moses is associated with the erection 
of twelve massebith, 
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upon them all the words of this law, when thou a 
passed over; that thou mayest go in unto the land vhich 
the Lorp thy God giveth thee, a land flowing with n 
and honey, as the Lorp, the God of thy fathers, 

4 promised thee. And it shall be when ye are passed 
Jordan, that ye shall set up these stones, which I com- 
mand you this day, in mount Ebal, and thou shalt 

5 plaister them with plaister. And there shalt thou build 
an altar unto the Lorp thy God, an altar of stones: thou | 

6 shalt lift up no iron /vo/ upon them. Thou shalt build the 
altar of the Lorp thy God of ‘unhewn stones: and thou 

1 Heb. whole. 

all the words of this law| Web. Térak (see on i. §, xxxi. 9, ile : 
How much is comprised in this phrase we cannot say, for we are not 
sure of the exact sizé of the original code of D. 

It was a widespread custom in antiquity to engrave laws upon stone pillars. The 
Code of Hammurabi is engraved ona pillar of black diorite in ‘about 49 columns, — 
4000 lines and 8000 words’ (Johns, Hastings’ D.8., Extra Vol.). The local tariff 
Palmyra contains about 260 lines in Greek and 163 in Aramaic (Cooke, V. Semit, 
Inscr. 313 ff.). The regulations for sacrifices at Cartha age (CTS. 1. i had were 

Xxvi 

Ss 
) 

graven on stone. For Greece cp. Apollodorus in the he to 1. 447 of the Clouds of 
Aristophanes: ot apyator AiBous ioravres eiiBeray Ta b0favra €v avrois , 
These pillars were called o7#Aa and the phrase rapaPyva ras orHAas (Poly! 
I, 4)=to transgress the laws (Knobel). 

when thou art passed over) LXX, ye are. 
that thou mayest go in, etc.] Cp. iv. 40, vi. 3, vil. 1, etc. LXX B 

etc., read that ye may go tn, but most MSS have Sg. 
4. which I command you| LXX B, etc., thee; other codd. you. 
in mount Ebal] See on xi. 29, and introd. note to this ls 

Sam. Gerizim, the sacred mountain of the Samaritans. How far this \ 
direction for the site of the erected stones is consistent with that in v. 2, 
on the day on which ye shall pass over Jordan, may be seen fror 
the following. Mt ‘Ebal is about 18 miles from the nearest of the 
Jordan fords, at the present Jisr ed-Damieh, the most natural place of 
passage from E. to W. Palestine. Even if the writer intended this as 
the place of Israel’s crossing of the Jordan the interval is consider- 
able between it and their arrival at Shechem. And, of course, the 
interval between Israel’s crossing at Jericho and their attainment 
Shechem, as recorded in the Book of Joshua, is very much greate 

5—7. Cp. E, Ex. xx. 24 f. with Driver's notes. 
5. no iron] Ex. xx. 25, tool (héreb), which would have ed 

the altar. The later D’s substitution of ivom is striking. = 
Vili. 9. 

6. pee stones| See R.V. margin. Ex. xx. 25: 
build it of hewn stones. 
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‘shalt offer burnt offerings thereon unto the Lorp thy God: 
and thou shalt sacrifice peace offerings, and shalt eat 7 

_ there; and thou shalt rejoice before the Lorp thy God. 
_ And thou shalt write upon the stones all the words of this 8 
law very plainly. 

And Moses and the priests the Levites spake unto all 9 
Israel, saying, Keep silence, and hearken, O Israel; this 
day thou art become the people of the Lorp thy God. 
Thou shalt therefore obey the voice of the Lorp thy God, 10 

burnt offzrings| Heb. ‘oléth; see on xii. 6. 
7. peace offerings| Heb. sh®%lamim, rather offerings in fulfilment of 

laws and vows; not elsewhere in Deut. and here representing the 
 s%bahim, EVV. sacrifices, of xii. 6, etc. ; as the vb. here conjoined with 

it shows. 
eat...reroice, etc.] Phrases of D; see on xii. 7. ; 

4 8. the stones] Not the stones of the altar (6f.), with which 
_ Josh. viii. 30 f. has confused them. 

this law| UHeb. Torah as in v. 3. 
very plainly] Expressed in Heb. by two infinitives used adverbially. 

On that one of them which is rendered plainly, ba’er, see oni. 5. The 
other, meaning ‘horoughly or exceedingly, occurs in ix. 21. 

9,10. FURTHER ENFORCEMENT OF THE Law. 

These vv. with their sequel in xxviii. t repeat the substance and, with variations, 
the phraseology of xxvi. 16—19. They have been taken as the link between 
these passages, and as original to D (see above small print of note to chs. 
xxvii.—xxx.). They are by no means a necessary link (Oxf Hex. which because 
of the introduction of the Zezwztes suggests that the wv. are the continuation of 
xxxi. 29). Rather, as the notes below show, they are parallel to xxvi. 16—19, and 
may therefore have originally belonged to the supplement to a different edition of the 
Code from that to which xxvi. 16—19 was attached. 

9. the priests the Levites| See on xviii. 1, and cp. x. 8f. The 
association of the Levites with Moses in the enforcement of the Law is 
striking; and as only one speaker is implied by the next v. (which I 
command thee) the words have been regarded as the addition of the 
editor who combined g, 10 with 14—26 (Dillm., Steuern., Berth., 
Marti.). This reasoning is not conclusive. 

all Israel] See oni. 1, v. 1; and contr. iv. 44—46. 
Keep silence) The Heb. vb. only here; in Ar. the root, sakata=to be 

quiet or mute. 

hearken, O [sruel] v. i 
this day thou art become the people, etc.] Cp. xxvi. 18. 
10. obey the voice] xxvi. 17: hearken to his voice. 
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and do his commandments and his statutes, 
-mand thee this day. ; co 

11 And Moses charged the people the same day, saying, 
12 These shall stand upon mount Gerizim to bless the people, 

when ye are passed over Jordan; Simeon, and Levi, and 
13 Judah, and Issachar, and Joseph, and Benjamin: and 

these shall stand upon mount Ebal for the curse; Reuben, 
14 Gad, and Asher, and Zebulun, Dan, and Naphtali. And — 

do his commandments and his statutes] iv. 40, vi. 2, x. 13 (all with 
keep instead of do); xxvi. 16, do these statutes and judgements; id. 17, 
keep his statutes, and his commandments, and his judgements. 

which I command thee this day] iv. 40, etc., etc. 

11—13. APPOINTMENT OF TRIBES TO BLESS AND TO CURSE. 

Ch. xi. 29 (g.v.) commands that the blessing for obedience be set on 
Mt Gerizim, the curse for disobedience on Mt ‘Ebal. ‘Set (lit. give) 
implies some solemn rite, and this is now defined. Six tribes shall 
stand on Gerizim to bless, and six on ‘Ebal for the curse. The former 
are all sons of Leah or Rachel, Jacob’s wives, the latter the sons of 
their maids, Gad, Asher, Dan and Naphtali, with Reuben, Leah’s 
-eldest son, who lost his birthright, and Zebulun, her youngest. Again 
the former, appointed to the southern mount, are all (with the doubtful 
exception of Issachar) tribes established S. of Esdraelon; while those 
appointed to the northern mountain are the four tribes settled N. of 
Esdraelon, with the two from E. Palestine, Reuben and Gad. 

On the whole, the genealogical explanation of the division (Dillm., Dri., Berth.) 
is more plausible than the geographical (Steuern.). The position of Levi, on a - 
level with the other tribes, points to a source earlier than D, and as E emphasises the 
sanctity of Shechem, the fragment has been assigned to E (Berth., Marti). Note 
also the phrase, Moses charged the people, not elsewhere in D, while E most 
frequently uses the term the people to designate Israel (e.g. Ex. iii. 12, 21, iv. 21, 
v. 4, xi 2f., 3 36, xiii. 17f., xv. 24, xvii. 15, 2, 4—6, XIX. 10, 14—17, XXIV. 3; 
Num. xi. 1 f.). 

14—26. APPOINTMENT OF THE LEVITES TO CURSE. 

According to 11—13 both a blessing and a curse were to be pro- 
nounced, here we have only curses, twelve in number. There Zev? was 
one of six tribes appointed to bless; here ‘he Levéfes, in religious dis- 
tinction from all the other tribes, are to pronounce the curses. Further, 
the 12 curses are not confined to sins dealt with in the Code of D; the 
objects of only 7 are forbidden in D, of 6 in E, Ex. xx. 2—xxiii., of 1 
in J, Ex. xxxiv., and of as many as g in H, Lev. xvii—xxvi. The 
inferences are reasonable that this passage is not from the same hand as" 
the preceding (i-e. not from E) and not from D. 

“The inclusion of so many sins forbidden only in H does not necessarily i 
that the list of curses is exilic (Berth.). It may be from a source independent of 
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the Levites shall answer, and say unto all the men of Israel 
with a loud voice, 

Cursed be the man that maketh a graven or molten 
image, an abomination unto the Lorp, the work of the 
hands of the craftsman, and setteth it up in secret. And all 
the people shall answer and say, Amen. 

Cursed be he that setteth light by his father or his mother. 
And all the people shall say, Amen. 

Cursed be he that removeth his neighbour’s landmark. 
And all the people shall say, Amen. 

Cursed be he that maketh the blind to wander out of the 
way. And all the people shall say, Amen. 

Cursed be he that wresteth the judgement of the 
stranger, fatherless, and widow. And all the people shall 
say, Amen. 

Cursed be he that lieth with his father’s wife; because 

those documents, some national or local liturgy ; a Meyer—Luther (Die [sraeliten, 
552) suggest that it was in use at the sanctuary of Shechem. Nor is the hand which 

* introduced it here that of D, but of a late editor, for note the simple term Levztes 
instead of D’s the priests the Levites and the phrase unto all the men of Israel, 
found elsewhere only in Jos. x. 24 in a passage with many editorial elements. D's 
phrase is a// Jsraed (see above v. 9). 

14. answer] As in xxl. 7, solemnly pronounce. 
with a loud voice] Lit. a high voice, not elsewhere in the O.T. Cp. 

Vv. 19, @ great voice. 
15—26. Cursed be] The Heb. for this is simply the passive part. of 

the vb. ‘to curse’ (the original sense of which may have been ‘to bind’), 
and may be rendered either cursed be or cursed is. 

15. Amen] The Heb. ’amen (lit. firm or assured) when used as an 
exclamation means ¢rue, truly, or be tt assured. All the instances of 

-* Amen which are parallel to this are post-exilic. 
Cp. iv. 16, 23, 25, v. 8 (vii. 5, 25), ix. 12, 16, 21 (xii. 3); E, Ex. 

xx. 23; J, Ex. xxxiv. 17; H, Lev. xix. 4, xxvi. 1. Graven image 
_ (Heb. fese/), iv. 16; molten, ix. 12, 16; the work of the hands of the 
craftsman, so Jer. x. 3, cp. Hos. viii. 6, xiii. 2, ‘ Isai.’ xl. 19 f., xli. 7, 
xliv. 11—17, xlv. 16 52 secret, xiii. 6 (7), cp. Job xxxi. a7: 

16. C@p-v. 16, xxi. 18 ff.;-E, Ex. xx. 12, xxl. 17; H, Lev: xx29: 
Setteth light by or dishonoureth, the opposite of rpobhe v. 16, 

17. ~See von: xix. 14. 
18. Lev. xix. 14: thou shalt not put a stumbling block before the 

19. See on xxiv. 17; E, Ex. xxii. 21I—24, xxiii.g; H, Lev. xix. 

See on xxii. 30 (xxiii. 1); H, Lev. xviii. 8, xx. 11. 

DEUTERONOMY zo 
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he hath uncovered his father’s skirt. And all 
shall say, Amen. Ss 

21 Cursed be he that lieth with any manner of beast. And — 
all the people shall say, Amen. > 

22 Cursed be he that lieth with his sister, the daughter of 
his father, or the daughter of his mother. And all the 
people shall say, Amen. 

23 Cursed be he that lieth with his mother in law. And 
all the people shall say, Amen. 

_24 Cursed be he that smiteth his neighbour in secret. And 
all the people shall say, Amen. 

25 Cursed be he that taketh reward to slay an innocent 
person. And all the people shall say, Amen. 

26 Cursed be he that confirmeth not the words of this law 
to do them. And all the people shall say, Amen. 

21. Cp. E, Ex. xxii. 19 (18); H, Lev. xviti. 23, xx. 15. 
22. Cp. H, Lev. xviii. 9g, xx. 17. In earlier times marriage with a 

half-sister was apparently allowed, Gen. xx. 12, 2 Sam. xiii. 134; but 
is condemned in Ezek. xxii. 11. 

23. Cp. H, Lev. xviii. 17, xx. 14. 
24..Cp. v.17; E, Ex. xx. 13, xxi. 125) By ewe aee eee 

addition, i secret (v. 15, xiii. 6 (7), xxviii. 57), is nowhere else 
attached to murder. 

25. Cp. xvi. 19, and E, Ex. xxiii. 8, both against all bribes; 
Ezek. xxii. 12, drtbes to shed blood. 

26. confirmeth) Lit. establisheth, 2 Kgs xxiii. 3, 24 of Josiah and 
the Book of the Law, Heb. ZéraA, as in i. 5, xxxi. 9, which see. 

Cu. XXVIII. ENFORCEMENT OF BLESSINGS AND CURSES. 

With no title this discourse is clearly a continuation of ch. xxvi., but 
whether through xxvii. g f. or not is uncertain. 

The contents are the blessings and curses which shall follow 
respectively on Israel’s observance and neglect of the Law; already 
announced in_xi. 26—28, xxvii. 12f. Parallel conclusions are found to 
the Codes-of E and H; Ex. xxiii. 2o—33, Lev: xxvi. 3—45. 

Driver justly remarks that ch. xxviii. shows ‘no appreciable literary dence’ 
on the former of these; and ‘though the thought im Lev. xxvi, is in several instances 
parallel to that in Deut. xxviii., and here and there one of the two chapters even 
appears to contain a verbal reminiscence of the other (cp. Deut. xxviii. 22, 23, 53, 654 
with Lev. xxvi. 16, 19, 29, 16 respectively), the treatment in the two cases is different, 
and the phraseology, in so far as it is characteristic, is almost entirely distinct, 
Lev. xxvi. representing affinities with Ezekiel, Deut. xxviii, with Jeremiah; in fact 
the two chapters represcnt two independent elaborations of the same theme.” 
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And it shall come to pass, if thou shalt hearken dili- 28 
gently unto the voice of the Lorp thy God, to observe to 

It is not easy to account for the structure of ch. xxviii. The 
Blessings in ov. 1—14 find their antitheses w7¢iz7 the first section 
on the Curses, vv. 15—46, but these are elaborated to a far greater 
degree than the Blessings, and are further developed in two addi- 
tional sections, vv. 47—57 and 58—68, clearly separate in form from 
what precedes them and from each other. For the grounds of this 
analysis and for signs within some of the sections of smaller expansions 
see the notes below. 

Most striking is the way in which the Discourse after predicting Israel’s ulti- 
mate exile swings back to describe calamities to the people while still on their own 
land. The captivity in v. 32 is only partial, and Israel itself is still at home lamenting 
it. But after the exile of the nation and the king is foretold in vv. 36f., vv. 38 ff. 
return to the aggravation of the evil conditions inflicted on the people in its own 
land till it be destroyed (among them once more, v. 41 as in v. 32, the captivity of 
its sons and daughters). Vv. 47—57 are a gruesome description of the siege of 
Israel’s cities by a foreign invader; but 58—62 repeat the curses of plague, already 
threatened, which shall continue till thou be destroyed. Then witha change to the 
Pl. address comes another prediction of banishment (63) and, with a return to the Sg., 
a poignant description of sufferings in exile (64—67), rising at last to the climax 
(the most terrible thing D could threaten) of a return to Egypt, the house of bond- 
men, where however Israelites shall now not be worth purchase as slaves (68). 

That there are some later intrusions or displacements can hardly be denied; 
e.g. vv. 35 and 41. That the curses are far more elaborated than the blessings, and 
that, if within 15—46, vv. 26—37 be removed, the parallel with the blessings in 
1—14 becomes much closer, might be reasonably held as proofs of later expansions 
which also include 48—57 and 58—68. But this must remain more or less uncertain 
in view of the discursive style of D which so often returns on itself, as well as in view 
of the predominance of threat over promise in pre-exilic prophecy. 

The curses which affect the land and the people while in possession of it can 
hardly be so late as the Exile. But also, in the opinion of the present writer, 
there is not in the threats of invasion, nor even in those of exile, anything that 
conflicts with a pre-exilic date. These threats have all sufficient foundation in 
previous experiences of Israel. And it may be fairly argued that had vv. 58—68 been 
written after the Exile it could hardly have contained the threat of the flight of the 
people 4y shifs to Egypt to sell themselves there. Nor is there in the Discourse any 
such promise of restoration to the exiled people, being penitent, as is found in 
iv. 29—40 and is taken there as a proof of an exilic date. In D’s own absolute 
manner. the exile of Israel is regarded as final. The whole Discourse therefore may 
well be pre-exilic. 

The style throughout is that of D, though as we should expect from the sub- 
ject, there are terms and phrases not "used elsewhere by D nor indeed in the O,T. 

Finally, it is clear from 2 Kgs xxii. 13 and Jer. xi. 3 that some such terrible curses 
were appended to the Book of the Law discovered in the Temple in 621; which as we 
have seen was at least the Code of D. 

Therefore certainly in part, and possibly in whole, this Discourse 
belongs to D. Cp. Kuenen, Hex. § 7, 21 (2), ‘not to any appreciable 
extent interpolated.’ On the other side Staerk and Steuernagel find the 
ch. a compilation from many sources, some of them late; and so to a 
smaller extent Bertholet. 

The designations of Israel’s God are interesting : 27 times Jeiovah only and 
almost always when some action (mostly of judgement) is attributed to Him; 
13 times the deuteron. Jehovah thy God and this almost always in connection with 
the people’s duty to His Law and Service or with His gift of the land tothem. The 
distinction is on the whole logical. 

20—2 
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that the Lorp thy God -will set thee on Lays sion 
2the nations of the earth: and all these blessings sh 
come upon thee, and overtake thee, if thou shalt hesriaall q 

3 unto the voice of the Lorp thy God. Blessed shalt thou — 
be in the city, and blessed shalt thou be in the field. 

4 Blessed shall be the fruit of thy body, and the fruit of thy — 
ground, and the fruit of thy cattle, the increase of thy kine, — 

5 and the young of thy flock. Blessed shall be thy basket — 
6and thy kneadingtrough. Blessed shalt thou be when 
thou comest in; and blessed shalt thou be when thou 

7 goest out. ‘The Lorp shall cause thine enemies that rise 
up against thee to be smitten before thee: they shall 
come out against thee one way, and shall flee before thee 

g seven ways. The Lorp shall command the blessing upon 
thee in thy barns, and in all that thou puttest thine 
hand unto; and he shall bless thee in the land which 

1—14. THE BLESSINGS. 

Parallels in vii. 12—24, xi. 13—15, 22—25. On the assurance of 
material blessings as the consequence of obedience to the command- 
ments of God see the word of Jesus, Matt. vi. 33. 

1. For the connection see on xxvii. gf. Parallels in xi. 13s XV 5- 
set thee on high| See on xxvi. 19. 
2. overtake] ‘This vb. is used of the avenger, xix. 6. A man’s 

goodness as well as his sin is sure to find him out, even when he 
does not expect this: see Matt. xxv. 37. 

3—6. Six forms of blessing, each introd. by the pass. part. of the 
vb. ¢o bless. They cover Israel’s life: in town and field, in their off- 
spring, crops and cattle, annual harvests and daily bread, all their — 
movement out and in. ‘The structure of the first two and last three is 
uniform: with 3 accents. The longer third, v. 4, has been expanded ; 
Suit of thy cattle does not appear in ‘LXX nor in the parallel v. 18, | 
and is probably a gloss from wv. 11. r 

4. Cp. vii. 13,-and notes there on increase and young. 
56. dasket] See on xxvi. 2. 
kneading-bowl]] See Dri. on Ex. viii. 3. Cp. mél/, xxiv. 6. : 
6. Cp. xxxi. 2, Jos. xiv. rr, 1 Kgs iii. 7, Ps. exxi. 8. ; 
7. smitten before thee| See i. 42. ; 
8. shall command] Heb. has the jussive, command; it is uncertain 

which we should read; «fon thee, lit. with thee. 
barns| Only here and Prov. iii. to. Cp. above, xv. 1o. : 
and he shall bless thee} XX (except some cursives) omits. 

. 
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the LORD thy God giveth thee. The LORD shall establish 9 
thee for an holy people unto himself, as he hath sworn 
unto thee; if thou shalt keep the commandments of the 
LORD thy God, and walk in his ways. And all the 10 

peoples of the earth shall see that thou art called by the 
name of the LORD ; and they shall be afraid of thee. 
And the LORD shall make thee plenteous for good, in the I 1 
fruit of thy body, and in the fruit of thy cattle, and in 
the fruit of thy ground, in the land which the LORD 
sware unto thy fathers to give thee. The LORD shall 12 

open unto thee his good 1 treasure the heaven to give the 
rain of thy land in its season, and to bless all the work 
of thine hand : and thou shalt lend unto many nations, 
and thou shalt not borrow. And the LORD shall make 13 
thee the head, and not the tail ; and thou shalt be above 
only, and thou shalt not be beneath ; if thou shalt hearken 
unto the commandments of the LORD thy God, which 
I command thee this day, to observe and to do them; 

1 Or:, treasury 

9. hory] See vii. 6, and note on Holiness, p. 108. Here (as the
context shows) the meaning is not ethical, but=set apart for Himself, 
therefore inviolate; cp. Jer. ii. 3. 

if thou shalt keep] Rather, for (ex hypothese) thou wilt be keeping. 
Cp. Dri. : Marti.: in case thou shalt. So there is no need to omit the 
clause with Steuern. and Staerk. 

10. thou art called by the name o/ thi! LORD] Lit. the naml! OJ
Jehovah is called over thee, as that of thine owner. Other instances of 
the figure in 2 Sam. xii. 28, Am. ix-1'2, Jer. vii. 10f., xiv. 9, xv. 16, 
etc., 'Isai.' xiii. 19. 

11. make thee plenteous for good] Lit. make thee to have an excess,
or surplus, of prosperity-through the fruit of thy body, etc. 

12. his good treasury the heaven] As in R.V. marg. Cp. Gen. i. 7, 
vii. 11, viii. 2; Job xxxviii. 22 (treasuries of snow and hail); Jcr. x. 13; 
Book of Enoch, Ix.11-22. On the rain see xi.11, 17; on the work of
thine hand, i.e. in the field, see xiv .. 29.

and thou shalt lend, etc.] See on xv. 6. 
13. the head, and not the tail] Is. ix. 14, xix. 15.
only] Heb. ra!t; see on x. 15. Here=nothing but. 
if thou shalt] Rather (as in v. 9), for thou wilt, or in case thou

shalt. 
io observe and to do] See on iv. 6, v. 32. 
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14 and shalt not turn aside from any of the words which 
I command you this day, to the right hand, or to the left, 
to go after other gods to serve them. 

15 But it shall come to pass, if thou wilt not hearken unto 
the voice of the LORD thy God, to observe to do all his 
commandments and his statutes which I command thee 
this day ; that all these c·urses shall come upon thee, and 

16 overtake thee. Cursed shalt thou be in the city, and cursed 
17 shalt thou be in the fidd. Cursed shall be thy basket and 
18 thy kneadingtrough. Cursed shall be the fruit of thy 

body, and the fruit of thy ground, the increase of thy kine, 
19 and the young of thy flock. Cursed shalt thou be when 

thou comest in, and cursed shalt thou be when thou 
20 goest out. The r ,oRJ> shall send upon thee cursing, dis

comfiture, and reb�ke, in all that thou puttest thine hand 
unto for to do, until thou be destroyed, and until thou 

14. turn ,,side, etc.] v .. P· For )'OU read thee, Sam., (�k., Syr.
go after other goas] vi. q, viii. 19, xiii. 2 (3).

115-46. THE CURSES. 

The opening m•., 1 ,:--20, correspond to the blessings in vv. I-i, 
except that there are no antitheses to I b and 2 b, and that the curse on 
basket and kneading-bowl precedes that on fruit ef thy body, etc. 
Then the Discour�e leaves the limits it had ohsen·ed in the remainder of 
the blessings, vv. 8- q, and while here and there it gives the exact 
contrast of these blessings (cp. 23f. with 12a, 'l:, with jb, 3i an<l 46 
with 10, 43 f. with 12b, 13a), the rest is a detailc:d antithesis to the 
summary blessing in 11; and diseases, calamities to man an<l beast, 
failures of seed and han·est, losses of children and property, and even 
exile, are set forth in cletail. 

ThP- opinion that vv. 26 (or ,7)--37 and 41 arc later additiuns is plau,iblc, not 
because they contain predictions of exile but !,.,cause they elaborate the rest; and 
this rest, 21-2; (or 26), 38-40 ancl 42-46. more ne.uly correspond, to,-, •. 8-q. In 
view of the repeating style of D it is impossible to say wheth�r some c,·en of 
those ,,;,_ are original or expansions; there arc no sufficient grounds for the detailed 
analysis by Steuernagcl. 

115-20. For the terminology see notes on 7"l!. I-i· 
20a forms with 15 a clear antithesis to v. i, but is more elaborate 

than the latter. For mrsi11g cp. :'ifal. ii. 1, iii. 9; for discomjiturc see 
on \'ii. 23; rebuh is found only here. On fc,r lo do (lit. wl1i,h thou 
shall do} see xiv. 2'); 1111til thou he destroyed, cp. 1-.:•. 14, 4.:-, f-1, 61, 
vii. ,3. 
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perish quickly; because of the evil of thy doings, whereby 
thou hast forsaken . me. The LORD shall make the 21 

pestilence cleave unto thee, until he have consumed thee 
from off the land, whither thou goest in to possess it. The 22 

LORD shall smite thee with consumption, and with fever, 
and with inflammation, and with fiery heat, and with 1 the 
sword, and with blasting, and with mildew; and they 
shall pursue thee until thou perish. And thy heaven that 23 
is over thy head shall be brass. and the earth that is 
under thee shall be iron. The LORD shall make the rain 24 

1 Or, according to some ancient versions, drought 

20b (from and until thou perish) is taken hy some as an expansion. 
On perish quickly see iv. 16, xi. 1 7 ; for evil of thy doings cp. Hos. ix. 
15, lsai. i. 16, Jer. iv. 4+ 17 times. Forsaken me, yet Moses is the 
speaker, cp. vii. 4. 

21. pestilence] Heb. deber, a general word (originally=death); in
J, Ex. v. 3, ix. 15, Hos. xiii. q, Am. iv. ro. See Baldensperger, 
PEFQ, 1906, 97 ff. LXX here 8d.va,ros. 

whither thou goes! in to possess it] The usual phrase in the Sg. 
passages; see on vi. 1. For the corresponding Pl. phrase see iv. 26. 

22. Seven Plagues, four on men, and three on their crops. On the 
former see Lev. xxvi. 16, and consult A. Macalister, art. 'Medicine' 
in Hastings' IJ.B. 

consumption] Heb. shal_zepheth; from the meaning of the corr. Ar. 
sal_zaf, ' to affect with consumption of the lungs,' this is usnally con
ceived as phthisis, but Macalister, from the connection here, thinks 
more likely a wasting fever of the Mediterranean or Malta type. LXX 
<hropla,. 

fiver] Heb. lfaddal_zath, lit. ki11dli11l{, LXX 7rvper6s; cp. Luke iv. 38, 
John iv. 52. 'May be malarial fever' (Macalister). 

inflammation] Heb. dalltlfet/1, lit. burning, LXX p'i-yos. 'Possibly ... 
some form of ague,' but 'perhaps indeed typhoid' ( Macalister). 

fiery heat] Heb. l_zar/_zur, lit. burning or parchtdness, LXX ipe8111µ6s, 
'irritation' ; 'such as erysipelas, only this is not very common in 
Palestine. It might be one of the exanthemata' (Macali.ster). 

the sword] Heb. l_zereb, LXX AF, etc., cp6vos, LXX B, etc., omit. 
But with Sam., Vulg. and R.V. marg. we may read l_zoreb, dryness; 
either (as in the similarly emended text of Zee. xi. 17, cp. Job xxx. 30) 
a withering of the body, or, in harmony with the following, drought of 
the earth. 

blasting] Heb. shiddaphon, mostly the effect of the Sirocco (see 
Jerusalem, r. pp. 12, 2of.). Hence the LXX d.veµocp8opla,. 

mildew] Heb. yeralpJn, wanness, lividness; LXX wxpa. 
23. Cp. Lev. xxvi. 19: heaven as iron, earth as brass. 
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of thy land powder and dust : from heaven shall it come 
25 down upon thee, until thou be destroyed. The J.,oRD 

shall cause thee to be smitten before thine enemies: thou 
shalt go out one way against them, and shalt flee seven 
ways before them : and thou shalt be I tossed to and 

26 fro among all the kingdoms 0f the t:arth. And thy carcase 
shall be meat unto all fowls of the air, and unto the beasts 
of the earth, and then: shall be none to fray them away. 

27 The LoRo shall !imite thee with the boil of Egypt, and with 
the 2emerods, and with the scurvy, and with the itch. 

28 whereof thou canst not be healed. The LoRD shall smite 
thee with madness, and with blindness, and with astonish-

29 ment of heart : and thou shalt grope at noonday, as the 
blind gropeth in darkness, and thou shalt not prosper in 
thy ways: and thou shalt be only oppressed and spoiled 

30 alway, and there shall be none to save thee. Thou shalt 

I Or, a terror utT/o " Or, lt1111ot1rs Or, plngut boilr 

24. Tht: Sirocrn (Sher*i)'eh), as tht: pr�st:nt writer has more than 
once encountered it in J udaea, brings up a fog of dust as clense and 
fine as a sea-mist, but very destructive. Until thou /,e duln')'<"d, �ec 
v. '10. 

U. See on 117J. 7, and -zoa.

/osud to and fro] Ratht:r, for a lrembli11g or a horror (Heb. 
i':a'"z•ah). So the v. does not necessarily imply exile. Cp. Jer. X\". 4, 
xxiv. 9, xxix. 18, xxxiv. 17. 

26. Jer. vii. 3.{; cp. xvi. 4, xix. i, xxxiv. 20. 
27. th,· boil of J:.,j;;pt] Cp. P, Ex. ix. 9 with Driver's note. One of 

the skin-disea!>es common in Eb'YPL Hoil, Heb. sh'�in; Eg. s�11, • an 
abscess.' Some think of sma;(.pox, others of elephantiasis. But it 
may be the buhonic plague ; see next note. 

emerods] LXX lX,,:os Al-;. £ls T½v lopa.ll. Rather, as R.V. rnarg., 
tumours; Heh. '

0phalim, swellings. Probably the buboes of the 
bubonic plague (so �lacalister). On this sec HGHL, l:,i ff. 

smrvyj Heb. garab (Ar. garab=rnange), Lev. xxi. 20, xxii. 11; 
LXX y,wpa a.-;pia, Vulg. srn/,i,·s. 'Fam!>' \:\laca\i,;ter). 

itch] Heb. �,-res, Lev. xxi. 20, LXX ""'1¢r,, \'ulg. prun'io. 
28. Cp. Zech. xii. 4; asto11ish111mt, bettc::r, dismay. 
29. The mental weakness and even infatuati<•n which pos.�es.-; 

nations and in,livicluals phy�ically clehilitatcd lead to their oppression 
by stronger peoples; the 1\etails of which are illustrated in the next 
Z'V. 30--34. 

30. Cp. xx. 5-7. The Heh. text emplop a more violent term.
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betroth a wife, and an9ther man shall lie with her : thou 
shali build an house, and thou shalt not dwell therein : 
thou shalt plant a vineyard, and shalt not use the fruit 
thereof. Thine ox shall be slain before thine eyes, and 31 

thou shalt not eat thereof: thine ass shall be violently 
taken away from before thy face, and shall not be re
stored to thee : thy sheep shall be given unto thine enemies, 
and thou shalt have none to save thee. Thy sons and thy 32 

daughters shall be given unto another people, and thine 
eyes shall look, and fail with longing for them all the 
day: and there shall be nought in the power of thine 
hand. The fruit of thy ground, and all thy labours, shall 33 

a nation which thou knowest not eat up; and thou shalt 
be only oppressed and crushed alway: so that thou 34 
shalt be mad for the sight of thine eyes which thou shalt 
see. The LORD shall smite thee in the knees, and in the 35 
legs, with a sore boil, whereof thou canst not be healed, 
from the sole of thy foot unto the crown of thy head. The 36 

LORD shall bring thee, and thy king which thou shalt set 
over thee, unto a nation w.hich thou hast not known, thou 
nor thy fathers; and there shalt thou serve other gods, 
wood and stone. And thou shalt become an astonishment, 37 

32. Judah suffered from a large deportation of her people by 
Sennacherib in ;or. On any of the conflicting estimates of the de
portations under Nebuchadrezzar, there must have remained in the land 
a majority of the people, lamenting, as this z,. describes, the exile of the 
rest. See Jerusalem, n. 266 ff. 

hand] l\Iany ::'IISS read hands; cp. Xeh. v. :-• 
33. thou kmnvest not] So of the land of the invading nation, Jer. 

xiv. 18, xv. 14, xvii. 4, xxii. 28. 
34. Cp. v. 28; mad, rather driven mad. 
35 breaks the connection between Z"lJ. 34 and 36, and is more in 

place after 21,, q.v. on boil. Here sore boil on k11us and legs points to 
the 'joint-leprosy,' a species of elephantiasis; cp. Job ii. i f., vii. 3-6, 
X\-ii. 7, xix. 17, 20, XXX. Ii• 

36. The LORD bring thee] The Heb. vb. is a jussh·e. 
thy king] The first Jewish king to be deported seems to have been 

Jehoiakin in 59; R.C., '2 Kgs xxiv. 8 ff. But cp. 2 Chron. xxxiii. ro-13 
on ::\Ianasseh ; and for the probable fact underlying this statement see 

Jrrusalem, n. 184. 
there shalt thou serve other gods] See i•. 64, and iv. 28. 
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a proverb, and a byword, among all the peoples whither 
38 the Lo1rn shall lead thee away. Thou shalt carry much 

seed out into the field, and shalt gather little in; for the 
39 locust shall consume it. Thou shalt plant vineyards and 

dress them, but thou shalt neither drink of the wine, 
40 nor gather the grapes; for the worm shall eat them. Thou 

shalt have olive trees throughout all thy borders, but thou 
shalt not anoint thyself with the oil ; for thine olive shall 

41 cast its fruit. Thou shalt beget sons and daughters, but 
they shall not be thine; for they shall go into captivity. 

42 All thy trees and the fruit of thy ground shall the locust 
43 possess. The stranger that is in the midst of thee shall 

mount up above thee higher and higher; and thou shalt 
44 come down lower and lower. He shall lend to thee, and 

thou shalt not lend to him : he shall be the head, and thou 
45 shalt he the tail. And all these curses shall come upon 

thee, and shall pursue thee, and overtake thee, till thou be 
destroyed ; hecause thou hearkenedst not unto the voice 
of the LORD thy God, to keep his commandments and 

46 his statutes which he commanded thee: and they shall 
be upon thee for a sign and for a wonder, and upon thy 

37. a proverb] Rather, a launl. 
byword] Only here, Jer. xxiv. 9, 1 Kgs ix. i, 2 Chron. \·ii. 20; lit. 

the object of biting remarks. 
shall lefJll thee away] So in iv. 17. 
38. Here the Discourse returns to Israel's misfortunes on their own 

land, and the connection seems to be with n1• 11--14 (or 2� ), to which 
38-44 are more or less parallel.

38-40. Consumption of corn by locusts and of grapes by worm�,
and ca.,ting of olives. For these products see on vii. 1.1. Loa11I, Heh. 
'arheh, properly loc11sl-swar111. IVi1n11, Heh. lo/a'ath; the grub which 
ruins vines, Gk. Cy, or l� (Strabo, x111. 1. 64), l.:1t. cv11vo/.·11/11s (Pliny, 
1/.N. X\'11. 4;), is the wine-weevil (Knobel). On cast see on vii. 1. 

41 breaks the connection between ,"V. 40 and 41, and is out of place; 
cp. v. 32. 

42. /o,-usl] Heh. felfl!al, from the rustling of its wings. 
43,44. The antithesis to 11b, 13a (q.v.). 
46, 46. Return to the keynote of the section (cp. v. r 5), and 

obvious conclusion to the curses which may originally have closed 
here. 

for a .-ign and for a wotuler] See on h·. 34. 
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seed for ever: because thou servedst not the LORD thy 47 
God with joyfulness, and with gladness of heart, by reason 
of the abundance of all things: therefore shalt thou serve 48 
thine enemies which the LORD shall send against thee, 
in hunger, and in thirst, and in nakedness, and in want 
of all things : and he shall put a yoke of iron upon 
thy neck, until he have destroyed thee. The LORD shall 49 
bring a nation against thee from far, from the end of 
the earth, as the eagle flieth ; a nation whose tongue thou 
shalt not understand ; a nation of fierce countenance, 50 
which shall not regard the person of the old, nor shew 

, favour to the young: and he shall eat the fruit of thy cattle, 51 
and the fruit of thy ground, until thou be destroyed : 
which also shall not leave thee corn, wine, or oil, the 
increase of thy kine, or the young of thy flock, until he 
have caused thee to perish. And he shall besiege thee 52 
in all thy gates, until thy high and fenced walls come 

47-57. A FURTHER DEVELOPME;s;T OF THE CURSES, 

Invasion by a far-off, unknown nation, who shall ruthlessly devastate 
the land and besiege Israel's cities; with the horrors of his siege. All 
this is not threatened conditionally on the possible disobedience of the 
people, but predicted absolutely because of their actual failure to serve 
God. 

47. This should be a new sentence opening a new paragraph.
Because thou hast not served the LORD thy God] or worslzipped. 
with joJ'.fulness, and with gladness ef heart] Characteristic of the 

temper of D; xii. 7, 12, 18, xvi. I 1, 14 f. (be altogdher joyful), xxvi. 
u; cp. 'lsai.' lxv, 13f. 

by reason ef the abundanu, etc.] Cp. vi, 10-12, viii. I 1---18. 
48. a yoke of iron] Jer. xxviii. 14. 
49. from far, etc.] Isai. v. 26 of Assyrians, Jer. v. 15 of Baby

lonians (though perhaps originally of Scythians). 
as the vulture swoopeth] See on xiv. 12 f.; cp. Hos. viii. 1 of 

Assyrians; Hab. i. 8, J er. xlviii. 40, xlix. 22 of Babylonians. 
whose tongue thou shalt not understand] Lit. hear; Jer. v. 15 of 

Babylonians, cp. lsai. xxviii. 11 of Assyrians (and xxxiii. 9). 
50. fierce countenance] Lit. strong, hard or inflexible. So Dan.

viii. 23 of Antiochus Epiphanes. Cp. Ezek. ii. 4, iii. 7. On regard the
person see on i. I 7. 

51. See vv. 4, 18, 20, 24. All but a few LXX codd. omit until thou 
be destroyed. 

152. in all thy gates] xii. 17 ; come down, xx. 20; wherein thou 
trustedsl, so Jer. v. 17. 
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down, wherein thou trustedst, throughout all thy land : 
and he shall besiege thee in all thy gates throughout al 

53 thy land, which the LoRIJ thy (;od hath given thee. And 
thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own hody, the flesh of 
thy sons and of thy daughters which the LoRn thy God 
hath given thee ; in the siege and in the straitness, 

54 wherewith thine enemies shall straiten thee. The man 
that is tender among you, and \·ery delicate, his eye shall 
be evil toward his brother, and toward the wife of his 
bosom, and toward the remnant of his children which 

55 be hath remaining : so that he will not give to any of 
them of the flesh of his children whom he shall eat, 
because he hath nothing left him; in the siege and in 
the straitness, wherewith thine enemy shall straiten thee 

56 in all thy gates. The tender ·and delicate woman among 
you, which would not adventure to set the sole of her 
foot upon the ground for delicateness and tenderness, 
her eye shall be evil toward the husl,and of her bosom, 

57 and toward her son, and toward her daughter ; and toward 
her 1 young one that cometh out from between her feet, 

1 Or, aftubirtl, 

53. .--/mi thou shalt et1t, etc.] Cp. Lev. xxvi. 29, Ezek. v. 10, and 
for instances of this horror 2 Kgs vi. 28 f., La. ii. 20, iv. 10. 

in the sie,E[t and i11 !ht sh·aihuss] A Refrain as in vv. 55, 5i· 
Similarly Jer. xix. 9, along with the eating of children as here. 

54. Tiu man that is the most tender am,•ng J'Ou, and Me very moat
delicate] or dai11IJ'· The same adjs. in• Isai." xlvii. ,. 

!tis eye shall be evil] See on xv. 9. 
56. The most tender and most delicate woma,, among 7011] 

Almost as in v. 54-
wh idz would not adz•mlurc] Rather, who had never ventured or 

tried (for the vh. see on iv. _H), having heen accustomed to be carried. 
57. young one] Rather as in R. V. marg. The objects in this r•. are

under the same predicate as those in .:1
• :,6 but with a difference. To 

those she shall gruel� a share of her awful food; these she shall 
devour. 

58-68. STILL FURTHER DE\"ELOPMENT OF THE CURSES. 

After a fresh statement of the condition on which they will be 
inflicted, viz. Israel's disobedience to the law (58), diseases are again 
threatened with the sore diminution of the people (:,9-62): and 
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and toward her children which she shall bear ; for she 
shall eat them for want of all things secretly : in the 
siege and in the straitness, wherewith thine enemy shall 
straiten thee in thy gates. If thou wilt not observe to 58 
do all the words of this law that are written in this book, 
that thou mayest fear this glorious and fearful name, THb: 
LORD THY GOD ; then the LORD will make thy plagues 59 
wonderful, and the plagues of thy seed, even great plagues, 
and of long continuance, and sore sicknesses, and of 
long continuance. And he will bring upon thee again all 60 
the diseases of Egypt, which thou wast afraid of; and 

their hanishment is predicted and utter despair (63-67). God shall 
bring them again to Egypt, where when they seek to sell themselves no 
man shall buy them (68).-In the substance of this section there is 
nothing incompatible with a pre-exilic date or with the ideas and 
principles of D. But some of the phraseology may possibly be post
exilic. 

58. observe to do] See on v. 1.
all the words of this law] Heb. of this Torah, see on i. 5, xxxi. 9.

In xvii. 19, xxix. 29 (28), xxxi. u, xxxii. 46, with the same, or a 
similar, formula preceding; also in xxvii. 3, 8, 26. 

that are written in this book] Cp. v. 61, xvii. 18, xxix. 2of., 27 
( 19 f., 26), xxx. ro. The Law, therefore, was already written down. 
As pointed out in the note on xvii. r8, such a statement may well 
have belonged to the original D, discovered in the Temple in 62 r; but 
it is not compatible with the other representation, hitherto prevalent, 
that the exhortations and laws were spoken by Moses, nor with the 
statement in xxxi. 9, that he wrote the law when this discourse was 
finished. As Driver says, this v. 'betrays the fact that Deuteronomy 
was from the first a written book.' 

fear this glorious" and fearful name] Cp. Neh. ix. 5, Ps. lxxii. 19, 
1 Chron. xxix. 13, 'lsai.' !xiii. 12. In J, Ex. xxxiii. r8 God's glory is 
parallel to His Name. For fear this name see Mic. vi. 9 (on one read
ing), Mal. iv. 2, 'lsai.' !ix. 19, Ps. !xi. 5 (6). Cp. Lev. xxiv. 11. This 
list (containing as it does Mic. vi. 9) is not sufficient to prove, as Berth. 
suggests, a late date for our passage. 

59. plagues] As in v. 61, xxix. 22 (21), Lev. xxvi. 2r. In xxv. 3 the
word is used of stripes. In xxiv. 8 another word is used for plague. 

wondeiful] Extraordinary or exceptional. 
of long continuance] Lit. faithful, mre, assured, usually in. a moral 

sense; but in I Sam. xxv. 28 of an assured house or dynasty; and in 
Isai. xxxiii. 6, Jer. xv. 18 (of unfailing waters). Cp. below v. 66. 

60. diseases of E,zypt] As in vii. 15; cp. above v. 2i· 01} c!eaz•e 
cp. v. 2r. 
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61 they shall clean: unto thee. .\ho every sicknt:ss, an 
every plague, which is not written in the book of this law, 
them will the LORD bring upon thee, until thou he <lc-

62 stroyed. And ye shall be left few in number, whereas ye 
were as the stars of heaven for multitude ; because thou 
didst not hearken unto the voice of the LORD thy God. 

63 And it shall come to pass, that as the LuRD rejoiced 
over you to <lo you good, and to multiply you; so the 
LoRD will rejoice over you to cause you to perish, and 
to destroy you; and ye shall he plucked from off the land 

64 whither thou goest in to possess it. And the LORD shall 
scatter thee among all peoples, from the one end of the 
earth even unto the other end of the earth; and there thou 
shalt serve other gods, which thou hast not known, thou nor 

65 thy fathers, even wood and stone. And among these 
nations shalt thou find no case, and there shall be no rest for 
the sole of thy foot : but the LoRn shall give thee there 
a trembling heart, and failing of eyes, and pining of soul : 

61. tvtry sickness, etc.] Cp. Jer. vi. 7. 
the /,ook of this law] Heb. tl1i; TJrah (�ee i. f,, xxxi. 9) Else,,hcre 

(xxix. 21 (20), xxx. 10, xxxi. 26, Jo,h. i. 8) this book oj the l,t111. 
until tl1vu b,· destroyed] vv. 20, 24, 4:-, f-1. 
62, 63. The only ,,'. in thi� ch. (except 68/,) in which the l'I. 

address occurs. The text, including the change to Sg. in the final 
clauses of both ,·v., is on the whole confirmed Ly LXX. Sam., 
some LXX codd. and Luc. gi\·e 62 b in Pl. The change to Pl. i, 
explicable logically in 62, where the number of the people is being 
dealt with; but this reason does not account fur the l'J. in;,•. 6.l· The 
Sg., w/1it/1cr t/1ou g,,est in to /o;-sc:ss it, is charactcri.,llc uf the Sg pas
sages, and therefore is not due tu the attraction of the Sg. in the ne:1.t ,·. 

63. rc:joit'r:d oz·,r yvu, etc.] Cp. \'iii. 16, xxx. 9. A',:joia or exult, 
found only in exilic or post-exilic passages. 

to multiply J'Ofl] See on i. 10, vii. 13. 
rejoice ... to d,:strOJ' J'ou] This rhetorical figure is characteristic of the 

deuteronomic style. Contra�t Hos. xi. 8f. 
64. Cp. iv. 2i f., in the Pl. addn,ss. From th,· o,u end, etc., xiii. 

i (8). On other gods, etc., xiii. 6 (;); u:ood ,111d st1111<', iv. 18. 
66. shalt thou find 110 ease] The vh. is found only in Jer. xxxi. 1, 

xi vii. 6, I. 34, 'Isai.' Ii. 4; its substanti\'e in lsai. xxviii. 1 i. 
no rest, etc.] Gen. viii. 9. 
a qua.king heart] The vb. occurs in ii. 25. 
failing of ,y,•;] With disappointment of hope: cp. v. 31 and 

La. ii. 11, iv. 17. 
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and thy life shall hang in doubt before thee; and thou 66 
shalt fear night and day, and shalt have none assurance of 
thy life: in the morning thou shalt say, Would God it 67 
were even! and at even thou shalt say, Would God it 
were morning ! for the fear of thine heart which thou 
shalt fear, and for the sight of thine eyes which thou shalt 
see. And the LoRD shall bring thee into Egypt again 68 
with ships, by the way whereof I said unto thee, Thou 
shalt see it no more again : and there ye shall sell your
selves unto your enemies for bondmen and for bond
women, and no man shall buy you. 

These are the words of the covenant which the LORD 29 
commanded Moses to make with the children of Israel 

pining ef soul] Faintness ef longing or ef life; Heb. nepkesh means 
either. 

66. and thy life shall be hanging befote thee] Shall be in suspmse, 
as on a thread. As indicatecl later in the v., thou shalt have no assurance 
of thy life. The vb. is the same as that whose part. is rendered of long 
continuance in v. 59. Cp. Job xxiv. 22, R.V. marg. 

6'1. Cp. Job vii. 4 and above v. 34. 

There were two sides to Israel's life in exile. Jeremiah (xxix. 4 ff.) advised 
the exiles in Babylon to settle down quietly into their new conditions and prosper as 
they could. This many of them did ,o thoroughly that it was difficult, 1f not im
possible, to move them to return to J udaea. But a passage like Ps. cxxxvii. gives 
the other side, which this section of D predicts in such terrible detail. On the whole, 
it seems that the section was written previous to the Babylonian Exile. There is 
nothing in it hostile to a pre-exilic date. 

68. into Eg;,pt] A startling climax but one very natural to D,
which has dwelt so frequently on the evils endured by Israel in tke 
lzouse ef bo11d111m (see on vi. 12, and cp. xvii. 16). Even Hosea 
(viii. 13) had predicted a return to Egypt as a punishment for Israel's 
sins. Therefore here again there is no datum incompatible with a pre
exilic authorship. Vatke (Ein!. 385) sees in this v. proof of a date 
subsequent to the defeat of Josiah by Egypt at Megiddo. 

CH. XXIX. 1 (XXVIII. 69). EDITORIAL NOTE. 

This v. along with the next definitely divides the. addresses which 
precede and follow it. To which does it belong? These may refer to 
either. 

By some (Knub., Kuen., \Vestph., Dri., Moore, Robinson) it is taken as the sub
scription to the preceding discourse and original to D, on the grounds that words of 
tlu cove11a,,f=ten11soj the covenant, and is more applicable to the laws, xii.-xxv,. 
( with the attached blessings and curses in xxviii.) than to the general exhortations 
of xxix. f. By others (Ew., Dillm., Addis, Steuem., Berth., Oxf. Hex., Cullen) the 
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in the land of Moab, besidt: the CO\'t:nant which ht: mad• 
with them in Horeb. -

v. is taken as the supcr,cription to the fulluwing d1,-cour..c: on tbe,e grounds, that 
there are no subscriptions cl,ewhere in Deut., that the language is not D',. thall 
D doc, not u.c r,n..,,,,.,,, of the law-ginng in !\lo.,b, but that the idea of th"' a, 
a c�11a11t prt:\'aih, in xxix. (9, 12, 1.4) 

Neither opinion is wholly right, for prohahl)' the t•. hclongeJ originally neither tu 
what precede, nor to what f,,llow-, ll. Stcucrn. 's intcq.,rctatiun uf v,n1·dJ ,if ti,� 
CtJ"l.'�lla11/ as word, �pokcn at the do� or �cttlcment of tha,-• the �crmun on d1� 
conclu,ion of the covenant' •• i, in itself force,! and i, contr.,dicte<l by xxix. 'f, which 
says that hracl are to kup and to d<J the word, of the co,·enant, ,·b,. applied d-.c
where to the law, gi\'en in MoJb, the str1/ules a,.d ju,lgo11e11ts. Therefore xxix. 1 
clearly refers to the contents of D's law-book, x11.-xxv1. Hut it cannot be origiual 
to this. For it ha, du'ldren of lsrMI (a, has the editorial h·, 44 ff. q.c•.) in,tcaJ 
of D's all lsrad; and its word for /.esid,·s is one wliich appear.. onl)' in later 
Heb. writings, save for the doubtful exception of i,·. 35 (which pos,,Ll)

' i, al,-o late). 
Moreover the following di,cour,e has alrea<l)

' a superscription. 
xxix. 1 is thus an editorial addition, probably inserted to close what

precedes, when xxix. f. was added to D. On co,zomanls, and those of 
l:loreb and .:\loab n.�ecti,,ely, l>ee on iv. 13. 

XXIX. 2 (1)-XXX. A DISCOURSE OR DtSCOURSf!.S. 

This section is presented as one discourse. The two ch�. exhibit, 
however, such differences in address, in language and possibly (though 
this is not so clear) in standpoint that tht=y can hardly have been 
originally a unity. Doth, however, bear signs of an exilic date. 

(1) xxix. 2-29 (1-28) is in the Pl. a<ldrcss (except for 2 t'V. in which the Sg. i, 
explicable on logical gruunds); xxx. is in the Sg. address, except for <ome phra>e, 
in its conclusion (which ma)' well be an e<liturial peruration to the whole group 
of addresses since xxvi. 16). (2) xxix. 2-29 while u,ing some deutcronomic 
formulas is characterised by a large number of phrases not found elsewhere in 
Deut. nor in the Hex. but o�curring (more frequently) in Jer., Ezek and exilic 
writings; while xxx., though also containing parallel, to Jer , is much more 
deuteronomic than xxix. (3) Some al,o cuntra,t xxix. 29, which repr�-senLs the 
future as still hidden with God, with xxx. 1-10 which reveals that when the exiled 
Israel repents, God will restore the nation to its land. But the meaning of xxix. 29 
is not qwte clear, and its connection with the rest of xxix. uncertain. 

XXIX. 2-29 (1-28). 

Moses, addressing all Israel, recalls what Jehovah has done in Egypt 
(1-3) (though Israel have not had the spiritual power to appreciate 
this, 4), and in the wilderness (5 f.), and to SiJ:ton and •Og (7 f.); and 
exhorts them to keep His covenant (9). To this the whole nation, 
even including women, children, girtm and serfs, and both the present 
and future generations, is a party (10-15); and the need for it Israel 
themselves have seen in the idolatries of the naliuns through whom 
they have passed (16 f.). Let no indi\'idual, family, or tribe turn to 
such idolatry, for its consequences shall be not only their own 
destruction but that of the nation ( 18-11); the plagues of the land 
and the exile of the people shall be proof to later generations that 

( 
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And Moses called unto all Israel, and said unto them, 2 
Ye have seen all that tne LORD did before your eyes in the 
land of Egypt unto Pharaoh, and unto all his servants, 
and unto all pis land; the great temptations which thine 3 
eyes saw, the signs, and those great wonders: but the 4 
LORD hath not given you an heart to know, and eyes to see, 
and ears to hear, unto this day. And I have led you forty 5 
years in the wilderness : your clothes are not waxen old 
upon you, and thy shoe is not waxen old upon thy foot. 
Ye have not eaten bread, neither have ye drunk wine or 6 
strong drink : that ye might know that I am the LORD 

Israel forsook Jehovah's covenant for other gods (22-28). Secret 
things (i.e. the future) are with God, the things re·vealed (i.e. the law) 
are Israel's, and to be carried out by them.-In the Pl. a<ldress, except 
for some quotations in vv. 3 an<l 1of., and vv. 12, 13 where the change 
to the Sg. is explicable (see note). The comparatively small use of 
deuteronomic phrases, and the peculiarly large number of phrases not 
elsewhere found in Deut. but frequent in J er. and Ezek. or found in 
exilic and post-exilic writings, may be seen from the notes. V. 11 
reflects late social conditions, and v. 28 betrays a date in the Exile. 

2. And Moses cal!ed ... unto tlzem] So v. r. For the rest cp. xi. 2. 

Ye is emphatic. Heb,: Ye, yourselves, have seen. 
3. tests ... signs ... portents] See on iv. 34, vii. 19. Which thim

eyes saw, iv. 9, vii. 19, l'· 21 ; the Sg. betrays the composite nature 
of the passage. 

4. an lzeart to know] The heart the seat of the practical under
standing; 'not the seat of the affections, but the mind itself, the 
intellectual faculty of the soul ' (Calvin), yet always in a moral aspect; 
see on iv. 39, vi. 6. Eyes and ears, figures here of the spiritual senses, 
cp. Jer. v. u. 

In form the connection with the preceding v. is difficult to trace, but the sub
stance is clear. The deeds in which the Divine revelation consists are of no avail 
without the inward pClwer to recognise and appreciate them, which is also, equally 
with them, of the gift of God; ' Men are ever blind even in the brightest light, 
until they have been enlightened of God' (Calvin}. The speaker is made to express 
the truth in this negative way in order to emphasise to the people the urgent 
need of their at last, aft�r so much neglect, awakenin� to the meaning of Jehovah's 
Providence. The awkwardness of the construction 1s due to the effort to express 
both the grace of God and the responsibility of man. 

5. I have led you, etc.] So Am. ii. 10; cp. above ii. 7, viii. 2.
I, here the speaker's personality, is merged in that of the Deity; for 
other instances see on vii. 4. But LXX has 77-ya:yev. 

your clothes, etc.) Varied from viii. 4. With Sam. LXX read your 
shoes and your feet. 

6. The v. is parallel to viii. 3. The last clause is not found in

DEUTERONOMY 21 
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7 your God. And when ye came unto this place, Sihon 
the king of Heshbon, and Og the king of Bashan, came 

8 out against us unto hattle, and we smote them : and we 
took their land, and gave it for an inheritance unto the 
Reubenites, and to the Gadites, and to the half tribe 

9 of the Manassites. Keep therefore the words of this 
covenant, and do them, that ye may 1 prosper in all that 
ye do. 

10 Ye stand this day all of you before the LORD your God ; 

1 Or, d,a/ wisely 

D, but occurs (mimu the deut. add it ion your God) in J, Ex. vii. 1 i, 
viii. 22, x. 1; in I', Ex. vi. i (+:-times); and in Ezek. more than :,0 
times. Also the lighter form of the first personal pronoun is em
ployed here as in all those pas,ages, but in D it occurs only here and in 
xii. 30, q.v. 

T. came unto this pla,,-e] i. 31, ix. 7. 
Sihon ... a11d Og ... J ii. 3:2 ff., iii. 1 ff.
8. gave it for an inherit,ma] iii. 11 f.; for the formula see on

iv. :21. 
9. Kt!,-p ... an,{ do] See on iv. 6; and cp. iv. 1, v. 1. 
tlte words of this co·vm1111t] See above on v. I and on iv. I 3. 
prosper] !Jut the vb. also co\·ers the deal 1i'isd;• of the R.Y. margin. 

'Originally a m<ental process or quality-/rn, i11sii:l,t. is /nrsrri11g-it include, 
the effect of this--u11dersla1tds so as lo xrt 011, deals wist'/)' so ,,s to SIIC"(,.,.d, u 
practical both in his way of working, and in being sure of hL< <end. Ewald ha, 
found an almost exact equi,-alcnt in ( ;erman: "hat Cc-chick:· for "Ge-chick" 
means both "skill'' or "addre,s" an<l "fate" or "dc,tiny. ''' (/said/, .r'/.-1.rr.•i., 
F.xpoJ1tor's Bible, p. 346 on Isai. Iii. 13.) In the Hex. only here, and cl>«:where 
(except for one or two i,a,sag.,,_) only in later writing,. 

10, 11. Ye stand] The Heb. is stronger, and probahly reAexive: 
ye have tal:e11 ;•ottr station or position. 

all of you] This comprehensiveness, and the exhaustive definition 
by which it is followed are striking. �ot only the reprcsentatiH:s of the 
peoplc-;•our luad<, your Judges (which read for tn'bes-thcre is only 
the difference of one letter-unless we read with LXX and Syr. lt,ads 
,f tribu, for I XX hasjrui,r,s a.., well after·dd,-rs), _1•011r rider.< and ;•our 
officers (for all of which except ciders see i. 13, 1 :- f., and for dd.-rs 
X\·i. 18, xix. 1 z. xxi. 2 f., etc.); and not only all tlte 111e11 of lsrad, 
yom· little o,us and 1 ;w,r wi,•u, but also th;• glr ... fr,1111 the gatherer 
(not l1twer\ <!/ t/1_1• wood 1111l0 the drawo· of th;• waler (Jos. ix. 2 r ff.)
appcar before J eho\·ah to take the covenant. C'p. the Sabhath law, 
v. , _., covering so11s, d<111ghters, so,·a11ts and thy ,t;lr; xxxi. 1 2, 11101, 
women, little ,,,,es and th;• ger; the a�sembly which received the law 

I So Sam. and Syr. 
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your heads, your tribes, your elders, and your officers, 
even all the men of Israel, your little ones, your wives, and 
thy stranger that is in the midst of thy camps, from the 
hewer of thy wood unto the drawer of thy water: that thou 
shouldest enter into the covenant of the Lorp thy God, 
and into his oath, which the Lorp thy God maketh 
with thee this day: that he may establish thee this day unto 
himself for a people, and that he may be unto thee a God, 
as he spake unto thee, and as he sware unto thy fathers, to 
Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob. Neither with you only do 
I make this covenant and this oath; but with him that 
standeth here with us this day before the Lorp our God, 
and also with him that is not here with us this day: (for ye 
know how we dwelt in the land of Egypt; and how we 

under Joshua, Jos. viii. 33, 35, g@” and home-born, women and little 
ones; and the covenant renewed under Nehemiah, Neh. x. 28, all the 
temple-servants, w7ves, sons, daughters, every one that had knowledge 
and understanding (see further Jerusalem 1. 435 ff.). On the phrase 
the midst of thy camp cp. ii. 14 f., xxiil. 14. - 

The conception of the géy as a proselyte and as under the covenant, and the 
mention of the temple-drudges may be taken (as by many critics) for signs of the late 
date of the whole passage. Or since their introduction is coincident with a change of 
address to the Sg., it is possibly a later gloss on the rest. Yet again the Sg. of 
11d may be due to the attraction of the Sg. in vz. 12f., in which its use by a writer 
otherwise employing the Pl. may be explained on the ground that he is addressing 
the whole nation as one party to the Covenant; while in v, 14 he resumes the Pl., 
because there he is addressing the individuals of the present generation in dis- 
tinction from others not present. Here then is a case on which the changes between 
Sg. and Pl]. are reasonably explicable as by the same writer and on logical grounds. 
Steuern, and Marti’s proposal to consider the whole of the Sg. clauses as an addition 
is thus unnecessary. 

12. enter into the covenant] Lit. pass over into only here. Cp. the 
passing over into a select and numbered body, Ex. xxx. 13 f. (P); 
also the prepositions in our terms ‘¢vams-act,’ ‘carry through.’ On 
covenant see lV. 13 

and into his oath} Cp. Neh. x. 29: enter tnto an oath. GOD con- 
firms His covenant by an oath, iv. 31, etc. The Heb. ’a/ah is used 
three times in this ch., 12, 14, 19 (y.v.), as=oath, and thrice vv. 20, 21 
and xxx. 7.as zmprecation, or curse; but nowhere else in Deut. 

13. Cp. xxvi. 17 f. and xxviii. 9; as he sware, 1. 8. 
14,15. Cp.v. 3. V. 15 is better rendered, but at once with him 

that standeth here...and with, him that 1s not here with us this day. 
16. for ye know, etc.| The necessity for such a covenant with 

Jehovah : viz. Israel’s experiences of the idolatry of other peoples, 
which otherwise might seduce them to itself. The Egyptian idolatry 

2i1—2 
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came through the midst of the nations through 
17 ye passed; and ye have seen their abominations, and 

their idols, wood and stone, silver and gold, which were 
18 among them:) lest there should be among you man, or 

woman, or family, or tribe, whose heart turneth away 
this day from the Lorp our God, to go to serve the gods ~ 
of those nations ; lest there should be among you a root 

19 that beareth gall and wormwood ; and it come to pass, 
when he heareth the words of this “curse, that he bless 
himself in his heart, saying, I shall have peace, though 
I walk in the stubbornness of mine heart, *to destroy the 

1 Heb. vosh, a poisonous herb. ? Or, oath and so vv. 20, 21. 
3 Or, fo add drunkenness to thirst 

has not before been mentioned in Deut. Came through and passed 
are the same vb.: the ‘dem fer idem construction, see i. 46. 

17. abominations! Rather detestable things, not /o‘edéth, as in 
vii. 25, but shikkusim, frequent in Jer. and Ezek. of idols, nowhere 
else in Deut., but the vb. from which it comes is found in vii. 26. 

idols} Heb. gillulim, a scornful term meaning either ¢Aings gross or 
coarse, such as some forms of the root in Ar. mean (ap lied to dung, 
etc.), or things round or podgy, as from Heb. gaéal, y roll (cp. the 
nicknames ‘round-head’ and ‘rolling-pin’). In the Hex. only here 
and Lev. xxvi. 30 (H); Jer. 1. 2, and 39 times in Ezek. The gods of 
the heathen were mere blocks or boulders! 

wood and stone] iv. 28, xxviii. 36, 64. 
18. lest there should be] Perhaps better, may there not be! 
this day| Not in LXX and here out of place. 
to go to serve] xiii. 6, 13 (7, 14), xvii. 3. 
a root that beareth| Only here. 
gall] Heb. résh, lit. head, sometimes interpreted of the Peppy 5 

either that or some poison: xxxii. 32, Am. vi. 12, Hos. x. 4; wi 
wormwood, Am. v. 7, Vi. 12, Jer. ix. 15 (14), xxiii. 15, La. iii. 15, 
19, Prov. v. 4. Such are the fruits of idolatry! 

19. curse] Rather oath, for it is on the strength of Jehovah’s eath 
o be Israel’s God and so to protect them, that this Israelite flatters 
himself he is secure, no matter how he may behave. In the history 
of religion such a delusion has been lamentably frequent, and believers 
in extreme doctrines of election have presumed on these and recklessly 
ndulged in evil. 

bless himself in his heart] Flatter himself! Found only here. 
stubbornness] Heb. sh*rirfith, firmness but always in a bad sense; 

only here, Jer. iii. 17, vii. 24, ix. £3, xi. 8, xiii. 10, xvi. 12, xviil. 12, 
xxili. 17, and in Ps, Ixxxi. 12 (13). This of course is not the man’s 
own, but the writer’s, view of him. 

: 
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moist with the dry: the Lorn will not pardon him, but then 
the anger of the Lorp and his jealousy shall smoke 

20 

against that man, and all the curse that is written in this - 
book shall lie upon him, and the Lorp shall blot out his 
name from under heaven. And the Lorp shall separate 

~him unto evil out of all the tribes of Israel, according to 
all the curses of the covenant that is written in this book 
of the law. And the generation to come, your children 
that shall rise up after you, and the foreigner that shall 
come from a far land, shall say, when they see the 
plagues of that land, and the sicknesses wherewith the 
Lorp hath made it sick ; ad that the whole land thereof 
is brimstone, and salt, avd a burning, ¢haf it is not sown, 
nor beareth, nor any grass groweth therein, like the over- 
throw of Sodom and Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboiim, 
which the Lorp overthrew in his anger, and in his wrath: 
even all the nations shall say, Wherefore hath the LorpD 
done thus unto this land? what meaneth the heat of 

to destroy the moist with the dry| An unmeaning translation. The 
construction is elliptic and we should render: so as fo sweep away 
the motst (herbage?) with the dried up; bring down a hurricane of 
destruction that would uproot the whole people, so fatal is the infec- 
tiousness, and so universal will be God’s punishment, of idolatry. 

20. the LorD will not consent to pardon him] There are two vbs 
as in i. 26 g.v. ° : 
vhis jealousy] See on iv. 24; with this and the vb. smoke ep. xxxii. 

arf,, Ps. Ixxiv. f. 
shall lie] Or crouch, cp. Gen. iv. 7. But LXX and Targ. read 

cleave unto, perhaps rightly. 
blot out his name, etc.] vil. 24, ix. 14. 
21. separate] See on iv. 41. Unto’ evil, Jer. xxi. 10, xxix. 11, 

XXXViil. 4, xxxix. 16, xliv. 11, 27, 29; but also in Am. ix. 4, Jud. ii. 15 
(deuteronomic). 

thts book of the law| See xxviii: 61. 
22—28 illustrate the last clause of 1g and predict how the whole 

land and people shall suffer for the sins of the idolaters. 
22. plagues| Or strokes, see xxviii. 59, 61. 
the sicknesses| This word only here, Jer. xiv. 18, xvi. 4, Ps. ciii. 3, 

2 Chron. xxi. 19. 
23. brimstone. etc.] The prediction is in terms of the surround- 

ings of the Dead Sea Beareth, lit. causeth to Sprout; grass better 
herbage. 

Sodom...Zebotim| Am.’ iv. 11, Hos. xi. 8; Gen. xiv. 2, xix. 24 f. 
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25 this great anger ? Then men shall say, Because th 
forsook the covenant of the Lorp, the God of their fathers, 
which he made with them when he brought them forth out 

26 of the land of Egypt; and went and served other gods, 
and worshipped them, gods whom they knew not, and — 

27 whom he had not ‘given unto them: therefore the anger 
of the Lorp was kindled against ‘this land, to bring upon — 

28 it all the curse that is written in.this book: and the — 
Lorp rooted them out of their land in anger, and in wrath, — 
and in great indignation, and cast them into another land, — 

29 as at this day. The secret things belong unto the LorD — 
our God: but the things that are revealed belong unto us — 

1 Heb. divided. 

25. Then men shali say, etc.) Similarly Jer. xxii. 8f. The phrase, ~ 
Sorsook the covenant occurs there, 1 Kings xix. 10, 14 and Dan. xi. 30, 
but not elsewhere in Deut. (forget is used instead); though xxviii. 20 
has farsaking me, cp.-xxxi. 16, xxxil. 15. 

26. went and served] See v. 18; on whom they knew not cp. viii. 
3, 16, xi. 28; on given or allotted see note on iv. 19. 

27. curse] As in xxviii. 15 ff.; and another word than in wv. 20f. 
28. rooted them out] Heb. natash, not elsewhere in the Hex. but 

common in Jer. e.g. i. 10, xii. 15. 
in anger, and in fury, and in great wrath] (Driver). So Jer. xxi. 5, 

XXXii. 37- 
cast them into another land\ Jer. xxii.@6: ‘I will cast thee out — 

(another vb.)...z#to another land.’ 
as at this day| This can hardly belong to the predicted statement of 

the contemporaries of the Exile; it ust either be the writer’s own and 
if so betrays his date at that time, or it is an editorial addition. In view 
of the language of the whole chapter, the former alternative is the more 
probable. 

29. The still Azdden things are the future (cp. ‘Isai.’ xlviii. 6), the 
things that are revealed are those just reviewed, God’s deeds and words 
in the past and present. That among these present things is the 
Exile, as the result of Israel’s disobedience, is not certain, but it 
seems implied. Only its issue is still hidden, in contrast to the con- 
ditional prediction of a happy issue from it delivered in the following — 
wv., xxx. I—10, All that Israel can do is to keep the law already 
revealed. It is difficult to see the connection between this v. and its 
context on either side; ‘ perhaps a later addition...the use of the first 
person pl. suggests a form of liturgical response after hearing the read- 
ing of the law.’ This ‘liturgical close suggests that the discourse is 
concluded’ (Oxf. Hex.). ; 
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and to our children for ever, that we may do all the words 
of this law. 

And it shall come to pass, when all these chicas -a are 80 

come upon thee, the blessing and the curse, which I have 
set before thee, and thou shalt call them to mind among 
all the nations, whither the Lorp thy God hath driven 
thee, and shalt return unto the Lorp thy God, and shalt 2 
obey his voice according to all that I command thee this 
day, thou and thy children, with all thine heart, and with 
all thy soul; that then the LorD thy God will *turn thy 3 

1 Or, return to 

this law| Heb. this Torah, see xxviii. 58. 

Cu. XXX. 1—10. CONDITIONS OF RESTORATION FROM EXILE. 

When Israel, scattered among the nations, returns to Jehovah and 
-obeys Him (r-f.), He will gather the nation again, even to its furthest 
outcasts (3 f.), and will not only restore it to its land, but work in it a 
full love to Himself (5 f.). The curses shall be turned upon its foes (7) 
and its obedience rewarded by material blessings, the expression of 
His restored joy in it (8—ro).—The form of address changes to the Sg., 
which is sustained throughout, and the language is more fully that of D 
than was the language of xxix. With xxviii. the connections. are 
specially numerous. Also this passage breaks the connection between 

' xxix. and xxx. 11 ff. The two can hardly be by the same writer. In 
substance xxx. I—ro is the expansion of iv. 29—31 (g.v.), which is 
also a Sg. interruption of a Pl. context. Like iv. 29—31 it appears to 
be from a deuteron. writer, writing during the Exile. (See also Dri.’s 
Deut. p. \xxvi.) On the question of the: relation of vv. t—10 with 
11—14 see below. 

1. all these things are come upon thee] iv. 30. 
the blessing and the curse, etc.] xi. 26; cp. iv. 8. Blessing as well 

as curse, because the memory that God, in His faithfulness, had blessed 
them, in such times as they were obedient, and therefore might be trusted 
to do so again, is as requisite for the repentance of the exiled people, 
as their bitter experience of His curses upon their disobedience. There 
is, thus, no need to take these words, or fhe blessing by itself, as a gloss 
(as Steuern. and Marti do). 

which I have set before thee] iv. 8, xi. 26. - 
call them to mind] Lit. bring back to thy heart. See on xxix. 4. 
hath driven thee] Heb. hiddi*h, in this sense used 11 times in Jer., 

but not so elsewhere in Deut. ; the passive form occurs inv. 4 below. 
For other applications of the root see xiii. 13 (14), XIX. 5, Xx. 19, XXil. I. 

2. Expansion of iv. 300. 
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eaptivity, anid have compassion upon thee, and will 
and gather thee from all the peoples, whither the L 

4thy God hath scattered thee. If amy of thine 
casts be in the uttermost parts of heaven, from t 
will the Lorp thy God gather thee, and from th 

5he will fetch thee: and the Lorp thy God 
bring thee into the land which thy fathers possessed, 
and thou shalt possess it; and he will do thee good, 

6and multiply thee above ‘thy fathers. And the Lorp 
thy God will circumcise thine heart, and the heart of 
thy seed, to love the Lorp thy God with all thine heart, 

7 and with all thy soul, that thou mayest live. And 
the Lorp thy God will put all these curses upon thine 
enemies, and on them that hate thee, which persecuted 

8 thee. And thou shalt return and obey the voice of the 
Lorp, and do all his commandments which I command 

3. turn thy captivity] The Heb. phrase can hardly mean this, for 
the return from captivity comes later in this passage, in 7 4, and such 
a sense is impossible in Job xlii. 10. Render turn thy fortune. So 
Am. ix. 14, Hos. vi. 11, Ezek. xvi. 53, 55, and frequently in Jer. 

have compassion upon thee) xiii. 17. 
gather thee| So frequently in Jer. and Ezek. 
scattered thee] xxviii. 64. ; 
4. Jf any of thine outcasts} quoted in Neh. i. 9; ep. above v. 1 

(driven), xxviii. 64, and in another sense xxii. f. 
5. will bring thee into the land\ See on vi. 10. 
do thee good | viii. 16, xxviii. 63. a 
multiply] See on vi. 3 and xiii. 17 (18). ; 
6. wll circumcise thine heart) See on x. 16, and in contrast xxix. ba <j 

and cp. Jer. xxxi. 33. . 
to love, etc.] See on vi. 5. 
that thou mayest live] lit. for the sake of thy life, vv. 16, 19, xvi. 20, 

all Sg.; iv. 1 (see note), v. 33, viii. 1, all Pl. 
7. curses! Heb. ‘aléth, xxix. 20f. (19 f.), g.v.; and not £/aléth as 

in v. 1 and ch. xxviii. Because of this and the fact that the v. breaks 
the connection between vv. 6 and 8 it is probably an intrusion (Dillm.). 
With it cp. vil. 15. 

8. But thou, thyself, sa/t, etc.] The emphatic ¢ow is necessary — 
after the intrusion of the previous 2. 

return] If this be meant in a spiritual sense, the like does not else- 
where occur in Deut.; but is found in Isai. x. 21, xix. 22, Jer. iii. 1,7) 
£2, 22, iv. IF, Xv. 19, XVili. 11 (=xxxv. 15), Xxiii. I4, XXiv. 7, XXXVi. 3, 

Ezek. xviii. 23, etc. For the rest of this v. see above xv. 5, XXViii. 1, 15- 

«%* ‘ a a P 
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thee this day. And the Lorp thy God will make thee 
plenteous in all the work of thine hand, in the fruit of thy 
body, and in the fruit of thy cattle, and in the fruit of thy 
ground, for good: for the Lorp will again rejoice over thee 
for good, as he rejoiced over thy fathers: if thou shalt obey 
the voice of the Lorp thy God, to keep his commandments 
and his statutes which are written in this book of the law; 
if thou turn unto the Lorp thy God with all thine heart, 
and with all thy soul. 

For this commandment which I command thee this day, 

9. See xxviii. 11, 63. 
10. Possibly an editorial transition to the next section (so Steuern.). 
written in thts book of the law] Cp. xxix. 20; here the text curiously 

~gives wrz¢ten in the sing. participle, as if quoting from there. . 
turn unto, etc.}| See onv. 8. 

11—20. THE CLOSE OF THE CONCLUDING ADDRESSES. 

The commandment is not too hard nor distant, but near, articulate, 
intelligible and practicable (r1—14). Sheer life and death, good and 

‘evil, is set before Israel. Obedience means blessing, apostasy destruc- 
tion (15—19@). Choose life that thou mayest dwell in the land, sworn 
to thy fathers (t9/—20).—The discourse turns back to the present of 
the (assumed) speaker and closes the whole series of his addresses upon 
the keynotes which have rung through them. As Driver says, ‘it is 
next to impossible that vv. r1—20 can have been originally the 
sequel of wv. t—10.’ Vv. 11—14 may be a fragment from an un- 
known source, for their subject connects neither with v. ro (Berth. and 
Marti notwithstanding) nor with anything else in Deut. except xxix. 
29 (28), which however is in the Pl. address. Vw. 15—20 supply the 
needed peroration to xxvili., which ends abruptly; but the changes 
of address in them point to their editorial origin. 

It is the old question whether the same writer thus clenches his argument with the 
repetition of a number of his formulas or the hand of a later editor has collected 
these. The probability is with the latter. Cullen takes vv. 11—20 as part of his Book 
of the M7zswah, in his scheme the original Deuteronomy. Berth. regards r5—20 
as immediately following xxviii., and as belonging, therefore, to D. Steuern. holds 
at least 156, 194, and part of 20 as D's. The changes of the form of address are signs 
that the passage largely consists of quotations. 

11—14. THE CONSCIENCE OF THE Law. 

11. This commandment] Miswah, see on vy. 31, viii. 1. Here 
probably both the substance of the Law—the enforcement of a loyal, 
loving obedience to Jehovah—and its various statutes and judgements. 

which J command thee this day] viii. 1, xxvii. 1, etc. 

_ ce) 
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12 it is not too 'hard for thee, neither is it far off. 
not in heaven, that thou shouldest say, Who shall go 
for us to heaven, and bring it unto us, and make u 

13 hear it, that we may do it? Neither is it beyond the se: 
that thou shouldest say, Who shall go over the sea | 
us, and bring it unto us, and make us to hear it, that 

14 may do it? But the word is very nigh unto thee, in thy 
mouth, and in thy heart, that thou mayest do it. ; 

15 See, I have set before thee this day life and good, < 
1 Or, wonderful 

too hard] So in xvii. 8; beyond one’s power to do, 2 Sam. xiii. 2, 0 
to understand, Ps. cxxxi. 1 (2); more frequently used of wonderful 
things, or extraordinary; Ps. cxix. 129: Thy testimonies are won 
Sul, therefore doth my soul keep them—an interesting contrast to this 
clause. 
12. not in heaven} Not among the hidden things still with God, 

xxix. 29 (28), and requiring a mediator. God has not left men to 
hunger for it; it has been mediated and heard. ~ 

13. Neither...beyond the sea) Nor has Israel to search for it among 
other peoples. 

14. But the word is very nigh unto thee} So of God Himself, 
iv. 7, g-v., explained by what follows, in thy mouth and in thy hea 
(cp. vi. 6f., xi. 18f.), articulate, understood and familfar (especially 
after so much exposition of it!). The speaker does not add that it 
is ‘easy,’ but more justly and finely that it carries with it the conscience 
and provocation to its fulfilment by man: ‘hat thou mayest doit! (Cp. 
‘Isai.’ xlv. 19 on the clearness, straightforwardness, and efficiency of 
God’s Word.) Cp. Jer. ii. 31. Another-thought 5 itself. The 
loéal and domestic altars had been removed and God’s Presence fixed at 
the One Sanctuary. But in the Law Israel had received that which 
they could carry everywhere with them, and which touched their lives 
—and touched them to the quick—at all points. : 

On St Paul's application of these words in the Law, to the Gospel 
the Law, Rom. x. 6—8, see Sanday and Headlam, Romans err 7 
286—2g0 and Denney's Romans (E-xpositor’s Gk Test.) 670f. i 
point out that what the writer in Deut. means is that the law is not 
nor impracticable (as Paul in v. 5 tacitly assumes it to be); the Apostle is not think- 
ing in the least what the writer of Deut. meant; as the representative of the 
righteousness of faith he is putting his own thong a inspired conviction and 
experience of the Gospel—into a free reproduction of these ancient inspired words... 
There is no impossible preliminary to be accomplished before the true religion is got ~ 
under way... The whole idea of the verses is that righteousness has not to be achi 
but to be appropriated’ (Denney). . x 

15—20. THE PERORATION TO THE DISCOURSES. 

16. Cp. Jer. xxi. 8. 
set before thee this day] iv. 8. 

is 
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Pdeath and evil; in that I command thee this day to love 
the Lorp thy God, to walk in his ways, and to keep his 
‘commandments and his statutes and his judgements, that 
‘thou mayest live and multiply, and that the Lorp thy God 
“may bless thee in the land whither thou goest in to 
‘possess it. But if thine heart turn away, and thou wilt 
not hear, but shalt be drawn away, and worship other 

gods, and serve them; I denounce unto you this day, 
that ye shall surely perish; ye shall not prolong your days 

upon the land, whither thou passest over Jordan to go 
in to possess it. I call heaven and earth to witness against 
_you this day, that I have set before thee life and death, the 
blessing and the curse: therefore choose life, that thou 
“mayest live, thou and thy seed: to love the Lorp thy God, 
_to obey his voice, and to cleave unto him: for the is thy 

1 Or, that 

life and good, etc.) Cp. xi. 26: blessing and curse. For death and 
evil cp. iv. 26, vill. 1g, etc. 

_ 16. The constr. of the Heb. is faulty but may be restored from the 
_ LXX thus: Jf thow hearken to the commandment of the LorD thy God 
which I command thee (Dillm.). For 16a see on xiii. 4 (5): Ais com- 
mandments (wanting in LXX), iv. 2; statutes and judgements, iv. 1. 
On 164, that thou mayest live, cp. iv. 1, xxx. 6; on whither thou goest 

_ in to possess tt (characteristic of the Sg. passages) see vii. 1, for the PI. 
synonym see vi. 1. 

17. But if thine heart turn away] xxix. 18 (17); for drawn away 
see iv. 19, Xill. 13 (14); for worship and serve see on iv. 19. 

18. denounce) Anarchaism for avznounce. The Heb. simply means 
declare, xvii. g, 11, R.V. shew and f¢el/ of a judgement, i.e. make it 
public; xxvi. 3 R.V. profess. 

unto you| Change to the Pl. address confirmed by Sam. LXX; it 
is striking that the following phrase, szely perish, also occurs in 
viii. 19, which is likewise an interruption of the Sg. by the PI. address, 
and is found in Deut. only with the Pl. See on viii. 19. 

ye shall not prolong, etc.] Elsewhere both with Sg. and Pl. ; see on 
iv. 26. 

thou passest over Jordan] Sam. LXX, ye; perhaps rightly, but see 
on vi. I. 

19. J call heaven and earth, etc.) As in iv. 26. 
set before thee life and death] See on v. 15. 

_ choose life| In Deut. only here; but cp. Josh. xxiv. 15, Isai. vii. 15 
(choose the good). On that thou mayest live see v. 6. 

20. J/ove...obey...cleave] See on vi. 5, X. 20, xiii. 4 (5). 

—_ 

6 _ 
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life, and the length of thy days: that thou mayest 
in the land which the Lorp sware unto thy 
Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give them. 

— 

Jor that is thy life, etc.] Variant from iv. 1, 40, ete. 
sware| See oni. 8. 

E. Cus. XXXI.—XXXIV. Last Days AND DiscouRSES 
OF MOsEs. “a 

The Laws and Discourses accompanying are at an end (cp. xxxi. 1 
except for some belated fragments, xxxi. g—13 (24—26 ?), xxxii. 45—47 
that contain only one fresh statement: that Moses wrote the Law. 
remaining chs. though with deuteronomic elements contain contribution 
from JE, P, and other sources, belong therefore to the Pent. as a whole, 
complete its framework, and connect it with the Book of Joshua. This ii 
recognised even by critics otherwise most conservative. 

E.g. Orr (Problem of the O.T. pp. 248, 251) says that xxxi.—xxxiy. are ‘ appended’ 
to Deut. and due to an editor; ‘the last part of the work, with its account of Mose: 
death and in one or two places what seem unmistakeable indications of JE and P 
hands, points clearly to such a redaction.’ , 

The sections, in great disorder as to their subjects—unless we ado) 
some emendation of their text—are as follows: xxxi. 1—8, Appointm 2 
of Joshua (deuteronomic) ; g—13, Moses’ delivery of the written 
to the Priests and Elders, though possibly Joshua was originall 
place of them (deuteronomic); 14 f., 23, God’s charge to Joshua (E); 
16—22, God’s revelation to Moses of Israel’s delinquency after hi: 
death, as the motive to the Song in ch. xxxii. (partly deuteronom Cy 
partly not); 24—29, another delivery of the Law to the Levites (24—26) 
unless we read Sony for Law, with another introduction to the Song 
(27—29) (deuteronomic); xxxi. 30, editorial title to the Song; xxxii. 
1—43, the Song of Moses (source unknown); 44, concluding note 
45—47, exhortation on the Law (deuteronomic); 48—52, Moses’ cal 
to death (P); xxxiii., the Blessing of Moses (source unknown); XXxi¥., 
the death of Moses (JE, P, etc.). , 

CH. XXXI. 1—8. APPOINTMENT OF JOSHUA. 

Moses declares his inability to continue his active offices with the 
people and God’s decree that he shall not cross Jordan (1 f.). Under 
God Joshua shall lead Israel, the nations shall be destroyed like Sihon 
and ‘Og, and Israel shall treat them as commanded (3—5). May Israel 
be strong and unafraid, God shall not fail it (6). Joshua is exhorted in 
similar terms (7 f.).—The style is almost wholly deuteronomic, but 

. consists largely of phrases common in i.—iii. and v.—xi., contain 
(vv. 3—6) doublets and a change in the form of address, and (2. 2) 
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And Moses went and spake these words unto all Israel. 31 
| And he said unto them, I am an hundred and twenty years 2 
| old this day ; I can no more go out and come in: and the 
Lorp hath said unto me, Thou shalt not go over this 
Jordan. The Lorp thy God, he will go over before thee ; 3 
he will destroy these nations from before thee, and thou 
shalt posSess them: azd Joshua, he shall go over before 

_thee, as the Lorp hath spoken. And the Lorp shall do 4 
unto them as he did to Sihon and to Og, the kings of the 

| Amorites, and unto their land; whom he destroyed. And the 5 
| Lorp shall deliver them up before you, and ye shall do unto 
them according unto all the commandment which I have 

a trace of P; so that it is probably due to an editor. The design of 
such a passage just here along with the other fragments on Joshua, 14 f., 
23, and possibly g—r3 (g.v.), must have been to connect the Books of 
Deut. and Joshua. 

By many (Dillm,, Dri., Steuern., Berth., Marti) the passage is taken, in whole 
or part, as from the same hand as chs i.—ili. and as the necessary continuation of 
iii. 26—28, on these grounds :—it contains many of the phrases of i.—iii.; wv. 1, these 
words, can refer only to something preceding and implies. not words already 

- spoken by Moses to Israel (such as now immediately precede, in chs xxix.—xxx.) 
_ but words addressed to Moses himself, and on the subject of Joshua’s succession 

(such as iii. 26—28). But the text of v. 1 is uncertain (see below) and we have already 
found the completion of iii. 26—28 in the misplaced iii. 21 f. More probably the 
passage is editorial (cp. Bacon, 77iple Tradition of Exodus, 265, 267) and this is 
borne out by its containing echoes not only of i.—iii. but of v.—xi. (see above). If 
some clauses are due to the author of i.—ili. they have been worked over.—Cullen 
(pp. 182 ff.) defends the interesting theory of a ‘ Joshua redaction” of Deut. in 
the Exile, with special regard to Joshua the colleague of Zerubbabel in leading 
back the exileS to the holy land (Hag. i. 1, Zech. iii. 1). 

1. went and spake these words} This can only refer to something 
preceding; see small print above. But LXX read finished speaking 
these words. 

2. an hundred and twenty years old| So P xxxiv. 7, cp. Ex. vii. 7. 
As we have seen, dates in the Pent. are nearly all from P; 120=3 x 40, 
the usual round number for a generation. 

go out and comein| See on xiii. 13 (14) and xxviil. 6. 
the LorD hath said, etc.] iii. 27. 
3. will go over before thee| ix. 3, where also there follows (with much 

else) as here, he will destroy, thou shalt dispossess or succeed them 
(but in another form of the vb.). This part of the v. may be a later 
intrusion, for the remainder follows naturally in v. 2. . 

4. Sthon...Og] ii. 32 ff., iii. 1 ff., xxix. 7; Amorites, il. 8. 
5. aeliver them up before you] i. 8, vii. 2, etc., with both Sg. and 

Pl. The change to Pl. here is confirmed by Sam. LXX. 
all the commandment, etc.]i.e. that in vil. 2 ff. 
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6 commanded you. Be ‘strong and of a good : 
not, nor be affrighted at them: for the Lorp thy 
is that doth go with thee; he will not fail thee, nor for 

7 thee. And. Moses called unto Joshua, and said unto t 
in the sight of all Israel, Be strong and of a good coura 
for thou shalt go with this people into the land wh 
the Lorp hath sworn unto their fathers to give them ; 

8 thou shalt cause them to inherit it. And the Lorn, 
it is that doth go before thee; he will be with thee, hi 
will not fail thee, neither forsake thee: fear not, neithe 
be dismayed. 

6. Be strong and of a good courage) iii, 28: encourage a 
strengthen him (causative forms of the same i 
fear not, nor be affrighted|: ~The phrase aie ‘with Pl. passages (i 

the corresponding Sg. see i. 21 and below z. 8). i. 29 takes these vbs, 
in the reverse order. The Pl. in this part of the v. is confirmed b 
Sam. The LXX has Sg. per incuriam. 

- doth go with thee) xx. 4; before thee, i. 30. Sai. confirms Sg. 
LXX has PI. 
Sail thee) let thee drop; iv. 31: not fail nor forsake thee, so v, 8. 

Josh. i. 5 (deuter.), 1 Chr. xxviii. 20, Heb. xiii. 5. Sg. is confirm 
by nen L XX. 

7. in the sight of all Israel] xxxiv. 12. 
Be strong and of a good courage) As in vw. 6 but Sg.; cp. iii. 

LXX: dvdpifou xal ltoxve. 
go with) Rather bring, as in some Heb. MSS, Sam. Vulg. and z, 2 
sworn] i. 8. 
cause them to inherit] i. 38, iii. 28. 
8. See on v. 6. On the phrase fear not, neither be dimepall 

characteristic of the Sg. passages, see on i. 21. - 

9—13. THE LAW WRITTEN AND DELIVERED TO THE LEVITES, 
ETC. 

Moses wrote this Law and gave it to the priests and elders, chargir 
them_to read it every seventh year at the Feast of Booths to all Is 
women, little ones and gerim included, that they and their chi 
might evermore fear God and do its words upon the land.—The languag 
is almost purely deuteronomic, and the passage may be original to D 
(Dillm. Dri., etc.) or from the edition of D, introduced by i.—iii. (* 
impossible,’ Berth. Marti). Steuern. takes parts of it as original to 
Sg. author, the rest due to later expansion, but his analysis is precarious ; 
Cullen (147, 159) as part of the epilogue to the To The order of 
the passage, between two others relating the commission to Joshua, is 



"priests the sons of Levi, which bare the ark of the cove- 
nant of the Lorp, and unto all the elders of Israel. And 
me 
a 
7 

~~ 

Moses commanded them, saying, At the end of every 
seven years, in the set time of the year of release, in the 
feast of tabernacles, when all Israel is come to appear 
before the Lorp thy God in the place which he shall 

- choose, thou shalt read this law before all Israel in their 
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inexplicable, unless we suppose that in place of the priests, the sons of 
Levi...and the elders, to whom v. g describes that Moses entrusted the 
written law, the name of Joshua himself originally stood. And for this 
there is some evidence in the sing. thou shalt read and assemble of 
vv. 11 f. But the text is not certain. 

9. Moses wrote this law| Besides v. 24 the only statement to this 
~ effect in Deut. ; 

this law] Web. Torah, see on i. 5. In Deut. the Code (possibly 
with hortatory additions, but we cannot tell the exact extent of it here 
intended, see xxvii. 3) is called Térah only in i. 5, iv. 8 (parallel to 
statutes and judgements), iv. 44 (a title); twice in the law of the King 
xvii. 18 f., and nowhere else in chs. v.—xxvi., but in chs. xxvii.—xxx1. 
no fewer than 14 times, 5 of which are within xxxi. g—26, and in Jos. 
i. 8. This unequal distribution is very striking. 

the priests the sons of Levi] See on x. 8, xviii. 1. Steuern. takes 
the sons of Levi as secondary, because omitted by LXX, but it is only 
LXX B which omits the phrase; LXX A and other Codd. have it. 

which bare the ark, etc.] See on x. 8. 
the elders} See on xix. 12. Marti omits the whole clause, the priests 

...covenant of the LORD, as a later substitute for the original Joshua; but 
if this theory be correct the rest, and unto all the elders of Israel, must 
also be secondary, since the imperatives in rr f. are sing. 

10. AZ the end of every seven years...the year of release) See xv. 1 ff. 
set time] Heb. mo‘ed, in xvi. 6 of a fixed hour of day; here as in 

Ex. xxii. 15 (see Dri.’s note) of a season fixed for a sacred festival; for 
another application see wv. 14. 

.the feast of Booths] See xvi. 13—15. 
ll. appear before, etc.] Rather see the face of, as in xvi. 16; ‘Ay 

God, Sam. LXX A and other codd, your God LXX B. 
in the place, etc.] See on xii. 5. 
thou shalt read this law} The Sg. address is striking; for according 

to v. 9 Moses is addressing the priests and elders; nor because of the 
following defore all Israel can the whole nation be here addressed. We 
are left therefore with the supposition that the charge described in this 

"passage was originally addressed to one individual, and the context 
vy. 1—8 and 14 ff. make it probable that this was Joshua. Yet the text 
is uncertain: Sam. has 4e or one shall read (not, as Steuern. and Berth. 
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And Moses wrote this law, and delivered it unto the 9 
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12 hearipg. Assemble the people, the men and the wo 
the little ones, and thy stranger that is within th 
that they may hear, and that they may learn, and f 
Lorp your God, and observe to do all the words of this lay 

13 and that their children, which have not known, may hea 
and learn to fear the Lorp your God, as long as ye liv 
the land whither ye go over Jordan to possess it. 

say, shall be read, for the vb. is followed by an accusative); the LXX 
codd. (with few exceptions) have Pl. ye shall read, as also in next v.; 
this, however, may be due to harmonising. On ¢h#s daw see on v. 9g. — 

12. Assemble the people) Again Sg. confirmed by Sam. though L} 
codd. have Pl. Cp. iv. 10, assemble me the people. On assemble see 
v. 22. It is not necessary to take Asseméle...gates as a later intru: 
(Marti) on the grounds that the command to assemble the people is o 
of order after the previous v., for this may be explained by the loc 
ness of the writer’s style and by the writer’s use of the Sg., for as 
have seen there are reasons for supposing that this is original. On 
women...gates see XXix. II. 
hear...learn... fear, etc.] See iv. 10, xiv. 23, xvii. 19. 
observe to do) v. 1; all the words of this law, v. 9 
18. their children) Again the characteristic inclusion of these ; see 

on iv. of., vi. 7; whitch have not known, xi. 2. q 
The text of the forms of address in this v. is uncertain :—your a 

some Sam. readings have your, others their, LXX B has thy, but 4 
etc. your, and others our. Ye live, some Sam. you, others they, LXX 
they. Ye go over, so Sam. and LXX, on this last phrase see iv. 14, 
vi. I, ix. 1, and cp. v. 31. 

14—23. AGAIN JosHUA’s COMMISSION, WITH INTRODUCTION TO — 
MOsEs’ SONG. 

The composition is very curious. In zw. 14, 15, 23 we have an 
account of the charge to Joshua, which is in substance not the continua- 
tion of the deuteronomic one in vv. r—8, but parallel to that, and is 
couched in a phraseology resembling that of E (see notes), to which 
source it is generally assigned. It is interrupted by vv. 16—22, which 
have nothing to do with Joshua, but are an address of the LorD to 
Moses, and without connection with vv. 14, 15, except that the motive — 
in both cases is the imminent death of Moses. The language, while 
containing some phrases of E and some deuteronomic formulas, gives to 
the latter a peculiar turn, and contains besides elements not elsewhere 
found in the Hex. and speaks of Israel in the mase. sing. in a i 
confined to itself. The passage forms an introduction to the Song in 
ch. xxxii. Its source is uncertain, 
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And the Lorp said unto Moses, Behold, thy days 
approach that thou must die: call Joshua, and present 
yourselves in the tent of meeting, that I may give him a 
charge. And Moses and Joshua went, and presented them- 
selves in the tent of meeting. And the Lorp appeared in 
the Tent in a pillar of cloud: and the pillar of cloud stood 
lover the door of the Tent. And the Lorp said unto 
Moses, Behold, thou shalt sleep with thy fathers; and this 
people will rise up, and go a whoring after the strange gods 
of the land, whither they go to be among them, and will 

1 Or, by 

14. And the LorD said unto Moses, Behold| No parallel passage in 
SDENt (lee 4 2 sul. Q; iil. 25026, dv. 10, Ve 28), IX. 035 X. D5 Cp. 11. ay an) 
includes deho/d except v. 16. 

thy days, etc.) Lit. thy days for dying draw near. Only here and in 
J, Gen. xlvii. 29, and 4 Kgs ii. 1. 

present yourselves| Lit. take yous stand, elsewhere in Deut. of stand- 
ing up to a foe (vii. 24, ix. 2, xi. 25, Josh. i. 5), but in JE as here of 
taking up one’s position before the presence of God (Ex. xix. 17, 
xxxiv. 5, Num. xi. 16, xxiii. 3, 15, Josh. xxiv. 1), or before Pharaoh 
(Ex. viii. 16, ix. 13). 

tent of meeting| Heb. mo‘ed denotes what is fixed, ordained either, 
as in v. 10 (g.v.), of time, or, as here, of place, where by appointment 
God meets with man, see Ex. xxv. 22, virtually therefore sent of reve- 
/ation (Germ. ‘ Offenbarungszelt’); bothin E, Ex. xxxiii. 7, Num. xi. 16, 
xii, 4, and no fewer than 132 times in P; not elsewhere in Deut., in 
which indeed the Tabernacle is mentioned only here. 

that I may give him a charge| In iii. 28 Moses is eoumaaa=n to 
charge Joshua. 

15. the LorD appeared...in a pillar of cloud] With LXX (except 
for a few cursive MSS) omit zz the Tent: as the v. goes on to say, the 
pillar stood over against the door of the Tent. Also it is probable that 
appeared is an emendation (by the change of one letter) for the more 
anthropomorphic came down, which we find in E, Ex. xxxiii. 9, Num. 
Xi. 25, xii. 5. On this verse, v. 23 follows immediately (see below). 

16. Commences another saying of the LorD to Moses not connected 
with Joshua or with ca f. except by reference to the approaching death 
of Moses. 
And the LoRD said. .Behold| See on v. 14. 
thou art about to sleep with thy fathers] In J, Gen. xlvii. 30, and 

frequently in Kings. 
goa whoring after the strange gods of the land| Jehovah was Israel’s 

husband, and her worship of other gods is therefore figured as whoredom 
(as by Hosea), but the figure is the more forcible that such worship often 
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forsake me, and break my covenant tie I have 1 
17 with them. Then my anger shall be kindled agains! 

in that day, and I will forsake them, and I will hide 
face from them, and they shall be devoured, and mi 
evils and troubles shall come upon them; so that the 
will say in that day, Are not these evils come upon 

18 because our God is not among us? And I will surely 
hide my face in that day for all the evil which 
shall have wrought, in that they are turned unto 

19 gods. Now therefore write ye this song for you, and tez 
thou it the children of Israel: put it in their mouths, 
this song may be a witness for me against the children 

20 of Israel. For when I shall have brought them into the 

involved physical unchastity as well. Strange, or 
elsewhere in Deut. (though in the Song, xxxii. 12), is found in z 
Gen. xxxv. 2, 4, Josh. xxiv. 20, 23, and in some later books. the 
land whither it goeth in is probably a gloss (Klost., Dillm., Dri., ete. 
for it renders the construction of the v. very awkward, which R.\ 
seeks to relieve by inserting the words ‘to be.’ Forsake me, xxviii. 20, 
and in E, Josh. xxiv. 16, 20. Break my covenant is found in the Hex 
only here, v. 20 and H, Lev. xxvi. 15, 44 and P, Gen. xvii. 14, but is” 
not uncommon elsew here. 

17. None of the clauses in this v. is characteristic < Deut. ; 
anger shall be kindled against it, JE, Num. xi. 10; for im that day, 
as Dillm. points out, Deut. has elsewhere at that time; 1 will for- 
sake them, contrast vv. 6, 8, iv. 31; hide my face from them, in Pent. 
only here and v. 18; it shall be devoured, RK 2 vii. 16; come upon me 
because my God is not in my midst, i. 42. Note that in vv. 16—18, 20° 
Israel is referred to in the Sg. Yet Sam. and LXX have many plurals 
here. 

18. hide my face] Some Heb. MSS, Sam., LXX, etc., add from 
them; but the Heb. has the next vbs. in Sg. eve/ ‘which tt has 4 
and it turned to other gods (Sam. they and they). The Heb. vb. is 
panah, not used exactly so elsewhere in Deut., but cp. xxix. 18 (inh 
xxx. 17, and below vw. 20. 

19. write ye this song for you) This Pl. can be justified only by 
reference to Moses and Joshua both, but only Moses is addressed im 
v. 10, and in the light of the following singular imperatives /each thou... 
and (Sam., LXX, Syr.) put, and of v. 22, Moses (alone) wrofe, read 
write thou...for thee. [XX has the plural througheut, Syr. repeats | 
the Heb. text. ; 

a witness for me against the children of Israel| By showing that God 
had sufficiently forewarned, and pleaded with, them (cp. 2. a 
from the question of the date of the Song there is no doubt 
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land which I sware unto their fathers, flowing with milk 
and honey; and they shall have eaten and filled them- 
selves, and waxen fat; then will they turn unto other 
gods, and serve them, and despise me, and break my 
covenant. And it shall come to pass, when many evils 
and troubles are come upon them, that this song shall 
testify before them as a witness; for it shall not be for- 
gotten out of the mouths of their seed: for I know their 
imagination which they go about, even now, before I have 
brought them into the land which I sware. So Moses 
wrote this song the same day, and taught it the children 
of Israel. And he gave Joshua the son of Nun a charge, 
and said, Be strong and of a good courage: for thou shalt 

had been forewarned by the prophets, that they would perish if they 
ventured to reject His commands; and further it is generally true that 
no punishment for sin is ever unforeseen by the conscience of the sinner. 
On children of Israel, never found in D, but always editorial in Deut., 
see on v. 23. 

20. ForI shall bring it zwfo the land which I sware unto its fathers) 
vi. 10, but alsoin E. On flowing with milk and honey, see vi. 3. 

and it shall eat and be satisfied and grow fat] Cp. vi. 11, viii. 12, 
Xxxii. 15. Here even the deuteronomic phrases receive a peculiar form. 
And it w7// turn, as in v. 18; despise me, not elsewhere in Deut., but in 
JE, Num. xiv. 11, 23, xvi. 30, and in the Song, ch. xxxii. 19; dreak my 
covenant, as inv. 17. The only plur. vbs are serve, despise. 

21. many evils...are come upon it] Cp.v. 17; thts song shall testify 
to its face, the same vb. as in xix. 18; as a witness, v. 19; its seed; 
its imagination, yéser, lit. moulding. This term and its synonyms are 
applied in the O.T. to evil imaginations in rebellion against God (e.g. 
Gen. vi. 5, viii. 21, Ps. x. 2, cxl. 2, Prov. vi. 18, Lam. iii. 60 f.) except 
in two passages (1 Chr. xxviii. 9, xxix. 18), where they are used 
indifferently, and in Is. xxvi. 3 where the yéser or zmagination is de- 
scribed as stayed on God. 

before I bring it into the land, etc.] See v. 20. 
22. See v. 19. : 
23. The immediate continuation of 14 f., which we have seen 

reasons for assigning to E 
And he gave| The subject is not Moses, as the present context of 

this v. suggests, but must be Jehovah, as in v. 15; this is quite certain 
from the following / sware unto them and J will be with thee. 

son of Nun]i. 38. 
Be strong and of a good courage| As in wv. 6, 7; only found in 

Deut., and the deuteron. Josh. i. 6, 9, 18, x. 25; but possibly derived 
from E. 

22——2 
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bring the children of Israel into the land which I sware unto 
them : and I will be with thee. 

24 And it came to pass, when Moses had made an end of 
writing the words of this law in a book, until they were 

chi/drm o_i Israel] Xot deute�_•!nomic (see on iv. -4:4). but a frt.-._juent 
term for the people in E, Ex. m. 9-11, 13-1:,, 1x. 35, x. :zo, ?3, 
�iii. 18 f., xiv. 10, xx. 21, xxiv. 5, xxxii. '20, xxxiii. :- ; ,md also found 
mJ and P. 

bring into the land] So in E, Josh. xxiv. 8, Ex. xiii. :-, r J. 
I will he wit/1 lhu] So in E, Ex. iii. 1 ?, but also in J and in Deut. 

24-30. .\GAi:'\ THE LAw-BuuK (?) A:'\D THE So:--G, 

.-\ le,-.s vague description of these ;,;•. is not possible. The text say� 
that ,\loses having written the Law in a book charged the Levite,. t .. 
put it be,..ide the :\rl : as a witne,., against thee (24-26). For Israel, 
which has been rebellious in his life-here the address change,-. from 
Sg. to Pl.-will be more so after his cleath ( li)- They shall as,-,eml,le 
the elders of their tribes and officers that he mav recite to them thue 
words and call hea\·en and earth to witnes,-. again�·t them. For after hi,-. 
death they will corrupt themselves and evil will befall them in the latter 
days (28-30).-Thes( words can hardly refer to the Law, already recited 
to the people; they must be !lie words of this Son_:;(,•. 30) which follows 
in xxxii. If the text be original which read,. Torah=Ltrw in v.·. :24, ?6, 
then l/7!. 14-?6 are parallel (not con,-.ecutive) to 9-13, and we cannot 
conjecture a reason for !oeparating the two paS5ai:es by 14-13, on 
Joshua and the Song. 

Staerk (followed by Steuem. and Berth.) holds 1hat T6rah •·as originally S/,Jn,J, = 
Song. This conjecture is attracti,·e. It re,tores unity to r-r•. 24-30 and their 
natural connection with 16-22, and geb rid of the improbable fact that bo1h La,.- and 
Song are describe<l '" wilnrss agai,,sl Israel; note tvo that tltis /.,�,k (24, 26) i, not 10 
be put in, but beside, the Ark. .\t the same time there is no other evidence (in the 
version< or ebewherc) that Sltiral, may ha,·e s1oo<l in place of Torr,lt, the Law 
may equally well with the Son): be <lc,cribed as a wi/11,.ss ,,g-,,iHst hrael, and the 
phrase theu words more 11<11ally refers tu what precedes th�n to what folio", It. 

Notice a symptom of compilation, in that while the Le,·itc, are addre,-.ed in, •. 25 it 
i_� all Israel, against thu, which is addres._se<l in ,·. 26. The whole pa,.s.,ge is there• 
fqre editorial, and the question, it r.1i,e, are insoluble by us. 

Staerl'< disiinguishes two introductions to the Song, '"'· 16-:22, 24-JO, and "° 
independently Driver: note the difference in their ,1yles. Cullen (p. 181) retain, 
the reading Torok= Law, and take, 24-29 as a later addition to ci-13, the original 
conclusion of the epilogue to the Code of D comp,,-;ed when [,rad', at1itudc to thi, 
was still ..atisfactory, and added when the nation fell away. For another view sec the 
Oxf. Hr.r. 

24. had nurde a11 end of writi11g the wor,is of this law] If La?fl 
be the original reading, vv. 24-16 are not the st:9uel, l,ut a parallel to 
9-13, for 9 also implies the completion of the writing of the Law in 
recording its delivery to the fn"tsfs, the sN1s o_f /,n·i. But, as already 
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finished, that Moses commanded the Levites, which bare 25 
the ark of the covenant of the LORD, saying, Take this 26 
book of the law, and put it by the side of the ark of the 
covenant of the LORD your God, that it may be there for a 
witness against thee. For I know thy rebellion, and thy 27 
stiff neck : behold, while I am yet ;;i.live with you this day, 
ye have been rebellious against the LORD; and how. much 
more after iny death? Assemble unto me all the elders of 28 

your tribes, and your officers, that I may speak these words 
in their ears, and call heaven and earth to witness against 
them. For I know that after my death ye will utterly 29 

corrupt yourselves, and turn aside from the way which 
I have commanded you; and evil will befall you in 
the latter days; because ye will do that which is evil in_ 

said, it has been conjectured that for Law= Torah we sh6uld read 
Song= Shtrah. 

until th,y were .finished] z1
• 30, ii. r 5; cp. Josh. iv. ro, v. 6, viii. 24, 

x. 20. 
25. tl1e Levites which.jJare, etc.] See on v. 9, x. 8, xvii. 18. These

cannot be P's Levites, who could not enter the Holy of Holies where 
the Ark lay. On the Ark of the Covenant see note on x. 8. 

26. this book of the law] xxix. 21 (20), xxx. ro.
far a witness, etc.] Not a deuteronomic phrase; but cp. testimonies 

in iv. 45; ag-ainst thee, here all Israel is addressed, whereas in v. 25 it 
• -is. the Levites. 

27. thy rebdlion, and thy stiff neck ... ye have been rebellious] Cp. i,. 26, 
43, ix. 6 f., 13, 23 f., x. 16. 

28. Assemble] Imperative Pl. See on v. 12, and v. 22. 
elders of your tribes, etc.] LXX heads of your tribes, adding and 

your judges, and some LXX codd. also add elders. Cp. v. 13, 
xxix. 10 (9).

these words] Though this phrase usually refers to what precedes, it
is more probable that here what follows, i.e. the Song, is meant, as 
indubitably is the case in Ex. xx. 1. 

29. after my deuth] Readers of the Heb. text will compare with the
position of this clause in the v. the construction in xiii. 12 ( r 3). 

;•e will surely corrupt yourselves] See on iv. 16, 25, and for another 
form of the same vb. ix. n, xxxii. 5. I 

turn aside, etc.] ix. u, 16, xi. 28. 
evil will befall you] As in Jer. xliv. 23; another vb. is used in 

vv. 17, 11. _For in tlze latter na;1s see on iv. 30. 
do that which is evil, etc.] See on iv. 2�, ,where the phrase is also 

followed as here hy to pro,,oke liim to an,R;·r. Cp. ix. 18. 
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the sight of tht: LoRo, to provoke him to anger through the 
work of your hands. 

30 And Moses spake in the t:ars of all the assembly of Israel 
the words of this song, until they were finished. 

work of _1·011r l1amls] That is idols, J er. xxv. 14. Contrast work of 
/1,y /,and in a good sense, ii. 7.

30. EDITOll.'S TITLE TO THE S01-G.

30. all tlu assa11b/_J• ef Israel] See on v. 2 2. 
ti,,: words .ji11islud] See on v. 14. This v. is no doubt from the 

hand of an editor; see below. 

CH. XXXII. 1---tlt. THE SosG. 

Th011gh nut comparable tu other ma,tcrpicce" of Hebrew �try either 
for beauty of metaphor, or mu�ical <liction, or fineness uf spiritual in�ight, 
thi,.. "trong poem i" distingui,hc<l by the tire, force, and �weep of iL� 
superb rbetoric. (;ranted its limits-for it i,.. neither an epic nor a lyric, 
hut a didactic ode addres,ed with a practical purp<,,..e to a sinful 
generation-it has no peer in the 0. T. 

The editor of the Pent., who has ascribed it to :\lo,c� ( xxxi .. lO; 
cp. 19, 2 2, tlzeu words in 28, and the po�s4t.le reading so11g instea<l 
of law in 24), asserts that its main rurp<1,..e is to testify heforehand 
against hrael; whereas the poem ibel strikes its keynote (.·. 1) as one 
of mercy and of hope, and emphatically concludes on this keynote 
(.H-43). The poem makes no claim to be by :\loses, and reflects 
nothing of his time or circumstances. On the contrary it i� addressed 
throughout to a generation at a remote distance from lsrael"s origin in 
the desert (j-12). Xot only is their carriage to, and ,-ettlement upon, 
the Land long past ( •.l f.); hut they ha\'e become demoralised 1,y their 
enjoyment of the wealth of the Land, succumbed to strange gods, for• 
saken Jeho\'ah, and �uffercd His chastisements. \\hich are desi:ribcd
exactly as by the earlier prophets -as a series of national calamities, 
famine, plague, pestilence, and wild beasts, culminating in war and 
defeat at the hands of a new and alien people ( 1,::-2� ). So worth le,,_., 
:uc they that J ehornh would have destroyed them but for the fear that 
the arrogant foe would ,·aunt thi, as his own work. Therefore lie 
relenh and turns His wrath upon the foe; Israel's deli,·erance is near, 
their blood "ill be a\'enged and their land as.�oiled (i6-43). 

The evidence of the Song is thus clearly df a datt: far suhsL-quent t" 
:\Jo,..es. Th� only yuestion is to which of the many sufferings of the 
long settled people we are to assign it. .-\s to this the data arc in 
conflict. 

Some critics are satisfied that the period of the Syrian war- alone suits the effect< 
of the cli,·ine wrath reflected in the Song (Knobel, l>illm., elc ): they compare 
s•. 36 with 2 Kings xi,·. 26, cm'pha,ise the absence of all threal of Exile, argue for the 
identity of the 110-fe,,pl� who execute God's anger on Israel •·i1h the Syrians, and 
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Give ear, ye heavens, and I will speak; 
And let the earth hear the words of my mouth : 

explain the number of words in the Song not found else,"'1ere (see below) as due 
to its northern origin. Others have irlentified the no-j,eoj,le with the Assyrians, 
either at the time of the fall of Samaria (Reuss) or during the invasion of Senna
cherib: to which the objection is reasonable that 11v. 40 f. do not suit the Assyrians, 
and that there is no threat of Exile, an essential part of the Assyrian policy towards 
defeated enemies, as all the prophets of the period recognise. On the grounds of 
the literary affinities of the Song with Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the exilic 'Isaiah' xl.-lv., 
and the Wisdom literature, more recent critics have brought it down to the Baby
lonian Exile, some to the eve or beginnin�of this (K11en., Ori., etc.), others to 
its end on the ground that the deliverance of Israel is near (Steuern., Moore, the 
Oxford Hex., Berth., Robinson, and Marti). Tr.e no-people would thus be the 
Chaldeans. 

The literary reasons for an exilic date are not slight (see notes). But 
on the other hand, there is the absence of reference to exile as the cul
mination of the apostate Israel's punishment. Is it possible to conceive 
that an exilic poet could have ignored the Exile? The present writer 
thinks not. If the author of the Song be really echoing J er., Ez., and 
the exilic 'Isaiah,' it is all the more strange that he does not speak of 
banishment or captivity. The only theory which would reconcile this 
conAict between the literary phenomena of the Song and its reAection 
of circumstances upon which exile does not lower, is that an exilic 
writer composed it with exclusive reference to a generation far earlier 
than his own, which is not unlikely when we consider the early subjects 
of certain late Psalms; or else that a poem originally written before the 
Assyrian period of Israel's history received additions from an exilic 
scribe, for the affinities with Ez. and the exilic 'Isaiah' are not many. 

The rhythm is one frequent in Heb. poetry: parallel couplets with, in the main, 
three stresses or accents to each line, but as in other 0. T. poems of the same 
structure there are a considerable number of lines with only two stresses, and 
occasionally there is one of four, though this may not be original but due to bad 
tradition of the text. As Heb.-especially by virtue of its verbal suffixes-�an 
express by one word with one accent ideas or feelings which it takes two nr three 
to express in English, the rhythmical translation offered below is only a rough 
approximation to the metre of the original. As in many Heb. poems, there is no 
division into strophes. The rush of the rhetoric does not allow of this. The divisions 
given below are simply for the sake of convenience. 

1-3. THE EX0RDIUM,
1 Give ear, 0 Heavens, let me speak, 

And let Earth hear the words of my mouth. 
2 May my message drop as the rain, 

My speech distil as the dew, 
Like mists on the grass, 
And like showers on the herb. 

3 For the name of the LORD I proclaim, 
To our God give the greatness ! 

1. heavms ... earth] To these he appeals, not as witnesses of th; 
divine events which he is about to declare (so iv. 26, xxxi. 28), nor as 

32 
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2 My doctrine shall drop as the rain, 
My speech shall distil as the dew: 
As the small rain upon the kndtr gra�s, 
And as the showers upon the herh: 

3 For I will proclaim the name of the LoR1,: 

proofs of the 1egularity or goo<lne,, of the divine action (:,o fre<Jllently 
in the Prophet� and I',,. 1 }. lmt in the feeling that so i;reat a theme
( ;o<l's dealing, with Hi, 1->eople0deman<ls no le,,., an auditory ! The 
faith <Jf the prophets (of ;.o small an<l so irre,ixm,i\'e J. people} in the 
infinite intt>rest of their me,s'.lge, in its power of re\·erberating through 
the universe, i, very striking. And ,uch an a.,;,urance, l,ecam,e spiritual 
and nut material. remains ,teadfa,t (Carlyle in some of hi, 1111•111, not• 
with,tamling) whatt·\"er \·ie\\s l,e taken of the Uni\·er,e. whether pre
Copernican or p<i-;t-Copernican. It is the conviction of man "li1ch 
commands Xature. and not Xature which cru�hes the conviction_ The 
U niver,e cannot silence, but mu,-t li,ten to, the spiritual truth. '.\f. Henry 
interprets less 1->robably: lle;:ven and Earth will listen ,ooner than thi, 
unthinking people, for they revolt not from their obedience to their 
Creator, Ps. cxi1'. go f. 

2. My dortrine] Lit. my ta�·i11.r, what I ha\'e r,·an•ed and /,1/u I<, 
men, my message; cp. St Paul , Cor. xi 2.�, i-yw -yap ra.plXa.fJor liro 
Tou Kt•pfo,, 6 Kai ra.piowKa ,',µ."iv. Or alternatively. what I have a_l>fr<'hmd,,I 
c,r learned; so commonlv in the \\'i,,<lom literature for inslrlldio11 or 
lear11h�,:-. Prov. i. 5, iv. 2: ix. 9 (cp. Isai. xxix. 14), 1,ot also for apprt
he11sible11ess, persumizwuss, xvi. 11, 23 . 

. Jly sp(ech] Sam., LXX, Syr. prefix a11d. 
small rain] Heb. �·/rim. only here (therefore Lag. emends to 

�strim rain-drops or fine rain, Cant. v. 1). Translate miflt. The 
word may Le connected with se'ar, hair (.-\r. sha•ir, 'to he hairy '), as 
the Scot. haar and Lincolnshire harr=' sea-mist' are connected with 
'hair.' '.\lusil, however, says that certain Arab tribes who connect the 
successi\'e winter-rains with different stars or constellations. call the 
fourth of the series esh-She'ri or Slu'ra, meaning 'the Sirius-rain.' 

lender grass] Heb. dlshl.fresh ;•01111g_:,0rass. 
showers] Heb. �hibim, lit. lavish or frequent showers; Ar. rahaba, 

'much water.' 
-

� 
Thus the Song ,trike, its keynote-the note lo which it return, in the end after 

its indictment of the people-of quickening and rcfre-hing power for the tenclcr 
hope< of l<rael after the long drought of their captivity Others think that the figure 
include< that of a beating and <weeping rain for the rebellious (<u a C:halJee para
phrast), as if it were meant that the S,,ng would be a savour of hfc unto life to some, 
but of death unto death to others. This is not borne out by the terms of this r,. 

3. proclaim the name of Jehovah) See J, Ex. xxxiii. 19, where 
1 Cp. Carlyle: 'The stars in the heavens and the blue-bell< by the wayside shew 

f,hth the handiwork of Him who is Almighty, who is All Good. In a bad weak world 
what would become of us did not our beans understand at all ti111cs that thi• i, e,·en 
so ' (Lift ,. 338). 
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. Ascribe ye greatness unto our God. 
The Rock, his work is perfect ; 4 
For all his ways are judgement: 
A God of faithfulness and without iniquity, 
Just and right is he. 
They have I dealt corruptly with him, they. are not his 5 

children, 2 it is their blemish ; 

1 Or, corrupted themselves, they &,c. 2 Or, but a blot upon them 

name=character and is parallel to glory (v. 18) as above, xxvi. 19, it is 
parallel to praise and honour. Both ideas, character and renown, are 
probably included here. Cp. xii. 5, xxviii. 58. 

give ye greatness unto our God] Cp. iii. 24, Ps. xxix. I f. 

4----6. Goo's FAITHFULNESS, ISRAEL'S FOLLY. 

4 The Rock-outright is His working! 
Yea, all of His ways are Law, 
The God of troth, without treason, 
Righteous and upright is He. 

s His sons have dealt corruptly with Him ... (?), 
A twisted anci crooked generation! 

6 The LORD do ye thus requite·, 
0 foolish folk and unwise? 
Is He not thy sire who begat thee, 
He 'tis that made and hath framed thee. 

4. The Rock] Or a Rock. This name, $Ii� is applied in vv. 15,
18, 30, 31, 3i, both to Israel's God and to others. It appears to 
have been a general Semitic figure for the divine unchangeableness 
and its refuge for men, and virtually a synonym for Goci; LXX, 8Eos as 
here, {Jo7186s, q,u""Aa� and even oiKaios ( 1 Sam. ii. 2 ). In Ass yr. Bel and 
other gods are called' great mountain'; and with other Semites several 
theophorous names are compounded with {Ur, e.g. Bar-�ur in the 
Senjerli inscription and others in S. Arabia (Zimmern, Kd T'3, 355, 
358, 477). 

his ways a1·e judgement] Rather Law. Heb. mishpa(, which means 
now a single law or judgement and now justice, is here Law in the 
sense of order or consistency. So Isai. xxx. 18 a God of mishja{. 
Having laid down the lines of His action in righteousness and wisdom 
He remains in His dealings with men consistent with those. The idea 
is expounded in the next two lines: Iniquity is to be taken in its 
primary sense of breach or d,'Viatum, treason. For he LXX read 
fehovah. 

5. The text of the first line is corrupt ; lit. he has dealt corruptly (as
in ix. 12, cp. xxxi. 29) with him, not lu"s sons, their blt'mish. Sam. 
LXX: they d,·alt corruptly not lzis sons, blamewortlty things. Possible 
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They are a perverse and crooked generation. 
6 Do ye thus requite the LoRIJ, 

0 foolish people and unwise ? 
Is not he thy father that hath I bought thee? 
He hath made thee, and established thee. 

7 Remember the days of old, 
Consider the years of many generations : 
Ask thy father, and he will shew thee ; 
Thine elders, and they will tell thee. 

8 When the Most High gave to the nations their inherit
ance, 

When he separated the children of men, 

1 Or, possessed Or, gollen 

emendations, th,y d, 1/t (Orr11pt�1· wit/1 him sons iJf hl.-mislz; hi.r s"'IJ 
hav,· corrupted tluir }zitliju/11.:ss t,, hi111 ; or as al>ovc. Thc line 1, 
overloaded. On h/,:111is/1 in physical �ense see xv. 11, xvii. r. 

twisted and (riJOked] Or tortuous; cp. v. 10. 
6. Is it Jehovah ye: thus rtquite] So the emphatic Hl"b. order. 

foolish] See on xxii. u : folly. 
bou.,•ht] Rather begat or produced, (ien. iv. 1, xi,·. 19, 21. 
eslahlislud] Or framed, sd up, sdlltd. 

7-H. ORIGl:O- A:"ID PROGRESS OF ISRAF.L. 

7 Remember the days of old, 
Scan the years, age upon age ; 
Ask of thy sire that he shew thee, 
Thine elders, that they may tell thee. 

8 \\'hen the Highest gave nations their heritage, 
When He sundert>d the children of men, 
He set the bounds of the peoples 
By the tale of Israel's sons (?) 

9 For the Loao's own lot is Jacob, 
Israel the scale of His heritage. 

7. l?mzember] Heb. Sg.; Sam., LXX Pl.
days of old ... 6·meratio11s] One of many signs of the distance of the 

generation to which the Song is addressed from the time of the 
\\'ilderness and the entrance to the Promised Land. 

that he shew thee ... that they tell thee] So the Heb. 
8. ,1/ost High] Heb. 'E(,,Jn, �um. xxiv. r6, Isai. xiv. 1,4, and 

manv Pss. 
gave ... i,,luritan(e] See i. 38. 
separated] Gen. x. 31 (P). 
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He set the bounds of the peoples 
-According to the number of the children of Israel.
For the LORD'S portion is his people;
Jacob is the lot of his inheritance.
He found him in a desert land,
And in the waste howling wilderness ;
He compassed him about, he cared for him,
He kept him as the apple of his eye :
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children f!f Israel] The purpose of His division was to leave room 
for Israel's numbers. 

But for tlze sons of Israel LXX has ay-yi.\wv 9,ov, angels of God, i.e. so,zs of' El, 
after a late Jewish conception of a guardian angel for each nation (Dan. x. 13. 20 f., 
xii. r, Ecclus. xvii. 17), an antithesis to Jehovah's own guardianship of Israel in the 
following 1,v., which accordingly LXX introduces by n11d=l•1tf in_place of Heb.for. 
This reading and interpretation is accepted by Steuern., Berth., l\larti, Robinson. 
But the text as read by the LXX seems to be rather an a..daptation of the Heb. 
to the conception aforesaid (Dillm.); and it is difficult to see how the Heb. arose out 
of the LXX text if the latter was original. 

9. portion] Or lot; in xii. 12 with inheritance. 
his people] LXX removes Jacob to this line, and to the end of the 

following adds Israel. In that case his pcop!t' is superfluous both to 
the sense and to the rhythm. 

lot] Lit. measuring-rope, i.e. scale or rang,:; cp. ix. 26, Ps. cv. r 1. 

10 In a desert land He found him, 
In the void and howl of the waste. 
He swept a.round him, He scanned him, 
As the pupil of His eye He watched him. 

11 As an eagle stirreth his nest, 
Fluttereth over his young, 
Spreadeth his wings, doth catch them, 
Beareth them up on his pinions, 

1 z The LORD alone was his leader, 
And never a strange god with Hi!tl. 

10. found him] This and the following vbs. are in the Heb. imperf.;
this for the sake of vividness, the rest expressive of iteration. On Israel 
being found in the desert, cp. Hos. ix. 10, Jer. ii. 2. The O.T. tradition 
is constant that the Hebrews were originally nomad, desert trihes (see 
the present writer's Early Pot!lry if Israel, 39 ff., 56 ff. ; and above on 
i. 28). 

void and howl] Or the void if the lzowl=howllng void. 
compassed him about] Rather keeps circling around him. 
c<1red] Rather regarded or scanned him penetratingly.
kept] Better watched or guarded. 
apple of his e;1e] Pupil is a happier rendering of the Heb. 'fshon (Ar.

'insan), mannikin, the image reflected in the centre of the eye. 

9 

IO 
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11 As an eagle that stirrcth up her nest, 
That fluttercth over her young, 
1 He spread a�road his wings, he took them, 
He bare them on his pinions : 

12 The LORD alone did lead him, 
And there was no strange god with him. 

13 He made him ride -0n the high places of the earth, 
And he did eat the increase of the field ; 
And he made him to suck honey out of the rock, 
And oil out of the flinty rock ; 

14 Butter of kine, and milk of sheep. 

1 Or, Spruukth abroad her wings, taketh them, bearetl, thu,1 on her 
pinions 

11. eagle] Heb. 11eslu,·, see on xi\'. 11, 17; not her 11ul or yo1111g, 
but his, the:: fatht:r bird's; Ex. xix. 4, cp. abo\'e i. 31. 

Spreadeth his win.�s. doth catch tlum, beareth. etc.] As in R.Y. 
marg. preferable to R.Y. text. All these clauses still describe the eagle. 

12. did ltaJ him l Still the imperf. for ,·ividne--�. 
stra1t,5't] ::--.01 the adj. in v. 16, butfore,:,;11, xv. 3, xxxi. 16.

13 . He made him to ride the highlands , 
And to eat or the fruit of the hills, 
Suckled him with honey from the crag 
And oil or the flinty rock, 

. q Curd of the kine, milk of the flock, 
\Vith the fatness of lambs and of rams, 
Bulls of Bashan and he-goats, 
With the finest flour of the wheat-· 
And the grape's blood thou drankest in foam ! 

13. ride on t/uhffl.ghta] Cp. Am. iv. 11. 
and to eat of the frui.t of the hills] So Sam. and LXX for the

Heb. he doth eat; hills not fidds as in XX\'iii. 3, Heh . .radai, early 
form sadeh, in the earlier sense of that word (see on \', 21) as in Jud.\'. 4, 
parallel to height, or high places. Israel's territory was a highland one. 

suckles) \\'ith Sam. and Syr. omit a11d. 
ho11,:,•] The honey of the O.T. is wild, as here, Jud. xi\'. 8 ff., 1 Sam. 

xiv. 25 ff., Ps. lxxxi. 16; apiculture, a \'Cry ancient craft, is not implied 
till the N.T. speaks of wild honey (�latt. iii. 4, �lark i. 6). See further 

Jerns. 1. 3o6f .. EB. art.' Honey,' and ZDPV. xxx11. 1;;1. 
oil of the .flinty rod] Lit. the jli11t of the rock. The oli\'e ne\'Cr 

yields oil so richly as on limestone terraces and their dehris; see .f erus. 
,. 300. 

14. CUrd of .<·int'] Fcrmcntt·d milk, .-\r. lehm. 
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With fat of lambs, 
And rams of the breed of Bashan, and goats, 
With the fat of kidneys of wheat ; 
And of the blood of the grape thou drankest wme. 
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But J eshurun waxed fat, and kicked : · 1 S
Thou art waxen fat, thou art grown thick, thou art be-

come sleek: 

fat of lambs and of rams] So LXX, bringing forward rams from 
next line. 

Bulls of Basha11] Lit. the sons, or breed, of Bashan (iii. r), celebrated 
for its steers, Ps. xxii. 12 ( 13), etc. 

fat of the kidne;1s] The richest fat, Lev. iii. 4, Isai. xxxiv. 6; here 
figuratively of the richest wheat. 

blood of the grape thou drankest in foam] There is no need to read 
with the LXX he drank (so Steuern. to harmonise with the next line), 
nor to take the line as a gloss (Marti), though it be an odd line and not 
one of a couplet. This is the clima,c of the passage of Israel from the 
nomadic to the agricultural stage of life, and is still regarded as the last 
distinction of the fella}_! from the Bedawee; cp. xxxiii. 28, Gen. xlix. 
I I f. Foam (EVV. wine), Heb. l_umer from root [zmr, to ferment or 

foam; cp. Pss. xlvi. 3.(4), lxxv. 8 (9). 

15-18. THE FULNSSS AND APOSTASY OF ISRAEL. 

15 Jacob ate and was full, 
Fat waxed Jeshurun and kicked, 
-- Thou wast fat, thou wast plump, thou wast sleek ! 
He forsook the God who had made him, 
And befooled the Rock of his succour. 

16 With strangers they moved Him to jealousy, 
With abominations provoked Him, 

17 They sacrificed to demons not God, 
Gods whom they never had known, 
New ones, lately come in, 
Your sires never trembled at them. 

18 Of the Rock that thee bare thou wast mindless, 
And forgattest the God that had travailed with thee. 

15. The line (And) Jacob ate and was full is added by Sam. to the 
previous v., but by the LXX to this one to which it is more suitable; 
cp. xxxi. 20;.Neh. ix. 25. 

feshurun] xxxiii. 5, 26, Isai. xliv. 2, a name for the people (cp. 
fas/tar, Jos. x. 13, 2 Sam. i. 18) with a play upon the name Israel; 
and, as it means honest or upright, it is used here sarcastically of so 
delinquent and perver� a race. 

Thou wast waxen fat ... plump ... sleek] Note the change to the ·md 
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Then ht: forsook (;o<l which ma<lc him, 
An<l lightly esteemed the Rock of his salvation. 

16 They move<l him to jcafousy with strange gods, 
\\'ith abominations provokc<l they him to anger. 

17 They sacrificed unto demons, u•hit-h were no God, 
To gods whom they knew not, 
To new gods that came up of late, 
Whom your fathers dreaded not. 

18 Of the Rock that I bcgat thee thou art unmindful, 

1 Or, hare

pers. and the fact that if the additional line from the Sam. and I.XX 
be prefixed to the ;:•, thi� line forms an odd one among it� couplc.-ts; 
which may be taken as an argument against either ib originality ur 
that of the line added by the LXX. Sl,·c'k, perhaps we �hould read the 
same vb. as in Jer. v. 28 \Gratz); the l lel,. \·b. here mean" tlwu art 
gorged. 

Cod] Heb. 'Elo"h, 'prol.iably only a secondary form ohtaine<l 
inferentially from 'Elohim,' only in late 1Hiting�, chidly poetry. 

lightly estamcd] Rather held, or tr,-,1t,·cl, as a fool, '.\I ic. ,·ii. 6. 
How often in their ,uper,,tition men act a" if God could he tricked, and 
in their immorality as if lie were ,en,,clc,,. Yet G,><I is �c1i-itil'e, a, 
the next ,·. declares, and as Isaiah ,-ay, is 'il'iSt". On /,:,,,·J.· see z·. 4. 

16. mm•,·d l11111 to j,·c1l,>11s;•] This form .,f the 1'11. i, found only here, 
and in .:•. 21 b, Ps. h:xviii. :,8; another form in ,,. 21 11 On (;.,,1·, 
jealousy see iv. 24. 

strange] ]er. ii. 2:,, iii. •-�· See above on ::•. 12. 
abo111inatio11s] See ,·ii. l:,, and cp. • bai.' xii,·. 19. 
provoked] iv. 25. 
17. da11011s] Heh. sludPm, only here antl in Ps. n·i .. �i, 'certainly 

a Babylonian loan-word,' shcdu, a good demon figured in the hull
colos,i that guarded the entrances to temples (Zimmern. J.,:A TJ, +.':- f., 
+60-2, 6_.9); but according to Ps. cvi. 3i human sacrifices were offered 
them, which of course clues not preclude the idea that they were 
protecth-e spirits. 

110 GoJ] Heb. 'El<Ph as in v. 15. 
whom tluJ' had not known] xi. 28. xiii. 2, 6, 13, xxviii. 6_.. 
11,·w ones lately come in] Or ,rrrf rcd. 
dr,·adcd] Lit. bristle.I or shudder,.! at, lleb. sa't1r, as in J er. ii. 12, 

Ezek. xxvii. 35, xxxii. 10. Some, howe\'cr, translate huw, on the 
strength of the Ar. strara. 

18. Rod·] See on v. -f; God, Ileb. 'El. The predicates used of
Him are generally interpreted as if attributing to Him the functions 
both of father and mother. But the first vb. is more usually i11 the 
O.T. of the mother, and is rightly rendered here by R.\'. marg. /.,,re; 
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And hast forgotten God ·that gave thee birth. 
And the LORD saw it, and abhorred tl!em, 19 

Because of the provocation of his sons and his daughters. 
And he said, I will hide my face from them, 20 

I will see what their end shall be: 
For they are a very froward generation, 
Children in whom is no· faith. 
They have moved me to jealousy with that which 1s not 21 

God; 

the second, gave thee birth, is rather was in travail with thee; cp. 
Num. xi. 1-z. 

19-2�. Goo's VENGEANCE, 

19 But the LQRD saw and He spurned, 
From grief with His sons and His daughters. 

20 'Let me hide my countenance from them, 
• I will see what their end shall be. 

For an upsetting race are they, 
Sons without ste_adfastness in them.

2 r They moved me to jealous)' with a no-god, 
With their vanities vexed me 
And I make them jealous with a no-people, 
With an infidel nation will vex them.' 

• 

19. abltorred] Spurned, contemned, discarded, xxxi. 20, J er. xiv. 21.
The next line gives the motive, not as in R.V., but from grief with his 
sons, etc. 

20. And he said] A gloss, it overloads the rhythm.
Let me hide, etc.] xxxi. 17 f.
tlzeir end] Lit. their afterwards, see on iv. 30.
a very froward, etc.] Heb. is stronger, a generation of upturnings or

oz•erthrtrt.Vs ( only here and in Prov.) ; not perverse but mbversive; and 
so children in whom is no .faithfulness, reliableness, or 'staith.' 

·21. moved ... to jealousy] See on v. 16. Mark the antitheses: no-god 
(lo'-'el), no-people (lo'-'am, as hitherto outside the nations known and 

, to be reckoned with, by Israel, as unfit to serve any Divine purpose); 
and 71anities (lit. breatlzs, or as we should say, bubbles, so in Jer. of the 
heathen gods, viii. 19, etc.) and.foolish (nabal, chosen perhaps both be
cause of its probable root-meaning.fading, worthless, parallel to vanities, 
and because it was used in a religious sense, godless, i1ifidel). See'Paul's 
application of the v. in Rom. x. 19. 

21 For a fire has flared from my wrath, 
And burned to the lowest She'61, 
It devours earth and her increase, 

. It flames round the roots of the hills. 



,, 
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They have provoked me to anger with their vanities: 
And I will move them to jealousy with those which are 

not a people ; 
I will provoke them to anger with a foolish nation. 

22 For a fire is kindled in mine anger, 
And burneth unto the lowest 1 pit, 
And devoureth the earth with her increase, 
And setteth on fire the foundations of the mountains. 

23 I will heap mischiefs upon them ; 
I will spend mine arrows upon them : 

24 They shall be wasted with hunger, and devoured with 
1 burning heat

And bitter destruction ; 
1 Heh. Sheol." � Heb. hur11i11g coals. See Hab. iii. :,, 

23 I will sweep up evils upon them, 
Against them exhaust mine arro .vs. 

'24 Drained by famine, devoured hy fever (?) 
And poisonous pestilence(?), 
The teeth of brute beasts will I send them, 
With venom of things that crawl in the dust. 

25 Abroad shall the sword bereave, 
And terror be in the chambers
As well the youth as the maiden, 
The suckling and gray-headed man. 

22. is kindled] but with the force of flaring up quickly, Jer. xv. 14,
xvii. 4, 'lsai.' 1. 11, I xiv. 2 ( 1) ; it is not necessary to render 'aph, anger, 
by its original meaning noslri/.

pit] Heb. She'ol, underworld, Ps. lxxxvi. 13. 
imnase] See xi. 17. 
And setteth on fire] licks orjla11w about; only in late writings. 
23. heap] According as we point the consonants of this vb., it may 

mean add, or gather, or sweep up; a•ils, xxxi. 1 i. 
24, 26 define the arrows of v. 23-famine, fever, plague, wild 

beasts and poisonous, and war. 
24a. The rhythm is irregular whether for a line or couplet, and the 

text uncertain, the first and last words arc only found here and their 
sense is conjectural. 

From Sam. it is possible to read the first word ,,,;zz;I,, 011 //<is sid, and to 
reconstruct the whole as a regular cou�let yiekling the kind or antithesis beloved by 
the writer (vv. 21, 25) and free of the a.,ra.f Ar,,ol'•vri 

mizzeh ra'ab yilham On this siJe famine devours, 
mizzeh resheph w� ketel On this side fever and plague. 

• /Vast�d is a meaning drawn from a doubtful Ar. analogy; b11,-ni11r /,,at, Heb. 
reslupl,, jirt'-bolt or .fl,11nt' as God's in,trument of fever, in Hab. iii. 5 parallel to 
jestilm«. 

. 
. 
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And the teeth of beasts will I send upon them, 
With the poison of crawling things of the dust. 
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Without shall the sword bereave, 25 
And in the chambers terror ; 
It shall destroy both young man and virgin, 
The suckling with the man of gray hairs. 
I said, I would scatter them afar, 26 
I would make the remembrance of them to cease from 

among men: 
Were it not that I feared the provocation of the enemy, 27 
Lest their adversaries should misdeem, 
Lest they should say, Our hand is exalted, 
And the LORD hath not done all this. 

24 b. beasts] Heb. Behemoth. For this natural curse of the East 
cp. vii. 22, Hos. ii. 12. The contrast in Isai. xi. 6-9. 

crawling things] �lie. vii. 1 i, cp. lsai. xi. 8, J er. viii. 1 i. 
25. ·war'the climax to these natural plagues, just as in Amos vii. 

26-33. THE STAY OF Goo's VE�GEANCE. 

26 • ' I had said, '' I will blow them away(?) 
And still among men their remembrance," 

2i Had I feared not the taunt of the foe, 
Lest their enemies misconstrue, 
And should say, "Our hand was high, 
Nor was this the work of Jehovah!" 

28 For a rede-lom people are they, 
And among them insight is not. 

29 Were they wise this would they ken, 
See through to their fate at the last.' 

30 How could one have chased a thousand, 
Or two put ten thousand to flight, 
Were it not that their Rock had sold them 
And the LORD bad given them up ! 

26. I would have said, I will] The meaning of the ensuing vh
pa'ah is uncertain: :leave them in pieces (Dri. and the Oxf. Heb. Lex.) 
is hatdly justified by the Ar. fa'a, which means only to split; A. V., 
scatter them into corners, is founded on a doubtful etymology; R.V., 
slatter them afar, is due to the LXX �ia<r1r€pw, which probably read 
another vb. The meaning adopted since Gesenius by most mo'derns, 
will blow them away, is, in view of the parallel line, the most probable. 

27. provocation] Cp. v. 19, but here the vexation caused to Himself 
by the foes' misconstruction. The anthropomorphism is very strong. 
Sam. reads my foe. On the Heb. forjeared see i. 17, xviii. n, 

DEUTERONOMY 
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28 For they are a nation void of counsel, 
And there is no understanding in them. 

29 Oh that they were wise, that they understood this, 
That they would consider their latter end ! 

30 How should one chase a thousand, 
And two put ten thousand to flight, 
Except their Rock had sold them·, 
And the LORI> had delivered them up? 

31 For their rock is not as our Rock, 
Even our enemies themselves being judges. 

32 For their vine is of the vine of Sodom, 
And of the fields of Gomorrah : 
Their grapes are grapes of gal� 
Their clusters are bitter : 

28--33. It is doubtful whether these v.·. relate to Israel or ih 
arrogant foes. The latter I dct:m the more 1:>robaLle. So already 
Gecldes. 

28. ,•oid] More exactly forlor11, Heb. "ob,·d, cp. xxii. 3, xxvi. f· 
29. t"onsider their latter end] This is weak and omits the preposition

to which con\'eys the full sense 1111<krsla11d, or llee through, to their 
• ultimate fate, past this temporary triumph O\'cr Israel to the puni�h
ment God has in store for them, i•. 34. n·. 29-31 are regarded by 
some as a later intrusion by one who wrongly inlerprclcd v. 28 of 
Israel; and indct:d z•. 32 more naturally connt:cts with 28, which it
confirms, than with 31. Note also that God is not the �pcaker in them.

30. Bow could one, etc.] Some ignominiou� rout of Israel.
delivered tlum up] Cp. xxiii. 15 (16).

31 For not as our Rock is their rock, 
Our foes being judges; 

32 For their vine 's from the vine of Sedom 
And out of the tracts of Gomorrah ; 
Their gral't!s are poisonous grapes, 
Bitterest clusters are theirs. 

33 Their wine ,is the venom of dragons, 
The pitiless poison of asps. 

31 emphasises the previous couplet; it must have been Israel's 
God who brought such defeat on His people. 

32. These foes of Israel are of the same stock morally (can one 
produce grapes of thistles?) as the cities whose destruction for their 
wickedness was pro\'erbial. They arc therefore doomed. 

fields] Heb. s"de11u5th, a rare word of uncertain meaning. Tracts is 
probably nearer it. It may ha\·e been chosen here for its assonance to 
Sedom in the previous line. 
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Their wine is the poison of dragons, 33 
And the cruel venom of asps. 
Is not this laid up in store with me, 34 
Sealed up ‘among my treasures? 
Vengeance is mine, and recompence,_ - 35 
At the time when their foot shall slide : 
For the day of their calamity is at hand, 
And the things that are to come upon them shall make 

haste. 
For the Lorp shall judge his people, 36 

1 Or, cz my treasuries 

33. venom of dragons] Or, foam of. 
pitiless poison of asps] Poison, résh, as im xxix. 173 asps, or 

according to some, cobras, the hooded kind, in Egypt and the lower 
parts of Syria, especially S. of Beersheba, Heb. p°¢anim, Isai. xi. 8, 
etc. 

34—43. IT 1s DESTINBD FOR®*ISRAEL’S FOES. 

34 Is all that not stored with me, 
Sealed in my treasuries, 

35 For the day of revenge and requital, 
What time their foot shall slip. 
Yea, near is their day of disaster, 
And destiny rushes upon them. 

34. Jad up) Heb. kamus not found elsewhere, and probably mis- 
read for anus, gathered, collected. In next line read treasuries. 

35. Mime are vengeance, etc.] Sam. and LXX read for the day of 
vengeance, etc.; and perhaps rightly, see Ginsburg, /z¢r. p. 168. Here 
intended as an assurance to Israel, but in Rom. xii. 19 as a warning 
against undertaking revenge oneself, cp. Heb. x. 30. 

day of their disaster] Jer. xviii. 17, xlvi- 21, Ob. 13, Ps. xviii. 
18 (19). ree 
ee destined for ¢emz] A late expression. 

36 For the Lorp shall judge for His people, 
And relent for His servants’ sake, 
When He sees that their grip is gone, 
Nor fast nor free remaineth ; 

37 And shall say, Where be their gods 
The rock whereon they refuged, 

38 Which ate the fat of their sacrifice, 
Drank the wine of their pouring? 
Let them arise to your help, 
Let them be a covert above you! 

23—2 
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And repent himself for his servants ; 3 ae 
When he seeth that /4ezr power is gone, 
And there is none remaining, shut up or left at 

37 And he shall say, Where-are their gods, 
The rock in which they ‘trusted ; 

38 Which did eat the fat of their sacrifices, 
And drank the wine of their drink offering? 

. Let them rise up and help you, 
Let them be your protection. 

39 See now that I, even I, am he, 
And there is no god with me: 
I kill, and I make alive; 
I have wounded, and I heal : 
And there is none that can deliver out of my hand. 

1 Or, took refuge Y 

36. judge his people) As the parallel line shows, this means ‘ 
judge for his people.’ 

power) Lit. hand, i.e. old or grip. 
nor fast nor free] Heb. ‘asér w* ‘azid, an alliterative phrase for 

the whole population. Whether it means in and out of prison, or 
under and free of ¢ado0 or ritual uncleanness, is doubtful. 

37. took refuge] As in R.V. marg., so often in the Pss., e.g. ii. 12, 
xlvi. 2. , 

38. Let them be a covert above you] So LXX, etc.; Heb. fi. 
39 See now that I, I am He, j 

And never a god beside me. 
I do to death and revive, 
I shattered and I shall heal. 

[With none to save from my hand.] 
40 For I lift to heaven mine hand, 

And say, ‘As I live for ever, 
4t I will whet my lightning sword, 

And on judgement my tend shall close, 
Vengeance I wreak op my foes, 
And recompense them that hate me. 

42 I drench mine arrows in blood, 
And my sword shall feed upon flesh; 
With the blood of the slain and the ‘captive, 
With the long-haired heads of the foe.’ 

39. Jam he] The only God, iv. 35. Cp. ‘Isai.’ xli. 4, xlili. 10, 13, 
xviii. 12. Y 
And there is none, etc.) This line is out of place both for the rhythm 

and the sense, and is apparently borrowed from ‘Isai.’ xliii. 13 ina similar 
context. Cp. Hos. v. 14 4. 
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For I lift 1 up my hand to heaven, 40 
And say, As I live for ever, 
If I whet ‘my glittering sword, 41 
And mine hand take hold on judgement ; 
I will render vengeance to mine adversaries, 
And will recompense them that hate me. 
I will make mine arrows drunk with blood, 42 
And my sword shall devour flesh ; - 
With the blood of the slain and the captives, 
*From *the head of the leaders of the enemy. 
*Rejoice, O *ye nations, with his people: 7 aaa 
For he will avenge the blood of his servants, 
And will render vengeance to his adversaries, 
And will: make expiation for his land, for his people. 

And Moses came and spake all the words 0 this song 44 
in the ears of the people, he, and Hoshea the son of Nun. 

1 Heb. the lightning of iB sword. 2 Or, From the beginning of 
revenges upon the enemy * Or, the hairy head of the enemy “Ox 
Praise his people, ye nations > Or, ye nations, hts people 

40. lift up, etc.] Cp. Gen. xiv. 22, Ex. vi. 8, Num. xiv. 30 and 
many instances in Ezekiel. . 

41. whet] See on vi. 7. Jehovah as warrior, as often in later 

prophecy, e.g. ‘ Isai.’ lxiii. 
42. and the captives] Assigned to death later. 
leaders} So LXX dpxévtwv, Heb. para‘éth, Ar. fara‘, to excel; A.V. 

beginning of revenges from the analogy of Aram. fhara. In Num. vi. 5, 
Ezek. xliv. 20, pere‘=flowing locks. Cp. W. R. Smith on Jud. v. 2, 
in Black’s Judges, in Smaller Cambridge Bible for Schools. 

43 Sing, O ye nations, His people, 
For His servants’ blood He avengeth, 
And vengeance He wreaks on His foes, 
And assoils the land of His people. 

43. For this LXX gives eight lines, part quoted in Rom. Xv. ro. 
Sing] Heb. arnini, the most ringing of the vbs with this meaning. 
assoils] Covers, or clears, from gutlt, cp. xxi. 8. 
the land of His people] So Sam., LXX, etc., doubtless rightly. 

Heb. as in R.V. 
44. Concluding Note. Can hardly be from the same editorial hand 

as xxxi. 30. It is probable from the opening words, And Moses came, 
that this is a fragment from the end of a narrative of divine instructions 
given to Moses regarding the Song, such as we find in xxxi. 16—22 (ep. 
Ex. xix. 7, xxiv. 3); and indeed LXX repeats xxxi. 22 before it. Its 
position here is another sign of the editorial re-arrangements which the 
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45 And Moses made an end of speaking all these word: 
46 all Israel: and he said unto them, Set your heart unt 

the words which I testify unto you this day; which ye : 
command your children, to observe to do all the words 

47 of this law. For it is no vain thing for you; because ii 
is your life, and through this thing ye shall prolong 
your days upon the land, whither ye go over Jordan to 
possess it. 

materials composing these chs. have undergone. Notice the non-deuter. 
phrase ¢he people, not all Israel. For this Song LXX has thts Law, — 
probably an inadvertence. Hoshea‘ (Num. xiii. 8, 16, P) is a clerical 
error (by omission of one jot!) for Y*hoshua‘ or Joshua, which is con- 
firmed by all the versions. The addition of Joshua agrees with the Pl. 
write ye of xxxi. 19. r An 

45—47. A POSTSCRIPT. 

Moses again exhorts all Israel to attend to the Law and enforce it on — 
their children, for it is their life, by which they shall prolong their days 
in the Land. Both the ideas and the language are deuteronomic, and 
the passage belongs to one of the hortatory supplements to the Law. — 
Most connect it with xxxi. 24—27.  - ™ 

Berth.’s proposal to read Shirah, Song, for Torah, Law, in v. 46 (see on xxxi. 24) 
and to refer all the wz. to the Song, is contradicted by the phraseology, which is else- 
where consistently used of the Law. : 

45. made an end, etc.] Xx. 9, XXxvi. 12, Xxxi. 24. Whether a// 
these words originally referred only to the Code, or are meant by the 
editor to cover the hortatory addresses added to it, cannot be determined. 
All /srael, D’s formula. “ 

46. Set your heart} So Ex. ix. 21, and with another vb vii. 23. — 
On heart= mind see vi. 6, xi. 18, Xxix. 4. : 

I testify against you} See on viii. 19. ( 
that ye may command them to your children) So Heb. and not as — 

in R.V. The idiom is also found in iv. 10. On D’s care for the young 
see Vi. 7. 

to Gisae to do| For this formula see on iv. 6. ; | 
47. vain] Or, empty, without profit. =e, 
it is your life] As in xxx. 20. Re, 
prolong your days...whither ye go over, etc.). For these formulas see — 

on iv. 26. ; 

48—52. Moses’ CALL TO DEATH. 
He is bidden climb Mt Nebo and view Canaan, and die there like 5 

Aaron on Mt Hor, because of his trespass against Jehovah at Kadesh. 
He shall see but not enter the Land.—The language (including the - 
place-names) and the reason given for Moses’ failure to enter the Land, — 
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_ And the Lorp spake unto Moses that selfsame day, 48 
_ saying, Get thee up into this mountain of Abarim, unto 49 
- mount Nebo, which is in the land of Moab, that is over 
_ against Jericho; and behold the land of Canaan, which 

I give unto the children of Israel for a possession: and 50 
die in the mount whither thou goest up, and be gathered 
unto thy people; as Aaron thy brother died in mount Hor, 

_and was gathered unto his people: because ye trespassed 51 
against me in the midst of the children of Israel at the 

are those of P (see notes below). There is a doublet in Num. xxvii. 
12—14. Which of the two passages is original and which editorial is 
doubtful. The additions to this one point to its being the later. 

48. that selfsame day| A standing phrase of P, e.g. Gen. vii. 13, 
Xvli. 23, 26, Ex. xii. 17. Contr. the deuter. 47s day and the like. The 
day is that stated in i. 3, also from P; g.z. 

49. Adbarim] Lit. the men or regions Jeyord or over there. Only 
in P, Jer. xxii. 20 R.V., and Ez. xxxix. 11 (where read ‘déarim). The 
name is proof that the people who used it were settled W. of Jordan 
and looked across the valley of that river and the Dead Sea, to the E. 
range beyond. See the present writer's ‘Abarim’ in £. B., HGAL 
53, 548, 553, and Mod. Criticism, etc., 18 f. 

unto mount Nebo...Jericho| Not in Num. xxvii. t2—14, unsuitable 
in the mouth of the Deity, and obviously a geographical note like those 
in chs. ii. f. Nebo is P’s name for E’s and D’s Pisgah. See on iii. 17, 
XXXiv. I. 

Z| The shorter form of the Heb. pronoun as always in P, while in 
Deut. the longer is used, for exceptions see on xii. 30. 
' children of Israel] So throughout the passage; not as in D al/ Jsrael. 
for a possession| Not the deuter. y*rushah or nah“/ah (inheritance), 

iv. 21, etc., but ’“Zuszah as elsewhere in P, e.g. Lev. xiv. 34. The term 
is exactly equal to the Fr. law-term ‘saisine,’ the Eng. ‘seisin’ or 
“seizin,’ the act of taking corporal possession or the legal equivalent 
of this. 

50. «unto thy people} Better thy father’s folk, as always in this 
phrase. ~The word, ‘av, originally meant this, but in Heb. is usually 
widened to people, while in Ar. it=‘ father’s brother’ and ‘father’s 
brother’s children’ (Driver). The whole phrase is frequent in P, Gen. 
xxv. 8, xxxv. 29, Num. xx. 24, 26, etc., and is found nowhere else. 

on Hor, the mountain] Always so in P; cp. Num. xx. 22—29, 
Xxi. 4, XXxili. 37—41. Contr. above x. 6 (E). 

51. decause ye brake faith with me] So Driver. The phrase is 
chiefly found in P, Ez. and Chron. The judgement on Moses is ex- 
plained not as in Deut. by the sin of the people, but by that of Aaron 
and Moses himself. See above, Further Note to Ch. i. 36—38. 

in the midst) Heb. é*tok, P’s synonym for the 4°%éreb of Deut. 
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52 

waters of Meribah of Kadesh, in the wilderness of 
because ye sanctified me not in the midst of the childre 
Israel. For thou shalt see the land before thee ; but t 
shalt not go thither into the land which I give the childr 
of Israel. 

the waters of Meribah of Kadesh) As stgemhiene a in P, Num. xxvi 
14; cp. Num, xx. 13, 24, Ez. xlvii. 19, xlviii. 28, Deut, xiii, 2 
Pss. Ixxxi 7 (8), cvi. 32. : ; 
Giliiria of Zin). Heb. Sin, only in P, Num. xiii. 21, ete. 

above, introd. to ch. ii. 1—8. 
sanctified me] Cp. P, Num. xx. 12, xxvii. 14. Notice the play 

the name Kadesh. 
52, This v. is in addition to Num. xxvii. 12-14. 
before thee} The Heb. is stronger, lit. Srom in front of = over 

(xxviii. 66). Scot. ‘forenenst.’ 

Cu. XXXIII. THE BLEssING OF MOsEs. 

Introduced in v. 1 this Poem has three parts:—(1) vv. 2—5, Proem, 
on the origin of the people Israel; (2) vv. 6—25, Blessings on i 
tribes ; (3) vv. 26—29, Epilogue, returning to the whole people in close 
continuation of the Proem. Questions arise as to the date of the 
Blessings, their relation to the Proem and Epilogue (with the date 
of these), and to the oracles assigned to Jacob, Gen. xlix. 2—27, to” 
which the Blessings are loosely parallel but from which they diffe: 
largely in temper and standpoint. Cp. Ryle’s Genesis. : 

The Blessings mostly agree with the oracles in Gen. xlix. in their 
descriptions of the geographical positions and endowments of the tribes — 
(Gen. alone gives these for Judah and the Blessings for Gad); but less — 
frequently in the political and social réles which they assign to them. — 
They disagree with Gen. xlix. in being uniformly eulogistic, while c. 
of its utterances are otherwise (yet Gen. makes more of Jota : 
equally blesses Joseph); they allude to the Mosaic age (zw. 8 
g, and 21) as Gen. does not; and, altogether more religious, they 
emphasise the sacred functions "of some of the tribes, while Gen. xlix. — 
is concerned almost exclusively with the secular aspects of its subjects. 
The atmosphere of Gen. xlix. is primitive in comparison with that of 
the Blessings, and the conditions it reflects are, except for Judah, less 
settled. 2 

In Gen. Ruben and Sim®‘on are threatened, re Ruben is sorely diminished 
and Sim*‘on has disappeared (yet see on 2. 6). In Gen, there is no word arte, : 
priesthood of Levi; here the tribe is fully established in that, There the e d 
here the later, aspects of Benjamin are reflected. The contrast 
descriptions of Judah, though at first sight it seems to tell in favour of the 
the Blessings, is not incompatible with an earlier date for Gen. xlix. 
oracles permit of no conan as to date—not even those on Gad (see on 
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Even when we allow for differences of temper and standpoint between 
two authors, enough remains to show how well founded is the general 
opinion that the oracles, Gen. xlix. 2—17, are earlier than our Blessings. 
At the same time there are signs of the fact—also probable from the 
nature of such poems—that neither collection is of a uniform date, but 
that both incorporate elements from different periods. 

It is not possible to argue for a Mosaic date for the Blessings, except 
by ignoring the principle on which O.T. prophecy consistently starts 
from the circumstances of the prophet’s own time. The facts that 
Simon is not mentioned, who took part in the conquest of W. 
Palestine ; that the conquest itself is regarded as past, for v. 21 re- 
cords Gad’s share.in it; that Benjamin’s territory already holds the 
dwelling-place of Jehovah; and that the N. tribes, settled on their 
‘territories, profit by the culture open to them there—all these facts 
prove that the age of Moses is long past. 

Yet “everything breathes high antiquity and fresh and vigorous power’ 
(Cornill, /ztrod. Eng. trans. 125), ‘breathes the spirit of the earlier nar- 
ratives of Kings’ (Driver). The tribes are in secure possession of their 
provinces. Only Judah is isolated as it became by the Disruption in 
930, and Re’uben near extinction. For the others there is no sense of 
Impending disturbance, by invasion or exile, such as throbs through 
chs. xxviil. and xxxii., and such as N. Israel realised by 721 B.c. Nor 
does the language contain any late elements. Therefore (though some 
support a date as early as the Judges, e.g. Kleinert) the prevailing 
opinion is that the Blessings were composed during one of the happier 
periods of the earlier Kingdom: either in the reign of Jeroboam I., 
¢. 940—922 (Schrader, Dillm., Westphal, Driver, etc.), or in that of 
Jeroboam II., 783—743 (Graf, Kuenen, Stade, Ball, Cornill, Baudissin, 
Moore, Steuern., the Oxf. Hex., Berth., Marti, Robinson). 

There are difficulties with regard to both these dates; against the later the 
present writer would urge that Judah also was then in a state of high prosperity 
under Uzziah and at peace with N. Israel, and that the meagre reference to him in 
v. 7 is hardly compatible with this. It seems best to leave the date undefined, except 
that it was probably between 940, when Judah became separated from the other 
tribes, and 742—721, the decline and fall of N. Israel; but some of the Blessings may 
be older, and even much older. For such oracles start early in the life of Semitic 
tribes, as we see both from Gen. xlix., which contains pre-monarchial elements, and 
from the oral traditions of Arabs in all times, and drift from generation to generation 
and tribe to tribe, receiving many modifications and yet preserving, as such Arab 
poems do, a genuine record of earlier conditions and characters (cp. Larly Poetry of 
Israel, 35f.). Thus it is possible that v. 7 may reflect the isolation of Judah from the 
N. tribes immediately, after the settlement; and that v. 20 may equally with z. 21 
refer to the original allotment to Gad of so large a territory; while the oracles on 
Z*bulun, Issachar, Dan, Naphtali and Asher may be almost of any age after the 
conquest. In the light of this when we speak of an author of the Blessings we can 
only mean their final author. ‘hat he was a N. Israelite is established by | his treat- 
ment of Joseph, and supported by the Aramaisms in his vocabulary. That he was 
also a priest is probable from his treatment of Levi. 

The Proem (2—5) and Epilogue (26—29) form by themselves 2 com- 
} plete poem; z. 26 follows close on v. 5. The theories, that they are 
from another hand than that of vv. 6—25 and ofa late, even an exilic or 
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And this is the blessing, wherewith Moses the 
God blessed the children of Israel before his death. — 
he said, 

post-exilic, date (Steuern., Berth., Marti), cannot be ruled out as ir 
possible—for they have some phrases peculiar to themselves and to 
late writings (see notes below) and the O.T. contains similar 
the earlier conditions of Israel, which are certainly late. But on tl 
other hand there is no word or phrase in them which is indubi 
late, and no allusion or apprehension requiring us to bring them f T 
down the history than the Blessings themselves. They share all the 
vigour and optimism of these. Besides, the text of the Proem shows a 

It seems to me more reasonable to regard vv. 2—5, 26 —29 as the work ~ 
of the collector and final author of the Blessings himself; who thus 
provided the latter with a most suitable and sympathetic frame. 

The Metre is more rough and irregular than that of the Song in ch. xxxii., 
but less so than that of Gen. xlix., which we might expect from the respective 
of the three pieces, The same rule prevails of, in general, 3 stresses to the li 
Except in 17a there are no lines with 4 stresses; provided we expand the text 
of them, as-is done below, and that in others we regard two words in the 
case as under one stress or accent. But if this latter rule is always to 
there are also several lines of only 2 stresses. Lines which have undoubtedly 2 
stresses, are vv. 3d, 106, 254, 27d; each, be it observed, the second line of a 
thus producing a kinah, or elegiac distich; which metre, as I have elsewhere 
(Early Poetry of Israel, 21), was during this period being gradually developed te 
the perfection it achieved in the 8th and 7th centuries.—As to verses or . 
a system of quatrains prevails throughout, if certain glosses be omitted. But 2. 20 
and 26 are certainly triplets; and others may be so unless the text be ie 

1. An editor’s introduction; note children of Israel, not D’s all 
Tsrael. 

the blessing...blessed| This title is not given to the less hopeful — 
oracles assigned to Jacob in Gen. xlix. Great sanctity was ascribed 
to the words of a dying father or leader on the fortunes of his sons or 
followers, for such a dlessing was before Jehovah; Gen. xxvii. 7, 23, 
27 ff., xlviii. g, 20, xlix., cp. Josh. xiv. 13. “ 
man of God| Frequently of prophets: Moses, Josh. xiv. 6 (deut Q 

Ps. xc. (title); Samuel, 1 Sam. ix. 6, 10; Elijah, 1 Kgs xvii. 18; 
Elisha, 2 Kgs iv.-7, 9, 15, 22, 25, 27; a nameless prophet, 1 Kgs xiii. 

. 

2—5. Tue ProeM—THE ORIGIN OF ISRAEL. - 

niagheld The Revelation by which the tribes became a nation is described in the mingled 
figures of a dawn and a thunderstorm, theophanies frequent in the Ar. poetry of 
the desert where natural phenomena suggestive of divine appearance and power are 
few (hardly more than these and the rainbow); and used several times in Heb. 
poetry of Jehovah the Inhabiter of Sinai; Jud. v. 4f., Hab. aL 38; cp. Pss. xviii. 
xxix. and contrast 1 Kgs xix. rf. See further Early Poetry of Israel, 56 ff. 

2 The Lorp from Sina{i is come 
And risen on us from Se‘ir, 
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And rose from Seir unto them; 
He shined forth from mount Paran, 
_And he came from the ten thousands of "holy ones : 
At his right hand *was a fiery law unto them. 

\ 

1 Heb. holiness. 
2 Or, was fire, alaw Or, as otherwise read, were streams for them 

Hath flashed from the hills of Pardn, 
And sped from Meribath-Kadesh. 

[From the South (?) blazed fire(?) on them. ] 
3 Lover indeed of His people, 

His hallowed are all in His hand, 
They, they fall in(?) at Thy feet, 
They take up Thine orders. 

4 [Moses commanded us law] 
His domain is the Assembly of Jacob, 

on And King He became in Y¢shurun, 
When the heads of the people were gathered, 
The tribes of Israel were one. 

2. The LorD| Jehovah; as frequently, the Divine Name opens the 
poem ; see oni. 6. 

Sinai] See i. 2, 6, on Horeb, and on the view that the mountain lay 
in Se‘ir cp. Jud. v. 4. 

rose) Like the sun: rays, or Deas forth. 
unto them| So Heb. and Sam. But LXX, Targ., Vulg. read to us. 

V. Gall (followed by Berth. and Marti) reads fo hzs people. 
shined forth] Ory flashed, so of God in Pss. 1. 2, Ixxx. 1 (2), xciv. 1; 

and Job. 
Paran| Seei.1; mount Paran, as in Hab. iii. 3, is not to be identi- 

fied with any one range in that mountainous wilderness: mown? is 
collective. 

came| Better comes, hies or is sped; a vb common in Aram. but in 
Heb. used only in poetry. : 

from Meribath-Kadesh] A probable conjecture from the Heb. 
merib°both-kodesh = from holy myriads and LXX with myriads of 
Kadesh. Others propose, wth him (so Sam. Pesh. Targ. instead of 
comes) were holy chariots (mark*both-kodesh). From the Targ. with 
him were holy myriads arose the late Jewish belief that angels (cp. LXX 

 a@yyeXor in next clause) ministered at the giving of the Law, Acts vil. 53, 
' Gal. iii. 19, Heb. ii. 2. 

At his right hand| Or from; confirmed by the Versions; yet it is 
possible that for mZmzno we should read miyyamin = from the South, 

~ in parallel to the previous lines. 
was a fiery law| Very questionable. The Heb. consonants ’sh d th 

are written as one word, but read by the Massoretes as two, ’esh dath= 
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3 Yea, he loveth the ‘peoples ; Sn ee 
All *his saints are in thy hand: ea 
And they sat down at thy feet; 
Every one *shall receive of thy words. 

4 Moses commanded us a law, 
An inheritance for the assembly of Jacob. 

1 Or, tribes 2 Or, their holy ones *0r, received 

fire, law; but their construction is awkward and dath is a late 
from the Persian and improbable here. Sam. reads two words, each= 
light; if the first be read as a vb we get the probable there flashed lig 
Dillm. adding two consonants reads a burning g fie: By read 
word we have an equivalent of the Aram. ‘ashidoth= lightning J ay 
cp. Hab. iii. 4, He had horns (i.e. rays) from his hand. UXX dryye _ 
cp. Ps civ. 4 Ais ministers a flame of fire. The line may be an * 
trusion ; it is not one of a couplet. 

3. he loveth| Heb. partic. hoded, only here; the meaning is assur 
from other Semitic dialects. 

the peoples} If the Heb. is accepted render érides. But LXX k 
his people. 

his saints| Not in an ethical sense, but as hallowed, or set apart, 
Him ; either all Israel or more probably their specially consecra 
warriors; see ii. 34, xx. 2 ff., and cp. the other form of the same roc 
m*kuddashaw for warriors in ‘Isai.’ xiii. 3. : 

thy hand] So Sam. LXX; Luc. Ais hands, Vulg. 47s hand; Pesh 
he blesses. 

The text of the next couplet is uncertain; they sat down is a doubt fal 
conjecture from the Ar. of the meaning of the Heb. verb otherwi e 
unknown. But warriors do not sit. The LXX these are under thee and 
Sam. they humble, or submit, themselves suggest they fall in (in their 
ranks) which .suits the following at ‘hy fret, i.e. behind thee; ep. 
Jud. v. 15 rushed forth at his feet, 1 Sam. xxv. 42; shail receive, Heb. 
imperf. better rendered as a present take up. Ball conjectures, 4 
went at his feet, they travelled in his ways, and Berth. he sustains 7 
lot and keeps his covenant with thee, both ingenious but unsupported b 
textual evidence, and the former tame. 

4. Moses commanded us alaw\ The change to rst pers. plur. (but 
LXXB you), the introduction of Moses’ name, and the fact that the line 
is an odd one, raise the suspicion that it is a gloss. Law, Heb. Torah, 
in its widest sense (see on i. 5, xxxi.); omit a. If the line be retained, 
the next line is in apposition and we must render with Sam. (and , ) 
a possession for the assembly of Jacob (cp. Ps. cxix. t11). But withou 
changing the consonants we may read, His possession, or dominion, is 
the assembly of Jacob; a parallel to the next line. <Assemdly, Heb. 
khillah, only here and Neh. v. 7, in D and elsewhere 4aha/ (see on 
y. 22 and xxiii. 1 (2)), the whole nation as a body politic. Possession 
elsewhere only in P, Ex. vi. 8, and Ezek. (6 times) mostly of the land. 

y 
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And the was king in Jeshurun, 
When the heads of the people were gathered, 

_ All the tribes of Israel together. 
Let Reuben live, and not die ; 

“Yet let his men be few. 
And this is the blessing of Judah: and he said, 

Hear, Lorp, the voice of Judah, 

3 1 Or, therewasaking  * Or, And let not hts men 

5. And he became king in Jeshurun] i.e. Jehovah. Graf, Wellh., 
Stade render avd there was a king, i.e. Saul, but Saul is not relevant 
here. On Y¢shurun see xxxii. 15. 

6—25. THE BLESSING PROPER. 

6 Rubén, may he live and not die, 
Though few be his men. 

6. On the whole this seems the most probable rendering of a— 
_ perhaps intentionally—ambiguous oracle. Others take the second line 
differently :—6zt let his men be few as reflecting the actual condition of 
the tribe (Driver); or /et his men be few (Graf) continuing the 
influence of the previous negative, but see Driver’s note against this; 
so that his men be few (Dillm., Steuern., etc.), which is much the same 
as the paraphrase above. Heb. &t his men be a number, an idiom else- 
where used only of a small number (see on iv. 27) so that the suggested 
let his men be numerous (cp. L.XX) is improbable.—In Gen. xlix. 4 
Reuben though the firstborn shall not have the excellency; see the 
notes there. In Jud. v. 16 the tribe is scorned for its failure to join the 
others against the, Canaanites, and except for 1 Chron. v. 3—10 does 
not again appear in Israel’s history. Nor does Mesha of Moab, 
gth cent. B.C., name it. The oracle is therefore probably earlier than 

that date. 

LXXA, etc., read Let Simeon be many in number, and Heilprin (Atst. Poetry 
of the Ancient Hebrews 1. 113 ff.) supported by Bacon (7rifle Tradition of the 
Exodus, 271 f.) conjectures that the first couplet of the next blessing in Judah was 
originally of Simeon with a play upon his name: Hear—sh*ma‘—the voice of 
Shimet‘on and bring him in unto his people, and takes the rest of 7 along with v. 11 
as the original oracle on Judah, in a place more suitable to that tribe, after Levi and 
immediately before Benjamin. The hypothesis is clever. Yet the introduction of 
Simeon in a few codd. of the LXX may be a later attempt to fill up the number 
of the 12 tribes; while on the other hand the absence of Simeon from the poem 
is explicable by the fortunes of the tribe ; cursed in Gen. xlix. 7; absorbed in Judah, 
Josh. xix. 1—9, 1 Chron. iv. 24 ff., and otherwise absent from the history of Israel. 
Had Simeon been mentioned originally, he could hardly have dropped out. 

7 And this of Judah, and he said:— 
Hear, Lorb, the voice of Judah! 
And bring him in to his people. 
His own hands have striven for him, 

‘ But Thou shalt be help from his foes. 

_ Y 
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And bring him in unto his people: - 8 
‘With his hands he contended *for ieee fem 

. And thou shalt be an help against his adversaries. a“ 
8 And of Levi he said, & 
Thy Thummim and thy Urim are ‘with *thy godly ¢ 01 

RS 

1 Or, Let Ais hands be sufficient for him  * Or, for them _ 
3 Or, him whom thou lovest : ’ 

7. See introductory note above. i. 
bring him in| Not éack. Judah is isolated from the rest of # 

nation, but whether this refers to that early isolation, to which Debora 
silence upon Judah testifies, or to the later one after the Disruption 
the Kingdom it is impossible to say ; see introd. to this ch. 

With his hands, etc.) Text uncertain, Sam. Ais hand, LXX 
hands, contend for him. Read therefore His own hands have striv 
for him, in antithesis to the next line, But thou, etc. This is bette 
than Stade’s ‘with thy hands strive thou for him and thou, etc. R.V 
marg., reading another vb with the same consonants, is possible but le: 
likely ; better than it is Azs own hands have sufficed for him. Calvin 
let his hands suffice him; so too Geddes. Contrast the very differen’ 
description of Judah in Gen. xlix. 8—12. 

8 And of Levi he said:— ° 
Give Levi Thy Thummim, 
Thine Urim to the man of Thy grace, 
Whom Thou didst prove at Probation 
And strive with(?) at Waters-of-Strife ; 

9 Who said 6f his father and mother, 
I do not regard them; 
Nor avowed he his brothers, 
Nor acknowledged his sons; 
But Thine oracles they kept, 
And guarded Thy covenant. 

Io They deliver Thy judgements to Jacob, ~ 
And Thy law to Israel; 
They set up-smoke in Thy nostrils, 
Holocausts up on Thine altar. 

II Bless Thou his service, O LoRD, 
And accept the work of his hands! 
Shatter his opponents’ loins, 
And his haters past their opposing. 

8. Zhy Thummim, etc.] This line is overloaded and has 1 
parallel. Prefix (with LXX) Give Zevz, and the result is two p 
lines of 3+ 3 or 3+2 as above. 

Thummim and Urim] 1n inverse order from other records of 
in the O.T.:—1r Sam. xiv. 41 (LXX); P, Ex. xxviii. 30, Lev. 
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Whom thou didst prove at Massah, 
With whom thou didst strive at the waters of Meribah ; 

+ Who said of his father, and of his mother, I have Hot 9 
seen him ; 

Neither did hie acknowledge his brethren, 
_ Nor knew he his own children: 

: 
4 

: 

Bier. ii. 63, Neh. vii. 65. They were the two sacred lots used by the 
priest in giving decisions. See Dri.’s full note, Exod. 3138. 
’ thy godly one] Cp. LXX 7 avipl 76 dciw; Heb. ish htsidéka, the 
man who showed thee hesed ox true love; or, more probably fon the 
context, fo whom thou didst show hesed. It is possible to render fo 
‘the men of him to whom thou, etc., i.e. Levi or Moses or Aaron. The 
emendation asdéka or h*sadéka, of thy grace, is attractive (Ball). 

Whom thou didst prove at Massah, etc.] It is difficult if not im-_ 
possible to harmonise this couplet with the stories of what happened at 
Massah= Probation and at M®ribah=Strife-as told by JE, Ex. xvii. 
146—7, and JP, Num. xx. 2—13 (cp. above vi. 16, ix. 22, xxxil. 51). 

For at Massah the people is said to have striven with Moses and to have tempted 
or proved Jehovah; and at Meribah to have striven with Moses and Aaron for 
bringing them into the desert and with Jehovah Himself, who gave them water 
but blamed Moses and Aaron for want of faith. Here on the other hand it is 
Jehovah who roves, and contends with Levi, the tribe, who are not mentioned in 
the above narratives. It is possible to argue, however, that what happened at 
Massah was God’s proving of Moses by means of a critical situation; and that 
at Meribah He did in His providence stvzue or debate with Moses and Aaron by 
similarly critical circumstances (cp. Ps: Ixxxi. 7); and therefore that this couplet is a 
possible, if free, interpretation of the above narratives. In that case we may take 
its relative, whom, and thy godly one of the prévious line either as meaning 
Moses or Aaron or the whole tribe as represented by them. There would remain the 

| discrepancy that while this “ Blessing” implies that Levi issued successfully from the 

Se al 

proof and strife put upon them by God; P, Num. xx. ref., records the failure of 
the faith of Moses and Aaron. Calvin seeks to remove this by regarding our couplet 
as ‘added by way of exception...Moses magnifies God’s mercy by this allusion in 

: that He dignified Aaron with so great an honour, notwithstanding his having been 
_ overcome with impatience and fallen’; and he quotes the analogy of Christ's call to 
_ Peter to feed His sheep after Peter had thrice denied Him (John xxi. 15—17). 

Others explain the couplet as referring to a proof of the tribe Levi 
not recorded elsewhere (yet cp. Ex. xxxii. 26 ff.). Others (e.g. Wellh. 
fiist. 184, Steuern.) translate for whom (instead of with whom) Thou 

_ @idst strwve—whom Thou didst champion, i.e. by giving them the power 
_ to bring forth water from the desert rocks. Yet it is also possible 

to read the vb as a Hiphil, whom Thou causedst to strive or whom Thou 
| broughtest into strife. 

9. Above all claims of kindred the tribe set their duty to the 
oracles and covenant of Jehovah (cp. xiii. 6 (7) ff., Matt. x. 37, Luke 
xiv. 26). 

“Tt is not blood but poe eeeon of blood that* constitutes the priest. He must act 
for Jehovah's sake as if he had neither father, nor mother, neither brothers nor 
_ children’ (Wellh. Zac. czz.). Some interpret this specifically of the impartiality of 

a  F 
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For they have observed thy word, Bete 
And keep thy covenant. ay 

10 They shall teach Jacob thy judgements, 
And Israel thy law: 
They shall put incense ‘before thee, 
And whole burnt offering upon thine altar. 

1 Heb. in thy nostrils. 

the priests as ministers of justice, they did not respect persons (cp. i. 16f., xvii. 9! fT.) 
others #3 an allusion to Ex. xxxii. r7—2g; but both these interpretations are too 
particular. . ’ $ 

Note that, as in D, the whole tribe of Levi are priests, and that in 
contrast to Gen. xlix. 7 the tribe is consolidated. See Ryle’s note there 

‘The priests appear as a strictly close corporation, so close that they re 
mentioned only exceptionally in the plural number and for the most part j 
spoken of collectively in the singular as an organic unity which embraces not merely 
the contemporary members but also their ancestors and which begins its life with 
Moses, the friend of Jehovah, who as its beginning is identified with the continuatior 
i as ~ man is identified with the child out of whom he has grown’ (Wellh 

ist. 135). ry 

For may be rendered but. 
10. judgements.../aw| Heb. Mishpatim... Torah, cp. xvii. 9 ff. 

earlier priest was a teacher and judge (Hos. iv. 6, Mic. iii. a F and 
his functions these also come first here, and are followed by his offices. 
in the ritual of expiation. © r 

incense] Rather smoke of sacrifice; for in the earlier Heb. li 
Isai. i. 13, 1 Sam, ii. 16, Amos iv. 5, Hos. iv. 13, xi. 2, the n 
ketoreth (here #farah) and the vb 4itter refer always to such smoke 
not to incense. 

Of the use of incense in Israel’s worship there is no evidence before the 
cent. B.C.; Jer. vi. 20 appears to regard frankincense as an innovation. At Ta‘an 
Sellin unearthed an incense altar which he dates about 7ooB.c. (Tell Ta‘anm 
75 f., 109f.) and at Gezer Macalister found another in rubbish of gooo—6oo B. 
(PEFO, 1908, 211). See further Jerusalem 1. 333, - 63 n. 2, 307f., ete. ; 
from the altar conveyed to the Deity in an ethereal form the portion of the sacrif 
feast reserved for Him. This seems to have been the primitive idea of the proc 
and a trace of it survives here in the anthropomorphic phrase in thy no 
(R.V. marg.), cp. Gen. viii. 21, 1 Sam. xxvi. 19, etc. But later the burnt-offe: 
came more and more to have a piacular force; and its s#oke symbolised to Israel 
confession of their sin and their surrender of the lives He was pleased to ac 
in place of their guilty and forfeit selves. No sacrament could be more adeq 
than this, which proved at once the death deserved by the guilty, the 
bitterness of their sin, and its disappearance in the infinite ity of the skies 
unfathomable mercy of Heaven. It is this piacular meaning which ts behind the L! 
rendering év opy7 gov, ‘in thy wrath,’ for zm thy nostrils. 

whole burnt offering] See xiii. 16 (17). 
11. substance} Better strength or efficiency and so service, p ra 
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_ And accept the work of his hands: 
Smite through the loins of them that rise up against him, 
_And of them that hate him, that they rise not again. 

Of Benjamin he said, 
The beloved of the Lorp shall dwell in safety by him; 
He covereth him all the day long, 
And he dwelleth between his shoulders. 

And of Joseph he said, 
Blessed of the Lorp be his land ; 

to work of his hands. Yet it might mean host, ranks or order. Calvin 
retaining swdstance says ‘it appears to have been intended tacitly to 
provide against the poverty which awaited the Levites,’ and quotes Ps. 
CXXxil. 15. 

that rise up against him...that hate him] To what this refers is un- 
known. Some refer it to Num. xvi. 1 ff. or 1 Kgs xii. 31; and the 
hostility of the prophets to the priests is well-known. As we have 
seen, others assign the lines to the ‘ Blessing’ on Judah. 

12 And of Benjamin he said:— t 
[Benjamin (?) ] beloved of the Lorn, 
He dwelleth securely always(?). 
The Highest is a covert above him, 
And dwelleth between his shoulders. 

As the overloaded first line of the Heb., the want of a fourth line and the variants 
of the versions indicate, the text is probably corrupt. The above re-arrangement ina 
quatrain, though finding some support from the versions, is precarious like every 
emendation which rests mainly on efforts to regularise the rhythm.—The picture here 
given is very different from that in Gen. xlix. 27, which reflects the valiant and 
even savage qualities of the tribe as described in Jud, iii. 15 £., v. 14, xix., Xx. 2I—25, 
while this reflects its religious privileges under the (divided) monarchy. (See Ryle.) 

12. The beloved of the LoRD| Heb. y*did Yahweh; cp. Y*didiah 
of Solomon, 2 Sam. xii. 25. Ofall Israel, Jer. xi. 15. 

dwell in safety] Cp. v. 28, xii. 10. Above always (Heb. all the day) 
is (with some scholars) brought here from the next line. 

by him] Heb. ‘alaw, more accurately upon him but superfluous 
both to the sense (and if three lines are read) to the metre; not found in 
Sam. or LXX; and so either a careless anticipation of ‘a/aw in the 
next line, or to be read as the LXX apparently have done (for they 
introduce 6 @eés at the beginning of the next line) ‘elyon=the Most 
High. So Herder, Geddes, etc. 

his shoulders] The ridges of Benjamin’s territory: cp. Josh. xv. 8, 
xviii. 13. Since P, Josh. xv. 7, xviii. 15 f., 28, reckons Jerusalem as in 

Benjamin (while J, Josh. xv. 63 assigns it to Judah) this line has been 
interpreted as referring to the Temple. But in what is evidently a 
poem of N. Israel the reference is probably to Beth-el. 

13 And of Joseph he said: 
Blessed of the LorD be his land, 

DEUTERONOMY 24 
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kor the precious things of heaven, for the rae 
And for the deep that coucheth beneath, | 

14 And for the precious things of the fruits of the sun, 
And for the precious things of the growth of the moo 

15 And for the chief things of the ancient mountains, 

With the wealth of heaven above, 
And the deep that’crouches beneath. 

14 With the wealth of the crops of the sun,’ ars 
And the wealth of the yield of the moons. 

15 With the best (?) from the hills of yore, 
And the wealth of the ancient heights. 

16 Even the wealth of the land and its fulness, 
And His favour who dwelt in the Bush. 
May they come on the head of Yoséph, 
On the skull of the crowned of his brothers ! 

17 His firstling bull’s be the splendour, 
And his horns the horns of the wild ox! 
With them he thrusteth the peoples 
Together to the ends of the earth. 
These be the myriads of Ephraim, 
And these the thousands of Manasseh. : 

The rather longer Blessing of Joseph in Gen. xlix. 22-26 dwells similarly on 
the richness of the territory, and on the ——— of Joseph among the tribes, — it 
reflects, as this ddes not, a contest with foreign foes in which he has suffered se 
yet his strength is maintained by the help of the Mighty One of Jacob (the Sfapiond 
the Stone of Israel?), the God of thy father. The following are close parallels: 7. 
with Gen. xlix. 25¢,d@; v. 16¢c,d@ with 26c,d. See Ryle’s notes. 

13. or] Rather with or from, and so throughout 13—16. 
precious things) Heb. meged, exact meaning uncertain. It is found — 

only here and in Cant. iv. 13, 16, vii. 13 (14) where its plur. is used 
with fruits: R.V. and Budde frectous fruits, Haupt most luscious 
Jruitage. Here it is similarly rendered by Steuern. ‘das Késtlichste,’ 
Marti ‘das Herrlichste,’ Berth. ‘kdstliche Gabe.’ But from the Ar. 
analogue it is as likely that it meant /avishness, profusion or wealth. 
Sam. has issue or profluence. LXX-in v. 13 awd dpGy, in 14 and 16 
cad’ wpav, but in 15 dd Kopudijs reading résh twice. ’ 
for the dew] So Sam. LXX. Read (with the change of one 

consonant) from above as in Gen. xlix. 25. ‘ 
the deep| Heb. 7*hém without the art. as always, because original 

the proper name of the mythical monster, Bab. Tiamat, identified wit 
the Ocean and its supposed extension below, as well as around, the 
earth, the source of springs and fountains; cp. LXX dé aBicowv 
myyav. ~The personification further survives in the epithet couching or 
crouching. See on vill. 7. 

14. growth] Yield or crop, what is thrust forth, only here. LXX 
dro cuvddwr. 

15. chief things] Heb. résh (collect.) ops or rather headlands, see 
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And for the precious things of the everlasting hills, 
And for the precious things of the earth and the fulness 16 

thereof, 
And the good will of him that dwelt in the bush : 
Let the blessing come upon the head of Joseph, 
And upon the crown of the head of hjm 1 that was 

separate from his brethren. 
2 The firstling of his bullock, majesty is his; 17 
And his horns are the horns of the wild-ox: 
With them he shall :i push the peoples all of them, even 

the ends of the earth : 
And they are the ten thousands of Ephraim, 
And they are the thousands of Manasseh. 
1 Or, that is prince among 2 Or, Hisjirst!ing bullock a Or, gore 

on iii. 27 and small print under xii. 2. Some conjecture reshfth the 
best (fruit) of the hills. Cp. xxxii. 13 increase o.f the mountains. 

16. good will] Or favour, from same root as accept in ,,. 11. 

that dwelt t"n the bush] See Ex. iii. 2--4. As there bush is s'neh, 
tempting some to read instead Sinai (Wellh., Steuern.). The name Sinai 
used to be derived from s'nelz, LXX {3chos, a blackberry or bramble bush, 
according to some the rubus fructuosus, which however is not found 
in Sinai, cp. Palest. under the Moslems, 73. l\Iore probably thorn-bush 
as in Aram. apparently from a root signifying to sharpen. 'the thing 
with points, spines or teeth.' This bush God does not merely let 
Himself be seen in as in Ex. iii. 2, but He inhabits it. The LXX Tij, 
6cp8b,n does not accept this, but harks back to Ex. iii. 2. 

The next two lines are as in Gen. xlix. 26, except that for let tliem be 
we have let ... come (?) an impossible form, which we may emend to let 
them come, i.e. the blessings stated in the previous lines. 

that was separate] Heb. nazir, st!! apart solemnly as a Nazarite or 
as a Prince (La. iv. i R.V. noMes). So Sam. nesek or nasik, devoted 

(to God). More probably the crowned one, from nezer, crown 
(Zech. ix. 16). But see Skinner's and Ryle's notes on Gen. xlix. 26. 
LXX there WII TJ"yTJITaTO aoEXcpwv, but here Ao�cuT8Els br' (or iv) 
doEXcpo'is. 

17. The jirstli,ig of his bullock] Ephraim, Gen. xlviii. 13 ff.
wild-ox] Heb. ,.e'em, Ar. ri'm=the white antelope, leucoryx (see

on xiv. 5), but the descriptions in the 0. T. prove that the Heb. r''em 
was rather the Ass. rimu, a gigantic species of ox(' Bos primigenius ') 
now extinct, though its teeth have been found in the valley of the 
Nahr el-Keib, in the district where Tiglath Pileser I. (B.C. 1120 If.) 
hunted the rimu (Tristr. ]\,Tat. Hist. ef tlze Bible, 146 tf., Houghton, 
Trans. Soc. Bibi. Arch. v. 33, 326 ff.; see more fully Driver'� note). 

These be] So (without and) Sam. LXX, etc. 
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1S And of Zebulun he said, 
Rejoice, Zebulun, in thy going '1Ul ; 

And, lssachar, in thy tents. 
19 They shall call the peoples unto the mountain ; 

There shall they offer sacrifices of righteousness : 
For they shall suck the abundance of the seas, 

18 And of zebulun he said: 
Rejoice, zcbuhin, in thine outgoing, 
And ib thy tents, Issachar ! • 

19 Peoples they call to the mountain(?), 
There slay they the sacrifices due. 
For the affluence of seas <lo they suck 
And the hidden hoards of the sand. 

The territory of Zebulun in Josh. xix. 10-16 runs snn•anf or twslwnrd, but 
apparently without reaching the sea. Hut in Gen. xlix. 13 the tribe dwdls ,,,, tlu 
ua-beach, a /.,ad, for ships, with hi, border by Sidon (Tyre is nearer, but at the date 
of the poem Sidon must ha,·e been ,u,erain of the Phoenician confederacy) therefore 
favourably placed for commerce. Similarly here. l,,achar, J°"h xix. 17-23, lay 
further inland, on Esdrael,m under Tabor and ( ;ii boa and down towards Jordan; 
described in Gen. xli:i:. 14 f. a, a big-b,,,ud ass content to lie hlwu,r tlu slu,pfi,Ms 
(or pat111it·1"l �). the servant of other�. Here he i, cong�itulatcd, not �orncd, bt:c.,.11,c 
of his home-keeping habit,, a contra.st to Zebulun',. It i, remarkable that nothing 
is said of the heroism of these tribes, a., celebrated by Deborah, Ju. v. 15, 18, cp. iv. 6, 
10. On Gen. xlix. 13-15 Skinner remarks that th,u • lend, colour to the ,·iew that 
this part of the poem is of older date than the Song of Deborah.' This is by no 
means conclusive. 

18. goi11g out] Either the tribe's C111tlt?I seaward, Gen. xlix. 13; or
more probably their (foreign) trade; on the Heh. vh as=diJi11j' />1ui11us 
see above, xiii. 13 (1,.), xxviii. 6. 

lssachar, in th;• !mis] According tQ Josh. xix. 1 j-13 lssachar had 
a number of towns, some important, but all -(either by name or 
situation) agricultural with very fertile suburbs on the Plain. Tmts, 
then, is used either poetically for homes (cp. to thy tmls O lsnul.') or 
refers to the custom (seen to-day among the townsfolk of �loab) of 
resorting to lmts in summer for the herding of flocks or the tillage 
of fields at a distance from the towns. Such was the scope of their 
energies. LXX kis tmls. 

19. Tiu;• call ... There they otrer] Their markets for their trade
with other tribes or peQples were also religious festival,, a combination 
characteristic of the Semitic world (as of others even in modern times) 
and illustrated at Sinai, Jerusalem. Bethel (z•i.u Amos), Hierapolis and 
;\lecca. The mou,uai11 may have been Carmel or Tabor; but the text 
is uncertain. LXX have a verb followed by a11d which suggests the 
Heh. ya�dmv=together, instead of the awkwardly constructed har= 
mountain. Sacnfices of right,·ous,uss are of course the legal, d� or 
fitting sacrifices. Sam. s. ef lrutk. 

ahundance] This form of the Heb. term is found only here; but it 
occurs in Aram. The lit. meaning is jiowi11;;; render aJ!luence, pn•• 
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And the hidden treasures of the sand. 
And of Gad he said, 

Blessed be he that enlargeth Gad : 
He dwelleth as a lioness, 
And teareth the arm, yea, the crown of the head. 
And he 1provided the first part for himself, 

1 Or, chose Heb. saw. 
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fusion (LXX ,r;\o0ros); all that the Phoenicians dre,,. from the sea
their sea-borne trade and fisheries and possibly the dredging for sponges 
still carried on off' Athlit and Carmel. 

o.f the seas] Plur. as often in poetry, Jud. v. 17, Gen. xlix. 13.
And the hidden treasures, etc.] The Heb. construction (confirmed by 

Sam.) is awkward, and perhaps we should read a finite vb instead of 
the participle liidden: and gather (or scrape, cp. Ar. sa.fan) the hoards 
o.f the sand. The reference is either to the manufacture of glass which 
took place on the sands S. of 'Akka (Josephus, II. Bell. Jud. x. z; 
Tacitus, Hist. v. 7; Pliny, Hist. Nat. v. Ii, xxxvr. 65) or to the pro
duction of purple from the murex (Pliny, H.N. IX. 60-65) large quan
tities of the emptied shells of which are still found about Tyre. 

zo And of Gad he said: 
Blessed be the Broadener of Gad, 
Like a lion he haunts 
And tears'1Iie arm, yea the scalp. 

21 And he saw to the best for himself, 
[For there was the lot of the leader {?)] 
Yet he went with the heads of the people, 
He wrought the just will of the LORD,· 

And his judgements along with Israel. 
On Gad's territory see iii. 16 f. (mingled with that of Reuben); and Josh. xiii. 

24-28, where he extends from Aroer on Amon northward through Moab and flll the
cities efGilead to Lidebir (just S. of the Yarmuk) unto tlu uttermost part ef tlze sea 
ef Cl,imuretl,: truly the broadest of the tribal territories, the lot ef tlu leader(�), as 
this oracle describes it. On the obscure oracle upon Gad in Gen. xlix. 19, little more
than a play upon his name, see Ryle's notes in this series. It is not possible to 
deduce a date from this oracle; see on v. 20, 

20. he that mlargeth, etc.] Jehovah. The reference is usually 
interpreted of the recovery of Gad's territory from the Syrians, z Kgs 
xiv. z5 f., and as proof of a date for the poem between that and the 
conquest by Tiglath Pileser ( 1 Chron. v. z6). But it may as well be 
a reference to the original allotment of so vast a territory to Gad, 
Josh. xiii. �4 ff.

dwelleth] So Sam. Haunts is more appropriate. LXX av€1rav1To.ro. 
as a lioness] Cp. 1 Chron. xii. 8: Gadites ... whose faces were likt the 

faces of lions. 
21. provided] Lit. saw but=saw to. 
first part] Or the best, Heb. resldth. See above, 11. 1 �; and on

xviii.+· 

20 

21 
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For there was I the lawgiver's portion reserved ; 
And he came 1wit/1 the heads of the people, 
He executed the justice of the LoR1>, 
And his judgements with Israel. 

22 And of Dan he said, 
Dan is a lion's whelp, 
That leapeth forth from Bashan. 

23 And of aphtali he said, 

I Or, a rultr's portion 1 Or, to

For th,·,-,, etc.] Both the text of this line and the beginning of the 
next-fl sham hdffalh m'[w/,·�· sapl11m (�o far confirmed by Sam.) 
7<1<1_1'.)'c//1-and the meaning, for lher,· lhc l,1/ o

f 
a ru/fr was laid up, and 

he ,am,·, etc., are very uncertain. The line is an odd one and may well 
be a glo s upon the preceding line. 

If the HeL. text be ac�eptt:d, the meaning is that although Gad had rccein·d hb 
large ;uiJ princely t-,rritor)' I·:. of Jordan )'Cl he c,,.n,c with (Sam. ,,,,,,.,;,fr,( 1,ims,lf 
,.,if/1\ the head, of the people to the conque,t of W. P.,le,tine, lo)·.11 to the ri!:hlt:OU< 
purp,>,e of G,><1, and cxc�utcd Hi, judgement.- on it, J><'Oplc, (Ex ,xiii. 31 ff.). 
Po,,ible emendation, are (u/�·11/1 111�(,uk�·,1�·. and /tis/(,/ rt11U on"ii,ud ((iic,el,n:t.:ht): 
l1111/'/,:,il, lvl�·atlt m<!1·1!d,·,·lt (cp LXX <11-<pi<r9'1 r7 tipxovT•w), a ruler's le>! ,uas 
allott,·d. The last word saflt1111, r,·s,·r.•,·d or /,.,,1 up, overload, the line and i, 
by ,ome inJ;:eniou"IY taken with 7.tlllJ')'t'llt' of the next line: a!-. an in,·cr,i•m of -:,,,l)')'lllr• 
,,s.,.,.f/11111 3nd titer,· gntlter,·d t/1,·msd,·,·s f/,,-1,,-nds 11.f tlu fr,•j>ln, LXX <TV"'1')'/I-OWI' 

0.11-0. af>)('7)'0<< >..a.ow: and the line i, uken a, a gloss, or '" the rcpe?ition by a -.cnl,c, 
error of the line in,,. 5. On the whole,'. see Num. xx,ii. 

22 And of Dan he said : 
Dan, a whelp of a lion, 
He leaps from Bashan. 

22. The situation assigned is that northern one, to which the tribe 
migrated from their earlier seal in the South (Ju<!. xviii.;). They 
settled at Laish (a poetical term for /ion) or Le�hcm, thereafter callt!d 
l>an, which is usually identified with Tell-el-�adi (�adi = Dan) io the 
valley of J onian below l_lermon. But because of the military weakness 
of this site and the impo,,ihility of holding the valley-the main 
northern averrne into l'ak,tinc-except from the heights above the 
neighbouring Banias, on which stand the ruins of the Crusaders' Castle, 
e�-�uheibeh, the present writer has argued (/IC///,, 4H, 4i9 ff.) that 
the site of Laish or Dan must h:we heen on the::,e heights. This is 
confirmed by the pre�ent v. /1,· ka/s /iwn 1/,,shdn, a name which never 
covers the Jordan ,·alley where Teil-el-�adi lies. but is applicable 
to the heights to the E. of it.-The oracle in (;en. xlix. 16 f. reflects 
this post of vantage over the entrance of invaders from the N.

23 And of Naphtali he said: 
Naphtali sated with favour, 
And full of the blc,,ing of the I..ORD, 
Sea and South shall he hold. 
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0 Naphtali, satisfied with favour, 
And full with the blessing of the LORD : 
Possess thou the 1 west and the south. 

And of Asher he said, 
Blessed be Asher 2 with children; 
Let him be acceptable unto his brethren, 
And let him dip his foot in oil. 
Thy 3bars shall be iron and brass; 

1 Or, sea 2 Or, above sons 3 Or, shoes 

23. The first two lines reflect the extraordinary fertility of mount 
Naphtali (Josh. xx. 7) i.e. Upper Galilee between the Lake on the E. 
and the territory of Asher on the W., 'an undulating tableland arable 
and everywhere tilled, with swelling hills ... covered with shrubs and 
trees' (Robinson); along with the still more exuberantly fertile plain of 
Gennesaret (HGHL, 417-421, 446 f. with citations in proof from 
Josephus, etc.). 

satisfied with favour] ep. Ps. cxlv. 16. 
the sea] Not the Mediterranean (Sam. the West) but the sea of 

Kinnereth, iii. 17. 
the.south] Heb. Darcv11 (so Sam.), a late poetic word, Ez. xi. 27 f., 

Job xxxvii. 17, LXX At/3r1, the S.W. wind, a happy conjecture, for no 
wind brings more moisture to Mount Naphtali. Geddes: South be
cause Naphtali's land lay S. of that of Dan; Graf an<l Dillm. the hot 
land in the deep trench of the Jordan valley and upon the Lake where 
the vegetation is tropical. Driver: 'so styled it seems partly in con
trast to the main possessions of the tribe (which were farther N.), 
partly with allusion to the sunny warmth which prevails there'; Berth. 
emends, 'the sea and the way of the sea' (derek yam), cp. Is. viii. 23. 

hold thou] So Heb. Sam. LXX read he shall hold. 

24 And of Asher he said: 
Blessed above sons be Asher, 
Be the favoured of his brethren, 
And• be dipping his foot in oil. 

25 Iron and brass be thy bars, 
And thy strength as thy days. 

Asher lay W. of Naphtali on the same range and enjoyed similar fertility, cp. 
Gen. xlix. 20: ' I know not if there be in all antiquity a more finished picture' 
(Geddes). 

24. Blessed above sons be Asher] As in R. V. marg., cp. Jud. v. 24.
in oil] All the Galilean highlands were famous for their olives. 'It

is easier to raise a legion of olives in Galilee than to bring up a child in 
Palestine' (Bereshith Rabba, 20). 

25. bars] Heb. min'al, found only here, but the meaning is con
firmed by that of the similar form man'ul, Neh. iii. 3, etc., and by the 

24 
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And as thy days, so shall thy 1 strength be. 
26 There is none like unto God, 0 J eshurun, 

\\"ho rideth upon the heaven for thy help, 
And in his excellency on the skies. 

1 Or, rest Or, security 

Sam. The shoes of A.\'. and R.\". marg. and the LXX inro4-r,µ.a. an: a 
false conjecture from 11a'al, sandal. Thy, LXX his. 

iron and brass] Or poss1hly basalt and /,,-011:,·; see on viii. 9. 
strm.rtlz] So Sam., LXX, Targ., perhaps reacting rob,·' for the lfcl,. 

dobe', which is not found d,cwhcre and is of unknown meanini;. Some 
render rat after the doubtful analogy of Ar.; \"ulg. old t1g<', as if read
ing d'6 for d6'. 

26-29. THE EPILOGUE.

26 Tone like the God or yeshurun !-
Riding the heavens to thy help, 
And the skies in His loftiness. 

27 The Eternal God is thy refuge, 
And heneath are the arms e,·c!rlasting. 
He drove out before thee the foe, 
And He said, Destroy! 

28 So Israel dwelt securdy, 
Secluded the fount of Jacob, 
On a land of com and wine, 
His heavens too dropped with dew. 

29 Happy thou Israel ! \\"ho is like thee? 
A people saved by the LORD. 

1' [He is) the shield of thy help, 
And the sword that exalts thee; 
Till thy foes come to thee fawning, 
But thou on their heights dost march. 

This'"'"section follows clo�ely on to vz•. 7.-f, with which it may have 
been originally one poem. 

26. like the God of Jesh11ru11] So Sam., LXX., Targ., Vulg.: but 
Heb. reads like the Cod, 0 Y•shuru,z. l'arallels to this line are found 
in J, Ex. viii. to, ix. 14; in the Poem, Ex. xv. 11; 1 Sam. vii. 22, 
and above iv. 35, 39, xxxii .. �9-

excdlauy] Rather loftiness, exaltation. Geddes sees an allu�ion to 
the pillar of cloud by day and fire by night. Of the divine sublimity 
only here and Ps. Ix viii. 34 (3:,); also there with skiu. 

sA·ic.1] Or less prohaulyji,u douds; Geddes: 'the suhtile air.' The 
word occurs only in the Second Isaiah, the late Jer. Ii. 9, Job, Proverhs 
and P!-alms. many of which are certainly late. 
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The eternal God is thy dwelling place, 27 

And underneath are the everlasting arms : 
And he thrust out the enemy from before thee, 
And said, Destroy. 
And- Israel dwelleth in safety, 28 

The fountain of Jacob alone, 
In a land of corn and wine ; 
Yea, his heavens drop down dew.
Happy art thou, 0 Israel: 

-
, 29 

Who is like unto thee, a people saved by the LORD, 
The - shield of thy help, 
And that is the sword of thy excellency! 
And thine enemies shall 1 submit themselves unto thee; 
And thou shalt tread upon their high places. 

1 Or, yield feigned obedience 

27. dwelling place] As in Ps. xc. 1. A.V. refugr1; and some moderns
thy refuge by emending the text. The LXX renders the line Ka, CTKe

ra.uei CT€ 0ec,v dpx_-fJ. 
And 1mderneat/1 are the everlasting arms] Berth. and Marti oddly 

declare this beautiful line unintelligible, on the ground that the arms of 
God inhabiting heaven (v. 26) cannot at the same time be conceived as 
beneath His people ! By changing one consonant and pointing others 
differently they substitute and tlu power (arms) of the wicked was broken. 
But the figure of the arms underneath (cp. Hos. xi. 3, Ps. lxxxix. 
21 (22)) comes in naturally after the other of God as a dwelling or 
refuge; 'God at once the foundation and the roof of their abode' 
(Calvin). 

And he drave out; in Hex. only here and in JE (frequently); not in 
D nor deut. passages. 

And said, Destroy] A line of but 2 stresses. 
28. fo1mtain ... alo11e] For fountain, 'ain, some propose 'am, people.

But the figure is emphatic and natural after the previous line: Israel's 
life shall flow unmixed, untainted with that of the expelled peoples. 

29. The metre here is irregular, tlie first line is overloaded, the
third too short, but the text is mostly confirmed by the Versions. 

shield] God as shield, Gen. xv. r, Ps. iii. 3 (+), xviii. 2, 30 (3, 31 ), 
lxxxiv. JI (12). 

that is] So Heb.; but omit with Sam. LXX. 
excellency] The same word as in v. 26, but here.in the passive sense 

of being exalted. 
come to thee fawning] Or cringing. Pss. xviii. H (4;;), !xvi. 3, 

}l(XXl. J 5 ( 16). 
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34 And ::\loses went up from the plains of Moab unto 
mount Nebo, to the top of l'i�gah, that is over against 
Jericho. And the LoRD shewed him all the land of Gilead, 

CH. XXXIV. TIIE D�:ATH A:-Ol> BURIAL uF MusEs. 

Mo�es a,cends Xehu and the Lollll shows him the Lancl-from Dan 

to Zoar-promi,td to the Patriarch,, which he is not to enter ( 1--4). 
So he dies, and (;0<I buries him, in the land of :\[oab, no man knowm� 
his grave(:, f.)-hi, age 120 years, reached with unabated ,trength. He 
i" mourned hy Israel .�o days, and J o,hua, whom he con,ecrated, 
succeed, him in the people's obedience (;--9). The Book close, ,,ith 
homage to his incomparable rank a, a prc,phct ( 10-12).- .\s the varier! 
phraseology reveals, the pa,sage is a compilation f, om the main ,11urce� 
of the l'ent., each of "hich mu,t have contained some account of the 
death <•f the great leader. For details ,ee the note,. An exact anal pi, 
is hardly pos,ilile, but 'the only uncertainty is in one or two plaet:, 
where the phraseok•gy displays so little that is characteristic that it 
might have been used by any narrator · ( I >river). 

1. ilfosts wml up] A, commanrkd, iii. 2;. xxxii. 49. 
plains qf .1/oah] Heb. 'arh,it/1 .llo'ah, the p1rts of the '..\rabah (see 

on i. 1) reckoned as !\loabite. The designation i5 peculiar to I', who 
gives it as Israel's la�t camp before crossing Jordan, Xum. xxxiii. 48-:,0, 
cp. Xum. xxii. ,, xxvi. 3, 63, xxxi. 12, xxx,·. ,. xxxvi. ,.�.Josh.xiii .. P, 
which place these •steppes· 011 Jordan and opposite Jen·,ho. According 
to iii. 24-29 :\loses a,cende<l Xebo from lsrael·s immediately pre\'iou, 
camp in the J.:!en tr.·,·r a.t:ainsl Btth-Pe'or, which is above the Jordan 
valley. But 'arbJth .Jlo'ab may have been loosely held to cover this 
higher hollow that debouches on the • .·/ raba/1. 

1111/0 mo1111I Nt·bo, the headland or the Pi.\i;ali] The former is P's name 
for the mount (xxxii. 49), the latter that of E (Xum. xxi. 20, xxiii. 14) 
arid deuteron. writers, see on iii. 1;. It is the headland which breaks 
from the plateau of :\loab between Heshbun and :\ledaba under the name 
en-Neba (= 'mountain-back,' Dalman .1/NP/JV. 1900, p. 23) or Ra, 
en-Xeba, and ru11s out to the S. of the\\", •Cyim '.\[usa upon the X. end 
of the Dea<l Sea. From the high edge of the Plateau it dips a little, and 
so loses the view to the E.-hrael's desert horit.0ns for 40 vears-but 
the bulk of W. Palestine is in sight; only at first the nearer side of the 
Jordan valley is invisibl,e, and N. and S. the view is hampered hy the 
parallel headlands. Further \V. howe,·er it rises somewhat into the Ra, 
Siaghah, a promontory which, though lower than the Ra, en-Xeha. 
stands freer of the hills to X. and S. The whole of the 'Arabah i, now 
open from at lea,t EngeJi, an<l if the mist allows frum still farther S., tu 
where on the N. the hills of Gilead appear lo meet those of Ephraim. 
The Jordan flows below, with Jericho visible beyond it. Over (;ilead 
Hermon has been seen in fine weather. Set· further HGHL, ,:;Ii? ff. 

u;•t'r t1_!;,1i11.,t.f,rid1,,] Lit. ,,_i;ainst the fut,,;; i.e. (l,y Semitic oricmta
tion) to the E of, 
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unto Dan; and all Naphtali, and the land of Ephraim and 2 

Manasseh, and all the land of Judah, unto the 1 hinder 
sea-; and the South, and the Plain of the vall�y of Jericho 3 
the city of palm trees, unto Zoar. And ·the LORD said 4 

unto him, This is the land which I sware unto Abraham, 
unto Isaac, and unto Jacob, saying, I will give it unto thy 

1 That is, western. 

all the Land-Gilead unto Dan, etc.] Not as in EVV. the land o.f 
Gilead. Dan itself, either Tell-el-�adi, on one of the sources of Jordan, 
or more probably on the neighbouring spur of J:Iermon above Banias (see 
above xxxiii. 22, and HCHL, 47 3, 481), is not visible, but I:Iermon above 
it is sometimes seen� and Dan is mentioned as the N. limit of the land. 

2. all Naphtali] The lofty country N. and N. W. of the Lake of
Galilee, some of whose hills, over 2,500 feet, may (as Dri. says) be visible 
from Nebo, as the lower Mt Tabor to the S. of them is. 

and all the lando.f Ephraim and llfanasseh] So LXX. These certainly 
are in sight with Eba! and Geiizim and the intervening valley particularly 
distinct. 

all the land o.f Judah, unto the hinder sea] A natural hyperbole; the 
hinder or Western Sea (xi. 24). The Mediterranean is hidden by the hills 
of Judah. But again the bulk of Judah is in sight, and the Sea is mentioned 
as its W. boundary. 

S. the South] Heb. the Negeb, see ori i. 7.
the Plain] Heb. kikkar, the root meaning of which, to judge from its

_ use alike for a district, a loaf and a weight, must be round or oval. Render 
tlie Round: here in apposition (delete of) to the Bilf'a/1 (lit. space deft
or laid open between llills, HCHL 385, 654 f.), or Valley, o.f Jeric/10; 
called also the kikk,1r o.f Jordan, Gen. xiii. 10 f., I Kgs vii. 46. If (as the 
present writer still holds, cp. HCHL 505 ff.) the overwhelmed Cities of 

• the Kikkar (Gen. xiii. 12, xix. 29) lay not at the N., but at the S., end 
of the Dead Sea, the name the Kikkar, like the Ar. ghor to-day, was 
applied to the 'Arabah at both ends of that sea. 

the city o.f palm trees] Jud. i. 16, iii. I 3 ; 2 Chr. xx viii. 15. The district 
of Jericho wa� celebrated for its palms from a remote antiquity down to
Roman times, and even to those of the Crusades. See for details HGHL 
266 and note 4.

unto Zoar] The position of this town, S. of the Dead Sea, is strongly
attested, HGHL 506 f. The present passage is not decisive, for it is
uncertain whether unto Zoar refers only to the Valley of Jericho, or to the 
whole of the southern regions included in the v. • 

The originality of this geographical list is doubtful. �am. has instead 
the ideal description of the Promised Land, from the Rivc:r of Egypt 
unto the Great Riwr, the River Eupl1rates; and unto the Western Sea. 

4. the laud which I sware, etc.] As Ex. xxxiii. 1, s_ee above on
i. s ..
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seed: I have caused thee to see it with thine eyes, but 
5 thou shalt not go over thither. So Moses the servant of 

the LoRIJ died there in the land of Moab, according to the 
6 word of the Lo Ro. And I he buried him in the valley in 

the land of Moab over against Beth-peor : but no man 
7 knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day. And Moses was 

an hundred and twenty years old when he died : his eye 
8 was not dim, nor his natural force abated. And the 

children of Israel wept for �loses in the plains of Moab 
thirty days: so the days of weeping in the mourning for 

9 Moses were ended. And Joshua the son of Nun was full 
of the spirit of wisdom ; for Moses had laid his hands 
upon him : and the children of Israel hearkened unto him, 

10 and did as the LORD commanded Moses. And there hath 
not arisen a prophet since in Israel like unto Moses, whom 

11 the LORD knew face to face ; in all the signs and the 
wonders, which the LORD sent him to do in the land of Egypt, 

l ·or, M TtltlS buried 

thou s/1all not go over thithe r] i. 3i, iii. li, iv. 21 f., and in P, xx>.ii. 
5-2, Num. xx. 12. 

5. the urvattl of Jehovah) So JE, Num. xii. 7 f., my serva11I, and 
as here, Josh. i. If., 7, r3, 15, etc. 

accordi11.i: to th.! word of, etc.] Lit. m,iuth ef,..irequent in P. 
6. he buried] He can only beJth01·ah, for 110 111a11 knew the grave;

hence the rendering they buried, ·though possible, so far as the grammar 
goes, is contrary to the sense. 

tke valley ... Bl!/h-peor] �ee on iii. 29. 
'I. ,a11 l1u11dred and twmty years] Dates, we ha\'e seen, are characteris

tic of P; this one is a round number= three full generations (see on ii. i); 
cp. Ex. vii. 7. 

nor his natural farce abattd] Lit. ,wr had his sat fled or ebbed. The 
phrase cannot be assigned to one source more than another. 

8. lht cldldren of .fsrad w,'ft ... tllirl;• dap] So I', Num. u. 29, of 
.-\aron; plains of :1/oab again 'arMtlz AJo'ab, see ,'. , . 

9. was Ji,11 of tlu spirit of wzstWm] Cp. P in Ex. xxviii. 3. where 
the wisdom is of a different kind. 

laid liis hands upon him] So P, Num. xxvii. rS-13. 
10. The phraseology now becomes deuteronomic. See on >.\·iii.

15, 18. 
11, 12. These vv. are irrelernnt to the more 5piritual estimate of 

'.\loses' prophetic rank in v. 10, and therefore may he ,luc to a lntt:r 
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to Pharaoh, and to all his servants, and to all his land ; 
and in all the mighty hand, and in all ·the great terror, 12 

which Moses wrought in the sight of all Israel. 

hand. On the deuteronomic phrases signs and wonders, mighty hand, 
great terror, see iv. 34, and on all Israel (not P's cliildrm if Israel), 
see iv. 44, xxxi. 23. Thus the Book closes in characteristically deutero
nomic style. 
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OX CLEAN AXD UNCLEAN ANIMALS 

(Deut. xiv, 3-20.) 

First, some remarks are necessary on the form of the deuteronomic 
list. While most of the name� have been reasonably identified with 
animals still found in Palestine-the credit of this is largely due to 
Canon Tristram-yet full success in such identification is not, and may 
ne\·er he, possible. Especially preca1ious is the equation of the names 
with single species. The names are generic, not specific. They are 
popular. They gin: proofs of a close obsen·ation of the structure and 
habits of the animals. llut the statement that the hare and the rock
hadger chew the cud is not correct; though Arah hunters ,till a,;.ert 
this of the rock-badger (see on v. i), and indeed 'both in hare and 
hyrax the peculiar munching movements, the backward and forward 
movements of the lower jaw, are so strongly suggestive of cud-chewing, 
that one rather admires the suggestion that they do chew the cud.' 

Like that in Lev. xi. 2-23 the list in Deut. is not exhau,tive. It 
details the clean mammals, both domestic and wild, but not the clean 
birds. It names the unclean birds, but not the unclean mammals except 
the camel, hare, and rock-badger, nor the reptiles nor the in,ects. That 
some of these, the weasel, mouse, and lizards, are added in Lev. xi. 
29 If. starts the question whether at the time our list was drawn up it 
was felt to be enough to count upon the people's natural repugnance 
to such vermin, without naming them; and whether the Lt:\·itical 
additions were due to a fresh temptation tu ust: these animals, which 
Israel had meantime encountered by contact with foreign customs and 
cults. But this opens up our main subject. 

\Yhat was the principle of tht: distinction hetween clean and unclean 
animals? Some of the data are obscure and conflicting ; and different 
explanations are possible, none of which is wholly satisfactory. A, 
we shall see, the complex result, which the Law presents, is probably 
due to many causes, both physical and spiritual. 

The following facts are certain. 
All Semitic peoples have distinguished between animals lawful and 

unlawful for food. But their customs, though ,-imilar, have varied very 
much in detail, and flesh which was enjoyed by one tribe was often 
forbidden to another. �omad from fella�, coast-dweller from desert
dweller, townsman from rustic, they have differed, and still differ in 
opinion and in practice as to the cleanness or uncleanne,-s of certain 
animals. 
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From the earliest times and long before there was written Law on 
the subject, the same distinction prevailed in Israel. The 0. T. tra
ditions vary as to the origin of flesh-eating. J and P agree that in his 
first estate man dicl not eat flesh. In Ts record the fruits of the ground 
are given to man for nourishment-every tree pleasant to the sight _and 
good jar food-and the animals are created to be his companions ; not 
till he is expelled from the garden and has to cultivate the soil cursed 
for his sake is anything said of his use of animals for clothing or 
sacrifice; at the same time serpents are cursed; Noah takes into the Ark 
seven pairs of every kind of clean animals and one pair of every kind not 
clean, and of the former offers '016th, or whole burnt-sacrifices (Gen. ii. 
9, 16, iii. 14 f., vii. 2, 20). In P's account man is granted dominion over 
all animals; cereals and fruit trees are given to him for food, but to the 
animals grass and herbage; Noah takes into the Ark two of every kind 
of living creature, along with all food, wont to be eaten {Gen. i. 29 f.,
vi. 19 f.). P knows of no sacrifice nor of any distinction between clean
and unclean animals before the legislation at Sinai (see J.P. 76, So). 
Up to the establishment of the deuteronomic Law, all slaughter and 
eating of domestic animals was sacrificial, but venison was eaten without 
ritual (xii). In the earlier histories the only reference to the distinction 
between clean and unclean foods is in Judg. xiii. 4, 7, q, where 
Manuah's wife is warned not to eat anything unclean, Heb. tiimt!', 
during her pregnancy. In Hos. ix. 3 f. food eaten in exile is unclean, 
because it is eaten only for appetite and cannot be brought into a, or the, 
house of Jelwvah, where alone the sacrifice is valid by which it is 
rendered clean1

. 

Again, the marks cited by our law as distinguishing clea� from 
unclean mammals, viz. that they wholly cleave the hoof and that they 
chew the cud, cannot be intended as the cause or fundamental reason of 
the distinction. In such features there is nothing to constitute cleanness. 
They are cited merely as convenient signs for carrying out a distinction 
which rested on other grounds. They are an aftertho\\ght, and as we 
have seen in the case of the hare and the hyrax they are incorrect. 

VVhat then were the grounds on which the distinction rested? The 
answer has often been given that animals were called clean or unclean 
according as experience had proved them wholesome or unwholesome 
fare for man. It is true that the unclean birds of our list are feeders 
on carrion (pnly the heron, v. r8, was long enjoyed in Europe); that 
the hare has often been considered unhealthy food, and that pork is 
dangerous especially in the East. Yet healthy peoples freely eat of 
both; the flesh of the rock-badger denied to Israel is, like that of 
lizards, enjoyed by Arabs ; and some Arabs eat the breast of the ostrich, 
a rank feeder. Nor can unwholesomeness be the reason for denying 
camel-flesh to Israel; it is one of the commonest flesh-foods in Arabia. 

1 If the passage is Hosea's, and therefore earlier than D, we must translate a house< 
of Jehovah: if with l\Iarti the vv. are considered a later addition, we must translate 
the House, and understand by the consecration of the food that which was secured 
for the whole harvest and increase of flock and herd by the presentation in the temple 
of firstlings, first-fruits and tithes. 
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Again, within the ,ame nation svmc form� uf tk,h arc pruhil,uc:J to 
one class of adults Y.hich are allowed lo others. In ,;everal ancic.'ftt 
religions the priests might not eat things permitted to the laity {W. k.. 
Smith, Rd. Sem. li4); and among modern Arabs certain animals an 
certain condition. may be eaten only by men and others only by women 
(.'.\lu,il, Et/111, Her. 1 :,o). Further, cameb are eaten in Palestine b)· 
Moslems, but not by Chri�tians (lialdensperger, PEFQ, 190.5, 120). It 
is well known that certain kinds of food, harmless to most individuals, 
disagree with others and may pos�ibly sometimes di,-agree with whole 
families. But the differences of usage just cited, occurring as they do 
Let ween whole tribes or religious bodies or religious ranks, or the ,exes, 
cannot all be explained on phy�ical grounds. It is clear, therefore, that 
the distinction hct ween clc-an and u11clea11 flesh-foods does not, at least 
wholly, rest upon their respecti,·e wholesomeness and unwholesome-
ness1, 

Another and a wider explana\wn, to which sufficient attention hll!, 
not been given, is that a people's distinction between clean and unclean 
animals was determined by the degree of their familiarity with them. 
This would account at lea.t for those cases which are left unexplained 
by" the other theory: the animals, namely, which are counted unclean 
and are yet whole.ome food for man. Thu. the camel, forbidden as 
food to Israel 2 to whom it came as a foreign beast, takes with the 
Arabs, to whom it is a dome�tic animal, a leading rank among their 
foods, replacing the ox, which is not easily reared in the desert and is 
regarded by many as the less honourable food (see on v. 4). Again 
fish, readily eaten by Arabs of the coast and of the well-watered .'.\loab 
and Gilead, is abhorred by Arahs of the waterless desert \see on 9 f. ), 
though these enjoy lizards and the like. Conversely the ostrich, a bird 
foreign to Palestine, is forbidden to Israel, but in Arabia, of which it is 
a native, its breast is eaten. Yet this solution offered for the problem 
is also not perfect. The hare and the wild-boar were as familiar in 
Palestine to Israel, to whom they were forbidden, as to the Arabs who 
enjoy them both. 

From such physical explanations the argument has therefore fallen 
back on religious beliefs and customs as the sole and sufficient grounds 
of the distinction. 

We may begin with a religious explanation relevant only to the 
Hebrew Law. Principal Patrick Fairbairn ( T;,pology of Scnpture, II. 
42j ff.), developing the views of earlier divines, argues that the law of 
clean and unclean foods manifests at once the bounty and the discipline 
of God. For man's body it p1ovides enough wholesome fare and on 
this puts a stamp of sacredness; but by ruling out of the list of per
mitted foods some that are wholesome along with all that are unwhole· 
some it trains the appetite to habits of discrimination and abstinence. 

I So already Patrick Fairbairn ( Typol<>KJ' ef Serif IN re, tr. 429 f.), who had not the 
ad,·antage of the morlern evidence qu,,ted abo\"e, and who came to his conclusion 
solely on that of the lists in the Hebrew Law. 

• In Egypt anc! in the wilderness Israel had no camels, and under the monarchy 
their first camels arc in charge of n man with an Arab name,/n·Nsalnn, I. 323. 
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'The outward distinction was from the first appointed for the sake of 
the spiritual instruction it was fitted to convey.' It was 'a symbol,' 
and like others it disappeared with the rise of the higher freedom which 
is in Christ. Such a theory does justice to the law's moral influence 
upon the people in their commerce with foreigners. Like that of the 
Sabbath, this law of foods helperl to maintain Israel's distinction from 
the heathen, especially throughout the Greek period. Yet the theory, 
formed al a time when the comparative study of religions was less 
advanced than it now is, fails to account for the existence among other 
Semites of food-customs very similar to those sanctioned by the Hebrew 
laws. We must seek for the origin of the latter in ideas and impressions 
common to the whole Semitic race. 

While the study of Semitic customs reveals everywhere (as we have 
seen) the practice of a distinction between clean and unclean foods and 
discovers great varieties in that practice, all of which cannot be ex
plained on physical grounds alone ; it also shows that many of the 
animals forbidden as food by the Hebrew laws were worshipped' or 
were eaten sacramentally by the neighbours of Israel. Reasons of 
ritual have therefore been proposed-and by some exclusively pro
posed-as the basis of the distinction. 

Heathen Arabs worshipped the lion and the nasr or carrion-vulture 
(W.R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, 208 ff.); fish 
with scales and without were sacred to certain Syrian deities (Rel. Sem. 
430), anrl the people of l:larran sacrificed field-mice, dogs and swine 
{/d. 272 ff.). According to 'Is.' lxv. 4 some Israelites provoked 
Jehovah by eating the flesh of swine and broth of foul things, and 
believed that such rites enhanced their holiness ; and, lxvi. 1 7, they 
hallowed themselves by eating swine's-flesh, the detestable thing (shelfe;, 
or as others read shere;, creeping things), and mice (cp. !xvi. 3). 
Similarly Ezekiel (viii. 10 f.) describes secret places in the Temple 
where every form of reptile and detestable thing and all the idols of the
house of Israel were worshipped by the heads of Jewish families, 
Further slzelfer is a term applied both to unclean beasts and the gods 
of the heathen. 

From this the conclusion has been drawn that 'the unclean creatures 
are the divine animals of the heathen ' (Kins/zip etc., 309); 'because 
in one cult something is holy, in another it is impure ... ; we are led to 
conclude that it is religious grounds which lie below the prohibitions of 
certain foods by the Law ... ; the prohibition of the swine presents 
itself entirely as a protest against the holiness of that beast in some 
vanquished or foreign cult' (Berth. on Lev. xi.). It is also pointed out 
that the laws against such foods in D, H and P appeared at the time 
when those cults largely prevailed in W. Asia (their mystical com
munions having displaced the old national or tribal cults) and had 
invaded Israel itself-(Kinslzip, 308 f.). The case for this theory is 
therefore very strong, and is further supported by the reason given for 
the prohibition of certain foods to Israel in the short summary of H, 
Lev. xx. 26: ye shall be lzoly to Jehovah, His exclusively and not 

• another god's. 

DEUTERONOMY 
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Yet like the other, thi.s expl:mation fail, to ac,01mt for C\"cry ca.: in 
Lhe ltsts before u,. For example, fi,h with M:alt:, are ckan to lsN , 
though they were regarded as �cred to ,omt: Syrian d(itics; do, 
\hrc eaten in Israel, though the peculiar syml,ols of a �yrian goddc: ; 
sheep were sacrificed in Israel as well as hy all other ��·mites; a111l 
still more the ox was permitltd lo brad l,oth as sacrifice and r,-t, 
although it was worshipped by the Canaanites ancl its ,acredness formed 
the strongest temptation tn idolatry which hrncl encountered. There
fore the theory, that the animals furhiclden l,y the Law wcrt· unclean to 
the people of Jehovah because of their ,acrednc�, to other dcitic,1 ne£d 
qualification. 

This is offered by another explanation, according to which an :111imal 
was unclean to Israel not because it was s.,cramentallv eaten in a 
heathen shrine, but because Israel them.sch-es believed,· or had once 
helieved, that it was the inhal,itation of ,omc malignant, supernatural 
power. Referring to the prohibition of sh,·rr,.- or crapin;: things l,ccausc 
so intensely unclean as to infect whate\"er they touch (Lev. xi. 29 ff.). 
\V. R. Smith says : 'So strict a taboo is hardly to be explained exc1:pt 
by supposing that like the Arabian �anas/1 1 they had supernatural and 
demoniac qualities' (Rel. Sem. Zif-, cp. 143 and A."imhip, 3o6). But ,uch 
a religious belief itself requires explanation. It can have ,prung only 
from these sources :-unfamiliarity with the animab pronouncer! unclean 
(as we have seen Arabs of the desert abhorring fi,h enjoyed hy Arahs 
of the coast, or Israel regarding the camel as unclean while Arabs of 
all times have partaken of its flesh), or some experience of the per
nicious effects of eating certain animals (as the Syrians, with whom fish 
were sacred to Atargatis, thought that 'if they ate a sprat or ancho\"y 
they were visited with ulcers, swellings and wasting �ickness,' Rt!. 
Se,11., 419 f.), or some accidental coincidence between the eating of an 
animal and an outbreak of disease. It was verv natural for men to 
ascribe to a hostile demon, resident in the anima'i, both the fear with 
which the sight of its strange or repulsive shape affected them and any 
sickness they may have suffered after eating its flesh. So they called 
this not 'unwholesome' but ritually unclean (t,im/'). The primary 
factor, however, in this religious instinct was the strangeness of the 
beast or its evil taste or the deleterious consequences, real or imaginary, 
of eating it. And this is confirmed by the primiti\'e rule as to what 
fruits might be eaten : and Jehcrz,ah cauud lo spring every frt,· jJl<"<1sa11t 
tu the sight and good for food ... a,,d commanded mm sayin.1;, Of r.·oy 
tree in th,· garden tlwu mayest mrtly cal (], Gen. ii. 9, 16). It is 
clifticult to say whether {ahor and /iimt' meant first physically, or 
ritually, clean and unclean, though the general analogy of such tern,s 
in Hebrew would point to the fom1er; but it is at least signific-,mt that 
before animals were divided into (ahJr and /aml' they were simply 
called (ah,,r and not-/a/,iir (Gen. vii. 2). 

Another fom1 of the religious explanation of the distinction between 
clean and unclean animals derives this from lottmism. The totem of a 

1 Which covers reptiles, rats, mice, insects, etc. 
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tribe is an animal (less frequently a plant) which the tribe recognise as 
physically akin to themselves and as invested with supernatural powers. 
W. R. Smith and others have argued that, like most primitive races, 
the ancient Semites also had their totems; and the evidence for this is 
considerable. The names of a number of Semitic persons and tribes 
are animal names. In the O.T. we find Rahel Ewe, Leah Antelope or 
wild-cow, Nun Fish, Kaleb Dog, ‘Akbor Mouse, Huldah Weasel, 
Shaphan Rock-badger, ‘Oreb Raven and ’Ayyah Kite. Among the 
Arabs there are many more (W. R. Smith, Azzship, 17, 190 ff., gives 
a list of personal names ‘identical with those both of clean and unclean 
animals; cp. Musil’s lists in £¢z. Ber. and Von Oppenheim’s in Vom 
Mittelmeer zum Persischen Golf). In Harran the dog, and among the 
Arabs the rock-badger, were regarded as the brothers of man (A7zship, 
201, 204). The totems are most frequently wild animals, for totemism 
is characteristic of the hunting stage of human life ; and nothing does 
more to break it up than the adoption of pastoral habits along with the 
notions which these suggest of the kinship of man with his milk-giving 
beasts through fosterage. But primitively the domestic animals may 
also have been totems till higher ideas of divinity became attached to 
them. ‘In almost all ancient nations in the pastoral and agricultural 
stage the chief associations of the great deities are with the milk-giving 
animals; and it is these animals, the ox, the sheep, the goat, or in 
Arabia the camel, that appear as victims in the public and national 
worship.’ The gods grew out of and replaced the animal demons 
(Rel. Sem., 336f.; cp. 129f.). But the older ideas survived, as is seen 
from their recrudescence in Syria, in the 8th and 7th centt., when 
the national and tribal faiths were broken up. The sacredness im- 
puted to all these animals would affect the use of them in different and 
opposite ways. It would compel abstention from them as common food, 
but it would also be the motive of their sacramental use upon solemn _ 
occasions, when by partaking of its flesh the tribesmen entered into 
communion with their totem. Tribes uniting with each other would 
respect the sacredness of their respective totems and thus alter or ~ 
modify their own food custonis. Or again the totem of their enemies 
might be solemnly slaughtered and eaten by a tribe as if to absorb the 
qualities of that beast or to signify the destruction of its human kin 
(Stade, Gesch. Zsv.,.1. 485). -Or again totems might be used medicinally. 
We cannot limit the directions in which the easily startled mind of 
primitive man will spring under fear, or hate, or hope, or some other 
passion. No wonder, then, that Stade (/oc. cé¢.) describes all pro- 
hibitions of foods as going back to totemism. W. R. Smith (Avzship, 
310) adds this argument: ‘that the Hebrew list of forbidden foods is 
largely made up of the names of creatures that there could be no 
temptation to eat under ordinary circumstances, is naturally explained 
by the theory just put forward.’ 

These general conclusions are, however, precarious. It cannot be 
proved that every animal unclean to Israel was, or had been, a totem 
of one of their own tribes or of an alien people. The hare does not 
appear as such, but on the contrary was believed by the Arabs to be 
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avoided by all demote or jinns (Kel. Sem., 1S aaa cc 
Altarab. Beduinenleben, 20). Probably for that a 
its head or of one of its bones as an amulet was v1 
spread among the Arabs. Arabs also use as medicine one of the 
unclean to Israel, the rathim or carrion-vulture (v. 17), as well as pa’ 
of serpents (Musil, Ethn. Ber., 19, 131). Yet the fact that all th 
unclean birds on the Hebrew lists are carrion-feeders leaves it 
possible that the prohibition of them was due to the natural disgust they 
created as that it was due to their being, or to their having once been, 
the totems of Israelite or other clans. If the absence of any n 
temptation to eat them is a reason for seeking a totemistic explanation 
of their unlawfulness as food, why are the beasts of prey not alsc 
detailed by name? “ 

Above all the advocates of a totemistic explanation of the distinctic 
between clean and unclean flesh-foods take no notice of certain a , 
influences which must have disturbed and altered any system of food: 
based upon totemism. One of these was the frequency of famine as 
the result either of war or of natural causes. Deprived of their usual _ 
and sacred foods tribes would be forced to experiment with kinds o 
flesh which for one reason or another they had hitherto scrupulously ; 
avoided. In famine-cursed Arabia this may have been the origin of 
the eating of lizards and serpents. Nor can we eon oy 
everyday sagacity of men, always more or less s 
for the means of living. And, besides, there was the mek ie wae 
we have already (in connection with the sacrifice of children) found — 
operative even among the heathen Semites. If excesses in eating orin 
drinking, or sexual abuses, were developed in connection with rites, — 
whose centre was the enjoyment of the flesh of a particular animal, 
there may well have been a revolt against the use of that flesh either 
ordinarily or as a sacrament. 4 

Obviously, then, it is injudicious to allow to totemism more than. a. 
contributory part in the formation of those customs in the use of flesh- 
foods which prevailed throughout the Semitic world. Baldenspeee ss 
description of the distinctions in eating wild beasts and birds.o} 
by the present natives of Palestine implies that these are due to several — 
factors :—tradition, observation of what the beasts and birds eat, and 
natural disgust at the propensities of some to carrion; but the general 
tules are evaded by fictitious excuses, and in particular birds ed 
as ‘unclean’ will be eaten when accidentally killed (PE Q, 1905, 120). — 

Probably all the causes suggested had something to do with the 
complex and varying results. Both physical and religious motives — 
were at work ; and the latter must have often been suggested by the 
former. As we have seen the strangeness or the repulsive appearance 4 
of an animal or the sickness which followed the eating of its flesh would 
inevitably start the belief that a demoniac power was present in the — 
animal. In the case of animals adopted as totems other ideas were ~ 
operative. Where the animal gave milk the sense of blood-ki = 
came naturally to the tribe living on its milk. Where a beast or | - 
of prey was adopted as the totem we can guess at the cause in a 
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s imagined friendliness on its part, or the wearing of its skin, or some 
human resemblance in its features, or some weird pride in imitating its 

__ habits or in likening its strength to one’s own. The effects of totemism 
- on the tribe’s food-customs may be inferred with greater certainty; but 

as we have seen they are variable, opposite and even contradictory. 
And again all such religious and totemistic practices would be crossed 
and warped both by natural and by historical events: by the stress of 
famine and the outbreak of plague, or by migration and the alliances 

_ and amalgamations of tribes with different totems. For it is only by so 
complex a variety of influences, both within totemism and acting upon 
it, that we can account for what seem to be the arbitrary and incon- 
sistent features in the various Semitic systems of the distinction of foods 

into clean and unclean. We cannot forget that through all the com- 
plexity of religious and social customs there must have been constantly 
operative the practical need of proving what beasts, birds and fishes 
were good for food and what were deleterious. Only thus can we 
explain the adoption of fish as food by tribes to which fish had been at 
first abhorrent. The simple mle to eat what was good for food is 

~ remembered in J as primitive and was no doubt always at work. It 
would require merely another of those religious fictions, in which Semitic 
societies were expert, to reconcile the happy experience of some new 
form of food with the religious system under which it had previously ~ 

- been forbidden. 
That all such influences had also once affected the tribes which 

united to form Israel is certain. Even under the written Law Israel’s 
system of clean and unclean-foods remains too similar to the customs 
of other Semites to leave us in doubt upon that point. But within 

_ historical times some of the influences had ceased to act directly 
on Israel and others came into operation. At the beginning of their 
history the Hebrews were out of the hunter stage of life and into the 
pastoral. Totemism, replaced by higher forms of religion, had dis- 
appeared or was confined to obscure portions of the peopie (note, 
however, as a survival to the days of Hezekiah the Nehkushtan or 
brazen serpent in the Temple). Food-customs springing from totemism 
or similar superstitions remained after their origin was forgotten. With 
the people’s settlement on more fertile lands the ox became, in addition 
to the goat and sheep, a domestic animal; and the sacredness of the 
relation of all three to the people is obvious from the fact that they 
could be eaten only sacramentally. On the other hand, Israel’s free use 
of certain wild animals may have been determined by the fact that like 
the domestic animals these ate of herbage only, while as they stood in 
no sacred relation to the people they might be slain and eaten without 
sacrifice. The people’s original unfamiliarity with the camel, joined it 
may be with the fact that it was sacred to foreigners, is a sufficient 
reason for considering its flesh as unclean. Further effects of their 
settlement are seen in the differences between others of their food- 
customs and those of the desert Arabs. They shared that aversion to 
wild boars and reptiles which (as we have seen) still distinguishes the 
fellahin from the nomads. Whatever may have been their original 

a a 
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fee as to fish, they ate fish in Palestine as “iely as ( 
to oo. settlement in Moab or Gilead. That they ruled out 
and lampreys, the former with very minute scales the latte 
none, is intelligible enough, since in shape these eats 
They abstained from birds which feed on carrion and 
some wild animals; but whether the motive to this ak bste! 
solely one of disgust or was due as well to the fact that these anin 
were sacred to other tribes is a point on which we have not enc 
evidence. On insects and reptiles Deut. xiv. 9 f. is vague, locusts 
or may not be forbidden by it; but H, Lev. xi. 20o—23, 
locusts may be eaten, and in a Priestly addition to H, Lev. xi. LS lee ‘ 
are more detailed directions as to unclean beasts. ee d ne 
imply a growth in the customs of Israel, especially reg 
animals on the line of separation and difficult. to tise in th 
structure from each other. That the weasel (or rat?) and the mou: 
while not mentioned in Deut., are expressly forbidden in Ley. xi, 2 
may be due to the recrudescence in the 6th cent. of ons rites 
which their flesh was’ sacramentally enjoyed (see above); but 
robably we owe it to the scribes’ increasing love of detail, 

Beat, xiv. is itself subsequent to the 7th cent. 
We cannot doubt that the higher ethical spirit which disting 

Israel from their Semitic kinsfolk, even from the earliest Geen 
some influence on the people’s practice with regard to foods, espec’ 
by disciplining the appetite. But of this there are no marks in 
written law. There the determining factor is Aoliness, i.e. 
separation to Jehovah. Of course from this there followed those eth 
effects to which sufficient allusion has been made above. 
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Amalek 290f. 
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angels of nations 347 
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383 ff.; divorce among the 265, 
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Arnon 38, 44 
Aroer 44 
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Asherah, the 217 ff. 

ASPs 355 
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240 | 
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Baalim xxxi, 150, 295 
Baal-peor 58 
ban, see herem 
barley 120 
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bat 191 
beating, punishment by 284 f. 
‘ bedstead’ of iron 49 
Beduiff 122, 133, 189 
Beeroth Bene-jaakan 134 

Bel 345 
Benjamin, blessing of 369 
Beth-peor 56 
Bezer 75 
‘bill of divorcement’ 278 
birds 189 ff., 260, 388, 390 
Blessings, the 308 ff. - 
‘blood is the life’ 171 f.; not to be 

eaten 171 
‘boil of Egypt,’ the 312 
Booths, Feast of 209, 213 f. 
boundary stones 240 ff. 
brass 121 
bread 118, 121 
bride, the suspected xxxv, 263 f. 
bronze 121 
‘brooks’ 120 : 
burning of children in. sacrifice 

174f. 

~ 

Caleb, son of Jephunneh 23 
camel 188, 384 
camp, the holiness of the 271 f. 
Canaanites 8, 106 
‘captains’ 11 
captivity, selling into 43 
cattle 122, 182, 186 
cave-dwellers 35 
chamois 187 
‘charmer’ 232 
‘chastisement’ 144 
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Israel 362 ff. 
children, power of Israelite parents 

over 257; not to be put to death 
for parents 282 

Chinnereth 52, 375 
cities 181; treatment of captured 

247 ff.; of refuge 73 f., 236 ff.; 
walled 1 

‘ city of fe trees,’ the 379 
city seduced to other gods to be 

destroyed 181 
clean and unclean animals 1835 ff., 

382 ff. 
clothes of other sex not to be worn 

260 
cloths in a garment, against mixing 

262 ; 
-fcommandment’ (miswah) 57, 

94 ff., 145, 226, 329 
commandments, the ten, see Deca- 

logue 
commerce, foreign 201 
coney 188 
Congregation, right of entry into 

the 268 
congregation of Israel 91 
copper 121 
corn 113, 149, 193; use, at need, 

of others’ 276 
‘covenant’ 63 
Covenant, Book ofthe xx f., xliiff., 

xciv, 79 
‘covet’ gr 
‘creeping things’ 

19.7 > 
crime, individual responsibility for 

282 f. 
criminal, exposed corpse of a 

257 f. 
‘cubit of a man,’ the 49 
curses, the 304 ff., 310 ff. 

385 f.; winged 

Dan, blessing of 374; site of 379 
Dathan and Abiram 145 
dead, rites for the, forbidden 183 f., 

297 
debts, remission of »ro8 ff. 
Decalogue, the 64, 78f., 128, 156f.; 

~ earliest known occurrence of the 

‘children of Israel’ 77 ; origin of 
to 8 
iar 86 poe 
‘deep, 370 ‘ 
demons 350, oe i 
‘depths’ 120 . 
Deuteronomy : names ixf, ; « 

tent, structure and a 
standpoint, doctrine and sj 
XViii Fr ethics xxxii ff. 5 
and the Law- Book of Josiah x1 ff. 
xcivff.; date of xl ff., cx ff; qu 
tions and conclusions as te 
of xlv ff., xci ff. ; relations to 
other of the Code and the Dis 
courses xlvii ff.; 
various sources Ixxi; OS: 
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singular and plural forms of ad- 
dress Ixxiiiff., 95 ff, 110ff., 117, 
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and its contents xciv ff.; laws 
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the form and contents of, 
their answers cx ff.; Mos ‘ic 
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conspectus of code 1 Pi ff. 

disobedient son, a 256 
‘divination’ 231 
divorce xxxiv, 276 ff. 
Di-zahab 2f.  _ 
‘ door-posts’ 100 

eagle 189; gier 189 
Ebal, Mt 152, 300 ff., 
Edomites, treatment o =F 
Edrei 46, 49 R 2 
Egypt, diseases of 124, 312; horses 

in 225; rainless 147 f.; m 
of irrigation 147; still “bom 
dren in 174 ’ 

Elath 33 
‘ elders” Ixx, 216, 239 
Elohim 60 
emerods 312 
Emin, the 35 
“enchanter’ 232 
Eshcol 16 
eunuchs 268 f. 
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_ exile, threat of 316 ; life in 319; con- 

ditions of restoration from 327 ff. 
_ Ezion-geber 33 

_ fallen beasts, assisting to lift 259 f. 
‘familiar spirit’? 232 
fatherhood of God 184 

‘field’ gt 
firstborn, the rights of the 255 f. 
“‘firstfruits’ 228; presentation of 
292 f. 

‘firstlings’ 193, 206 ff., 252 ; per- 
_ _ quisite of priests 207 

fishes 189, 384, 386, 390 
flesh, use of for food 186 

_ foods, clean and unclean 183 ff., 
382 ff. 
_ ‘fool,’ ‘ folly’ 265 
_ ‘foreigner’ 200 

‘forest’ 237 
‘for ever’ 206 
‘forty stripes’ 285 

_ ‘forty years’ 32 
‘fountains’ 120 
‘frontlets’ 100 

_ fruit-trees 101, 120; sparing the, 
in a siege 249 f. 

: 

Gad, blessing of 373 
* gall’ 324 

_ gashing the flesh forbidden 184 
gazelle 171, 186 
Gebal 27 
generation, length of a 32 

_£2F XXXV, 13, 197, 229, 283, 323 
Gerizim, Mt 152, 304 
Gezer 18, 20, 35, 172, 174, 219, 368 
giants, traditions of 19 f. 
‘ gift’ = bribe 216 

- Gilead 44, 50, 378 f. 
Gilgal 153 
Girgashite 106 
gleaning 283 
goats 186 ; wild 187 
God, anthropomorphic language 

used of 9, 63 f., 8on., 353, 368; 
not to be represented in any 
form 61 ff., 63 

_ Golan 75 
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‘graven images’ 83, 85f., 116 
Gudgodah 134 

‘H,’ relation of to Deut. Ixvii f. 
Hammurabi, Code of 60, 87, 204, 

216, 224, 231, 241, 243, 251, 
256, 259, 261, 264f., 268, 273f., 
277, 280, 285, 302 

hare 188, 383, 387 
hart 171, 186 
harvest in Palestine 212; Feast of 

208 fi. 
hawk 190; night 1g0 
Hazeroth 2 
‘heap,’ an 182 
‘heart’ 69, 99, 321 
‘heave offering’ 164 
heavens, the 140, 151, 343f. 
herem, the lvii, 42 f., 182 f., 247 
Hermon, Mt 48 
heron rg1, 383 
Heshbon 40 
Hezekiah, Deut. and the reign of 

ci ff. 
‘ Higa,’ the 244 
‘hill-country,’ the 8 
“hinder sea,’ the 379 
Hittites ros f. 
Hivites 106 
‘holiness’ in Deuteronomy and 

other O.T. writers 108 ff., 185, 

309; 39° 
honey 348 
Hor, Mt 359 
Horeb, Mt 3, 82 ff., 127 
Horites 35 
Hormah 27 
hormets 115 
horses 225 
Hosea cxiv f., 26, 93, 102, 108 f., 

112, 219f. 
hot springs 121 
house, dedication of a new 246f. 
human sacrifices 174 ff. 
humanity of Deut. laws xxxv ff. 

idolatry, against 61 ff. ; danger of 
xxix f. 

‘idols’ 324 
‘imagination’ 339 
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incense, use of 368 
“increase mightily’ 97 
Ingathering, Feast of 208 ff. 
interest on loans 274 
iron 49, 121 ; smelting of 66 
Israel, Jehovah’s people xxvi ff., 

107 f., 298 f.; origin of 362 ff.; 
national organisation re ff. 

Issachar, blessing of 372 
‘itch’ 312 

Jabbok 45, 120 
Jahaz 41 
Jebusite 106 
‘JE’ used by Deut. Ixvii 
Jehovah cxv, 7, 84, 87, 98, 104; 

of Hosts 243; name of 163; 
fatherhood of 184; Israel’s ex- 
perience of 60; love for Israel 
xxviff., 111; Rock 345, 350 

Jericho 19, 379 
Jeshurun 349, 365 
Jews, fame among the Gentiles 59 f. 
ay 300 f. ; ‘ beyond Jordan’ re 

Soon blessing of 369 f. 
Joshua, appointment of 332 ff. ; 

charge to 336 ff. 
Josiah, the -Law-Book of xl ff, 

xlvii, xciv ff. 
Jotbathah 134 
Judah, blessing of 365 f. 
Judges 215; of final appeal 222 f., 

242; tribal xxxii, lxx, 9 ff., asf 
justice, administration of xxxii ff. 

Kadesh-barnea 3 
Kaphtor 38 
Kedemoth 40 
Kibroth-hattaavah 130 
kid 192 
king, the 224 
knots or tassels 262 
Kohathites 136 f. 

Laban 2 
Lachish 18 f. 
‘landmark’ 241 
Law, the, superiority of to other 

codes 60; the conscience of 
3209 ff.; delivered to the Levites 

Levites xxiii, 134 ff., 167, 
226 ff., 304f., 367 ff. a 

locust 314, 390 x 
lost property, restoring 239 
‘ lowland, >the 8— X 

Mathir 51 ; x 
magic 233 ; 
makim 160 a 
Manasseh, Deut. and the reign 
‘man of God’ 362 _ 
manstealing, against 280 
marriage with forei fe 

107; Levirate 286 : 
after divorce 276 ff. ; 
female captive of war 254 f. 

married, exemption of ne 
Massah 102, 130, 367 
Massebah, the 219 f. 
Massoth 209, 212 c 
Megiddo 219 : " 
Meribah 360 ‘ _ , 
Meribath- *Kadesh 36g 4s 
Mesha of Moab 42, 445 oe se 
‘milk and honey’ 97 
mill or upper millstone, agai 

taking in pledge 280 
‘mingled stuff’ forbidden 262 
‘minister’ 136 aa ; 
Moab 5, 37, 85, 94, 187; 

269, 372; plains of 378% wi 
ness of 34 

Moabite stone, the 41f., 87 — 
Mohammed 185, 254 
Molech Wen 
‘money’ 194 
monotheism 60, 68, 86, 8 
Moserah 134 
Moses, relation of to Deute: 

of 332 ff.; death and burial 
a58f., 378 ff; ‘Soe ae 
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les:bird, sparing the 260 
‘mountains as places for shrines 161; 

_. ‘mountain,’ a whole range 55 
murder, accidental and wilful 
e 236ff. ; expiation of an untraced 

250 ff. 

mutilation, punishment by 289 

_ ‘name of God,’ the 163 
» Naphtali, blessing of 375, 379 
_ Nebo, Mt 359, 378 
necklaces 205 
_ ‘necromancer’ 232 
Negeb 8 

~ ‘neighbour’ 200 
*no-people ’ 342 fF: 

‘oaks of Moreh’ 
oaths 102 
offerings, burnt 164, 244, 368; free- 

will 165, 213 ; heave 164; meat 
1643 peace 164, 209 

‘officers’ 12 
Og, king of Bashan 45 ff. 
oil 113, 120, 149, 193 
olives 120, 149, 283f., 314, 348, 

One Altar and Sanctuary, the law 
of xxiv f., xxxi, cvii ff, 155 ff, 
160 ff., 166 ff., 209, 226, 240, 

= 2-301 
orphan, against injustice to the 283 
ostrich 190, 383 f. 
owl, great, horned, and little 190 
ox 186, 386, 389; muzzling the 

285 f.; wild 371 

153 f. 

+ 49 

©P,’ relation of to Deut. lxvii f. 
Paran 2, 363 
Passover (with Masséth), Feast of 

208 ff. 
Perizzite 106 
Petra 219 
Phoenicia 8, 20, 48, 106, 373 
Pisgah 52, 55 
plagues, seven 311 ff. 
Plain, the 379 
plains of Moab 378 
pledges, laws concerning 28r 
prayer at table 122 

‘priests the Levites,’ the xxiii, 
226 f., 253, 303, 305 

primitive man and religion ror 
prophet, as dreamer 176f. ; in con- 

trast to diviner 230f., 233 ; test 
of a prophet’s word 234 f. 

punishment, excessive forbidden 
284 

rainfall, annual, in Palestine 149 
Ramoth in Gilead 75 
Refuge, cities of 73 f., 236 
remarriage after div orce —— 

276 ff. 
Remission, Year of 198 fi. 
Rephaim, the 19, 38, 49 
‘respect persons * 13 
Reuben, blessing of 365 
righteousness 104 
rock-badger 188, 383, 387 
Rock, the, a synonym for God 

345.350 - 
roofs, law as to protecting 261 

Sabbath 84 ff., 88 
sacrifices, kinds of 164; animal 164, 

206 ff., 252; blemished 220; 
human 174 f., 350; of children 
byslaughter and burning 174 ff. ; 
preference for male victims 207 

Salecah 49 
sandal 288 
sarcophagus at Sidon 49,87 
scorpions 122 
scurvy 312 
sea, Hebrew conception of the 

65 
‘sea-shore,’ the 8 
seeds, against mixing 261 
Seir 3, 27 
serpents 388; ‘ fiery” 122 
shaduf, the 147 
shaving the hairor beard 184 f., 254 
sheep 113, 122, 186 
Shéma‘, the 97 
Shephelah 8 
shoe, symbolism of 288 
‘signs’ 71, 177 
Sihon 40 
Sinai, Mt 363, 371 
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Sion, Mt 78 
Sirion 48 
Sirocco, the 312 

f el of animals, sacramental 

slaves xxxv, 89, 99, 101, 206; 
causes by which Israelites be- 
came 203; condition of, in Israel 
203; emancipation of 202 ff.; 
runaway 272f. 

smoke of sacrifice 368 
soothsayers 231 
‘sorcerer’ 232 
‘soul’ 69 
‘South,’ the 8 
spies, the ry ff. 
stature of Arabs and Syrians 19 
“statutes and judgements’ 57 f., 

94, 96, 103, 154 ff. 
stone pillars, laws engraved on 301 f. 
stoning to death 180, 221 
‘strange gods ” 338 
‘stranger’ xxxv, 13, 196, 

$23 
‘street’ 182 
‘strife’ 11 
‘strong drink’ 195 
Suph 2 
* swine’ 

229, 283, 

188, 385 

Ta‘anak 219, 368 
Taberah 130 
Tabernacles, Feast of 214 
‘tables of stone’ 128, 132 f. 
Talmud and the Decalogue 86 
Tell-el-Amarna letters 8, 27, 65, 

218f. 
‘temptations * 71 
“tent of meeting * 337 
‘Ten Words,’ the 64, 81; see Deca- 

logue 
‘testimonies,’ the 77 
‘ Testimony,’ the 82 
tithes 164, 192 ff., 195 f., 93 : 

triennial distribution of 295 ff. 
Tophel 2 
Torah 5, 60, 226, 302, 340 

CAMBRIDGE: PRINTED BY J, B. PEACE, M.A., AT THE 

‘tributary’ 248 

unchastity 262 ff. 
‘unseemly thing’ 278 
usury 274 f 

vendetta xxxii fi, 240 
‘ villages’ 38 
vine 120, i49 246 ’ : 
vows 275 f. 

wage-earner, payment of 282 
war 7I, 243 ; areligi ligious process 

42f., 24365 ‘exemptionsfrom ser- 
vice 244 ff., 279 f.; Puritans and 
244 

waters of Palestine, characteristic 
rig f. 

‘water under the earth’ 65 
water-wheels 147 
wearing the clothes, etc., of the 

other sex, against 260 
Weeks, Feast of 208 ff., 212. 
weights and measures, — di- 

vers 289 f. 
wheat 120 
widow, against injustice to the 283 
wife 91, 167, 179; against inter- 

course with a father’s = f.; the 
bondman’s 202 

‘ wilderness,’ the 2 
wine 113, 140, 193, 195 
witnesses 221, 241 

‘wonders’ 71, 177 
‘Words,’ the Ten 81 
worship, heathen places of 161 

year, division of the 4 

Zamzummim, the 37, 106 
Zebulun, blessing of 372” 
Zered, the brook 35 
Zin, wilderness of 360 _ 
Zoar 379 > 

. wes tad “3 3 
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- 
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dee, ‘ae { 




